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OFFICE OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE PARSEE
PUNCHAYET FUNDS AND PROPERTIES

A good English translation of the Pahlavi Nirangastan has been

wanted by students of our religion for a long time. On the recom-

mendation of the Victoria Jubilee Pahlavi Text Committee, the

Trustees of the Parsee Punchayet entrusted the work of supplying this

want to Mr. Sohrab J. Bulsara, M.A. To show how w'ell Mr. Bulsara

has acquitted himself in this difficult task the Trustees cannot do better

than quote the opinions of two well-known Pahlavi scholars to whom
his translation was submitted. ^

Shams-ul-Olama Dastur Darab Peshotan Sanjana, B.A., Principal,

Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy Madressa, writes: ‘ dl

clHWcti "id!

ItCllSi §5 d 'HC'd SHd 4

d'Hd »Hlii Sis "1 »H«-Hldl5ii

nil dd 4»{l KidSlKi ^'"i'Hdi d.d«v <3H«d4, diXl-H ^d
dli&iwi Sis (3XPft snd 'd’cll aHl Xfe^l'ft ^t'dHdi XM

S!=fl ddl 5Ht and dl<\ Si §

Si ^iwSi sftM "tssiiHi dio "it-txEid xl^drt yid^iSi

Mr. Behramgore Tehmurasp Anklesaria, M.A., Principal, Mulla

Feroze Madressa writes : “ XHyRiSi iit'-iixi =xd ^diiSii siviXidi

cjlddl dd X>Hl<aid MIX dSil dl^ddl ’Sesiti (xxidl =dcHl? ^tfldi did?

'^qi dSii dt<l Miffi §

‘ dlwciid ’ di xd^i i?di? 4 d<Hdi^id ^dPSdiCl

JIVANJI JAMSHEDJI MODI,
Secretary.

Bombay, 24th October, 1914.





PREFACE

WHY THIS WORK WAS SO LATE TO APPEAR

It was not owing to any small importance of the work that these

valued portions of the great Hiisparam Nask had been left untianslated

so long by scholars. It was rather due to the great difficulties beset-

ting the undertaking. That profound scholar of Iranian, Prof.

Darmesteter, wrote about it in his introduction to the translation of its

basal Avestan text in the Annales du Musee Guimet: “The translation

of these texts presents very great difficulties, in the first place because of

the corruption of the text, and then especially because of the technical

nature of the ideas which no effort of philology can determine.”

Darmesteter’s may safely be taken as an echo of the opinion of many

scholars in the west
;
and some eminent scholars on this side also have

held no other view. One of the most respected and experienced of

these candidly opined that the largest possible reward would not incline

a scholar to venture the undertaking. Another, equally distinguished,

and with a special accomplishment, wondered whether any sense could

be made out of these writings.

As a translation of the work was not thus forthcoming, the

respected Trustees of the Parsee Punchayet Funds, moved by Victoria

Jubilee Pahlavi Text Committee, came to a decision to try and

get it prepared under their patronage. And in the earlier part of 1903

their learned Secretary, Shams-ul-Olama Dr. Jivanji Jamshedji Modi,

advertised an honorarium for its best translation, allowing two years’
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time for sending it in. No translation was presented on the expiry of

that term. So about the close of the year 1905, Shams-ul-Olama

Dr. Modi, with the permission of his Trustees, offered to entrust me
the work if I would accept it, and kindly promised an increase in the

honorarium. It was no doubt quite a stiff task for a young scholar

to undertake. But I had both the leisure and the will to take it up,

especially when the offer came from so influential a body
;
and I wrote

to Dr. Modi accordingly. And the work was at last formally entrusted

to me in January, 1906, and was finished and forwarded to them in

November, 1909.

Indeed I had not quite the fullest idea of the real difficulties of

the work at the time I undertook it; but as I progressed through it

I gradually realised it to its best extent. At every step difficulties arose;

in many places the text was corrupt, and forms of words spoiled;

every now and then strange words appeared
;
quite unknown subjects

came constantly before view; special knowledge was usually assumed;

many points were indicated simply by hints
;
and to all these were

added the difficulties of the usual curtness of the Pahlavi. And hence

special efforts were to be exerted for overcoming them all. All the

Iranian languages were to be explored every moment, and Semitic

elements were diligently to be searched
;
numerous contexts were to

be sifted to find the exact significations of terms
;
a good deal of

material was to be utilised to throw light on many an obscure point

;

and above all constant and deep reflection was to be exercised to

discover the sense of these difficult writings. The search in single

cases extended to hours and sometimes to days, till a satisfactory

meaning was found in every instance. And care has been taken to see

that not a word is left as obscure, not a sentence unsuited to its

context, nor a theme irrelevant to the current of thought. And so

a work which was shrouded in darkness is now made as clear as these

efforts could possibly make it, and is disclosing for us quite a store

of knowledge with features absolutely distinct from what appear

elsewhere in our ancient writings.
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GENERAL PLAN OF THE WORK

Despite all efforts however to render it otherwise, a certain un-

couthness must cling to a work of this nature if it is to be literal
;
and

it is never wise to give quite a free rendering to any ancient work marked

with special difficulties. Still every effort has been made, especially by

means of glosses, to remove as much of it as possible. And it is

hoped that making allowance for the difficulties of the themes them-

selves, the matter will be found expressed in altogether a clear

language.

In the notes affixed to the translation care has been taken to

make everything explicit to the commonest reader, hence the scholar

must be prepared to find explanations which are quite plain to him,

alongside those that may serve him as well.

The type is so used as to make clear the nature of the different

elements in the work quite at a sight. The original Avestan text is so

constantly corrupt that it has been thought advisable to transliterate

it all in Italics. The translation of the basal Avestan text is put in

black type to show that it also represents the Pahlavi translation of the

Avestan, which the text always places close to the Avestan matter.

Whereas the additional or supplementary matter of the Pahlavi is

represented in ordinary type. The Pahlavi gives no translation of the

Avestan passages that it quotes from other works
;

still it is thought

advisable to give their translations also in English
;
and they are all

enclosed in single inverted commas to mark them out from the rest.

Even where the Pahlavi gives the translations, if it omits some words or

expressions through error, they too are indicated by single inverted

commas. And whatever is to be emphasised is put in spaced type.

Whereas all the glosses of the present translator are enclosed in French

commas.

The numbers on the margin indicate the folios of the text. A
indicates the first side of a folio and B the second, each having a

regular number of fifteen lines in the original. When a number is

preceded by P. it has reference to the page of the text added from

TD to the photo-zincograph of HJ.
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PLAN OF TRANSLITERATION

Avestan or Pahlavi words transliterated in the notes are all given

in Italics. The rules followed in the transliteration are just these: in the

case of Avestan, compound letters, semi-vowels, the pure nasal, the soft

dental, and the middle sibilant are all given in distinct type, whereas

in case of Pahlavi all abnormal values are distinguished that way.

All the long vowels are expressed by the circumflex, excepting the

Gathic
^
which is expressed by the acute accent, and the ^ which is

expressed by a swerving line over a. An inverted crescent is placed

over euphonic initial vowels, and also over such as must be suppressed

in pronunciation.

As a rule Avestan semi-vowels are transliterated and pronounced in

quite a wrong way among students. These errors are obviated here,

so that the letters which are wrongly represented by ere and are usually,

are here correctly rendered err, rrr, or arr to reproduce their true vowel

nature, y and v following i and u respectively are evidently semi-

vowels. The pure nasal » must fall under the same category
; and

so do ss and jf in, for instance, yass-tat and mffdhm/z.yd, though

modern error reads them se and fe so absurdly. The Avestan

metres should have made these pronunciations clear to students long

ago, as I was enabled to show in a lecture on Avestan Prosody some

years previously.

One more important point regarding the transliteration remains to

be explained. There are those words in Pahlavi, purely of Semitic

origin, which invariably end in ^ in the MSS. In their original forms

they end in letters which generally represent d, whereas in the Pahlavi

of the inscriptions they end in a letter of a peculiar shape which might

possibly be corrupted into . Accordingly modern scholars are

inclined to take this terminal as a corruption of that peculiar symbol,

and as representing the sound d. But it should appear strange why, in

the first case, the terminal letter assumed an invariable corruption in the

case of these peculiar words only and never in other cases, and why
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indeed, in the second, the ancients had recourse to inventing a special

syinbol if they did not wish it to represent a value distinct' from any

that had, and why, in the last, they lapsed into forming a confound-

ing symbol when they had quite a clear letter which they could as

conveniently have used in the MSS. as they did in the inscriptions.

One might rather think that the ancients did mean to represent

man and nothing else, simply because they disliked the harsh Semitic

suffix marring the melody of what they wished to remain the “ sweet,

high-piping Pahlavi.” Hence the readers will find this termination

invariably transliterated with man in this work, and taken as an

artificial suffix which perhaps represents the Avestan man.

PLAN OF TRANSLATION
We may just explain here a little the plan of this translation.

Our modern translations generally retain in them some of the well-

known and technical names and ideas in their original forms. No doubt

this is wise in one way, because in the case of many of them the sense

is so condensed and so elastic in detail that it would not be doing full

justice to them to attempt their translations, besides that the reader

would not easily see in their translations the reference to just those

original terms. But while submitting to this difficulty we fall into

another of a greater import, because the retention of these terms in

their original forms keeps veiled from the comprehension of lay

readers just the central ideas, making the whole thing an unmeaning

jumble of words. And hence in the present translation it is sought

to meet this greater difficulty even at the risk of falling into the other.

Still all care is taken to make these translations as suggestive of the

original as possible
;
so that the Ashem Vohu is invariably represented

as the Praise of Righteousness, the Yatha Ahfi Vairiyo as the Glorifica-

tion of the Lord’s Holy Pleasure, the Yasna and the Yazeshn as the

Holy Thanksgiving Service, the Yasht as the Worship, the Gahambfir

as the Season Festival, and so forth, carrying the same idea into the

translation of the various Divine Names, Powers, and Attributes.

Indeed the plan adopted is so simple and suggestive that just a little

close attention from the reader will make it clear after quite a little

practice.
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ADJUSTMENT AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE TEXT
p

For the division into chapters the present translator alone is

responsible excepting in a couple of cases where (he heading is marked

with an asterisk to indicate the chapters which the Pahlavi names.

The chapters are numbered according to the basal Avestan text, and

whatever additional matter of the Pahlavi can be gathered into chapters

is passed under appendices to the basal chapters which such matter

follows or intrudes into.

The division into sections also is worked out by the present trans-

lator. Every complete idea is separated from another, and numbered.

Paragraphs which supply little beyond what is said in statements just

preceding are appended to these, and are not therefore numbered

distinctly.

In many cases the appendix chapters of the Pahlavi are found in

the text in the midst of basal chapters and they are therefore inten-

tionally transferred to the end of such chapters. Such displacements

occur after about the middle of the Second Book of the Nirangastan.

But intrusive statements of smaller extent occur much earlier as inter-

spersed notes, and may be found from the very commencement of the

work. They disturb even the continuity of single sections; still it

would be too much trifling with the original text to transpose all such

disturbing texts, so in the case of such sectional disorders they are

given just as in the original, but the continuity of the broken section is

indicated by the repetition of its number with consecutive letters

affixed to it.

DISPLACEMENTS IN THE TEXT

It is however evident that not a few of the several displacements in

the text are due to the actual displacement of folios in the latter half of

the earlier copy or copies of the work, because there are its clearest

evidences here. These displacements have not occurred with the folios

of the last copies that we have, for, were it so the displacements could

not be found in the very body of the folios, but should have

consisted of entire folios themselves. Thus the chapter on the kinds
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of the Milk for the Holy Service is found so early as in 11. 6-23 of

Folio 118 and continues so late as at Fol. 136, 1. 29; the chapters

concerning the Barsoni in Fols. 166-168 intervene the theme about

the Sacred Vestures, and the chapter on the Varying Numbers of

the Sacred Barsom Twigs which breaks off so suddenly at Fol. 168,

1. 22, is resumed so late as at 173, 1. 11, this case being the clearest

of all because the break appears here just in the midst of a

sentence; the chapter on the Barsom Band which breaks off at

Fol. 173, 1. 11, is resumed at Fol. 175,1.26; the chapter on the

Right Manner of Spreading the Barsom has a limb thrown so far off as

at Fol. 187, 1. 12 although the theme apparently closes at Fol. 180, 1.

18
;
and lastly, the chapter on the Sacred Fuel and Incense which is

suddenly found starting at Fol. 185, 1. 24, has its opening portion

commencing so late as at Fol. 190, 1. 17. Whereas a leaf about the

Boiling of the Vars is prefixed to the work, and the Colophon to the

earliest known copy from which HJ has descended is placed between

it and the right commencement of the work. All these discrepancies are

however rectified in the translation, and the actual order of the folios as

it is, is indicated on the margin for the guidance of the student. The
completer and the additional texts from TD are joined up at their right

places
;
and the leaf about the Boiling of the Vars hair which is prefixed

to the entire text is introduced as an Appendix at its proper place.

EDITIONS OF THE WORK

There could be no clearer proofs of the displacements than

these. And we have already explained how the displacements had

evidently occurred before the immediate original of the extent copies

was written. This should no doubt be due to a long neglect of the

work. As a matter of fact there has been no post-Sassanian edition

of the writing, because its latest references are to Sassanian times

only, and to the rule of Zoroastrians. And it may be even said that

there is not the least sign of any such edition after the time of

Chosroc the Great. Indeed it must have been considered too sacred to

be touched by later divines although it was in their hands for consulta-

tion and study. Whereas later still, it must have found the fate of
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similar writings which could not be given sufficient attention during

the sad vicissitudes of those who held them precious. In any case

this work was lost afterwards for an indefinite time either entirely or

into the possession of those who could take no sufficient care about it.

And it should be some happy destiny that had preserved it even to

the extent to which we have found it.

The work however was, as tve have just said, in the hands of the

Zarathushtrian divines in the early periods just succeeding the glorious

regime of the Sassanide
;
because it is clearly mentioned in at least

one work which was composed then. Indeed it is also quoted in works

which were re-edited at that period ; and altogether the Husparam

Nask or its great sections are quoted or mentioned in Bah. Yt. II, 37

;

III, 29,—in Sh. La-Sh. X, 21; XII, 1, 7, 14, 31 ; XIII, 17,—and in

Dat. D. LXI, 3 ; LXVI, 1, besides references in the Pahlavi Vendidad,

and the summary in the Dinkart mentioned below. Of these the

Bahman Yasht, and the Shayast La-Shayast appear to have been re-

edited in post'Sassanian times also, but they were edited more than once

in Sassanian times too, and their last great edition, alongside that of the

Pahlavi version of the Husparam Nask, no doubt took place during the

reign of Chosroe the Great, hence one cannot be certain whether the

references to this Nask or its great sections in those works were there

already at the time of the earliar editions, or were introduced during their

later recensions. Whereas the composition of the Datastan e Dinik

occurred at quite a definite time, and that is determined to be the close

of the ninth century of Christ. So about this date the Husparam

Nask and its Nirangastan section were still studied and consulted.

As regards its last great edition there is one important fact which may

lead us to a satisfactory conclusion. Indeed, as just said, the HCisparam

Nask and its great sections are quoted in the Pahlavi version of the

Vendidad at IV, 10 ;
V, 25 ;

XV, 22, besides the references in the books

named above; and Dinkart Bk. VIII, Chaps. XXVIII—XXXVII give the

analysis of the entire Nask; and these too evidently have all a reference

to the great Sassanian edition, because their own last authorised versions

which must necessarily haye contained these references, belong just to

that period. But besides that, Dr. West has already mentioned the
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fact that the first epistle of Manushchihar, written about 880 A. D.,

states in IV, 15, 17 that Nishahpfihar, whose name we have preferred

to read Vakhshapuhar ^ in this work, was, about the middle of the sixth

century of Christ, on the Grand Council of Chosroe the Great, and was

Grand Master of the Holy Church, and a great doctor of the Religion.

And as his name occurs among the holy doctors quoted in the Pahlavi

Vendidad and constantly in the Nirangastan, these works may safely be

taken to have been edited about his time, especially when we remember

the facts that all last great editions were prepared at the latest in the

time of Chosroe the Great and that there is not the least indication of

any post-Sassanian edition.

COMPILATION OF THE WORK
The interesting question may be considered at this stage as to what

ages contributed to build up this work. There is no doubt that the

basal matter belongs just to that period when the ordinary Avesta was

written. In other words, it belongs to the same age when the

Vendidad and the Yashts were written
;
hence that must be assigned

to an indefinite hoary past. Whereas as regards the Pahlavi, at least

the portion translating the Avestan, and some of the additional matter

could have been prepared as early as in the days of Vologeses I, the

pious Arsacide
;
but if that were not so, it can at any rate be assigned

to the time of Ardeshir, the great founder of the second Persian empire,

because his illustrious reign is distinguished for a religious revival as

much as for the national. The religious activities of the reign of

the great Shahpur, under Saint Atropat Mahraspand, must have added

considerably to the accretions. Whereas the \vork must have been

cast in its final mould in the days of Chosroe the Great, as we have

already just seen.

It is evident that a work of this nature and prepared under state

patronage, cannot be the fruit of any individual man’s labour. A
council of divines must no doubt have sat on illucidating these holy

texts
;
and they must not only have utilised the works of past savants

but must also have consulted all their great contemporaries. Some
twenty-seven doctors of the religion are expressly mentioned in the

^ Nishahpfihar is not easy to derive, whereas Vakhshfipfihar may be traced

to a word related to the Persian VakhshMr.

C
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work, whereas others are referred to without being named. Of these

Afrog, Kifyatfo-Buyit, S6sha?is, and Vakhshapfihar are mentioned yhe

most often, Azatmart, Ga6g6shnasp, Mah-G^shnasp, and Raoshan

being cited less frequently, and the others ’ still less.

There are two things however w'hich might lead one to suppose that

if not the whole work, at least its different books were prepared under

special doctors. The introductory Benediction prefixed to the second

book of the Nirangastan states that it was prepared and published

according to the teaching of S6sha«s, and as Darmesteter has

understood it the Benediction prefixed to the whole work mentions

Peshagsar as the compiler of its first book. We have explained below

on p. 2 why this last name cannot be accepted to have belonged to any

doctor of the religion. Still, after a large portion of the work had

passed through the press, the present translator had the occasion to see

closely through the Matigan e Hazar Datastan, and there he came

across the word Peshaksir used six times altogether in that entire work.

It might be that word which might have led Darmesteter to his

supposition ;
but in all the six cases that the word is found in, it is

invariably used in the plural number. This decides that the word

cannot be the proper name of any person. Yet the contexts on the

support of the radical sense suggest “ religious experts ” as the most

probable meaning
;
and hence even interpreting the word this way, the

work would be attributed to a council of expert divines, w'hich is just

the thing possible to understand.

As regards the introductory Benediction prefixed to the second

book of the Nirangastan, assigning that portion to Sosh^Ms, there is

nothing in the present form of that book which may lead us to take the

meaning in quite a close sense, because S6sha«s is quoted in that

book itself as often as any of the most frequently quoted divines.

That statement however may simply refer to a previous work of

Sbsh^ws having been taken by the council of divines as the base to

start their work upon.

^ These other are AtrS AuhamazdSn, ktro FarnbSg Ndsie, AtropSt e D^t-
Farrokho, disciples of Bakht-Afrit, Bar6shand Auhamazd, Dat, Dit e Atro-

Auharaazd, D4t-e-Veh, Dat-Farrokho, son of DSt-Far^-okho, Dafgun, D^t-Veh,
Farrokho, Kay&k, Maityokmth, Mart-But, Mart-But e Mfthfi.tro e Gaogoshnasp,
Parik, and Veh-D6st. See the Index, and Dr, West’s valuable notes to Sh, La-
Sh. L 3 and 4 in S. B. E. Vol. V,
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EXTENT OF THE COMPLETE WORK

Comparing our work with the analysis given in the Dinkart, Book

VIII, Chaps. XXVIII and XXIX, we discover that the portion of the

Aerpatastan that is preserved to us covers simply the matter epitomised

in just a little less than the first three sections of Chap. XXVIII,

whereas the quantity of the preserved Nirangastan extends up to the

matter condensed in
j
ust a little less than the first seventeen

sections of Chap. XXIX. In other words the preserved Aerpatastan is

only about a third of the whole that existed and the Nirangastan a little

over three-fourths. The preserved Aerpatastan is but one Fragart not

yet completed ; and the Nirangastan comprises just three Fragarts

complete. Hence the original Aerpatastan might have about three

Fragarts
; whereas Dat.-D. LXVI, 1 bears the witness that the

Nirangastan originally comprised five Fragarts, and that would be just

what could be suggested by the actual extent of Dink. VIII, Chap.

XXIX, as compared with the substance of the three preserved Fragarts.

It will be seen that the published translation of the epitome of this

work in Dink. VIII, Chaps. XXVIII and XXIX must want corrections

in the light of this translation relating to the complete work. Still

surely indeed Dr. West has done the best he could do with the means

at his disposal
;
and in such a way that we all have to recognise the

high merit of his achievement. His task was little better than groping

in complete darkness
;
and yet with his patient labour, the suggestive-

ness of his vast erudition in this branch of study, and the flashes the

light of his knowledge here must have given him, he has been enabled

to have given us a translation so very near the correct.

Placing the analysis of the work in the Dinkart along its entire

extent here, we find that the analysis compresses the whole into only

about a n i n e t i e t h of its original volume. Such condensation

must certainly give quite but a bare outline; and it does not even come

up to the extent of the headlines to the chapters of -this translation.

This must give us some idea of the vastness of the lost portions of the

grand sacred literature of the Zarathushtrians.
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It may besides be noted that the basal text and its translation form

but about a little more than a fourth of the whole work, whereas the

actual basal matter must come up evidently to much less. Such vast

accretion is usually peculiar to the legal Nasks, to which class the

Huspiiram belongs. It is the seventeenth Nask and corresponds

to the word 6, in the Ahunvar formula. About the names and the

classification of the Nasks the reader may be referred to the first

chapter of Dinkart, Book VIII, which describes them on the oldest

testimony-

THE MANUSCRIPTS

As regards the history of the MSS. I can add little to the excellent

information of Dr. West in the Grundriss der Iranischen Philologie,

and of Shams-ul-Olama Dastur Darab in his introduction to the photo-

zincograph of the MS. HJ which he has edited, and which was

stipulated to be the main text for this translation. Still it may be said

in brief that the earliest copy from which HJ has descended was

written in 840 A. Y. or 1471 A. C. by Shahpuhar Jamasp Shatr8yar

Tahworoin^-Shatroyar. This Shahpuhar Jamasp was just the person

who had written the letter which Nariman Hoshang brought to India

seven years after. Hence it appears likely that people in India might

have come to know about the great work which Shahpuhar had copied.

In any case, it appears from the colophon at the end of HJ that a

hundred years after, in about 1578 A.C., the grandfather of Jamasp

AsS. had undertaken to procure and copy the work, but for some reason

or another it could not be procured till 1090 A.Y. or 1720 A.C. and
A

the copy could not be made till JAmasp Asa prepared it after seven

more years had elapsed.

HJ is the copy named after its possessor late Dastur Hoshang

Jamasp of Poona, whereas the other valuable MS. which is distinguished

in the work by the symbol TD and is constantly availed of, is named

after its owner late Ervad Tehmurasp Dinshawji Anldesaria. Its date

^ This name sounds quite strangfe, but it may be a provincialism or a corrup-

tion of the usual Tahmurap or of Tahmurapin.” In absence of any substan-

tial support however we could not read it so far away from its original form in

ihe text.
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is not known because its colophon is lost, and it is not written by the

^me hand that had copied the Bundaheshn with which it is tied up,

although according to West that Bundaheshn contains colophons

and appears to have been copied successively in 1530, 1699,

and 1743 A.C. And it is also not certain whether its descent can be

traced from the same copy which Shahpur Jamasp had written in 1471

A.C., and from which HJ is apparently descended
;

still it is plain

that its immediate predecessors must be distinct.

Although TD does not go up to the same extent as HJ, it is the

better preserved of the two MSS. It can be seen from the notes how

often it corrects HJ, although both help each other to give us the most

faultless text possible. TD ends at about the middle of the folio

168 of HJ, but besides a better preserved text in the commencement,

it has some additional matter after folio 153.

THE TRANSLATOR’S OBLIGATIONS

Now there remains for me the pleasant duty to acknowledge my
sincerest gratitude to all predecessors in the field, to the great minds

of all times who have worked in all ages to preserve and illumine the

knowledge about Iran and her old genuine religion. Among them I

have to mention some specially who have rendered me particular and

invaluable aid \vhile preparing this work. Prof. Darmesteter and

Dr. West are among the first- to whom my gratitude is due. Prof.

Darmesteter has rendered me substantial help through having worked

on the basal matter in a previous attempt, notwithstanding that a

greater difficulty was lying wfith the portions he had left over and with

the remaining work. And wffio indeed is there who has not some debt

to pay to Dr. West on having worked at anything Pahlavi ? Late

Ervad Kavasji Kanga’s Avestan dictionary and grammar have been

constantly consulted by me, and so have been the late Dastur Peshotan

Sanjana’s works. Late Ervad Tehmurasp Anklesaria’s peculiar

publication Yasna bd Nirang has been to me of excellent aid in

consulting on modern ritual, although I have invariably striven to verify

and supplement that knowiedge by seeking informatoin from various
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Mobeds and Ervads who are engaged in the actual pursuit of the holy

profession. Maulawi Fazl-i-Ali’s handy Persian Dictionary has been aa

excellent help for elucidating many an antique word. And last but

not least, that excellent work by Dr. Adolf Rapp on the Religion and

Customs of the Persians and Other Iranians translated and published

in the last seventies by our late savant Khurshedji R. Cama has

proved of immense service in gathering the evidence from Greek and

Roman writers for the introduction to this work. To all these I

inscribe my best and most expressive thanks.

In the end I take the opportunity to express my great indebtedness

to the respected Trustees of the Parsee Punchayat Funds and

Properties for granting me the benefit of Sir Jamshedji Jijibhoy

Translation Fund and assisting me in the preparation and publication

of this translation, and for kindly also returning me all rights relating

to the same. My sincere obligations are also due to Shams-ul-

Olama Dr. Jivanji Jamshedji Modi, B.A., Ph.D., the learned Secretary

to the venerable body of the Parsee Punchayat Trust, who has evinced

the kindest interest in my work throughout its preparation, and to

both Dasturji Darab D. P. Sanjana, B.A., the Principal of Sir

Jamshedji Jijibhoy Madressa and Mr. Behramgore T. Anklesaria,

M.A., the Principal of Mullan Feroze Madressa, for kindly going

through the work on its completion and expressing complete approval.

SOHRAB JAMSHEDJEE BULSARA.

Foras Road,

Bombay, Jatmary> 1915.
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INTRODUCTION

1. THE HOLY MINISTERS OF THE NOBLE
ZARATHUSKTRIAN CHURCH

THEIR GREAT POWERS
The whole antiquity thrills with the glories of the Persian, race

;

and none the less glorious is the fame of its holy divines. To all ancient

world they were the most sapient of sages, most profound of philoso-

phers, and most holy of adepts. Their vision, to traditions, penetrated

all past and all future, and read the destinies of men and of nations.

It was that vision which led them to the infant Christ and foretold

the blessings of his mission to mankind. It tvas that vision which

divined the events of the holy wars ^ and predicted the lives of the

Anointed Cyrus ^ of Artaxerxes the Sassanide,^ and of the ill-fated Yazda-

jard®. It was that vision which presaged the fall of the mighty empire ®

and prepared a refuge in the guarded and hidden valleys of farther

Iran.® And it was that vision which read the whole past of the world’s

creation, “ and the future of its happy end.®

It should be a high spirituality indeed which could be so far-reach-

ing and so glorious. And the sages of the past have borne a testimony

to that eminence in a way so as to convince. The learned Greeks looked

upon them with awe and reverence
;
and not on mere hearsay did

they learn to admire and venerate them, for, many of them had known

them personally, and were struck with amazement at their greatness.

Indeed they have noted facts which speak so highly of those divines,

that they leave us to marvel if really these holy men have left behind

them none of their eminent orders, and only the corrupt phase of their

quite lowest ranks. The seed so highly sown however can never die out

altogether, and may bloom into its fullest blossoms some day again.

St. Matthew, Chap. 2. - Aiyatgar e Zaririn, 45-49
;
etc

Herodotus, Bk. I, CVII and CVIII. Karnamak, I, 13, 21.

See, for instance, Shah Name, the letter of Yazdajard III to the Marzbans

of Tus; and cf- the reason noted by Al-Biruni for the double intercalation in the

reign of Yazdajard I.

® The Damdat and the Spend Nasks ; the Bun-Daheshn ; the Dinkart ; the

Zand e Vohuman Yasht; etc.
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THEIR QUALIFICATIONS

All that is said by the writers of the west finds a clear support in

the Zarathushtrian writings
;
and among them the work we present in

the following pages is one of the greatest value. The very first chapter

of the Aerpatastan strikes a note of the brilliance of the holy orders.

The selection of the candidates w^as to be made most cautiously and

with the highest standards. A soul yearning after Righteousness alone

could be fit
;
and that fitness was to be judged by a vote of expert

divines k The Dinkard would require him to be wise, righteous, and

happy in God,® as the Pahlavi elsewhere would want him to be innocent,

discreet in thought, word, and deed, and truthful®. The Vendidad

must see him patient, grateful and good-hearted, in contentment, in

composure and in peace and seeking divine wisdom to the extent of

sitting up all night to fathom and imbibe it"; whereas the Nirangastan

must find him intelligent and bright®, vigilant and careful ^ benevolent

and liberal, and inspired with the noblest charity and holiest love ®.

While selecting the candidate all physical, mental, and spiritual

disqualifications were to be taken into account. The Aerpatastan could

not allow for the candidature one deaf or dumb, blind or maimed,

asthmatic or sickly®. And the Apan Yasht carried the disqualification

further to the leper, the hump-backed, the deformed, and to one with

disorderly teeth “ The Aerpatastan would not again have the dull or

the idle and the Nirangastan would reject the profane and the per-

verse^®, the transgressor and the sinful’®, the rebel and the heterodox.’’'

And again the Apan Yasht would bar the tyrannous, the wrathful, the

fraudulent, the coward, the mean, the miserly, the prodigal, the lustful,

and the wicked’®.

AI. 2 Bk. Ill, Chap. CCCCX, §2.

* Bund. XIX, 36, West s note. ^ Chap. XIII, 45.

® Chap. XVIII, 6. « Ni XVI, 3.

^ NiIX, 1. 8 Na XXXIII. 3 A VII.

A V, 3, 13-19. 12 N’’ I.

1* Na IV. ’5 §§92 and 93.

10 § § 92 and 93.

12 NxXV.
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INSTRUCTION AND STUDY

These are but some of the standards of selection
;
and the care

taken to allow in just the most fit, made the holy fold purer and nobler.

Nay the selected candidate was to be placed under a chosen preceptor.

The preceptor was to be a divine decidedly most virtuous, most clever,

and most wise h He was to have the highest imparting powers, and

the readiest will to explain and to solve and the kindliest zeal to teach

and to instruct^. A divine who had passed all criterions of the holy

fold, and had shone afterwards through his brilliance, could not but

prove an efficient master and the successful creator of a holy race.

The times of study were the early dawns and the mornings, and

the afternoons and the forenights I The student was to expand his

knowledge, to raise his mind by instruction and training, and to lift

his soul by sacred discipline, by holy practices, and by divine rites I

And among these he was to develope the most fixed concentration ^, not

inwardly alone but outwardly too on things and on men.^ He was to

imbibe all holy knowledge and was above all fully to drink in the

ambrosial knowledge of the Holy Songs of Zarathushtra ®, and to

realise to their best extent their great pov/er and holy efficiency for

human blessings and for world’s salvation His naturally sweet voice

was specially to be trained to a calm rhythm and a silvern sw’eetness of

the highest melody® to enable it to thrill the hearts of men and to lift

them to the holy realms of Heavenly Song, and of Divine Pulsation.

THE INITIATION

The candidates %vere thus carried through the choicest of courses

of this noble instruction for full three years at the least for their mere

initiation into the holy orders That was necessary for the initiation

only» because their progress under higher masters continued for years

and years afterwards. At the end of that three years’ instruction the

candidate for holy initiation was placed, according to Lucian under a

1 A VI. * Vend. IV, 44, ^ Vend. IV, 45. ^ y. yill: C, etc.;

Yt.ni, 6. Vend. IV, 45. c n, VII. ^ NiXII.
® Ni Vni ; XII, ® A V. Necyomantia, 3,
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special master. The initiation ceremony commenced from the new

moon clay and continued for full twenty-nine days. Each day the

neophyte was bathed in the morning, and the initiating master recited

holy texts w’ith his fullest concentration on Divine Glory as he faced

the rising sun during the while. Invoking thus holy powers he gazed

thrice in the face of the youth, reading the standard of his spirituality

and inspiring in him the glory of the holy life both at the same time.

This continued each day of that lunar month
;
and every day of that

month they ate nothing but fruit, drank nothing but milk, honey, and

water, and slept only on the verdant pile of the emerald lawns of the

green, and under the radiant and sapphire vault of the glorious heavens.

At the end of that period the master took the other to a great noble

stream, had him bathed in its purest waters, and having him wiped

clean perfumed him with soothing fragrance which charmed the body

and lifted the soul, reciting the glorious texts all the while; and then

he invested him with the sacred vestures of wisdom and purity, and

the priestly robes of holy divinity.

THE TRIPLE ORDER

After the initiation, as Strabo has said, they plunged deeply into

holy life^ and steadily rose higher in spiritual scale. Naturally the

Mazdean divinity formed into a spiritual hierachy of the highest order.

The mention in the Apan^ and Behram^ Yashts of there having been

three sacred orders has puzzled our scholars a little as to their exact

nature. But Porphyry has noted for us the valuable information that

three things marked out distinctly the Mazdean priests into three holy

orders. The lowest regulated their diet, and avoided many a thing the

common people ate. The middle specially abstained from the meat

of domesticated animals. And the highest and the most learned did

not only abstain from all animal food, but even avoided the vicinity of

butchers and hunters.* According to Diogenes Laertius® they dressed

themselves the most plainly, slept on naked ground, and ate vegetables,

1 Strabo, XV. 2 yt V, 86. a y^^ xiV, 46.

^ Do Abstinentia, IV ; see also Pink. Bk. VI, § 276. ® Proem 6.
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cheese, and light bread. This would then show that the life led by the

nedphyte and the initiating master for the month of initiation, and

described from Lucian above, would be but a copy of the daily life of

the highest of Mazdean divines. And Diogenes even says that they

used little sticks to help them to eat their things with the highest purit3x

Clemens has gone to the extent of noting that they completely observed

sexual abstinence. No doubt the Zoroastrian scriptures are not onl.v

averse to asking the laity to live the life of celibacy, but knowing w'ell

the frailty of human nature as a whole, are even strongly advocating

married life not only for the layman but also for the ordinary priest.

Still indeed if the higher order of souls should prove themselves quite

above the stings of passion, there is no reason whj’ the ancients might

not have allowed them that life of the purer ideal, limiting it, without

any special recognition, to that noble band of quite a fewb One need

not ask why Righteous Zarathushtra who was far far ahead of the best

of them all, married
;

for, if he did marry he had then to see that

nothing in his life was such b\' which the generality of mankind, to

lift whom he had come on his holy mission, might be misled to an

ideal quite impracticable for them, and involving the greatest danger

to human morality and to animal progress.

THE QUINARY ORDER

Besides the triple there is also a quinary hierarchy distinguished

in the holy Zarathushtrian Church. We know that its highest pontiff

is called Zarathushtrotema ; and that holy dignitary is associated with

four other of decreasing rank,—the Dakhyuma, the Zantuma, the Visya,

and the Nmanya. If we but look to the holy texts of the five Gahs, and

Visp. I, 9, for instance, we can immediately perceive that taking these

four as lay ranks is quite a blunder so often committed by scholars

The temporal ranks, it could have been seen, all end in paiii and

^ It should be noted, however, that if this highest order was not formed quite

directly but arose by progress through lower ranks, this abstinence might not

cover their whole life but might commence at its later stage only. This would

make quite a difference ; but the point is not clear.

K
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hence they must be distinct irum these other. We shall treat this

subject more fully in the second part of the Introduction, on the Mazdegn

ritual. Still it need just be told here that in many cases the Mazdean

philosophy becomes understandable only when, with the help of

pdiilology, we discover a higher sense in the special sacred terms with

apparently commonsense meanings. In Sufeeism, for instance, “ fire

does not mean the fire of the material hearth, the “ wine ” does not

mean the alcoholic drink, the '^‘tavern” does not mean the public

house. And Mithraism will supply other instances of the kind.

In not a few cases has the Iranian mind found it well to express

itself in symbolism, and that with a reasoned purpose. We must

find that symbolism in the Avesta too ; or else we do not always

understand it.

Strangely enough it is philology of the most decisive type which

comes to our aid in restoring the higher symbolical meanings in the

Avesta, and not mere hypothesis. Nmanj'a^ radically ought to mean

the Steadjy Visya '•* ought to mean the Advanced, Zantuma * ought to

mean the Enlightened, Dakhyuma '' ought to mean the Beatified, and

Zarathushtr&tema “ ought to mean the Radiant Ones shining with the

halo of the Golden Glory. They evidently marli the stages of the

advancing soul. And this becomes further obvious from the association

of Brr/'jya, Sava«ghi, Frada^-Fs/zu, FrMail-Vira, and Frada^-Vispam-

Hujyaiti, respectively with those terms. These last signify the Aspirant,

the Benefitted, the Advancer of Natural Prosperity, the Advancer of

Nobler Plumanity, and the Advancer of all Good States in Being, each

for each. Plence no doubt these explain the states of the rising

spiritual grades. And as Zarathushtroteraa did signify a pontifical

dignity, the rest too must have indicated the other grades of the

hierarchy.

^ A\g ni^man ~ to be steady. - Av. vis ==-" to become.

® Av, zmi ===== to know. ^ Av. dah = to love ; cf» dahma*
^ Av, zaraxit == glowing with the golden light + tistra = the radiant

^spirituality (i/sh == to shine^ to burn) rh. tema^ the superlative suffix.
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THE OCTOKARY ORDER

Besides the triple and quinary grades there is also an octonary

classification having a special reference to the holy ritual. It comprises

the offices of the Havanan, the Atarvakhsh, the Frabrntar, the

Aberet, the Asnatar, the RaAchwishkar, the Zaotar, and the Sraoshavarz.

The Haoma, we shall see below, indicates the (jlow of the Life

Eternal
;
and these grades of divines have a reference tu its evolution

and attainment. The twcnt\*-seventh chapter of tlie second book oi

the Nirangastan describes their res] jcclive fuiiciiori^: and we can just see

that those functions have a direct reference to the exact state of each

grade. Thus the H'R'anan marks the state of one who is involved in

the Strain and the Toil of Life^
;
the Atarvakhsh is one who has raised

in himself the Glow of the Life EternaH
;
the Fratorrtar is one who is

overflowdng with the Spirit of Sacrifice ^
;
the Aberet is one rvho has

acquired the Lustre of Heavenly Glory ^
;
the Asnatar is one who has

attained the Purity and the Polish of the Life EternaH : the

Raethwishkar is one in whom Life is awakened rc Union with

Eternity®; the Zaotar is one rvho has established Spiritual Concord

with the Being Supreme ^
;

and the Sraoshavarz is the Lord of

Prophetic Visions and the Dictator of Heavenly Commands.® These

holy ranks indicate the rising order of divinity, each of whose grades

has a special qualification to fulfil the function assigned to each

office in the holy ritual, as can be quite clearly seen on the smallest

reflection.

MINISTERIAL OPERATIONS

Ail these three standards of grades point to the most highly

spiritual ideals as their basis. And w'e have already seen how tvell

these ideals had been worked out in themselves by these noble divines.

i N 2 XXVII, § 3. ^ § 4. "
5 5. * i iO : cf. Pr. <16 = lustre.

^ I 6. ® § 7 ; he mixes Haoma which symbolises Eternity with Itlilk

which symbolises Life,
’’’

§ 2. ® § 11.
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A holy graduation started on so choice a selection and perfected by so

glorious a system of training and discipline could not but prove quite

a worthy band of brilliant souls to guide the right progress of hninafiity

to the glories of heaven and the felicities of the beatified life. There

are exceptions to the rule everywhere
;
but there is little doubt that the

noble part played by the ancient glorious Persian race in the history of

the world was in a great measure due to the influence and exertions of

their holy order of divinity. Indeed their energies for ministering to the

spiritual wants of mankind were so great that they not only moved out

of their centres to districts close at hand but also proceeded to distant

lands for the spread of Truth and the diffusion of Heavenly Lightd

POLITICAL INFLUENCE

Their functions were not limited to Keligion pure and simple
;
they

were as much active in society and in the affairs of state. They com-

menced their influence in state early with having the education of princes

in their hands. Plato, Cicero, Plutarch and Nicolaus Damascenus have

noted that the divines instructed the princes in righteousness, in truthful-

ness, and in law. In other words they initiated them in religion, in

morality, and in politics. And as the guardians of the holy church they

had the privilege to perform the coronation ceremonies, investing the

new monarch with royal robes and regal insignia amidst a superb ritual.®

These close associations, begun so early, were continued ever afterwards.

And the divines always exercised a beneficent influence on the monarchs

in all affairs of state. Indeed in Sassanian times at any rate they often

filled the office of the Prime Ministers of the Empire. And we see from

such works as Matigan ^ Hazar Datast5,n that the high church dignitaries

were invested with great powers in the government of social affairs which

they exercised with vast wisdom and with immense benefit to the people.

History has told us how, for instance in the reign of Chosroe the Great,

^ See A II. " See Yas. XLII, 6 ; and Visp. Ill, 3 ; and recall the great

activities of the Mazdeati divines in all countries of the west, up to the fall of

the Sassanian Empire.
® See Plutarch's Artaxerxes, 3.
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they took pains to see that none of the subjects of the vast Empire
suftered through any erring official of the Government^ According to

Agathias they officiated as judges too
; though indeed that could not

be their special function, excepting perhaps in the social government
just mentioned.

PROFICIENCY IN THE HEALING ART

According to the Avesta the priest is the spiritual physician
;
and

that point is most clearly borne out in a passage ^ of the Ardibehesht

Yasht which deems the holy divine the best of healers and the most
efficient physician, far above all the rest. Now this has a reference to

his being a curer through the holy word which appeals directl)’ to the

spirit and touches the very foundations of life.® The soothing charm
of the Holy Thought and the Holy Word to the aching soul and the

paining body has alwa3's been well known. But these ancient divines

did not rest content with that alone. They sought other means of

cure too. According to the Vendidad, Thrita, who was a prince and a

priest, was also the first great healer^
;
and he had sought it not only

through the holy word but also through herbs and surgery and possibly

through chemicals too.® Ever since that the priests had pursued this

noble art diligently
; and we find from ancient western writers like

Pliny how proficient they had become in their days even in that sacred

pursuit, and what wonderful discoveries they had made therein.
®

POWERS OF DIVINATION

They even scanned the heavens and read tlie stars : and their close

observations not only advanced them far in astronomy, but also led

them to infer the influence of stars on the destiny of men. The
Zarathushtr&tema and the Sraoshavarz grades, according to explana-

^ Shuh N«ma, Bk. IV, Chap. II, verses 92 and following.

2 Yt. Ill, 6. See also Dink. Bk. Ill, Chap. CLVIL
Yt. HI, 6. * Vend. XX. “ Vend. XX, 3-5. Pliny’s Natural

History- Foreign physicians were sometimes employed at ancient Persian courts,

not because there was any want of expert physicians among the people, but
because possible court intrigues necessitated that as a safeguard.
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tions given above, were placed so much in touch with the divine, that it

could be quite according to expectations if they did claim to possess

high prophetic powers as liistor\' has a,pparently pro^'ed and antiquity

attested. We have stated at the very commencement that the ancient

Mazdean divines did exercise, with their other noble attainments,

divination too as one of their special accomplishments. Indeed, in

their perfection, they were just the souls fitted to fathom the depths

of futurity and the abyss of the past.

NOBLE SERVICE OF THE WORLD

The high knowledge they thus attained enabled them to retain a

peaceful calm despite universal upheavals and sweeping revolutions of

time. They were souls so highly reliant on the perfect wisdom of God,

His triumphant Power, and His noble benevolent plans, that they could

not but be composed in the peace of that high knowledge, and in the

all conquering might of Virtue and Truth. With their sublime spiritu-

ality, with their marvellous attainments, and with their benevolent and

beneficent occupations, these holy divines were just the proper ministers

for the salvation and happiness of all the human race.

Such then is a brief picture of tha,t noble order of divinity which

once ministered to the spiritual wants of millions and millions of

mankind, lifting them fast and far above the average le^cl of humanity,

and enabling them to play a glorious part in tlic world’s great history

and to fill the pages of its most brilliant epochs. That holy order is all

but gone now ,* still let every Zarathushtrian minister of today hold up

that again as an ideal before his vision, let him rise to the greatness of

that noble end and with all effort in his power strive to reach it by all

possible holy means; and the glories of his high mission may yet

dawn on him, and may enable him again to attain that benevolent

nobility which once had won him the affection of the world and the

esteem of mankind.
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THE GREAT PROBLEMS

The Mazdean genius soared to the highest iiights of holy search,

and arrived at truths too sublime to be gauged by the common intelli-

gence of the ordiiiaiy man. It therefore clothed some of its loftiest

ideas in symbolism^ preserving thereby the precious knovdedge it had

attained^ and at the same time making it undcrstp.ndnble in some form

or another to the whole generalit}^ of mankind. Its search ranged along

life and natiirej and truth and virtue, and found that the Universe is

governed under a settled, inviolable, beneficent pland by One Supreme

Being” having boundless Wisdom ^ infinite Love^, most sublime

Righteousness and limitless Power " to do good k It realised that

the Universe is vast and unbounded ^ and exists in inseparable associa*

tion with infinite Time ^ and that God rules it oin mere Benevolence '

to lift all world to be like Himself'k it found Iod that man is playing

a great part in the Universe, the beauties whereof are designed

to raise him to the glories of Heaven and the charms of tlie

Everlasting Life

^ Pervading the ia:v of Spe'/zta Maioyu-

^ Ahura Mazdd. " I\Iana/?gh. ^ AkIih Vabist.u

Khshathra VairiyM. Haurvatd?.

Amrrrtdit*

See the significant expression Tii-ic'iivant = Toy Kind/’ met vriih in

the Gathas^ and Yt. T, 25 where God's own states 1 faurvata/ and An'i?Yrtaf

are determined to be the rewards of the righteous.

Yas. XLIY, 2-5.

Much has been said of An^ra Mainyu, *\hrimaii. or the Principle of Evil as it

has been understood by students of Zoroastrianism : and no doubt the idea has

been personified in some of our sacred writings themselves ; but one wiio

reads our Scriptures closely and catches their right spirit and logical import,

finds nothing else in the idea but the sum total of the inevitable Defect in the

rising Souk and of the Suffering and Sorrow^# and Disease and Affliction w'hich

accompany it through Moral Causation, effecting also corresponding Corruption

and Loss in the Physical World.
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THE ESSENTIALS IN RITUAL

The Everlasting Life in its glorified state is represented in Mazdean

Theology by Haoma.' And the whole of the grander ritual of the

Mazdayasnas centres round that holy idea. The aim of human life is

the lifting of itself to its best condition
;
and the evolution of that

condition is represented in the Haoma ritual, and is marked by five

stages of gradual rise. These stages are symbolized as the five Gahs

or Gathas. The second book of the Nirangasti'in treats of the Services

of these five Gahs,^ alongside the Service of the Holy Saps,® evidently

because the Holy Saps represent, besides the principles of health,

beauty, and grace, also the lustre of the glorified life attained through

the cleansing of life therewith^ . The other essential in the holy ritual is

the Holy Flame, the principle of Holy Vitality represented in all life

and in all light, and comprising energy, health, and happiness”. Ideally

it is the glorified state of Divinity in its supremest splendour, and is

always represented at the holy ritual by the sacred fire blazing before

the attending congregations and guiding their thoughts to the sublime,

beneficent,' and gladdening radiance of God, and His Holy Perfection®.

These three form the basal elements in the grander ritual of the

Mazdayasnas. Everything else pertaining to ritual and described in

the Nirangastan is accessory only

It must however be remembered that the divine ritual in every

instance has been dedicated to one or more or all of the Holy Names

of the Deity, even when it has been celebrated for the peace of a

departed soul, or for rejoicing the spirit of the faithful. In whatever

services they celebrate, the grateful and reverent Mazdeans invariably

glorify the Holy Name of God and sing the goodness and beneficent

^ See the Haoma Yasna.

2 Na Chaps. V, VI, and VIII-X.
s N '2 Chaps. Vn, XX, XXIII, XXVI : A, B, C. ^ See the Apan Yasbt.

® See, for instance, the Atash Niyayesh.

® Cf. Yas. XXXIV, 4. ^ See the table of contents, and ^the surn-

inary in Dink. Bk. VIII, Chap. XXIX,
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sublimity of His Holy Power, and express their everlasting gratitude

and love for Him, and devoutly applaud the beauty, the majestyj and

the boundless utility of His noble works h

FIVE STAGES OF THE LIFE ETERNAL

We have just seen that the whole Mazdean ritual turns round the

Glow of the Life Eternal, the Holy Sapi and the Holy Flairie, and also

that the illumination of the Endless Life is divided into five stages;

and that these five stages are known in Mazdaisiri as the Gahs or the

Gathas. We shall therefore now consider, on the basis of the Avestart

texts glorifiying these Gahs, their exact nature aiid import.

The first stage is the Ushahina as we find it in our text^ and as

we ought to take it for evident reasons A In common sacred practice

the Ushahina is placed last, not because it is really so, but apparently

because the average man or the average divine has already passed it.

It marks just the Dawn of the Illumined Life when there arises

consciousness ^ without strife or struggle, when the soul just hears the

Voice® of Heaven® and feels the facts of Eternal® Truth®. The stage

is yet steady ^ because it precedes the stage of the moral and Intel*

lectual strife, and because in it the soul can only receive and perceive,

but cannot distinguish. Still however, the soul is awakened in it

to a state of the Aspiration ® to know, and is rising to shake off the

dark shades of moral unconsciousness and to emerge into light.

The next stage is the Havani* Here the soul becomes awakened

to light and finds itself confronted with the strain and strife of moral

and intellectual consciousness.® It is not subject merely to the Voice

of Heaven, but perceives the Justice'^ and Friendship of the God of

^ Besides the entire spirit of the Mazdean scriptures recall what Xenophon

says in Cyropcedia, VIII, 7, 3.

^ Na V. ® Na V, note I. * Ushangh in Ushahina^

® Sraosha ; see Gah V, 2- ® Rashnu ; see Gah V, 2*

^ NmSnya ; see Gah V. 1, and Introduction I, p, xxxiv, note 1*

® Btxxjya', see Gah V, 1.

See the explanation of Havanan in Int. I, p. xxxv.

Sraosha. Mithra ; see Gah I, 2-

9

10
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Heaven, and begins to ask itself Questions * on Existence and on the

Government of Life’s Things and of the Universe.^ Every strife in

experience and every step in progress lift the soul into higher knowledge;

and despite its pains, it feels itself benefitted ® and advanced ® at that

experience and that growing consciousness.

The third stage is the Rapithwina. It is the mid-stage of spiri-

tual Illumination. And through that Divine'* Justice and Love* which

the soul has been experiencing from the earlier stage, it now becomes

lifted into the Warmth ® and Ardour of the True Devotee,® and begins

to discover the Prospering ® Holy Word of Meditation, ® which calms

the strain of spiritual strife and establishes a rhythm between the soul

and nature and promotes’' Prosperity in Life and in the World.

^

Accordingly, the soul in this state finds itself enlightened® and illumi-

nated in a marked degree ®

.

The fourth stage is the Uzay&rina. Here the Warmth and

Ardour of the True Devotee experienced by the soul in the previous

stage, become so overflowing that the currents ® of Holy Lustre and

Divine Magnetism® begin now to flow from it to all about, and fill

everything with life, animation, and brightness. And the Higher

Questions and the Holier Meditations experienced in the earlier stages

fetch it the Delights*® of Knowledge and the Joys of True Experience *®

which always accompany the enlightened ones. And both by example

and by precept the soul promotes here in itself and outside, a Nobler**

and a truly Illustrious Type of Humanity ** and finds itself in the

Beatific *® State ** of superior felicity which is the peculiar lot of nobler

and higher souls.

^ dhuirya Frashnaf see I, 5* ^ Savanghii see Gab I, 1.

^ Visydf see Gab I, 1, and note 2 in Int. I, p. xxxiv.

See note 11 on last page. ® AtarJ see II, 2.

® Fshusha Mathralsee G^hlh
Fmdat fshu; see G&h II, h

® Zantumal see Gab II, 1, and note 3 on p. xxxiv, Int. h
^ ApdmrNajpfati see Gab III, 2 and Pr. ab ” lustre,

Aftasangham KhviJtbfflf; see Gab III, 6.

Fmdat-'Vifa; see. Gab III, 1* Dakhyuma; see Gto III, 1 and

note 4 on p. xxxiv, Int L .
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The fifth, the last, and the highest stage is the Aiwisruthrema.

It is.the stage of the most supreme spiritual illumination when the

soul finds itself in so perfect a concord with God and Nature that it

experiences in it the divine music ^ of Higher Voices and Sublime

Intonations,* and the beatific^ consciousness and the divine appercep-

tion of the Realised Self. * The expansion ® of the soul reaches here its

farthest growth and gladness, and attains supreme peace and useful-

ness. ® And hence it becomes promoter ^ of all Good States in Being *

through the high efficiency of its beneficence and holy power. And

through that sublime state of itself it shines ® with the golden glory of

the most magnificent self-illumination and holy lustre.
°

THE HOLY EQUIPMENT

It can easily be seen that these five stages are most splendidly

conceived, and do deserve constantly to be held before the eyes of

mankind by their embodiment in a magnificent ritual and a noble

symbolism, alongside the glorifications of God’s Holy Names, Attri-

butes, and Powers, And agreeably with this lofty aim the holy doctors

of Mazdaism have prepared such an appendage for that grand ritual as

has few parallels in the religious history of mankind.

The officiating divines as well as those having the services per-

formed are required to be the most pure in body and mind®, and the

most devoted in heart.' And they are to dress themselves in vestures

specially sanctified and endowed with rare virtues. ® They are then to

equip themselves with a holy apparatus intended to utilize as much of

the subtler science as the ancients possibly knew, to create the most

beneficent results for themselves and for all the world.

^ Tha radical sense of aiwi-sru -supplies this meaning. - Fravashi

;

see

Gah IV, 2. ® Ao&rvatam urune', see G^h IV, 5, and the meanings of urvata.

^ Pradat-Vispam Hujyaitils&Q 1. Zarathustrotema', see

Gah IV, 1 and note 5 on p. xxxiv, Int- 1.

® See such injunctions as are scattered throughout the Vendidad, etc.

^ See Ng II: A, etc. ® _N3 IV, 2, 3; etc.
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2 1 Their first equipment comprises the sacred shirt and girdle.

And these are understood to be “ a protection to the body a^nd

something far better for the soul.-”* They are prepared from

approved materials ® specially sanctified, and are to be put on in ways

particularly laid down,® so as to shield the body and to float

the soul.

Dressed in these sacred vestures, the officiating divines are required

to be fully acquainted with the efficacy of the Holy Word,^ and to

know how to use it aptly in the holy ritual.® It is upheld and always

implied in the holy ritual of the Mazdayasnas that the Holy Word
does not simply fix the mind of the worshipper on lofty ideals and high

aspirations, but also that it is intended to create just those holy

environs in the spiritual as well as the physical atmospheres,® as are

fitted to the end in view, and refreshing and helpful to the contempla-

tion of Holiness.® The Holy Word is used not only throughout the

grand ritual, but also at the holy Preparatory Service and at marking

and hallowing the holy Precincts^ for the performance of the Main

Service itself.

THE SACRED FIRE

The first thing to strike us within the sacred Precincts marking the

space for the holy Service, is the Sacred Fire.® The glory of the Holy

Flame ever strikes the mind and elevates the soul. Whereas its purifying

energy not only rids the atmosphere of all impurities and fills it with life

and animation for all breathing it, but is also instrumental in creating

pyro-electricity ® with that of other kinds so apparently sought in the

holy Mazdayasnan rituals. So that it also contributes to the concentra-

tion of all the nobler forces in Nature to help the beneficent effects of

1 Na I, 23. 2 See Nj I, 11-13 ; II, 5 ; etc. » See III, and IV, etc.

4 See Ns H- s See N, II : App., 3 ; XVI, 2.

a See Yt. I, 1 and 2 ; Vend- IX, 13, etc; ^ See Yt. IV, 4 ; Ns X, etc.

® See N^ XXV: App. ® There can be no other meaning in the

officiating divine touching the edge of the fire-altar with the fiie‘-spoon after having

established contact with the other priest or priests by holding one another’s hands,

and also in his touching with that spoon so charged, the vessels containing the

consecrated things. Even though the principle may have been forgotten now, the

practice clearly points to a thermo'-electrizationi 4® See below,
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those grand and subtle operations. We have already seen above the

ele-vating symbolism of the sacred flame.’ But alongside the sacred fire

are also to be found in the holy precincts the sacred Fuel ^ and the

sacred Incense ®
; and these symbolize the fuel of good deeds which

feeds and the incense of virtue which perfumes the Holy Fire of Life.’

We cannot pass further without noticing a curious fact which

while most strange in itself, finds a further support in our well*

known traditions. We have already described the great virtues *and

powers of the ancient Mazdean divines. Among their marvellous

achievements is one related by the ancient writer Pausanias. He had

found among the Lydians that there the Magi could ignite the sacred

fire in a mysterious way. The qualified Magus entered the holy of

holies, he says, and placed dry wood on the altar, and recited certain

holy chants before it, and lo! the wood ignited of itself without the

medium of any other fire and blazed with a glorious light.®

THE HOLY WATER

The next thing within the sacred precincts is the Holy Water.®

It symbolizes the Holy Sap whose profound meaning we have already

seen above.^ In other words, it represents the healthy circulation of

the Sap of Life and the consequent beauty, grace, and lustre which

accompany all virtuous and healthy Life.® To mark the contributions

unendingly poured by generations of mankind to the ocean of the

Holy Sap in their adoration of the Beautiful and Illustrious Life, the

Mazdayasnas symbolize them by their holy libations so constantly and

1 See p.; xl above. ^ See N.3 XVII. ® See Ng XVII, and XVIII.
* See note 5 to Na XXVI : A, 7.

5 Pausanias, V, 27, 3. Apparently the virtue is claimed to the efficacy of the

Holy Word, though the less believing would attribute the phenomenon to the

peculiar virtues of the cumbustibles themselves. That too at any rate would show

in these ancient divines the special knowledge of those little known virtues and of

combining them properly to attain the desired end. But so much has been said on

the side of the efficacy of the Holy Word, and so often among various nations, that

despite the lack of demonstrations in the present age, one may be led to take it with

greater respect. Cf. also what Hindu Music claims for the Dipak Rag.

® See Na VII i XXVI : A, B. ’ See p. xl above,

a See Yt, V, 1 ; and note 5 to Ng XXVI : A, 7.
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variously poured in their noble rituals/ But according to a mysterious

under-current characterizing them, none of these libations can be pour.ed

at any other time excepting the time of daylight/ The apparent sense

seems to run to some physical effect^ beside the fact that the

glorification of the Holy Sap must never be dissociated from the lustre

of the Illumined Life.

THE BARSOM

The sacred Barsom draws our attention next. The twigs are now

represented by metal rods
;
but both our holy scriptures ^ as well as

the testimony of the ancients® say that originally they were the twigs

of some sacred tree. Without doubt, they have a reference to the

Tree of Life “ which is a symbolism of the growing life in all depart-

ments of nature®. The Bars6m therefore points to the ideals of High

Growth, inviting us to the sublimer, more lofty and more efficient, more

controllable and more luminous planes of Life. But a little reflection

leads us to suppose that it also is intended to perform an important

scientific operation. The fact that the twigs have for a long time been

replaced with metal rods, and that these are bound together in varying

numbers and constantly held up and laid down on a special stand by

the officiating divine during the sacred operations, at once suggests to

us a purpose to generate a mild electric current by the contact of

heterogeneous metals Indeed the idea of using the Bars6m for the

purpose of electrization need not be considered as a novelty latterly

introduced into the service on the metal rods replacing the vegetable

twigs : the ancients might have discovered a similar effect in certain

vegetable twigs also

1 Ns XX, XXVI ; C ; Herodotus, VII, 43, 54; Xenophon, Cyropcjedia, III, 3,

21; and Nicolaus Datnascenus, Frag. 66. ^ No VII, 4; XXIII. ® See Yt. V, 1.

* See Vend. XIX, 18 ; Ng XXVI : D ; Na VII • C; VIII, 4-6 ; IX ; etc.

® See Strabo, XV, 3, 14 ; Ezekiel, VIII- ® The root battz in the

original ftarrsmaii, signifies to grow high.

No doubt the rods now used are not of heterogeneous metals; but that

may- be due to the modern priests having forgotten the real purpose.

® CL. electro-biology. Some fish and fur-animals give electric shocks at touch.

If animals can, vegetables too may exhibit similar powers, though perhaps - less

palpably; and one becomes confirmed in such views when one learns about the

highly instructive studies of the well-known Indian scientist. Dr. Bose,
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THE VARS, THE MORTAR, AND THE PESTLE
•

The idea of electrization is quite clear in the case of the Vars ring

The tying of the hair on the metal ring and briskly rubbing or agitating

it during the sacred operations can have no other sense. The
constant splashing with it of the water in the basin before filling it in

for sacred purposes must evidently be for its special purification and
the same must be the purpose of using it while straining the prepared

Haoma drink ^ And so long as the pestle and mortar would be of

heterogeneous metals the same might be the purpose of ringing the

mortar with the pestle in a way peculiar to the pounding of the Haoma
in the sacred ritual

THE SACRED DRINK
Creating these subtle forces in so various ways and wfith such

minute attentions must not only be for chastening the atmosphere and

for enlivening the bodies and brightening the intellects of the devout

ministers and their pious congregations®, .but also to enhance the

efficacy of the sacred drink so carefully expressed and compounded®.

The Sacred Drink represents the Water of Immortality, and the

enormous labour and care bestowed in its preparation, point to the

long and laborious way to Conscious Immortality, Its components are

the Haoma,^ the Urvaram, the Sacred Water, and the Milk. And these

represent, aswe have already hinted, the Glow, the Growth, the Sap, and

the Pure Nutriment of the Life Eternal. The part played by each of

these in lifting the devotee to the highest stage of the Glorified Life is

essential, subtle, toilsome, and long. But the pious aspirant patiently

strives on, and at each step he sees newer vistas of beauty and sublimity

unfolded before his eyes through his heavenly progress on the Noble

Path of Duty and along the Life of Glorification.

1 SeeN2 V:B, 14, n;andXIV: AandB. 2 See Ns V ; B, 14, n,

3 See N2 V:Ciii, 1; VII, 33 . ^ See N- V

:

B, 18 n.

3 As must happen owing to a judicious electm.ation of the atmosphere.
® The ancients always thought in these matters that however innocent the

components of such mixtures might in themselves appear to be, the resulting

•mixture, when properly prepared, always exhibited wonderful powers.

Recall the testimony to its ancient use from Plutarch’s Isis and Osiris, 46,

and the Sanskrit Soma.
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DRON AND AFRINGAN SERVICES

Besides the Grand Haoma Ritual, which underlies each of the

greater services, there are smaller rituals too. The most constant among
them is the service of the Dron Consecration \ It forms an essential

and initial part of the greater serv'ices themselves, and is otherwise

constantly performed in other associations. Another again is the holy

Afringan service’. Both these comprise the holy bread, butter, wine,

water, and milk, and flowers, fruits, and sweet and fragrant herbs. These

are intended to represent, besides certain symbolicnl meanings, all the

bounties God in His eternal goodness has provided for our use; and the

devotee presents them in the spirit of devotion, sacrifice, and thanksgiv-

ing to the glorification of some Holy Name of God, or for the peace of

the soul of some faithful.

DEDICATION AND SACRIFICE OF ANIMALS

As a rule butter and milk represent the animal world and win our

gratitude for their creation and utility for spiritual advancement. But

the following pages ^ will also disclose what is already made known

elsewhere ® that animals too were dedicated and sacrificed in the holy

services of the Mazdayasnas^ In view of what has been said of the

highest order of Zarathushtrian divines avoiding animal food altogether,®

^ See, fox instance, Hang’s Essays, and some chapters below for their

descriptions.

2 See the numerous references in the index,

3 Herodotus, I, 132 ; VII, 43, 54; Strabo, XV; Ammian. XXIII, 6; Athenoeus,

III, 10; Xenophon’s Cyropcedia,-VIII, 3, 9.

* This is noted here merely as a fact current among our ancient people, and

not as an essential element in our ritual. It seems to have been associated with

ritual simply because when the ancients slaughtered animals for meat, they seem

to have thought it a pious thing to dedicate, with philosophical associations, the

best of them, before destruction, to the Creator of all Life. Indeed Righteous

Zarathushtra has so strongly deprecated destruction of life in such writings as Yas.

XXXII, 12, that animal sacrifice could not be given even the most desultory place

in strict Mazdean Ritual. 5 gee Int. I, p. xxxii.
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this ought to appear strange. And indeed it forms no essential

pa^t in Mazdean rituals
;

but recalling the highly mysterious

and symbolical associations animal sacrifice had in, for instance,

Mithraism, that great branch of Mazdean theolog}’, we may conceive

the same associations in these cases also. It was s5TObolical, for

instance, of breaking up and dissolving the transient body and separating

the imprisoned soul to soar up to the realm of spirit and meet there

its kind, a symbolism of the effort again vastly laborious, toilsome,

painful, and long. This may also find a further support from the fact

that in the great Haoma ritual the prepared sacred drink is finally

poured into a body of water, apparently symbolizing the ultimate

union of Life with Eternity.

GLORIFICATION OF FRAVASHIS, OBSEQUIES,
AND MARRIAGE SONGS.

Some rituals are also specially devoted to the Fravashis^ or the

Eternal Spirits and Ideals svhich aim at a union with the Holy Idea

of Perfection and the most Excellent Good Mind. “ Here too the

widest sweeps of thought cover all eternity and disclose the most

perfect blessing in those ministerial conceptions, and the ideas soar to

their highest grandeur of comprehensive thought, and vividly hold before

the eyes of man the splendours of the Everlasting Life and of Eternal

Heaven. Even from their obsequies to their marriage songs the same

grand ideas pervade the beliefs of the Mazdeans. While the vicissi-

tudes of life in the strife and strain accompanying its long and heavy

way to Everlasting Blessing are impressed on us by the former as

essential and patiently to be borne with the idea of the happy end,® the

realisation of the beatific state of the union of Life wdtii Paradisial

Eternity through mutual help and the bonds of love is foreshadowed

by the other/

^ The Services of the Fravashi and the Fravardkan.

2 See Hatdkht Nask, III, 40.

® See the Ahunavaiti G&tha which forms their essential portion.

* See Yas. LIII, the Song of the Holy Union.
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THE GRAND CONCEPT

Behold then here an image of the grand Infinity in its clearest

and most cheering conception ! How brilliant and luminous the whole

idea is, and what a glorious garb it is given ! What beneficence is

sought in its impression, and what a halo thrown round its name ! And

how well indeed have the Mazdayasnas upheld the holy concept when

never in their pious devotions have they been seeking favours through

flattering addresses or through temporary offerings ! Ever have they

been placing before the Altar of Heaven their devout glorifications)

dedications, thanksgivings, and pious aspirations in the Holy Temple

of the Most Blessed Good Mind, and ever indeed have they been

dedicating them to the Most Benevolent and Beneficent Goodness of

the Most High and Most Wise Ahura Mazda ^ Who is the Friend, the

Brother, and the Father of the glorified saint^ as much as of the poor

erring soulfl May we not then hope and pray that these pure ideals of

the Mazdayasnas may again revive in the world and fill it with that

condition of Happy Peace w’hich ever is the lot of the pious and devout

souls ? And may we not then pray for the disappearance of unhappy

discord from all creeds, all nations, and all the world ‘ ?

^ See, for instance, Yas. XXXIII, 14 and Yas. XLIIJ, 16-

2 See Yas. XLV, 11. » See Yas. XLIII, 4 and Yas. XLIV, 2-

* A great deal more might still be said on many an other point reflected in

the following pages; but that would swell the bulk of this work beyond its proper
limit, hence we have had to be content with focussing such points in the Index
from which the reader may build up any further dissertation he may choose to

construct.
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THE BENEDICTION

In the NAME of the Creator, the Perfect* in Himself*, the

Virtuous, and the Most Wise Lord of the spiritual and the earthly

ones, « with prayer )) for the health, victoriousness, fame, and happy

state of him® for whom are® written* ((the Aerpatastan® and)) the

Nirangast^n, and with the supplication® ((that)) in being taught’^ ((and

in» being® learnt® they® be FELICITOUS.

^ Khvapar; the word must evidently be traced to the Avestan — and

to suffice, though some render it otherwise*

^ is manifestly the personal pronoun and equivalent of the Semitic

o/man. It is without doubt the precursor of the Persian j I Some nevertheless

think that the appearance of this form here is due to an error arising out of the

confusion of oJman with ol, the preposition, and the substitution of its Aryan

equivalent This explanation apparently sees a proof in the fact that in

Pahlavi texts there is sometimes met with ol where evidently otoan should

have occurred* But surely this is due to nothing more than an error in

pronunciation committed by one who read the text aloud for another who wrote it

down as he heard it pronounced,

3 The original is in the singular number.

^ YatihMhePo should be yahatibunlhH-o.
^ The original does not mention the Aerpatastdn here, but inasmuch as the

work commences with a large portion of the Aerpatastdn, one may be justified

in assigning it a place here,

^ B't^ndahlh should be bandakihn

Chashifcik,

® Pzsh^gifj as given in HJ ; cf . Pr. ip^sh giraftan) — to learn? to

teach,

Darmesteter reads the word Peshagsar and takes it to be the name of the

expositor of the first Fragart of this work; but besides the unfamiliar form

of the name, it should be very strange that a doctor so much concerned with an

eminent work should not be mentioned but once again anywhere else in Pahlavi

literature, not even in this work itself*



AERPATASTAN*
OR

THE CODE OF THE HOLY DOCTORSHIP

book: I
ON THE HOLY PURSUIT

CHAPTER I

ON THE QUALIFICATIONS OF THE ASPIRANT
FOR THE HOLY OFFICE

1. mndnahe athaurunem^ paray&t? Which ((individual))

of^ the house® shall proceed to® become the pursuer

of the sacred calling®? i.e., who from the house® of the good ones®

^ As already noticed what follows is not all Nirangastin, but constitutes up

to Folio 27, 1. 19, the previous portion of the Aerpatastan ; hence that extent of

the text which comprises about the eighth of all the text we have, should be

brought under the latter denomination,

2 The text has %€ of which t is Pahlavi but can be a corruption of the

Avest^n letter ] , Shams-ui-Olama Dastur Darab proposes to correct this corrupt

form into yo
; but certainly we want an interrogative here, and the Pahlavi mm

in this case may be supposed to render the interrogative ko rather than the

relative yo, is perhaps a fragment of a Pahlavi word belonging to some

preceding text that is lost, and W {mo) can easily be seen to have been corrupted

from {ko) by an inversion of the Avestan letter ^ into s*

Darmesteter reads the word knmo and remarks that Is evidently an error

of copy for a vowel, and that that vowel which resembles n most is e or e which

should give ketno from a base kama which is precisely the base be has assumed

for the Afghan interrogatives kom and kam» He further observes that the Pahla\d

cht-kam-chai also assumes the form kama. One however sees no necessity to go

so out of the way to discover the correct reading here.

2 Darmesteter notices that this is the accusative of attribution ; and indeed'

the syntax is peculiar in this case.

^ The Pahlavi has ol here and min in the gloss ; but really min should

render the genitive of the original better than oL

^ Mihan, a lengthened form of man.

As it is already so believed, it seems that the sacerdotal household only is-

intended. And what follows on page 14 is rendered accordingly ;
nevertheless one

may hesitate to assume that the laity were altogether excluded so early as that

from pursuing the holy calling. Under any circumstance however the candidate

was reQ.uired to show special qualifications before his admission into the sacted pate
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shall proceed to attend the duties of the Holy Doctorship'?

2a, Fo birrjyasfenw He who is the greatest
aspirant after Righteousness, i.e., he who is the ((truest))

friend unto the soul®, hvo* isid* vd yohto'" vd, wh'StHer he be
great or humble®,

3. When a great man is very’' friendly towards the soul, then

notwithstanding that he is great he will proceed (( to attend the sacred

function)),
,

_

4. Behold, when it so happens that wdiere a single man. ought

to be able to proceed if two together (( only )> are able to go ®, then

p, 14 they are not in propriety ((in that respect)). Nevertheless when they

do proceed <( to the sacred function)) then if their ((right)) friendship

towards the soul is manifest, then shall they have proceeded well

qualified ®
;
because a person in little worth in the soul cannot com-

mence the duties of the Holy Doctorate.

^ The sense throughout here is that of acquiring and imparting religious

instruction, as well as of attending sacred functions.

^ Superlative of hxxxjyant; cf. 6rrryrr= aspiration.

^ The truest friend of the soul is be who loves and follows righteousness, for

righteousness procures the soul’s highest good.

^ Darmesteter has read these as one word here as well as in the fragment

from the Zend-Paliiavi Farhang*, which he has numbered 25 in his edition. But

probably it is erroneous to do so ; whereas our reading is understandable, and

IS ter may be taken as the agentive noun from fsh=to be a man of means; cf,

wealth ; means. This likewise removes Darmesteter’s doubt as to whether

the reference is to age or power, even as the Pahlavi simply renders by fr/izs—great.

® This is a strange w^'ord, although Darmesteter tries to improve it into

yaoishto^ and to relate it with Sanskrit 3;(Z'u/shtha=the most youthful ; bat it

seems that the reference is rather to means than to age.

^ Ahh is certainly an error for kas. The error apparently arose from

confounding the Pahlavi (/c^rs) = small with the precursor of Pr. [kas)^

person* whose Semitic equivalent is (atsh)»

’* DSstar may be for dosMar^ but have the Persian comparative dostar

similarly,

® As neither of the two being sufficiently efficient to go alone.

^ It is not quite plain whether this qualifies the previous statement by
permitting the two together under special conditions

; still however as the special'

condition of being a true friend to the soul is mentioned just above as a

necessary qualification of every aspirant for the sacred office, hence it may seem
that there is perhaps no intention of qualifying the previous remark.
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5. The criterion of one’s having little worth in tlie soul i- such

that when one is not « sufficienth’ » good to pursue the duties of

the Holy Doctorate one is to be held as having little worth in the

soul h

6* Ga6g6shnasp said : Behold, when a person is too bad to pursue

^
the holy learning, then as soon as one is entirely the most qualified

must one proceed ((to the sacred function)), for thus ((should it be»

the best^ <(in that case)),

2B5 yim vd aimm hadjid-gactlid^^ op who is unto an-

other a partner in property^ a member'^ (cof the sacred))

association,

7 . The association is to be for® this object® that whenever one

may have to proceed for the « spiritual )) guidance of those (( of the

people » it may be possible <( for one » to entrust one^s property to

a director^; for they must indeed be in® a very odd condition® if

just when one may have to proceed for the ((spiritual)) guidance of

^ If one be found too dull, neglectful, or wicked to learn anything of the

sacred knowledge, that should be a manifest sign of such a one’s soul being of

little worth. And one who is so low in the worth of the soul can have small regard

for the soul and its real good.

2 Ntrmtar or NUmtat

;

of. Pr, (nahn)=good.

When one has some defects which disqualify one from pursuing sacredi

knowledge, one should not rest satisfied with such a condition, but should apply

oneself diligently to remove those defects, and on removing them, should undertake

the sacred duty.

^ .The text has —gaHha; cf. Yt. X, 116 for the word’s use elsewhere.

^ Akhf lit.= a brother
;
Ar. (akh) =a brother ; a friend.

® HamhdgVi

;

Av. ham = among those together, and baj = to divide ; to

have a share. Otherwise hamhdzVi, Pr. 453 {ham-hdzi) — association.

Darmesteter observes that the priests form a true business association, and

recalls BhiSg«3:ritr= shareholders, the appellation of the Navsari priests.

One may however simply see here a reference to the association of priests

wwking in the same centre and under the same temple, and helping in one
another’s duties and affairs. References to such associations will also be found

elsewhere in our text.

® K^a rae is for fmn ms.

^ SaTdar'=chlei^ director.

^ T^k ; Pr, (/dill'} *“cdd ; strange.
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those <(of the people)), it may not be possible for one to entrust one's

property to a keeper \

2c. hazaoshya- pdongha^ chayan,^ <(Whom» those other

good brethren <(of the order)) ‘have chosen^ unanimously and of

their own free choice for guidance® in higher questions.®

CHAPTER II

ON THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH ONE HAS
TO PROCEED TO THE HOLY OFFICE

13 1. Pam paoiryo diti; He shall go out for the first time

« in the year )) in the manner I shall presently describe, ® when he has

been attached^ ((unto a duty outside)),—there is one who says thus,

—

when he has to proceed to attend the duties of the Holy Doctorate ;

para hityo diti
;
para thrityd dUL he shall go out for the second

time
;
he shall go out for the third time®.

^ Indeed without a satisfactory arrangement for the management of the affairs

of the priest going out on duty to a distance and for some time, a confusion may
result in the priestly fold, and much material loss may be sustained.

^ This seems to be an adverb from hazaosh.a^

^ Intsrumental of ^aong/j = guidance.

^ Imperfect. Parasmaipada, subjunctive, third person plural of ch^= to

choose. Darmesteter attempts to correct the word into chayam the genitive plural

of the indefinite pronoun cht and renders the whole “—of his own will or on

commission from others.”

^ Afras dastobarth.

The candidate for the sacred office is not only required to possess the above

qualifications, but is also unanimously to be chosen to the membership of a

sacred order by its constituent members.

® The conditions and circumstances under which he has to proceed are deS'

cribed below.

JusStf cf. Pr. = to adhere ? otherwise duset, ct Pr. j d = to be

inclined.

® Members of every priestly order had to proceed to special places under their

ministry to attend the sacred office once every of three times in the year ; so that

once every four months they could return to the centre of their order if they had to

attend any affair there ; if however their presence was not specially required at

the central place they could remain the whole year round at their special office ?

see below, P. 19, 1. 3*
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2 . AHa pardyaiti^ 3;^2:th£2: gaed^dhyo hanentiy^ <(lf» he go out

In ^pite of this circumstance, <(l e.)), if he go out against the

fact, that in the matter of properties® they ^ are in subjec-*

tlon^to him, so that the properties cannot « safely)) be left in the

charge of «any other)) keeper,^ aesho gahhanam mstancim^ raeshe^

iichikayatyy\ then he^ shall pay penalty^ for any® injury

whatsoever® on the properties being damaged, even though

the properties be sensibly® injured® ((only» in the same sense as even

the land is « said to be )> robbed, when it goes unreaped although

«it is ripe)) with (( nature ^s)) bounties

Verily, as regards « the circumstance of )) these bounties, the

bounties « must be understood to exist )) in that case « only )> when

the land is standing with crop

^ A^ta seems to be instrumental here.

Parayaiti is subjunctive, and can be analysed thus : + K?**

^ From Av. =to be under one's guidance or mastership. The text

has henntt which is evidently wrong.

^ GShanan ; Pr. = worldly possessions.

^ He knows to manage property so well that all other members of the order

are below him in that respect, and so he is entrusted with the entire management
of the financial affairs of the order, and none else can replace him in that capacity

without causing loss to its properties.

^ The text has hishintanam^

® Locative of raesha^

Darmesteter with his usual penetration recalls Vend. XIII, 10, and sug-

gests the restoration of this term which, there also, is rendered tozk in the Pahlavi.
® Maman.
® BStiyok-zatakf a term which indicates conscious and wilful injury to

animal life and to things of value ; ci Pah. Yas* XXIX, 1, b ; Pah. Vend. V, 7 ;

and see below at FoL 114, 1. 19, and Fol. 177, 1. 20.

Ach. Yan ; Av. should be m m*

should be ,Jj,
' Pr. .

The sense is that just as a land which stands ripe with crop will waste it if

the man in charge forsake it, and the loss will be just so much as when it be

stolen, and the man will be held responsible for such a loss, similarly, a priest in

charge of a property will be responsible for any loss or injury to It if he leaves it

without entrusting it to some other, even though that loss or injury be not owing

to actual theft, robbery, or damage, but simply to want of care.
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3. Dat-Faf?“okhd said : Surety, «the idea of)) the robber cannot

appl}' in this ((respect)), because the robber does not ((of his -own

accord » go away from things of value

4. This ((indeed is» manifest from the Avesta ((the text of Holy

Wisdom, that)) the priest^ shall not depart^ from the Way of

Propriety®
;
((and he shall)) distinctly ((study)) the Sacred Teaching

in the Law and the Commentary, ((even as it is said:— )) Kat Ddtahe

Zarathii^iroh ?
‘ What of the Zarathushtrian Law ’

?

(( Surety )) as the Avesta has given : Mctgh/m MSthrd. ‘The Plain

Holy Word\’

p. 16 5. ((One shall proceed to it)) when the way is not more ((distant))

than thirty® Parasangs® from the house ((as the text says)): thnkhsh-

aparetn hat\irdkem‘^ ‘ t\\Q whole distance of three nights ((and days®))’,

and when in money there is suffered no greater' expense® than

thirty Dirhams (( But because the text says : )) Gahhandm

^ The statement of Dat-Farrokho arose probably from a remark of some
doctor that as the land left unreaped is said to be robbed of its fruit, so the man
who leaves it so, may be called its robber, and similarly the priest who leaves

unguarded the property under his control, may be called a robber. Ddt-Farrokho

replies that the idea of a robber cannot apply here, because a robber 'w’ill rather

take with him the things of value than leave them behind,

^ no'hooa 5
^*^* should be a better text than itOJi«)o

® Patman ; Pr- lit.= the proper measure ; the golden mean. It is

distinguished from Fr^hebnt (= excess) and aibibat (= deficiency) which in Pahlavi

writings are both recommended to be avoided.

* I. e., the Holy Scriptures without the Holy Ritual whose proper study

belongs to the Nirangastdn and not to the Aerpatastdn.

s should be ; see P. 20, 1. 14. « Cf. P. 20, 11. 11-14.

iHOO) should be (vc$h), ^ Ztyan, lit. = loss ; Pr. ^ Zozafi si (?),

Four Mads made a Zozslxi or a Dirham, and 4 Zo^ians made a Stir. These
relative values however seem to have varied.

It is possible to read here Zbzan 3 ; or again, if we take to be currupt

for ^-^5 that must give the figure 60. But if the reference is really to the expenses

of the journey, the 3 Dirhams should be too little for them ; for, a daily journey of

10 Parasangs or about 40 miles cannot easily be conceived to have been performed

on an expense of one Dirham only even in those simple primitive times. Such a

long and rapid journey must have required the services of a riding animal like the

horse, the camel, or the mule, and an attendant. All this could hardly have cost

only one Dirham daily. A daily expense of ten Dirhams may therefore be taken

as a fair estimate of the real cost. The text erroneously adds va here.
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aspmnd' avdit^ ^ He shall help the full prosperity of wealth,’® « so))

verily if « there appear )) to one the great danger of ^incurring the risk

of)) an Arrdfish (^of 30 Stirs ^ or of personal injury, then if» yd avadha"^

aiwydsti ^one ((proceed to» apply oneself to studies there/ <(that shall))

not (( be » lawful ;<—ay it shall not be lawdul even if one go A ^aiti

bmtim errjistcim^ ^for the salve of the most valued gift/
^

6. When the way is further distant than thirty'’ Parasangs,

(( while » it is allo\vable if one go, « it is also » allo^vable if one do not

go. ((But)) when there is the danger of ((incurring the risk of» an

^ O' - Stem, neuter, accusative singular. At Vend. IV, 48, and V, 60 this

word is supposed to signify a weight equal to a Dirham or drachm.

2 Potential of Av. = to help.

See below P. 17, 11 14-15.

This quotation indicates that because one has to help the full prosperity of

wealth, one shall always be careful where another good action comes in conflict

with this interest, that if the cost thereby to be incurred to wealth be disproportion-

ately great and in no manner saving some real risk, that good action be given up.

Zoroastrianism of course forbids all inattention to worldly affairs : if earthly goods

were of no use, God would never have created them ; and he has not created them

to be mere allurements : they have each their proper employment in the Righteous

Government of the world
;
and when one has wealth, one has also the means of

doing so much good. If men use wealth badly, that is no' fault of wealth itself ;

it can be the means of achieving much happiness and peace, thougl|^h6se be not

the final Happiness and Peace of Supreme Spiritual Excellence, but only the

steps on the way leading on to them. Zoroastrianism has therefore determined

the attainment, preservation and right use of wealth, as lawful, though of course

and ahvays subservient to pure virtuous excellence.

^ Or 120 Dirhams. The Arrdush is one of the various penalties incurred

on committing sins of different kinds, each of which sins is redeemable with certain

penalties. See Sh. Lfi-Sb. I, 2 ; XI, 2 ; XVI, 5, and Dr. West’s valuable

notes at those places.

As however the term originally signifies a hurt actually done, the reference

may here be to a personal danger on the journey; see Vend. IV, 17,

® The text wrongly has avapa* '

'

® Thus corrected. Later on a similar expression has

Personal and spiritual safety is not to be risked for the sake only of a

material prize.

^ Wanted ia the text
, ,
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Ar^dftsh «of 30 Stirs or of personal injury)), it is lawful if one do not

go. This lawfulness about not* going is clear from ((the text)) ‘noit

frawusti^ ‘ one does not « thereby )) advance (( oneself spiritually )).’

7. Thus it is manifest that whenever it may be required to pro-

ceed to the Thanksgiving Service, « it should always be remembered ))

that while it is lawful to proceed unto it when expense in money is up

to thirty^ Dirhams, it is not lawful when expense therefor in money is

essentially^ greater.

8. (( It should however be noted » that though the good act of

attending the Holy Instruction is indeed a virtue, it is not so great

a, virtue as Khvetokdas,^ ((the Devotedness to the Mastership of

the Holy Relation)), because of these two things the former is under®

the latter ®,

9. There is however one who says thus : Verily, both these may

be realised even tlrus : the Sacred Learning may so be attended to,

17 that as ((may be)) the worship even so will it have to be fulfilled, and

the sin that can^ be performed^ may be kept® under complete ® con-

trol,® so that for each and all in the world it may not thenceforward

be necessary to be with disease and affliction.

10. Verily, this shall be achieved by the son of Zart6hesht,

^ Wanted in the text.

^ Prefint, Parasmaipada, third person singular of Cf. of

Yas. IX, 24 ; and of Yas, X, 4.

^ HJ has ;
TD has , See note 9 to § 5 above.

’i A 170

55 in HJ ; in TD j evidently these are corrupt for

We .stick to the meaning warranted by the Avestan KhYaetvadatha which

seems to signify the realisation of the relation between God and man by holy

living ; and we believe that if any ideas relating to incest were attached to this

term in Pahlavi times, they must all be attributed to such communistic philoso-

phers of the time as Mazdak, and not to Zoroastrianism.

® Taking as wrong for

^ Kunet, ® Reading dashfan'-ash.

^ Cf. Pr. and which signify power.”

Saoshy^ws arid his Six Helpers ; cf. Yt. XIII, 128-129^ and DStastSHy

XXXVI, 5-6.
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through the entire Avesta ((that is the Holy Wisdom)) with the Zend

(( that is the Sacred Commentary' » being so fulfilled (( as )) held in

worship
;

(( and that he shall achieve with the co-operation of )) other

up-hoIders^ of the Holy Law.^

11. ((According to the text)) Mastem^ dthravantem^ d-sfdtha®

‘ You shall have determined the fee for the priest, ’ you shall make obli-

gatory the thing to be given (( unto the priest ; according to )) Afrog it

need not have to be made so ((obligatory)). Martbut-<^-Mahatfo-e-

Gaogoshnasp said : Behold, S6sha?is has said thus: Verily, it shall indeed

be made obligatory even though there be no material* object® to be

given unto him
;
and this' different ((opinion)) is' according to Paiti

hxnftm arsthttm^ ‘ For the gift of Truth’s Blessing’ « shall he

perform his duty. ® And )) verily he observes (( that )) when the Harmful

Spirit is unable to keep one back (( from the performance of one’s duty,

then it must be so understood that )) there has surely taken root in one

((the gift of Truth’s Blessing)).®

12. Katdrem dth.rava^° athawunem vd parayat, gaethandm vd

aspnmd avatP Which of these two which I just mention (( shall »

the priest ((do)): shall he proceed to the duties of a pursuer

^ See note 10 on previous page.

^ Ash6~datan probably ; or perhaps haveshtan — ddsciplQs^

® It appears to be a noun from Av, ^**6 = to bestow, and seems

to be related with

^ The text has but cf. Vend. 111*2 where the word is rendered

by the Pahlavi. The word may have been shortened from 4*

^ This seams to be the imperative, Parasmaipada, second person plural of

jf 30 ,
the root is treated as belonging to the second class, though of course

ordinarily it belongs to the third.

^ is evidently wrong for -*0®^ through confounding ^ with

^ ^ should be

^ Thus '
corrected. It is compounded of and

^ The priesf s fee is to be determined even though that is to be nothing more
than Truths Blessing ; and Tmth^s Blessing will be the sure fee of that priest who
performs his duty so whole-heartedly that not even the worst influence can prevent

him from pursuing it.

Thus HJ ; TD has •
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of the sacped calling, that is to say, go to attend the duties of the

Holy Doctorate, or shall he help the fulP prosperity'" of

P, 18 wealth, that is to say, manage lordship over wealth ?

13. Gahhanam aspxnnd avoit. He shall help the full pros-

pepity of wealth, that is to say, manage lordship over wealth.

From this it is evident that to manage lordship over wealth is

better than to attend the duties of the Holy Doctorate.^

14. « There is the text )) Yezicha ae^ha daemi ^
^ If this female

—

:<( and)) from this it is evident that to attend the duties of the Holy

Doctorate is better than to observe^ the monthly sickness/

,«And there is likewise the text)) Yhicha vehfkd gaethdo^—^
^ Even if a wolf ((should fall)) upon the homesteads—

’ ;
((and» from

this it is clear that to observe the monthly sickness is better

than to manage wealth, on the consideration of this that the

observance*^ of monthly sickness is better than anything whatever^ ;

((but in view of)) Yezicha aesha daemi— ‘If this female
—

’ to

^ The word should be see just a little below*

^ Evidently the reference is merely to some individual act of attending the

Sacred Lore which individually may not be considered so weighty an affair as

managing the very means of maintenance.

^ Thus corrected ;
cf. Vend. VII, 42. The expression is

in the texts which both are imperfect and incomplete here,

^ Dashtan mah vazartan ; see Vend. XVI, and Sh. L^-Sh. III.

The deduction from t-his and the previous statement together is that to manage
lordship over wealth Is better than to observe the monthly sickness.

® Thus in HJ and below
; in TD, Darm. calls attention to Vend,

III,, 10.-

® FmshmUan (?), the causal from Av, to pass. The text has

This must be the import of the text which is here referred to, at least as

the writer here has understood it
; but another doctor whom he just quotes, holds a

different view. As however we have not the wrhole text to see the correctness of one

interpretation or the other, we are not in a position to pronounce any opinion in

this case. The writer however has, from his own stand-point, applied correct logic

to detect the fallacy in the argument
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make it thus otherwise catinot beh

15. There is one who szys thus : Surely, to manage wealth is

better than anything whatever c<of these and the sense of)) Yezicha

a<3sh^r daenu— ^ If this female
—

^ « is this that » to attend the duties of

the Holy Doctorate is for removing disease and affliction®; <<and in the

text)) Yezicha vehrko gaethdo—Hf a wolf ((should fall)) upon the home-

steads
—

' it is about the wealth of others that we speak, that the wealth

of others should be looked after before one’s own^ ,* ((because the text p. 19

says)) Paoirydm dim^ varem ddmzayoit he yd^ hvahe^ hvanent ^

—

^ First one shall make secure the wealth of another rather® than one’s

own® belonging
—

’— ((The text here is» defective.®

16. Chwt nd dthrava athaurunem hacha gaethdUs^ paraydt?

How often for money^® shall he who is a priest proceed from
the property^^ unto the priestly office ? that is, according to

^ It is said above that to attend the Sacred Lore is better than to observe

the monthly sickness, in view of which it cannot be maintained that the observance

of monthly sickness is better than anything whatever.
• 2 Indeed to attend the Sacred Lore must in its best sense be understood to

be the highest boon for human salvation as that can remove all our faults and

ills
;
but as we have already said above, merely an individual act of attending

it may not be considered so weighty an affair as managing the very means of

maintenance.,

® And hence, it is for removing the evil of the monthly sickness, and so better

than it. The words margth va rtshtaUh have already occurred at P. 17, 1. 3 in the

same relation as here; hence the critic here may be the same who spoke there.

^ Whereas above it is concluded from this passage that to observe the monthly

sickness is better than anything whatever,

® The text has If it be for the gender should be feminine and

must be a feminine in ^ -stem,

6 Kso* in the text.

^ Does this mean “ belonging **
? The text is very corrupt and the meaning

therefor© is not quite plain.

s Ahnh, ^ The text erroneously has gathabis,

Khvmfak (?); the text has if it be read dukhesi it may be transla-

ted pay **; cf. Pr. pay, to perform,

Ail along Darmesteter has_, been construing the priests to be living in

sacerdotal family, and been representing g^etha as referring to their common
property,
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propriety how often shall that be ?

17. Yat h\s, thris yd hama aiwh'iti} According* to

«the extent of)) those « riches », up to three times in

the year shall he go
;

that is, every four months once shall he

go again.

18. Indeed, in a doubt ^ when one does not know whether one*

has made proper arrangement for the management of the property,^

one shall go back once every four months. If however one knows that

one® has made proper arrangement for the management of the property

it is lawful if one attend the duties of the Holy Doctorate the whole

while and go not back.

19. When one knows that one* has made no proper arrangement,

then (( surely )) it is not proper unless one go back at the required times ;

P. 20 but this is not clear as to at what ® time shall one go back.

20. Behold, Dat-e-Ati^-Ahharmasd has said that one must go

« to the holy office specially®)) on the occasion of the Fravartinikan,

(( the days sacred to the Holy Spiritual Essences )) ;
and then whenever ®

one can go ((only)) for one out of these two,* one shall go for studying,'*

i refers to gaethdbzs above.

-“SO* according to the Pahlavi translation means year/' and must therefore

be corrupt for = summer. Darmesteter observes that the corresponding

Sanskrit Samd and Armenian Am have both the sense of year/'

Aiwis-iti seems to be verb, present, Parasmaipada, third person singular.

^ 'Bain varbmandih.

® ''!/’ according to the Pahlavi,

^ I should be

® Che.

^ Because this is not the only time that he has to go*

^ These constitute the days that fail at the end of one year and the com-
mencement of the next.

^ t is- probably miswritten for W ? ; otherwise it may be read va Ddt^
and (also according to) DM'*

^ Le.^ studying, and offering thanksgiving praise*

PQtH$hn»
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and one shall not go for offering ^ the thanksgiving praise, ^—verily

because, as he said, fruit will have come to the world at this timed

21. He who said « thisH) to refer to the spiritual world* ((main-

tained that)) one should go back every four months 3 times.® ((But

according to » athaumnamciia ®—
‘ and of the priests

—
’ once (( every four

months )) is evident from the Avesta, ((the text of the Holy Wisdom)).

22. Chrxjt aiwhtivt ’’ parayat ? How far shall one go for

the sacred study ? i.e., how far is the limit of the way up to which

it will not be lawful unless ® one go ?

23. ThriAi\iB\\aparem^ hathrdkeni
;
khshaws khsha/nS dcha

paracha, Up tothe way of three nights’ measure which includes”

^ A/rin
; the text wrongly has d/iritt. The reference is evidently to the

ritualistic praise. The study of the Sacred Lore touches the spirit more directly

than ritualistic praise, and hence is to be preferred.

2 The time of the Fravartinikan evidently, which thus must have fallen

at harvest time when this was written.

The time of earthly toil being over and of enjoying its fruit with rest

having come, the priest may well proceed to attend higher duties.

^ 7 . 6 . the fact of fruit having come to the wwid at the time of the Fra-
vartinikan.

And therefore referring not to the harvest time of the material world, as
is understood by Dat-e-Atrd-Auharmasd.

^ Evidently meaning nine times in the year ; see just below.
® This text is cited to make the following point clear, and not that which

W0 had just above, probably because hama might have made it doubtful to the
ancient scholars whether the reference w’as really to the year or only to the season,
and whether it signified three times in the year or three times every of the seasons.

Cf. of Yas, IX, 24 where also it is rendered apar-ahhmoreskntk
which is the Aryan equivalent of madam-manUumshnth that is found here. The
.word may be traced to Av. iit = ^^to be seriously about anything/'
hence,=to study.

The form of the word in the text is aiwisfem ; but the forms elsewhere all

suggest aiwisti as the correct base. ® Bam amai,
® Khshapara signifies the whole day of 24 hours commeiicing at nightfall,

as distinguished from khshirijcrr or khshapan the period from nightfall up to dawn

;

cf. Vend. V, 12 ; VIII, 9 ; IX, 33, etc.

About hathrakem Darmesteter remarks that it comas from the
well known measure, and has here the general sense of measure simply ; cf. West,
Band. XXVI, l(note). It however seems to indicate the whole distance for tra-

versing, and may well be derived from = altogether, and go. The
form is also to be found in Yt. X, 66 with a different signification.

FelanJ (?) ; cf. Pr. collect.
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nights as well as days;—note that ((this distance is of » 30 Parasangs

<( an(i that which will take » 6 ‘nights for going ancJ

Returning’.

24. ((There is the text -which saj^s » : Thnshdw \mmaj-

third of the days and nights ((shall one^take rest,^^
—

and » in conformity with this shall one travel. Of the Hasars (( of tune »

one shall travel one ((partw^n the evening and one ((part)) in the

morning/ and the ((remaining)) 10 ((Hasars)) he shall resH The

Hasarinthis® corresponds with that of distance'—, for, it is after all

well said that for men the taking of meal is not as convenient" as it is

P. 21 convenient" with the quadrupeds.®

25. Yo hczoyd^^ aetahmdt parditi, If a person has to go

1 Cf. Yas. LXII, 5 where this is quoted in relation with the time of repose,

and also Vend. IV, 45 where the time for study and rest is specified.

2 A Hisar was a measure both of time and distance, but evidently a Hdsar of

time is meant here because the Avestan quotation indicates time and not distance.

See tVest's valuable notes to Bund* XXVI, 1, and Sh, La-Sh. IX, 1, and

notes 5 and 7 below.
^

3 Z.e. 10 Hisars. ^ Pr. flA and

^ As 10 HSiSars thus correspond to a third of the day and the night, the

whole day is given 30 Hasars of time ; see also below at Fol, 16, 1. 27, though else-

where the numbers assigned it are smaller ; see West’s notes referred to in note

2 above.

3 I.e. the Hisar of time.

1 This must signify that one H^sar of time was just the time requisite to

walk over a Hdsar of distance with average speed. One should then have travers-

ed ten Hasars of distance in ten Hflsars of time in the morning, and an equal

number in the evening ;
thus one -would have travelled altogether in the whole day

and night twenty Hasars of time and t-wenty Hflsars of distance, spending the*

remaining ten Hasars of time in halting every day in the middle of the day and of

the night. As our text has said that the total distance to be traversed in 3 days

was to be 30 Parasangs. the journey of each day would be 10 Parasangs ; and we

have just concluded it to be 20 Hasars, hence 10 Parasangs must be equal to 20

HS^sars in this case,

® Asan.
s Hence it is necessary for men to halt at convenient distances and for

requisite times, to manage their meals.

This may be a word not preserved elsewhere in the Avesta, and may mean a

person *’ from the root_4), as having the same form as in etc. Other-

wise it may be corrupt for as Hastur Darabji suggests? though that form wUl

not fit easily into the meaning'.
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furtheF than that, further than the proper measure of way, noil

paschaeia an-aiu'ht’im dstryeite} then that « person)) shall not be

held culpable for not^ teaching, ^ j.e., if one do not attend the

Sacred Lore one shall not then be sinful.

26. Note that either'* of these two shall do®: (1) when in 3 nights

and days 30 Parasangs can be traversed, one must go that far, «but))

it is allowed if one do not go farther
;
and (2) when in 3 nights and

days « only » 10 Parasangs can be traversed, it is allowed if one go « only

that far and no further)).

CHAPTER Hi

ON THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH A WOMAN MAY
PROCEED TO HELP AT THE SACRED FUNCTION

1. Katdrd a^aurunem paraydt^ ndirika vd nmdndpaitis vd?

Which of the two shall proceed unto the sacred ministry,

the lady^ or the master of the house, i.e., the husband®?

2. Yezicha gaethdo vhitd,’’ katdrd paraydt. If both® «can
have)) controU over property, i.e., if both can manage wealth

^ Passive, present, third person singular of a-star, Th^ text h&s a^stryanii

which is wrong.

2 is wrong for

3 Kola-do-kan

* Through error the Pablavi has dropped the word (natrik) from here.

It appears from this and elsewhere that besides the complete management of

the home affairs ladies were allowed a goodly share in the general life of the com-
munity by the ancient Iranians, That they could perform some sacerdotal functions

is evident from here, from FoL 62, 1. 29, and from Sh. L^-Sh. X, 35, etc.; whereas
according to Dink. Bk. VIII, XXII, 21 they were even fit for judgship, Darmes-
teter quotes Anquetil who says that according to Dastur Darab, his master, two
women who were no Juddins could perform even the functions of the R§,spi and
the Zoti.

® Kaiak^khufaS ; Pr. = a married man,

« The text has for cf, Yt. IX, iO, Yas. LVII,29,

^ This word may be derived from Av. vt-ma = to control; cf. fm-mm = to

rule. The Pahlavi renders it by the curt handakih*
® Darmesteter reads

I
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best, either of the two' may go—S6sha»s said—to attend the duties

P. 22 of the LiolyDoctora^^. ratm-karu'^ nmand-paitk gahhdo, luUrika

paraydt If « only)) the master of the house <(can ^ have » the

^proper’ control® over property, i.e., if he can manage wealth

better, the lady shall go. NcUrikdi gaSthdo ws,® nmam-paith

paraydt. If the right control over property ((be due)) to

the lady, le., if she can manage wealth abetter)), the master of

the house shall go.

3. Indeed,' from this it may be inferred, that women can well

be fit for (( even )) the guardianship of the Fires, aye, that they can be

so fit even where the Varharan Fire a dedicated to Victory )) ^ is

enthroned.® a But according to )) Noit avachina ddithn vadiult . . .

* It shall not be looked upon as so lawful . . it is plain that (( in

that case )> that shall be lawful ((only)) for the Service of the Novitiate,’

verily because this Fire has in itself the other Fires.®

4. Behold, there is one who says thus : Verily, they are always

fit for the Service of the Novitiate as is manifest from the passage

^ Darm. renders “'wHch of the two . . ?
” but that is a mistake.

* Bairyo ratus-haro also is rendered by the curt Pahlavi handaMh, though

the expression may correctly be rendered “ ( be

)

the efficient regulator of.”

* Nominative singular of vi = control (?), a word which may be traced

to Av. = to encompass. If however nairikdi which, is an irregular dative, be

wrong for ndirika then vis must be taken as an adjective applying to that term.

* iHr should be

® See Bund. Chap. XVII for a description of the Sacred Fires.

* is wrong for

Nod-yazet (?);cf. Fob 167, 1. 25 where it is written —and Fob 193,

1. 30 where it is written

* Perhaps the Farnbdk, Goshnasp, and Burs5n-Mitro Fires; cf. Bund. XVII,
9; or rather perhaps those of the inferior temples that are collected along with
others from various sources, to form the Varhardn Fire. The writer says that it

may be inferred from the foregoing that women may be eligible for officiation

at the Sacred Fires and even at the Varharan Fire ; but at the same time he
quotes an objection in view of an Avestan text which allows officiation by women
at the seat of the Varharin Fire, only in the Service of the Novitiate. Cf. below,
Fol. 63, 1. 20, ff.
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atvachina ddithn vaeitdt^ . . . ‘thus shall it be held as lawful

. . . , and this must also be the case where there is ((needed))

no fire in the place.^

5. Yo anyP-hS ndirikd^ an&hakhio’^ athaurunem paranghachditi^

!f one take with one the wife of another without" instruc-

tions® from her husband to help at the Word® of the Judge ‘ in

the sacred ministry,’® notwithstanding that (( her lord )) may have P.23
told thus: “Go to attend the Sacred Lore,” but may not have said as

to with whom to go,® kat hi vd ashmi^^ trrrsytft yd luiirika, irmdiio-

paiii vYrizyriii?^^ then in that case, shall the lady perform for

that ((person » righteous*® obedience'® unto the Reverend'®

Lord'® even as she must perform on ((advice fromn her

husband ?

6. Lrrrz3?clt usaiti, iwit anusaiti. She may perform It if she

please «andbe» willing'^ for the risk,"' but not if it may not

please her.

^ The text has here and in the preceding quotation, from

whicli is inferred the form we have chosen.

^ /. e., in those small affairs where £re is not needed, or perhaps in those

which need not be performed in the temples.

^ The verb seems to govern the insirumental case here and at Fob lit 11.

12-13 ; cf. Yas- X, 8; and cf. the instrumental forms

^ Darmesteter calls attention to the 'words farhakhf md farhang,
^ The text is corrected. ® An-afj'as.

^ imtO" of the text seems to be corrupt for :»vo •*D" i^^sh shoe),

8 Vach Datobar. Otherwise “at the command of the Judge cL Fob 8, I.

18 where we have vach-e-dasfbbarlh. It is not plain whether this freely renders

athaurunem or whether it is a mere gloss. In the latter case we must supply the

rendering of athaurunem, as that will not then be found in the text.

® Here would be better than

The Pablavi iarskast indicates that ashim is the proper word hare and

cot Ash^w.

The text has vttrzyanil EUrak; Pr. = agreement.

Yazdan. Pann kamak^

Zwmak; Pr.
,
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7. Iha'^td ^aranghac\Aith «Whereas)) if one takes her off

to help, according to instructions and with the permission of her

lord, then vrxtzydx. usaitic^a anusaitich.a} she shall perform it^

whether she be willing or unwilling ; so that it shall be proper

Foi, 6. if in that case she proceed to the place « of officiation )), and well if she

1-11 allow no defect therein.

8. Note that while she is thus engaged to perform what is fit for

men to do even as what is fit for women to do, it will not be lawful if

she do such things as dressing and adorning the head ’ and washing

6 B the clothes, while her duty * «is)) to perform thanksgiving service upon

the sacred Dron cake. Even * so in this « case she has to keep ))

the foundation of matrimony ® according ® to propriety,® so that she must

not let it be corrupted; for if she were to let it be so corrupted, she

would be faithless ^ to her husband/

9. Frdit ® vccre ® paranghachditi, dkdo hazangha^° aiidUdoss-^^

tdyu5. If one take hen off to help with the evil intention

of . ”, and if with wall apparently)) clear

^ Thus corrected.

® .<5)0 is evidently corrupt for See last but one sentence above.

® Sar-sh&yz- cf. Pr. = to wash, clean, and apply lotion to.

'*

should be (kar. Ae).

® Dok', it may also be read danak, Pr. = passion; the translation must

then be “ the seat of passion.”

The woman must fully understand the duty to which she is called, and not let

it be disturbed by petty attentions to toilet, or by evil-intentioned advances of

others or her own flirtations.

® ShalHd^hd as in TD.

A -shoe as in TD.

® Froit seems to be the ablative singular of some such word as Fri which

may be traced to Av. = to love.

® Accusative singular of Varangh = pleasure.

Nominative Singular of Hazanghan.

11 should be

Dishdmar,

ai in TD.
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« behaviour)), one ((shall bew as a robber,^ out if with dubi-

ous® ((behaviour)), one ((shall be)) as a thief,® according as

dhakhio va andhakhto^ ‘(( she be taken)) with the permission ((of her

lord)) ’'or ‘without that permission’—there is one who saj^s—according

as andhakhto ‘ (( she be taken)) without the permission « of her lord )).’
®

10. This however is clear from the Avesta « the Holy Wisdom »

that if it so happen that although one take her with the intention of

. . . .
. . . . ,® still if one do not . . . . ’ one will

net have such .... in ® actuality.® But when (( one has it so »

in actuality, and if with ((apparently)) clear ((previous behaviour)), one

is as a robber,® whereas if with ((previous)) dubious ((behaviour)), one

is as a thief./'

11. (^'Thus)) although one raise one’s hand and . . . her,’°

(( still )) 9iie may « only » be as a thief according to circumstances,”

(( notwitlistanding that one is as )) a robber in actuality
;

for, thievish 7 A

Hdzalah^ ^ Nth an,

* The point is that if one takes a woman away with oneself with the apparent

p;drpose to help oneself at the Sacred Office but really with a bad intent, and if one

Allows no suspicion to arise, then one’s conduct afterwards becomes as violent as

that of a robbei ; but if one allows suspicion to arise, then one’s conduct afterwards

does not become so violent as that of a robber^ because like that of a thief it is

less oppressive, as through one’s previous suspicious behaviour one has thrown

out a warning of the risk to the woman and to those concerned who could have

prevented her from accompanying that person, and thus obviated the danger*

The other gives no such warning, hence his conduct is worse and more %doIent,

^ Thus corrected.

® This means to say that when one takes the permission of her lord to take

her with oneself, one gives rise to no suspicion of ooe^s evil intention ; but when

one does not take that permission one gives rise to that suspicion.

* ® Datan; Pr, = to be lewd. Otherwise Gatan; Pr.

Jamak madam yakhseniinet,

8 "Qatn hasat, ® Hazalah as in TD,

Avash ranmet as in TD ; cf. Pr. — to force.

JivahJivdk; Pr.

The same conduct may have to be judged differently according to the different

circumstances under which it may be manifested.

Basar as in TD. Looking to the act itself it is found as violent as that

of a robber, but the circumstances under which it took place might be such as may

not permit one to judge it so.
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intention c( must be » distinguished ^ from « one’s being as )) a robber ’

in actuality, even as thievish intention is to be distinguished from violent

intention.®

12. And note that one does not become as a robber (('only ))

through the act of violation/ as that (( fact of one’s being » as a thief

or as a robber is according to circumstances, and because when any one

has not actually had . that may be through the

betrayal ' « of the fact that » one may never have had that intercourse.®

13. Hence (( the case » is thus that if one carry'' her from the

foundation ((of matrimony)) with (( all apparently )) clear behaviour, then

though one have ...... with her seductively,® even ® then **

one becomes as a robber ; whereas “ if one take her with dubious

behaviour, then though one have such .... with her forcibly,”

one is as a thief.”

14. If one have with a woman on authorisation”

from the husband,” every time one becomes as culpable as a thief

;

and they stand within this culpability” of thieves,” even though

7 g one have such with a woman with the consent of her husband.

^ JavH, lit. = different.

^ Replace ^4 by ^ey {hazal). The latter was misread apar and then

replaced by 4-^ the Semitic equivalent of apar.

* Hence the writer has made the previous observation.

* Rtsh. “ Ausigaleshn Pr. = betrayal.

* The point is that an action may be prevented by circumstances outside

the intention and wish of one, but that cannot therefore remove the responsibility

due to the purpose entertained.

' should be ® has this force here.

® Ach, is for

Ashkarak has this force here.

Relatively to himself the man in the first instance is a greater sinner
than that in the second, for he adds total deceit to his evil intention which the
latter does not so disguise,

Sardarik.

Mirah, cf. Pr. head of the family.

Duzeshnih.
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15. And as for this culpability of thieves, every time that one

has... with the woman, one is ^ in the culpability of thieves ^
;

and that is so even though one may have had such with a

woman with permission from the husband. And notwithstanding the

circumstance whether such permission be given a, or even ^ whether

such permission ((be» not « given as'^ regards this case^ one is

only at the beginning of this culpability if in actuality one have pre-

vented^ one*s desire to have such...... with her from taking effect.

According to the teaching of Soshii;zs it is highly just that such an

individual should be within the culpability of thieves ^
;
whereas accord-

ing to that of Kirydtr6-3hpt one is only at its beginning
;
—not however

if there comes in one’s thought only the cidea of )> preventing it, and

one still has such with her in® wild passion.®

16. « Indeed such an individual may » himself «be)) in the great

culpability of thieves, together with his kin ^ who « may be » in the

habit of the stealth wherewith they surely go into the slyness for

but not a single person avoids it

;

and <(so much » slaves^"* g \
« they are to that passion » that notwithstanding those persons being

« otherwise)) worthy,^® they become as culpable as thieves after all on

^ % should be

^ The culpability is repeated with the repetition of the act and becomes

accumulated accordingly.

® should be ey (ach) simply.

* Baht zak pvak, ^ Ach,

® The word should be pathamnet^

And not only at its beginning. In any case, the man who can prevent his

evil desire from taking effect must be considered superior to one w^ho yields to it,

® CMf* Pr.

® D^tak ; Pr, » 5

j

Phhah I Pr, = habit.

D^zih as in TD*
SantUftiaft

Bam dufth yakavunet

The idea seems to be that they connive at one another’s' guilt,

Parhiar ; Pr. ^ slave. Arjmd,
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8 B

account of This slyness^ for comes after the suckling.*

17. One can be culpable as a thief, as S6sha«s said, on the age *

of 9.'‘ So when one has come to <(full)) body, one® should fulfil® one’s

Devotedness ® to the Self-realisation® by (( taking)) a wife with^ mutual

agreement,^ and then enjoy ® conjugal rights ® with her. But if passion®

has not arisen in her,‘° one should not enjoy conjugal rights with her,

because then there may be caused injury unto her.

18. It is allowed if the monthly sickness be not observed till the

age of 15, for, according to PancYiadasya sarrdhrz” ‘ At the age

of fifteen ’ the menses acquire their true nature and become

polluting then.

CHAPTER IV

ON THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH A CHILD
MAY BE TAKEN TO HELP AT THE SACRED

FUNCTION, OR FOR HOLY INSTRUCTION

1. Yb anybhe apmndyiliahe^ andha]s!atb a\haurunem parang-

hadiditi,^^ If one take forth for help the child of anothef ‘® for

^ Dwzi.

3 Shtr-khiz (?) =“ arising through milk.”

The iaw of heredity is here maintained with a conviction
; and the qualities

of the blood are understood to govern all the kin.

* Shanatak = Aryan SMak ; Pr.

* A child is not morally responsible till the age of nine.

* should be fij (hara a'vayet).

* Khvetyokd(ZSh ^ H(^m~dtnaiha,

* Corrected into SarUmtan ham vahiduneshn,

* Az as in TD; Av. ; Pr, 3^.

If she has not come to the age of puberty.

Thus corrected ; cf. Vend. XIV, 15. Gohar»

In the similar expression above at P. 22, 1, 17, and at FoL 11, II. 12-13

the verb governs the instrumental case ; here it either governs the genitive or the

text is erroneous.

The text is here corrected throughout.

The Pahlavi has** others/'
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the Word ^ of Canon’ at the priestly office, without instruc-

tions ((from its parents)), ^<rsch(7 hdthra^ taii'Am parayHti. then

(( if one take it )> beyond a Hathra, one becomes a trans-

gressor in one’s person
;

a i.e., one is » in ® mortal discredit
*

for the length of a year.

2. Yat aesha * yS apvvmdynkd smoshc * vd anu-iachaite. If

that who ((is)) the child should « either)) hasten towards

one on hearing,® when)) it hears that there goes for it a person

to attend the Sacred Lore, and it goes with one « accordingly )), aokhto vd

hevaokhte^: Thwat pairi anguha,^ or ‘on being asked’ should

say unto that ((person)) : ‘We both’® have been ((depend- 9 A
ent )) on thee (( herefor )), and hence I shall come with thee to attend

^ Otherwise, “ at the command of the High Priest.” At P. 22, 1. 19 w»

had vach datohar,

2 The text has which apparently is corrupt. It is omitted in the

Pahiavi translation, probably because it stood in this unaccountable shape even

when that was prepared. It however seems to stand for hathra ; see the third

line of the next folio where we have hathra which may be for hathra. If the

correct word here were hathra, the meaning might be, then immediately one

will be. .
But it appears from the Pahiavi writer's notes below that under

certain conditions it could be allowed to take the child without its parent's

permission.

^ Margarlan.
^ For this being masculine, nominative, singular cf. Kanga's Grammar^

§ 215, note 1; or the word may be aUa% instrumental, and the Pahiavi seems to

take it so when it renders by ol olmm.
® Locative singular. The text has sraoshi,

^ of the text should be or which renders

in its primary sense of obedient hearing.

Thus, if the word is to be in the 'present tense; the text has
j

but if the word Were really formed from aoj the correct form would be

Imperfect, Parasmaipada, first person, dual : 5 sea

Kanga's Grammar, § 56, note 2. Darmesteter suggests angha siipposina. it

perhaps to be an irregular perfect, Parasmaipada, first person, singular,

» L e, the child and the parent or guardian, The Pahiavi randerf/^L”
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the Sacred Lore, ((then also)) pascha }idt\ira^ {ifrasrMti^ -%\ie

tantim parayeiti. ((by having)) the Holy Singing for it ((to be))

beyond a Hathra, one becomes a transgressor in one's

person
;

^.e., one is in mortal discredit for the length of a year.

3. ((Alb) this ((that we specify below is)) not clear ((from these

statements here ®
;
but )) it may be discovered from the Avesta (( the

Holy Wisdom, from elsewhere)), that when one knows ^ (( for oneself))

of what sort one is,® as when, at any rate, that ((person )) is® so stupid
’’

owing to weaJk-mindedness,® that being tired ® <( of the charge ))

will take <( the child )) back, and will not have (( even )) the sense“

capable of giving information <( as to where it had been )) ;
or as

^ The text has hathra^ but see note 2 on previous page.

2 TD has a-fra-sruiti\ HJ has a-frasruiti. The Pahlavi too is against

the privative; otherwise the meaning may be “ by not having the Hol}^ Singing

for it (even) beyond a Hithra . . This may signify that when the child

follows the priest of its own accord, then he must take it to attend the Holy Lore

even though that is to be beyond the distance of a H^thra. As however in this

case also the child seems to go to the priest without the special permission of its

parent, this sense will be contradicting the previous statement in the Avestan text,

Darmesteter observes here, ‘‘ The general sense appears to be that if a priest

take a child as a helper at ofhciation without the authorisation of one who is

concerned, the ceremony must be performed within the radius of a parasang from

the child’s home/* evidently meaning H^thra by parasang, as these terms

are sometimes synonymous.

It must however be noted that ahpatastan haxtan signifies instruction in and
exposition of religious knowledge rather than attendance at ceremonial observances^

Hence the child here accompanies the priest perhaps to attend religious discourses

rather than ceremonials.

^ Evidently this is meant. The writer cannot mean that the previous

passages are not clear to him, and that hence he has to offer the possible meanings

of those statements; rather, he simply marshals before our attention other con-

siderations suggested by the partial facts indicated in the text

^ Danet,
^ Lit,

^ should be ; see the other verbal forms in the context

^ Yafak% cf. Fr, = absurd,

^ Laki Fr, == weakminded expressions.

Iviiak
; cf, Pr, to tire.

10 Hosh.
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when one is able to sing * « the holy text )) and still will not sing it,

then in such circumstances <( one is » in transgression in one’^s person

and in mortal discredit for the length of one year.

4. « It is also » not « made » clear « here that » if one is able to

bring « the child » back one has to bring it back, « and that )) if one

cannot take « the child » with the knowledge <( of its parents » one has 9 B
to deliver it back with informing them, « and that » if one cannot

deliver it back with informing them one has at any rate to take good

care about it.®

5. ((It should be clear enough that)) when one is able to bring

it (( safely )> back, and delivers it to (( the parents » with informing them

(( as to where it had been )), then one is not a sinner
;
and note what ®

is also said that even if one’s servant takes *
it, and is able to deliver it

with informing (( the parents as to where it had been », and takes good

care about it,® (( even then )> one is no sinner which ® one verily

becomes if there extends no care ® from one unto it
;
because when

under any circumstance one views the child or the beast wrongly it is

never right except when they are properly guided.

There is one who says : Verily the child is ever' to be looked 10 A
after; (( but indeed » when it has advanced ® in all education it is

never proper except when one guides it as it may be fit.’

^ Sarutan ; TD has HJ

The word may be yadrunfan ; if so, can have quite a different meaning

vvhich.it derives from Av. -“lo = to take care of ; the translation in that case may

be= “or when one is able to take it, and will not receive it under one's care." But
the writer’s sense seems rather to be that if one is well aware how incapable one is

and yet takes a child to attend the Holy Word, but after a while one becomes
tired of one's charge and takes it back, or if one has the capacity to teadi the

holy texts and yet will not teach, then such people are doing sinful acts.

Or, “ to sing (to it ) the holy text ( for its instruction).’’

® ilfirman. should be

® should be ® Vakhshit yakavim'unet.

’ The point is whether Satdarih vahiduntan is the fit idea with reference

to a child. The sage quoted contends that a mere child can Only be simply looked

after; it can be guided only when it acquires all proper education and the

consequent discretion.
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6. Yeinghe^ ad'^td ae^a y^inghe^ a§mn&y(ikdi^ refeP-

enoe to him who is addressed in the matter of the child’

thus: Teach® the learning® of the « Sacred » Word® unto this my child,*

ahmi nmdne^ ainghe visi, ahmi zantvd^ ainghe damghvd,^ (c and )) with

regard to the® house, with regard to the borough, with

regard to the province, with regard to the country, chvatbis

aydo’’ vltaydo ^ anghen ? how® far® from these in distance shall

they go“ ? i.e., carry «the child » according to propriety ?

B 7. Yujayastis^^ hacha nmdndt athcr^® vtsat, Hdthrem zantaot atha’*

dainghaot, A Yujydst from the house as well as the borough,

a Hasar'*from the province as well as the country,^® yatha

dditya spasanya, when properly guarded

—

behold, S6shfi.Ks

^ Thus in TD. The pronoun is repeated to avoid confusion of ideas*

2
-Hjf :i{5^ must be ‘Hit (aigh chash)^

^ Taking vachak^h chasht,

4 ^ should be

^ Corrected. The case is locative throughout.

® Lit. this."

This seems to be an unusual accusative plural of the demonstrative

® Apparently the genitive singular of the feminine noun (vtfa) —

separation ; distance.

® Chand as in TD.

Lit. “ shall they be.^’ This perhaps may be referring to the terms of place.

This word occurs once again in the other Avesta in Vend XIII, 17, in

the form The Yujayasti or Yujyasti is a measure of sixteen Hathras

of one thousand steps of the two feet each.

The dainghaot after this is intrusive and must be omitted. To assign it a

place here will not be consistent with what follows.

The text has ^ but the preceding expression as well as the Pahlavi

rendering akun help us to restore the correct word.

Hasar is the Pahlavi form of the Avestan hathra^ The Pahlavi here is

very corrupt ; it sEould be !))«5“ r-f

Darmesteter observes that the distance is so less in the latter case because

they have than to proceed to a country strange and less secure ; it seems however

to refer generally to the case of going out of the provincial jurisdiction as well as

to the case of going out of the country.
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observed,—so that there may be no danger,— observed,

—

so that the luggage may be «well)) protected’ , «and)> yathcf

SHo ^ nmdnemc\ia^ v\semch.a, zanteuscha, daingliemcha. when it

eady known to ((those® of)) the house, the borough,

ovince, and the country * ((as the case may be )).

8, This is clear from the Avesta (( the Holy Wisdom » that it

shall be thus only when a voice ® of authority “ has not said thus con-

cerning the teaching^ (( vfz. )) : “ Do not take it”

;

then ((alone)) as it is

thus manifested and as it is evident from the Holy Wisdom, it is 1 1 A
allowed to take ((the child. If again, that voice of authority)) has told

to teach it the (( Holy )) Words,® but has not stated as to at which

place to teach, then ((evidently)) it is allowed to take it to any place at

which the Law ® is understood to be taught,’® on the consideration

(( indeed )) that in this affair “ it should be wrong to take it away

’• Pahrak natrtint yakavttnunei, HJ has TD has

; henca the reading may he padir kart yakavUtf^-nH^it may be protected;

= support.

The remarks in the text here appear to have arisen from some discussion

among the ancient scholars as to in what way the child was to be guarded,

2 The text has Darm. suggests vaedhd ; it may however be derived

from = “ to be manifest.”

* The Pahlavi has, ” they of the house. ..are known to it....,..”

* Darm. renders,
“
so that it may stay in the company of acquaint-

ance,” etc,

Mihya.

® Riiak, probably from Av. “?’dj= high. The voice of. authority here is the

word of the child’s parent or guardian. The meaning is that all that is said in the

previous section holds only if the parent or guardian has not
,
positively declined

to allow the child to go.

‘ Chdsht.

® Vackaktha- The original has “ teach it the Holy Words.”

9 Dastobar.

. Katt marah.

Iftt austan, probably from Av. •»v*““»"=to be in a state or condition.

If austan be taken to signify " the threshold,” the meaning will not suit so

well, though it can be made to fit a Ettle awkwardly.
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« only » in accordance’ with ((the parent or guardian)) having said:

VeriK^, thou mayest teach the Sacred Words, but take it not away

from here/’

9. yat he wokhife * ae^Yia yemghi apnrndyukS : If howevei'

thene speaks unto that ((person)) he who is lord® over the

child “ Hachangiiha me ana ^ aptmidyUka
;

“ Take ® this my child
;

i.e.i take it forth to attend the Sacred Lore
;
yaiha t’t^shi aih.a

11 B hakhshaeie^;” and as it may be in accordance with (( thy »

desire, so let it be ’ fit ((for it )) ”
;
ana ® paschaHa uzdainghuchit

pa^a hayhtd it® then in that case it may go’® ((even)) to

foreign ‘journeys’ according” to such instruction.” Even

as it has been last manifested, that should be kept up to one H4sar

from the home ” country.’®

10- Chvat andhddistem^^ ayanem paranghachditi ? How much
at’® the most” on that way ” shall one take it?

S6sha«s said ; Verily, ((the rendering should be)), How much
shall one carry it ?

^ Hamh^n-ach,
^ If it is a present verb, it must be vadkhte as we have previously suggested^,

if an aorist, it should be aohhia. The text has aokhtL
^ Rat, The Avesta signifies: he whose is the child/^

^ The text has liana,

^ Hachayin ; see below. Darm* would read A:pagin,

® The Avestan literally means, ‘‘ As thou wilt wish so will it follow/'

seems to be for ® The text has vana^

^ Root aorist of i ^ to go. Lit, be.”

A-^fras, The instruction is implied in the priest having been told that it

shall do as he may wish.

Adahak, Av.

This word is obscure, and it is not certain whether its form is correct. The
text has ana dboistem, Darm* takes ana hdohtem, and remarks that it seems to be
a superlative of anabda^ whence comes the anahddtb of the Vendidad XVIII, 54,

siguifj^ing not bound or covered/^ from which may be derived the sense of at

the most.” He further suggests that bddistem may be an inversion of hadhfs^^m.

The form we have chosen can be analysed into ana (=not) 4- a ( =not)

hda
{ (the superlative sujSix) =5 the least non-traversable/®

which yields fair sense md may agree with the Fahlavi valist-zt the most.
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Kifyatf8-Bu/it said: Verily «the rendering should be >>5 How much

may one carry it ?
^

IL Yd frdyeirine^ vd uzayeirine vd avtin^ aiwydstk^ mghaX. 12 A
As myoh owing to which there must appear perspiration^

in the morning or the evening.

12. S6sha#s said : Verily, «on traversing » one Hasar in the morn*

iiig and one ® in the evening there appears perspiration. Kifyatr5*B%'it

said: Verily perspiration owing to heat is in the same proportion ^
<< in a

child )> as in a grown ^ up person,

13a, Y6 aetahmdt paranghachditi^ If one take it beyond that,

S6shans said: Verily «it signifies)), If one take® it at a greater

distance than that <(of a convenient stage))

—

Kiryktr6-Btij\t said : Verily

<( it signifies », If one take it contrarily ® « to the above injunction »,

nabdnazdhtem he para pascXiaeta raeshacha adhwaddifyascha^^

^ The difference is only on grammer, SbsMns perhaps had paraughachaiti
before him, and Kiryitro-Bujit paranghachaitit or rather perhaps both might have
disagreed as to how the subjunctive was to be rendered,

^ Thus corrected.

® If this be the demonstrative adjective, the Pahlavi 5^" may be read and

the correlative of chmtd
;

but if so taken the meaning is not quite plain in the

remarks that follow.

It may however be taken as a cognate of = anguish, and meaning ** per-

spiration (through anguish or toil}.’* Then the Pahlavi may be read khavah-i==

perspiration; Pr.

Evidently a noun to be traced to Av. aiwi-as = to appear.

^ Or two according as the text be read ae ( =one } or 2. It should be

easy to understand that more distance must be traversed in the evening than in the

morning before perspiration may appear,

,

Andazeshn, ^ Purndg, ® should be

® These remarks are concerning the exact signification of akahmai («
beyond that).

The word seems to be in the genitive singular form ; and the —ch«:r seems
to express emphesis.

It may literally mean ** not supplying necessities,** and Darmesteter notes
that according to the Farhang it indicates the sin of not giving sufficient food to

the animal or the workman. Secondarily it seems to signify any harsh treatment of

one's dependents. The word is stereotyped into the Pahlavi
; cf. Dink.

Bk. VIII, Ch. XVIb 6 ; CK XX, 97 ; etc.
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12 B dstdrayeinth^ then they hold its nearest relation

culpable owing to the harm of the Adwadat,® «the Sin of

Improper Provision » which may thus be caused unto itj

14. Afrog remarked ^ upon this statement thus : If a harm be

manifested then improper
^

exercise of guardianship ^ will « also » be

manifested ((thereb}^), unless one have notwithstanding ® that ® ((shown))

complete ^ conscientiousness ^ so far as one has had properly ® to carry

through ^ to the end (( the affair of having the Sacred Lore attended/

Hence )) when a harm is manifested, and it is manifested through impro-

per exercise of guardianship, then (( of course )) one is (( proved to be ))

lacking in conscientiousness
; and one must get oneself redeemed there-

from, « especially » because the sinfulness is not great, in order that at

the appointed time when one should die through one’s mortal

nature there may be (( in one the condition of » sinlessness.

15. Raoshan said : Behold, when there is improper exercise of

13 A guardianship, then even though there have been manifested no harm

^ The text has astramti.

Between this text and the words ae nahanazdisht,., is repeated here through

error a portion of the preceding text.

^ Para must mean this,

^ Darmesteter renders : He is culpable, with reference to its nearest rela-

tion, of the guilt of Adhwadiitya."

It however appears that the culpability is first assigned to the nearest relation

of the child if that person has not taken proper care to see that it shall be treated

properly by the person to whom it is to be entrusted. If however he has discharg-

ed his duty well in the affair, then of course he is deemed guiltless by Afrog. The
guilt applies next to the priestly master when he is party to'such wrong act.

^ The text has for

^ Addtiha sardarih,

Leuasfman,

A evarth hamest,

® Pastzeshn (?) Is this a conjugation of pasakhian ?

^ Inasmuch as it is the nearest relation’s duty to have the child attend the

Holy Lore, and inasmuch as that person has used all the proper care in one’s power
to sea it properly provided and entrusted, such a person is not culpable for any
maltreatment o£ the child when this happens despite one’s best care.

is for

Aozh ; Ay,
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still (( does one prove to be » lacking in conscientiousness
;

^ and one

must get oneself redeemed therefrom <( especially)) because the sinfulness

is not great ; so that even if one have not turned the <( guilt)) back up

to (( death's » appointed time, still, even after ((the setting in of » the

appointed time, if one partake of the pastry" of sinlessness at just the

time of passing ^ awaj^, even then ((can one become)) sinlessd

16* Veil-Dost said : There cannot be found a single « case

in which » one lacking in conscientiousness can so be opposed

to the Pasushhahrhn/' « the Code on the Care of the Flocks », as can

« at the same time » be made <( out » to be staunch in the Tont/ <( the

Code on the Care of the Herds ))/

13b .—dat havatdm ® naha —aethrapaitwt^ and then <( after

the nearest relation they hold as culpable » one of those
in the same relation as the kin —^the preceptord^

^ Afrog considers the case only from the standpoint of actual injury resultiog

from improper exercise of guardianship ; whereas Raoshan argues that whether
there be actual injury or no the guilt takes place immediately on one’s carelessness

in the proper exercise of guardianship, as when one does not make proper provi-

sion for the child’s good treatment.

2 Gibd (?) ; Pr. = pudding. s Vashtan,
^ The text is not quite clear ; but as it is rendered it signifies that the guilt

is of such a light nature in this case that one can expiate it even at the time of

death, and become sinless for the next life.

^ Aevak-achj or Aiyok-ach,
^ Evidently the Pamsh-Ha^rvastdn Code of the Mask;

see S. B. E., Vol XXXVII ; Dink., Bk. VIII, Ch.XXIII.

Probably the Storistdn Code which follows the above code in the Dinkart
^ Veh-Dost seems to mean that if one has true faith in any opinions, then

one should equally maintain faith in all opinions related therewith ; and therefore

one must be understood to have half-hearted creed only if one makes a child attend

the Holy Instruction according to duties prescribed in one book, and violates the

instructions of another by letting the child be treated wrongly in the course of its

attendance at the sacred function.

® Genitive plural of Havant,

The text has f.F , See how*ever FoL 22, 1, 8.

Elmt hdvand ndf-^aomand; see FoL 22, L 9.

For any improper care of the child the preceptor is held responsible after
the chiid^s nearest relation. Thus the ancients realised even in the hoary past

that putting their child to school did not finish their duties towards it.
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Soshans discovers from this place that in exercising mastership over

the boy or the girl in apprenticeship/ the master ^ in apprenticeship

« should behave » very properly.

13 B 17. YemghS nisritmi^ frdrat,^ When one has previously

stipulated® for its restoration, i.e., when the time «of delivering-

back)) is appointed® ((beforehand)), a he a-nisrithn d-siryHteJ then

by one’s not restoring ((the child)) one becomes culpable.®

Even though it may not be asked for, still then one becomes culpable.

18. Note that if one carries ® through “ the affair peaceably

and honourably^® at the expense of more than 500^^ Dirhams, then

compensation to one is highly merited.'^ There is one who says

thus : Verily, this is no affair for compensation.^®

19. Yezidat hen6it nisntwi frdrat\ If however one has not’-*

previously stipulated for its restoration, f.e., if the time ((of

14 A delivering back » is not fixed ® (( beforehand », noit a-iiisrii%m dstryeite.

then one does not become culpable through not restoring

J(the child », even though it may be asked for.^®

Chakarhd i ci. Pr.j-^l^= apprentice. ^ Ab.

3 Evidently a noun from -
•>{ = to deliver over; to restore.

* Imperfect, Parasmaipada, third person singular of = to stipulate

beforehand.

s iWip o-iei should be mo as in 1. 29 of this folio.

® Read Katt. ' Thus corrected and completed,

8 jtaEj# should be

® Sazet ; other-wise sdst = has given instruction.

Andar dshtihd va indtak.

Thus in TD. is Mozd afragthd.

One critic is of opinion that the master maybe justified in not restoring

the child unless there be granted him compensation if he has spent more than five

hundred Dirhams on it. Another replies that this is an affair in -which compensation
should not be taken into consideration.

14 jA js Tivrong for

If the time of returning the child is fixed beforehand, one must restore it then

;

If it be not fixed, one may be excused for not being able to return it at any particular

time, though it be asked for ; because then one is justified if one supposes that

one is at liberty to return it -whenever one may find it convenient.
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20 . Axha ‘ thxs^ayanghem yaihra ratus, a-thwayanghem ^ yaihra

apmiidyukd, Thus when there is peremptoriness from the

side on which the master « is, then a there is peremptori-

ness from the side on which the child «is, as is the case

when)) rMthea-nisriftnid-siryHie'^; through one’s not restor-

ing ((the child )> one does not^ become culpable, even

though it may be asked for
;
« and » atha a-thxvayanghem yathm rahi'n,

W-xwayawghcm 3
’(7thnr apnrimyuh\ when there is no peremptori-

ness from the side on which the master o: is, then » there

is peremptoriness from the side on which the child a is,

as is the case when » d he a-nisriihn dstryeiie. through one’s

not restoring the child one becomes culpable, even though

it may not l>e aslred for. ildha yat va yathra X\mayanghem vd

a-thwayanghe/n vd. Thus then in either case of the two® there

is either peremptoriness or no peremptoriness,® Hence 14 i

note « in thus case » how through ® « there being » no peremptoriness « for

one » is manifested as result the peremptoriness «for the other)).

21. Sosha«3 said that if one be certain about « being exposed to»

rhe peril of peremptoriness ’ it should not be lawful if one take (( the

child then ».

22. S6sha??s said this on that occasion when on the side of the

Good Legislation there w'as not to be found manifested the case when

one should not lie culpable by restoring (( the child just at any time »

when it were asked for.”

^ Missing in the text.

2 Is fQi- MH according to the indication of the Pahlavi.

^ TD adds w after W
The point here is that one side cannot have peremptoriness and no peremptori-

ness both together in this case.

If one be certain that one will have to violate some law or obligation.

The two cases mentioned above were, one, that of having to restore the child

at a fixed time, and another, that of having to restore it at one’s own convenience

;

hence the case of having to restore the child just at any time whatever when it be
asked for is not considered in the Avestan text just above. That must be the case

in which it has been stipulated from the first that the child shall be given up at any
time whatsoever when it be asked for by the parent or the guardian.
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23. Daevctyasnahe vd tami§m\hahe vd aprn'ndyuka paranghach-

diti, Ifone takes with one the child of the demon-wopshipper,

i.e., the ignoble barbarian, op of one of those who transgpess in

theip pepsons, i.e., those of deadly worth, nisrituit^ aetahe dstryeite,^

iioit anisntdit} « then » thpough pestopation « of the child »

one becomes culpable, i.e., when one gives it over, and not by

15 A not ® pestoping, i.e.^ when one does not give it over.®

24. This becomes manifest from the Holy Wisdom that if one be

not acquainted with what is manifested in the Chapter * concerning

Restoration,* and yield® win giving up the child)), even® then the

(( case » is not different ®
;

« for », as soon as one gives it over, one

becomes a transgressor in one’s person and is in the worth of death for

the length of one 3'’ear. <( And )) when one knows that one should

not yield even though one may have to kill, then if one be able to kill

one must kill, but if one be not able to kill, then one must give it

over,’

25. Yatha dahmahe franghrnzok.^ ‘If « the child » be from

the seed of the good V then when people give it to the ignoble barbar-

ians, as well as when they give it to the people of wicked creed, as well

as when they give it to those of the worth of death, then all and

^ Thus corrected.

2 jg £Qf A Qf gysyr-

® The good that is done to such a child is likely to be damaged or destroyed

if it be restored to its bad relations ; hence it must not be restored to these even
though force be necessary to prevent it, as is explained below.

^ Hat amat ‘ nisritoit,’ of which Hat has Pazand form, amat is Pahlavi,

and nisritoit Avestan.

® Hakhtet.

® Ach Javitar laef, as in TD.
Even if to prevent the child being taken away by its wicked relations, it be

necessary to HU, it is considered lawful to kill so a wicked person, when a redeemed
soul is thereby to be saved from the danger of corruption again. If, however, they

be too strong to allow such an extreme step, the child may be given over to take its

chance of preserving its good education in their midst if it be strong enough to

resist their wicked influence.

® Ablative singular of a feminine noun in /-stem.

® i.e., by the union of an Iranian with a woman from among the barbarians.
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immediately they become transgressors in their persons for the length of

a year ;
« forj when » a well-grown person gives it over to those most of 15 B

the worth of death, and when he gives it to the ignoble barbarians, one

gives it not differently from when one would gi've it over for killing/

26 If « the child » die « a natural death )> within the space of the

3^ear," then « the person who thus gives it over )) does not become of

the worth of death. Soshiuis « howcA'er i) said : \xrily, « when » one

gives it over <( as » for killing/ taic at once becomes of the worth of

death ;
for, indeed in whatever way may the child's « birth >> have

come, ' in no degree is its lineage ‘ destroyed, but is preserved in it as is

clear/ from this place : ...yavata he uCtfo avaX\iXi'ar%to ’ ‘...so long is its

liner/ge determined.’

/ 27. She a however » who has « only » served ’ one as wife in

case » is not in wedlock.*^ Soshans said : Verilvy this may be aliow-

dd.® Kifyatfo-Bh/^t said : Behold, she must well be maintained

.inasmuch as both « she and one in matrimonial ties » have the same

weight « in the matter Whether however she must be taken in

^ It is not quite plain whether the killing is meant to be metaphorical or

literal. If metaphorical the sense should be that by living with those to whom it

is restored its nature inherited from the good seed will be destroyed, and it will be

as it were killed in reality. If, however, the sense be literal, the reference may be

to the fact that the barbarians may actually kill it because of its foreign origin*

^ And thus escape the corruption of its nature by living long with those to

whom it is restored, or the fate allotted by barbarous customs to children thus

born.

® An accidental circumstance obviating the natural consequence of an act

does not take away the moral responsibility of that act.

^ Nafak; Av.

® Thus corrected ; cf. Yt. XIII, 87.

^ One of the barbarians.

Lit,
** has been according to the of TD.

®
' Nhhmmth ; Pr.

» Le., this is no serious objection so far as the child is concerned; but as

touching the parents their conduct is odious enough and is bitterly slurred by the

ancient doctors in such passages as §§ 9-10 of the next chapter.

10 Hi-srayhhn, from Av. >0* and = to maintain.

11 J.e., of maintenance.
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1 6 A marital ^ bond ^ subsequently or no is not clear, (( although )) there is

one who says thus : Verily, she need not be taken in marital bond

« subsequently )).^

28. When a child of wicked creed comes over to the Good Religion

<( then » even though a person « of that creed » may come ^ claiming

guardianship over it, even still its guardianship shall be vested in the

person who is the greatest ® and ((the most )) beneficent in the ((entire))

district.® He shall procure it occupation ; and though it may not be

proper to bring it up as his own, still it will be fit if he provide it pro-

perty. And when he may provide it, he shall make ^ it partner ^ with

others; but ^
<( this » partnership® shall be such that when they die the

wealth shall be considered theirs, and when it dies the cattle shall be

considered its.^

16 B 29. When a slave professing any other creed comes over to the

Good Religion, ((he then becomes a direct » subject of the King of

Kings, who shall give his price as may be due if he is a slave of a

^ Cf • Pr. wedlock.

^ The sense is that if a person of the Good Religion have kept a woman of

other creed, or of the classes mentioned above, and if that woman give birth to a

child which is instructed in the Good Religion, then it becomes a question whether

the mother is to be taken subsequently into wedlock or no ; one scholar has

answered that there is no need; otherwise the point is undecided. Nevertheless

the thing was so revolting to the moral sensibility of these ancients that they would

never have readily conceded it any such favour. See note 9 on previous page.

s Yatt^nef of TD.
^ Satdanh.
^ Mas of TD,
^ it is not to be given up to that person of the wicked creed, but is to be

taken over and provided for by him who is great and good among the brethren of

the Good Religion,

Hambaginet, ® Bara hamhagih as in TD,
^ This appears to signify that even in the partnership some distinction was

to be made between what was to be taken as really belonging to the other partner

or partners and what as really belonging to the child. And that seems to bear a

reference to the rightful heirs of those claiming heritage according to legal succes-

sion,. 'The rights of the descendants of the alien child are limited to 'an interest

only in the cattle comprehended in the common property,

Vahalh Pr* Avamiha ; Pr. |Gl=debt ; credit
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member of the Good Faith. If <( however )> he has been sold to those of

wicked creed then that slave passes ' into a free gentleman ’ « immediately

on coming over to the Good Religion a; but whether he thereby becomes

debtor " in Dirhams ' or no is not clear. Note however that if he knows

that he has not been sold and bought lawfully ® he shall give nothing.'^

CHAPTER V

ON THE EXTENT AND METHOD OF THE
SACRED STUDY

1. Ch^'^7 t /!(( aHhrapaiiiihn” upuisdt ydrr-drdjo ? For* how

much year’s length shall a person seek instruction in the

measure of the whole day “ being of 30 Hasars ?
’’

2. Thrizarenurhn Khratdm Asaavanem aiwyd-onghai.^ For

three springs® shall one study'" the Holy Wisdom.

3. Even a boj’ « becomes » o^the worth of death, if that boy be so
”

averse to it” that though he should know that he has not completed

« his course )> still spayeiii
' he throws it up,’ and is not « bent )) upon

^ 01 rat avb apar,

2 Zbruin duz
; cf. Pr. = pay.

As when a free man is unlaw fully sold into slavery. Hicli la.

An abstract form from c?c-tbrai)<?//f=preceptor ; this form is guaranteed by

the Pahlavi, but TD has o*

Shapak — tlie whole day of 24 hours commencing with night.

30 Parasafig should be 30 Hasar- The measure of distance parasang is

sometimes confounded^ as here, vritli hasar^ a measure both of distance and time.

We have noted previously that the wdiole day is fixed in this book to have 30

HSsars of time ;
see note 5 to Chapter II, 24, or P. 20, L 17, above.

^ Darmesteter rightly recalls here Vend. XVIII, 9.

Meaning of course, “ years.""^

Madam bam vakhdunet ; cf. Pr. y. • Darm. reads ... ohdinand znd

translates ...put on (as Kosti) the sacred knowledge.*’ This would be a good

metaphor ; but a plain direct sense is obtainable on distinguishing amu-aongA ,{=to

study and master) from aiwPydowgh (=to put on), and taking the former as the

root of the verb here.

And javitar.

CA, Pi% accomplish*
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,

i

it. Afrog said ((that)) 'if the father have received no recent bitterness
^

(( from him » he should ^ take over ® bis son.®

4. Afrog noted in connection ^ with this that if a person ® of

wicked creed come over to the Good Religion, all the children that may

have been born of his conjugality ® shall be brought over along with

him ((to the Good Religion)), as is manifest from the passage : ...vhpaSibyd

aprnndyubyfi, ndit chahmdi apxnndytinum’’ ... ‘...in the case of all the

children, not of any particular one only of the children....’
’

5. As to his wife, she does not pass ® from (( the condition of being

his )) wife. And in order that (( in attempting » to keep (( her )) in a

® happy condition ° she may not be reduced to a worse position,’® it is not

allowed to enjoy conjugal rights with her, because (( that should be ))

sin.‘“ It is also not lawful to strike ” her (( pressing » thus : “ Forsake

the wicked creed." And note that just as according to the Law it is

not lawful to strike her, it is (( likew'ise » not lawful if no means of

sustenance (( be provided her. And yet indeed » if he may not provide

that, he shall not (( in any case » fotsake her treacherously.’^

6. Note besides that ((such)) means’® of sustenance’® ((shall

^ Torshgth ; cf. Pr. fcA.>5=SOur.

2 Taking it'oiW'Sj for itokj"!-

^ I.e., if the father have received no other offence from the son, then he

must take him over under his care.

Otherwise, and taking irew"' to be for the translation might be:

—

“though his father have had recently to do him no severity, even then must he

punish him ”
;
i.e,, though he should lately have found no other reason to be severe

with him, still he should punish him severely for this offence.

* Patvand. The connection of this note is not with what is immediately

above, but with the notes that have preceded it.

° should be “ Sarituiitan.

The text is incomplete, but evidently in its entirety it must signify what

would support the statement. ® Apar.

® As the wife of a member of the Good Religion.

By becoming a sinner through union with a member of the Good Religion,

should be

This is a very liberal attitude of the Good Religion.

Rozgar ; cf. Pr. = pension.

01 'karhih ; Pr- fraud ; deceit. He must maintain her in any way.
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remain )) our own when she dies in such circumstances.*

« Indeed » if that person be one whose wealth consists of gardens^ or

of cattle, and if such a circumstance «of providing a sustenance )) must

arise « in his case », then « for doing that »», nothing'’ at all « of his stock

is such as n need be used up," because it consists of gardens and of cattle.

»< That must of course happen when » there may arise to him the circum-

stance that portions be «'absoluteiy» divided off, and ((when)) the portions

must indeed come out from the ((very)) midst «of the stock itself))
;
so that

((wh.en)) tlie portions will have to be ((absolutely)) divided off, the proper!}''

must ' go off and come off ' into portions. Ticnce when the person has 18 A
to assign the cattle « to the wife for her sustenance », it be best that the

man assign it in such a way « that she may not appropriate the stock

itself*)." Otherwise one should not transfer it to the wife « herself », lest

there arise the circumstance for that person whose wealth consists of

gardens and cattle, that he may have to give it up all for ever."

7. If a woman of wicked creed have lived with a man of the Good

Religion, and if she die of
~

age,* (( then because » she will have been

in deadly worth, so verily she cannot lawfully be borne « in a Mazdean

This means that if any propetty be assigned a woman in such circumstan-

ces by her husband for her maintenance, that property must pass to her hU'sband

on her decease ; and therefore the husband will really lose no part of his property for

ever, as he must do when he may apportion it finally to others,
**

- Anhhih
\ Px. little garden. Otherwise khvhMh'^^* -ploughs

Pr. plough.

® Mindavam kar Uct,

it will pass out from the hands of one party into those of another.
^

i'.e„ the property^should suffer no loss in principal, and there sliouid revert

to him, on her decease, all that is assigned her for her maintenance.

® When an alien is converted to Zoroastrianism. his wife may or may not

choose to be likewise converted. If she does not choose, she must not be compelled;

but she cannot then enjoy full conjugal rights owing to the altered conditions.

Nevertheless the husband is bound to assign her means of sustenance, in such a
way that if they be of the nature of yielding a regular income without being ex-

hausted tlieiTiselves* they must be kept intact and must return to the husband on
her death.

Otherwise, wuthin a year/^ but that appears less apt.

6
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funeral.’- And hence )> we must notice that whenever she dies « her body»

must pass into the possession of those who are the ignoble barbarians

and of deadly worth
;
« and » with these men it is lawful always to steal

and to rob wealth.^

8. A mong men of wicked creed « it is observed that » when they

are at peace ® « with others* » it is lawful « for them » to steal, but it is

^ unlawful to rob
;
whereas when the peace passes away it is lawful « for

them )) even to rob.®

9. And note besides that wealth earned through unchastity® should

neither be stolen nor accepted as giftj ((because that is» unlawful. And

to with the adulterous® ignoble barbarians, and those of the

worth of death, and those of wicked creed we declare to be as degrading®

as... ...with females of quadrupeds. These ((facts)) can be manifested

from the passage—^—yeinghe aetadha Mazdayasnanam ndirika avdo “

khshwdnio luun-faedxwayeiti MazdayasnanUmcha daevayasnanamchad'^

‘ whereof then (( is)) a woman among the adorers of the Most Wise

<( who )> adulterates the... ...of the adorers of the Most Wise and of the

demon-worshippers.’

10. This awful *2 act of adultery is not wicked according to the

wicked creed, because (( that creed itself )) is not good
;
so that adultery

^ Bare in Avestan shape. The idea seems to be that she cannot be allowed

a Mazdean funeral Otherwise the meaning might be she is not to be mad©
bearing’' ;

but this would be absurd.

And therefore, it is meant, they will steal and rob that woman too.

• ^ Hakhtan (?) ; or perhaps ahakhtan=^^^to have an agreement.”*

^ It is not plain whether aliens alone are meant, or also men of their own
creed,

^ It is not again . plain whether this is only a passing observatioHj or has

some bearing on what is said above. ^ Kundar.
^

;
cf, Pr. a gift worth presenting.

s Ruspik ; cf. Pr. adulteress.

® Khur ; cf. Pr. j^^=bas0 ; or it may be Khofi one of the degrees of sin

noted in Shayast LH-Shdyast I, 1.

The text has Cf. Vend. XVIII, 62.

Elahest (?) ; otherwise the word may be Mazdayast and may be a frag“

ment of the Pahlavi translation of the above text, %vbich translation in that case

may be understood to have disappeared from here.
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and ignoble barbarism are both manifested « together. And » every

person « among them » is so adulterous that even when one becomes 19

sinfully)) pregnant/ there takes place no agitation ^ « owing to that))*

So one through whom ® one of the wicked creed, an ignoble barbarian,

V or » one in the worth of death acquires***.*. becomes a transgressor

in one s person and of the worth of death, because one should not thus

have lived so close as even up to a Husar’s distance from"' such^ cc a

person. Whereas)) one should be no more than « merely » a trans-

gressor in one's person a if such a thing were to happen')) in connection

with one as regards whom it were lawful to live ^ within a Hasar’s

distanced"

11, If a child of those of the worth of death, of those of the

mncked creed, and of the ignoble barbarians, arrive into corrupt dishonour,^

then according to the consistency ® of law its father who « is already »

in the worth of death becomes more sinful « thereat » And verily

^ Apostan ; Pr, = pregnant* *
,

^ Afandth ; Pr. L ^ Ao me^

^ is for

r» jttl js a mistake for !r through confounding the pronoun iJ* with

the preposition whose Semitic equivalent is ; otherwise it may be for

^ The Elatgarjan sin is more heinous than the Tanapuhar ; cf. Sh, Li-Sh* II,

40, 82, etc. Dr, West notes that it is usually .considered equal to fifteen TanS,-

|)uhars each of which incurs a penalty of 1200 Dirhams.

When a man committed the Margarjln sin he was to submit himself, with his

possessions, to the High Priest who either prescribed him duties to absolve him.

from the sin, or commanded his death, according as he thought fit. When h© w^as

put to death he was supposed to have been absolved from the sin at once ; see

Sh. La-Sh, VIII, 2, 5, 6, 21, as West has already suggested in his note to Sii, La-

Sii. II, 40,

The sense of morality is evidently very lax among barbarous peoples. and "the^r:

often commit the most heinous sins with perfect indifference. Hence it is^ forbidden,

to live very close with them.

It might have been through a consideration of such danger that Chosroe

Koshervan had refused to allow his subjects to have any dealings with the barbar«»

ous Turkomans*

Ptsih ; cf. Pr. i/*^^=base, corrupt. ^ Ham^^hun^acU,
^ Such a parent is the ultimate cause of the wicked actions. of the child

through one's wicked Influence and defective and bad education.
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we must ((besides)) note this that when ((the child is » of the age of 15,

then its own self ((also)) is in the worth of death ((through such living))^

;

and we declare that to be the length (( of the age when responsibility

commences)), verily because ((then it is that)) one is to have the raising^

of the seminal discharges.^

12. Bear therefore ye well in mind that you acquire the Sacred

Learning according to the Law and the Commentary, <( and act agree-

ably therewith )),^

B 13. Yezi antardt naSmdt aetahe hdthrahe^ drenjayeitip para

paityditij vwaodhayHti^ If while ^ one recites slowly, i.e., commits

to memory® ((the sacred lesson)), according to the right measure,

that ((lesson)) goes out again at last, so that one loses it

out of mind,* hdthrem navaineni^ aethrapaititlm ^ tipdi&oix ; atha

th.rit%m upoisoit ; aevalha tuinm updisoit. then veriiy one shall

seek instruction’ anew^®; and so one shall seek it for the

third time; and in^^ alike manner one shall seek it for

the fourth time.—There is one who rendered thus:—and so^^ one

shall seek it for the fourth time.

^ It may be presumed that the parent’s responsibility and culpability for the

child’s evil actions must last only until it comes of age, though of course for the evil

influence which has moulded the child’s nature the parent is responsible for ever.

- Auzdashtamha^

This marks evidently the age of puberty and of real responsibility.

^ And thus avoid the sins described above.

^ Wanted in the text, but must be supplied according to the Pahlavi here,

and the text at the top of the next Folio.

^ is for ® Cf. Pahlavi Yas- XIX, 12.

Danget
;
cf. Pr. = stupefied.

Darmesteter reads dandeti translating forgets,” and he may receive support

from Pr. i‘>'L= lost.

^ Av. = and the suffix -“Iha"*

The text is corrupt. Darmesteter supposes nu ainem,

® Thus corrected. Lit. “ for the second time.
”

Aevah atninak- Thus, instead of the adverb of manner the Pahlavi trans*“

lator has evidently taken the adjective of number as the component of aevatha.

It will however be seen from what follows immediately that there was no agreement

among the ancient scholars themselves to render the word thus, for, some rendered

it by atfiln
; and it may be noted besides that at Vend. V, 17 also the word is

tendered a Aifun. See the preceeding note.
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14. Yezi avat I'aethdt ^ vaenatha^ antardt naemdt hdth.rahe 20 A

dreiyciydtch.a, naemcha -paschaeta vwao6.h.aydtp When one shall

have learnt up ‘v\/ith comprehension,'*—so that ((one shall be

thus sure)) : Verily I comprehend the Sacred Lore,“

—

an(J during® the

while shall have recited'^ the lesson slowly and with proper

measure, i.e., shall have memorised it properly, then it will not

verily go" out again,® i.e., one will" not lose* it out of mind.

15. If one have lost it out of mind through faultiness,” then

because (( that is » through fault, it should be fit at that time to be

satisfied even up to the fourth time till one knows thus : I have learnt

it up by heart and shall not lose it out of mind.

16. Ra6shan said : Behold, when it so happens that it is owing

to faultiness that one loses it out of mind, then because one has

lost it out of mind owing to faultiness, it is not fit unless one (( first

»

remove entirely that <( faultiness)). Note that the removal of the fault 20 B
is to be such that every time that it may have to be recalled it may not

be lost out of mind, even though that must be the Dva2dah-H6mast

^ Evidently a verb from

^ The instrumental of a noun from although the Pahiavi seems to omit

it, or perhaps to render it as a first personal verb.

® The text is rectified throughout.

^ Such should have been the correct rendering of vaenaiha, but the Pahiavi

either omits it or seems to render it into khadilunam, which we have preferred to

take as belonging to the gloss.

Aerpat shoVildhQ Aerpatastan,

'Batn is of course redundant, and well omitted in TD.
^ The Pahiavi has the first person.

® The word in the text is in the first person and may be read Awerudam {?)

from otherwise, aparmam, yielding similar sense.

^ Dangam in the text
;
see note 7 on previous page.

w should be as below, or better still?wt® (danget or dandet)

,

Le.i through some fault as inattention, idleness, etc., and not through some

natural defect as in the brain.

12 should be
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«the Twelvefold Service of All the Worshipful Ones))/

17. One must have practised idleness - if one have achieved

nothing^ at all.® Such individual shall not « be allowed to » practise

idleness any ^ longer.^
^

Surely, the criterion of idleness is inattention.^

18. When however it so happens that without any fault ((of one^s»

one has lost it out of mind, although ihriVhshaparem dazdrem ^ the

application of three days ((should have sufficed then because such

a thing happens that one loses it out of mind without (( one’s)) fault, it is

just the case wherein such an individual is to be held (( naturally » dull/^

Asat-Mart said : Verily, when nothing whatever comes forth <( from

one’s brain then alone )) is one to be held dull.^

21 A 19. « The sages, however, )) have been agreed in this that when

one recites a thing thrice over, and one knows to recall it at the fourth

time, then one is to be held as having good memory.

^ The Riv^yats give this name to the Damdat Nask. See West’s note 3 to

Selections of Z^t-Sparam, Chap. IX, 1. Usually however and more appropriately

it is the name of a great service which lasts for 12X22 = 264 days in which

prayers are recited in honour of 22 Divine Powers ; see West’s note 5 to Bahman
Yasht II, 59 . The meritoriousness of celebrating this service is the greatest of

all excepting the Stot, and equals in value 120,000,000 Dirhams,

The celebration of the Dvd;sdah-H6mS.st involves the recitation of a Yasna

and a Vendidad, each of the 264 days ; hence the point of our text is that even

recitals so long and ,so successive should not involve the priestly member in any

mistake of forgetfulness. 2 Ashkihanih ;
=indolent.

^ Mindavam-ach, ^ 2’’kanak, lit.=“ for a second time.”

® A-nigrdt (?) ; Av. observe.

^ A noun from Av. ‘"^^ = to acquire knowledge.

The Avestan term may point also to nightly studies ; cf. Vend. IV, 45.

® Le.i for any ordinary intellect. ® Danget

;

HJ has j
TD has

Natural defect is not to be held as one’s direct fault.

The text has Azat-gahm of which gahra is the Semitic equivalent of the

Iranian mccrt ; but it is evident that the true forms of the names of Iranians must

entirely be Iranian, hence no person in Iran could ever have been called Azat-gahta

in actuality. It is for this reason that we see the advisability of reading the narn©

in the true Aryan fashion here ; and we follow the same rule in every other case

where Iranian names or their parts appear in Semitic foi'ms in the text. The case

noticed here is repeated at Fol, 32, L 18 > and FoL 70, 1,16 writes Dat-e^’ShapiT

iox DaU^Veh.
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CHAPTER VI

ON THE DUTIES OF THE PRECEPTOR
AND THE DISCIPLE

1. Kemaem at^ aethrapaitlm tipayat? To which ppeceptOP

then shall this « disciple » go <( fop instruction »

?

2- Apandtemem dahmem^ To the most excellently virtu-

ous,—the most efficient one, yass4at apayeiti pdrantarem isdit, such

as- has ^ knowledge of one's attainments^ thos: I have the

spiritual knowledge—there is one who explains thus : Behold, (( when

rather one knows thus: Verily lam)) the most efficient^ for the

individual on the other side who should seek ((this way)) :

Verily I shall go to the most ^ unique ^ that I may be satisfied® in

mastering the subject <cof my study )> through him."^

' 3. Yavat aetahmya zru ® Staotandm Yasnyanam dddrajoit^^ By

as much as the time wherein can be taken in^ the Staota^® 21 B

^ The text has aemat which we have broken up into the demonstrative

pronoun and the adverb. It may however be, as one word, a form of imat used

adverbially ; the Pahlavi renders aitm^

2 is for

® ‘Bain khavitmef ; the original is of course a form of the root = have

an attainment,

^ This difference in explanation arose from an attempt to determine what

hain khavUunet exactly signified.
.

^ Aevak4um. ® Aiis-var. Kar-ash,

It is advisable to choose carefully an efficient preceptor ; for, an inefficient

master must turn out the pupil also inefficient.

According to its qualifying adjective we expect the locative form;

but we cannot be certain whether,^ is a mutilated form.

^ Intensive potential from Av. t|^i3= to hold, to take in. The text has

which cannot suit.

The Staota Yasnya was given the last place among Masks according to

one classification; still it was the first of the Gathic Masks, and had 33 chapters

which are ail supposed to have been preserved in the Yasna with its supplements in

the Visparat. While it is not wholly known which particular chapters of the Yasna
formed the Staota Yasnya, it appears probable that Yas, XIV formed its beginning

and Yas. LVIII, its end, while the GS-thas and the Yasna Haptanghffiti formed its

essential portion.
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Yasnyas^^ ((the Thanksgiving Services of Glorifications

According to reasons given in his valuable note 1 to Dink. VIII, chap. XLVI,

1 in S. B. E, VoL XXXVII, West assigns to the Staota Yasnya the Yasna chapters

XIV-XVIII, XXII-XXXIV, XXXV-XLII (which according to Dink. IX form only

one chapter of th Staota Yasnya), XLIII-LI, LIII-LV, LVIII, and LIX,,

making up altogether the 33 chapters of the Staota Yasnya.

Darmesteter gives a slightly different list, viz», the Yasna chapters XIV-XVII,

XXII-XXVII, XXXV-XLII (forming one chapter), LIV, LVI, the Gdtha

chapters XXVIII-XXXIV, XLIII-LI, LIII, and the three holy formulas of

Ashem Vohu, Ahuna Vairiya, and Yeingh^ HS,tam,

Of these Dr. West’s list is indeed a better one ; still it is not quite satisfactory:

It is not easy to see how Yas. XV, XVIII, and XXVII which are evidently made

up from other original texts to serve some design, and Yas. LIX which contains

little besides portions of Yas. XVII and XXVI, could have formed distinct and

original chapters of the Staota Yasnya? And although in Dink. IX Yasna

Haptanghaiti is really treated as forming but one chapter of some Nasks, still

might it not have been that in the Nask to which it specially belonged, its chapters,

even as it is indicated by its very name, might have been counted as quite distinct?

Under such doubts as these the following will appear a more satisfactory

restoration: We may accept the testimony of Sh. L^-Sh. XIII, 1 that Yas. XIV
formed the beginning of the Staota Yasnya, and then supposing that the order of

the chapters that belonged to the Staota Yasnya was the same as it is now in

the Yasna, we may proceed to see which chapters following it can best be fitted

to be original and distinct chapters assignable to the Staota Yasnya. As already

observed, Yas. XV is a made up work. Whereas Yas. XVI is a clear chapter

containing a list of the 30 worshipful things, beings and ideals ; and so also is

Yas. XVII. Yas. XVIII again is a made up work, and Yas. XIX-XXI belong

to the Bagha Nask. Yas. XXII and XXIII on the other hand are distinct chapters

containing special ideas. Whereas Yas. XXIV and XXV have little new except

almost a repetition of what is contained in the two previous chapters, and

Yas. XXVI treats a theme already handled in Yas. XXIII, and contains texts really

belonging to the Yashts, so that it cannot be an original chapter. And Yas. XXVII
is again a made up work. Then follow the Gatha chapters with the Yasna

Haptanghaiti intervening, which both form the essential portions of the Staota,

Yasnya. It will be seen that the seven chapters of the latter will have to be

counted distinctly to make up the required number ; but Yas. XLI I is evidently

only a supplement to it and cannot be original. Yas. LII is apparently out of

place, but there is nothing to disqualify it from having been a chapter of the Staota

Yasnya. Again Yas. LIV and LV are important chapters, and they both make
distinct references to the G^thas and the Staota Yasnya. Whereas Yas. LVI and

LVI 1 belong to the Sraosha Yasht- Then comes Yas. LVIII with that peculiar

glorification of the Staota Yasnya at its close which usually marks the end of

chapters belonging to some special themes ; cf. Yas. XIII, 8, Yas. XLI, 7, the

close of each GStha, the close of Yas. LIV, etc. Hence we may be justified
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« wherein » they can be mastered thoroughly, yatha tat dframaremno ^

khvydt, at\ia tat dframaremnd ^ dstdrayeiti, and by as much as one

should be capable of studying, by so much is ^that student^

responsible «for finishing one’s course in time)>,^ aStavatcha

ahhaschit dstdrayeitl and even by that much is responsible he

the preceptor « to help one to finish one’s course in time )>.

4a, Yd he apmmndi noit v%sditi frdmrfiiti,^ if unto one who
discusses,^ i.a, « who » says: Verily explain^ ((tome)) this statement/

one do not condescend® to give explanation, and thus fail

(( therein )) to instruct ^ one,

5. Behold, with regard to discourses in instruction it must be clear

in this place that whenever one discusses, then that is only to be allowed

so long as they do not render <( the discussion )) detrimental to the help

((of the study itself )) Kifyatfo-Bh^it said : ((also so long as)) not

in closing the Staota Yasnya with this chapter. The next chapter, Yas. LIX, no

doubt similarly mentions Staota Yasnya ; but it mentions it only along with other

things, and as we have already observed, it contains little besides portions of

Yas. XVIIj and XXVI, so that there is nothing special about it. We have similar

promiscuous reference to Staota Yasnya so late as in Yas. LXXI, §§ 7 and 18, but

we need not therefore look so far back for a chapter of the Staota Yasnya. These

must be considered all as merely genera] references. Still however one may
suspect that the ten Ahunvars and the ten Ashem Vohus as well as the other

customary concluding formulae at the close of Yas. LIX might have concluded the

Staota Yasnya itself.

^ Thus then we mark out as chapters originally belonging to the Staota Yasnya,

the Yasna chapters XIV, XVI, XVII, XXII, XXIII, XXVIILXLI, XLIII-LV,
and LVIir, which make up together the number thirty-three.

^ Thus corrected. Darmesteter has fallen into confusion throughout,

2 The responsibility is according to the capacity of the pupil ; but the master

is expected to teach one at least the Staota Yasnyas within the least possible time

for a student of ordinary capacity,

^ This looks as if it is a neuter accusative.

^ Patkaret ; this very closely renders the sense of the original which must be

traced to the root ska = to dispute
;

to argue. The initial a in that word may

represent a ; but Darmesteter suggests to correct it into aperemnai,
^ Vachak im (or am) chash as in TD,

® Patiret ; Av. respond to.

7 should be
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detrimental to the help of other (( studies Sosha^ts said • Verily one

22 A must not discuss « simply » to ® annoy one ^
; whereas ® when one plain-

ly knows ® that one does not bring forth * (( the argument » merely for

the sake of contention,® then it is not proper unless one gives <( the

explanation ».

4b, kS paourunUm a^'CsxrapaitinUm a/wokhiee ® dstiynte ?

then which among the many preceptors of one’s is render-

ed culpable through not explaining M
6. Nabdnazdistd, Even ((he first of all who is)) one’s near-

est Y'e\B.t\oY\p dathavatdm^ naba^ yahmipareiti. and then he who

is in^° the same relation as the kindred,'® ((j.e., the chosen

preceptor))," with whom one discusses.

7. V%spaHhu pareiti,^^ vispaeshu a/wokh^i, dstryeite. Amidst

ail in every discussion,'® for every (c act of )> not explaining

amidst all. Is one rendered culpable.

^ If the discussion is to the point and helpful in promoting knowledge, it must

be allowed. According to KifyS,tro-Buyit it need not be quite to the point
; if it

simply helps to promote knowledge of any kind, it must be entertained.

2 Pann-ash zakham,

3 OKX of TD seems a better writing: we have read this aiyop sat^ach;

cL Pr. plain.

^ Za^het ; Pr. bring forth. ^ Shalam \ Pr. contention.

6 Cf. Visp. XV. 2.

The text must be a-fraz-g^beshnih as appears just below.

® Cf. Fol. 12, 11. 13, 18. It appears that the nearest relation, ue., the guard-

ian or the paterfamilias, is understood to be the first preceptor of all, probably

because in the ancient Mazdean household home education preceded ail other

instructions. Here however he is held responsible not because he is directly con-

cerned in the instruction, but because he has not provided the child with an efficient

preceptor.

9 Cf, Fol. 13, 11. 10, 11.

Havand naf-^abmand ; cf. Fol. 13, !• 12.

Cf. Fol. 13, 11. 11,12. The preceptor is so closely concerned with the

child’s life that he is said to be in the same relation as its kindred ; he is held

responsible if he fails to fulfil the charge undertaken by him.

This is a noun in the instrumental case and not a verb as in the last

sentence.

13 is fQj. which TD gives.
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8. Note that if one discusses with one’s nearest relation « and

this does not explain )) then both are in fault,^ but if one discusses with

the most ^ competent^ person of the town ((and this does not explain »

then only one ^ is in fault.

CHAPTER VII

ON THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH ONE MAY BE
EXEMPTED FROM THE SACRED STUDY

1. Yo (jsfwt-g’ffosho vA afravaocho vd twit oim-clnnem vdchim

aiwyds* If through not being able to hearp i.e., through deaf-

ness,® or through not being able to speakj i.e., through dumb-

ness,® one has not learnt up even a single word
;
as when one

cannot say Ashem Vohh, ((the Praise of Righteousness))—there is

one who says : (( as when one cannot say » the Zend, (( the Holy Com-

mentary)), ndit paschaeta anaiwkti dstryeite. (( then )> one is not in

any case rendered culpable through not having learnt up;

i.e., if one have not studied the Sacred Learning one does not become

sinful.

2. Yezi dat byum vdchim aiwyds, anaiwisti dstryeitS. If

((however)) one is able to learn up even a single moderate®

^ The student is at fault because one ought to have asked the solution from

one’s preceptor who is taken to be a competent man in his avocation ; and the

nearest relation is at fault because it does not behove one to refuse explanation to

one’s ward altogether-

2 Avald, lit. = “ best,” Ar. > cf. aevakuhn of Fob 21, 1. 12.

The most competent person is of course the chosen preceptor ; see Fob 21

11. 3-14, or §§ 1-2 of this chapter.

® I.e., the most competent man, because he is the most proper person whom
the student could have asked, and because he does not fulfil his duty if he does not

condescend to explain the difficulty of the student.

* In this case the root seems to supply the noun base directly like

for instance ; cf. for its form, spas of Yt. X, 46, which also is the nominative

singular of a base in s. Note however that HJ just below and TD even here have

Ashanak gushih ; Pr. hear. ^ Karth, Pr. j-^^deaf.

Aiyop a~fraz gtiftarih rae^ ^ Gangth, Tx. '^^duLmh^

^ This is an obscure word which the Pahlavi understands to ni@aB

It seems to be an absolute form like the p6i of Yas, XLIV, 15, 16.

22 B
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text, as when one is able to have said Ashem « Vohu, the Praise of

Righteousness)), then through not having studied one is ren-

23 A dered culpable
;

i.e., if one have not studied the Sacred Learning,

one verily becomes sinful.

3. Note besides that just only if one have practised chatter ^

« during the sacred recital, it would be deemed )) quite as if one had not

performed the adoration out of sinfulness, notwithstanding that every

time that the individual might not have recited, « that might have been

only)) through not having been able to speak for reciting even the Ithd

dat yazamaide ,« the ‘ Thus then do we adore P prayer )), and

Ashew Vohit, « the Praise of Righteousness)).

4. Besides, if one be able to recite even only one out of both, then

one must recite the Ithd dat yazamaide « the ‘ Thus then do we

adore ’ prayer)), or one must recite Ashem Vohu, « the Praise of

Righteousness, as the case may be )).

5. If one is able to recite « for instance )) Ashem a Vohd, the.

Praise of Righteousness, and yet )) one does not recite it, then one will

be as much sinful as if one had been able to recite all and still one had

not recited^ even one (( single thing )).

6. Behold, Rahshan said : Verily as this happens thus just even in

the case when one is able to perform the devotional psalm ® and still

23 £ one does not perform it, hence when one is not « even )) able to per-

form the devotional psalm® one is already so indifferent ^ « spiritually ))

)• Drayanhihhnih, or Drdyan-gfiyeshnih. West reads drdydn-jdyishnih.

Cf. Pr. = talk aloud.

This portion of the Aerpatastan and the fifth chapter of Shlyast LR-Shayast

may well be read together here.

It is meant here that even when one is unable to perform any service or recite

any sacred text through some natural defect, then also one should be solemn at the

Service ; because if that person were to practice unseasonable chatter at the time

one would be as guilty as the person who did not fulfil the sacred Service through

quite his direct fault.

^ The text should be goft.

® Danak, Pr. /je= song full of warmth'. This appears to indicate the Ashem
Vohu prayer according to the context.

The word may also be read zank, Pr. bells ; or hank, Pr. morality.
^ Javi/irr, lit. = contradictory.
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that such an individual should not practise any chatter « to become

worse ». Indeed lest the « Holy Service of » Getee Kharit h « the

Purchase on Earth of Heavenly Reward )), may not take effect, there

should not be practised any chatter « during the Service )). The desert

of such chatter is the Tanapuhar penalty « of 1,200 Dirhams))^.

7. Note however that this is not clear whether « this ® applies » to

every (( entire )) Thanksgiving Service, or to every part service/ or to

every « particular » sacred recital.'

8. Gaogoshnasp said : Verily, when one will not « oneself » have

performed the adoration through no fault « of one’s own )), then the

penalty for chatter « by one during its performance by others )> will be

no more than three ® Sr6sh6charanams ((of 48 Dirhams only )).

9. Yd a-ptrdha ndit aiwydsti a-^\iaya SLudusha havayanghem^

If one does not study this way owing to ((the fear*

of)) the painfulness of blows likely ® to cause® illness/ i.e.,

when one has (( the danger of suffering » the pain of the Arrdush

^ A holy service of great sanctity ; see Dr. West’s note 1 to Bund. XXX,
28. It is also said to involve the performence of the Yazeshn for 9 days,

2 In Pahlavi times the apparently physical punishments were commuted into

fines; hence among others the second section of Sh. Ld-Sh. Chap. I states the

values of various kinds of sins in money and in weight, according to which the

Tandpuhar sin is estimated at three hundred Stirs, each Stir equalling 4 Dirhams,

See again Sh. L^-Sh, V, 3-4.

^ Le„ the penalty for chattering. ^ Parah^

® Mtzhakih ; cf. Pr. muttering. ^ Or, one.”

The Sroshocharapfim has, according to Sh. Ld-Sh, XVI, 5, the vaiuc of a

Farmdn sin which is estimated at from three to sixteen Dirhams. See Dr, West’s

very valuable note 3 to Sh. La-Sh. IV, 14.

The penalty is so much less according to Gaogoshnasp probably because one’s

natural inability to occupy oneself in the Service has given one a chance to chatter.

Thus corrected according to the Pahlavi min a-shaiihf and according to the

form in line 13 of the next folio. There is an adjective -“g3 = glad ; cf. Vend, III, 24,

The grammar will be feminine, instrumental singular.

^ This is a strange form
;

if it be a comparative it must have the form

hvayangh rather like.” The Pahlavi simply renders havand.

The text has akhfem.

See Veiididad IV, 17, and ' S. B. BT Vol V, Sh. La-Sh, I, 1-2 and Dr.

West’s notes thereon.
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hurt « of premeditated smiting)), d&xda ^ vd a-Mngrd-tdya” vd, owing
24 A to afflicting pain op asthmatic suffocation,^ u&hna ® vd aodra^

vd, farshna vd aurvash^-angra vd, owing to anidity op cold op

owing to lack of watep op huptful bupning pays ,« angulia'^ vd

chafangro pithwdo, ahmdt puiti adhwadditis,^ OP owing to the lack

of“ ppovisions’® fop oneself^^ op the quadpupeds,'® whepeby

there must happen the sin of not supplying necessapies to the

living,'^ twit anaiwkti dsUyUte, then one is not pendeped culpa-

ble thpough not studying, i.e., if one does not attend the Sacred

Learning one will not become sinful.

10. Vdt\\maini ashaya \dxvafiia vd, anaiwkti dstryHte. « If

however one does not study » owing to tpouble op unplea-

24 B santness, op ‘ fondness fop pepose,’“ then through not

studying one is pendered culpable; i.e., if one does not attend

the Sacred Learning one becomes sinful.

^ The text has dz.xxto ; but the rest of the words are in the instrumental case.

^ This compound v^ord must evidently be traced to |•” = to breathe, and

= to draw ; to stretch. The Pahiavi renders it into fanshndh, cf. Pn = be

suffocated ; or toshnVi^ cf, Pr. dying convulsion ; or taneshnih^ perplexity

cf. Pr. = deceive.

^ Thus restored according to the Pahiavi, from = burn. The text has

^ Aoia is the form with which we have been familiar.

^ This may be related with = glitter, or which is translated to

mean aurora or ‘‘ dawn/^
^ Vahrdn ; cf. Ar. j^^j—the burning rays of the sun. The word may be

read varan^^rain ; but the Avestan seems to point to something else«

Is this a compound of the privative a and hva the reflexive pronoun ?

Darmesteter proposes to correct it into dongha,

^ Thus corrected. We have supposed the adhwaddityascha of Fol. 12,

I. 14 to be the genitive singular ; and that must yield adhxvadditi as the base.

^ An madam ae (?)

Talatd is wrong for araha ; and for gazydn cf. Ar. provision.

This must be the rendering if our explanation of angtiha is correct.

Atwadat^ Lit. when in trouble,'^ from or trouble.

Omitted by the Pahiavi. The word is rendered at Yas. XLIV, 5 arid

at Visp. VTI, 3/
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CHAPTER VIII

ON A DAEVAYASNA PRECEPTOR OR DISCIPLE

1. Kat nd^ daevayasndt vd tanuptn\h.dt aethrapatdit fairiaiw-

yanghat? Shall one study before a master* among the

demon-wor’shippers, i.e., the ignoble barbarians, or* those who
are ingrafted with sin in their persons, i.e., those of the worth

of death ? In other words, if one has to study,may one receive lectures

« from such a master » ? or shall one receive « them » ?

2. Frasrdvayd ava ddthra yim ^ dim ® va^ndt evistahhva *

vanddnem,^ If for discoursing one must view the recipient*

« ofthe learning)) with no^ expectations concerning profit® in

the « shape of )) remuneration, i.e., if one shall teach without any remu-

neration, ((then one may study under that person)), n6it ava^

yd^ vistahhva] ((but)) not if one be in such expectations con-

cerning that ((profit)),^ if one be certain thus : The teaching

((will be given)) me ((only)) for the sake of remuneration; n(>it W «sht-

sh.yao-th.ananam vtxxzydit. ((for,)) there shall be done unto him

none of the acts of the blessing of recompense, i.e., not even

any payment ® of the fee® itself shall be made unto (( such a person )).

3. This is what becomes manifest from the Holy Wisdom that

when one knows thus : “ In teaching me he has no consideration ® of

payment® ((therefor )),” then that is just as if one is assured thus : “ His

teaching (( shall be )) quite proper for me.”

* Thus corrected.
•

* These go together in grammatical relation.

® Thus corrected : 5 is the negative and vista comes from_^i6"i?= to obtain,

* The corrupt Pahlavi does not indicate the negation.

® Ddsar.

® Ava yd represent the ava ddthra of the previous sentence.

^ The Pahlavi has Al zak e amat paetdk havm&ndt ; and hence paetdk appar-

ently renders vistaeshva.

® Rozinak ; Pr. daily pay.

» Amdr.

25 A
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4, Note however that the person that may « thus » be available

for « teaching » one, may be stupid,^ or that the person who will

« thus )> occupy the post (( of the master », may be incapable of

instructing one.

5, Kat nd daevayasndi vd tanupnxthdi vd aethrydi chiJshdt ?

B Shall one teach a disciple among the demon-worshippers,

i.e., the ignoble barbarians, or those who are ingrafted with sin

in their persons, i.e-, who are of the worth of death ?—or this might

mean, Shall one have taught so ?

6, Dahnid niuruzdd ® addityd dmottS,^ At the time when a
pious man in want « has » no lawful maintenance,* i.e., when

one has neither ^ the bread nor the meat, ddUyehS draonangM upa

jandongha,^ ((then)) for the earning of a lawful maintenance,

as when (( one is constrained to long for it thus )) : O ! that (( the

living)) be mine, pairi-gxnptaydt’' paiti zemanaydo^ chash^it,® noit

aipi-gmptaydt paiti. shall one teach for the getting of the

remuneration, because one’s sustenance " can be made thereby,

^ Danget ; Pr. <-^<)=stupid. 2 Qf_ Vend. Ill, 19.

S Thus TD ; HJ has

* The text should be -hjokx)"- If be not a corrupt reading of the Av.

it naay be related with Pr. feast.

0 is for
; see Fol. 26, 1. 10. Darmesteter however retains

® Here seems to signify the same as

This appears to be feminine, ablative singular ; otherwise it would be a

denominative verb.

® This is feminine, genitive singular, and is translated :iS^-

® The Pahlavi as well as the context indicate that this word should be sup-

plied hare.

Darm. thinks that in this case one could teach the profane sciences but not

the m§,nthras, though such idea is not evident in the case of one who might be

an exception to his class.

Posht ; Pr. ‘*<^=support.
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« but not for no earning » of remuneration, as then one cannot

make « one’s sustenance thereby

7. Oxvaiti she aesha zemana anghat ? How much’^ shall be 26 A
that remuneration for that « person » ?

8. Yatha gdus fravaiti. As much as « the fruit of what S

a bull may plough « every day, shall be)> the remuneration of

one’s daily fee,

9. VehrMi hizvUm dadhditi yd a-zarazddi mathrem chashte. One
« as it were)) supplies a tongue to a wolf, who instructs

one who has no ‘heart’ in the advancement® of the Holy

Word, i.e., who is the ignoble barbarian,'* There is one who says

that the wolf here signifies the apostate.

10. This is manifest from the Holy Wisdom that when one has

neither the bread nor the meat, and when one is not able to request

^ It is advised here that if a person among notoriously bad people proposes

to teacb^ it is obligatory on us to test whether his motive is fair ; and among the

lests to determine this, is that when such an individual is ready to teach without any

reward, because such disinterestedness is quite exceptional among really bad

people.

In the contrary case when a disciple among notoriously bad people requests

to be taught, his earnest motive also is first to be tested with his willingness to pay

for it; and only such persons among the good who cannot obtain their maintenanee

in any other manner are to undertake it, if, as later explained, no harm is likely

to result therefrom.

It is no narrowmindedness that advises this cautious policy : time after time in

Iranian history there were seen many infidels, heretics, and apostates who came to

teach -under various pretences their own opinions which everywhere quickened

sparks of disunion, unrest, and unhappiness in the Iranian realms, or who came to

learn with the intention of attacking later the Zoroastrian notions, creating doubt

among those incapable of judging correctly*

^ is for

3 seems to be for
; cf, Yas. XXXI, 1 ; Yas. XLIII,

11; etc. And for the peculiar raosderirsg here cf. Yas. XXII, 25, and-Tas*

XXV, 6.

^ This is v/hy caution,^ are given above. The next remark makes it plain,

that it was not definite even amon^’ the ancient scholars as to to whom the

statement directly points*
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anything from others/ then it is lawful if one teach « such people » for

the remuneration of every daily payment of as much as the fruit of

what the bullock ploughs, because when one can thus be engaged, it is

not proper to suffer ^ ((unnecessarily)). And when one has accepted

'e such an employment )), then though one be able to request things

26 B from others, it is not allowed (( to request so )) except when one has

left (( the employment )). There is however one who says to the effect

that indeed it is allowed (( to request so )) even though one may not have

left ((it)).

11. Verily this ((must be )) under doubt ((whether one can accept

giving such instruction )) in the case when one does not know whether

there is committed (( any )) sin by such (( instruction ))
;
whereas (( it

must )) not (( be so )) in the case when one does know that there is

committed a sin thereby, because of the corruption and the harmfulness

;« that may be owing to such people )) ;
and then it must be unlawful

to teach them, inasmuch ® as there can be no remedy (( for it )) other-

wise,® So because of their corruption and harmfulness it must be

unlawful to give instruction to the apostates,^

12. Farrokhf) said; This must be without doubt (( also )) in the

case when one knows that there is committed no sin thereby®
; inasmuch

as the doubtfulness when one has to know whether it is committed there-

by (( exists just » according as there is doubt as regards the corruption

^ should be

^ Cf. Pr. suffer. ^ Ta hich darnk javitar luU,

^ It is here argued that so long as it is not clear that there is no corruption

or harmfulnesSj as of the apostate, in the case of the alien offering to teach or to

be taught, it remains doubtful whether it is lawful to teach or to be taught by

such a person ; for, wherever such corruption and harmfulness are suspected it

is unlawful to teach, since that corruption is so deep-founded that it cannot be

shunned by any other means except of. avoiding contact with such persons,

and because that corruption must necessarily lead to a corrupt use of the means

aflforded them,

® Even as in the above statement it is said that there can be no doubt when

one knows that there is committed a sin through the deed, so also there can be

no doubt when one knows that there is committed n o sin.
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and harmfulness themselves,^ such that <( whenever it is held as >S

unlawful to give instruction, as there being no remedy « for it)) otherwise,

« as for instance » to the apostates, « then it is held as )) unlawful to ^7 A

give instruction « to them just » because of « their » corruption and

harmfulness « themselves ».

CHAPTER IX

ON GIVING MEAT TO A DAEVAYASNA OR A
TANUPRRRTHA

1. Kat nd daevayasndi vd fanuprrrthdi vd, geus adhditya dstryiite ?

Does a person become culpable through not giving meat to

the demon-worshipper, in * other words, to ^ the ignoble barbarian,

or to one who is ingrafted with sin in one’s person ?

2. Ndit dstryeite, One does not become culpable, anyd

ahmdtyd he gavdvdsxs^ ; daidk aetahmdi. except in the case of the

servant ® from among those of the worth of death, who is engaged * on

reasonable® wages; unto such an « individual » from among those

of the worth of death shall one give « the meat ».

3. And it is not lawful to beat ® him with stone and the axe^'

when no more beating ® « is necessary )) than three strokes of the

^ Fa^-fokho intends to say that doubt may exist as to the justification of

accepting an alien to teach or to be taught only so long as it is doubtful whether

any harm can proceed from him afterwards. Hence there should exist no doubt

when it is definitely known that some harm can proceed as also when it is known
that no harm can proceed.

- 5 1>! oic* Perhaps the phrase is reflected from the following expression

through the error of the copyist.

® This may be derived from •»»»<£= the hand, the term being special for evil

persons, or from earth, and f{^“!)= to toil* The Pahlavi must be

corrupt for gav-varzitdr.

* iK))MA3 ofTD;.HJhas ® Dindih is fot Dindthd.

® Zakatlufiian (?) ; cf. Pr. t!;*^=to beat. Otherwise, zak tuntiian 5 see
note 2 on next page.

* Sang va tishn, Pr. and /iJ.
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Sr6sh6charanam « the Weapon of the Spirit of the Moral Order

27 B for justice every time, « and this also » for the reason that he of the

worth of death cannot be chided ® with « simply » the holy formula
;

and in order to do him good and to advance him (c really » it is lawful

to give him coarse meals, ((because ». it is not lawful to fatten him with

richer ® food )). than that.'^

* See Dr. West’s note 3 to Sh, LS-Sh. IV, 14.

2 Zah tAntet ae, as in TD ; of. Pr. t:;‘^<^=to chide,

s Mahnan min hana ; cf. At. .fiti4.«=:wholesome.

4 This stern behaviour is advocated probably because the wicked spirit of

the person was thus to be tamed.
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OR

THE CODE OF THE DIVINE SERVICE

BOOIEZ I
ON THE MINISTRY OF THE HOLY OFFICE

CHAPTER I

ON THE CARE AND VIGILANCE ESSENTIAL IN

THE HOLY MAN
1, Dahnid dahntM aokhti : ((When)) the holy man’ addr’esses

the holy man, i.e., the neighbouring ® priest of the same order®

(( speaks )) to the neighbouring priest of the same order ^ : FrA md nxxx !

gdraydis,^ yat ratus frith dsdt, “Wake® me up O man®! as there

will have set in the celebration of the Praise of the Spiri-

tual Lord <( and )) this implies that when the season festival is to be

celebrated, all indolence should be cast out
,
vhaiii dim fraghrdrayd,

nditfraghrdrayUti, ((and if)) he accepts his request by awaken-

ing him, (( if some other ))'^ need not awaken him,T ahW ratufris 28 A
ja^dra.^ ‘then that ((shall be)) the praiseworthy (( priest ».

who has been «; so )) vigilant.’

^ should be J?" ^daham avo).

2 Havsak- ^ Ham-rat^ as in TD.
The words might be heard among the priests of the same order and living

together, on the night preceding the morning when the great services were to

begin, for it was then essential to rise specially early. Darmesteter here recalls

Vend. XVIII, 26,

^ Causalj potential, Parasmaipada, second person singular.

^ Fmz U gahxa aofmgeshnihf where frageshmh seems to be PaMavicised

fm gam:};ois. ^ La olmm fyazm fmgend,
^ Perfect? Parasmaipada, third person singular.
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2. S6sha«s « said » '• Verily, « that person is )) in right priestly

worth who is so diligent ^ that the season festival is celebrated by that

« individual just in the proper way » and there is not the <( least » source

of indolence “ in one ;
but that « person » is wanting in right priestly

worth when owing to there being an inclination ® to indolence ^ in that

« individual it so happens that ». the season festival is not celebrated

at its ((very)) setting in.®

3. Kifyat?'5-Bhyit said : Verily (( only )) such (( person )) is in

right priestly worth who is (( so entirely )) diligent ® that there is no

source of indolence (( whatsoever )) in that (( person )) even in the case

when there is no season-festival to be celebrated by that individual
;

whereas that (( person )) is lacking in right priestly worth who by

(( one’s very )) nature is in such indolence that (( even in the case

when )) there has to be celebrated the season-festival,® (( that individual ))

will not (( celebrate it )) just at its setting in.®

4. According to the teaching of both these ((however )), if owing

to one’s weakness ” in (( the fulfilment of » this circumstance it must

so happen that all through until the season-festival lasts the celebration

o,f the Thanksgiving Service still remains (( to be performed », then

there must take root in one the Kh&r penalty (( of Sixty Stirs )).'‘^

^ Shakahunet or Shakidunet. ® Loshi] cf- Pr. be indolent.

® Char, Pr. jl^=inc]ined. ^ is for iRX)^ ))“•

® OZ bun. ® toiPj'j.'OB is for Gbhar-

® Or “ may have to sing thanksgiving to the Divine Power at the Season

Festival,” if the term i«)0 {yezat) is not intrusive here.

® KiryStro-Bujit argues that it is no point for the consideration of the

priest’s worth whether he has performed any particular service or no ; it suffices

to establish that worth if he has shown earnest diligence in his office in every way
;

and when one fails to perform a service at the proper time, one lacks worth not

because one thus fails, but because of the indolence that is in one’s very ' nature

and which brings about such failures.

Soshdfts and Kiryfltro-Bujit. ‘ Atbbanihih.

This is not of course a deduction from the above ; but it is a fact related

with the circumstance and agreed upon by both the above doctors. Unavoidable

difficulties may prevent one from performing the Service at the exact time, but if

there should be no reason that the Service could not have been perfdrmed during

the whole -period of the festival, then one is particularly at fault, ahd deserves

special degradation if one fails to perform it at all.
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CHAPTER II

ON THE NUMBER OF THE HELPING DIVINES

1 . Chaiti naram ha^td ^ zaota ratufris How many® of men 28 B
(( may bs aiiowed at the Service)) by permitting whom the

Leading Priest « will remain)) in right priestly worth, i.e.,

how many helping priests « may be allowed )) at the Thanksgiving Service

according to propriety Ahunem Vairim frasraoshyehe ? at the pro-

nouncement « of the words )) ‘‘As the Lord Being in His

Holy Pleasure ” ? i.e., How many shall listen to « the words »

“ So the Lord of Holy Order ”? ®

2. V%spaeiby6 aHbyb ydi he madAiemya vach.a frasrdvayamnahe

vd upa-surunvanti, yat vd yasmm yazemnahe.*^ « He shall give per-

mission )) to ail those who as helping priests can respond to®

the words on his—viz.^ oi the Master Priest’s®

—

pronouncing the

Avesta « the text of the Holy Wisdom )) by himself af" a medium
voice and modrate loudness,^ or^ can waH » listen attentive- 29 A
ly to the words of the Holy Service on his celebrating it.®

3. This is manifest from the Avesta « the Holy Wisdom)) that

the Service of the Season Festival is not essentially different from other

Thanksgiving Services
;
hence as regards this proper number « of the

priests )) it is made clear from the Avesta « the Holy Wisdom )) that

because the number of men is to be proper in the Thanksgiving Service

^ Thus restored according to the Pahlavi, as also advised by Darmesteter.

^ Chandm,
^ Atak RaPhh a transformation of Av. Atha Ratus*

The reference is to the fact that at certain points in the Sacred Service when
the Zaotar pronounces the words: Y^rth^J Ahu vairiyo zaofafra me mrute^ the

Ratu repeats : YathiJ Ahu vairiyo yo zaofd fra me mrute; and the Zaotar pronounces

again : Atha Raius Ashatchit hacha fra ashava vidhvao mraotu /

^ Corrected according to TD*
® Madam vashammund,
® Ac mun olxrmx e mirak,
^ The Pahlavi has rightly perceived the possibility of this twofold significatbn

of the original

® (Aiyop) Yasn-mh pann yaz^shn vmh vashmtm^nd.
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as « is manifested from tbe text » Frd md nm ! ^ Forth me
O man ! « the number at the Service of the Season Festival

should be the same » as the number in the Sethih « the Service of

the Three Nights after Death and in the Service of the Fravartikan

,« the Days Sacred to the Holy Spiritual Essences )) ;
® hence the number

at the Thanksgiving Service will be proper if the number of the persons

is seven;* and the Worship will be well performed when, as regards

every one in the seven, any one (( whatsoever is » so very good as no

other three « would be together)). And hence it is that the Service

should not be celebrated with only six,® inasmuch as even for a single

person « of these )) that may not join in the celebration of the Service,

the performance must go to merit the retribution of a sinful act.®

4. There is one who says thus : Verily, the text for the Service

of the Season Festival is to be the same as that for all other Thanks-

giving Services. « And » the number « of the priests is to be taken

as » fair when the number of the persons « for the Service is such as ))

is determined and manifested according to the teaching of the good

people and the upholders of the Primal Creed.

29 B 5. As regards the sacred Dr6n cake they have been agreed that

^ See the commencement of the first chapter. It is probably meant that the

fact of the priest’s taking special care to get awake at the proper time to attend the

Service indicates the weightiness of the occasion and the necessity of the attendance

of a proper number of priests,

2 This indicates all the services held for the benefit of the spirit of the

departed on the first three days including the day of decease ; but those to which

the reference is here specially made must be the three Srosh Yazeshns on these

days, where the full assemblage of the whole priestly graduation is thus necessary
;

see Sh. LS-Sh. XVII, 3. Cf. Pr, ^=triple.
^ For an association of these services compare Sh, L§,-Sh, X, 2; and XII, 31,
^ This must have reference to the seven priests attending the several func-

tions at the Holy Service with the Zaotar at the head of officiation, as is mentioned

in Vend, V., 57-58 and in Visp, III, 1, and below, at FoL 155, I, 6 and 159, L 18.

The Zaotar must of course be beside the seven.

It may be seen that this is the least proper number that is considered essential

at one of the greater services ; and although the number of the priests that could

actually perform special duties at the superior services was probably thus

fixed, the original does not appear to indicate that a larger number might not join ;

and indeed at the close of FoL 32 opinions adjudicating 15, 20, and 25 as fitting

numbers, are quoted, ' See TD. ^ Cf, Shdyast L^-Shllyast, XVIII, 4.
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the numbet ^ of the sacred cakes « is required to be ’» correct equally

as the number of the persons « to celebrate the Service is required »3

6. (( The text )) Haurvo ^All together then...*./

;((also » does not differ « on this point)).

Ra6shan said : Verily j
« this text)) All together then

« simply signifies as to )> how it should be in perfect harmony ^ that the

Thanksgiving Service is to be performed.

7. It « would be » very proper that the Leading Priest should

have given notice as to when the Helping Priest should join again ^ in

the Service
;
inasmuch as, when the Helping Priest would join again in

the Service, his coming ought not to be «such as might go)) against the

satisfaction of the holy man*^ « For, as early as )) when fhe recital

of the Leading Priest comes up to the prayer “ I glorify ” ^5 the

a Helping Priest » is likewise to recall and recite aloud the whole I

glorify ” prayer.*^

CHAPTER II : APPENDIX

ON THE MANNER OF CONDUCTING THE HOLY
SERVICE

L When in® reciting the' special formula for opening the

Holy Function ® the Leading Priest goes through FrasMyS—^ « the

^ This of course does not mean that the Drdns also are to be seven ; in

modern practice only one Dron is necessary in all Yazeshns. The idea expressed

here is simply that the number of the Drons also is to be such as is properly deter*

mined by wise men. And the reference might be to Drons required in other serviceSa

^ This is evidently the preserved fragment of some text which enjoined the

proper attendance and harmonious working of all the priests that conduct a service.

® Haiirv the Pahlavi transliteration of the above Avestan fragment in

a corrupt form, because the last word is written in the Pazand fashion,

^ Aevakartaklh, as in TD. ® Naok,
^ Avash yamtumtan a-shnayeshn dahm ham la avdyai*

Frhtuk which is evidently the Pahlavicised form of the Avestan Frastuye ;

see just below.

The reference is to the prayer in the commencement of the Yasna Service,

which is required to be recited by the Zaoti and the Kathwi together ; see Ervad
Tehniurasp^s Yasna with the Ritual, p, 6, This text recurs at Y'as. XI, 17,

® Pann vdch vakhduneshmh,
^ This order occurs in the texts recited before the Yasna proper, in the begin-

BtDg of the Holy Service. See Ervad Tehmurasp Ankicsaria's Yasna hii Nirang, p, 6*
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“ I glorify
—

” prayer », A?^.6in VohH 3 « the Praise of Righteousness

3 times, and )) Fravardne Mazdayasnd—« the Confession of the Faith,

and the glorification of » what period of the day one may ((then »

have, « then )) they must pronounce the Propitiatory Dedication ^

all in unison )).

2. He should then recite wagain )) the special formula for opening

the function as at the commencement.® While he recites the formula

for opening the function, if he look about on every thing, that shall

not be proper. Indeed if the Leading Priest look on anything except

either the sacred Fire <( or )) the sacred Barsfim twigs, that should be

improper.®

There -is one who says thus i Verily if one look upon any on®

particular point ^ that should be allowed.®

3. As soon as one hears the call « to the recital » it is fit that

one should recite the formula for opening the function
;
and one should

pronounce the recital so aloud as may be heard by every one to whom

it may concern
;
so that when all can hear the recital in perfect har-

mony,® only then should it be quite proper.

4. Fan-okhd said : Whenever the Helping Priest recites the formula

for opening a function it should be very well if he repeat in perfect

unison ' the text of the Holy Wisdom. « He also said that during its

reciraJ » the Leading Priest should keep his hand on the sacred Bars6m

twigs, and the fire should be kept blazing. He besides observed that

^ See the pteceding note.

^ The reference, it may appear, is to the text recited immediately before the

commencement of the Yasna proper, and made up of Yatha Ahu Vainjo Zaota

etc., which formula also occurs further up at the commencement of the

Introductory Service j see pages 2 and 7 of Ervad Tehmurasp^s Yasna*

® If be for the meaning will be :— Indeed if the Leading

Priest look on either of the sacred Fire and the sacred Barsom twigs, that should

be allowed.’^

^ Bmih ; cf. Pr* ujf—point

® Total concentration on the function in hand is thought, necessary in

every case.

The Zaoti and the Rg,thwi or the Rathwis have to recite together the

opening portions of Yas. L The Zaoti will of course also recite.
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whether the formula for closing the function need not be the same

in the sacred Dron cake Service as at the Service of a Holy Worship,

is not ^ clear.

5. In the Thanksgiving Service it is given as lawful « to recite )) 30 B

the opening formula on every occasion with <( such texts as )) the texts

to be repeated twice, the texts to be repeated three tii^es, the texts

to be repeated four times,^ and the performance of Dedication.

6. (( On the authority of the text » Vispdi.,, ‘ For all

there is one who saj^s thus in the matter of singing slowly ^ by oneself ®

the text of the Holy Wisdom, that verily wherever it is given as lawful

« to recite only » once. (( it must be understood to have also been »'

given as lawful «• to recite » many times.®

7. On having « recited » Ash.ciya no paiti-jamydt’’

!

‘May
there come unto us in Righteousness!’ Ainesha Spenta^

!

‘O Ye Immortal Beneficent Powers! forwards, it is given as quite

requisite « to have repeated the holy text )> several times ® at that place

^ La in TD, It is not the same in modern practice.

® Usually these are the Ashem Vohu and the Ahunvar formulas; but for the

reference to special texts see Vend. X, 4, 8 and 12j and Fbl. 55 Delow, and

Fol, 84, 11. 6-7.

^ This must evidently have belonged to some text treating of the repetition

of sacred formulas.

* Ni-ddrin] (?) ; see Av. ® Pann tan.

® Repetition of texts even when not specially commanded is in no way
objectionable.

^ See Yas. VII, 24, and VIII. 1. s See Yas. VIII, 3.

As there follows at the end of § 4 of Yas. VIII a little operation in which

the Leading Priest has to partake of bits from the Sacred Cake and butter and

to attend to some cleaning manipulations, reference is here made to the necessity

for this priest to keep in mind the link of the text to follow, so that no confusion

may arise.

® This evidently refers to the three Ashem Vohus recited at the end of

Yas. VlII, 4; just before tasting from the sacred Dron cake. It is meant that

such special repetition of the text must fix in the mind of the reciter the point of

the continuity of the Holy Text.
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for this reason that when the Leading Priest will recite the special
*

formula for opening and closing the function * « of tasting the sacred

Drhn cake)) at the head of the sacred Fire before ((the continuation of ».

the text of the Holy Wisdom, « the point of continuity )) will not then

become effaced ^ «. from his mind )).

8. There is one who says thus : Verily, it ® can be continued

A « even without this )), because <( unless )) he (( be )) indifferent <( in such

case, as that )) when during the Thanksgiving Service the Leading Priest

partakes of the <( Consecrated » Meal at the head of the sacred Fire,

he cannot have forgotten <( the link of the text )).*

9. There is one who says thus : Behold, it shall be continued

even when there arises to him a gale ®
;
he shall recite the special

formula « for closing the function of tasting the sacred Dr6n cake ))

and shall recite again the special formula ® « for continuing the recital

of the Holy Text » ;
and then it shall be to him as if he were at the

very commencement ((of reciting)).

10. There is one who says thus ; Verily, if the Meal (( for

consecration )) be not before and some one must deliver it

[(( afterwards », then one will have fulfilled the function but in-

differently.

11. When the Leading Priest (( is engaged )> in the Thanksgiving

Service at the head of the sacred Fire, then if he be indifferent in any

^ Vach. ^ Farshut ; Pr. rub out ; to efface.

® Le-, the main text of the Holy Wisdom.
'* The first argument has been that he cannot forget the link because the

point of continuity is fixed in his mind through a special repetition of the text at

that place ; the second is that he cannot forget because he must be closely

attentive.

® Here it is meant that he should not allow himself to be disturbed in the

continuation of the Service, merely by a powerful wind that may arise, because

in that case the attendants can at once protect him from its annoyance.

® The reference is evidently to the two Ahunvars just before Yas. VIII, 5

where the Sacred Text continues after the interfering function of tasting from the

sacred Dron cake is completed ; see what is said in § 5 above-

'5 For Pr.
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circumstance ^ that may have then arisen, indeed he shall be required

to repeat the Thanksgiving Service over again.

9 § * •«« ••<> Oae

12. The Twig® of the Hallowed Portion® « is to be manipulated d®

in the Thanksgiving Service at the latest when the Leading Priest

recites at the head of the sacred Fire the formula for opening the

function of glorifying it.^

13. The acts of the Helping Priest shall be just such as those

of the Leading Priest on that occasion and at that place, as also at

places following.®

14. (( There must then be recited)) Ashew? Fo/ril J®«the Praise

of Righteousness 3 times, and the text )> Aiwi-grndhmahe ApUm 31 B
Vaxxgxihinam ’^

‘ Instructive lessons do we take from the Blessed

Saps..,,..,’

15. « If any of the Helping Priests » be not at the « exact)) place

at that time or come up to it afterwards, he shall be reproved by the

Leading Priest
;
and the Leading Priest shall have to be again at ® the

recitation of AA\em Vohu 3 « the Praise of Righteousness 3 times,

and the Confession of the.Faith)) : Fravardni Mazdayastid Zamthustris,

‘I confess myself the adorer of the Most Wise Lord, of the

faith of Zarathushtra ’, « and the glorification of )) what period

of the day he may « then )) have, and the repetition of the Dedication.

^ Read Kaxtak,

The priest has all the while not only to be very attentive, but has also to

concentrate his mind upon the operations of the Service, because its efficacy would

be lost if his thought were to wander away to other things, and the whole affair

would have to be repeated.

^ Zoharak ; see below, FoL 77, IL 26 and 29, and Fol- 78, L 22, ffi, etc.

Probably some text is missing from before this section; because, just after

the note on Yas. VIII, we are swooped far down to a note here on Yas„ LXL
® Even in modern practice this takes place on the closing of Yas, LXL

From what follows the reference apparently is to the two Ahunvars at

the commencement of Yas. LXII -which is a glorification* of the Holy Life Flame.

^ Yas. LXII, and most of the texts following are recited by the Zaoti and

the R&thwi jointly.
' ® See Yas. LXII, Ih In § 12 follows Fravaram^

^ Cf, Pr. be filled with shame.

^ The words mw ^ mS repeated here through mistake*
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And « thus » shall he hold again the special formula for opening the

function in hand/

16 . The son of Dat-Farmkhi) said : Behold, according to the up-

holders of the Primal Creed this «. last » efficacious formula ^ may be left

out here, inasmuch as whenever during the Thanksgiving Service the

Leading Priest has to recite before the sacred Fire the special formula

for opening a function,® there need not be repeated then the Propitiatory

Dedication.

CHAPTER III

ON SCORING SPIRITUAL MERIT ACCORDING
TO CAPACITY

1. Surunaoiti zaota upa-sraotarafmm,* « When)) the Leading

Priest can ® take heed about the duties® of the Attending

Priests/ i,e,, <( when » the Leading Priest can take care to see ® that

^ The function in hand is apparently that of offering up the Hallowed Fluid.

These texts here are the same as are mentioned at the close of Fol, 29 and

the commencement of Fol. 30. The reference there was to their occurence before

the commencement of the Yasna proper ; but it is plain from the next remark that

the reference here is not to the commencing of the Yasna over again but simply to a

repetition of these just at the next function where the Helping Priest was unready

or late. It is impossible that any of the priests could be missing just while com-

mencing the Service; and hence the reference can be not to a priest’s coming late to

the Service itself, but to the indifference of the Helping Priest actually present at

the Service yet so inattentive as not to be ready to join in with bis help just at the

place and time required. This consideration must help us to believe independently

that only a special repetition of the latest function commencing with the texts that

are here mentioned was necessary to correct the fault, and not a repetition of the

whole Service.

It must however be noted that in modern practice the R&thwi is permitted, in

the course of the Service, to mind some other sacred concern of his, if his services

are not immediately wanted at that time ; but we cannot be certain how far that

was allowed when this was written.

^ Nimng, The reference apparently is to the formula of Dedication,

^ Probably the allusion is to the close of the chapters XIV, XXIII, XXVII,
LXII, and the end of LXVIII, 23 where the dedication formula is not repeated,,

even in modern practice.

^ The Sraosh^varz occupies a distinct position as the Superintendent of

the Holy Service ; hence he cannot be assigned a place among these.

^ /.e:, cau look to theit duties being properly fulfilled. Cl Pr.

investigate. ® Cl Pr- a guardian.
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-

the Helping Priests (( shall be perfectly » under « his )) guidance/ ie.,

« when )) the Leading Priest can take care to manage this way :
“ The 32

Helping Priests shall be « perfectly » under my guidance,” ^ noit upa-

sraotdrd^ zaothro, and not ‘the Attending Priests’® « can take

heed about the duties » of the Leading Priest, i.e., «not)) the

Helping Priests can manage things « wherein the Leading Priest has to

direct )>/ zaota rat-ufris, then the Leading Priest has the

((Whole)) worth of spiritual mastership; and indeed he surpasses

the Helping Priests (( in priestly worth )), aetavato ® upa-sraotArd yavat

framarente.^ (( whereas )) the Attending Priests « score it )>

for just so much « of the Service)) as they celebrate by

themselves as their own individual performances.

2. Surunaointi ’’ upa-sraotdrd zaoXhrd^ When the Attending

Priests can take heed about the duties^ of the Leading

Priest, i.e., the Helping Priests can manage things thus: “ We can be

^ Diisfranam (?), probably related with Pr. iyAi-»je=to affix, and Av.

=to bow, meaning “ what binds In obedience/' See below, Fol. 73, 11. 1,3.

The Master of the Service mnst be able not only to intimate directions to the

Helping Priests, of course by means of hints previously explained, but also

to see that they follow out carefully those directions ;
otherwise he lacks in

spiritual worth.

^ The base ending of this word is r here, whereas just above it is a,

^ The word has somehow disappeared from the Pahlavi translation.

That is, when the Helping Priests neither can nor have to manage their

part by themselves without the guidance of the Master of the Service.

^ This form here, as in the quotation that follows, is the genitive singular of

mtavant^ and is used as the correlative of 3;i7x^n:nt. The text erroneously has aetav'o^

Darmesteter reads what is and-^shan in the Pahlavi as khveshan, and therefore

thinks that the word may be for 'kh.vaeiavoy but the and-slian of the Pahlavi is

supported by chand that follows here, as also by the and-ash chand in the trans-

lation of the following quotation ivhere the 'word occurs again. The Pahlavi

copyist himself however has transcribed erroneously for a little later.

^ Thus corrected in accordance with the last sentence in the following

paragraph.

This is missing from the text but it is restored on the analogy of

Fol 61, 11, 10 and following,
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according to the directions ((which ought )) to proceed from the Leading

Priest,”^ noit zaofa upa-sraotaranum^ and not the Leading Priest

((can take heed about the duties ofw the attending Priests,

i.e..) not the Leading Pricbt can direct « them upa-sraotdrd ratufmyd^

then the attending Priests^ have the « whole)) worth of

® spiritual mastership, he., they surpass the Leading Priest ((in

priestly worth )), aetavato ® zaota yavat framaraite. (( whereas )) the

Leading Priest ((scores it)) forjust so much ((of the Service))

as he celebrates by himself as his own individual performance.^

3. Azat-mart ^ said ; Verily, by that much can one ((be said to be

able to )) manage guidance, by so much as one need not be under the guid-

ance (( of others.’ Hence )) among all such (( men )) one surpasses another

.(( only )) at that time when one is able to take care about that ® other.

4. Mahgbshnasp said: Verily,^ this ((superiority need)) not ((be

implied)) in ((the capacity for)) guidance, inasmuch as in ((the capacity

for )) guidance is not alwaj'-s implied the capability to take care about

({ others )) ®
;

since, it is because the Leading Priest is given superiority

in guidance over the six ® persons engaged in the Thanksgiving Service

It means that the Leading Priest does not know to guide them, but they

know how he should have guided them, and manage themselves accordingly.

The Leading Priest can earn spiritual merit for his Mastership of the Sacred

Service only by his thorough knowledge to manage it perfectly ; otherwise he
scores spiritual merit only for that part of the Service which he performs as his

special portion.

2 See note 3 on previous page, 3 See note 5 on previous page.

* See note 10 to Agr, Bk. I, Chap. V, IS.

® He need not be under guidance who can guide himself.

® k) is wrong for tr the equivalent of

!Vi“ may be for

® Mdhgoshnasp means that implicit obedience to tbe directions of the

Leading Priest is essential in the Helping Priests ; hence these are guided by him
not essentially through any personal capability of his, but through the rule that

they must follow the directions of the Leading Priest even as they are given.

® The texts are uncertain: HJ has and TD has -"lUj"*

As the Sraosh^varz is the Presiding Priest, and the Zaoti the Leading
Officiating Priest, the number of the remaining Priests in the Holy Graduation
must be “ six,"
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« through the very fact of his being in that post, that )) every one of

these has to act just according* (( to his guidance )) even though

they be in (( entire )) disagreement with the Leading Priest « in his

views

5. There is one who states (( the requisite number in the Service »

to be fifteen
;
there is one who states that to be twenty

;
there is one who

states that to be twenty-five.

6. Afrog said : Behold, when a person who lacks no faith pre- 33 A

pares the sacred Dron cake after purities * according to the Qualifying *

Summary Ritual,* and performs the Thanksgiving Service thereon for

the peace of one’s soul, then that person ((scores)) a good deed of the

value of three hundred Stirs ° ;
and ((as to)) whosoever ((else)) that

may happen to be there, (( if that individual also )) says grace on the

sacred Dr6n cake and partakes of the (( Sacred » Meal, then that

individual also (( must score )) the good deed of the value of three

hundred Stirs.®

7. The sacred Dr6n cake should be ((ready)) there when there is

recited (( the holy text )) Ashaya dadhami^ ‘I dedicate in Righteous-

ness ’ according to the guidance of the Leading Priest. Whether

(( in this case also )) the other who is conjoint
’’

with him in reciting the

Ash.aya daAhami.., *1 dedicate in Righteousness ’ « service,

1 as in TD.

2 Strict obedience to the Master of the Service is necessary for the efficacious

fulfilment of the Service ; and individual differences of the Helping Priests from

the Leading Priest, must not permit them to disobey.

^ Patiyapf Av. Pr. lit. === washing with water.

4-4 ]^if*ang kh^p. The Khup is the summary ritual performed with abstracts

from the Yasna, It qualifies the priest, for three days from its performance, to

commence at once the performance of the Yazeshn proper.

^ Tanapuhar. This has the value of 300 Stirs ; and each Stir (Gr. o-rar^Jp)

is valued at four Dirhams. Cf. Sh. LS.“Sh., XVI, 6.

^ This text occurs in Yas, VII and VIII. During the recitation of the last

the Zaotar partakes of the Dron*

Dokanak. Most of the passages in Yas. VII and VIII are recited by the

Zaoti and the Rathwi together. And according to Foi. 152, i, 5, ffi, etc. the

Helping Priests also could partake of the offering.

10
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scores)) a good deed quite equal to what « is scored)) by this « who ))

is joined by the other ((while saying grace and partaking of)) the sacred

Dron cake, or ^ no, is not evident.

8. Raoshan said : Behold, when a person, without any lack of

faith, offers up thankfully in dedication a lamb ^ to expiate having ®

neglected to satisfy the hungry and the thirsty though able,® then that

person also « scores )) the good deed of the value of three hundred Stirs.^

CHAPTER IV

ON THE RELATIVE WORTH OF SINGING ALOUD
AND LISTENING TO THE GATHAS AND

OTHER HOLY TEXTS

1. Sraothrana^ GdthirwSw mfo(/«s, The person who is a Helping

33 B Priest proves his priestly worth through the singing of the

Holy Songs, paiti^ astkha^ Yamahe, adha Fsh?hhS-MSthmkeP and
through lending attention to^—as when one listens to ((the recital

of))*—the Yasna** ((the Holy Text of Praise and Thanks-
giving of the Seven Chapters)),’® as also to Fshusho Mawsar
((the Chapter of the Prospering Holy Word of Meditation)),

viz., when one attends to the recital of Tat S6itish “
(( the Chapter of

‘ This Benefit we establish as Protection’ )).”

^ TD has OK? for the oo' of HJ. ^ Mish-kuchak.

3-3 Atwadat

;

Av. which is used above. See Dink. Bk. VIII,

Chaps. XXIII, 15, XXXVII, 11-12, XXXVIII, 63, and Adr. Bk. I, Chap. VII, 9.

* See note 5 on previous page. ° In TD ; missing in IIJ.

3 This must be the analysed form of paitisH which follows, and which is

the correlative of which has occurred before at Fol. 22,1. 22, and meant
teaching, speaking before, etc. Cf. Paiti-astimcha of Afrin. G§,h., 14.

^ I. e. the Yasna Haptawghaiti. * Yas. LVIII.
3 Asteshnih is the Pahlavicised form of the Avestan word. The attention is

to be shown by mentally recalling the text ; see next paragraph.
^3 The name Yasna when specially applied indicates the Yasna Hapta«ghditi.

The opening words of Yas, LVIII are Tat sofdhts.

It appears that the Helping Priests also were required to sing aloud the whole

of the GSthas and to recall mentally the whole of the Yasna Hapta«ghditi and
the Fshusho-Mathra, though that practice is not now preserved.
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2. Ahe zi ltd Sravanghent a-framareaii * dstryUte, yatha Gdtha^

namchit. And veriiy « it is » in accordance with this that

through a person not recalling by oneself the « other))

sacred text « of the Holy Wisdom », that person is rendered

culpable, when it is not performed « as» mafi6-mrxxtanamcha^meut3Xi.y

recalled,’ even as through « not singing)) the Holy Songs « of

Zarathushtra )), when ((these are)) not recited (( as

»

wch^-

mxntammtcha ‘recalled aloud.’

^

3. Behold, to all the text of Holy Wisdom which the Leading

Priest shall recite by himself, the Helping Priest shall attend with

care
;
and to all that the Helping Priest shall recite by himself, the

Leading Priest shall attend with care. Indeed if they may not thus

attend, then they must give up attending the Holy Sciences,

4. The Helping Priests, one under the other, shall have acted

each even as a right Spiritual Master (( should », in such a way that when

the Leading Priest shall recite the Glorification^ of the Spirit of the Moral

Order,® the Weapon-Bearer ^ of the Spirit of the Moral Order ^ shall

stand up (( in attending to that recital » ;
and when that place (( of worship

belongs to)) the Sacred Varharan Fire ((dedicated to Victory)), then

both the Leading Priest as well as the Weapon-Bearer of the Spirit of

the Moral Order shall not allow a neglect in this particular.

5. Gdthdo srdvayo,^ Yasmm yazentem paitisti,^ When one (( is »

singing the Holy Songs, and is ((only)) attentive'’ to the

glorification of the Holy Text of Praise and Thanksgiving®

(( of the Seven Chapters)),® vhpandm Gdthamm ratu/ris) then

^ This is apparently a present participle in the locative case.

2 The rest of the Avesta may be recited only mentally when another recites

it aloud ;
but the G&thas must be recited aloud by all

;
hence there is here a con-

sideration of the culpability for not reciting the rest of the Avesta mentally, and

for not reciting the GEthas aloud. Of course, those engaged in the Service must

recite aloud all their specially assigned texts. See what follows,

3 Yas. LVII. * Srabshavarz.

Present participle, Parasmaipada, nominative singular.

® This must be the correct form according to what follows and according to

its correlative amisii ; see Fol. 22, 1. 22. The text has paitistaiii.

^ Le., recites mentally; niybkhshet.

® Yasna\ see note 10 on previous page, and the indication at 1.29 of this folio.

34 A
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one gains merit for all the Holy Songs whatsoever*;

Yasnem yazdifi, Gdthanam srdvayamnanavi paitisfi, whereas when
one glorifies the Holy Text of Praise and Thanksgiving wof

the Seven Chapters)), and is only attentive ^ to the Singing

34 B of the Holy Songs,® Yasnahe aevahS ratufris, a-ratufris Gdthanam.

then one gains merit simply for the Holy Text of Praise

and Thanksgiving « of the Seven Chapters )), but gains no

merit for the Holy Songs.

CHAPTER IV : APPENDIX

ON THE OMISSIONS WHICH INCUR SPECIAL
PENALTY*

1. Verily, according to all the teachings, at the times whenever

« there is to have occurred )) the formula for opening or closing a func-

tion in the H&mast® <(the Service of All the Worshipful Ones)), the

extremities ^ must not have been left out.

2. And this is wherein Aaat-Mart is of the same opinion that also

when the Helping Priest may have left out that Holy Text of the Holy

Songs which is to be repeated four times, ^ then neither what precedes

nor what follows can contribute anything to the Service, as the text of the

Holy Wisdom is not dealt with as it should be by the Helping Priest : in

other words, such ((should be the case)) when he is to recite the formula

for closing the function at the close of ((the Holy Song)) Yd shyaoth«d,

yd vachanghd ® ‘With what action, with what word ’ And

%vhen he holds again the formula for opening the (( next )) function, then

^ “All the Holy songs ” seems to include also the Yasna HaptaMghi,iti. See

along with the sense of what follows.

2 See note 7 on previous page.

Read Gasan. ^ For a fuller treatment see Chap. XIH below,

® See the valuable note to Zand e Vohuman Yasht II, 59, in S. B. E. Vol. V.

® Royeshman simply signifies “ the end,” but the additional texts both in the

beginning and in the end of the main subjects appear to be meant.

Yas. XXXIV, 15, Yas. LIV, 1, Yas. XXVII,' 7, etc., and also perhaps the

four Ahunvars at the close of every chapter of the Ahunavaiti G^tha..

® The opening words of Yas-. XXXIV. This Holy Song is closed with

twofold repetition of the Ahya Yasd strophe, 4 Ahunvars, 3 Ashem Vohus, etcv
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also as he listens to * the Holy Text of Praise and Thanksgiving « of

the Seven Chapters)), there becomes manifested at Humatanam '

‘Of Good Thoughts ((the case wherein he has to join in the

recitation to render the Service valid)).

3. In this way it is manifested that if he omit the text to be 35 A
recited twice over ® when there should appear for him the text to be

repeated twice, (( or similarly if he neglect to recite)) when there

should appear for him the text to be repeated thrice/ or when there

should appear for him the text to be repeated four times,’ or (( also ».

when there should appear for him the formula to be recited by him for

opening or closing a function ® during the entire Service as it may
last, (( and )) if he omit the formula for opening or closing a function

whenever there should appear the formula to be recited by him for

opening or closing a function, —then the Holy Thanksgiving Service

cannot be fulfilled (( in all such cases )).

chapter V

ON SCORING SPIRITUAL MERIT IN PROPORTION
TO AS MUCH AS IS RECITED INDIVIDUALLY

1 . Ga6g6shnasp said: Verily, the Helping Priests score the good

deed of the Sacred Service ((in the proportion of)) as much as they

recite (( by themselves individually )). He makes that out from this

passage ((here)):

—

Yd Gdthdo afsfnainya rayatS,' va^ rahi-fris^; When any two

persons— the Leading Priest and the Helping Priest

—

r’ecite

^ See note 7 on page 75.

- Yas. XXXV, 2 which is to be repeated twice by the Zaoti and the R4thwi

together.

® See Vend. X, 4, and below. Fob 55, 11. 5 and following.

* See Vend. X, 8, and below, Fol. 55, 11. 13 and following.

® See Vend. X, 12, and below, Fol. 55, 11. 16 and following.

The idea here maintained repeats at Fol. 54, 11. 21 and following.

° Vach vakhduneshnih usually signifies “ the formula for opening the

function
”

only.

^ Cf. Meher Yasht, 73, where the radix ri is represented in ava-roit-

® In agreement with va there should have been ratufrya, but vci has perhaps

the sense of “ either
”

.here.
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5 B aloud together the Holy Songs in metric measure/ then

either of the two is (cequallyw in spiritual merit
;
vach.asta'stivat

srdvayamna aetavatb kafaraschit ratufris yavat framarenti. and when
they recite separately in ((differently assigned)) stanzas

and strophes/ then any whatever of them scores as much

»

spiritual merit as the quantity they recite (( each as » one’s

special portion/

2. Note that all the text of the Holy Wisdom as is intended to

be used while reciting under leading (( is )> in stanzas and strophes,

((whereas)) otherwise the text of the Holy Wisdom ((is)) in separate

sections and in separate chapters
;

* so that when one has the beginning

of a stanza or a strophe, another will have the end of a stanza or a

strophe ®
(( while reciting separately )) under leading.

3. Mahgoshnasp said : Note with reference to this that the lead-

ing cannot take place also at every metric foot ^
;
for then the measure

of leading must be manifested « as for instance in )) Ahyd ydsd netnanghd

^ Gas here. ^ Vic7tasf ; cf. Sb. L§,-Sh. XIII, 4.

3 is miswriting for lyOOJ)" (and shdn) through reading this khvhhdn
wrongly.

* When the Leading and the Helping Priests recite together, they will have
recited equally, and therefore must win equal spiritual merit; but when they recite

separately each one’s own set portions, then one wins spiritual merit in the propor-
tion of the quantity of text recited by one’s own self.

From this however it cannot be inferred that even when one omits a text from
his set portions one wins spiritual merit in the proportion of as much as one may
have recited besides the' omissions : because omissions from one’s set portions

incur penalties; see below, Fol. 70, 1. 18, ff.

When the text is such as may occasionally be recited by turns according
as prescribed, then the arrangement of that text must be in what are called vichast
or stanzas and strophes, otherwise the arrangement is in sections and chapters.

® The priest who is leading will have just finished the stanza, when he who
follows commences it.

^ The form must be for gasar=Av. it translates the Av.

afsmaniva and appears in the shape in the Pahlavi translation of Yas. LVII, 8,

It is meant that when a text is recited in such a way that one leads another,
then one must not lead with only a metric foot, as for instance viiih Ahyd ydsd
only. It is probably intended that one should lead with at least a complete line,

although in the last paragraph it is said that one must lead with a complete stanza
or strophe. In this connection see Fol. 54, 1. 14, fif.
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ustdnaza&to raQ.6hrahyd ‘ With devoted homage and with high-aiming

efforts do I pray for this Gladness/ «in such a way that )) when one has

'

AhyCi ydsd another will have nemangltd, ((which should be absurd)).

4. It should be very well whenever they recite jointly together.'

If however one of the two is to recite before, it should be very befitting

if the Leading Priest ® recites before, notwithstanding that when the

Helping Priest (( recites )) before that also is allowed.

CHAPTER VI

ON TWO LEADING PRIESTS CELEBRATING
SERVICES SIMULTANEOUSLY

1. Yd Yasnem ycrzofthe * afsmanivdn vd, vchastasUvat vd, va

rattifrya. When two Leading Priests (( simultaneously » cele-

brate^ the Praise and Thanksgiving Service in metric

measure* or in stanzas and strophes, both can acquire

spiritual merit. Hdmsrut-vdcha yedhi yazdithi^^ va a-ratufrya. But

when they celebrate the Service in mutually attentive®

speech, i.e., when each attends to the other ((not entirely minding

one’s own work)), both lose spiritual merit.’

2. Kat hum-srut-vdchimna ? How (( does it become the ))

mutually attentive speech ((at the time)) they celebrate the Service,

1 should be

2 Those portions of the text which are to be recited by both the Leading

Priest and the Helping Priest may preferably be recited by both at once*

is miswriting for

^ The Pahlavi has yazend. The Avestan is throughout erroneous : it gives

in the first instance, and in the next
; but evidently a present^

Atmanepada, third person dual is wanted.

Gasar; see note 7 on previous page.

^ Ham-niyokhsheshnih. The reference perhaps is a 1 s o to the Zaoti of one ser-

vice attempting to help the Zaoti of the other as his RS-thwi; see note 6 on next page.

When two or more services go on simultaneously in the same place, those

engaged in each should not wander away, in their attention or occupation, to what

may be going on in any other, but should mind their own work with fixed attention,

and undivided devotion of their energies.

36 A
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such that when each attends to the other both lose the spiritual merit ?
‘

B 3. Yat hakat dmruto “ afsinanivancha vachastastivatcha, When
both speak at a time in metric measure® and in stanzas

and strophes, avichayd^ surmvainti, 7i6it anyd. and they are

attentive each to the other, and not each to oneself.

4. .Aesho ratufrh, yd rt&it aiwi-srunaoiti. He® is in spiritual

merit who does not « thus » wander in his attentiveness.

5. This is what becomes manifest from the Holy Wisdom that

« even though these » two Leading Priests ® perform the Praise and

Thanksgiving Service with care’ « otherwise )), and straight through,

then « even though they thus )) carry it to the end and recite all the texts

« that there are)), still the case will not be different,® ((and there must

occur)) the sinfulness ® of the value of three’® Sr6sh6charan^ms ((of

twelve Stirs ))."

6. ((Such)) Thanksgiving Service should ((at once)) be closed,

^ Here are repeated the Avestan text and its translation through mistake.

- Third person dual of the present tense, Parasmaipada.

^ Gas is for Gasar : cf. however Sh, L^-Sh. XIII, 31 where Gas means a

line of verse. ^ Plural of ^ is for ^5'

It is not made quite clear here whether these two attempt to help each

other, or perform the Service each by oneself.

It is also not quite clear whether they attempt each to serve as the Rdthwi to

the other, and thus recite also the RS.thwi's portions and render themselves sinful

again differently. Still the lightness of the penalty mentioned in this paragraph as

•well as the difficulties of managing the affair thus, would go against such supposition,

Darmesteter seems only to think that the idea is simply that of covering and

disturbing each other. This would be quite compatible with the Avestan and the

remark at the close of this folio and the commencement of the next; but what might

be the purpose of the remark preceding this last in stating in this connection that

the Service should be closed when there are no Helping Priests, unless the writer

thought even then that their absence also could have some consideration here ?

^ Pann nikireshn, ^ Le.i they must loose spiritual merit.

^ Shtda-yazakthj lit.=demon-worship, for, it strengthens the demon of negli-

gence in this case.

Or perhaps “ one.” Under any circumstance this must be a very slight

estimation of the fault. The following remark perhaps gives the right degree.

Dr. West has ascertained that though not always so taken, the Sroshochar-

anEm has generally the same value as the Farni§.n which is estimated at four

Stirs each of four Dirhams.
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« when » there are no Helping Priests ; « inasmuch as )) the rest of the

text of Holy Wisdom « which it is for the Helping Priests to recite »

cannot indeed occur « in that Service ».

7. There is one who says : Behold, notwithstanding that there

may be the Helping Priests «at such Service)), and notwithstanding that 37 A
there may occur the rest of the holy texts « which it is their special

function to recite, there must nevertheless take place in such a case )).

the sinfulness of the value of a Tanaphhar « of three hundred Stirs

Whether however the Thanksgiving Service may «( at all )) be performed

,(( in such a case )) or no, is not clear

CHAPTER VII

ON THE DUTY OF THE QUALIFIED PERSON
TO SING THE HOLY SONGS

1. Yd Gdthamm anumaiti vd anuinainyeite, When (( although »;

one understands the Holy Songs with deep comprehension,

i.e., comprehends them and meditates thereon, anyehe vd, si'dvayantd

still such a one either ((simply)) attends to another

singing them, i.e., when another utters them one simply lends (( to

them )) the ear,* anyd vd he dahmd snddo Gdthdo dadhdiii, a-ratnfrh;

or another holy man makes over for such ((a one’s benefit

the good deed of)) having sung already the Holy Songs,

then such a one does not® score ((any)) spiritual merit—((as

See StiSyast LS-ShS.ya8t, Chap. I, 2-

^ Though the person concerned in a Service of this kind must become culpa-

ble* it is not clear whether that Service itself becomes totally useless, or even

perhaps harmful, or whether it can have some value.

® SeepaitisH in Chap, IV above. The text here has paitisianti,

^ When a person knows for certain that one is thoroughly acquainted with

the Githas so as to understand perfectly their signification, it is one’s personal

duty to manage them for oneself and for others; yet if one does not do so but lets

another manage them, and oneself simply listens to w^hat that other attempts

though one knows one can manage best for oneself and for others, then one

is losing spiritual merit.

This circumstance is one case of losing spiritual merit; what follows is another

of a different kind. The disjunctive va separates the two cases here,

^ The a of a-rafthd has disappeared through erroiL

11
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when the other may have said)), “ Here, this ‘ worship that I have per-

37 B formed I give over to thee”; a-smtdo dadhditi, ratufrisd when
however* he gives over « for such a one’s benefit the good

deed of their » having still to be sung, then « on singing

them)) one can score spiritual merit— « as when he may

have said »,
“ Look here, because of thy proficience ^ I give over the

Worship « unto thee )>.”^

2. When a person is highly qualified therefor he may lawfully

perform the Thanksgiving Service for payment; and there must be

attained a good deed for both « himself and the other )) for the Dirhams

that one pays : indeed to both must be attained the good deed for
®

personal spiritual worth.®

3. There is one who says: Verily, there must be ((attained the

merit » unto him who has performed it, only in the case when if he

were able to perform it even without the payment, even then would he

have performed it.®

4. ((The double advantage in this case here is» even as ((in the case

wherein)) it is lawful for a person of superior strength to make captive a

noxious creature as well as to sell it for a price. (( Indeed » there arise

.(( herein )) two good deeds in altogether two ways— (( one )I from making

^ Taking otfr as wrong for ^ Vifr- If the latter word be read shn

CPr. (**;•«), that may signify: “ Verily, the silver for the Worship that is performed
I give unto thee but this does not appear suitable.

2 This has disappeared from the text but must be supplied according to the
Pahlavi and the sense that can be inferred.

2 Fovxat cf. Pr. better,

^ Darmesteter renders this passage differently: “ One who contemplates
the Oathas mentally, (without chanting them for oneself), or listens to them chanted
by others, or makes them chanted by another faithful for one’s self, is not at all

approved but he cannot accordingly render what follows.
® Rat'ihd aishihd, where aish is an adjective qualifying rat of ratihd.
It is indeed a virtuous qualification that one should be able to perform the

Holy Service; and it is a distinct virtuous act that one should pay for its perform-
ance when one is not able to perform it oneself,

:

® For, if one performs the Service not for one’s love of the Holy Office, but
merely out of one s love for the money its performance may fetch, then evidently
one does not score any spiritual merit.
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it captive ^ and « one » from killing it.® And in so far as when the good

deed of killing it « straight )) might have been performed, that of making

it captive could not be performed, «so the act of making it captive

Is a distinct good deed, hence » it will not be altogether ® a contemptible

thing ® when one pays Dirhams beforehand « for its capture » in order

that <( the good deed » be attained to both « oneself and the captor )).

5. It is requisite «in a case as this)) that the noxious creature 33 ^
be kept in great abstinence,® in so far as it is not lawful to give it the

food « which is obtained )) with death and destruction “
;
and when one

gives it ((food)), it must be (( of as low a kind)) as dust' and cla^'-,®

because whenever a person keeps (( such a creature )) there happens to

one no advantage,® but there is ((always)) caused harm « thereby)).

CHAPTER Vin

ON CONTINGENT PARTICIPATION IN THE
CELEBRATION OF THE HOLY SONGS

1. Yd Gdthdosrdvayeitiapd vipaitiskhainif^^^ ifsome one is sing-

ing the Holy Songs while ((one passes)) along an aqueduct,'^

ijs., if then there comes a voice from along the water, raodhcmgho vdkmsam
vd sadhdianamf^^ on along a nivep course, j.e., while one passes

This advantaga corresponds to one’s commanding the capacity to perform

the Holy Service.

^ This advantage corresponds to having had the Service performed by oneself

or another.

® Khvdrtar of TD. * Kirfah must be supplied,

® Av. hunger.

” It must be under-fed and kept on abstinence not only to avoid destruc-

tion of life to feed it, but also to prevent its retaining its wild strength and
blood-thirsty nature.

Afra^ ® Tina. ® Azarak; cf. Pr. .j^f=worthy.

The text has »)")”, but see of Yt, VI, 2.

Apdn khan; Pr. /-Uss-jI =an aqueduct. Otherwise, “ a spring of water ”

as Darmesteter renders.

TD gives this better form- HJ gives the form with ti, butti cannot be a

secondary suffix- would be bettor than iseu^ei- %
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over a river course^ there arises a voice from along the river

course^ oP in gorges,^ i.d, the voice « arises )> from the gorges^

or in wildernesseSj^ there proceeds a voice from the dreary

38 B places/ gaethanam^" vd vayantamm,^ or while they pass on the

highways of commerce/ as when one proceeds on a camelj

yezi hvcieibyo ushibyo ciiwi-sfiinvciitiy then if one givBS ©ar

thereto by one’s attentive senses/ one is in spiritual merit.

2. Yezi dat noit hvaeibyd^ tishibyo^ aiwi-srunvaiti^ apaydu If

however one cannot give ear thereto by one*s attentive

senses, and will rather join it, m., that singing « itself)), yezi

apoit^^ dat noit apok^^ yet although one will like to be able

to have Joined, i.e., to be able to have sung aloud « the Holy Songs )),

still one has not the means to Join/^ aHadha madhemya

vacha fra^maremno^ mttifris. then in that case if one merely

1 RuUkatak ; cf. Pr, «^jj=river course.

The “ voice is the voice of the singer. Darmesteter takes it to be the noise

of tho waters as covering the voice of the singer.

^ Karasik from Av. =to be narrow, thin.^

^ Sadafatt, from Av, 5«"= to appear hurtful

Darmesteter prefers to read gadhotinam in the Avestan, and translates it with

the previous word, in the depredation of bandits ; but the word as it is, can

yield good sense. ^ Dush-^khatii as it literally signifies.

® Thus to be corrected on the hint of the Pahlavi, as Darmesteter has

already noticed.

® So in TD, from Av. pursue. The basal form here is of course

out of the common. ^ Ci Pr. = goods, property.

This passage refers to a beautiful practice among the ancient Zoroastrians

of performing the Holy Worship, or joining in it, even in circumstances of

inconvenience and difficulty. It appears that all those who were within hearing

the Holy Songs sung, and could join, had to join, while the rest were to listen

attentively thereto. Those who were so disadvantageously situated as could not

even give ear, were to recite in a slow voice, if they desired the benefit thereof.

^ Darmesteter renders ears,^^ and compares a u r i s.

^ The text here has bya; if this be correct Darmesteter’s rendering must

be preferred, but then this should be the spelling in the previous sentence also.

In TD. It is potential, third person singular.

This seems to be nominative singular of the base apaya or apaL
^2 As when he cannot procure the fire, the fire seat, the Barsom, and the

Barsom stand
j
see just a little below.
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contemplates them meditatively ((to oneself and » at a

medium voice, one obtains spiritual merit.

3.. This becomes manifest from the Holy Wisdom that when there

arrives the voice * of celebrating the Thanksgiving Service then if one 39 A
be able to sing^ ((so)), one ought to sing ^ ((aloud jointly)); if not,^

aUa^a madihemya vacha . . .
‘ then in that case (( one should sing

slowly to oneself )) with a medium voice.’

4. If one joins into the Service at the time of the very commence-

ment of (( hearing that » voice (( of celebration, then alone )) one does not

pass into retribution ®
;
but if one may not do so, then one must pass into

retribution : this is what Ra&shan (( maintained ».

5. Afrog said : Behold we ® must not overlook® this ((circumstance))

as to when does it happen that -one ((is)> qualified to have participation

(( in the Service », and as to when does it happen that one <( is )> not

qualified to have participation (( in the Service » : when one can procure

the fire and the fire seat, and the Bars6m twigs and the Barsom stand,

then (( only is )) one qualified to have participation (( in the Service ))’^
;
if

not, ()ne (( is » not ® qualified to have participation (( in the Service ».*

6. Chvat nd nitewci vcich.ci Gdthdo srdvayb faUifris? On singing

the Holy Songs at how much the lowest voice does a man
gain spiritual merit ? 39 B

1 jg jfQ,-
2 ScffUtan.

3 should be is for

« What is specially meant here is that one must join in the Service as soon

as one hears the voice of the Service.

Afrog thinks it necessary for that person who is not actually present at a

Worship, but hears at a distance the voice of those celebrating it, and desires to

join therein, (probably without proceeding to that spot), that that person should

procure the fire and the fire seat and the Barsom twigs and the Barsom stand and

then sing aloud the Holy Songs, if one desires to do so in perfect qualification. As

the person referred to here is travelling, it is implied that one must have kept with

one the necessary things ready while travelling.

s ^ jg for ltfyyo« fjjt" as above.

“ The chapter heading "^2 2 is misplaced here and must be trans-

ferred after the second paragraph below.
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7. Yat he itazdhtd dahmd vi-srunvaiti, yavai vd aem^ havaeibya

n%\abya. At so much as the nearest pious man may hear

of him without effort, such that if one is closest to him one must

hear him, or at so much as this « person’s own self may hear

clearly » with his own senses,^

CHAPTER Vni ; APPENDICES

*ON THE TAKING OF THE DR6n »

APPENDIX A

ON “ THE PREPARATION ” IN THE SACRED
DRON SERVICE

1. Behold, the thing that is after all manifested concerning this

Sacred Cake is, that relative to the sacred Dron cake are these three

things: the PREPARATION, the ARRANGEMENT, and the

DEDICATION.*
2. As regards all species of corn that may be, what^ is made of

wheat ® is best, as manifested from this passage : Ganhmid yavamm

ratuffis
‘ The wheat among corns has great value,’ inasmuch as the

wheat® is chief among corns,

3. All ^ the flour for the sacred Dr&n cake ^ is to be dealt with with

the most clean operation.® And whosoever may deny ® it that under « the

excuse of » being poor is wrong.*®

40 A 4* Rank said that the « flour must be » dry,** and must be moistened *®

^ Aem is repeated in the text.

2 Or “ ears^** because the Avestan has the dual number.

The meaning is that the lowest voice that may be allowed here is what must

distinctly fall on one’s own ears. ^ See note 9 on previous page.

4 What follows describes these three functions.

^ Gandumgin] Pr, wheat.

® Bund. XXVII, 9 has Darmesteter reads ag,

Hamag art e Dron, as in TD ; Pr. flour. ^ Pann §aUyap4af^
^ Reading zinH ; otherwise zahu-nef = purchase from.’’

Because it is very cheap to make.

Cf, Pr. dry flour. ChinQshn\ cf. Pr. to absorb.
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with clean water,* and with that clean water must it be mixed together^

;

and whosoever may knead® it «has to mind that)) so long as that <( knead-

ing )) is not perfect * it is unfit, and « that )) as soon as it is kneaded ® « to

propriety)) the adding® of clean water® must be stopped,

5. One should make nine* small cuts® on « the Sacred Cake ».

There is one who says: that the cuts need not be made,® for, that is a

trifling*® matter.*®

CHAPTER VIII: APPENDIX B

ON “THE ARRANGEMENT” IN THE SACRED
DRON SERVICE

1. It should be very convenient that ** the sacred Dron cakes

be prepared as many (( at a time )) as may be utilised during the day.

Besides it is requisite for the Service that there be also prepared the

Frasast*® cakes; so that for every one**' thereof there may increase the

good deed of offering the sacred Dron cake
;
and lest it may not increase

« as much as it should )), there must also be set in the places*' of both,

the garden rue,*® « which is the herb of grace, along with)) clarified

butter « and )) garden herbs.**

^ Patiyap. ^ Taveshn; cl. Pr. twist, to revolve.

3 Serishet’, Pr. o*'jAij-«=to knead, * Hasarabmand.

3 is for (Wooil-”- « Patiyap ih.

The water is to be added slowly till the dough is requisitely softened.

The text has jjwi* which signifies “ seven." If that be correct it may

be indicative of the seven Amesha Spentas. At present they are three times

three, indicative of the Good Thought, the Good Word and the Good Deed,

triplicated.

® Bbrak; cf. Pr. oA./'J^to cut; otherwise, “holes.”

3 iWiH in TD. ^3 Tadana

;

Pr. oee=play.

TD adds ai after ^3 -pD a,dds ^^4 after

33 The Frasast is the Dron with the nine cuts.

3^ Or “ one cake, to threefold."

33 Those occupied by the Dron and the Frasast.
3® Sitap, Pr. «!<)». ir Tarakiha; Pr. *j'j=garden herb-

The word may also mean “ abundantly,” but that meaning cannot fit in

what follows.
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There is one who observes thus : Verily, the garden rue is not exclud-

ed from garden herbs.'

2. Note that the utensils must be arranged before the sacred

Dr6n cake.

40 B There must be wine*; and there must likewise be the pome-

granate flower.® When this is tender* and when it is shrivelled® it is

not ® fit for use.

4. When there is water on,’^ it is not allowed. Kiryatro-Bh/it

said : There must « also » be placed a little water, verily because there

should not be any deficiency ® in the arrangement « of things for the

Service ».

5. It is best to have it in full view* when one’s set'* «of things for

the Service » is complete.

6. Juniper” should be placed under the wine ((cup)) and sweet

marjoram” should be placed thick” upon that juniper just on the right

hand side—there is one who says it should be placed on every side.

7. « Then », fresh fruit should be placed on thick myrtle “

and ivy."

^ The argument is that when you say that there should be garden herbs, you

include in them the garden rue also, and so need not mention it separately. But

it is mentioned separately apparently because it is specially required. The objec-

tion could however have been obviated if the previous statement had been o the r

garden herbs,”

2 Or, the word may signify the myrtle,’^ Pr. u-T ; but see what

follows later.

® Ndshk-gul ; Pr. = pomegranate; otherwise it may be corrupt for

vadakar == fire: see note to Fob 144, 1. 29,

^ Situkik ; cf, Pr. shoot. ^ Tap-rupishh (?).

Or,, these last words may all be the names of some herbs or flowers, or even

of utensilst

TD has

Le., on the Service table ; otherwise, on the flowers, etc. But KiryStro-

Buiit apparently takes it in the former sense.

® Halih ; cf, Pr. dismiss. ® Pann ham-chashmih,

lit.==ensemble; cf, Pr. assemble.

Aparyil (?) ; cf. Pr.

Siparam; Pr. Mas,

is; Pr, u^T. IS Parswde (?); cf, Pr. ivy.
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8. One should direct one’s face where the Barshm twigs are. One

should place three « portions )) of the fragrant wood and the incense on

the right hand side.

9. Everything else that one desires to dedicate should be on the

right hand side, even as that is « just the)) proper « way )).

10. It is best when the bundle^ of the Barsom twigs is on the 41 A
right ^ w’ith the sacred Clarified Butter

;
if not, one should so manage

that the bundle^ of the Barsum twigs that may be lying on the left,^

do not remain there
;
because if the bundle of the Bars6m twigs remain

on the left, it cannot become dedicated.

11. Afrog said; Behold, all that lies besides the wine and the

Frasast cake is not necessary in the Service of Thanksgiving and Praise.®

12. If indeed one like, one may sit forth in indigence and gaze at

the woods
;
but after all it is not lawful with regard to one’s « prescribed )>;

meditations to add thereto or lessen them. There is <( however )) one

who sa^'s thus Verily, it is allowed to add thereto but not allowed to

lessen them.®

13. Mahgoshnasp said: Behold, one must gaze only at so much

as one offers up in dedication-

14. It is not lawful that one take up the sacred Barsom twigs and

place them on the left.

Garth ; cf. Pr. »^f=knot. - East. ^ Band-

* Havel A.-’.

® Afrog believes that everj'thing besides wine and the Frasast cake is

unnecessary at the Dedication, as these represent all drink and food which are

among the essential blessings God has provided us.

® There is here a provision for the utterly poor to contemplate the Dedication

Service before a wood: without preparing the things above described. Sincere

admir&on of the bounties Nature has provided and devout expression of one’s

gratefulness for those w'hile sitting in contemplation before them, constitute as

good a service as any can be-

According how'ever to what is said at the close of Fol. 39 even a person like

this would be required to have before him a Dron cake- Nobody however poor

can lack the means cf providing himself a small thin plain cake which he may
afterwards eat instead of his daily bread-

See again Fol. 107, 1. 8, ff. where poor honest people are allowed to say

prayers on their bars meals instead of being required to celebrate the GI.hambS.rs.

la
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41 B 15. At one tasting «but)) one function^ «is complete)); hence one

must not have « the things )) removed or disturbed^ ((thereat)).

16. There is thus much special care *
(( to be taken » by a person

for the sake of the efficacy^ of the sacred Dr6n cake Service^ ; the utensil

for arranging the sacred Dron cake on is to be dealt with on <( having been

manipulated )) with the pure water, in such a way that if the sacred

Barsom twigs project thereon, that be not allowed,® but (( everything ))

be assembled® in a well arranged set.'^ « Indeed)) it must not be allowed

if it does not shine dry,® because that which is dry through not being

washed is better than what is wet ® through being washedd®

17 . <(As regards)) what is for arranging the sacred Dr6n cake on,

it should be best if it were so placed from the beginning ((as)) to let

the water slide off”
;

(( for )) when it is wet owing to washing,'® it is

not allowed.

18. If indeed one spread the table-cloth,'® and arrange ((the sacred

Dr6n cake )) thereon that cannot be allowed.

If one pluck off"' green turf® and arrange it thereon, that ((also))

^ Katt* ^ ISl'^pasiah) cf. Pr. to be disturbed.

The function of tasting the Sacred Cake is a subsidiary act and must not let

the things in the Service be confused in any way.
^ Fraz chashmakth, Nirang Dron.
^ Because the Barsom twigs are constantly to be sprinkled with water,

whereas the utensil for arranging the Sacred Cake on is to be kept perfectly dry.

Hvasinitan ; cf. Pr. l?^=to assemble.

Hvasineshn^

Everything must be so carefully arranged that one thing may not render

another inefficacious through misplacement.

® A-rakhsheshn.

The reference evidently is to the Dron plate.

® KhavU ; Pr.

It is not meant that it is not to be washed at all: it must have been

washed already before its introduction into the service group. The reference here

however is to the final sanctified washing*

katfak
;
cf . Pr, oj to let water flow.

Tat^shuyih
; Pr.

; and wash.

Miz-gazi-ch; Pr. table, and (^^^—coarse cloth,

Cf. Pr, ~ to pluck.

Gabah

;

Pr, »^^«green grass.
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cannot be allowed
;
« because » it is allowed ^ « to arrange it on that turf,

only )> when one does not pluck it off,

19. Fresh® fruit should «also)) be placed® with careful cleanliness

in such a way that if the sacred Bars6m twigs have projected thereon,

that be not allowed. It “ should ((also)) be set carefully apart® from the 42 A

sacred Dr6n cake if it has come in contact with the sacred Dr6n cake.

20. There ((should have been )) just so much use ' of the sanctified

pure water ^ as ((should have just sufficed for)) the Sacred Cakes that

have been (( made)), and not® for those that are not.®

21. The sacred Dron cake must be placed just upon the middle

of what is for arranging the sacred Dron cake on, (( because )) it is to be

so managed that (( the sacred Dr6n cake )) may not be beyond® what is

for arranging the sacred Dron cake on
;
for, if the sacred Dr6n cake were

to lie off on what is for arranging the sacred Dron cake on, that could

not be right

22. If the sacred Barsom twigs lie off on the carpet,“ that should

not be allowed.

23. The sacred Clarified Butter, when it is prepared with scrupul-

ous care along w’ith the sacred Dron cake, should be placed just on the

middle of the sacred Dr6n cake. If it be more or less (( than what is

requisite », or if it be not upon the thing whereon it is verily to be placed,

^ The test has a-shayat which we think should be shayat, or a-shayat.

The ground grown with small green grass cannot soil and therefore may
be used for the purpose.

It may again appear that Nature’s supplies are preferred in the Service

to other things; and hence it may be that the table-cloth is rejected above. Other-

wise there also a-shayat may be wrong for a-shayat.

* Tarak of TD
; Pr. ts/^=fresh. ® Cf. Av. 't>==to arrange- '* Patiyap.

® I.e., the fresh fruit. ® Pahrizeshn, Patiyaplh. ® A zah e luet.

The reference evidently is to the moistening of the flour for the Dron with

the PitiyS,p even as it is described at the top of Fol. 40. The meaning evidently

is that just so much dough should be prepared as may exactly suf&ce for th,e

Drons that are to be made presently. ® Bata la yakavimunet.

Stareshn. It is not plain what carpet is meant here. Perhaps the

reference is simply to the " spreading ” of the green herbs mentioned above. There
is, however, another translation possible :

“ If the sacred Barsoni twigs lie spread

apart,- that should not be fit.” Amaf patm patiyap.
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;« notwithstanding that » they have to place ' it upon the sacred Dr6n

cake, then that cannot be fit.

If they place it before the sacred Dron cake, that also can be fit.

If the sacred Clarified Butter be too much,^ then it must cover up ®

the whole of the sacred Dr6n cake, ((which is not to be allowed^ ».

42 B 24- The sacred Frasast cakes should be placed on the right hand

side. If they be placed in front, that also may be allowed. And as

regards the least® size® as® also® the largest'^ ((that must be fit for

them)) they should be just so much as the sacred Dr6n cake ((is to be))

broad across. And whatever may be placed wnth the sacred Dr6n cake

must verily be placed with the sacred Frasast cake also.

25. There is one who says thus : Behold, there must be placed a

receptacle ®
(( there )), and therein there must be put water.

26. The sides of the sacred Dr&n cake should be made thick,®

those of the sacred Frasast cake should not be ((made)) so ((thick));

and both must be placed upon the raised’® baking plate.’® And both the

sacred Dr6n cakes and the sacred Frasast cakes should” be so placed

upon the raised baking plate” that the rim” of one may not” lie on the

side ” of another; for, he who says that that must be a case” of wilful

43 ji^ damage,” states particularly this, that” whosoever may bake” ((them)),

1 JDietT of TD for of HJ.

^ Avir kahad. ^ Nihumbeshn; Pr. •

Because as just observed it is not fit to have it too much or too iittle.

^ Kamestagih. ^ Ham-^bmi'-ach. Veshastagih,
® Dan; Pr. ‘i. Or the word might be ganmi^ a baking piate

; Pr.

chafing-dish; but then what is said belo'w would not be appropriate.

^ The literal signification is “ high.'"'

It appears that the Dron is to be made thicker than the Frasast, although

both are to have the same size otherwise. Afzayast,

The text from the beginning of this paragragh up to this point is repeated

here through mistake. Apmeshn. Surah) cf. Pr. jj^==fence.

TD has for the of HJ. of TD for of HJ.

Babdo-zatih; see Dr. Wesfs very valuable note 2 to Sh, L^-Sh. II, 39,

and below, Fol, IH, 1. 19, and Fob 177, b 20.

TDhas K for 4^ here, and that again may be for

'. Banshat; Pr. bake.
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if ((that individual be » not careful,^ one cannot be fit.

27. While one is baking, one should not keep (( the cake )) held

up^ (dong)) in the hand ((during the process; and» one should not put

it back on the same place, because by so doing® it will be kept very

moist, whereas it is to be without^ an j' moisture whatsoever^; and it’

should be given heat so constantly/ that the heat may reach it at every

place, (( even as )) it is not to be kept with (( any » moisture whatsoever.

28. There is one who says thus: Behold, inasmuch as although it

is to be without moisture,® still it may be not without moisture even

although it ought not to have been kept with moisture, even therefore

is it manifested concerning the sacred Dron cake that a cold sacred ®

cake whatsoever® without moisture is better than a warm bread with

moisture.

29. And of all kinds of bread this one kind of bread which is the

Frasast cake, should not be left to itself (c while baking)); because he 43 B
who maintains that there must thus be caused wilful damage,® parti-

cularly mentions this that, if it be left to itself, it must be either burnt

up or shrivelled up’®; ((whereas )) the sacred Dr6n “ cake is a thing the

purity and good quality whereof are after all carefully to be minded and

skilfully to be estimated.’®

There is one w'ho says : Veriljq the estimation hereof is better than

the observation.’®

^ Hashalaomand as in TD; cf. Pr.

® Le., when one takes it up to see how it is being baked.

® iiiR)" of TD for !I5 of HJ. ^ oco' is for tyjK>‘0’-

** Lakhvar shayat iafian.

® TD has exjtera for ex39£>’o’ of HJ.

Afsort

;

cf. Pr. cj 'D—'’ I—to freeze. ® Mams.n dron.

® See note 15 on previous page. Khuset; Pr. to shrivel.

For TD has iv'a esK)*l" which text we prefer.

Is this a mistake for “ Frasast ”? see just above. Or perhaps the terms

are commonly applied. Angarum •, ci. Pr...>'^h=! estimation.

It requires care, observation, and skill to bake the Sacred Cake as perfectly

as it should be.

Skilful estimation of the cake having completed a process in the baking, is

a superior qualification to mere observation.
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30. Atfopat e Dat-Fa?'rokh8 said : Verily, being warm and fresh

should be a good quality « in the Sacred Cake )).

31. The disciples of Bakht-Afrit said ; Verily, perfect uniformity*

« in the cake is likewise » good.

32. Gaog&shnasp said: Verily, though too many requisitions ^ ((are

entertained » in this case, not one of them is a thing of main consideration
j

because of the two good things that are being (( specially » regarded

here, one ® is the Thanksgiving Service and one the dedicated offering.*

33. When the sacred Dron cakes® are to be arranged then inasmuch

as the place is to be very clean and pure,® it must be swept ' at least to

A a little extent® and sprinkled with water.® Then down there should a

person put ivy twigs/® and lay them there in various sorts.**

34. When there arises to a person no desire for the Holy Service

of the sacred Dr6ii cake, that must be wrong.

Afrog and Kayak*' both*® of them said ((that herein)) the practice**

of Vakhshapuhar *® was just according to the religious decisions of

Vakhshapvihar. *'*

^ Aevakartalnh I otherwise, “ unison (in the Service)/’

2 Vhh hamagth^ ^ Acvak; TD has jV for jrJl of HJ.
^ Gaogoshnasp would maintain that so long as the Thanksgiving Service

and the things to be dedicated therein are managed as a whole with fitting propri-

ety, minor details are of no great consequence. Nevertheless he might not deny
that some of those small attentions are desirable and necessary,

® TD adds after just as is required, ® A'vir dahia,

Rupeshn; Pr. sweep, ^ Le,, nearest about it

^ Pmhan]hhn] Pr. sprinkle.

Barshan ae tak; Pr,

TD has wmr -»* for

Gundk g'^nak) Pr. of various sorts.

Perhaps it is meant that ivy twigs are to be spread in several ways known
when this was written, or that ivies of various sorts are to be used.

This is quite a new name; cf. Pr. =lord.

Thus TD; HJ has f* Kartah

This name is usually read NishSpuhar or Nikhsh&puhar
;

it may also be
read Vik-Sbahpuhar

; but none of these readings appears satisfactory. Our reading,

on the other hand, may yield a sense collateral with the other appellations of the holy

doctors, because it may be related with Pr* = apostle, or dawn.
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CHAPTER Vm : APPENDIX C

ON THE DEDICATION ” IN THE SACRED
DRON SERVICE

1. With regard to the sacred Dr6n cake which is at last just
^

prepared* for the Dedication presently® to take place,® «it must be

remembered that )) when it is to be offered up in Dedication it should

have come ((Upon the service table )) at a time which precedes that

(( Dedication itself

2. And this much is lawfully to be observed^ (( in the Dedication »,

that from (( the Holy Text of » Ash<7yi7: dadhSmi khvarrthew myazdem

haurvata ammtdta . . .
'

‘In Righteousness do I dedicate the food

offering and the gifts of both Wholesomeness and Deathlessness . .

forwards, it should be recited on up to where the sacred Dr6n cake (( is

to be tasted of ».®

3. Mahgbshnasp said : Behold, when (( those engaged in the

Service)) arrive so far, then in order that® they may not act contrarily

((to what is requisite )), while reciting twice the formula olYalYidAhu

Vakiyd, ‘ As is the Lord’s Holy Pleasure
’
® they must gaze at the sacred

Frasast cake and the Frasast utensil.

4. There is one who says : Verily, even at the time when this is 44 B
not yet commenced, just then is it necessary that with ((the Holy Words))

. . . . frasastk Ahurahe Mazddd . . . , . . with sub-

mission to the Holy Sway of the Most Wise Lord . . . ’*‘’-one should

^ Naok dak or dahak
; Pr. and lo. - Zak e levin.

® In modern practice the Dron and the Gaoshuda are brought upon the

service table at the commencement of Yas. III. ^ Natrutan,

® Opening words of Yas. VIII, 1. See note to Fol. 149, 1, 23, below*

® This happens at present at the end of Yas. VIII, 4, when the Leading

Priest tastes the sacred Dron cake and clarified butter.

^ Aigh. ® Yafahukvairyok in Pahlavi.

Two Ahunvars are now recited at the end of Yas- VIII, 4, but after the

Leading Priest has tasted the Dron and clarified butter.

® The text has this word written in Pahlavi fashion.

These words occur at about the middle of Yas. VIII, I.
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45 A

turn' the sacred Frasast® cake over' the sacred Clarified Butter. And

if the sacred Dr6n cake be found spread all over with the sacred Clarified

Butter, then this should be ((brought close together, and)) set just on the

middle of the sacred Dron cake.

5. At (( the Holy Words )) Ash^ry^t no ^aiti jamydt^

‘.
. . .in Righteousness approach us®’ the Helping Priest should

stand up,^ and recite^ Khvarata nardi . . .
‘ Partake ye O men!

of ((this dedicated offering)) . . . . and ((thereat should))

dedicate all; — behold, there is one who says ((that this
“
all” means))

all the offerings.”

6. When one is at® ((the recitation of )) . . . Asliaya no paitir

jamydt C . . .in Righteousness approach us,’ one should not look at

where^ the sacred Barsom twigs ((are, if)) they lie unwashed® with the

sacred washing.®

7. There is one wdio says that the Helping Priest (( also )) has to

taste ® « of the Sacred Cake » ;
whereas there is another who says that he

must not.

8. The sacred Bars6m twdgs are to be washed according to the

direction'® of the Leading Priest.

9. When the tasting ((of the Sacred Cake)) is done ((and))

know' that it is well " when one who has not to taste it, does not taste

^ Lakhvar vatareshii,

^ Of course because there is to be manifested here the relationship between

the word frasasti and the sacred Frasast cake.

If the clarified butter on the service table be only that which is on the Dron,

then it must mean according to what is said here, that the Frasast is to be turned

over upon the Dron with the clarified butter on.

^ Last words in Yas. VIII, 1. ^ As is done even at present,

® Opening words of Yas. VIII, 2, ® TD adds amat ol before ashaya*

^ ^ seerr3s to be for here. If however it be kept, then the meaning

must be at what are the ® A-patiyap,

At present the Barsom twigs are washed with scrupulous care before being

placed on the service table, and by the time that the Service reaches the stage

mentioned in the text, they are very often sprinkled with clean water,

0 should be See below. Fob 152, 1. 5, ff.

Raymeshn\ Pmn khup.
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it
,
then the sacred Dron cake as well as the sacred Barsom twigs

must ’ all be sprinkled with holy water.*

10. When the Thanksgiving Service^ arrives to that function with

careful* observations,* and when he who has to taste «the Sacred

Cake )) —as distinct from him who has not to taste because he must not

taste it,—has arrived at aMUm d ydiumanaM ‘ «he ap-

proaches)) unto the «word)) of the thought of black power then

because he has not « yet )) sung the praise of the Sun of Glory,® he must

stand up and recite Nemo Ahmdi.., ‘Devoted homage unto the

Being Supi'eme ..... ’.® And then he must sit down, and he' must

recite AAiem Vohd «the Praise of Righteousness)) 3 times.®

1 1 . With regard to both these « the sacred Dron cake and the Bars-

om twigs)) which must come under the consideration ® of « every )) person

that may be among those sitting “ high « on elevated seats )) or down « on

the ground )), or those fewest that may stand, or those that may be in the

corridors,** «it must carefully be borne in mind that )) when one has to

turn one’s head at the sacred Dron cake, one should not gaze at the sacred 45 B
Bars6m twigs, «and that if these be)) not** washed with scrupulous

care,** that should not be allowed. Even although one arrive so far

^ Shtiyeshn.

The text is clear here; but it is not quite plain why the Dron also should be

sprinkled with holy water, and even that after the tasting. It may however

have something to do with the fact that the Service itself is a little disturbed by
the operation of tasting the Sacred Cake.

^ Yasht, ® Hashalaomand as in TD.
^ Words in the last sentence of Yas. VIII, 4, which in modern practice only

the Zaoti recites aloud.

® Khurshit id yasht yahavimunet,
^ These seem to be the opening words of a Formula of Grace in which the

Sun also was glorified; see Yas. LXVIII, 22; again cf, Khurshit Niyfiyesh, § 1.

7 jeetf is for •S30'- ® These are recited at the close of Yas. VIII, 4,

® 01 mar ydtnnU,

Eland seems to be for mdnend] cf. Pr. (s»iiU=to place.

Atvdrak~gds, evidently from Av- '^•“!j-'wi'»=to cover tounA-, ci. parwdf

= gallery.

la 15)0^ Jg fgj. ijxjiO‘0'*

13
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with^ careful observations,' still if one do not gaze «so properly)), that

shall not indeed be the right thing.^

Ga6g6shnasp said : Verily, when one has turned one’s head towards

the sacred Dr6n cake, the sacred Bars6m twigs « can » not « receive ))

consideration.®

12. There is one who says thus Verily, it is after all said that the

operation of tasting « the Sacred Offering should take place » to the pres-

ence of the sacred BarsSm twdgs, notwithstanding that it is not allowed if

one ((then)) turns one’s head towards them.^ And if one choose, one may
take to the place of the sacred BarsSm twigs all the things that (( can be

placed)) therewith.

There is one who says thus: Behold, if ((the Sacred Twigs)) be not

washed with scrupulous care,® it is unlawful (( even )) to take them (( at ))

the tasting (( of the Sacred Offering )>,

13. When one has turned one's head at the sacred Dron cake, then

if anything comes between® it is not lawful to taste from it. And lest

the sacred Dr6n cake may not have the right worth of the Sacred Cake,

the sacred Bars6m twigs must not be thought of along with the sacred

Dron cake.’' The good deed of offering up the sacred Dr6n cake is

46 A indeed effected (( to perfection only )) when one has turned one’s head

i( straight ')) at the sacred Dron cake.

14. This should lawfully be observed® that as often as® the tasting

^ Hashalaomandih^ better hashalaomandiha or hashalaomand simply,
^ One must not gaze at the Sacred Twigs at this juncture, because that act

is to be directed to the Dron. Still the Barsora Twigs are to be ready there; for,

if they be not there and be not carefully washed, that must cause a defect in the

Service. Hence it is necessary that if one desires that the Service should be as

good as is required, the Barsom should be kept ready and washed with due care.
s Gaogoshnasp either means that the Barsom cannot receive attention when

one has to gaze at the Dron, or that one cannot be gazing at the Barsom when
one has turned one’s head straight at the Dron.

^ One should not think that because one is not to turn oner's head at the

Barsom, there is no use thereof in the function of tasting the Dron, for that use
has already been enjoined.

^ laoey for e zak ydrntmef.

^ One should concentrate one^s attention on the Dron,
^ Patakhsha natrnntan. ® Denman..,.. chand,,,..,vad.
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functions are performed ((during the Dr6n Service, just so often the

things ))' should be brought in and taken away.

There is one who says that (( this happens » three times ^
(( alto-

gether))
;
and verily that is Vakhshapuhar® ((who says so)).

15. With regard to the Sacred Offering that may have come

((before one)), if after all^ one desire to drink liquor® at the function of

tasting the sacred Dron cake, then in so far as liquor is- (( as it were » a

guest in the feasting, it must be placed before the sacred Dron cake,

and the tasting should first be made from the liquor (( inasmuch as it

demands the precedence of a guest )).

16. Afrog said : Behold, as often as one may have to taste from

the sacred Dron cake, one is not to bite ® at the sacred Dr6n cake.

17. The sacred Barsom twigs should be taken up from the right

hand side, and put down on the left, (( inasmuch as, when )) one tasting

((is done)), one function ((is complete)). They should not be kept

raised (( too high )) or placed down ® ((too low)) : at such (( proper )) eleva-

tion® must they be kept; ((because)), it is a sin to put them too high“

or too low.“ And (( it must also be borne in mind that )) as often as

they may remain “ too long in the hand, (( so often )) shall it be a

wrong thing.

18. He who said that «this)) should be wrong,®® ((likewise)) main-

tained regarding him who has to say Khshnaothra . .
' According

^ Probably the Dron and Gaus Hudhio, the Frasast, and the wine ; see what

just follows, and § 23 below. The Haoma does not belong to the Dron Service.

It must carefully be borne in mind that the reference here is only to the

things that are specially required for the tasting; hence here is no contradiction

of what is said above in § 15 of the preceding Appendix B, because there the refer-

ence was to the things pertaining to the main service.

2 Probably the tasting first of the Dron, then of the Frasast and lastly of

the wine. The liquor is accidental and optional.

® Perhaps the words gofi aigk are missing here; if that be so, the translation

will be: “ Behold, Vakfash§,puhar said that with regard to
”

^ Akher. ® Daruk, Gffsaef; Pr. t:jAJi^=to bite.

^ Afrastak. ® Nigm. Aitm /mz.

Madam hain. Istest', Pr. e)ef*«l=to remain. Lakhvar,

A-shayat according to HJ ; TD has shayat.

The first word with which the Holy Service is opened.

dG
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to the Holy pleasure . . . that if he be not tired/ he should say

standing the whole text of Holy Wisdom from Khshjiaothra ....
‘According to the Holy Pleasure . • .’ <(up to)) Amesha Spenta !. ,

‘ O ye Beneficent Holy Immortal Powers!. . . if however he be

tired, he should say ((only)) this much standing as is to be recited twice,®

as is to be recited thrice,® (( as is to be recited four times )) ®, as is for

performing Dedication,* and as is for holding the formula for opening

the function,' (( and » the section “of /thd dt yazamaide .

‘ Thus indeed do we adore in thankfulness . . . . ’
; aye, if he be

still more tired he does not become contemptuous ® if he say every-

thing sitting/

19. With ((the words)) . . . . kh.wSiVTt'hem myazdem

.

. .

‘ . . . food offered up in Dedication . . .
’ should one first cast a

glance on every thing (( placed before for the Holy Service )), with . . .

haurvafa ainxxddta . . .
.
"

‘ the two, Wholesomeness and Deathless-

ness . . . .’on the sacred Dron cakes and the sacred Frasast cakes,

47 A with huAhdo . . . .
‘ the Good Animal Product . . . .’ on

the sacred Clarified Butter, with . . .dpP^‘. . . the Holy Sap ’ on

the wine, with umvaire . . . ‘ the Holy Growth . . . .’on the

same as (( in the case of )) . . . . Haurvata Amxxxidta . . .
‘

, .

. . the two, Wholesomeness and Deathlessness . . .
’ —there is one

^ Ranjakihd.
^ The first words of Yas. VIII, 3 ; at the end of § 4 one has to sit down

for tasting the offerings.

® Cf. Vend. X, 4, 8, and 12. The texts to be recited four times are not

included in the list here, but sea similar statements elsewhere and the 4 Ashem
Vohus in the Dron Service itself whence the restoration is made.

^ SJin^man vazdreshnih. ® Vach vakhduneshnih. ® Kartah.
’’ The opening words of Yas. V, and Yas. XXXVII. The whole of their

first section forms the most essential part of the Zoroastrian Formula of Grace.
® Tarmineslmihd. ® Yatibundn, a present participial form.

See Yas. Ill, 1, before commencing which the Leading Priest has even

in modern practice to cast a glance on everything in order to see that the requisite

things are all ready placed. . See Yas. Ill, I.

These words do not occur, in the shape they have here, in the Yasna
text that we possess. They however occur elsewhere in the Aiwisruthrem Gdh, 5.

he., on the Sacred Cakes ; but the other opinion quoted just next seems to

be better and correct.
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who says, on fresh fruit, ^ with .... aesme baoidhi . .
.

^

‘both

the fuel and the incense . . . .’on the fuel^ and the incense.

20 . <(To be very exact >>5 with <( the words)) . . . khvarrth£?m

myazdem . . .

^
‘

. . . food offered up in Dedication . . .
’ should

one cast a glance, of all things that stand before for the performance of

Dedication, on every thing excepting the sacred Frasast cake and the

Frasast utensiFj ((whereas)) with Ima humatdcha /^uukhfrfcht? . .

^ In accordance with this Good Thought and Good Word and Good

Deed . . . should one cast a glance on everything <( whatever

»

in the (( sacred)) apparatus^; ((and)) with Ithd . . , T ‘Thus then

do we adore . . . should one cast a glance on ever3Thing that is

((as it were)) a guest® in the feasting; still it should be good if ((this)),

were partially covered up.^®

21. There is one who says thus*. Behold, when one is in doubt

as to what (( particular thing )) is to be looked on in the « sacred )>

apparatus (( at a particular stage )>, or about the (( apt )) words <( w^hile

^ Tarak mtvak\ cf. Pr* ^ Cf. Yas. Ill, 2. ^ TD.

See note to Fob 149, 1. 23, below. ^ See note 10 on previous page.

^ This exception is here made evidently because the Frasast is more appropri-

ately concerned with the text which is here mentioned just next, and which contains

the triplet of Humata, IduukhtB. and Hi^t’arsta to which the Frasast is dedicated.

® These are the opening words of Yas. IV, and to them is dedicated the

Frasast ;
hence it is now included among the things to be glanced upon.

^ Khajtdagdn the collected objects; cf, Pr. to assemble; othei*-

wise, asiic7«=reverentiaily ; cf. Pr, = reverence. See Fol. 85» II. 1 and 2,

and Fob 89, 1, 5.

In modern practice the utensils for the ritual that are cleaned and dipped in the

water trough near the ritual table before being taken into use, are collectively

known by the technical name of Ashtdmd ; and can this be a variation of the word

here which may then be read Asdanl The word in the text however distinctly

points to the prepared ritual table, w^hich makes quite a difference in the sense.

8 The opening word of Yas. V.
® Mahmdn\ this refers to such things as ‘‘ liquor,'' which are not essential to

the Service, but which, if one chooses, one may present* See § 15 of this chapter.

Nihoff^ Of course it could not be meant that this was to be entirely
covered up.

The non-essential things must not be placed prominently, hence it should be

good if they are partially covered, Gumdnik.

12 tpc*- must be as above. See also Fob 85, 11. 1 and 2 for more

clearly written forms.
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47 B uttering which one has to look on the several things)), or when one desires

to offer up in thankfulness a thing that may have come on ' « late ))

to the sacred Dr6n Service when one has gone through the length of

the strophes,' then one should commence over again from the beginning

of the sacred Dron Service, (( and )) one should recite over again the whole

extent of the strophes that one has gone through.

The length of the strophes extends up to « the text of)) YathA Ahu
Vairiyo . . J ‘ As is the Lord’s Holy Pleasure . .

^

22. At the Holy Act of Dedication every one should be standing.

But this is not clear whether every one can taste from what is before.

23. « One should taste )) first from the sacred Dr6n cake and the

Clarified Butter, and then from the sacred Frasast cake and the Clarified

Butter, and then from the wine.^

There is one who says thus : Note that if one were to take «a taste)) from

47, 1 , 26 e V e r y t h i n g « that might be there at the Service )), that could not be fit.*

48 1. 21 There is one who says thus : Behold, if one were to taste all the

three,® all at a time, that « also )) could not be fit.

24. When the Leading Priest takes a taste first of all from any

other thing except the sacred Dr6n cake, or « when )) any other person

takes a taste from the sacred Dr6n cake before that is done by the

Leading Priest, or <( when » one acts « against the dictum )) N6it hh

^ Vichest is usually understood to mean a stanza or a strophe; see Sh, La-

Sh. XIII, 4, etc. Here however it seems to signify the short sentences that com-

mence or end with such expressions as ni^vaedhaycmi hariliamycmi^ a-yese yesH^

aat dis a^vaedhayamahi^ yazaniaide^ and ashaya dadhami.

In the case mentioned in the text the reference may be to either Yas. Ill alone

or to all the texts from Yas. Ill to Yas* VII, which are concerned with the dedi-

cation o£ the Dron, See the next note.

2 Yatahukvatriydk, This does not refer to the Ahunvars, but to the words

Fatha Ahu Vairiyo Zaota fra me mrUe and the accompanying words recited

by the Rathwi and Zaoti alternately, which occur in this connection first at the,

end of Yas. Ill and next at the commencement of Yas. VIII.

s Mae evidently. It must be the wine which is one of the essential pre-

sentations in the Service ; and it must be distinct from the ddruh (-liquor) which

is mentioned in § 15 above where it is advised to take the taste first from the liquor

and then from the Dron.

^ Here are repeated by mistake the previous 21 lines from

^ The Dron, the Frasast, and the wine. They must bo tasted one after

another with due ceremonies.
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barblt ka&hem ‘ One shall not take those « things of dedication »

under the arm/ ^ or « when » one puts them down on one’s legs, or

« when » one puts them down in « some » hole/ or « when )) one has

turned one’s head towards the north, '(( then » all this « should be »

improper.®

25. Ga6g63hnasp « on the other hand )) said <( only this » ;
These

three « things )) are not fit ^
: when the Leading Priest takes a taste 49

first of all from any other thing except the sacred Dron cake,

or (( when » any other person takes a taste from the sacred Dr6n cake

before the Leading Priest, or « when )) one acts against Nbit h%s bardit

upa kmh.em ‘ One shall not take those « things of dedication » under

the arm.’ ((Only)) these three ((things are described by him as unfit)).

26. The fourfold recitation® of A^eni. Vohu (( the Praise of

Righteousness )) should be discharged® as soon as one has completed

the function of tasting.

27. If the Leading Priest recite (( first the Holy Formula of ))

Ithd the ‘Thus then do we adore ’
(( pra3^er, and then

the )) AAxem Vohti (( the Praise of Righteousness )), that should be

wrong ; ((because, only)) when he recites A^em Vohu ((the Praise of

Righteousness first, and then )) /thd the ‘ Thus then do we adore

’ ((prayer, then alone)) can it not be wrong.'^

^ Kasha literally signifies “ the armpit."

- Of course it must be objectionable to treat the things so unceremoniously.
® La khup ash ; or this may be an error for id khupihd.

In connection with the subject matter of the text here see Sh. Li-Sh. XIV, 2-3.

^ Of course, it could not be that Gaogoshnasp might have considered the

other improprieties as passable. Rather perhaps he must have thought such imprc*

prieties too palpable to deserve any special mention.

® See Yas. VIII, 4. When the tasting is done 4 Ashem Vohus and 2 YathS

Ahu Vairiyas are recited.

® Ao-hilet ; cf. Pr. u)'4i4‘^=to dismiss ; ab represents the Avestan prefix J*”*-

^ If there is no error of the privatives here, the Ashem Vohus cannot be

the 4 that are mentioned just above and in the following paragraph, but those 3

that occur at the close of Yas. VIII, 4. On having recited these the Zaoti must

proceed to taste the Shcred Cake ; and to do that he is required to recite the Form-
ula of Grace Ithd at yazamaide. Of course it may be noted that other Ashem
Vohus occur in this formula also ; but they all follow the Jtha dt,.,,„ formula,

and do not precede it.
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28. When the Helping Priests recite the four admonitions * before

and after the fourfold recitation of A^eni Vohu «the Praise of Right-

eousness, then alone » can it not be wrong.

There is one who says: (( The text does not mean before and

after” the recitation, but » “ after all before” « the recitation ».®

29. If one repeat the whole® of « the passage » AmeAxa ^

‘ O Ye Beneficent Holy » Immortal Powers !
’ without gazing on

« the things placed before for dedication », then although « that repetition

were)) twice® over, still that should be wrong. ((Whereas, on the

other hand, when one )> recites the rest of the Text of Holy Wisdom

through the entire extent of the strophes ((without gazing on the things )),

49 B that will not be (( thus )) wrong.®

30. There is one who says thus: Note that whenever one recalls

the period of the day, the day, the month, and the Holy^ Spiritual

Essences,’^ then if, among the rest, one recalls (( them )) without casting

a glance on (( even )) a single thing, that should be wrong.

31. Shshairs said: Note (( on the other hand » that it should be

right only when one would say AhumM Mazddo ‘ of the

Most Knowing Being Supreme... ’ (( without thus casting a glance

on the things )).®

^ Pand ; Pr. . The text answering this description appears to be the

§§ 3-6 of Yas. VIII, two of which precede and two follow the 4 Ashsm Vohus.

It must however be remembered that it is only the Zaoti who recites them now.

2 These remarks apparently have been based on some Avestan texts ;
and the

terms indicating them appear to have given a doubt as to their exact signification

which these doctors here attempt to solve differently. Still according to our explan-

ation in the previous note the former divine must be correct*

3 Read Visi>. ^ Yas. VIII, 3.

® This passage is recited only once in modern practice.

0 One may or may not gaze on the things while reciting the other sections

of the text.

^ Read Artde Fravari.

® For then one must think deeply and wholly of the Supreme Being

Himself.
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CHAPTER IX

ON FAILURE IN CELEBRATION THROUGH
INEBRIETY

1. Y(H aete maidhyamm^ para khvarr^o^t ® G^JthcJo ^ ndit

srdvayHnf'h^ If those (( men on whom it is incumbent to sing

the Holy Songs » do not sing the Holy Songs through ® the

drinking of liquors/ i.e., they drink liquor^ become intoxicated, and

do not celebrate the Service of the Festival of the Days Sacred to the

Holy Songs/ paoirya v'civYsia. aeshimt shyaothanemcha a-chitlw-iristem^^

((and if that be » through the first committed « act )>^

then their action is uninvoived® in penalty/ although they

commit an act of the worth of death, this « penalty )) does not take root 50 A
in them, /at khvarrml bddha asii^ 'provided indeed that' the^^

draught is taken just in this way —as it is (( also)> for thee

« the way » to take the draught—,
« viz. », dahmo JmrUm khvamf/^',

madhS aspiya^^ —payangho^ as, when a pious man drinks the

strong drink/^ cas)) the liquor of mare's milk, dditya draondo

1 is for

2 means tonic wine, whereas or means intoxicating

liquor. ^ This form is a verbal noun, feminine, ablative singular,

«

The text has through mistake.

5 Here the text returns to the main theme of the book after along digression-

Min mae khureshmh, " Gasimhcir, the festival of the Holy G^tha days.

Past participle of ">!-» =,(o turn out, or = to mix with. ^ A-tozcshn,

If one becomes drunk through taking liquor that proves too much, and if

that is the very first fault, one may be excused, provided indeed that he has taken

a quantity which is ordinarily considered moderate.

Khureshn alt. The Av. khvarn^ang/j must indicate this meaning,

because it has a shade of difference from khvarrth^.

Le., the way of the good man which is mentioned below.

Cf. Vend. XIV, 17 where Ervad Framjee Aspendiyarjee translates ** meal

of sweet bread ” reading the equivalent Pahlavi or sliakm% Pr.

sugar, which Darmesteter reads here shakr, and translates '' fermented liquor.'^

Accusative of madhangh.

Adjective from == mare'. Darmesteter renders: drinks

fermented liquor, wine, or mare’s milk/’
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Vhvard khvafaiti, he drinks « that » liquor* just so much
as duty allows in partaking of the meal^ of the offerings^ in

the lawful degree, «.e,, as he partakes of the meal^ of the offerings^

in the lawful degree in just the proper quantity, nSit CdthanSm a-sruiti

dstryeite. and he does not become culpable for his being®

disabled from singing® the Holy Songs, i.e., when he does not

celebrate the Festival of the Days Sacred to the Holy Songs
;
« because

that happens despite his having drunk only as much as

appeared lawful to take in moderation))/

B 2. Fradhdo draoiiAo Idxxard madd^aite, Whereas indeed if one

gets drunk ((through drinking)) beyond what duty allows,® in partak-

ing of the meal of the offerings beyond® the lawful limit,®

i.e., (( while )) he has partaken of that meal of offerings beyond what is

lawful in moderation, nd Gdihanam a-sruiti dstryiitS. ((then that))

‘person’ must become culpable through not singing the

Holy Songs, ((because he is disabled from so doing through

that immoderate drinking)) ; i.e., if he does not* then celebrate®

the Service of the Festival of the Days Sacred to the Holy Songs, he

must become culpable.

3. S6sha?is said : Behold, if one swallow three® draughts*® while

^ Madanet. ® Sur
;

cf, Pr. j^«*=feast. ® Lit. “ his not singing,

^ If one drinks the liquor or wine just so much only as is generally known

to be of lawfully limited quantity, and yet one’s constitution is for the first time

discovered to be unable to bear even that limited quantity and one is made drunk

and thus disabled from singing the Holy Songs, then one is excused from the

guilt hereof, inasmuch as one has taken care to take only that much as was sup»

posed not to bring on such an effect. But after discovering that one cannot

bear even what is generally recognised as a lawfully limited quantity, one must

discriminately take so much less as should keep that person perfectly sober

;

Otherwise one must be rendered sinful.

® A-khveshkdrih is tor a-khveshkarihd. ® Frah-dcft,

La has apparently dropped out from here,

* Yazabahunam evidently is for yazabahvnet,
^ In Ddtastdn-e-Dmik, Chap. LI, 7 three cups are said to be the limit of drink.

Ap-shamah
;
see which renders the Avestan of Vend V,

51. Otherwise dp-ztgmak (7) = cup ; cf. Pr. = cup. West reads at Ddt,

D. LI, 7, ap-jdmak (Pr. drinking cup), but notes that the MSS have

it written like dp-simah', and this may literally mean “ that which holds water,”

ef. Ay. -“fi'^^yoke. See also the note on the word at Fol, 134, 1. 30,
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drinking, and if the three draughts be « found to prove )) too much, « the

quantity of the drink » should be lessened a little.

4. Kifyatfo-Bftyit said: Verily only when the draughts that one

takes are comparatively small may the excess « of draught ». be small

therein, « and the quantity of the drink » can « only in that case » be

lessened « but » a little.^

5. Ga6g6shnasp said : Behold, the excess (( in the quantity of

draught )) is the fullest ® when one® drinks to one’s fill.®

CHAPTER X

ON THE SIDES INTO WHICH THE SACRED
MEETING NEED BE DIVIDED

1. Ydihh hastrem^ srdvayUnti, ratufrayb; As to those who
sing the Holy Songs «as sitting)) in two groups® in « each
individual )) meeting® « for sacred Service )) —there is one

who says thus: Verily, when as regards the sides’’ ((into which they 51 A
divide themselves )) there are no more than two®—,

they « alone )>,

merit the worth of spiritual mastership; thns hastrem

srAvayeinti, a-ratufrayd. ((whereas as to those)) who ‘sing’

in three groups in ((each individual )) ‘meeting’ ((for

sacred Service )), —there is one who says thus : Verily, because

three must be too many sides (( to divide the meeting in ))—

^

^ The argument is on the statement of Soshdws that the quantity should

be lessened a little; KiryitrS-Bu/it argues that it should be lessened but a

little only when the excess also is but a little, meaning that otherwise the

quantity should proportionately be lessened much.
2 P?V. ^ P^r khufeshn.

This is probably formed of Av. sit, and the suffix -“V- Darm,

compares Sans, religious fete.

^ Gutdth, Cf. Pr, « a group.

® Han]amagan. The references evidently is to the priests assembling to

celebrate a great Thanksgiving Service.

Kostlh; or host

^ One party must sit on the side of the Zaoti, and the other on the side

of the Sraoshavarz and the Alarvakhsh; see paragraph 6 belotv*
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they do not merit the worth of spiritual mastership.’

2. Chvat nitemem hastrem anghat raUifree^

?

How much
might be the smallest meeting « for sacred Service », as

would insure the worth of spiritual mastership, « and

suffice )) for the assignment ® of the places « of officiation ))?®

3. Th«s. A party of three persons.^

4. This is manifest from the Avesta « the Holy Wisdom )) that

there should be (( at least » three places ® « of the officiating divines »

at the Holy Service of All the Reverential Ones,® at that of the Twelve-

fold Adoration of All the Worshipful Ones,^ at that of the Sublime

Spiritual Master,® and at that of the Holy Spiritual Essences.®

5. There is one who says: Verily, ((when the places of the officiat-

ing divines » are to be assigned either “ at the Service of All the

Reverential Ones,® or at that of the Holy Spiritual Essences® when

^ As noted below in par. 6 the Zaot, the H^vaninj and the Frabortar

form one side, and the Atarvakhsh, the Aberet, and the Sraoshavarz form the

other. This arrangement does not take account of the Asn^tar and the Raetliwish-

kar. Elsewhere at Fols. 155-156, when describing the whole officiating body^

the NirangastS^n assigns no fixed places to the Aberet and the Sraoshavarz, because,

it is observed, they have to move about. Hence in any case the fixed places would

be three on either side.

2 Dative singular of rahifri,

^ Gas IzhalaMneshn.

Evidently the Zaot, the Atarvakhsh, and the Sraoshavarz.

It appears that at least three persons are thought necessary for the perform"

ance of a Ploiy Service, At present it is presumed as if two only are sufficient

;

but the supervising priest evidently represents the Sraoshavarz who is to be

the third.

^ If the party were not to consist at least of three persons, these three

places could not be filled.

® Visparat^ ^ Dvazdah-Homast,
® Ratwo-Brizat

;

see Sh. Ld-Sb, Chap. XI, 4, where this name occurs in

the form as also later in our text. Dr. West translates: “the Supreme

Chief who, ha says, seems to be Ahura Mazda Himself on the attestation of

Yas. LVII,4-"-

See also Yas, LXVI, I ; Visp. IX, 6; and compare Yas. I, 17 ;
Visp. Ij 8.

- ^ Arta Rmvart* Aiyop ae khalah^nd^
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these take place ‘ at the houses of the great,^ « or » at the closing®

periods of the Service of the Onefold Adoration of aA.11 the Worshipful

Ones,® and if « in such cases » six persons « are available » to help

XI at the Service », it ^ should be wrong not to assign places^ « to all

oiAhem ».

6. When there are six persons to help « at the Service )), the

Leading Invoking Priest,® the Priest who expresses the Haoma, and the

Priest who presents things® must be on one® side, and the PriesP who

kindles the sacred Flame, the Priest who holds duty with the Purifying 51 B
Fluid) and the Priest who is having executed the Commands of the

Spirit of the Moral Order ^ must be on the other ® side.

7. Thus then it must be proper ® only when « these officiating

divines are » more than two
;

« and >) when « they are » more than

« even » three, there can be nothing which must not render that proper.®

8. When there happens to be one person more on one side « than

on the other )), it should be ^vell if that is on the side of the Leading

Invoking Priest.^®

CHAPTER X : APPENDIX A

MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS

1. iUthough a helping attendant may have come « to the Service))

from the (( very )) beginning, still so long as « the officiating divines » do

^ should be

2 Shayikan; Pr. ; otherwise, yazeshnikan^those who are having

the services performed.

^ The reference seems to be to the every twelfth day of the Service when

the Vendidad is added in the holy recital
;
see Bah. Yt. II, 59, note 5.

^ A la khalakuneshn. It is implied that though three persons should be

sufficient for the performance of the Service, still if more are available they must

be given the assignable places.

Zaot^ Havanan

f

and Frabortar- ^ Ae-ae,

Atarvakhsh^ Ahereti and Srabshavarz^

The Asnitar and the Raethwishkar of the Avestan list of Visp. Ill are omitted

here, but appear In the fuller list at Fols. 155-156.

s of TD is preferable to of HJ.

® The places need be at least three, but they may be increased up to eight®

Zaotan is not a plural but an adjective from Zaot,
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not commence the fourfold recitation of « the Holy Formula )) “ As is

the Lord’s Holy Pleasure”* he should by ^ no means ^ recite it « before

them )).®

2. If (C again » he come afterwards, then if « not heeding )) at

whatsoever point (( of the recital)) he may have come, he hold the prayer

for opening the function and « at once » go on with the recitation as he

may find proceeding, that (( too » should be wrong.^

3. When the « Holy Formula » “ As is the Lord’s Holy Pleasure

is recited 4 times * and the Holy Songs ® are taken up ^ and recited on-

wards, « it should well be remembered that » even as it is necessary « to

recite )) what precedes and equally necessary « to recite )) what follows,

it is « likewise )) not allowable to omit® what is in the middle.®

4. To omit what is in the middle may be just such, as when one

« has recited » ® the Holy Songs of the Ahunavaiti cluster, and one does

not then recite the Holy Songs of the Ushtavaiti cluster, but recites

directly next the Holy Songs of the Spewta-Mainyh cluster.

52 A Once that » they are entered on,"* unless ” they be recited through

entirely, it should be wrong ; because it cannot be fit to let any « of

these » Holy Songs be left unsaid inasmuch as such three « consec-

utive groups of )) chapters m u s t be sung through « entirely ».

5. When one must sing all the Holy Songs, then whatever is

of the nature of song should also be sung in « the proper )) singing way,

as for instance this : Isatvdstmhe Zarathmtrdis nemo I ‘ Homage unto

Isatvastra the Zarathushtrian « Manifestation » !

’ '*

^ Yafahukvairiyok- According to what follows the reference appears to be

to the Ahunvars at the close of Yas. XXVII, 7 ; and they must then be taken

with the texts that follow, to form an introduction to the Gathas. Otherwise

these could be the four Ahunvars introducing the Afringdn of the G^hambd,r,

^ This is the force of dkher id.

®
. He should be in no hurry to recite it before they have commenced.

^ It is not quite plain from the text whether it is held unlawful to join late in

the service altogether, or simply to join in reciting at once at a broken period of the

Holy Text. If the latter is the meaning it should be proper to join in at a fit point.

® See note 1 above. ® Gds, the Gdthas
;
see what follows,

Bain vakhdunit yakavimunef. ® Andarg shaikuntan.

® Srdyet seems to have dropped out from here. Bam vahhdunt.

Bam. A-goff. This text is not preserved in the extant Avesta.
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6. In the Visparat (( the Service of All the Reverential Ones )) one

should pound ‘ the Haoma at (( the words » Vhpdo gaethdo' ‘ All

Life-Centres ’when all the Holy Songs ^ will have been sung through;

otherwise « one may do so )) at the Holy Song of Vohii Khshathra ^

« or Virtue’s Kingdom ». In the Drasdah-Homast « the Service of the

Twelve-fold Adoration of All the Worshipful Ones, one should pound

it » at the 33rd Chapter® (( of the Yasna « after® the opening sections.®

And in the Aevak-Homast « the Service of the Onefold Adoration of

All the Worshipful Ones, one should do so)) at the sections as they

will have come on up to the chapter of Tii Ve Urw-ratu
’’

v The

Canons for You » ;
and thereafter ® one must leave off

<( pounding )).“

There is one who says that by so stopping at that Holy Song, no

virtuous act will have been achieved.

CHAPTER X: APPENDIX B

ON THE FRAVARTInIKAN

L And the « doctor that is cited just above » likewise maintains

^ Hu-mshn^ - These are the opening words of Yas, LV.
^ Yas, LIV is evidently included in these.

^ The text has Vohushat,

Fragart

;

as a rule hat is the term that indicates ‘‘ chapter ’’ in the case of

the Yasna, whereas the former term is used in relation with such texts as the

Vendid&d.

^ Javk min kart bun-i
;

kart usually is kartak. The reference is to the

first four sections of the chapter; see note 9 below.

Tavcurvat
;

is imperfect for

These are the opening words of Yas. XXXI.
fi Vatik (?) ;

cf. Ar. .

® Is it meant that in this case the pounding operation is to run through every

section of Y^as. XXVIII-XXX? At present it does not take place during these

chapters, nor during the recital of both the 55th and 51st chapters, but is com-

menced with the Ahunvars at the close of Y'as. XXVII, 2, continued during §§ 4«7

of that chapter, and resumed at Yas. XXXI, 5, at Y"as. XXXII* 3, 1* 3, and lastly

at the' 3rd line of § 4 of the 33rd chapter, which last point is specialised above for

|he Dvizdah^HonmsL
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thus that of the ten days generally' dedicated to the Holy Spiritual

52 B Essences,' on the first five days « one should hold the Service with » the

Dedication : Almmhe Mazddd Raevato Yihvd.xmanguhatd aAidtcimm

^ ‘ « According to the Holy Pleasure » of the Omniscient

Supreme Being, the Brilliant and the Glorious One (( and of the

Holy Spiritual Essences » of the righteous ones.....,....’

Soshfwjs said ; Verily, this must be done on days and nights ®

equally.

2. On the five
*

intervening days « consecrated to the five clus-

ters )> of the Holy Songs,' the Dedication should be: Ahtirahe Mazddb

Gdthdbyfi.. aAxdunmn G( According to the Holy

Pleasure )) of the Omniscient Supreme Being, (( the Brilliant and

the Glorious One » for the « beneficent and spiritually efficient ))

Holy Songs, (( and of the great and mighty Spiritual Essences ))

of the righteous ones and this® should be performed as essentially

requisite on all® the five intervening days (( consecrated to the five

clusters » of the Holy Songs.

3. There is one who says thus : Verily the expression GdAidbyd ‘

for

the Holy Songs ’ cannot ^ but be used as essential ’^on those five days in

^ Fravarttngan
;
but above, on P. 20 of the text, it was Fravartinikdn and

below it is Fravartikaii.

It is remarkable that the number of the Fravartimkan days is fixed here to

be ten, which exactly accords with the dasa jdain khs)iai>anb oi Yt XIII, 49

and of the AfringS,n of Ardd Fravash, as belonging to which last the passage is

quoted just a little below in § 6. These ten days are evidently the last of the year,

comprising the last five days of the last month and the five intercalary G&tha days

;

because these latter are stated in §§ 2 and 10 below as the next five of the ten,

and because § 11 below determines the New Year Day to be distinct from the

FravartingS-n days.

2 See the opening portion of the AfringS.n of Arda Fravash.

^ Ybm lailiya. should be ^ 5 ybm hain gas,

^ See the opening portion of the Afringan of the Githas; and see also

§ 2 of the Prelude to the G§.thas, as given, for instance, in Ervad K§.ngl^s

Gujerati transliteration.

® Ae hamae shalka vahidmtan, t)» seems to be for as appearing in

a similar relation just a little above.

Vad id shaUta vahidmt
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order that there may « fully » be accepted « all these services )), when there

are celebrated on those five days the^ Service of the Days sacred to the

Holy Songs, the Ceremony of the Three Nights after Death, the Service *

of the Purchase « of Heavenly Blessing )) on Earth,® and the Service of

expressing the Haoma Beverage and of offering up in dedication the

sacred Dr6n cake,' even as it should be proper « to manage that way ».

4. « If however we be so careless as to use the expression

Gdih.dbyo ‘ for the Holy Songs ’ likewise ® on the five days « specially )).
*

sacred to the Holy Spiritual Essences,® then ((evidently)) no Conscien-

cious ® Loving Veneration ® can proceed from us in such a case.

5. There « is incurred » the Bazae penalty <( of ninety Stirs )),
^

redeemable with the sacred Dr6n cake Service, when the Holy Spiritual 53 A
Essences are not (( venerated )) with the Service of Faith.®

6 . Of the ten days generally dedicated to the Holy Spiritual

Essences, on the first five days the Dedication should be AhuraW
Mazddo ashAunam ydo wddha dvayeintP

^ Gasanbar^ Setuih^ Getee-Kharit^
H6m’‘Drdn^

2 S60 Bund. XXX, 28, note 1 by Dr. West, and above, Aer. VII, 6.

2 no as in TD.

^ Because generally there are dedicated ten days to them: these five#'

which are the last of the twelfth month, and the five Gfitha days which follow them.

Impropriety of expressions must show a neglectful attitude, and must

render a service futile.

^ Ausofrlt, West renders “propitiation of angels'*; see Bah. Yt. II, 45»;

and Sh. M-Sh. XIH, 30.

It may be noted that according to what is said at the close of Fol. 123 the

Ausofrit dedicated to the Ratw o-Brizat, the Sublime Lord, equals the performance

of the Dvdzdah-Homast and the Dron Service. -

Or, 360 Dirhams.

The performance of the Dron Service must, according to Sh. Ld-Sh. XVI,

6, score a merit of 1,200 Dirhams
;
hence a service of so much greater value must

have been required for redeeming the BS.2?ae penalty ; see Foh 123, 1. 8, FoL
124, 1 . 12 , Fol. 134, IL 19, 21, Foi. 148, 1 20, and Fol 152, 11 1, 3, 18.

s Yashf e pann Vat ;
see below, Fol 69, L 9 ,* otherwise Hat e pann Var=

“ the Chapter of Faith ; or, “ the chapter used at the Ordeal of Faith/' The
reference may than be to Yas. XII.

^ See the opening portion of the Afringfin of Arda Fravash, and Yt, XIII*

49, wherein follows the statement about the ten days,

IS
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‘.((According to the Holy Pleasure » of the Omniscient Supreme

Being, (( the Brilliant and the Glorious One, and of the great

and mighty Spiritual Essences » of the righteous, who come

to the boroughs of the faithful

7. Note that the Dedication which is to be addressed in * every

case,’ need be one (( in each case » : one for ^ the opening period of
^

the ten days generally kept sacred to the Holy Spiritual Essences, and

one for the closing period of the ten days generally kept sacred to the

Holy Spiritual Essences.

8. Afrog said : Verily, (( on these days, only )) one Dedication

need be recited all through, (( whereas » Vakhshaphhar said (( there need

be )) three.®

These ‘ statements ® will have both been taken into account ® if one

!« special dedication » be pronounced in each of the two cases ‘
: (( one

for the opening period and one for the closing period of these days w,

9. On those ten days generally kept sacred to the Holy Spiritual

Essences, in every case when the Leading Priest has to recite the initial

service at the head of the Fire, he should recite thrice the Praise of

Righteousness and (( then » take the fuel and incense forth to the Fire.

10. There should be no difference (( in all this relatively to » the

night or the day.’

^ Supposing that is for k6\a-an ; otherwise, hwan—" at the gathering,’”

Pr. w*jj^==assembly.

^ Bara hain should be bun hatn ; cf. roes/mian bain just below.

Evidently one for the first five days^ one for the last five days^ and ona

for all the ten commonly.

^ seems to be for h’

® Yamalleluneshn amar,
®

. The text may also yield the meaning, “if both (dedications) be recite-

1

together but this sense should be entirely unsuited here.

The main writer’s decision in the previous statement that there need be two

distinct dedications—one for each of the two periods of the ten days, meets mid-

way the opinions of Afrog and Vakhshapuhar.

1.0 ., the ' same practice should be followed during the day as during

the night.
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There is one who says thus : Verily, it is otherwise ^ at night in the ^ ^

Thanksgiving Service of the Holy Spiritual Essences during the ten

days generally kept sacred to the Holy Spiritual Essences : « so that in

that case )) on the first five days the Dedication in the Service of the

New Initiate “ « should be )) AhuraM MazddS Mithrahe ^

vhpaisham^ ashdumm Fravashinam '((According to

the Holy Pleasure » of the Most Wise Lord, (( the Brilliant and

the Glorious One )), and of the Just ® and Beaming Love,® (( the

Bond ® of the whole World )),® .....of all (( the Worshipful Ones >X

and of the Spiritual Essences of the righteous ones, and

on the five
’’

intervening days sacred to the Holy Songs, ^ (( that should]));

v'erily ((be)) AJmrahS Mazddd Mithrahe Gdthdbyd^

vhpaeshdm. ashdunam^ Fravashimm ‘((According to

the Holy Pleasure )) of the Omniscient Supreme Being, (( the Brilliant

and the Glorious One)) and of the Just and Beaming Love ((the

Bond of the whole World)), for the Holy Songs
, of all...

....... and of the Spiritual Essences of the righteous ones
’

A

11. Atiropat-e-Dat-Fa7Tokho said: Behold, the Service of the New
Initiate is not at all ^ different on the days generally kept sacred to the

Holy Spiritual Essences, from <( what it is » on the New Year Day.^*^

^ Aiyop aL This has reference to the statement in the last paragraph.
^ Naok Naevar; see Foi. 65, 1. 7; 68, 1. 20; 69, 11. 3, 8, 12; 92, L 11;

121 (A)
; 168,1. 10.

^ See the Khshnuman of the Meherangan Afringdn. This doctor requires

this addition in the services of the night evidently because Mithra who presides

over Light is helpful in dispelling the foul effects of darkness, both physical and
spiritual.

^ See the Khshnuman of the Haft Ameshaspand Afringan, etc.

^ Elithra
; see the Meher Yasht where these ideas form the main vein of the

theme.

^ Vouru-gao-yaoiiis, the usual title of Mithra. Voum == whole ; gao = the

world ; from yu=to unite.

^ Pun] ybm ham gas»
^ The text has vispaesham Gathdbyo ashaonam,
® Hich

; otherwise ac/i—also.

The Hew Year Day is here clearly distinguished from the Fravarlingan
hence this is limited to only the 10' preceding days.
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CHAPTER XI

ON DISINCLINED CELEBRATION OF THE
HOLY SONGS

lA, Ybi GdiYido pairiul^sliiaUi^ srdvayekdi, As to those who^

sing the Holy Songs through disinclining® extraneous

necessity,® as when the Thanksgiving Service is performed « merely ))

for the expiation *
of sin,^

2. There is one who says: Note that « the term u\ih&h.aiti indi-

cates that )) they have to go in for it.

54 A iB. ’—yezi a-rastrem ® pairi-adkhta pairi-ddhaynxith^ if they

sing ‘astray”^ irregularly® with wandering® speech, vachcrt

apayeinti, a-mtufrayo; or pass^® speech over speech, i.e., do“ not

take any care,” ‘then they do not merit the worth of spiritual

mastership’
; Jascha vdpard vd pairi-ddhayeinti, a-mtufrayd. «so

also if)) they sing ‘asray’ behind or before as when one recites

the threefold ” Praise of Righteousness ” first but does not sing « first »

the Holy Songs, then also they do not merit the worth of

spiritual mastership.^®

^ This must be the instrumental singular of the noun tikhshaiti—“ what is

growing up accidentally.” The Pahalavi has rendered it freely.

The of TD cannot fit.

® ^ should be

® Awezdr’, cf, Pr'.j*jW= loathing; otherwise awec/nJr; Pr. necessity.

Darmesteter doubtingly reads ap ashar.

Patin ; of. Pr. —penitence=Av. paitiia’

® A=not+mstr£r==regularity.
® Cf. adhayoit of Vend, IX, 12, where that signifies “ shall recite aloud,”

^ Pairi indicates this sense. ® Tanhdn ; cf. Pr. twist.

® Bata, lit, == distant, Aiyapend. La raniakihd.

The number in the text is not plain, but these Ashem Vohus must be those

three that are recited at the close of every Gdtha chapter. Hence the point must

be that it should be wrong to recite them first and then the Gfitha chapters.

It is no use singing the Holy Songs without putting one’s heart and soul

into the act. If one runs carelessly through them as simply having to have done

with a disagreeable necessity, one scores no virtuous deed.
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3. Behold, whosoever may recite the text of the Holy Wisdom

in ^ <( such )) various manners * « as )) holding, carrying or bringing

« things )), or while sleepy, should recite that over again ® « in right

manner, for » if one do not thus recite again, that evidently « can » not

« be )) good ;
« nevertheless )) up to the day till which one has not known

this, that need not be illegal.®

CHAPTER XII

ON THE METHOD OF SINGING THE HOLY SONGS
f

1. ¥iai)ia Zaota Gdthdo frasrdvayeiti ? How shall the Lead-

ing Priest sing the Holy Songs?

2.

/ NaSma vachastasti, madhemya ^;^^ch£^, Zarathustri mana, 54 B
Bear/ng in aim ^ the stanza formation as regards the construc-

tive ^asis of the stanza,® with ((sweet and calm » moderate

vo^e, letting the recital be moderate « in every way ®
», and

according to the understanding of Zarathushtra ^ with

regard to the metric lines ® and stanzas.

3-1 Yin vtn,

2 For, ail that is recited in the above manner is cancelled from efficacy

and value,

^ If one be ignorant that to recite the Holy Text in this manner is wrong,
then, until he knows that, his deed is not cancelled from efficacy and value even
though he may sing in the wrong manner through that ignorance.

^ The Avestan naema and the Pahlavi nimak, with other meanings, signify

thus. At first sight, however, one may construe the sense. “ Half a stanza (at a

time)^^; but where the stanzas have an odd number of lines, it should be awkward
to take a little pause at the exact middle of every stanza. It may however
signify About half a stanza (at a time) ; if so, it may seem to have been advised

to prevent hurry in the singing, or perhaps because the Assisting Priests had to

follow on the Zaoti’s having sung first.

^ Otherwise, from the (right) beginning of the stanza ; and then it might
be meant that it must not be a n y half of the stanza, but the half taken from the
right beginning, and divided at about the middle.

® E.g., in pitch, loudness, and speed.

As Zarathushtra has implicitly indicated in the construction of the GS-thas*

Cf, Pr. = Uiiderstanding4

^ Gm has this meaning here ; cf, Sh. L&-Sh., XIII, 5,
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3a, Yizicha aete vacho apayeiti, yoi henti Gd\^dhva ImAmruta,

th.rkdinrutach.a^ ch.at)irusdmrMach.a,^ If one pass oven, i.e., omit,

those words among the Holy Songs, that are to be

repeated twice, and those that are to be repeated thrice,

and those that are to be repeated four times, daevanUm

iixnta^ and which are to the demons destructive, viz.^ those

words which are to be repeated twice, etc.,

—

55 ^ 4. There is one who says thus : Behold, it is the Holy Songs

themselves that become destructive « to the demons » when there are

recited among them those words which are to be repeated twice, « etc. »

^

3b. aHae^am vachum aratufrayd.^ then on account aof

the omission)) of those words they^ «must become)) want-

ing in the worth of spiritual mastership despite all ((care they

take in other respects )).

CHAPTER XIII

ON THE OMISSION OF TEXTS TO BE REPEATED
TWICE, ETC.

1. Kaya henti vacha bisdmrdfa? Which are those words

that are to be repeated twice ?
®

2. Ahyd ydsd ‘Of this I pray ((in grateful and

devoted homage )>
’ (( Yas. XXVIII, 1 ».

Humatamm ‘Of Good Thought (( we are the

partisans)) ’ ((Yas. XXXV, 2)).

A^hahyddat sake ‘Under the Power of the Holy

Order (( are the blessed gifts )) ’ .(( Yas. XXXV, 8 ».

1 See Vend. Chap. X.

® Darmesteter calls attention to Yas. LXXI, 7 ; see also Vend. X, 5-6, etc.

® According to this critic it is not these words by themselves that have this

e£5cacy, but it is the power of the Holy Songs themselves that has it when this is

supplemented by the power of these words.

* Notice that the plural number here signifies that all engaged in the Service

are involved in the fault.

® Pmn hamde lakhvdr. ® See Vend. X, 4, and below, Fol. 84, 1. 6.
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Yathct Til % ‘As Thou O Lord Omniscient! « hast

veHly thought)) ’ «Yas. XXXIX, 4)).

Huindhn Thwdfzhn ‘Of good worth and Worshipful

«we deem)) Thee ....’((Yas. XLI, 3 ».

ThwSi staotarascM ‘Thy glorifiers (cwe proclaim

ourselves ))
’ « Yas. XLI, 5 ».

Ustd ahmdi ‘ Divine Happiness « is)) for him ’

,(( Yas. XLIII, 1 )).

Spentd mainyii ‘Through the Full Holy Spirit
’

« Yas. XLVII, 1 )).

Vohu Khshathrm Vairiim ‘The Good Kingdom ((is))

the desirable « lot )) ’ « Yas. LI, 1 )).

Vahistd istis ‘ The most excellent wish « of

Zarathustra hath been heard » ’ « Yas. LIII, 1)).

3. Kaya thrisdmruta? Which are those that are to be

repeated thrice ?
^

4. Ashem Vohu ‘ Righteous Perfectness « is the

Highest Good ))
’ « Yas. XXVII, 11, etc. )).

Ye Sevistd ‘He who is the Most Beneficent « Holy

Spirit ))
’ « Yas. XXXIII, 11 )).

HukhshathrStemdi ‘ For the Most Virtuous King « is 55

verily the Kingdom )>
'

<( Yas. XXXV, 5 ».

Duzhva.nndis ‘Through « their )) wicked creeds

.« poison becomes current )>
’ « Yas. LIII, 9)).

5. Kaya chathmsdinruta ? Which are those that are to be

repeated four times among the Holy Songs ?
®

6. YaXkid Ahu Vairlyt ‘As <(is» the Lord's Holy

Pleasure ' « Yas. XXVII, 7, etc.)).

Mazdd at mot ‘Unto me ((declare)), then O
Omniscient! ..’ (( Yas. XXXIV, 15 )).

1 See Vend, X, 8, and below, Fol. 84, 1. 6.

3 See Vend. X, 12, and below, Fol. 84, 1. 7.

The term Gasan includes besides the G&thas proper, all the Gothic pieces.
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A Airyemd ‘ Let the Valued Nobility « approach

for gladness » ’ «Yas. LIV, 1 ».

7. As ^ regards these ^ « valued texts, nowithstanding all )) the

text of the Holy Wisdom « that may come » before there occur ^ the

texts to be recited twice, the texts to be recited thrice, and the texts to

be recited four times in the course of all the Holy Songs, « it must be

borne in mind that )) without ^ those ® « efficient and essential texts )).

there can be effected no Thanksgiving Service « for what occurs )).

either before ((those omissions)) or after ((them ».

8. (( In every case )) when all the texts that are to be repeated

twice, or all those that are to be repeated thrice, or all ^ those that are

to be repeated four times, or the performance of Dedication, or the

recital® of the formula for opening a sacred function,® or the Service®

of following out the Spirit of the Moral Order,® or the Service of offer-

ing up the sacred Dr6n cake to the Spirit of the Moral Order, or the

Thanksgiving^ Service on expressing the Haoma beverage,’ or the

Service® of the Adoration of all the Worshipful Ones, or the Thanks-

giving Service (( of the Seven Chapters )),® or (( the chapter of )) Tat

S^idhis— ® ‘That advantage—,’ or a fourth’® of the Holy Songs,’® or

56 A the Holy Songs in“ their entirety,” are omitted, then the Thanks-

giving Service does not take effect (( for what occurs )) either before

(( those omissions )) or after them.

9.

All this is for advantage ’® in order that all may be on guard,

and immediately ” on a text being omitted one may not proceed

any further ; if however (( despite one’s attention having to be kept on

guard)) one slightingly omits a text, then the Thanksgiving Service does

not take effect for (( what occurs )) either before (( those omissions )) or

Denman. ^ Yahavmet. Baxa ash.

^ is fox ^"1** ^ Vaoh vakhduneshnih^

^ Sfosh^hareshnih. Horn Yasna.

® Homast aiyop Yasnai see above, FoL 33, 1. 19# ^ Yas. LVIIL
Probably this was a name of some selections from the G^thas. Again

chatfushkah may be a mistake for c/^i/a^=selections«

Pann ae bun. Notice the double negative here and abc)?©’#

Pmn sUaklK Vachakih bun shaikunl
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after them. « Because, for instance)), if a text to be recited twice is

omitted when that text to be recited twice occurs, then until the time

to recite it arrives, all the Thanksgiving Service c previous to that )> has

taken effect, but when it is omitted to recite that text at the time there

accrues to one the occasion to recite it, then the Thanlcsgiving Service

does no longer retain its effect.

10. It the Leading Priest has omitted the recital of the initial

service, he must recite back the initial service and must recite all again

the text of the Holy Wisdom thence forwards.^ And from the moment

that the Leading Priest has arrived at the initial service, he must be

constantly on guard so long as all "the holy textso® are arriving; <(but)> 56 B
if he be not « so '» on guard, he must at any rate manage that the^

speeches best to be said
* be recited properly ».

11. Afrog said : Behold, on having to recite a text'' specially for

oneself ® one must recite the initial service <( therefor )) ; and one must

stop® at the text of Holy V’/isdom which is ((specially)), for the Lead-

ing Priest.'^

12. There is one w'ho says thus : Verily, in a thing that one must

manage oneself (( as one’s special function )), wherever that may arrive,

one must recite an initial service therefor.®

13. There is one who says thus : Verily, wherever the occasion

may arise.® one must recite the initial service ; (( and » one must stop

Until one of these effective and essential texts is actually omitted, the

Service has been taking effect ; but as soon as that omission occurs, all that has

been effected before that omission, as also all that may be effected in what follows

it, are cancelled and rendered useless.

About this, several special opinions are given in what follows.

^ I.e., from the initial service.

® Of course it is not only the important texts that are intended here, because

these are mentioned distinctly in the remark which follows.

* Vachak-tum goft. Vachaki-ash. Otherwise “stand up.”
^ Ail engaged in the Service must understand to perform their special func-

tions of their own accord, and must know by themselves to stop where there may
arrive a text specially to be recited by the Leading Priest alone.

® Whenever one w'ho is engaged in a Service has to begin a special function.,

one must commence with the initial service therefor.

® Mat yakax’immeft

16
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at tlie text of Holy Wisdom which is specially for the Leading Priestd

14. If the Leading Priest have omitted a text, and if he discover

that <( by himself » then he shall recite just that text back again,

and shall stop « to do so just )) at that text of Holy Wisdom <( where

that omission is discovered )) ; if however he do not discover it « by
himself, but another must point it out to him )), then he shall begin

the whole Service )) over again.^

15. That « applies to errors respecting)) the very same Holy

Book
; and what « inust apply to errors respecting )) another Holy Book

X( in the same service )) is in no way to be different.®

(( There is one who )) said that, with regard to the same Holy

Book, if one discovers « by oneself » from where one has to recite over

again, then (C surely )) one shall recite again the whole text of Holy

Wisdom « just » from that forwards ; but when one does not discover

:«it by oneself )), then <(also)) one shall recite over again from the right

beginning of that Holy Book <( only )).** About « errors respecting )),

other Holy Books «this critic)) was of the same view «as above n.**

CHAPTER XIV

ON THE NATURE OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES
WHEREIN THE HOLY SONGS MAY BE SUNG

1. Kangham nd Gdthan&m srutanam arahifrh ? For what
Holy Songs that are sung does a person fail to gain

spiritual merit ?

^ This remark is very much the same as that of Afrog above.

^ The difference between this statement and the following remark of another

doctor of the religion is apparently this: the writer here means that when the

omission is not detected by oneself directly, then it cannot be rectified without

annulling the entire porotin of the Servme that is already achieved, irrespective of

what Fragart of the Service that has occurred in
;
whereas the next writer means

that even if the error be not detected by oneself directly, still if it be found out in the

course of the s a m e Fragart that is being managed at the time, then, the priest may
repeat the Service not whole but only from the commencement of just that Fragart.

® That is, if the error be not detected and rectified by oneself directly but be

found out by another then the entire Service must be repeated from its right begin-

ning, which, according to the next writer, applies only to the case when the error is

detected not during the s a me Fragart that is being managed at the time, but during

a Fragart that has followed another in the same Service. ^ See note 2 above.
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2. Ydo maezd vd fra vdsYidimm^ srdvayeiti; foP those that

one sings while making waten^ or easing nature^;

for those )) in any case, that one sings while one is in the act of making

water or of easing nature; aStaeshcm vacham amtufris. for such

utterances one obtains no spiritual merit.

3. Adhc?:ch^^‘^ uiti yatha hathacfia dalww Staoia Yamtyahaurva 57 B
da^dith But otherwise when a holy man, vi%.^ a Helping

Priest, gives out, in whatsoever manner,^ the Worshipful

Glorifications in «: their » entire extent when^ he may have

been on priestly command,' —there is one who <(says that)) the

holy man ” « signifies )> the Leading Priest paurvdt vd nahndt

apardt va, whether at an earlier point/ i.e,^ near the adoration

of the Ploly Flame, ^ or at a later^ i.e,^ near the adoration

of the Holy Sap/ ayd vd tacha vd, hhtemno vd donghdno vd

^ Darmesteter has already corrected thus frd\’d shdimno of the text. This

indeed removes the syntactical difficulty which must otherwise present itself

;

but neither the readings of both the texts nor the radical signification can clearly

support it.

- EUzan
;
See Pr.

^ Riydn; See Pr.

The text has trclhirechi^.

This is what tiifi means; see Vend, II, 11, etc.

^ The Staota Yasoya; see above, note to Aerpatastan, VI, 3.

^ Or, as having behaved according to the law of propriety.^’

^ Point in the greater text in whose midst the Staota Yasnya was
placed.

^ Perhaps Yffis, Chaps. LXII and LXV. If this supposition be right the

Staota Yasnya must originally have occurred between these chapters. It need not

be startling to think that the chapters of the Y'asna might originally have a different

arrangement from what they have now* And we know that at the earlier stage of

the Y'asna special attention is paid to the Holy Flame whereas at its later stage it

is paid to the Holy Sap. Why might not then the chapter specially devoted to

Holy Flame have occupied a place at the earlier stage?

If however, this supposition be not correct, the reference may be to the Atash

and Abdn Niy^yeshes recited one at the earlier and the other at the later stage of

the Yasna Service.

Reject for written above it in the text.
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dath.dno'^ vd, baremnd vd vazemnd vd aiwydstd, atha ratufris, while

walking op running, standing op sitting or lying down/

riding op driving » baro-aspo, vaz6-ra^\d^ * riding the horse or

A driving the chaise,’ OP while girding the belt on/ « even » then

he can gain spiritual merit/

CHAPTER XIV : APPENDIX A

ON THE MANNER OF CLOSING THE HOLY SERVICE

1. Kifyatfo-Buyit said : Behold, this is what is manifest from

the Holy Wisdom that in case the Leading Priest have not handed

over the sacred Barsoni twigs to him who manages the sacred apparat-

us * and yet have closed the Holy Service, he shall be lacking in spiritual

merit
;
hence only after having handed the sacred Barsum twigs over

to him who manages the sacred apparatus, should the Leading Priest

always end « the Holy Service ».

2. Sushajfs said : Verily, so long as any ’’ kind of function
®

'((whatsoever)) remains to be performed ((the Holy Service)) should

not be ended.

3. Vakhshaphhar said: Behold, «to see the necessity of command-

ing that only » when every kind of function is performed should « the

^ The Pahlavi has noted an appropriate meaning of datlianb in

= “ lying down.” It would have been almost impossible to discover it without

this help of the PahlaH.

The portion of this sentence from hi&temnb to the end, is elsewhere found as

Fragment Tehmuras, XL Darmesteter, recalling ^rtidhynmno of Yt. I, 17, suggests

pathanb as the correct word ; but there appears no necessity to read the word thus

differently. The barb-aspo vazb rathb of the gloss is also cited in Pah.

Vend. VI, 26.

- Madam valam ; cf. Ar. belt.

® This is allowed to the priest perhaps because he is occupied all his time in

reciting sacred texts, so that he may be engaged in reciting them coincidentally

with some of the conditions mentioned.

^ Zin-dar', the reference must be to the priest who serves at the Holy

Service as “ Frabortar.”

At present the Leading Priest hands over the Barsom to the Helping Priest

at the end of the text proper of Yas. LXXII, and before the conclusion.

® Kola vin kdr.
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Holy Service » be ended, may indicate (( that there may be » a lack of

faith in some « things)).^

4. It will be meeting each of these 3 judgments « respectively »'

when in ending the Holy Service such a thing « happens )) owing either

« in the first case)) to their being newly initiated,^ or ((in the next))

to their not remembering the instructions,® or (( in the third » owing,

« notwithstanding their being )) without any disbelief (( otherwise », to

their being in distrust concerning (( the consequence of » this a circum-

stance )) as to when it should be that the Leading Priest should (( finally )) 58 B
leave the sacred Barsom twigs with him who manages the sacred

apparatus.*

5a, When the Helping Priest has recited without (( any )> lack of

faith the special formula for opening the function (( of washing », wash-

ed with scrupulous care the seat of the Hoty Flame, and washed the

hands, then should he place them on the sacred Bars6m twigs.®

There is one who say^s thus : Behold, once that one has washed

the hands, it is not proper to place them on the sacred Bars&m twigs.®

6. There is one w'ho says thus : Behold, if one w’ere to say thus *.

Keep ((your » wits,” ’ that should be improper.®

^ It would be necessary to issue such a command only when it would be

likely that the thing might not be performed; and a thing might not be performed

when there might be a lack of faith therein.

2 Naok uaYar datak (?)• This will correspond to the judgment of

Kiry^tfo-Buyit.

^ This will correspond to the judgment of Soshans.

^ This will correspond to the judgment of Vakhshipuhar.

5 These seem to be the operations of the Helping Priest after the Barsom

twigs are finally handed over to him by the Zaotar, before they close what might

perhaps be a qualifying service only ; see note 6 on next page. The commencement

of the service proper is described below from 1. 29 of this folio onwards.

^ This critic perhaps thought that after receiving the Barsom twigs from the

Zaotar, the Helping Priest had to put them aside finally, and hence no more

attention was to be paid to a manipulation of theirs which concerned only the

main service in hand.

Hosh yakhsemn,
^ Every priest engaged in the Holy Service must be the most expert in his

concern^ and will therefore do his part best ; hence it will not be becoming to say

Keep your wits to a person such as this.
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5b.—

«

And then )) should he recite the special * little service for

the holy precincts of the sacred Barsom twigsd

7. S6shans said ; Behold, if owing to one’s being in haste, one

recite it ^ even on the way,® that verily is allowed.

8. One should recite « things according to » the Holy Science ^ of

the Causes.^ And if one have not adored the Resplendent Sun of

Glory, one should verily adore Him.'’ If « however )) one is to end the

Holy Service ((speedily)), one may say the sacred texts less.

CHAPTER XIV : APPENDIX B

ON THE MANNER OF OPENING THE HOLY SERVICE

1. When one comes over again® to the Holy Service one should

recite thrice ^ the Praise of Righteousness,’^ « and )) Fravardne (( the

59 A Formula of Faith, and hallow )) what period of day one may have,®

«and recite further the text)) ®
: Tava’^ Ataraputhra Ahumhe Mazddo

khahnaothra ® ‘ According to Thy holy pleasure O Life-Flame !

1 Vach i>ann Var e Barsom. As putting down the sacred Barsom twigs must

mark the close of the Service this seems to refer to the recitation of the text accom-

panying the act of assigning the Barsom their final place. See^ the words Nemo

UrMvaire vanguhi Mazda-dhaite ashaone which refer to the Barsom and appear at

the close of the Yasna. ^ I-e., vach pann Var e Barsom.

3 “ On the way ” perhaps to the final place of the Barsom or perhaps to the

well or stream where the Service is ended. * Nash pann Chimiyan.

This literature seems to have contained instructions concerning sacred services.

Of course, it could not be meant that the literature itself was to be recited through.

s See the words Hvarr Khshakem Ameshem Raem Aurvat-aspem yazamaide,

at the close of the Yasna.

6 We have seen above that a service is said to have just closed. Apparently,

as we have already supposed, it may be the earlier service which the priests who

are to be engaged in the service proper, have to go through to qualify themselves

for the latter. And this must then be the reason why it is said that they “ come

over again to the Service.” ^ Ashem Vohuk 3.

8 See the commencement of the Preliminary Service given before the text of

the Yasna in, for instance, Ervad Tehmurasp’s Text Book.

» These are the words that occur in the Preliminary Service just after the'

text mentioned above. But our text additionally has ithrd Ahurahe Mazddo puthra

before these words, and this arrangement is preserved in § 9 at the end of the Pre-

liminary Service as it is given in Ervad Tehmurasp’s text. But we cannot be

certain whether it is an error to have these additional words just here, or whether

in ancient times they had their proper place even here.
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Thou offspring of the Most Wise ’ up to the end7

2. « Thus )) one should say the special formula for opening the

sacred function, and recite thrice the Praise of Righteousness, and

for ^ the second time ^ wash the seat of the Sacred Flame with scrupul-

ous care ; then one should again proceed to the seat of the Leading

Priest, and place the hand upon the sacred Bars6m twigs, and again

recite A^h.em VoMiS «the Praise of Righteousness 3 ^ Fmvardne

;« the Formula of Faith )) and the Dedication,® and « thus » say the

small preliminary service <( as)) for the Smaller Thanksgiving Service.'*

3. Afrog said : Behold, in the Greater ® « Thanksgiving Service

one should say)) Yathd AhnVainyoyo ZaotA^’ ‘As is the

Lord’s Holy Pleasure « so declares unto me he )) who is the Leading

Priest ’

** Vad sar. This refers to the words yasnaicha, vahmdicha, khshitaothrdkha,

frasastayaec\ia^

2 Lakhvar ol gas
;
because the Service is being repeated. It is, however*

iikeiy that these words are simply a mistaken repetition of the words that follow.

It must be noted that in modern practice also 3 Ashem Vohus are recited and
the seat of the Holy Flame washed at this stage just as is described here.

® See end of § 2 and § 3 in the latter part of the Preliminary Service,

As can be seen from Ervad Tehmurasp's text the arrangement here described

is quite the same as what we have at present. But it will appear from what follows

immediately that the ancient doctors of the religion were not themselves agreed

as to the exact nature of one text.

^ Yasht e Kas, The smaller service as indicated by this, may be the abridged

service which the priests have to go through to qualify themselves for the service

proper and which is presumed to have preceded the service which is now being de-

scribed. At FoL 168, 11, 19-20, it is defined to have lesser value than the Yasht e

Havan, Otherwise it may be one of the services to be distinguished from the

HomS-sts and other greater services such as the Visparad and the Vendidid. See
Fols. 67, 1. 23 ; 76, IL 27, 30 ; 81, L 29 ; 86. 1. 21 ; 132, II. 14-17 ; 151, 1. 8 : 152,

1. 22 ; and 168, I 19.

^ Pann zak e Mas> This must be any of the services which can be distin-

guished from the Yasht e Kas or the ordinary Yazeshn ; see the note just preceding,

and the vague definition in FoL 93,. 11. 16-18. See also Fols. 67, 1. 27 ; 76, 11. 28,

30; 81, L 29 ; 132, L 14 ; 151. L 10; and 153, 1. 21.

® This occurs in our present arrangement after the text mentioned in note 1

above. It
,

must be noted that this statement as well as all which follow in this

Appendix axe simply amplifications of what is said in the preceding sections.
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4. Vaklishapuhar said: Behold, « there should rather be said ))

:

Yaihd Aim Vairiyo yd AtdstvaXAi^o —Athci Ratus ^ As

is the Lord^s Holy Pleasure (( so declares unto me he» who is the Feeder

of the Sacred Flamed^ ^So the Spiritual Master ((shall declare

even through Righteousness as the knowing righteous person »/

As to why he^ (( would have » this (( done )), that is not plaind

5* There is one who says thus : (( There shall be said )) : Yathd Ahn

F(3:tnyo yo A^arr'uakhsho, yo — Athd Riztus ••<»...•» ^As

is the LorTs Holy Pleasure (( so declare unto me )) he who is the

Feeder of the sacred Fire ((and)) he who is the Leading Priest/
®

‘ So

the Spiritual Master (( shall declare even through Righteousness as the

knowing righteous person))/

6. Now that the Helping Priest has completed (( the sacred pre-

parations »/ and ^'because all blessedness is for him who is good/’^

so if (( to do it » there be no Atarvakhsh, (( the Feeder of the sacred

Flame )) yd bityd Zaota Hvho is the second Leading Priest/® ((and)) as

i Cf. Yas. XV, 4, and Visp. Ill, 6.

VakhshS-puhar will have this difference apparently because the sacred Flame is

specially attended to at this stage of the Service ; and he will therefore give supreme

importance to the holy minister tending it. But as the idea refers itself to the

entire service and not to a part of it, the other opinion is evidently correct, especi-

ally because the practice it maintains is preserved even to modern times.

^ HJ has pann zak e oJman after oZman, but that is rightly absent in TD.
^ This doctor reconciles the two previous decisions.

^ Previous to the commencement of the service proper the Helping Priest has

prepared and sanctified all things required in the Service, and up to this he has been

holding charge of them, which the Leading Priest now proceeds to take over to

himself.

^ This does not appear to be the prayer wherewith the R^thwi gives up his

charge, because at any rate in modern practice, there is no such prayer to be

recited by him at this stage. After the texts discussed just above, the Leading

Priest now recites 3 Ashem Vohus and washes the seat of the sacred Fire. Stil!

these words here evidently point to an Avestan original, and appear to be a

scholastic quotation. The same expression recurs at FoL 67, 11. 14 and 15 below.

® In other words he is second to the Leading Priest.

Note that above at § 5a of the preceding Appendix, it is the Rdthwu who
washes the seat at the close of the Service ; whereas while opening the Service, it

seems to be meant that if there be the Atarvakbsh present at this stage, he must
wash, it, otherwise the Zaoti must wash it, and not the R&thwi.
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the use ' of very much of the text of Holy Wisdom ^ is not in this case*

of even ® the least ® consequence, one « who is to officiate as the Leading

Priest » should « simply )) say A'ah.em Vohu « the Praise of Righteous-

ness )) thrice, and wash with scrupulous care the seat of the sacred

Fire. ((Then)) he should proceed to the seat of the Leading Priest,

and wash the hands and place them on the sacred Barsom twigs, and

be established as the Leading Priest in « the management of » the

Text of Holy Wisdom.*

7. There is one who says thus : Behold, besides Ashem Vohu

a the Praise of Righteousness )) one should recite the prayer Yathd Ahu 60 A
Vairiyo ‘As is the Lord’s Holy Pleasure ’ twice while on

the way (( to the seat of the Leading Priest )).“

8. There is one who says thus : Behold, one “ should verily recite

Fravardne « the Formula of Faith again,* evidently )) because one has

not yet recited it in the capacity of the Leading Priest.

CHAPTER XIV : APPENDIX C

ON IMPROPRIETY OF CHATTER BY THE
LEADING PRIEST ®

1, Verily, according to all the teachings, when there occurs the

time when the Leading Priest has to enter on the commencement of

« the Service )) with (( the prayer )) Frastuye-— ®
‘ I glorify— so that

having recited the formula for opening the sacred function the Leading

^ Vhh Avastakih. ® J'ivak. Mindavatnlch.

* Otherwise the sense may be “ he must stand to (recite) the Holy Text which

specially appertains to the Leading Priest.”

® The same is done now ; see the Preliminary Service in Ervad Tehmurasp’s

Text, end of page 2 and commencement of 3.

*>
.‘O’f is apparently for S30" See page 6 of the Preliminary Service.

8 Cf. Sh, La-Sh., Chap. V.

8 It will be noticed that in modern practice the Frastuye precedes the last

Fravarane in the Preliminary Service, and is the first Avestan text which the

Zaoti recites after having taken charge of his special function in the Service.

17
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Priest enters on the commencement « of the Service )) * with (( the

prayer)) Frastuye— ‘ I glorify,’ then while he performs® the obei-

sance,® if the Leading Priest chatters,® then although he may proceed

to perform the « holy )) function,^ still the whole Thanksgiving Service

.«must be considered to have come)) to an end.®

2. Mahgoshnasp said : Behold, if <( the Leading Priest )) have

taken up the portion ® of the Holy Wisdom which appertains (( solely )).

to the Helping Priest,® then « also )). the Holy Thanksgiving Service

must be brought to an end.

3. S6sh^ns said : Behold, at whatever place may the Leading

Priest chatter, there the Thanksgiving Service « must be brought to »

an end by everybody

4. About this have « all )) been most agreed that when the close

:« of the Service )) takes place on the side of the Leading Priest, then

the Helping Priests also should close «it)).

B 5. And when there is a sheep or a goat ® « to be dedicated » in

the Thanksgiving Service, then also, while the Leading Priest performs

obeisance,® if he chatters « at the time )), then although indeed he will

proceed to perform the ((sacred)) office,“ (( still )) in so far as the sheep

or the goat is not to be slaughtered ”
(( in such a case )), one must not

^ Our text has * after vj but that is omitted

in TD.

® Namet’, Av. The reference is to the whole initial operation.

^ Darayet', see Pr. It must be noted that this act is condemnable at

any stage in the Service. See below.
* Kar ae vazartan vazlunet ;

see what follows in similar relation in § 5 below,

® Chattering is an act quite unseemly at a sacred Service, and is rightly

said to cancel it when it is manifested at just the initial stage and that too by the

Leading Priest.

® Those texts that are specially assigned to the Rdthwi must be recited by

him alone ; because if the Zaoti were to recite them the Service would of course

be spoiled.

This makes plain that not only has the Zaoti to retire from the Service, but

the Service itself is to be closed.

® The term gospand implies either “ sheep ” or “ goat.”

® iW-C should be Kar.

Naksmian
; see Fol. 69, 11. 7-8; and Fol. 85, 1. 24.
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slaughter it. If however it be killed « already », even then the Hallowed

Portion * must not be offered.

6. And while one performs obeisance on a token,* if indeed

one « directly » proceeds to perform the « sacred » office « thereon in

proper manner », the Hallowed Portion can be offered; but if one have

chattered, then it cannot be offered.

7. When the token is dedicated in thankfulness according to the

text of Holy Wisdom, then though the « special )) Dr6n cake is to be

left out « from the Service, still » the Hallowed Portion must be offered,®

« for », throughout the length of the Holy Service the Spirit * of Holy

Lawabidingness^ is of® course® and indeed advanced ® in accordance

therewith.®

8. When that Holy Service has in it the Hallowed Portion, and

when the Leading Priest has expressed obeisance, then although he may
chatter « only » as he proceeds simply to explain’ the duties ’ of the

function, still as the Hallowed Portion is not to be offered even then, it

must not be offered.®

9. When one has performed obeisance for the Holy Service and 61 A
directly proceeds to perform the « sacred » office, then one has verily

to « say » the special formula for opening the sacred function and to

celebrate the sacred Dr6n cake Service
;
but if one has chattered, then it

must not be celebrated.®

10. Behold, it is after all said by Vakhshaphhar who previously®

® Zbhar. ® Gmia ; cf. Pr. Av. •i*^'*(£=colour
; sinew.

The token may simply be “
milk.”

The word may also be a derivative of Av. meaning milk or some milk-

product.

® This indicates that the Service does not materially suffer for the omission of

the Dron in this case, although this is necessary when there is to be dedicated an

animal. The reference evidently is to a special Dron Service, the B&z&e b Dron.
^ Spendbmat ; Av. Spenia Aramaiti. ® Pann yahvun,
® Ham aurusvarih kuneshn

;
Av. iiruthv&xi. Kar farshuntan.

Even when making explanations during the Service one must not chatter.

® In other words the Service must be closed as having been spoiled,

® Pishik
; see § 3 of Appendix A just above for VakhshSpuhar's opinion on

want of faith in sacred things.

The word may otherwise be read paytyah = a degree.
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spoke rather * severely ’ about it, that « the penalty of » not ^ celebrat-

ing ^ indeed the sacred Dr6n cake Service which redeems the Bazae

penalty,® as apart
* from the Holy Service/ becomes most when even

those that are (( otherwise » without disbelief, have no trust therein.®

11. It will not be proper if one carries the close of the sacred

Dr6n cake Service which redeems the Ba^ae penalty,® into the night.®

12. A frog verily
’’

made out «the proper close of the Service to be

at the section containing » dcha nicha ® ‘ towards and under it.’
®

CHAPTER XV

ON TANAPtiHARS AMONG THOSE CELEBRATING
A SERVICE

1. Dahmd Zaota, tanu-ptrtiha upa-sraotdro, If the Leading
Peiest is a pious man, ((but)) those who attend him in ser-

vice are ingrafted with sin in their persons, i.e., are of deadly

61 B 'Noxth.i yezi tanu-pxrviha^’^ ((and)) if he ‘has been’

^ Khvartar. ^ A-yazeshn as in TD.
® The is equal to 90 Stirs or 360 Dirhams. Cf. Fols. 52, 1. 30; 134,

11. 19-21 ; 148, 1, 20 ; 152, 11. 1,, 3 and 18.

* Javit min Yazeshn, i.e., apart from the main body of the Thanksgiving

Service. Note that the merit of celebrating the Yasna Service is one hundred

Tani,puhars while that of consecrating the Dron is only one; see Sh. Ld-Sh. XVI, 6.

® If they omit its celebration not, for instance, through error or forgetfulness

or unavoidable dilBculties, but for want of trust in its efficacy, then the penalty

for that omission, as Vakhshfipuhar rightly says, must be greater than when it is

on account simply of error, forgetfulness, or unavoidable difficulties. Hence it is

that Vakhsh^puhar will be strict towards those who show want of faith in the

least degree.

® When the Dron Cake Service is being celebrated during daytime it should

in no case be allowed to terminate into night; care must be taken to manage it in

such a way that it may be finished off during daytime.

vit, is for It 8 Yas. LXVIII, 21.

® Thus Afrog would consider what follows this passage in the Yasna as post.,

terminal; and hence Afrog probably intended that the BIzie e Dron could be per.,

formed just hereif necessary, and that there would be no harm if the post-terminal

text continued into the night.

The text wrongly has dis tanu-£>rritho.,

Perfect tense, third person singular, Parasmaipada. The prefix of redu-

plication is dropped. The Pahlavi translates it with the adjective
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acquainted with their beings ingrafted with sin in their

persons/ aitavatd'^ ratufrh^ yavat fra-vtaraitP ; then he scores
spiritual merit for just so much as he celebrates® « by
himself)), i.e., «for)) what is his own individual performance; yezi dat

dh * ndit tanu-pxrx^a* ij^edha, if however he ‘ has’ not ‘ been ’

acquainted with their being ingrafted with sin in their

persons, vispanam Gdthanam ratufrh. then he scores spiritual

merit for all the Holy Songs «that are sung at the Service)).

2. Tanu-pxxx'dsib^ Zaota, dahma upa-sraotdro, If the Leading
Priest is ingrafted with sin in his person, « but )) those who
attend him in service are pious men, i.e., if the Leading Priest

is of deadly worth, yezi dim tanu-pxxxth.em vrdarr,® and if they ' have
been’ acquainted with his being ingrafted with sin in his

person, aetavatd ratufrayd yavat fratnarexiU ; then they score
spiritual merit for just so much as they celebrate by ((them-

selves )), i.e., « for)) what are their own individual performances ; yezi

dat dim ndit tanu-pxxxthem vUzxx,^ if however they ‘have’ not
‘ been ’ acquainted with his being ingrafted with sin in his

person, vhpandm Gdthandm raUifrayd.* then they score spiritual

merit for all the Holy Songs «that are sung at the Service)).®

^ Note the abstract noua form tanapuharklh of the Pahlavi for the Avestan

tanu-pxtxt)ia*
^ The text has aevato, but see below,

® Fraz ManitunU; see Fol, 32, 1. 16. ^ Note the evident mistakes in the text,

® Perfect, Parasmaipada, third person plural. The root is strengthened by
lengthening the radical vowel.

Darmesteter already noted that this must be the form of the word in the text

which is miswritten vivB.rx here as well as below.

® Every participant in the Holy Service gains a certain amount of spiritual

merit for his participation therein ; and that merit has, for each participant, its

fullest strength promoted through the good work done by all engaged in the

Service jointly, provided all these have been absolutely good men.

If however some one of these is a sinful person and if he has sincerely Joined

in the Service to achieve good, then, according to the remarks that follow in the

text, such a personas good deed goes towards the effacement of bis sin. But if he
is not sincere then his effort is fruitless and achieves no good whatever, and his sin

remains in the same amount*

The others in such a case who are good men engaged wdth such sinful persons
in the celebration of the Holy Service, obtain their whole strength of spiritual

merit if they are not acquainted with the sinfulness of the others
; if however they

are, then they obtain only that portion of the whole strength of spiritual merit
which corresponds simply to the part they individualiy have played in the celebra-

tion of the Holy Service.

62 A
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3. Note that that which (( is )) as good and (( which )) one of

deadly worth utters out of one’s being penitent ^ is not « left as sur-

plus ))® good : for though such a one’s hands may be scrupulously

cleaned, and though good action and virtue may be effected by that

((individual », still the worship ((simply)) goes towards ((the effacement

of )) ® the retribution.®

4. There is one who says thus i Behold, if a person of deadly

worth have after all uttered (( the good » out of fear, compulsion, or

compelling* justice,* rather than out ® of free choice,® and notwithstand-

ing that through (( one’s )) incapability one would not have proceeded

((to do SO)) still one have been made to proceed ((thereto)), then although

that person in deadly worth will have been « made to do it )) to make

penitence, (( still )) that should be illegal. Hence though such a one’s

62 B hands may be scrupulously cleaned,® still that (( individual )) is to be

avoided from the Thanksgiving Service of others.

There is one who says thus : Behold, the Holy Thanksgiving

Service is not « then )) effected at all.

There is one who says thus : Behold, not even ^ the least ^ good

deed or virtue is achieved (( by such a one )).®

^ Patitik*

2 Taking all together this must be the sense. If the participation of the

Tan&puhars in the Service were positively bad, or of no efficiency in any case, then

no good however small could have been achieved by even the good, for then, these

would have participated in a sort of corrupted or mutilated service ; but it is plain

from what has preceded that the good participating in the Service with the Tanapuhars
could share greater or smaller merit, and needed not reject them altogether as quite

unfit, for, it is there implied that they could tolerate their participation even know-
ingly. Still it is evident that when the Tanapuhars had no sincerity for participating

in the Service and if this was known, they were to be disqualified and rejected
;

indeed the opinions quoted below would reject altogether the Service itself in which
insincere TanSpuhars might have joined in any way.

^ Puhal, ^ Zurvan^daf*

Hakhtak ; Av. hakhta used in the earliest portion of this work.
® Le., though one may observe all outward cleanliness. ^ Mindavamich,
® Notice that when the Tanapuhar is sincere in the performance of the Serv-

ice and is capable therefor, then he does achieve good deed and virtue though
that is neutralised in cancelling his wickedness ; see § 3 above and note 2 just

preceding.
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5. Dahmd Zaota, dahma upa-sraotdrd, vtspi ratufrayo. « If

»

the Leading Priest is a pious man, « and » those who attend
him in service are ((alsow pious men, «then)) surely all score
« complete » spiritual merit.

6. Tanu-pmth.6 Zaota, tanu-pvnth.a upa-sraotdrd, pispe a-ratu-

frayd. ((If)) the Leading Priest is Ingrafted with sin in his

person and if those who attend him in service are (( also »

ingrafted with sin in their persons, ((then» all fail to score
(( any the least )> spiritual merit.

CHAPTER XVI

ON THE QUALIFICATIONS OF THE WOMAN AND
THE CHILD FOR CONDUCTING A HOLY SERVICE
1. ICayac^i^ ^d> dahutauaut Zaoiixrddh.a ^ raiufrayd i Any persons

whatever of the pious ‘among us’ are spiritually fit for
the priestly office

; ndirikaydosc\iit ^ apxrxndyukahech.it. (( hence
there will be fit the priestly office » even of the female in

services performed » among one’s kith and kin* and of the child in 63
.(( services performed even )) among strangers.*

2. Yezi vaHha^ hdthanUm'^ thwaxxsescha^ fra-taurvdoscha.

^ The text has kayachit,

^ As hayachit and ratufrayo are of course plurai, na cannot be the singular

nominative of nar, for, it will not agree with those. It is evidently therefore the

first personal pronoun, genitive plurai.

^ This form seems to be the ablative singular of Z<Tothm=priestly office.

Darmasteter however thinks it to be an abstract form from Zaotar by the addition

of a suffix corresponding to the Sanskrit ta; and the form of the clause that follows

may favour such a solution.

^ It must be corrected thus.

® For, female modesty does not permit women to go freely among strangers,

though children may go among them
; whereas there need be no such prohibition

against women going freely among their kith and kin. See the close of P. 22,

P, 23, and FoL 6, 111 and following, and Fob 8j 1. 16 and following. Darm.
renders ** one’s own wife and the child of others.”

® Perfect tense. Hatha must be a neuter form of Haiti,

® Darm. takes this word as singular; but evidently it must be plural The i

replaces a; hence h ^ ^s= ao which is the plural of the neuter base ending ang/i.
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When one ((such as these)) is acquainted with the termina-

tions ^ and the pauses among the Sacred Chapters, i.e., for

making (( proper )) commencement « of one’s special portions )), anifarr

kdithhii Yamem frdizis.^ then that individual is qualified for

helping during the course of the chapters® in the celebra-

tion of the Holy Thanksgiving Service; for such a one knows

at what places one has to speak.*

3. When a child is bright® and knows the worship by heart and is

without the lack of faith, it is fit for the function of the Holy Thanks-

giving Service, and indeed for every (( good )) function.

4. A woman, unless she be menstruous, can celebrate the Holy

Thanksgiving Service with the Hallowed Portion. (( Indeed when )) she

is menstruous, she should not be left in the residence ® in daily use
®

and must be kept 15 paces away ^ from a ((sacred)) function, there

is one who says 30 paces ® (( away )). And note besides (( that it is

required of her that » Noit td ndirika kasu Yh.rath.wa ‘That woman
who may celebrate the Holy Service )). must not be with small

understanding.’

5. When one recites (( the dedication )) of the Hallowed Portion

of the Holy Saps, then if (( jointly with that )) all be ((engaged »

in Thanksgiving, that should not be improper.®

^ Darm. has already noted that barsom is an error for barin, we may rather

say, for barhin, because barhinitan is the equivalent of thwrrrs.

8 This is the verbal adjective of fitness : is a variant of and the

termination * represents *“, one of the suffixes to form such adjectives. See

Kanga’s grammer, § 565.

s is wrong for (hdtdn).

^ To be thus fit, one must know where to stop in the recitation, either to

manage things in the Service or to let another recite his portion. Similarly one
must know where to take up a recitation which pertains to oneself,

® Zifak, Pr. intelligent.

® Ybm-but; Sem. yom = day, and Pr. OyJ = a dwelling place, or gbm-but
*= a reed cottage; Pr. See Vend. XVI, 2. See Vend. XVI, 3-4.

® The doctor who said so had perhaps in view such passages as Vend. V, 48.
® The reference probably is to Yas- LXVI, 1 which the Zaoti and the Rffihwi

recite together,; ,
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6, If one recite the <( praise » of the Holy Life Flames without 63 B
the Hallowed Portion^ that should be improper.

7„ Atfd Farnbag Nosae ^ said: Behold, except in the function

wherein the Holy Wisdom is approving ^ a woman as fit, she is other-

wise unfit . .

8. Atrd Ahharma^dan said : It is observed that « except when )>

she is declared unfit « for some function )>, she is otherwise fitf^

9. Gabgoshnasp said : Behold, it should be the superior ^
« func-

tions » wherein the Holy Wisdom may declare her unfit. And verily he

defines those thus: Beholdj a they » cannot perform the Service of

Dedication to the Resplendent Sun of Glory ; they cannot celebrate the

Service of the Praise of the Moon of Prolific Grace ; they cannot say

"'‘keep your disposition good^’ ^
;
they cannot be directors " of business

they cannot be in presidentships.®

CONCLUDING GLORIFICATION

Ashem Voh& Vahistem asti^; Righteousness is the Highest

WeaP'^
;
this « means)) that accumulation of Virtue is excellent

—

Ustd

^ Cf. Pr. cr^==inteli8ct. - Dos^=friendiy; favourable.

^ This is a wiser decision
;
for, the functions for which a woman may be

fit are too many to be noted all of them in the texts of the Holy Wisdom; whereas

it may rightly be expected that those wherein she is unfit must generally be noted;

hence it should be fair to consider her fit for all other functions for which she is

eot actually declared unfit,

C/dr, Pr. = high. ^ must be as in TD.

® This must be an utterance of a person in sacerdotal authority, to those

under him.

^ Khuiae ruzin, lit. masters of business; Pr. 43-3 == business. Note

however that as is already said at P. 21, 1.12, ff. they were considered lit for

conducting family business. For their other qualifications see note 4 to Aer. Ill, L
® Levln-gdslh, presidentship

;
plsh-gds signifies president, director of

affairs^ Cf. P. 22 of the text above.

® This of course forms no part of the subject matter previously discussed;

but as is the custom elsewhere among sacred writings, this Holy Text is put at

the end to sanctify the close* For its profound signification
^ see a study in

Zartoshti, Vol. II, No,, 2.

Apdtih ; cf. Pr. 6 prosperous. Dr. West reads the word &zadth, and

translates “ excellence/^ See his note to S. B. E, VoL XXXVII, DinL BL VHh
Chap. Ib 5.

IS
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64 A ast-if Ustdahmdi, it is felicitous * —j.e., Righteousness, even for

that one « is it » felicitous—viz., for that one who is promoting

it, hyat Ashdi Vahistdi Ashem. who " is the righteousness promoter

»

of Righteousness that is best, which it is fon Righteousness

the Most Excellent Good that that one achieves/

The End of the First Book/

The Commencement of the Second,

1 The Pablavi is evidently free; for, the original Ustd is a noun form.

2 € should be 1^- ® Ahrdymitdr.

'* The mass of the matter which precedes cannot be assigned merely to a

chapter which is usually construed to be the signification in this connection
;
hence

what is called F r a g a r t is here fittingly designated as “ Book.’' Cf. for

similar divisions such works of the ancients as Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, etc.
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boos: zi
ON GLORIFICATIONS AND DEDICATIONS

THE BENEDICTION

To « the Glory of )) the Name and Power of the Giver, the Perfect 64,1.

6

in Himself, the Virtuous and the Wise, (( we inscribe )) the Second

Book of the Nirangastan according to the teaching of S6sha?fs. May
it remain in blessed existence

!

CHAPTER I

ON THE SINFULNESS OF NOT SINGING THE HOLY
SONGS THROUGH PROFANITY OR PERVERSITY

1. Yd Gi^th^o a-srdvayd astd^ vd tardmaiti vd, tanum pmyeiti.

Whoever « is » not singing in thanksgiving the Holy Songs

owing to profanity,^ as when one says that there is no religion, ‘or

owing to perversity,’ as when though one admits that « religion »:

^ From forms preserved elsewhere in the Avesta it appears that the base

must be dsta^ and as the case here must be instrumental as iardmaiti indicates!

dsta would evidently be the correct form. But as dsta reappears below, it may

have been used in this case as a feminine word, instrumental here, and nominative

in the instance -which follows.

2 In the GIthas the word dsta is translated in Pahlavi, and seems to

mean “ detriment.’,^, The Pahlavi form in Nirangastan looks to be which

Darmestetex reads amt4h and translates
‘‘ negation/' unbelief/' evidently taking

it as short for an-att4h. The general sense appears to be of profane denial of

the necessity and usefulness of religion and things sacred."
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exists, yet one (( is )) no giver of reverence' thereto, does verily ingraft

one’s person with sin.

2. Katdro^ astd ? Katdrd tarSmaitis? What of these two
(( is » profanity ? And what of these two « is » perversity ?

B 3, Yd hacha Daenaydt Mdzdayasnoit apastuitis. That which

« is » the abjuration of the Religion which worships the

Most High and Wise. Verily that mast be an utterence from

one’s own firm decision.®

4. Behold the Holy Wisdom makes ^ the observation * that if

one speaks thus in word « as well as » in thought, “ Verily there is no

religion,” then immediately is one ingrafted with sin, i.e.-, in deadly

worth for the length of a year,

5. That it is being ingrafted with sin in one’s person, is manifest“

ed from this passage—that is to say, that it is being in deadly worth

for the length of a year, is manifested from this passage (( here » ;

—

Yd hacha Daenaydt Mdzdayasnuit apa-stvdit thn's vaghzh.ihis^

hahat vipaiti^-chit. ‘Whoever must abjure the Religion which worships

the Most High and Wise with the three expressions «of thought, word,

and deed, will » immediately « meet )) with some calamity.’

^ Azatih^ Darmesteter reads apatlh^ and translates ‘Svhen he says; It exists

but is of no good use ’’
;
but this would not explain perversity,

^ The text has ko but the Pahlavi translates katar^ and kataro follows im-

mediately in the same relation.

The word is in common gender and is declined like the masculine; whereas

asta and tarbmaith are evidently feminine.

® Vachh, If one says this quite seriously and has firmly decided that religion

Is of no practical benefit, then that proves that one is so far corrupted in the soul as

to be both profane and perverse; whereas if one does not say so earnestly but utters

it unmeaningly, then one is not to be judged so corrupt.

^
,
YamaWelunet, as in TD.

® This word is unknown to us, but may be derived from Av. = to

befall. By adding to this the primary suffix an abstract feminine noun can be

obtained.

From what precedes and from the omission of the translation of this sentence

into Pahlavi, Darmesteter takes it to be a quotation belonging to the commentary.

Yet it continues so well the sense of the main text that it might safely be assigned

a place in it.
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6, If however one does not express it as having been seriously

entertained in thought, one does not ^ at all ^ become of deadly worth*

<( And besides n, if although one contemplates it very much in mind

still one does not express it in word, then one does not become ((quite))

of deadly worth.^

7, Raoshan said: Verily, this involvement^ <( in calamity » is 65 A
decided when one entertains (( the abjuration » meaningly ^ with the

treble^ weight (( of thought, word, and deed, and when therefore )) one

quite becomes of deadly worth. But if one expresses ® it a s speech or

i n speech, then one becomes of deadly worth <( only )) at the time

when one (( also )) performs deeds accordingly. And one will be doing

deeds accordingly « immediately » when there commences <( from one )),

chatter ^ (( during sacred things ».^

8, If one has to be in penitence® for a year one must perform for

that the Service of the New Initiate and one must discharge

the spiritual Tanapiiliar penalty (( of 1200 Dirhams )).

^ Luct Id, The double negative is an emphasised negative and not an

affirmative.

Whatever one does not express in thought is unmeant, for, everything that we
do mean we always express in thought, and what is unmeant cannot be brought to

judgment ;
hence what is not expressed in thought cannot be of deadly worth,

^ It is of course not meant that a person is not at ali bad for this, but only

that one is not completely bad when one simply entertains the thing in mind but

does not give expression to it and thereby add to the resulting wickedness by

attempting to give currency to one^s own bad notion.

^ Namely, what the Avesta has noted just above.

Pann mineshn, ^ 3-bdi\

^ Of course meaningly/’ ^ DrdydntneshniJh
^ The act of merely expressing one’s hatred is here taken as the Act of

Word, and the act of chatter is considered to be the Act of Deed,

An Act of Thought would be the mere entertainment of an idea
; an Act of

Word would be the mere expression of that idea ; and an Act of Deed would be

the fullilment of that idea. Hence, in so far as it may fulfil an idea, the tongue

may be used in an Act of Deed. ^ Lit, as penitent/*

Naok-Ndevari see above, Foi- 53, i. 18, note. The person is so com-
pletely disqualified that he must perform the Service of the New Initiate to be

qualified again, Vazdreshn^

^2 This has reference to the sin under discussion.
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9. The good deeds and virtues that one may previously have

achieved arrive ^ to counterbalance * « the sin under penitence But

those that are under (( the due of )) another cannot be « made » one's

own.

10* If however one « on whom it is incumbent to do so )) do

not pursue® deeds of penitence,® then it is lawful, even in the case of a

spiritual master, to use severity^ in order that « that person )) may be

in penitence. « Nevertheless » if owing to the spiritual master’s

smiting, « such )) a spiritual master perish, « then that spiritual master

shall fall)) into deadly worth « through that act )).®

11. If one may say « something profane )) towards « Blessed)),

Zarat6sht, one will have « as it were » said so towards the Religion

(( itself
;
and )) had one said so towards the Omniscient Lord (( Himself »,

65 B would not have been a more base thing.® ((Hence)), beware^

lest ^ you be rebellious !

®

12. If one will say (( something profane )) towards a law among

^ Levatmm ymntunet. The Zoroastrian Philosophers of Pahlavi times

gave each good act and each bad act a certain weight; so that a good act of one

weight counterbalanced and neutralised a bad act of the same weight.

A Tanapuhar weight, either of good or bad acts, is equal to 1200 Dirhams.

2 Cf. D&tast^n-e-Dinik, Purseshn XII.

^ Lit. be as penitent.’* ^ Cf. Pr, = to be severe.

This m. a y signify that the spiritual master would be thus much sinful

by becoming fatally severe only on another spiritual master to be made

penitent for his sins, but the degree of his sin would be less when his severity

would produce the same result on some other person. Still there is nothing here

which ought to signify that that need be the meaning.

The sense however would be rendered quite general if the word in

t jv 5^ were taken as intrusive. The remaining words and ltd

then would refer only to the correcting spiritual master.

If one will say something profane towards Righteous Zarathushtra it will

be almost as sacrilegious as saying the same towards the Omniscient Lord, because

the profanity will in that case apply also to the Good Religion which pertains to the

Divine Being Himself.,

At at, ^ Girae\ cf, Pr. be rebellious*
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aliens, « its justification will be » dependent ^ on what may be its

natured It is not lawful to praise a wicked law as in the least a great

creed. If one will praise it for « simply obtaining » power, dignity, or

wealth, one will be in deadly worth. « But )> if one must praise it

out of fear for « the safety of » one’s person, it is not plain « how that

will be ».^

13. Behold as regards whatever « law that may have » the good

constitution, whenever one will praise ^ that, one must praise it con-

scientiously.

14. When one passes from the Good Law to a wicked « creed))

one becomes of deadly worth; but when one passes from one wicked

;« law )) to « another » wicked « law )), one does not become of « any

more ))* deadly worth « than what one is already in )>.

Vakhshapfihar said: Verily, one will not“ become « of any more

deadly worth than what one is arleady in, only )) in the case when

.« with regard to )) the rank into w’hich one passes, one « rank )) is not

worse than another.**

^ Az e pann ae yahvun.

It will not evidently be right to deprecate the laws of aliens in every case
; all

good laws even of the aliens must be reverenced, because the Holy Religion of the

Mazdayasnas claims all good laws as its own,

^ Evidently and at any rate such a person must be judged less severely.

^ TD omits the second

This of course is implied. One vrho professes a wicked law is already in

deadly worth, and therefore does not become any more wicked by passing into

another similar creed, provided indeed, as Vakhsbdpuhar rightly observes, the

degree of the wickedness of the latter is just equal to that of the first.

5 is for

® One will not be worse for changing one bad creed for another, unless the

latter is not in the same degree of badness; because one will then be more or.less

bad according as the creed which one enters is more or less bad than that which

one has left,,
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15. One must not undertake the * Initial Service of Thanksgiving

and Praise ’ from one of the people of the alien ways, nor should one

entrust it unto such a one. And although such a person may verily

proceed to the place « of its celebration )), still because the King of

Kings must command thus :
“ You shall not say thanksgiving on the

66 A sacred Dr6n cake,” so of course one cannot celebrate it,^ Indeed one

cannot but show implicit obedience when he commands that one shall

not celebrate a thanksgiving.

CHAPTER II

ON THE GREAT SUPERIORITY OF RECALLING ALOUD
A SINGLE MEASURED EXPRESSION OF THE HOLY

SONGS, OVER NOT RECITING THEM AT ALL

1. Gdthdo arsrdvayd ykn-drdjd, apa tanilm pairyeiti.

Whoever® fails to sing the Holy Songs through the ((whole»

length of the year « and » does not celebrate the days sacred

to the Holy Songs, ingrafts one’s person with sin the most^
intensely.^

2. Yezi donghSm byUm^ pe^~vdch.im fra-maraiti, If « however))

^ Evidently a BS.j such as the Srosh or the Dron Otherwise the sense

might be, “ receive the catchword in the Service ; and then the reference might

be to the words Yatha A/z-w Vainyo Zaota^ etc*, w^hich are exchanged between

the Zaoti and the Rathwi in the holy services. Still see § 3 of Ch. II : App.

A below.

2 Does it appear from this that strangers and non-Zoroastrians could be

present at a Holy Service but could not take part therein ? for, it is not said that

the King of Kings commanded them, not to attend it j he simply commanded them

not to celebrate it.

® is for 1
^*

This is the force of the Avestan a§a and the Pahlavi hata.

In the case of profanity or perversity this sinfulness is present from the very

first.

^ Genitive plural of the feminine of ueva = single ; individual.

® Plis translated ; otherwise it is altogether a strange fprm. The

Pahlavi scholars themselves are in doubt as to the exact meaning.
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one r*ecal!s aloud « even a single » measured expression of

those several « clusters of Holy Songs »,

S6sha;js said : Verily « this ^ refers to » letting ' forth an utterance,

'«
i.e,, A speaking out a word.^

Kiryatf-o-Buyit said ; Behold « this refers to » reciting the Prelim-

inary Formula.®

pain-shS ho p3.n-td4amimm stdonghaiii, then one amongst

those who have ingrafted their persons with sin stands

« in moral worth » far behind such a one* yaJwmt hachatena

ava~raodh.enti^ than® whom® they ^ hold in lower worth'’

that <( former ® person » ® owing to « that former person » being 66 B
ingrafted with sin in his person for not celebrating the days sacred to

the Holy Songs.®

3. From this place it becomes manifest according to the Holy

Wisdom that when one has not celebrated with'® thoroughness the

five days sacred to the Holy Songs, then one « has evidently become %

deserving” of reproach.”

4. S6sha?js said : Note that « the statement » ” one lets'" forth

^ Le,f recalling aloud the pC'-vadhim.

2 Darmesteter renders: “if he say the whole in 6iii and a word in loud

voice/’

^ SoshE^zs thought that the reference was to any measured word of the

GStlias
;
whereas Kiryfitro-Buiit was of opinion that the Preliminary Formula

was meant,

Le.i one who recalls aloud a measured expression.

^ From Av. = to estimate at alow worth; cf. Yas. 1, 22.

Q Mun. min, because is for

The Avestan must be so translated literally ; but the Pahlavi has the

absolute verbal forin khcrffUfiBshn which besides has a derived idiomatic meaning ?

ch Pf. separate; to distinguish. Note that at Fol. 71, 1. 13, ff. the expres-

csion is rendered ^pc^rktuei, signifying passes over*

® Le,^ the tanU’-pmiha.

^ The person who recites a mere measured word or a formula of the Holy

Gtithas is considered far superior to one who does not recite them at all,

10 Avir. Dush"sh(Zfn\ Pr,
i*^!-**'*^.

Or ** peaceless, reading

uc^shnom^sm TD, ’ should be tWKTh

19
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an Utterance,” i.e., “ one speaks out a word ” « implies » that “ one

smatters it out.”^

5. Kirydtro-Bvyit said: Behold, the moment one fails to recite

the Preliminary Formula there certainly commences ^ « the guilt of )>

one's being ingrafted with sin in one’s person for not celebrating the

days sacred to the Holy Songs.

6. The case « of scoring spiritual merit for recalling aloud a single

measured expression » can happen « only » when one may not have

eaten too heavy a meal « at the time » ; because if one may have eaten

a heavy meal and if one will smatter out, then owing to the offensive

smell « that must come from one’s body » there must commence
;« the greater guilt of » one’s being ingrafted with sin « entirely, even )>

notwithstanding that one will have smattered out « the measured

expression ».*

7. If one is able to celebrate the Thanksgiving Service and does

not celebrate it, « one commits )) a great sin, « although » there is not

committed a positive sin.^

8. Rahshan said: Behold, such « a positive sin » will arise

when one will have smattered out in sinfulness.®

A 9. When one smatters out « thus » it becomes equally the

darkest ® thing ® as that when one does not offer up thanks « and yet »

1 DrayU. Probably it is thought that one who is so incapable as to be able
to speak forth only a word, can simply smatter it out.

2 Kiryfitro-Buyit sticks to his meaning of pe-vachim, and considers that when
one does not recite even the short service preliminary to the singing of the Holy
Songs, there immediately commences the sin for not singing the Holy Songs at all.

® Even the smattering out of a single measured expression among the Holy
Songs gives one great precedence over one who does not sing those songs at all; but
that is the case only if there is no further defect herein which exists when the mouth
is smelling bad owing to a heavy meal. So that in that case no advantage over the
Tandpuhar sinner is gained even by one who smatters out a measured expression.

* It is no-t a sin of committing a bad act, but a sin of omitting a good act.

Girweshnik vanas literally means the “sin through taking up,” as distinguished
from the “ sin through leaving out.’’

® For, this would be committing a positively bad act.

6 Tumtum-, t'ixQ first t&m = Av, temanghi the second is the sign of the
superlative.
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eats, « or when » one does not observe the proper cleanliness « and

yet )) offers up in thankfulness the sacred Dron cake, « or when there

occur )> all other cases of this kind/

10, When one will have (( thus » smattered out « in sinfulness )>',

then there cannot have been « effected )> by one the celebration of the

days sacred to the Holy Songs, there cannot have been « effected )) by

one the Equinoctial ® Celebration,* and there cannot have been celebrat-

ed by one « effectively » the Service ® of Willing Praise,®

CHAPTER II: APPENDIX A

ON LACK OF FAITH REGARDING THE HOLY
SERVICE

1. If one partakes « of the offered portion » with lack of faith

when one celebrates the days sacred to the Holy Songs, then there

cannot become celebrated by one the Equinoctial Celebration,

and there should not be celebrated by ] one the Service of Willing

Praise.®

2. Vakhshaphhar declared one’s eating thus « with lack of

faith » to be in a degree more degraded than « even that » when

:« one eats » though one has not offered up thanks « on the bounties

procured

3. One should not be entrusted the Initial ' Service of Thanks-

giving and Praise,® if one does not knov.? the performance ® by heart

;

j« indeed » one should not « then » undertake it « at all » even though

one might be entrusted with its performance.

^ Aj>artk hamag hain denmsxi. * RapUwin. See note 3to § IS

of App. B below, and compare Sh. Li-Sh. XII, 31 end, and Bund. II, 9. See again

below, FoL 70, 1. 4 ; Fol. 76, 1. 25; and Fol. 102, L 16.

® Avsofrti. See note 6 to Fol. 52, !• 30 ;
and compare tise close of Fol. 123.

It is evident that all the three services are closely related, the failure of one

affects all the three.

* Because the former is a sin of commission and the latter a sin of omission.

Besides Vakhsh&puhar is always stem against those lacking in faith.

® VffcA; probably such as the Srosh and Dron B§.js, Kait<
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4. Whenever an occasion may have arisen^ « to meet for the

function », then « leaving aside the point » whether all be faithful

L« therein » or « whether » all faithless,^ in so far as “all blessedness is

evidently for the good,”® so only if goodness is not lacking in manifest-

ation ^ « among the performers », the celebrators of the dedication of

67 B the sacred Dr6n cake can « in that case » undertake for others the

Initial Service of Thanksgiving and Praise ; but when that is lacking in

manifestation then if they celebrate the dedication of the sacred Dron

cake and undertake the Initial Service of Thanksgiving and Praise for

others, that must be wrong.

5. When all ® « engaged in the Service join in » offering up in

dedication the sacred Dr6n cake, it must indeed be well,® even though

both ((the celebrators^ of the Service as also those having it had cele-

brated ))’’ will simply have recited incongruously (( together. And really))

it will be well if both these (( sides )) will join in offering up in dedica-

tion the sacred Dr6n cake, because it is not proper that « in this case )).

only a single person need serve as a second to the Leading

Officiating Priest,® ,(( though », Vakhshaphhar has said that this is

allowable.

^ W'f is for

® That is to say, leaving aside the point of their faith in the intrinsic value of

what they have met for,

® Recall the same expression inFol, 59, 1, 21 or Nir. I, Chap. XIV : App. B, 6.

Reading a la shayet.

® Does this refer only to the priestly fold?

® If all present at the Service say the Preliminary Service and join in the

dedication of the sacred Dron cahe, that must indeed be good even though the

inexpert among them can only smarter out that service ; because that will, in

any case, manifest zeal on their part to participate actively in offering up thanks

for Nature’s bounties.
^ It is not plain to whom else the reference would be if not to these.

® Evidently more persons were necessary for the actual celebration of the

Holy Service when the Zoroastrian fold embraced millions of souls ; and two only

did not suffice then as now. But here the reference is to a point where it is a

matter of difference of opinion whether the R&thwi alone should help the Zaoti in

the function under consideration, or whether the whole congregation also should

join the R^thwi,
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6. When one has by heart the Holy Worship, and is without any

lack of faith, then one is fit for every function in the Smaller Thanks-

giving Services/ And any person « thus qualified » is legible for the

office of the Leading Officiating Priest « in that case ».

7. When « one is so qualified as to have )) by heart « the Holy

Book of )) the Consummate^ Word,^ then one must have celebrated®

the Service of All the Reverential Ones or the Service
^
of the Admon-

itions **

;
and « when that is so, such individual )) is qualified for every

function in the Greater ° « Thanksgiving Services )).

8. Vakhshapuhar said ; Behold having the Consummate Word by

heart is useful always for ascertaining ® what is to be performed accord* 58 A
ing to the Holy Wisdom before « undertaking the actual » Thanksgiving

Service « itself. For )), at the Thanksgiving Service in the com-

mencement when the helping attendant will have come, this much

must be ascertained, and the Leading Officiating Priest must inspect

it, that the Sacred Barsom twigs are tied, the « vitalising )) Haoma
drink is prepared, the Haoma twigs are found, and the Holy Water ^ is

kept ready, « with the recitation of » the special text of Holy Wisdom

^ See above, note 4 to Nir. Bk, I, XIV : App. B, 2.

^ Hatokht; Av. See note 6 below.

® Visparat and Srob must be the preliminary courses of instruction which

one must master before acquiring proficiency in the Hatokht.

Sroh ; Av. admonition, canon. Srob must also signify the

holy texts used at the Service.

^ must be See above, note 5 to Nir* Bk. I, XIV : i\pp. B, 3,

^ Awe^g^man kmieshn.

The Hatokht gave with other causes and essentials, the cause and the essen-

tials of every ceremonial. Hence its knowledge was necessary to qualify the

Leading Priest of a Great Service, who was to see that everything was right and
good for it. See Dink. Bk. VI H, Chap. XLV.

7 Iq Iqj. -which TD gives.

Zohar generally signifies the hallowed portion of the dedication, but

specially it means the consecrated electrised water used during the Holy Service

In the preparation of the Haoma drink. It is filled out at the Preparatory Service

from the basin in which the Vars is agitated a thousand times while reciting the

101 Names of the Divine Being.
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for each.^ So that if they have come short herein of finding^ the

Haoma twigs, and of having the Holy Water kept ready, then just

because they will have done so through being wavering « on the necess-

ity thereof )), that must be wrong, inasmuch as the deed should have

been carried out Gamm ddre ^
in warm acuteness —— there is one

who says, even as the Religion « should have been carried out so )).^

9. If when one completes « the undertaking » without any mis-

giving <( about it » one makes oneself elated ^
(( thereon », then that is

wrong. But if when one completes it and goes out, another makes one

elated « thereon », then that may be allowed.®

10. Note that Law does not stand in subordination to Interest/

11. A^t-Mart said : Every thanksgiving service, (( even )> besides

68 B which is for the Leading Officiating Priest, must be performed

without any misgiving (( about its efficacy )>, as all thanksgiving <( per-

formed » with misgiving (( about its efficacy » goes « simply )) towards

,« the effacement ® of » retribution.

^ Pann tan. See the commencement of Tehmurasp Ankiesaria’s edition of

Yasna with the Ritual.

2 nw is for w*
^ This phrase seems to be the accusative plural of Av. ga:ma=warm, and

acuteness, from dar—io cut, to be sharp.

^ According to this critic the Religion is vitally concerned in the presence of

the several things at the Holy Service.

Or, his meaning may only generally purpose to say that as much acuteness is

to be shown here as in the case of the Religion itself.

^ Lala kunH ; must be corrected to

® itO-KX)" is evidently for )tO-*oo •**» or simply.

^ Dusheshnih, Av,

It is meant that interest must be subordinated to law ;
whereas interest

preponderates in one when one is overjoyed at one’s success in a religious perform-

ance, and compliments oneself thereon. One who thought more of duty and law
than of pleasure and personal interest would not so far be absorbed in the pleasant-

ness about one^s success, but would rather think of further good activity.

s Cf. above, FoL 62, 1. 9 or Nir. Bk. I, XV, 3.

What will go towards the effacement of retribution is yet something as a

positive good deed ; and a degree of good is scored even by one who performs

the Service with misgiving, evidently because it evinces some faith that one should

perform it at ail. See the remark that follows.
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12, Whether not to perform what will go « simply » towards

« the efifacement of » retribution, or no, is not plain
;
though Afrog said:

Verily I am of opinion that people should not leave out performing

(( even » that.'

CHAPTER II: APPENDIX B

ON THE FIRST SERVICE FOR THE NEW INITIATE*

1. At the « very » first service « that is performed by one )) there

should be solemnised the* Dedication Formula of the New Initiate.® If

however one be in misgiving « about its efficiency » there should be

(( performed » the Service of the New Initiate and there should

« besides » be « performed )) the Service of the Thirty Divine Powers

made presiding over Days. And it should be better if the Service of

the Thirty Divine Powers made presiding over Days is « that » *
with

the ampler text of the Holy Wisdom.®

2. There is « however » one who says that it is not proper to

celebrate the Service of the Thirty Divine Powers made presiding over

Days, at the very commencement « of one’s practice )). In any case

indeed, it should not be proper if they glorify the Holy Spiritual

Essences « in such circumstance )).

3. S6sha?4s said: Verily, if one says <(at the very first)) Ahutahe

Mazddd Raevatd KhvarrnanguJiatS ‘ « According to the pleasure ))

of the Lord Most Wise, the Brilliant and the Glorious One

that is wrong
;

for, according to the Hatokht <( the Holy Book of the

Consummate Word )) the first dedication should be performed <( with

the words : “According to the pleasure )) of the Sublime Lord.......”'

^ Afrog is of course right. ^ Chap. VI : App. A, I refers to his initiation.

3 Shnoman e Naok Naevar. See Shiyast LS,'SMyast X, 2 ; XIII, 2.

The greater of the two Sirozas, the formulse of dedication to the Thirty

Divine Powers ; see S.B.E. Vol. XXIII, commencement.
® I.e. at the commencement of one’s practice. ° See Yas. 1, 1.

* Ratwok-BHzat. Av. See Yas. I, 17, etc.

As this phrase refers to God Himself,’ the distinction here is of titles, not of

persons.
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69 A 4. It is allowed to celebrate the Service of the Admonitions * with

every dedication; but ((this should be)) including ((the words: “Accord-

ing to the pleasure )) of the Sublime Lord.......”^

5. There is one who says thus : Verily, in any (( service )) whatso-

ever which one celebrates just for the first time (( in all one’s practice )),

one should perform the dedication of the New Initiate.

6. Asat-Mart said ; Behold the person who glorifies the Religion

should celebrate well the worship of the Dvasdah-H6mast ((the Twelve-

fold Service of All the Worshipful Ones )), as well as the Service of the

Sublime Lord. And if one desires one’s presentations to be more

acceptable, it is proper to sacrifice sheep or goats at all (( such )) ser-

vices.® And if one have misgivings about (( the sufficiency of )) the

Service of the New Initiate, then (( one must besides celebrate )) the

Service of Faith.^

7. There is one who says (( it may be allowed )) even if the first

Service (( be )) that of the Hat6kht (( the Consummate Word )).®

8. There is one who says (( it may be allowed )) even though

the first service (( be )) the Rapitwm ((the Equinoctial Celebration)).®

9. It is allowed to partake of the sacred^ Dr6n cake dedicated to

the Spirit of the Moral Order ^ in every thanksgiving service,® except in

the Service of the New Initiate (( which is performed )) in misgivings,®

and in that under the officiating leadership of a lady,^® and in the Dr6n

^ See above, § 7 of the preceding Appedix A.

2 l.e., these words should occur in every such dedication-

3 See Sh. La-Sh. XI, 4 ; Nir. Bk. I, XIV: App. C, 5 above ; Fol. 85, 1- 24

below; and Dink. Bk. VIII, Chap. VII, 1.

^ See above, Nir. Bk. I, X : App. B, 5.

3 Otherwise, “ the Service of the Hitokht also (should be included) in the

first Service.”

3 Otherwise, “ the Service of the Rapitwin also (should be included) in the

first Service.”

t Srbsh-Drbn. Yas. III-VII constitute the text of the Srosh-Dron,

8 Apparently the reference is to the tasting by the Officiating Priest’s own

self. In the cases mentioned just next as those wherein it is not permitted, it

appears to be prohibited in the first two probably because of the deficient qualifica-

tion of the Leading Priests in those, and in the third probably because that service

is performed simply to redeem a penalty.

8 See § 1 above, See above, Nir. Bk. I, XVI, etc,.
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Semce for redeeming » the Ba^ae ^ « penalty of 90 Stirs of 4 Dirhams

^each
;
in \( all » others it is allowed « to partake of it

10. '<(Of the ten days of the FravartinikaiD^j one should celebrate

well the first ^ Five days'^' « specially devoted to the Holy Spiritual

Essences as well as » the five days devoted to the Holy Songs. Oa
Cither of » these five days the « least » ^ proper number of those

joining the Feast ® should be 10^ « though » there is one who says 6. 69 B
V. And the text )>

^ Of the head ' is^ not in

disagreement « herewith although there is one who says that « the

text » SdmhS ,.,..0 ^ Of the head is" in disagreement

« herewith

11. a When » the person who desires to proceed to a « sacred )i

function^ dutifully, thinks thus: I cannot return in then he

may leave out (( the text » Pancha^ tisrd^ dasa mthwam^^
^ The five, three, ten of the Spiritual Masters/ and may
Ki accordingly » celebrate the Season Festival And there will

^ Thus the redeeming good deed is of ccnsiderably greater value
; for even

the commonest Dron offering has the value of a Tandpuhar of three hundred Stirs;

see Sh. La-Sh, XVI, 6. This Dron Service appears to have usually been pe«t-

lormed for redeeming the act of sacrificing an animal at a sacred function.

^ Reading zak&L ® See note 8 on previous page. P^jd^k'^Q-frafum^

See above, Nir. Bk. I, Chap. X: App. B; and Dink. Bk. VIIb Chap. VII, 11^13.

Otherwise the expression may signify **the first five days of the Season

Festivals,” constituting the first Season Festival itself. It might be recommended

to celebrate them well and with particular care evidently because they would form

the first great festival of the year.

^ The meaning must be this ; for it is impossible that the huge congregations

which must needs have assembled at the great national festivals, should have beea

bidden to meet in no larger parties than those of ten or eight only. These small

numbers must refer to the least decent numbers of the assembled parties.

And as the reference is plainly to all those that join the feast, we cannot under-

stand the allusion to be to the officiating body simply.

Vasbtamuntdn^ lit. = feasters-. The assembled persons partake of the things

offered up in the Afringao that is celebrated at the Season Festivals.

^ As TD adds after to**

® J.e., with probably the opinion that the least number should be 10.

« must be or

This text is not preserved among the texts that are handed down to us«

2%
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(( then » be « gained » to him the good deed hazangrem mae^hanmn ^

^

,« of the value of » a thousand sheep/

12. When however he can return in time then on his celebrating"

((the full service accordingly)), there is ((gained)) to him the ((superior))

good deed hazangrem gavanam^ ^
(( of the value of )) a thousand

cattle-heads/

13. When one is able to celebrate the Service and does not

celebrate, then whether there takes root in one the Avaoirisht^ penalty

or no is not^ plain.

14. Raoshan said: Note that only in case when some have to

70 A celebrate the Holy Service moderately,^ may they omit (( the text )) ...

^ Darmesteter rightly refers to Afrin-e-Gahamb^r, 7-8, where these texts

are ascribed to the Hatokht which is mentioned in § 7 of the preceding Appendix.

Apparently these values express the degrees of virtue achieved in either case.

In this respect we may compare Fol. 74, 11. 10-12 below, and Pah. Vend. IV, 2.

The Pasu and the Staora there may stand for the Maes/^a and the Gao here.

In the Pahlavi Vendidad the Pasu is valued at only 3 Stirs and the Staora at 12«

On that analogy the preceding value here must be only a fourth of the latter.

As according to Sh« La-Sh. XVI, 6 the smallest worship scores a good deed of the

value of 30,000 Stirs, each Gao here would be valued at 30 Stirs which is much
more than the value assigned to the Staora in the Vendidad, but may to a certain

extent match with the value given below in Fol. 74, 11. 10-12, See note 1 to IV,

5, below.

2 ^ would be better than ^ which the text gives.

^ TD has as HJ also has below; HJ here has

The value of the moral weight Avaoirisht is not consistently given ;
yet that

given in Sh- LS.-Sh. XVI, 5, viz. twenty-five Stirs, is most acceptable, for, accord-

ing to Vend. IV, 17 its value must be above Agerept and under Arrdush ;
and the

value of the latter is consistently given at thirty presumably Stirs though

that is not mentioned, whereas that of the former though variously given elsewhere

is noted to be sixteen Stirs in Sh. La-Sh. XVI, 5, the notation whereof appears

to be the most correct of all. See also Sh. L§,-Sh. I, 2, and XI, 3.

It must be noted again that the simplest Yazeshn Service is worth a hundred

Tan§,puhars or 30,000 Stirs
; see Sh. L^-Sh. XVI, 6.

^ must be supplied here in the text. See § 16 below.

Le., when some difficulties cause positive hindrance as in the case mentioned

above, and when an abridgment of the Service is permitted; for, if one were to

abridge the Service even though there were no such difficulty, it would show one’s

indifference to the performance which would not therefore accumulate as a positive

good deed but would simply serve to efface sins.
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^ of the Spiritual Masters ’
;
other-

wise one should not leave out even (( the text » rathwam

' of the Spiritual Masters / <( forj then » the Service will

<( have the efficac}^ simply to » go towards the effacement of sin.

15. (( It is noted in this connection that » these are the celebra-

tions that are acceptable « the most essentially )),^ viz^j those of the

Season Festivals and the First ^ EquinoctiaP Celebration,^ together

with the threefold ^ celebration of Setuih (( the Service of the Three

Nights after Death », and the celebrations of the days sacred to the

Holy Spiritual Essences.^

16. So also it becomes acceptable « the most essentially))^

w^hen the Moon of Prolific Grace is glorified three times every

^ Cf. Sh. La-Sh., XII, 31 where it is said that according to the Husp^ram
Mask, of which the Nirangastan is a portion, the non. celebration of the Season-

Festival, the Rapitwin, the Three Nights after Death, the days sacred to the Holy

Spiritual Essences, and the Sun and the Moon, is seriouiy taken into consideration

at the judgment of the soul.

^ Le* the Vernal Equinox.

^ Rapliwm firstly means that pertaining to the mean day or the midday.**

Hence it not only indicates the midday but also the Equinoxes on which the ‘'mean

day^^ falls. It then signifies the south, for the sun who is the cause of the day

appeared to the primitive Iranians to take his course across the south, inasmuch

as Irin Vej was situated up in the Northern Hemisphere, Lastly it indicates the

Power said to be manifesting itself in the South and guarding the Entrance to Heaven

which was located in that direction probably because of the beneficent forces said

to be focussing themselves there. This is ho-w tradition is explained. But the

theme can be viewed from a clearer light of comprehension. The midday represents

the midday of the Eternal Life when the rising soul reaches the FradaLFs/m

state of the Holy Thrift and Prosperous Advancement -which is placed at the middle

of spiritual advance in the scheme of the Mazdean philosophy, and hence marks the

Entrance to the Heavenly Condition. See the Rapitwin Gab.

As regards the Service itself, even as such texts as Bund, II, 8-9 hint, and

as modern practice indicates, it is the Thanksgiving Service w’’hich is performed in

the Rapitwin Gdh in a certain period of the year, and in w’hich of course this

Powder and Ideal is glorified along with other things. And Fol 76, 1. 25 ff. and

Fol 102, 1 16 ff. make it still more plain that it signifies the celebration of the

Equinoxes; see notes at these places. The Equinox also ideally signifies the mid-

stage of spiritual advance.

^ TD omits

s The text has “ new moon which must be \Yrong
;
see the next note..
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month * and the Sun of Glory thrice every day/ And it is maftifest

from the Holy Wisdom that it is according to the Holy Wisdom that

the penalty for not celebrating them )> stands at the value of an

Avaohisht ®
; but about other « worships the penalty )) is not clear.

17 . There is one who says thus: Verily it is thuswise that when

in the Season Festivals the Sun « is not glorified this way, the penalty

therefor)) stands at the value of an Avaoirisht for every threefold®

,« neglect thereof. Whereas)) there is one who says: « It stands so » for

every onefold® « neglect thereof only )>.

^ Once eveiy of the three weeks into which the original sidereal or ihna^

month was divided. If, from the 30 days of the lunar moBthj, we take away the

three additional days Dae-pa-Adar, Dae'-pa-Meher, and Dae-pa-Din, the remaining

27 days of the sidereal month may just be divided into three periods of 9 days each;

whereas similarly the fuller lunar month might be divided into three periods of

about 10 days each : the Awtarr-mao?/.gha, or the days of the new moon ; the

Pwno-mao^^gha, or the days of the full moon; and the Vis/zapta^/za, or the days of

the intenser nights. Darmesteter assigns each of these three only five days, but

then he falls into a difficulty about the remaining days of the month ; see his note^

5 on p. 90 of S* B. E. VoL XXIII.

It may be noted in this connection that the Chinese and the Egyptians had

weeks of 10 days each, and the Babylonians and the Hebrews divided the month

into six weeks of 5 days each. Hence it is conceivable that when the Iranian month

was given 30 days, the Iranian week might correspondingly have been assigned ID

days. No doubt the peculiar position of the three days latterly added to the month

must suggest a division into four weeks, the first two of 7 days each and the next

two of 8 days each, still it is not evident that this should have been just the original

position
;
indeed the original position could have been quite such as to have admit-

ted of three equal divisions in this case also, which, according to the hint from the

Avesta and the practice of glorifying the Moon thrice in the month, was evidently

the case with the original shorter month of the Iranian Calendar,

The Reviyats also advise that the Moon should be glorified at least three times

every month. Hence the statement “new moon must be an error here, even as it

is already noted. Indeed there appears no reason why the sense should thus be

specialised,

^ See Sh. LS-Sh. VII, L
^ In Sh. L^-Sh. VII, 4 the good deed of every single glorification of the

Sun, or of the Moon, or of the Fire is valued at a Tanapuhar of three hundred

Stirs ; whereas the Avaoirisht is about twenty-five Stirs only. Still Sh. LS-Sh..

VII, 3 notes that the guilt of not glorif3dng the Sun once is only thirty Stirs,
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18. There is one who says thus’ : Behold, those ^ having faith ^ in

the sacred Barsom twigs may hold them « in ordeal », and those having

faith in ordeal must allow this ;
(( but )) when so allowed they must hold 70 B

them according to the rule.

19. Dat-e-Veh ® said : Verily, the ordeal with the sacred Bars&m

twigs cannot be performed as a « sure )) test.'* « Whereas » there is

one who saj’s « that it can be performed as a sure )) remedy.''^

CHAPTER III

ON THE PENALTIES FOR OMISSIONS IN THE
HOLY SERVICE, EXTENDING INTO PERIODS

OF THE YEAR

1. GdthanSm dyiint vdchim apaydiU, aevcim vd vachasiastwi,

If one passes over, i.e

,

omits a single word or a single stanza

or strophe among the Holy Songs, thn vd dzditi^ ayzxr-drdjd vd

vdstrydv. «then » *one shall expiate it’ with three blows «of

^ This remark seems altogether alien to the theme under consideration ;

but it is noted here perhaps with reference to a statement about the Barsom twigs

a little above, or perhaps it is recorded merely as an important observation from

one of the doctors who sat on illucidating the test, and had fallen into a

digression.

The Barsom twigs were used in one kind of ordeal; see S. B. E. Vol. XXXVII,

Dink. Bk. VIII, Ch. XX, 12.

Abstobardn. This indicates that only those who had faith in ordeals

were to undergo them.

= The text has Dat-e’Shapir; but see above, note 10 to Aer. V, 18.

* Hasfuih-, Pr. = justice ; truth.

Dat-e-Veh’s doubt challenges orthodoxy, and shows how the minds of the

Zoroastrian sages were clear of all blind faith.

5 Bishizanih. Cf. Dink. VIII, Ch. XX, 66 which says; “ he who undergoes

the sacred twig ordeal has atoned best.’

“ This word is apparently formed out of Av.

=

“ to expiate a sin with”;

cf. the constant word ^*^***2J^ which is used in the \endidad to indicate atone*

ment for sin.”
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the weapon of the Mona! Order » ^ or by toiling ^ in good

industry^ throogh the length of a day « in order that » the

Holy Service <( may be made » good (( thereon )),

2. Atha bitydo ; atha thrUydo ; « And it shall be » thus for

the second ((omissions)), and thus <(aiso» for the third,

S6sha«s explained (( thus )) ;
Kif}4tro-BiVlt (( explained )): Verily (( the

exact translation should be thus)): It shall be the same^ when there

are two <( such omissions ”
;
and )) it shall be the same when there are

three ® ; atha vhpem d ahmdt yat he hanjasaiti yatha chathm-

71 A ydo Gdthdo a'srdvayd^ hyat kndusha he ^hyaothnem, and so on^

as one explains, from that forwards, all up to when there

passes by one as much as a fourth of the 5^ear® without one’s

reciting the Holy Songs (( with perfection )),'^ at which

^ Srbshbcharananif as reasonably supposed by the Pahlavi a little later. This

assigns to it here the indefinite sense of “ blows which might indicate spiritual

as well as physical sufferance. Indeed the penalty was transmutable into a moral

weight or fine of from one to one-third of a FarmSn of four Stirs or sixteen

Dirhams each. And three Sroshocharan&ms were generally supposed to be the

least weight that affected the judgment after death ; see West^s valuable note 3 to

Sh. Li-.Sh. IV, 10.

2 The Pahlavi should be vastruieshn as below at Fob 71, L 20; for, the

original vastrydt is very suitably an abstract noun here.

3 The full expression might be bifyao Gdthao a-sravayb = “ not singing

(portions of) the Holy Songs secondly

^ It appears advisable to restore just after

The translation of S6sh&?^s appears more in keeping with the text \ but

Kify&tfb-Buiit was probably led to his explanation by some statements which

follow that in certain cases the repetition of guilt up to certain limits did not

multiply the penalty accordingly, but kept it the same,

^ The Pahlavi seems rather to indicate, not reciting a fourth of the Songs

(to be recited) during the year,^’ and appears to discuss accordingly in the note

below at the commencement of the next Folio. But in the same relation there

follows here taro yb.tr drajo; and for this reason we are persuaded to

take the fractions to have reference directly to ‘‘year/’ and not to “Holy

Songs

The point is not about not singing the Gathas at all, but about continuing

to sing them with negligence and omissions. The actual text might lead one to

suppose as if the reference were to not singing the Gathas at all ; but the context

can make us more exact.
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moment one’s act is « encumbered)) with the Arrdush

penalty ((of 30 Stirs)),

3. Thrishmi taro 'Kh.varaya ; naemem taro Bdzujataya '
; v\spem

taro ykxx drdjo’^ he Ivlm Ydtem^ dstryeite. ((And when the thing

continues)) through^ one-third ((the year’s length, then

the act is encumbered » with the Khor® penalty «of sixty

Stirs )) ;
when through half, then with the Bazae" penalty ((Of

ninety Stirs )); and when through the whole length of the

year, then thereat is one encumbered with the culpability

of the Yat’ penalty « of a hundred and eighty Stirs )).

4. Yat-chrt paschaita aevum ratufrifim ava-rao6hay(Hti, iaiitim

pairyeiti. Then afterwards even if one passes over,® i.e., omits

a single spiritual glorification, one ingrafts one’s person 7l B

with sin ((for having thereby incurred the Tanapuhar

penalty ».

^ Thus TD. * The text has draje,

® Hint indicates that Yafein must be feminine, and hence its base must

be Yclt

4 should be corrected into which is the Pahlavi form for Av*

This literally means '^the culpability of causing a wound cf. Av.

= wound.

This literally means ^^the culpability of smiting with the arm’s might/’

^ Literally, ‘^the culpability of endangering life’^; cf. Av.

These culpabilities were understood in Pahlavi times to be Iransmiitable into

fines or good deeds of corresponding fixed values; and these terms were further

also applied to these amounts of good deed which cancelled the corresponding

sins, but not necessarily implying sins already committed. See Sin Ld-Sh. 1^, 2

and XVI, 5-6, and Dink, Bk. VIII, Ch. XXXI, 39.

Again, recalling Vend. IV, 26, 30, 34, and 37 Darniesteter notes that the

ilffdiis, A/fuara, Bazu-jata, and Yat penalties could be redeemed with 15,

30, 50, and 70 blows respectively. Thus each blow, ue. Sraos/m-cf^arana, is in that

case valued at about 2 Stirs.

® AparkwH, Previously at Fol. 66, 1. 14, it may be recollected, the word in

the text has been used with a different shade of meaning and accordingly translated

Khaffinieshn there.

This omission is so severely judged because the guilt of omitting words or por-

tions of the Holy Text is continued into the second year, and has become haidened.
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5 A, Yd Gdthanam aevam raticfrithn ava-raodhayeiti^ thri v(l

dzAiti ayarr drdjo v& vdstrydt; If (( again » one cjust » omits «: but »

a single spiritual glorification ^ among the Holy Songs^

Hhen «aiso» one shall expiate ((the guilt » with three
^

blows of the weapon of the Moral Order », or by toiling in

good industry ' through the length of a day,’ « in order that »

the Holy Service « may be made )) good (( thereon » ;

6. Note that « the Holy Writer )> repeats « all this )) for this

reason that it may be known that a spiritual glorification and a stanza

or strophe are both of one value c( so far )).^

5b* atha vhpem d ahmdt yat he hanjasaiti yadaa thnshfiw

ydo Gdthdo a-srdvayd up to tanmn pairyeitL

The translation ((hereof is» just according to what has been stated

<( in the previous case»,^

7. This is what is manifest from the Holy Wisdom concerning

the omission of the Holy Text^ in a Thanksgiving Service that

^ As distinct from the omission of word or a stanza or strophe ’’ discussed

above. In this case the penalty is so light because here the guilt has just taken

place; whereas it is so severe in the case immediately preceding because there it

has a reference to its continuation so further as into the second year.
- “ So far/’ because there is a difference further on. When there is no more

omission of the text here than that which is required to be corrected in due time,

the first serious penalty sets in in this case when it is not corrected even at the

end of a third of the year and not earlier Ae-, at the end of a fourth of the year» as

in the previous case
;
and this constitutes a marked difference between the two

cases.

^ It is however not plain whether the Arrdiis penalty sets in here, or the

Khvzxk \ for, the first serious penalty sets in in this case at the end of a third of

the year, whereas in the previous case it sets in earlier, ue,, at the end of a fourth

of the year, and is there taken to be the Arrdus penalty* The penalty setting in in

the previous case at the end of a third of the year is there taken to be the second
penalty, and hence it is stated to be the more serious penalty JfAvara ; but in the

second case the penalty that commences at the expiration of that period is consider-

ed to be the first penalty and not the second. Hence it remains doubtful

whether the first serious penalty in the second case must be the first serious

penalty of the first, or the penalty which sets in at the expiration of a third of the

year in the first case, but is there the second serious penalty, Cf. however Dink.

Bk* IX, Ch, XII, 13 where the first serious penalty incurred is stated to be the

A.rrdns^ '

'

^ Nash
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is undertaken « for performance )), that when the Leading Officiating

Priest Sas undertaken the whole Thanksgiving Service and when the

Helping Priest has solemnly said this: “I will perform this Thanks- 72 A
giving Service for thee,” then as far as ' a fourth * of the Holy Songs,®

regarding every word that is omitted at an earlier stage or a later

Soshafzs has declared « the sense of the Holy Wisdom to be thus )) :

Verily for every one thereof one must suffer the penalty of three

Sroshocharanams, whereas Kirj^atj-d-Bhyit has declared « it to be thus »:

Verily for all « the omissions )) together the (( penalty )) must be no

more than three Sroshocharanams « only )),— till at last when one has

come up to the fourth « without remedying the fault », the Arfdhsh

penalty takes foundation ®

;

« And that » as for the Sroshocharanams (( that are prescribed

as penalty in this case, all the scholars » are agreed that none « are

mentioned * in the Holy WLsdom »
*

;

8, And that when one has come up to » one-third, the Kh6r

penalty « takes root » ; when up to half, the Bazae penalty
;
and when

up to the whole, the Yat penalty « of 180 Stirs )) ;
and that although

during this (( first » year ^ they may be omitted ever ® by far the oftenest,®

^ Vad ol.

® In this note the fractions are taken in relation to the quantity of the

Holy Songs, and indeed this sense may seem as suitable to the Avestan as that

which takes them in relation to the extent of the year ; but then the text

vispem taro y§,rr drajb which has occurred a little previously, is too clear to

allow any other meaning in that case. The two could however be reconciled, and

either considered indifferently, if the whole quantity of the Holy Songs referred to

in the text were those to be finished along the extent of the whole year, (which

needed not be only a single quantity of the Holy Songs, for, the Holy SongS were

to be repeated over and over again during the year,) in such a way that the quan-

titative proportions would be running parallel in both the cases, so that a fourth of

the whole quantity of the Holy Songs to be sung over would be finished in a fourth

of the year, and so on. ® Payiyah vahhdunet.

* Recall the texts of §§ 1 and 5a just above where ihri va azaiti simply

occurs.

® The year and the Holy Songs to be recited during it are indeed so closely

associated in the mind of the writer, that after having talked only of the quantity

of “the Songs” so far, he abruptly presents “the year” in the same tone of

continuity.

® Avir kahad ; otherwise, “ ever by far the most (of the text).”

21
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K the penalty can amount to » no more than the Yat « simply ))

9. And ((further)) that during the next year «of continued guilt >>5

for an omission « even )) to the length of a single stanza or strophe

among the Holy SongSs or for one of the smallest extent in the rest of

the entire text of Holy Wisdom, there is incurred the Tanaphhar

penalty <(of 300 Stirs)); and that although during that ((second)) year

;c( of continued guilt )) they may be omitted ever by far the oftenest^

;<( the penalty amounts to )) no more than the Tanaphhar (( simply )).

10 . One’s carrying out Services to atone for (( sins of the values

of )) Affdhsh, Khorj Ba^ae, Yat, and Tanapiihar, committed against

72 B injured parties,^ and neutralising ®
<( sins of such values)) committed

against one's own nature,^ are both virtuous actionso

^ When a guilt is repeated to a certain extents it becomes indicated that it

has taken deep root and must take some time to extirpate it ; hence during this

time when the guilt remains deep rooted before the best means of removing it can

produce their effect, actions of the guilt must, for that time, proceed rather out of

the force of that established fault than out of special purpose ; and therefore;,

moral judgment cannot take notice of these uncontrollable repetitions any more
than of only the first action of the deep rooted guilt, because that represents

the presence of the guilt just so much as any amount of repetitions during that

time may.

Thus it has been determined that during the first year of a guilt's appearance

the highest intensity to which it can reach is that which deserves the Y§,t penalty

simply which, if seriously borne out, must remove the guilt ; so no more penalty

need be prescribed for the repetition of actions which do not increase the intensity

of the guilt, but which only naturally spring from that intensity. This intensity

increases to the TanS^puhar when the guilt is carried into the next year ; but the

increased intensity swells no further during this second year, and deserves the same
greater penalty of one Tanipuhar for the whole of that year, whether the guilt

be manifested in one action or more.
^ The phrase bain hamahmahran occurs in this sense in Sh. LS-Sh. VIII, 14.

That chapter mentions two kinds of sins; the vinas'e-hamahmahrans and the vinas-

e^rubanik; and Dr. West in his note 3 to § 1 of that chapter cleverly explains them
to mean respectively “the sins whose committal has caused harm to others both

animals and men besides degrading the sinners who have committed them and
in which satisfaction must first be made to the injured before the sins can other-

wise be atoned for, and those in which others are not injured at all but “which
affect the sinners’ own selves only and are atoned for by means in which no
satisfaction is to be made to others.

The sins are called gauharik in our text.

® Gauharik lakhvar vabidmeshn, ^
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11. There is one who observes thus : Note however that it must

not be that what one has really to perform (( in neutralising a sin of

omission )) be just so much ((only )) as may have been actually omitted

from the Holy Service.'

12. There is one who says thus : Verily, ((even in the case )) when

one recites the Holy Text in the Thanksgiving Service (( undertaken on

behalf )) of others, it is not proper (( when, for neutralising the sin of

some omission », one simply repeats aloud just so much (( only' as is

actually omitted )).^

13. When one undertakes Dmzdah-Homast (( the Twelvefold

Service of All the Worshipful Ones )) and does not celebrate it, (( the

penalty therefor » is no more than the Khor.

14. When one undertakes the Haoma Service * and when one has

(( previously)) affirmed thus: “ I will celebrate it with so many Barsom

twigs,” * then for each and all of the Bars6m twigs <( that be omitted

there is incurred the penalty of the value of )) a Khor <( of sixty Stirs ))

;

and though with howmanysoever of the Bars6m twigs (( this Service »

need be celebrated, (( the penalty hereof )) is no more than (( of the

value of )) a Kh6r (( of sixty Stirs, for all the Barsom twigs

whatsoever )).®

^ There can be no chastisement in enjoining simply to repeat what is

omitted ; something more must be prescribed by way of penalty.

* I.e,, rectification of omissions in services undertaken on behalf of others

also requires that something more than merely the repetition of what is omitted

be prescribed by way of penalty. ® Horn Yasna.
* In modern practice 15 twigs are used in the Rapitwin Yazeshn, 22 in the

Simple Yazeshn, 34 in the Vendidad, and 35 in the Visparat Yazeshn. See

Tehmurasp Anklesaria’s Yasna with the Ritual, p. IX. Whereas the ancient mode
is noted below in Fol. 168, 11. 2-22, and Fol. 173, II. 11-12, or Nir. Ill, Chap.
VII: App. A which compare.

° When we bear in mind the statement in the previous paragraph that even

when one fails to celebrate the Dvfizdah-Hornast undertaken on behalf of others,

one incurs but the Khor penalty, we see no reason why it should be any more here.

Again, we have assumed that the reference in this case is to the omissions of

the twigs, inasmuch as the general theme here has been about omissions in sacred

undertakings ; if however the reference be to the value of every twig that is used,

and not to the penalty for every twig that is omitted, the translation can ba
rendered accordingly.
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15. When one undertakes a Holy Service, then this « circum-

stance )) as to with how many persons need that be undertaken by one,

is not « quite » evident. Afrog « however » maintained : Verily it

73 A can be undertaken by one with five expert persons under one’s ^ guiding

control ^
; and Gaogoshnasp said : Verily it can be undertaken by

one with twT) expert persons who need' not be under one’s guiding

control.^

CHAPTER IV

ON THE PENALTIES FOR NOT GLORIFYING THE
HOLY SONGS ONESELF AND OBSTRUCTING
ANOTHER, IN THE SAME OR ALTERNATE

HALF YEARS
1. Yd Gdihdo a-srdvayd naemem yarr drdjv, « When » one is

not glorifying the Holy Songs, i.e., does not celebrate® the days

sacred to the Holy Songs, for the length of half* the year, tatpaiti

ahunt ® dahmem Gdthandm sTao\h.rdo pairistayeiti,^ « and » along with

it^ prevents® another pious man from the glorification of

the Holy Songs, i.^., does notallowothers to celebrate «them)),y£rdh^*t®'

^ Dusfrandm ; see above Fol. 32, !• 1 with the note there, and also 11. 10, 19,

20, 24, and 26 in that same folio.

2 Because those who need not be under guiding control can undertake

greater responsibility than those who can help themselves only when guided,

3 iwiTOO should be itoo*

^ PaXag is miswritten Sia*

® Here and a little later the text has aenem.

® This word occurs in Vend. XVIII, 63.

Lit. “ by that,” or “ besides that,”

Here, one’s not singing the Holy Songs oneself and preventing others from

singing them are simultaneous actions, and perhaps concern the same events

;

in what follows they are separate actions occurring at different periods and each

concerning distinct events. Hence in the former case the actions which manifest

wickedness appear only during one period, whereas in the latter they appear during

two periods and prove that the wickedness is enduring; so the guilt is proportion-

ately less in the previous circumstance.

3 Psdfsninet^ ® Thus >d TD ; Cf. Vend. XVI, 17.
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naemem ^ ydo Gdthdo a-srdvayd hydt ^
; atha dstryeite. then the case

is just ((Only)) as if one had ((simply)) failed glorifying the 73 B
Holy Songs for half (( the year and had done nothing

besides; so that that person )> incurs penalty (( simply » in

accordance therewith.^

2. Paoiirum vd naemem yarr/ aparem vd, pairisiayeiti, peshd-

fanus. ((Whereas, if one does not commit both these faults

during the same half year, but commits one of them)) either

during the half year previous ((to that when he commits
the other

—

as when)) one does not glorify ((the Holy Songs » oneself,

and later does not allow others to glorify (( them )),—or during that

subsequent ((to that when he commits the other

—

as when))

one does not glorify (( the Holy Songs )) oneself, and previously has not

allowed others to glorify them,— (( then In so far as » one pre-

vents others (( from glorifying the Holy Songs )) quite in a
distinct way, one (( incurs the greater Tandpuhar penalty,

and )) becomes ingrafted with sin in one’s person.®

3. This is what becomes manifest from the Holy Wisdom that

when one does not first celebrate the Holy Songs oneself and in that

^ The text has naein.

^ The Pahlavi translates yahvnnt havraznae ;
so it must be potential,

Parasmaipada, third person, singular of the root ah= to be ;
and consequently the

Tiyat of the text is corrected to hyat-

^ It has previously been stated in § 3 of the preceding chapter that the guilt

of simply not correcting omissions in the Gathas through a full half year incurs the

Bazie penalty of ninety Stirs, whereas in the note following in the text here, the

Khor and the Avaoirisht penalties of eighty-five Stirs both together are said to be

incurred for not singing the Gfithas altogether during a whole half year. Such differ-

ence is evidently due to the fact that one shows greater faultiness if one neglects to

rectify even what is comparatively much easier.

^ The text has yd, but the Pahlavi translates shanat.

® The Avestan at first sight appears to relate the alternative periods of time

primarily to one’s action of preventing others, implying the action of one’s own
omission of the duty as occurring in the other corresponding period. But taking

the Avestan words here along with those that precede, the Pahlavi translation

acquires the strength of an equally good rendering ; at any rate it has shown

remarkable ingenuity in catching the sense of the original that while one of the

actions falls in one of the alternative periods, the other falls in the other, thus

making the guilt here much more intense than in the previous case.
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besides, does not allow ^ others to celebrate « them », then there take

root in one the Kh6r and Avaoirisht penalties « of sixty and twenty-five

Stirs for both together ^
;
but » when one does not first celebrate « the

Holy Songs » oneself and does not next allow others to celebrate them,

or when one does not next celebrate « the Holy Songs » oneself and

has not previously allowed others to celebrate « them )), then one

74 A becomes ingrafted with sin in one’s person (( by incurring the Tanaphhar

penalty of 300 Stirs ».

4. (( It is to be noted in this relation that » the days sacred to the

Holy Songs should not be celebrated * all * at once oollectively
^
instead

of the several distinct days sacred to the Holy Songs
;
« for, if they are

celebrated )) all at once ® collectively on the same one day sacred to

a cluster of the Holy Songs,® half the Tanaphhar penalty « gets »

foundation « in one according to the text )) : pairydvarstdo ®

kMt ’’
‘ if the celebration of the several distinct days sacred to the

Holy Songs were)) effected collectively together, « half the Tan6.pfihar

penalty » would take place « in that case There is one who says

thus : Verily that would amount even to the Yat penalty.®

5, y<3 Gdthdo a-srdvayd naemem yarr, « When again » one is

not glorifying the Holy Songs, ie., ((does not celebrate)) the days

sacred to the Holy Songs, for half the year, tal paiti aimm dahmem

jainti, ((and )) in so doing ((also)) smites another pious man,

Kxrdu?, vd^ aghryo-staorem vd, bi-staorein vd^ Ydt mazanghem vd

((causing)) hurt redeemable^ with the penalty’® of

^ Shaikunei must be supplied in the text.

^ This must be the meaning in view of 11. 15 and 16 of this folio and 1. 18

of the next.

^ Yazbahuntan. Aevakartak.

® The words on the folio margin must be put into the body of the text here.

® Feminine, nominative plural. 4 This is perhaps the Aorist of ah.

® Not exactly: for, the Ydt amounts to 180 Stirs, whereas half the Tandpuhar
would amount to 1 50 Stirs only.

® This word does not signify the moral weight, but simply implies “ hurt ”
;

of. Yend. IV, §§ 30, 34, 37. It may besides be noticed that the base here differs

from the base of the word indicating the moral weight, for, that is Khvara.

Mazangh is simply transliterated in the Pahlavi where it must be read

accordingly.
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the value of the Arrdush, or of a precious beast, ^ or of

two beasts,' or of the Yat, khvamt^ he anghat ch.i\hayaic\ia^

tip-z-bn^tayaecha.^ « then » according to the hurt caused 74 B

is « such a one » liable to the punishment to be endured.

6. Hence owing to the sin « men » commit afterwards by* the

addition of* « such » wounds, (( the total guilt )) does not remain to be

« simply » that of the Khor * and Avaoirisht ® penalties ; for, not

celebrating the days sacred to the Holy Songs is « alone )) at ® the

least ® a sin of the Khhr and Avaoirisht penalties, f Thus the fact that

that )) does not remain as « this )) simple ' circumstance when it is

besides associated with « the crime of )) wounding, is manifest from

the Holy Wisdom
;

but this « detail as to » whether that does not

« also )) remain <( as this simple circumstance )) when it is associated

with « the guilt of )) omitting « some other » Holy Text (( besides »,®

is not plain.

^ These must correspond to the Khor and the penalties respectively ;

so that a precious beast of burden must be valued at sixty Stirs, and two of medium

value at ninety Stirs together, each fetching forty-five. In the Pahlavi version of

Vend. IV, 2,. however, an ordinary beast is valued at only twelve Stirs. Still

notice that above at § 12 of Chap. II: App. B just preceding, a Gao appears to be

valued at 30 Stirs.

" Here the base ends in i, whereas just above it ended in a.

^ Dative singular of ch^the = punishment, and upa-bnrti^endmsLnce,

^ Levaimm.

The proper way of writing should have been i V; but the same

form as here recurs just below.

It is plain that the penalties noted above in respect of the person causing hurt

to others besides not celebrating the Holy Songs for half the year, are to be in

addition to the Khor and Avaoirisht penalties;, because, the Arrdush, for instance,

which is the least of them and amounts only to 30 Stirs, does not evidently include

these.

^ Mindavam-ich Mindavam,

Napshmm^
^ Besides the text of the Gitlias.
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75 A

CHAPTER V

ON THE RIGHT GLORIFICATION OF THE PERIODS

RELATING TO LIFE’S DAWN*

1. Kahindt hacha Ushahinanam gdthanam^ ratufris fra-jasaiti?

From when shall ‘the right® glorification’® of the periods

relating to the Dawn take place? i.e,, at what time should the

Thanksgiving Service of the periods relating to the Dawn be performed ?

2. Hacha maidhyaydi khsha:j^at hti-vahhshdi pairi sachditi. It

shall be gone through « during the period » from mid-night

up to sun-rise.

/tha* aiwi-gdma.^ « it shall be » so in winter.

3. Aat hama^ yezi para /w-uakhshdt Ahunavaitwicha ® Gdhham

^rdvayeiU, Whereas in summer, if ^ one sings before sun-rise*

Notice the very remarkable fact here that among the Glorifications relating

to the several Gihs^ that relating to the Ushahina Gatha is described first,

whereas the others relating to the other G^hs commencing with the H^vani Gatha

in the usual order, follow it. Considering this along with the fact that among the

several appellations nmanyaf visya^ zanftima, dakbyrnna, and Zarathustrotema

associated with the several Gibs, the first, nmanya is associated with the Ushahin

Gih and the rest with the other GUhs in the usual order —(see Gih V, 1, 6 ; Yas.

I 7 ;
Yas. II, 7 5 Yas. Ill, 9)— ,

one must arrive at the presumption already floated

elsewhere that the Ushahin Gd.h was originally the first Gdh of the day, eve^i as it

is so natural to take it, and not the Havani, The Ushahin in its higher t:ense is

evidently the Dawn of the Illumined Life.

2 Here as well as in the instances which occur later, the word gathandm is

used to express the periods of the day divided relatively to the earth’s illumination

by the' sun. In its higher sense it expresses the periods of spiritual progress

illumined by the Sun of Righteousness.

^ In the Pahlavi there must be supplied here the words ifd

to translate the original which means a “service performed with every

propriety.”
" Thus HJ ; TD has

5 These forms are used for the singular locative case ;
cf. the form hama

used for locative in several places as Vend. V, 42 ; Vend. XV, 45; Yas. XVI,

iQj etc.
^ The text has A/JW/ia'natcha.

should be replaced by W*

® is wrong for {hu-vakhsh)
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«on!y» the Ahunavaiti group of Hofy Songs, Yasnentcha Hap-

tanghditmt^ Ustavaitim Hdithncha, and the Thanksgiving Service^

of the Seven Chapters, and the Chapter of the Ushtavaiti

((the Holy Song of the Holy Bliss)), so^ that the function is

not yet completed,^ an-d-stnrto paschaefa avdo ydo miydo srdvaymt A

maidhydi frdyafdt.^ then (cone is» no transgressor, without

« any » guilt, even though one must sing through those

((chapters)) which ((are still)) remaining, in the time follow-

ing up to'^ the mid -forenoon even^’ as^ ((the proper time

appertaining to )) the night will not have changed (( still ».''

^ should be {Yasna-ch). * B azash kar Juct,

In summer the sun rises earlier than in winter according as a place is awray

from the equator ; hence in such places the period of time between midnight and

sunrise is naturally shorter in summer ; so that though one would perform

one^s functions with the same regularity and speed as in winter, one would be able

to perform less in summer, as the time therefor would be shorter; for this reason

the time of finishing the functions must then be extended into the next period of

the day.

It will be seen from what is signified below, and from Bund. XXV, 4"*5, that in

the place where the times here discussed held good, the summer day w'as double the

winter day and the wuiiter night double the summer night. This indicates that the

sun rose there at 4 A.M. and set at 8 p.m. in summer, and rose at 8 A.M. and set at

4 P.M. in winter, approximately, and that the place was situated about 50'^ N. Lat.

^ The first half of the day is called Fr&yara as the second is called Uzayara;

see below, Fol. 92, IL 4-5.

This midforenoon would be the mean time between 4 A.M. and 12 Noon in

summer, i.e,i 8 A.M, which was exactly the time of sunrise in winter ; hence the

time allotted to the services of the Ushahin extended through the same iength in

summer and in winter*

« should be

® as in TD ; HJ has should be omitted; see Fol, 104, 1. 16.

® I,e ^9 the average time of the night will not have run through at sunrise

then. In the high latitude of 50® N., where this -was -written, the sun must rise in

summer at 4 A.M,, an hour so early as to encroach considerably on the time of the

average night; hence it is that the service which ought otherwise to be finished

in night time is there aliow'ed to be extended into daytime in summer.

SimUariy as the sun must set there much earlier in winter than in summer,

viz.f at 4 P.M., the service which must finish by sunset in summer is there allowed

to extend up to midnight in -winter ; see below^ on the Service of the Uzirin Gah,

Fol 104, 1 16.

22
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4. Note that that Thanksgiving Service is always the best which

75 B is started in such a way ^ that it must be finished within the fixed period

of the day. <( Yet also )) regarding the commencement, <( even )) when

it is started in such a way that one knows thus ;
“ I can recite through

the Holy Text of the Thanksgiving Service within the fixed period of

the day,’" one can (( be said to » have started it properly only when

the speed also is maintained )) onwards properly.®

5. There is one who says: « The reference ® in the above case is

only to )) the half of the Holy Thanksgiving Service « which is required

to be finished within each of the two fixed periods that are mentioned

there ».

6. There is one who says « the reference ® here is just to)) the

Homast^ « the Service of All the Worshipful Ones )).

7. When the time is not known to one, and still « the Service »

is started at any odd time, that cannot be allowed.®

There is « however )) one who says : Verily that also may be

allowed,® although of course the former is better than this other when

that is started in this <( odd )) way.

8. There is one who says ; One should be able to have drunk the

:« vitalising )). Haoma drink just at the proper time. ^ And while one

is holding it under « thanksgiving, if some )) circumstance arise, and

if one attend thereto, that cannot be right; hence verily if one

attend to such .« a circumstance )) when there comes up the time

^ As advised above*

2 A good start will practically be useless if a good speed is not maintained

afterwards*

® the reference to what is to be finished within one fixed period of time.

^ See the valuable note 5 to Bah. Yt. II, 59 in S-B.E,, VoL V.

One may however observe that our text nowhere indicates that the perform-

ance of the Homasts is to be limited to the purpose there set down.

® Because the Service or its portion belonging to one period may, in this

case^ run into another^ which, according to the idea here maintained, is not

permissible,

apparently represents -*»• This doctor evidently thought that

It was indifferent when a service began, only if it ended in right time.

The Haoma beverage is drunk during the recitation of Yas!, XIj 10,
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therefor «in the Service)) in which the ((vitalising)) Haoma drink is ((to

be» drunk, one will have discharged (( one’s duty but)) indifferently^

9. When an animal « is to be dedicated )) in the Service, then,

when the time therefor comes up, if « that )) animal is not (( already »' 75 ^4

slaughtered it must not be slaughtered « just then ))./ but when it is

slaughtered « already » one should verily offer up the Hallowed Portion

(( thereof ))/' as the Service « is to be attended to )> with the Hallowed

Portion when the time therefor comes upd

10* A^iit-Mart said : Behold, every of the four times® when one

pounds the sacred Haoma one is of course to offer up the Hallowed

Portion
;

« so also )) when one has to pound it «. but » once or twice,

even then « must it be done )> accordingly/

11. If one do not partake of® <( anything )V at any time during

the Service, one cannot offer up the Hallowed Portion.

^ Guman'ik.
2 As it is noted at Fol. 85,, 11. 24-29 or § 6 of App. C, 11, below, tlie animal is to

be sacrificed at the function of tasting the sacred Dron cake which is partaken of

at Yas. YIII, 4. Also cf. Fol. 60, 11. 19-20; Fol. 69, 11. 7-8; Fol 82 il. 10-12
;
etc.

^ At present meat is not used at the Service in the way here described, but

is represented by clarified butter which is placed on the Dron, and partaken of

therewith.

may be wrong for

The clarified butter which probably represents meat is brought forth on the

ritual table at the commencement of Yas, III.

® At present the Haoma is first pounded repeatedh’ during the recital of

Chap, XXVII in the Yasna, then again at Chap. XXXI, 5. again at Chap, XXXII,
i. 3, and again at Chap. XXXI 11, 4, 1. 3*

It might however be pounded only once or twice at what might be the smaller

services. «

At present no such offering is made, except that a little of the consecrated

water is poured into the Haoma mortar at Yas* XXVII, 5, and in different ways

at different places. It is not plain whether the same Hallowed Portion is required

to be offered repeatedly, or different portions.

Pann ae yahaviin, recurring a little below in another form §unn a'e bmn^

ham being Aryan for the Semitic yahavm.
® At present the Leading Priest partakes of the Dron and Clarified Butter

at Yas. VIIIj 4, and drinks the Haoma beverage at Yas, XI, 10. The dedicated

eatables and drinks are to be partaken of not only to manifest our gratitude for

nature's bounties, but also to take benefit of their consecration-
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12. When one is to partake of the sacred Dr6n cake dedicated to

the Spirit of the Moral Order, <( then » when the time therefor comes

up,^ one should raise one’s hand from the sacred Bars6m twigs,^ and

should recite the preliminary formula « before tasting it)). One’s prepar-

ing (( at this time )) even a single « thing )) for the « sacred )) function

« in hand )), is not permitted.® On the other hand when those (( that

are engaged )) in the Holy Service have utilised, « for instance », the

;<( vitalising )) Haoma drink « prepared quite )) at a distinct Service,

,« just )) then can they have been in the right way in the « sacred ))

function that will have « thus )) been performed.^

13. « And also )) when the « sacred )) Dr6n cake dedicated to

76 B the Spirit of the Moral Order is partaken of if one pound the Haoma

twigs « just but )) once or twice, even then « must it be wrong »

accordingly.®

14. (( Whereas )), when « in the Service of )) the (( sacred ))

Dr6n cake dedicated to the Spirit of the Moral Order the time therefor
®

comes on, « then )) one is to raise one’s hand from the « sacred »

Barsom twigs « for managing these other things )), and one is to recite

the Preliminary Service ((therefor, inasmuch as)) one’s preparing (( such

other )) things of every sort for the ((sacred » function is essential (( not-

withstanding the fact that )) those (( engaged in the Holy Service )) have

^ Evidently the reference is to Yas. VIII, 4, where the Dron is tasted before

drinking the Haoma at Yas. XI, 10.

^ The Barsom twigs are constantly and variously manipulated at the Holy

Service.

® Everything required at the Holy Service is kept prepared, having been

previously made ready at the Preparatory Service. Only the Haoma drink is

prepared at the Main Service, but that also Cfennot be drunk during the same

service.

^ At present also the Haoma drink prepared at the Preparatory Service

alone is drunk at Yas. XI, 10, during the Main Service.

^ As we have already observed in note 7 on previous page, haun is here the

Aryan equivalent of yahavun.

The reference here is evidently to the Haoma that is presently to be drunk at

Yas. XI, 10, and which is required to have been prepared previously at the

Preparatory Service.

® For managing such other things as binding the Barsom twigs and pound-

ing the Haoma pieces.
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not to Utilise the « vitalising )> Haoma drink excepting <( that which is

prepared » at a different Thanksgiving Service.

15. ((So indeed one has to manage such things)) as binding other

(( sacred )) Barsom twigs ^ and preparing other Haoma drink, ^ upon

(( using )) the (( sacred )) Bars6m twigs that have been tied at a different

period of the day and the Haoma drink that has been prepared at a

different period of the day.®

16. The same ‘
(( procedure » is required in the First ® Equinoctial

Celebration
;

®
(( although » there is one who says thus : Verily, there is

not required just that (( in that case ».

17. When one has (( previously » performed the Greater **

(( Thanksgiving Service )) and (( then )) desires to perform the Lesser,®

one has (( simply )) to draw closer again ’ (( the bands of the Barsom

bundle)) and make the knots® tight (( again )).

18. When (( however » one has (( previously )) performed the

Lesser (( Thanksgiving Service )), and (( then » desires to perform the 77 A
Greater, one has (( in that case )) to untie ° « the Barsom bundle

altogether)), and to tie it up again.

^ Knots are tied to tbe Barsom band at Yas. XIII, 7, and during the recital

of Yas. LXXII.
- Haoma is pounded at places mentioned in note 5 to § 10 just above*

^ These are made ready at the Preparatory Service which is described in

Ervad Tehmurasp^s Yasna with the Ritual, at pp. EXXIII, and some of it in our

text below, at from Foi. 77, L 10 onwards, etc. Of course the reference cannot be

to the use of the things that have already been treated at another service, although

it is mentioned immediately below that the Barsom at least could be used again
either at a lesser or at a greater service indifferently to a certain extent

^ Zczk e aevakhh.

It is implied here that tbe procedure might be different in the case of other

services ; but it is not hinted as to what that could be.

® The first equinoctial celebration is evidently the vernal; the

second which is mentioned below at Fol. 102, 1. 16 ff., along with the first, would

be the autumnal.
c See notes 4 and 5 to Nir. I, Chap. XIV i App. B, 2 and 3,

^ Lakhvar akhaujeshn; Av. = to draw together,

s Garas ;
Pr.

LevahJim vashsshn, from vaslmtan^ Pr.0
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19. There is one who says thus : Verily, when one ties up « the

sacred Barsom bundle again » if one do not tie it just higher up,’- that

Cannot be proper.

20. (( In such a case of a second use of )) the sacred Barsom

twigs, a separate washing ^ is not necessary—' « neither )) separate

washing « nor )) separate sacred Fire « nor )) separate spreading out, as

there is one who says (( so )).*

21. Baroshand ^ Ahharmazd said : A separate religious observ-

ance ((thereon is necessary)) for this reason that at the time when one

verily ties up (( again )) the sacred Barsom twigs, one must evidently

untie them (( before that )), hence (( with regard to the second

function )) no separate religious observance (( takes place )) thereon j

(( whereas that )) is essentially requisite for the Barsom.®

CHAPTER V: APPENDIX A

ON PREPARING THE BARSOM, THE TWIG OF LIFE

1. The time of tying up the sacred Barsom twigs is not of course

manifest (( just here
;
but it is to be noted that )) they are to be tied up

(( in a Preparatory Service, and )) during the functions assigned to the

Havanan priest ®
(( whose business is to express the Haoma drink )).

^ The Barsom twigs are to be tied at the lowest third of their length accord-

ing to what is said below at Fol. 79, 1. 20, ff- or §§ 19-20 of the following Appendix;

hence as they cannot be tied on the same place over again, they must be tied just

a little higher up. ^ ShuL
^ There existed a difference among the ancient doctors as to whether the

Barsom taken for use at another service after having been used at a previous

service, required another special consecration for such repeated use.

^ A strange name; but cf. Pr. prince.

^ In untying the Barsom twigs to use them for a second time one places

them in a condition similar to as if they were taken just fresh for the service ;

hence though a similar observance must have occurred for the previous service

where they were used, a special consecration is evidently requisite to qualify them

for use in quite a new service.

® At present also the Barsom twigs are tied at a preparatory service where

almost the same operations mentioned below are observed. For a description of

that service see Ervad Tehmurasp’s Yasna with the Ritual^p p. X. See also below

at Fol. 154, I 20, and Fol 176, 1 29, ff.
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2. « To do that » one must turn one’s head towards the side

where the sacred Fire is ((blazing, and one must recite)) A€a.em Vohu 3

;« the Praise of Righteousness 3 times, and the formula )) Fravardne

Mazdayasno ‘I confess myself the worshipper of the Most

Wise / ((and must glorify )) the period of the day which it then

may be, and recite AhurahS Mazddo Raevatd 'Khx'axaianguhatd

khslma:othm up to frasastayaecha^ ‘x\ccording to the 77 B
Holy Pleasure of the Most Wise Lord, the Brilliant, and the Glorious

One ’ up to ‘ and for glorification.’

((Thus)) one must say the holy formula for opening that function.

a

3. (( Then )) one must recite AAiem Ydhd 4 <( the Praise of

Righteousness 4 times )) ;
and every of the (( first )) three times (( of the

recital » one must wash the Barsom from the stem-end ^ to the leaf-

end,® and while one shall be reciting the remaining once one must

wash it once from the leaf-end to the stem-end : (( in any case )) one

must so manage that once at least of all the repetitions every branch

may receive a thorough washing from the fore-end.'*

4. (( And » there is one who says thus ; Verily, if (( the Bars6m

twigs)) receive ((such washing from only the fore-end)) ® all the four

times, (( evidently » that cannot be proper.

5. There is one who says thus: Verily, if one wash less than <(in

ail )) that <( process described here », that « also » should be improper.

6. As regards the Bars&m * twig that is to lie prostrate,® the

^ In the present usage some other texts occur before this for which refer

at the place indicated in the previous note.

^ We have here at present, Yathd AlA Vairvso Zaoid fra me mrutS.—Athd
Ratus ashatchft hachcc fra ashava tndhvao mraotu,

3 Bun and sar must mean thus in the case of the twigs.

^ I.e., from the leaf-end. ® I.e,, only from the leaf-end.

It is of course convenient to wash the twigs mostly from the stem-end
; for

otherwise the water cannot reach the stalks well ; pouring water down the stem-

ends must not only wash the stalks, but must also disperse it among the leaves;

Nevertheless pouring water once besides this from the leaf-end must ensure

thorough washing.

^ Frakhogam, B&ttsman Fraka of the Avesta, which occurs later in the

Nirangast§.n in Fol. 156, 1. 1. This is the twig which is placed at the foot of the

Barsom-stand towards the milk-cup, and is now called Frdgdm.
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band ^ « for the Bars6m bundle)), and the Bars&m^ twig of the Hallowed

Portion,^ that will «all)) have come together « in combination )) with

((the rest of » the Bars6m twigs, ((it is clear enough that )) when the

washing of the Bars&m twigs comes to the close, the Barsom twig that

is to lie prostrate (( will have already received)) a washing, and so (( also

will have » the band for the Bars6m « bundle )) and the Bars6m twig

of the Hallowed Portion
;

(( nevertheless )) a little of the sanctified

water is ((specially)) to be sprinkled thereon (( afterwards )).*

A 7. When the washing is done one should do nothing further, but

should proceed straight to the seat of the Leading Officiating Priest.

8. Whenever the ((Barsom twigs )) are taken up from the Bars6m-

stand, a little of the sanctified water is to be sprinkled thereon.

(( While )) putting them back on the Bars6m-stand, there is no need

therefor of (( the text)) : Khshw^rothra Ahurahe Mazddo ^ ‘ Accord-

ing to the Holy Pleasure of the Most Wise Lord

9. Note that if they recite ((the performance)) in a ((full))

graduation,® then ((when the washing is done )) one must proceed to the

seat of the Frabortar (( priest whose business is to present the things )) ;

and ((as)) there is no ((special )) formula for spreading out the Barsom

bundle, one must recite once ((the text)); HumatanUm, HvjAAdanam,

Huvarstanam ® ‘Of the Good Thoughts, of the Good Words,

of the Good Deeds ’
;
and one must set up all the things pertain-

ing to the Hallowed Portion that are on the right hand side, ((when the

^ AymyahanmT'D,&ni ayiwyagan in HJ ; whereas at Fol. 79, 1. 15 we

have awy&hangMt
2 Zoharak, This is another twig which represents the hallowed portion of

the Barsom, and is placed upon the Zohar cup. See §§ 11-16 below.

® The consecrated water is sprinkled on them for their special sanctification,

after giving them a ceremonious washing with the rest of the Barsom.

^ These words are generally recited while washing for sacred functions ; see

the Preparatory Service.

^ Kumn ; Pr. place of assembly.

The reference is to the full assemblage of the priestly dignitaries, each en-

gaged at each of the special offices of the Service.

® These words occur at the commencement of Yas. XXXV, 2, and in Yas^

LXVIII, 20. Her^ they imply a special distinct recitation.
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text )) Ndyasta ..,

^

‘ The unworshipped......... ’ is of no use.

10. There is one who says thus : Verily, once that a function is

set up ^ with the accompaniment of the text of the Holy Wisdom,

whenever that (( function )> may recur « afterwards )). it need not

be set up again with the accompaniment of the text of Holy Wis- 78 B
dom. « Yet )) though it need not be set up « thus again )), still one

must wash « the things pertaining to that function ».
® and one must not

err '* therein.

11. When one approaches the end «of setting up the things per-

taining to the Hallowed Portion », then, at just the time when one

comes close to it, must the Helping Priest hold, without any indifference,

the sacred formula for the function in hand, and he must complete

(( the function )) jointly and to the accompaniment of the text of the

Holy Wisdom
;
and just as they arrive « at the end » both ® at the

same time, the superior «priest)>® rather than the inferior should pick up

himself the z6hARAK ((or the Barsom twig pertaining to the Hallowed

Portion » ;
and (( to do that » he should measure out from his own

place,^ and with (( his own » fingers (( one which is » four finger-breadths ®

^ The text to which this belonged is not preserved ; but it appears to have

had a reference to the things which did not belong to the dedication. Inasmuch

as the things on the right were those that were to be dedicated, so evidently this

text could not be used in relation to those; see Nir. I, Chap. VIII: App. B, 10.

2 Madam levatm&n kart. The function may be such as tying the Barsom in

a bundle, or spreading them out as is mentioned just above, or selecting the Haoma
twigs, etc.

® This may be accomplished in certain cases by merely sprinkling on the

consecrated water.

* Akvayeshn; Pr. =to err. The a may represent the Avestan

prefix a.

® The Leading and the Helping priests;

® Evidently the Zaoti who is at the head-of the Service.

^ The words J -o-sj iseDfi" must be omitted at

this place, just as is done in TD.
s One finger-breadth is about three-fourths of an inch, because the full span

contains twelve of them ; see note 3 to Bund. XXVI, 3.

From what is said below it will appear that four finger-breadths in compass

round the stalk end is the measure of the twig of the Hallowed Portion in the

Smaller Service, i,9., the ordinary plain Yazeshn probably abridged.

23
.
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in compass round the stalk end

12. It is always the case with the sacred Barsom twig pertaining

to the Hallowed Portion « that the least measure is )) 2 finger-breadths

in compass round the stalk end ®
;
and then it can also be )) 2 finger-

breadths besides « the least measure of 2 finger-breadths », 4 « finger-

breadths )) besides that <( least measure », 6 (( finger-breadths )) besides

that ;« least measure )), 8 « finger-breadths » besides that « least meas-

ure of)); 2 ((finger-breadths)), and 10 ((finger-breadths)) besides that

X( least measure of )) 2 (( finger-breadths )).

13, It can be 2 (( finger-breadths » besides that (( least measure ))

in the Smaller Worship,* 4 (( finger-breadths )) besides that (( least meas-

ure of ))! 2 <( finger-breadths )) in the Visparat (( the Service of All the

Reverential Ones », as also in '' the Aevak-H6mast (( the Onefold Service

of All the Worshipful Ones)),® and in the Hatokht ((the Service of the

Consummate Word )) ® along with that Aevak-Homast (( the Onefold

Service of All the Worshipful Ones )), 6 (( finger-breadths » besides that

79 A least measure of » 2 ((finger-breadths)) in theD6-H6mast ((the Twofold

Service of All the Worshipful Ones)), (( finger-breadths )) besides that

5(( least measure of)) 2 ((finger-breadths)) in the Dah-H6mast ((the

Tenfold Service of All the Worshipful Ones )) and in the Dvasdah-

H6mast ((the Twelvefold Service of All the Worshipful Ones)), 10

S:(finger-breadths )) besides that (( least measure of )) 2 (( finger-breadths ))

^ Tbis must evidently be the meaning. It is not quite conceivable that a

measure of only about three inches can have a reference to the length of the

twig; such a twig can hardly be grasped in the hand. Nor can the reference be to

the diameter of the twig, because then that must be too thick in the case where the

measure is required to be twelve finger-breadths, or about nine inches.

It is nevertheless evident that if metal rods were representing the Barsom',

this explanation would be unsatisfactory; and the first apparent sense might seem

preferable in that case.’

® For a description of the different numbers of twigs required in the several

services see below, Fol, 167, !• 27, ff.

® See note 4 to Nir. I, Chap. XIV : App. B, 2.
* Evidently va-ch ol.

® For the several kinds of the H6mS,st see S. B. E. Vol. V, Bah. Yt. II, 59,

note 5.

® Hatokht j Av. hadiha-ao'^a- See above Fol. 67, 11. 23 and 28, or NirjTI,

Chap, II : App, Aj 7-8, The text has 7 through error.
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in the^ Holy Ritual Concerts of the Stot « Sendee of Holy Concord )).^

14. Dat-e-VHi observed: Verily,^ ((such reference to»' Arr^d-

Krxxdiana ^ ^ the Holy Ritual Concerts ’ of the Stot ^ « Service of Holy

Concord is» not ((to be found » in ((any)) teaching. He ((besides main-

tained that the sacred Barsom Twig pertaining to the Hallowed Portion

^ The text from here up to recurs at FoL 173, IL 12-14. The opening

words here are and at FoL 173, L 12 » Bearing

in mind the Avestan expression which follows and recalling forms of

which occur at Visp, I, 2, and II, 2? it can be seen that the last two words

are simply a transliteration of that Avestan expression, and must be corrected into

{Arto-Kirth%^}loly Ritual Concerts).

As for the first word, we have to bear in mind that here as well as at FoL 173

the reference must be to some service greater in value than even the Dvdzdah-
Homast. Now the first word StH in the text at FoL 173 at once suggests the

Service of the Slot A'asht Nask ; and it is said in the Din Vizirkart and the

Rivdyat of Nariman Hoshang that if that Nask is recited properly by the High
Priest three times in both the Avesta and the Zend and with the proper ceremonial,

great Powers must become manifested upon earth; and evidently, a service said to

be so efEcient as to produce such superb manifestations must indeed be quite a very

great one% Though the Dinkart has placed this last in the list of the Nasks, yet

most of the Rivayats give it the first place as being the first of the G§.thic Nasks ;

and even the Dinkart in giving it the last place apparently does not mean to assign

it the least importance : rather the end is meant to be the place of supreme emi-

nence, because the text and ceremonial embodying the Holy Gg^thas, the Source

of Sources c: the Religion as the Dinkart itself calls them, could not be assigned

any place less than the highest.

The other reading here and below might Rowever be wrong for

{S#%crf= Praise of Holy Songs) or Beneficent Effects of Holy

Songs) which is the name of the Nask which, though really the second of the

Gd.thic Nasks, is given the first place in the list by the Dinkart. But this solution

does not appear probable.

^ The words are evidently an erroneous repetition of the preced-

ing words The text at FoL 173 has instead simply.

® The text has ^qq i above.

The text has which must be an error for (Stot) or for

XStugar)^ see note I on this page.
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must be)>: 7 << finger-breadths ))
^ besides ((the least measure)) in the

Visparat ((the Service of all the Reverential Ones)), and that the Bars6m

in the Dvaadah-H6mast ((the Twelvefold Service of all the Worshipful

Ones}) is with a thousandfold ^ strength.

15. If that distinct twig ((pertaining to the Hallowed Portion))

reach but the level of the sacred twig that is to lie prostrate,® that can-

not be proper ; one should lay it down (( in such a way that it may lie )>

above ((the level of)) the sacred twig that is to lie prostrate.

16. Dat-e-Veh said : Verily, for the sacred Bars&m twigs (( attain-

ing)). a thousandfold strength* everything rnust he accurate; for

fi rendering that )). thousandfold, it is requisite that that twig ((pertaining

to the Hallowed Portion )) be accurate and the rest (( of the twngs all
»

*

come under the knot (( in the proper manner)).

17. One must put back the sacred Barsom Twig that is to lie

prostrate, at ® the end.® And then one must recite A^em Vohu (( the

Praise of Righteousness )) once, '' and wind the band ® round (( the

79 B Barshm twigs. After that )) one must recite YathA Ahu Vainyd

*As is the Lord’s Holy Pleasure ’ twice, and at ((the expression))

shyaothanawSm ' of deeds ’
(( of each )) make firm ® the knots.

18. The Bars6m twigs are to be tied*® with 4“ .((knots)), 2*^

^ Four besides the least measure are required in this case according to the

previous opinion,

® A Dv&2dah-H6m§.st is thousandfold the value of a Yasht according to

Sh. La-Sh. XVI, 6.

® Frakhogam as in TD. See above, Fol. 77, 1. 26.

This has a reference to his remark at the end of § 14 just above.

® Of course, to a certain extent, not excepting even the Frakhogam.
® Pann royeshms.n. Probably the reference is to putting back the Fri-

khSgSm among the rest of the Barsom on having done vrith the selection of the

Zdharak and of itself. In modern practice it is first tied up with the Bars6m and

drawn out after that, for being placed at the feet of the Bars6m-stand.

See the description of the Preparatory Service at pages IX-XI in Ervad
Tehmuxasp's Yasna with the Ritual,

® Awyahangan (?). ® Gashtak^ Pr> =firm.

Farizeshn. As in TD.
The text has 3.
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below and 2 above,' at the lower® part «.of their length )>',

19. There is one who says thus: Verily, when they have been tied

anjGvhere within the middle third, that cannot be proper.*

20. There is one who says thus: Verily, as regards the 2 upper

parts « of the twigs’ length )) if a single piece * be wanting that must

not ^ be right.

21. « The Barsfim bundle)) must be placed on the left ® with the

leafy ® part towards the right ®
;
if <( that be >> not « done )) so, it cannot

be well.

22. If « there be tied only » two knots « to the bundle ». that

« also )) cannot be right.

CHAPTER V: APPENDIX B

ON PREPARING THE HAOMA, THE DRINK OF LIFE

1. There is no ((special)) formula for selecting the Haoma twigs
;

(( still there is one « ’’ who says : They are to be selected with the accom-

paniment of the Holy Text.

2. Their selection is to be just like that of the sacred Bars&m

twigs.

3. If they be purchased from a person forced ® by necessity® <(to

sell them )), that cannot be proper.

^ At present also two double knots are tied in the fashion of the knots of

the k&stik or sacred girdle
;
see the reference in note 7 on previous page and

West’s note 1 to Sh. La-Sh., Ill, 32.

^ It is understood that the lower third of the twigs’ length being their firmest

part, it was necessary to bind the bundles at that part to make them weli-tied,

® A[n)dam (?), Pr.
f***^!.

^ should be

® The same is the place of the Barsfim in modern ritual also. Still recall

that according to Nir. I, Chap. VIII : App. B, 10 the Barsom to be dedicated in

the Dron Service was to be placed on the right hand side of the Zaoti.

® 01 dashan balm (?).

itO'" seems to have been omitted from before iif through error.

® Nachar.
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4. When they have been selected well with scrupulous ^ cleanli-

ness,* then after « doing )) that they must be turned into knotty ^ pieces

80 A ((and these)) one must wash with the accompaniment of the Holy Text.

5. Whether they be of single degree ® or of double degree, (( if )>:

one have not broken them into knotty pieces, that cannot be proper.

6. D^t-e-Veh said : Verily if one have washed them (( only )) at

first in (( original )) bunches,^ that cannot be right
;

(( for )), after having

turned them into (( small )) knotty pieces one has (( especially )) to wash

them with the accompaniment of the Holy Text.

Whether they are of single degree or of double degree, (( if they be )>'

not broken ((into)) pieces with the accompaniment of the holy formula,

that cannot be right.

7. Note ^ that at the time when one has to wash (( the Haoma
pieces )) one must hold the sacred formula for opening that function

with Ashem Vo/tii 3 ((the Praise of Righteousness 3 times, the formula))'

Fravardne Mazdayasnd ‘ I confess myself the worshipper of the

Most Wise ,’ ((the glorification of )) the period of the day® one

may have ((while reciting, and the formula)) Haomahe Asha-vazanghd

khshwaothm..... up to frasastayaecha, ‘With being in the Holy

Concord of the Righteousness promoting Haoma (( the Glow of the Life

Eternal))' up to and for glorification.’

^ Patiyap.

^ Garas garas. The Haoma twigs were evidently full of knots, and it

appears that they were broken into pieces, the length of each of which contained one

knot, or perhaps two in what are called of double degree.

® Paiyak (?). The word is written as if it were p^shak. The reference msy
be to the lower or higher degree of the service where the pieces are to be used, or to

the lower or higher quality of the Haoma itself, or perhaps to the length of the pieces

according as each piece contains one knot or two. * Khushak, Pr.

The reference is to the full clustered bunches of the Haoma. The twigs are

to be washed after they are broken into pieces and not before. Probably however

it is not meant that it would be wrong to have washed them before, for it is simply

intended that it is necessary to wash them after they are broken
,
into pieces,

independently of their having been washed before or not.

® See Ervad Tehmurasp’s Yasna with the Ritual, p. XI, for full texts and

instructions.

® It must be remembered in every case where this statement occurs that, it

invariably refers to the Eternal Day of the Illumined Life,
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8. Then one must recite <( again)) Ashem VoM 4 «the Praise of

Righteousness 4 times )) ;
and every time thereof one must wash with

pure water (( one’s » hands and « the Haoma pieces in )) the pinch ' « of

the hand )) ^
; inasmuch as, at the time when that is introduced into the 80 B

Service, everything that still remains to be washed with proper care,

is to be washed again with the accompaniment of the Holy

Text, in order that just when one may use that at the Service there can

be no necessity of washing it alongside « then )).

9. « And for use at the time)) when one must express * the Haoma

drink, one shall place one set of wood and incense on the right hand sided

10. One must procure the Haoma twig and the pomegranate®

root pieces® in*’ required quantities*’ : the Haoma must be at the least

^ Shamak ; Pr. pinch. This as just what is done now.

2 See note 5 oa previous page.

® vashtaniunk — khuvH ;hnt ih.2it mnst be replaced by hmiet

No doubt at Yas. XI, 10, while the Haoma beverage is drunk by the Zaoti in three

parts, after each of that act the Rathwi puts incense on the fire and accompanies

the act with the recitation of one Ashem Vohii ;
whereas previously at § 8 he has

already put a set of wood and incense thereon. This one set would be required to

be procured and arranged in the proper manner in the commencement of Yas. IX.

Nevertheless it is clear enough that as the reference in this place is to the Prepaxa**

tory Service, the function of expressing and not of drinking the Haoma could here be

intended, as may be seen from Ervad Tehmurasp’s Yasna with the Ritual, p. XVI.

So bearing this in mind vre can easily discover the error here. The original word

must have been {hiinet) whose form is such that it could also be read khuxei ;

and after that misreading the next step in error could easily ccciir, because as a

matter of course kh^^tei could than be replaced by its Semitic equivalent

vashtmmnef,
^ In the Preparatory Service they can be procured later still during the

operation of expressing the Haoma at the place indicated on p, XIII of Ervad

Tehmurasp’s Yasna with the Ritual, For statements similar to this and the follow-

ing cf. Fol 88, 1. 27, ff. or §§ 1-3 of App. C, V just below.

® A^rvaram^ which literally simply signifies any object of the vegetable

kingdom.

® Pann chandih. In the Preparatory Service they are to be procured at

the function of w?ashing them indicated just above and on p. XI of Ervad

Tehmurasp^s Yasna with the Ritual. And it is to be noted that in the Yazeshn

proper they are to be procured at the commencement of Yas, IX if they are not

procured already, and that at the close of Yas, XXIIIy 4, the Zaoti holds the small

dish containing them over the Barsdm.
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in 3 ((small )) knotty pieces, and at the most in 30 (( small » knotty

pieces ;
whereas the pomegranate root pieces must be in ’ the propor-

tion of half ^ « these quantities)).

11. (( Whatever quantity of the Haoma might there be prepared,

it should be so managed that)) just until one may have still to drink of

it there may yet be remaining a portion of the Haoma.

12. When (( the pieces that are )) washed with such scrupulous

care are dipped into the sanctified electrised water of the Hallowed

Portion, then alone will it be just as it is wanted^

13. ((At the time of taking them up for use)), if one were to

take them up one after another, ((and not all together )), that should

be wrong.

14. ((Then while holding up the sacred Bars6m twig of the Hall-

owed Portion in the right hand, and the VARS ring for the electrisa-

tion in the left )),^ one should hold the special formula (( for sanctifying

the Vars ring)) with A^em Vohu 3 ((the Praise of Righteousness 3

times, the formula)) Fravardtie ‘I confess myself ((a

glorification of)) the period of the day one may have (( while reciting, and

the prayer)) Zarathustrahe SpitdmaU fravasheS khsh«aothm

. ...... up to ... ......ftascistciyci&chct. ‘With the establishment of Holy

^ Zcik e p(Zftu nifitah,

2 Read ae shayef, or a-shayk. At present after washing the Haoma twig

pieces as above they are dipped in the consecrated electrised water of theHaUowed

Portion, and then taken out and placed on the inverted mortar. This is evidently

done to soak the pieces before pounding.

The Zohar or electrised consecrated water of the Hallowed Portion is contain-

ed in two cups filled out at the Preparatory Service from the basin of water in

which, just previously, the Vars ring for the electrisation has been agitated a

thousand times while reciting the one hundred and one Names of the Divine Being,

3 In modern practice also all the pieces are thrown together into the mortar.

* These manipulations occur in modern practice, but probably the text

me»ao.tog th™ has disappeared from this place here. The Vars ripg is a rreg of

composile metaJ,,o»pd which a hair from the taU of the sacred wound to

produce an electric current for the electrisation of the sacred
•

_

Ervad Tehmurasp’s Yasna with the Ritual, p. XII; and Chap, X V . PP .

aBd B, below*
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Concord for the holy spiritual essence of Righteous Zarathushtra the

Spitama.... ’ up to' and for glorification.’

-

15. Then one must commence^ « the prar’erw AhunU Mazddi..,

‘To the Most Wise Lord and with face towards the

« sacred)) Fire/ must inspect everything very thoroughly.

16. With ((the words)) Imem Haomcm ''

‘This Haoma
- ’ one must throw the Haoma and pomegranate root pieces into

<( the mortar ».

17. With ((the expression » ydonghumc\iA * ‘

and of whom.... ’one must take a set of fuel and incense to the

wsacred )> Fire. There is no need of one’s holding a special formula

therefor (( under ordinary circumstances », though that must be held

when (( the Service is performed » in the full (( priestly » graduation.

18. At those 4 « recitations of » YathdAhu Vmriyo * As is

the Lord’s Holy Pleasure ’
(( and 4of ‘ Tell me O Thou Most Wise

One! the best admonitions ' and 4 of ‘ Let Dear Nobility come
^ the Haoma twig pieces are to be split up 9 and 9 ((times,®

^ On finishing this there is recited at present the formula Yatha Aku
Vairiyo Zaota, etc., after which the Vars ring is dipped in the consecrated water

of the Hallowed Portion, and then taken out and placed in a small cup on the right

hand side of the Zaoti.

2 B'hi kv-neshn.

® The full text is Ahurdi Mazdai Haoma d-vaedhayamahi. See Ervad
Tehmurasp’s Yasna with the Ritual, p. XIII.

* Reading Atdsh
;
the text has '^exy-

^ The full text is Iineut Haomcm Ash.aya uzdatem yazamaide. See Ervad
Tehmurasp’s Yasna with the Ritual, p. XV.

0 The word is of course a part of the prayer YeiogU Hdtam. See E. T.’s

Yasna with the Ritual, p. XVL
^ Mazda at mol vahistd, being Yas. XXXIV, 15.

® The prayer A AiryAnd tshyo—which forms Yas. LIV.
See \as, Rit,, bottom of page XVII, and top of X\TII, At present during

every four recitations of each of the three texts mentioned here, the twigs are

pounded 3 times at the first three recitations and the mortar rung once at the

fourth last ; so that altogether the twigs are pounded 9 times,

® See the last note.

24
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for which)) one must «thus» devote special formulas,’ « though :>'s

Dat-e-Veh said Verily there « need be no special formulas for the

splitting.

19. At every one of the three « recitations » of Ashem Vohu c<the

Praise of Righteousness)), one must pour a little of the consecrated

water « of the Hallowed Portion » into « the Haoma mortar

20. At «the recitation)) Haoma pairi-hrxvAxyanfe... ^The

3 Haoma shall they strain ’ one must turn « the pestle )) into the

Haoma.^

21. As to the 4 « recitations of the formula)) ‘As is the Lord’s

Holy Pleasure
’ “ « it should be)) at « the expression » ShyaoxYia-

nanam ‘ of deeds ’ in the first « recital thereof, that )> one must turn *

« the pestle into the Haoma )) and at « the expression )) Khshathmwcht^

‘ and. the Kingdom ’ strain “ « the drink ))
;

during the two middle

« recitals,)) one must express « the Haoma, following these same niani-

puiatibns » at those places « in the text

:

one time « thereof » one

must pour in the consecrated water ((of the Hallowed Portion)) and

turn in the pestle,® . the other time « thereof )> one must strain it ®

;

« whereas w during the one remaining « recitation,. it should be)) at «the-

expression » Khshuthmwchdf ‘and the Kingdom,'’ <f that )) one must turn

« the pestle » into « the Haoma w.

22. At «tlie words-))- ^.Addi kahydiohit for

^ One of the formn’as mentioned afeove,

2 See Yas. Kit., p. XVIIL
^ Yafah^kvatriyok, These Ahunt^ars follow the texts jtist mentioned, and

are distinct from the previous ones.

^ At the next fciio, I, 9 or § 26 below, and at Yas. Kit*, p. XIX it is made ex-

plicit that some consecrated water is to be poured into the mortar at this

stage also,

^ Aoshdrineshfi, a causal form froiii At, and the radix preserved in

Pr. - to ilo vv
;

to pour.

® at til? words deeds ” one must turn the pestle into the Haoma,

and at “ and the Kingdom must strain the Haoma drink.

^ The last words of Yas. XXXHI, 1 1.
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any lawful gain whatsoever ’ « in the text» Ye SevMd..* "" The

Most Beneficent one must strain ^
(( the Haoma drink ».^

23. <(It is to be noted that at tlie time» when the Haoma drink

as being prepared, if a single Barsom twig be wanting^^ or only a single

third' of the purified water fall into r the Haoma mortar », tliat shonld

be wrong/’

24. While no consecration is required over again )> ® concerning

the sacred Barsom twigs when they may lawfully be utilised many times

over in the Lesser « Thanksgiving Service and » likewise in the Greater/

<( so it is also to be noted that » regarding the particular <( circumstance

of having been used already ato a Greater Thanksgiving Service and

then being used again )) at a Lesser « Service )) which a may take

place » at the house of the good people or at the House of the Sacred

^ The objsct of the writer is carefully to specify the exact places m
the text where the several manipulations must take place, though pTactical-iy these

are the same in the several cases.

It is to be remembered that in modern practice the purified electrised water is

poured, the pestle is turned, and the Haoma is strained at all the four recitations

of the Abunvar; and that the halts in the Ahunvar are quite different ; hence the

manipulations in modern usage are slightly different from those of the ancients noted

Lere ; See Yas. Rit., pp^ XiX-XX,
- At each of the 4 Ahunvars mentioned above here-', the Haoma drink is

stjained from a metal strainer and collected in a cup underneath. The repeated

straining happens owing to the consecrated water having to be added to the pound-

ed Haoma remaining over in the strainer and put back into the mortar. Whereas
at the stage referred to just here in the text, all the remaining huid in the pounded

TIaoma is thoroughly express 'd, and, a iiitla after, the ccllecied FIaoma drink is

passed through the strainer which has now in it iVie Yars ring for electrising the

prepared drink. See Yas. Flit., p. XX.
Notice the additicnal texts and explanations as given in Ervad Tehmurasp’s

Yasna with the Ritual, p. XX, ff,

- K$m as in TD ; HJ has Kam, CL Sh. La-Sh. XIV, 2.

Srzshak, usually we have srhhotak^

The reference is to a little of the sanctified electrised water being poured in at

each of the 3 Ashem Vohus mentioned just above in § 19.

Taking foi

^ See above Fob 77, 11. 4-5, or Chap. V, 20 of this Book,
* See Fob 76, 1. 27, ff. or Chap. V, 17-18 of this Book, and the notes 4 and S

to Nir. I, Chap XIV: App. B, N3,
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82 A Flame, ((while one thing is- certain that such a use thereof))^ k
always allov/ed « in the case when this Service ^ takes- place at » the

house of the good people, « still » surely indeed, « as » there is one who

says so, it is not proper « that on having been used in the Service which

has taken place at )> tlae house of the good people (( they be used again in

the Service that may take place » at the House of the Sacred Flame.^

25, Quite at the commencement «of the vService for extract ing the

Haoma drink)) just this circumstance is verily essential ((that the

Barsom twig^s. on» the Barsum-stand be spread out*-^

26, Of anything else remaining, to be done I am indeed not

aware.® (( Still evidently when »' other® «- things )> arrive at their

proper places « those )) must certainly be gone through/ (( Thus for

instance » Dat-e-Veh has said: Verily, when the Haoma drink is being

^ Le,, in which the Barsam used' at a Greater Service is to be used again at

a Lesser.

^ Le,, the Lesser Service.

It appears from Fob 76, h 27, ff., tint the same B-arsam twigs can be used

repeatedly,, and at a Lesser Service after having bfjen used at a Greater, or vice-

versa ; and that in any case there is no necessity of their having to be washed

again at the later Service. Whereas it is made more definite here that^ with regard

to different grades of places, when the Barsdm is first used in a Greater Service

and is then to be used again at a L^jsser, tbei it may used so with assurance

Vyhen this Lesser Service occurs at a place inferior to that where the Greater

Service may have taken place whereas-, as it is supported by a particular

opinion, it cannot be so used again at a superior place. Nevertheless it is not

made piain whether, even in such case as this, it can be used again at a place

equal in grade to the preceding*

It can be seen from Fob 76, 1. 30, ff, that also- the Barsam used in a Lesser

Service c a n be used again in a Greater Service ; but as, even in the contrary

case, it cannot be used again at a superior place, much less can it be used thus in

this case. And as here also the case of its repeated use at a place equal to

the preceding is not adjudicated, the only case where such use must clearly be seen

as legible is that wherein it is to be us-ed again at a place inferior to the preceding.

^ This is not done in modern practice.

Lit, “ of other functions I am not indeed aware.”'

^ J.c., besides tiiose stated by the writer above,, and like those mentioned

jrustbebw.

^ should be
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prepared, ((then)) in the course of that ((process)), at those 4^ ((recitals))

of (( the formula)) Yathd Aim Vainyd ‘ As is the Lord’s Holy

Pleasure sanctified water is required (( to be poured into the

Haoma mortar * each of » the times.

27. Dat-e-Veh has ((likewise)) observed: Verily, one must note

(( that it is )) at those 3 (( recitals )) ^ of AAxem Vohtl ® (( the Praise of

Righteousness)) that a sheep or a goat is required (( to be brought in if

it is to be presented)) on that occasion
; and once that it is' taken in

(( at the Ser^’ice » it should not « afterwards )> be taken away.

CHAPTER V: APPENDICES C

ON THE GREAT HAOMA SERVICE TO THE
GLORIFICATION OF LIFE EVERLASTING

APPENDIX C, I

ON OPENING THE MAIN SERVICE
1. Verity, at the time when the Leading Priest enters on the

Thanksgiving Service, he must stand on the right hand side at the place

of the Atarvakhsh ®
(( priest who has to feed the Sacred Flame » ;

and

I.e., these 4 mentioned in § 21 above.

- Before the repeated strainings of the Haoma drink, as explained in note

2 to § 22 above, the sanciiiiad electrised water is added to the pounded Haoma
which remains over in the strainer and is to be pounded again.

It will be seen that the main writer has not made this point quite explicit

in § 21 above, i.e., at the previous folio, 11. 16-17.

® Those three evidently, at each of which a little of the Water of the
Hallowed Portion is poured into the Haoma mortar, and which are mentioned
above in § 19. As this water appertains to the Hallowed Portion it must be related

to the whole of the dedicated things which all, it must appear, are required to be
introduced at this place.

* The whole of the preceding Preparatory Service of washing and binding
the Barsom twigs and extracting the Haoma drink, etc., is performed by another
priest who has now to leave his seat and to allow the Zaoti to take charge of the
prepared table of ritual, and who may himself now' officiate as the R&thwi if he
chooses to do so.

^ The place of the Atarvakhsh is farther from the sacred Fire, a little towards
the right-hand side of the Zaoti at his seat, and facing the sacied Fire.
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he must turn his front ^ at the sacred Fire in the direction of the sacred

82 B Barsom tvrigs/ ((and recite)) Ashem Voliil 3'^ uthe Praise of Righteous-

ness 3 times, and the formula )) Fravatdne ‘I confess myself

etc.,’ (( the glorification of )) what period of the day one may (( then »

have, and, at the house of the good people/ ((the formula)) Tava Atam

puihra Ahurahe Mazddo khsh«(2:othra... ‘With establishing the

Holy Concord of thee O Life-flame! O thou offspring of the Most

.Wise Lord There is one who says: Verily, ((this text

must be)) rather thus : A\h.rd Ahurahe Mazddo puthra, tava Atars

puthra Ahurahe Mazddo khshnaothra ‘With establishing the

Holy Concord of the Life-flame, 0 thou offspring of the Most Wise

Lord! of thee O Life-flame! O thou offspring of the Mcst Wise

Lord! ’

2. ((Tims)) he (( who is to be the Leading Piitsl r- mubt take the

special formula (( for opening his function )> from him ’ who has bound

the sacred Bars6m twigs and prepared the vitalising Haoma drink, pro-

vided he has kept (( unclosed the continuity of his function opened with ))

the special formula « therefor » ;
but if <( he has )) not (( kept it un-

closed )), then it can be just the good thing only when « the former ))

takes his special formula by himself.

3. A2;at-Mart said : Verily, of all the thanksgiving services, that is

the best in which ® the Helping Priest ’’ takes the special formula (( for

opening his function » without the least indifference, and washes the

^ Var, lit chest, bosom.
- The Barsom twigs are ia front of the Zaoti^s seat, a little on the left,

resting on the Barsom^staad upon the ritual table. Hence in the posture de-

scribed here the priest Vviil not be exactly facing the position of the Zaoti.

See Ervad l'ehmurasp*5 Yasna with the Ritual, p. XXI, and p, 2.

Le.y as distinguished from the Houses of the Sacred Flame.
^ At present, after reciting the above, the priest who is to officiate as Zaotl

recites the special formula YaXha Ahu Vairiyo Zaofa etc., and the priest who has

prepared the riiual table, or the Rathwi, takes it up with Yat^xa Ah^ Vainyo Yo
Zaota ate., and the former responds with Aihri Ratus etc. See Yas. Rit., p. XXIT,

. and,p,'2.

^ Apparently wrongly replaces here’.

” He who has performed the Preparatory Service usually undertakes this

charge.
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seat of the sacred Fire with pure water/ and ((in which » whosoever

desires to officiate at that thanksgiving service, takes the special formula

(( for opening one’s function)) from h i m.^

4. After he (( who is to be the Helping Priest )> ^ has taken the 33 ^
special formula « for opening his function », he must proceed to the

side which is to be occupied by the Frabortar priest (( whose function is

to present things », and place the fire towards the head ^ of the Bars6m
twigs/ and with 3 (( recitals » of Ashem Volnl « the Praise of

Righteousness » wash with scrupulous care the seat of the sacred Fired

5. For being free ® from this (( act » ' there is no special formula.

(( There is however » one who ® says: One must hallow « this act»

with 4
'

(( recitals of the Praise of Righteousness ».

6
.

The seat of the sacred Fire may be of porcelain ® clay® ((or)>

it may be of lime plaster,® such as can be washed
;

(( and » there is

one who says even thus: Verily it has after all been said in Sacred

History that it can be even of wood.”

7. If ((the seat of the sacred Fire)) be torn through-and-through**

that surely cannot be allowed
;
if a (f stalk of )> grass '®can pass through-

and-through, then that is just the case when the seat must be taken as

having been torn through-and- through
;
and in that circumstance, as

'

it is told,” the Thanksgiving Seirdce (( should be brought to )) an end ;

^ At present the Leading Priest alone washes the seat of the Sacred Fire

before entering upon the Yazeshn service. - is for h*

® This is of course meant according to what is said above.

^ must be ^

® 'Bam hokhtan. The reference is to the function of washing the seat of

the sacred Fiie. as in TD.

Modern practice also has 3 Ashem Vohu’s accompanying this act of wash-

ing, but none are recited on having done with it though the doctor here may seem

to point to that circumstances
;
see Yas. Rit., p. XXII, and p. 2.

^ Tmalut from Sem. tina-<z\B.Y, As this must be w^ashable as well as

impervious to water it must be some sort of porcelain clay.

Gachtn, from plaster= Pr.

Ntmng, Bx. ^history. The meaning might perhaps be “ tradition.’^

Darm, as in TD.
•' Royeshmm a Tahana

^ b, Semitic word.

ShakBiet^ the passive of shakitan^ Pr. tell.
14
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there is one who says thus ; Verily, the Thanksgiving Service

83 B should « in that case)) be brought to an end a 1 1* a t o n c ed

8. Just when the Sacred ' Dr&n cake dedicated to the Spirit of

the Moral Order Ms partaken of/ if one do^ not then wash ((one’s

mouth and hands ))' with pure water/ one must commence the Holy

Worship ® over again (( after correcting the error )).

9. When the sacred Dr6n cake dedicated to the Spirit of the

Moral Order is partaken of, one must pour a little of the pure water on

(( the place where the Dr6n plate was

10, (( Then » he (( who is to be the Leading Priest » must recite

2 times (( the formula »: ‘As is the Lord’s Holy Pleasure on the

way ® (( to the seat of the Leading Priest )), and (( thus )) must return »

towards the seat of the Leading Priest, and must stand 3 steps from

the Bars6m twigs.

11. In order to enter upon the (( sacred )) function, he must

« then )) commence (( the prayer )> Frastuye “ ‘ I glorify ’ and

say it on up to Staomi Ashem ‘I praise Righteousness’; and while

« saying » Stoomi— I praise— he must put the right foot into the

place of the Leading Priest, « and the left while saying—Ashew ‘ —
Righteousness)).’”

1 Aevak fraz vahidmeshnih.
. ,

2 Srosh-Dron.
® Phis happens at Yas. VIII, 4 in the Yazeshn,

5 This is done after partaking of the Dron.
^ _ u v ttt vttt

s YasU Apparently the reference is to the entire service ; but Yas. III-VllI

alone might also be meant, as these speciaUy concern the Dron; see again below.

Si 1 7 ff or §§ 21-22 of this Appendix.

? This is done in modern practice also. The Zaoti who took above the

special formula for entering on his office is now described continuing his function.

8 At present while reciting one of the Ahunvars the Zaoti places his right

foot and while reciting the other the left into the place which he has to occupy

wLe officiating at the Service ; see Yas. Rit., p. 3. Thus the modem process

differs
of the itarvakhsh, where he must thus

have proceeded from about his own place ; see § 1 above.

10 See Yas. Rit, p- 6 ;
the prayer recurs at Yas. XI, 17.

^ ^
11 This must be supplied to complete the sense. As it is noted above, modern

usage differs here.
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12. He must then say distinct* ((recitals of )> Ashem Voh^

« the Praise of Righteousness » on the sacred Barsdm twigs.*

13. There is one who says thus; Verily if one do not recite (( the

same » Staomi Ashem Praise Righteousness’ on the sacred Bars6m

twigs,* that cannot be proper.

14. There is no special sacred formula for counting the sacred^

Bars6m twigs.*

15. When one is not tired * one must recite standing
*

all the

Holy Text until one « arrives » at ((the prayers)) Vasascha Tti

Ahura Mazda! ® ^ And according to Thy Holy Will O Thou

Most Wise Lord! and AmeAxa Spenta! ® ‘0 Ye

Beneficent Holy Immortal Powers !

16. When however one « is )) tired one need say (( only » this

much standing, (iviz.,» the texts that are to be recited twice/ the texts

that are to be recited thrice,® the texts that are to be recited four

^ At present 3 Asbera Vohus are recited after completing the Frastuye

praygr. And then a little pure water is poured on the Barsom band ; and tba

®aTbom is then manipulated in certain ways.

^ Barsom twigs are not counted at this stage now*
® La-rccnjaWia.

^ Min mgi^toan, = on foot/'

^ Taking this along with what follows it becomes evident that this text must

be sought at the end of the Yasna ; and at the latest we find it at the end of the

Chapter LXXI, where are repeated the §§ 5-7 of the Chap, VIIL Henoe it may
appear that the main texts of the Chap, LXXII, which are only a repetition

of Yas* LXIt may be later additions, or might have been regarded as of no essen-

tial consideration, inasmuch as they are not mentioned here as the dosing text of

the Yasna.

® This text is not found anywhere at the end of the Yasna as we have it at

present. We expect it along with the text mentioned above this, and somewhere

neat the end of the text of Chap. LXXI ; but it is not there. It is however to be

found in that connection at Chap. VIII, 3 where it immediately precedes the text

Vasascha Ahura Mazda! As the §§ 5-7 of this Chap. VIII are found now at

the end of Chap. LXXI, probably the § 3 also was there when our text was

written.

Bishafurof; see Vend, X, 4, and above, Fol. 55, 1.6, ff, in Nir. t

Chap. XI II.

f Srishamrot ; see Vend* X, B, and abovct FoL 55, 1. I3i fF.

84' il

23
'
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times,’ the performance of Dedication,^ the holding of the special

formula for one’s function, the exaltation of the Spirit of the Moral

Order,® « the text )) from the commencement of the Thanksgiving

Worship * up to Iniat hd^nsina hadha-zaothrem ® ‘ This Barsom

with the Hallowed Portion ((the text» from Ahurdi Mazddi ^ ...

' ‘ Unto the Most Wise Lord ’ up to Dath«shd^

^ of Him Who hath given ((the text)) from Aetat Dim
® ‘ Thus unto Him Who is the Most Majestic of all

’

until there is ended the whole Worship of the Eminent “ Chapters ®

'.(( up to the text )) Vaaghucha^^ wngMoscha” ...' 'The benefit

and the good objects. ’

.

17. ((Nay)), when owing’® to being tired still more, one recites

the whole text of the Holy Wisdom sitting,’® that will not be contempt-

uous £ in any way ))’*.

84 B 18. At haithyd-varstum '®‘ ‘ of the truth-

workers ’ the Bars6m twigs should be put down on the Barsom

^ Chaifushamrot ; see Vend. X, 12, and above. Fob 55, 1. 17, ff. ^
^ The special dedicatory texts.

s Probably Yas. LVII.

Yashtf i e» the Yasna itself here. Thus the term Yashf is sometimes used

for the Yasna ; cf. Dink. Bk. IX, Ch. LXIX, 1.

® Yas. II, 1 where at present the Zaoti takes his seat at these words.

These also recur at Yas. Ill, 4 ; but evidently the previous text only is meant*

As Yas. I is the Chapter of Invocation one must recite it ail standing, under

the greatest endurance of fatigue.

6 Yas. XXIV, 1.

^ Yas. XXIV, 12, where one set of texts ends.

® Yas. XXVII, 1 ; Dim is repeated here through error.

^ Sar Hatan, the Gdthas and the Yasna Hapta^ghiiti are evidently meant.
Neuter, accusative singular.

Common gender, accusative plural. Geldner also prefeis this text, though
Westergaard has vanghuyaoscha.

At these words commences of course Yas. LI I
; and it would appear from the

context that this chapter had not intruded before the last Gatha but had followed
it when our text was written.

is omitted after tie in TD. Yaiibunan,

The digression from 1. 1 of this folio ends here..

See § 12 of the Introductory Service, as given in Yas. Fit, p. 8.
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stand ^
;

« indeed » if one may not put them down, that cannot be

proper,

19. ((So again)) when one pi-oceeds up to Imat hzxisma haSha-

zaot\\rem^ ‘ This Bars6m with the Hallowed Portion if there

be some twigs of the Bars6m wanting they should be supplied/ and if

in excess they should be drawn out.® And while (( it is to be minded

that » when one proceeds to /mat barrsyna ‘ This Barsom......

if (( some twigs be » wanting they are to be supplied, and if in

excess, to be left out, « so also it is to be managed that » when they

are bound ® together,® every ^ twig be made distinct^ if not® clearly

visible.® • ’

20. There is one who says thus : Surely it must happen thus’”

when <( these words" are )) to be recited again" on the sacred Dr6n

cake dedicated to the Spirit of the Moral Order, just w’hen with another

text of the Holy Wisdom in (( the Service of » the sacred Dron cake

dedicated to the Spirit of the Moral Order one has to put down at

that time (( upon the ritual table » the sacred Dron cake and the Clari-

fied Butter, (( It must be noted that)) of the sacred Frasast "

This is not done at this place now, but at Imat barrsma kadba-zaothfem

of Yas. II, 1.

- See note 5 on previous page.

® Yas. II, 1 where at present the Zaoti sits down, places the Barsom on the

Barsom stand, and keeps two fingers of his left hand on the Barsom.
* 'Bain yadriineshn, ® Lakhvar akhan'ieshn,

® Ybkht. '' " should be
'

® Bata vahidv-neshn. ® Pann nihan.

As the Barsom twigs are ceremoniously prepared and bound at the Prepara-

tory Service, such measures as are herein advised do not become usually necessary,

Le., what is described in the previous paragraph.

The words Imat ba-rtsma hadha-zaothrem occur again at Yas. Ill, 4,

and similar words at the commencement of that chapter III, before whose recital

the Rithwi places at present the Droa and Gaoshuda or clarified butter on the

ritual table and 3 sets of wood and incense near the fire, and the Zaoti inspects the

sacred apparatus and sprinkles water on the Barsom. Hence this doctor here

means that the proper place for manipulating the Barsom as advised ip the

previous paragraph, should be just this. -

i2 should be
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cake « there is » no need « there
,
and when » one has to

place three sets of the fragrant wood and incense on the right hand

85 A side, « and when » one has to inspect’ « that » every thing « is right »

in the « sacred » apparatus.®

2i-. If one do not inspect the « sacred »' apparatus- that is « made

ready)) there, or be indifferent* in utterence, then if one have not

proceeded through the « whole » length of the paragraph,* one must

say it over again « after correcting the error » ;
but if one have gone-

through the <( whole )) length of the paragraph, then one must comr

mence over again the « entire » Holy Worship/

22. The Holy Worship must be commenced over again at « the

stage of )) washing the seat of the sacred Fire/ « but » there is one wh&

says that one must repeat it from Fmsiriye ...» ' the ‘I glorify''

prayer ; whereas there is one who says thus : Verily if one were-

'((simply)) to commence® again ((the Service* of » the sacred Dr6n

cake dedicated to the Spirit of the Moral Order,® that much alone®'

might be allowed,

CHAPTER V; APPENDIX C, II

ON TASTING, IN THE MAIN SERVICE, THE SACRED-
CAKE DEDICATED TO THE SPIRIT OF THE

MORAL ORDER
I. So long as the sacred Dr6n cake dedicated to the Spirit of the

Moral Order remains to be partaken of, one must guard the shallow

basin which holds the Vars ring for the electrisation” from the Barshm

,

^ To see that everything is right.

® Khajtdagan {Tj, the collected objects
; Pr. to assemble ; see Fob.

47, 11. 9, 14; Fol. 89, 1. 5 ; Fol. 90, 1, 23 ; Fol. Ill, 11. 26, 29 j and the verb in.

Fol. 112, 1. 2. .

® Gummik. * Vichest. Apparently the reference is to Yas. Ill, 1.

® Here it is plain that Yasht indicates the Yasna Service itself.

® See above, Fol. 83, 11. 3-4, or § 4 of this chapter.

See above, Fol, 83, 1, 24, or § 11 of this chapter,

« TD omits

® This service commences at Yas. Ill, 1 and ends at Yas. VIII, 4.^

Ae, Vars-ncfban-muzhak (?): Pr. thin, and tanlr,
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twigs, for when these project thereon that must not be allowed.*

2. As for those 2 (( recitals “ of )) FiJthd Ahu Vairiyo ‘ As

is the Lord's Holy Pleasure it should not be proper if one per-

form them before « their right place
;
so also » it should not be proper

if one perform them after <( their right place )).

3. At the words Ashayandpaiti-jamydt!^ ‘ In Righteousness gS B
approach us ! the Havanan priest ^

(( who has to pound the

Haoma )) should stand up and say aloud Khvarata nard! '

‘Partake ye O men ! of

If however one do not say (( this », then whether that is allowed

or no is not clear.

4. At the time when the sacred Dr6n cake dedicated to the Spirit

of the Moral Order is partaken of, the sacred Barsom twigs are not to

be gazed on
;

* « although » if they be not washed with scrupulous care,

they are to be washed « that way about that time ».

5. One should « also » set right <( here * everything that » one

may have arranged ® indifferently.

6. When there is a sheep or a goat for the Service, that should

be sacrificed (( here

7. When the Worship is to take place with the Hallow'ed

Portion,*** the Hallowed Portion should be offered up « here »,

^ Probably because tha ring has to remain close to the Dron and therefore

dry till that is partaken of ; whereas the twigs are dribbling with water which is

constantly sprinkled on them to keep them fresh. On the other hand it appears

from II. 5-9 of the next folio thit the Vars ring was afterwards used in straining

tha Haoma ; hence it is that it is advised to guard it from the Barsom only until

the Dron is partaken of.

^ These occur at the end of Yas. VII, 25. At each of them the sacred Fire
is fed with one set of fragrant wood and incense.

® These words occur at the end of Yas. VIII, 1.

* At present the Rflthwi attends his functions, ® Yas. VIII, 2.

® Apparently because the attention is to be fixed elsewhere.

Because there occurs here a pause owing to the function of tasting the Dron.
® Farashunt yahavunet; cf. Ar. »Aj^=he spread; otherwise farsMt

yahavunei=:“ may have omitted’’; Pr. = erase.

9 Cf. Fol. 60, 11. 19-20 ; Fol. 69„ 11. 7-8 ; Fol. 75, 1. 30, ff.; and Fol. 82, 11.

10-12 ;
Fol. 97, 1. 2 ; Fol. Ill, 1. 10, ff.; Fol, 124, 1. 11 ; and Fol. 134, 1. 9.

J-e., when no animal is to be sacrificed but only a hallowed portion is to

be offered.
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A

8. Afrog said ; Verily, the sheep or the goat is not to be slaughter-

ed on unwashed Bars&m twigs
;
« for », then surely it cannot become

the Hallowed Portion. ((Indeed)) whensoever that (( function )) * will

have come to be performed, they are to maintain it as a precious ’

(( affair » with a special formula (( therefor )).

9. At the time when the sacred Dr6n cake dedicated to the

Spirit of the Moral Order is partaken of, the Haoma drink is not to be

gazed on.*

10. (( And » if there remains anything to be washed with purity

(( on tasting the sacred Dr6n cake, then )) of course that should be

managed (( that way » ;
because when anything remains to be washed

with purity, then one is required to perform the function of tasting

over again (( after correcting the error
;
hence )) one should be careful '

:

or, ((in sacred words)), "one should® be concernedly diligent”® ((as

the text)) Naeda tem^ ‘.Nor him ’ has said.

11. There is one who says thus : Note that while one is washing

the Vars ^ ring for the electrisation,^ if alongside one partake of (( the

sacred Dr&n cake )) that should not be proper.

12. There is one who says thus : Behold, while the cup ® is poured

into,® if alongside one partake of (( the sacred cake )) that should not

be proper.

1 The function of sacrifice. * Gtraiu

» For that is to be done while drinking it later at the close of the Haoma

Yasna. See below, II. 14-15 of this folio, or M of the next Appendix.

* Hashalaomand (?); Pr. care'.

This word is found variously written or

® Rishtct; Pr. = he diligent.

° The text has This text is lost now.

Vars. See what follows, and note 9 below, and note 4 to § 14 of Chap.

V : App, B, above.

® Janu written

® Ae sharet ox vasharet (?), = pour. is for

It may appear from these remarks that at the time of this, writing the Vars

was washed and the Haoma drink strained once more with the Vars
.
just a littla

before dnnkip'g. Indeed this would be auite evident as the Vars was intended for

electrisation^
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CHAPTER V: appendix C, III

ON DRINKING, IN THE MAIN SERVICE, THE HAOMA
OR THE BEVERAGE OF LIFE

1. Dat-&-Veh said: Verily, « when » one* has come « so far,

then )) with regard to the Vars ring for the electrisation,^ and® the

Haoma drink that has been prepared,® it should be best that when one

receives without the least indifference, and from the Helping Priest,*

the special formula « for commencing the next function, those things »

be put down ® to the accompaniment of the text of Holy Wisdom, and

then by the Leading Priest be recited the Glorification of Haoma.®

2. During the early stage of the Glorification of Haoma one

has to gaze on <( the Haoma drink ». One has to gaze on it at « the

words »; Nemd Haotndi Mazdadhdtdi. Vanghus Haomd hudhdtfi.'' 86 B
‘ Homage unto Haoma by the Most Wise given. Good is Haoma
well given.’

Even wheri it has been covered up ® « at the time of gazing »,

even then it is well and good « to gaze ».

3. When the Leading Priest does not pronounce (( such call as )>

Hdvandnem dstdya^ ‘Let there be present the H&vanan’*® « in the

case )) when « that holy minister )) has not attended at the « sacred »

function, « then it is allowed that )) they may manage « that way,

^ seems to be for h' ® is for -eV

® Or “ which has been placed on the Haoma diink."

* Raspik of course, though the word is awkwardly broken. Apparently the

reference is to the Yatha Ah’i Vatriyo Zaotd formula at the commencement of

Yas. IX.

® They were to be put down in their proper places on the ritual table after

being handled as above in straining the Haoma for the last time, and immediately

before commencing the Haoma Yasna.

® Hom-Stut, Yas. IX-XI. Recall the words Haoma-Stnifis of Yas. X, 6.

^ These words occur at Yas. IX, 16.

® Nihopi, probably with the Vars vessel; ^^*^=10 cover.

** The opening words of Visp- III, 1. Visp. Ill, 1-5 follow Yas. XI, 1-8.

The priest whose function is to express the Haoma drink.

The text here mentioned should be necessary in all cases where the Visparat

,

is to be recited.
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provided that it happens thus only )) in a Lesser Worship because he

is bound to be present at « the Greater Worships/ as at » the Service

of All the Reverential Ones ^ and at the Worship of the Divinities ®

;

a so that » if c( that )) Helping Priest** do not <(then)) say Azem vhdi^
* Here am I ’ « as being )> on duty ® in the Thanksgiving Service, the

function will not (( then » be in the least proper.

4. If a single person speaks from the places of all/ that (( also n

may be allowed at all functions.

5, At « the words » Yd no aevd at ‘ What for us

<(was)> of single strength, thus by three we have accelerated the

Haoma drink is to be borne to the Vars® ring for the electrisation^ and

the Bars6m^® twig of the Hallowed Portion/® ((in such away that)) one

^ See above, notes 4 and 5 to Nir. Bk. I, Chap- XIV : App. B, §§ 2 and 3.

2 Visparaf. ^ Bakan Yasna,

Bak£n Yasht was one of the Nasks, and is probably partially represented in

the Yashts that we have.. See Dink. Bk. VIII, Ch. XV.
^ Raspik, representing all the holy ministers except the Zaoti and the

Sraoshavarz. ^ See note 9 on previous page. ® Kar,
Only this is done at present, even regarding the place of the Sraoshdvarz,

although now also a directing minister attends the Service distinctly for its supervision.

Evidently, according to Nir. Bk. I, Ch. X, 3 the smallest body of the officiating

divines must comprise three persons, the Zaoti, the Fffihwi, and the Sraosh§,varz

assumably. Hence the reference here must be to only the six places pertaining to

the six ministers whom the Fdthwi represents; the SraoshSvarz must respond

himself. Still, according to Nir. Bk, I, X, 5, a fuller graduation of divines was
necessary in the greater services, especially when the several officiating ministers

were available.

® Our text has tu which may be fitted into sense with equal ease.

These words open Yas* XI, 9. Probably in ancient times the drink was
repeatedly poured at these words, from one vessel into another to increase the

effervescence.

» A} is for
; see just below.

Zbharak* This is placed on the Zohar cup which is on the right hand
side of the Zaoti, and near the Vars.

At present, on the Zaoti completing the text Nemo Haomai. ., of Yas. XI, 8, the

RAthwi washes the left hand and takes up with it the vessel containing the Haoma
drink, and proceeding to the sacred Fire puts thereon wood and incense with the

right hand, and then rests the Haoma vessel oh the Barsom stand, and recites

through Yo nb aevb,,, . That being done, he moves the vessel of the Haoma drink

along the Barsom twigs, and touching with it the Barsom-stand, places it on the

right hand side of the Zaoti who gazes on it and recites PairHe Haoma / , . , through.
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can say Fo aevo,.., ‘What for us « was)) of single strength

’ when just close to the Vars ring for the electrisation and the

Bars&m twig of the Hallowed Portion.

6. There is one who says thus : Verily if one say this while on 87 A
the way, « and not when just close to the Vars ring and the Bars6m

twig of the Hallowed Portion », that cannot be proper.

7. When the Leading Officiating Priest has bound well the twig-

stalks ’ he should then cluster ° well together the heads of the units,®

and he should keep his hand upon the lower end* of the Barsom twigs.

:«Then )) the Frabortar priest, « whose function is to present things )>

should place the Haoma drink close to the hand « of the Leading

Officiating Priest ».®

8. (( The Leading Officiating Priest » should then recite Pain

te Haoma

!

‘ Unto thee O Haoma « thou Glow of Life »

1

and A&hem Vohu 3 ® « the praise of Righteousness 3 times))'.

And then he should drink a third ^ of the Haoma drink ;
and then for

the second time he should drink a half of that « which remains » ;
while

at the third time he should drink (( the remaining )) all.®

9. If one drink it 4 times, then « that may very likely be due to

the fact that » one may have chattered ® « during the operation to be

so inattentive

10. If one drink « all » at a time,” or at two times '« only or

;« if )) the Helping Priest do not recite the Holy Text, or « if )) indeed

^ Tikh-kankin (?) ; cf. Pr. ‘-^=a limb of a tree.

® Hameshn.
® West elsewhere reads the word rfafw and translates “morsel,” “repeti-

tion.” All the contexts however may accept the meaning “ piece,” “ unit.”

* Bun.
® At present the Rathwi places the Haoma drink on the Zaoti’s right hand

side, after reciting Yo no aevo... . ® Yas. XI, 10.

Niinak 3 (?), nimak signifying ” a portion” simply.

® At present, on the Zaoti drinking every part, the RSithwi recites one Ashem
Vohu and puts incense on the sacred Fire.

® Of course this is put forward only as the most likely cause: the inatten-

tion may result through any other cause also.

This must evidently have a neutralising effect on the Service.

Aevak bar-
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he recite the Utterance just as having ^ sat^ near the sacred Fire, or

if the Leading Priest do not keep his hand on the sacred Bars6m twigs,

or if « there be recited » no ® more than one * Ashem VoMi « the Praise

of Righteousness )), then Rahshan ® thought thus that all that may be

allowed, but especially * that wherein the Leading Priest may not keep

his hand on the sacred Bars6m twigs.

11. One is to recite the A^hem « the Praise of Righteous-

ness » separately (( from when the other drinks )) ®
;

for, one who

may recite it simultaneously « will have performed one’s function »

indifferently.®

There is one who says thus: Verily, « everything » that ^ may be

carried « by him » through
''

up to Vanghucha vanghAoscYia ® ... ...

‘ The benefit and the good objects shall « be deemed to » have

been performed by him « but )) indifferently.

12. Kiryatr8-BA/it said: Behold, ((while)) the upholders of

the Primal Creed have given no instructions concerning the texts of the

Holy Wisdom that may not ® be observed with special care,® they

are quite agreed about (( the case of » this reciting.”

There is one who says thus: Just about other (( similar things ))(

they are not (( agreed )>.

There is one who says thus : Even concerning this (( fact of recit-

ing )) they are not « agreed ».

' Yatibmyat should be yaiibunat.

® Bara ah)ah la.,

* The text has Rabshanak which must be an error.

'* Ae-tum,

® The Edthwi recites each of the 3 Ashem Vohus after the 2^oti has drunk

each of the three parts of the Haoma drink.

* The act will be of indifferent value only.

jRayi«esh«, lit. " the carryir® through of.”

® The opening words of Yas. LII.

It Is meant that for showing indifference in the case mentioned here, the merit

of that portion of the Holy Service which extends up to Vanghudha vaoghmscha
should be only indifferent.

* A art= not, and cj:irta#r= to observe reverentially, carefully,

Mizhak; cf. Pr. muttering. The reference is evkiently to the 3

Ashem Vohus implied just above in f 11, or 1, 19 of this folio.
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chapter V : APPENDIX C, IV

ON THE SELECTION AND MANIPULATION OF THE
TWIG OF THE HALLOWED PORTION, AND OF

THE TWIG DEDICATED TO THE GIVER,

DURING THE MAIN SERVICE

1. At « the words )) Yi'mghe me Ashdt hachd^ * The

« best )) of which « has been » for me out of Righteousness..
'

one should pour out ® the sacred milk,® of the three times « altogether »'

two times « into the bowl %vhich is to receive it » and once as the 88

Hallowed Portion.^

2. One must then tie with the « other » Barsom twigs the twig ®

that lies on the right hand side, « and which has » with it the twig
®

of the Hallowed Portion.®

3. « But previous to this )), on those 4 « recitals »
’ of Yathd

AhU ‘As® is the Lord’s Holy Pleasure,’® at « the expression » ...

shyaothananilm ‘ of the deeds ’ of the first,

1 Yas. XV, 2 ; see Yas. LI, 22 ; Yas. LXIII, 1 ; Yas. LXV, 16 ; and Yas.

LXIX, 1-3. ® Khalaknntan=tQ portion out

* Jiv, the Jivam of modern terminology, and abbreviated from the Av. gam
fresh milk.

* At present the Zaoti takes up at these words the milk bowl from the

service table and pours a little milk into a cup which is at the foot of the Barsom
stand, and then pours twice into the bowl itself from the milk vessel ; and further,

from the words Vahistem Yesne up to usiewemchit in § 3 of the same

chapter he dips the twig of the Hallowed Portion into the milk and passes it along

the Barsom band. This may be a remnant of the ancient practice of pouring

the milk libation on the Barsom, which is described below in FoL 141, 1. 2, S.

® The twig is specified just below : but no such manipulations take place

in modem practice.

« The two twigs appear to have been tied up together see § 7 below.

The term Zoharak, it may be recollected, has meant thus above. See App.

A, U-16, above. The other twig must evidently be the Datush or, probably, the

Fr&gim twig that is to lie prostrate, as that is described below.

^ See at the end of Yas. XIII, 7. Here the writer returns to a previous text

to explain some previous manipulations. In modern practice simply two double

knots are tied to the BarsSm band on reciting the first two of the Ahunvars.
® Yaiahvhvmriyoh.
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the knots « of the Bars6m band » should ^ be made a little tighter.

And then one should leave alone « the bundle )) until « the coming on

of the text » Sasticha ® ‘ According to precept

4. There is one who says thus : While one is to leave it alone

until the coming on of « the text » Sasticha ‘ According to

precept ’ one is to procure at Sas^ichti
^ ‘According to

precept ’ some Bars6m twigs on the right « hand side » ;
and

;« from them)) one is to holdup" one twig ((which should be)) the

strongest and straightest ® (( of all, to be )) as the Twig Dedicated to

the Giver.® So that out of (( any )) 2 (( best that there may be)), the

one which .(( may be )) the stronger—and there is one who says, the

straighter—,
should be designated^ as the Twig Dedicated to the Giver.

5. While (( that twig )) is to lie along the length of the (( other )),

Bars&m twigs,® it is to be kept ® there quite’® distinct.’®

1 Sanjeshn from sanjitan= to make tight ; cf. Pr. ii;*4=!^i-*= to prove.

This was done probably because the band became loose owing to the twigs

drying a little, or to the band loosening through tension.

2 The opening word of Yas. XV, 1.

® itt present both the Zaoti and the Rathwi recite this word together, and

the Zaoti simultaneously hangs the Bars6m band on the right horn of the crescent

of the Bars6m-stand, But the manipulations mentioned in our text are not

followed now.

4 Afi'&zeshtt, Rffst-tdf as in TD.

8 Datush ; see below. Fob 104. 1. 29 ; Fol. 105, 1. 4 ; and Fol. 160. 1. 27.

It must be clearly seen that here are described previous manipulations which

concern the selection of the two twigs mentioned in the first two lines of this folio,

as requiring to be tied up with the rest of the Barsom.

DofMsA apparently is the Pahlavicised form of the Avestan Dathwshd, meaning

“ of Him Who hath, given." Hence it might have a relation with some text contain-

ing the word DathashS ; but as this word occurs at the nearest so late as in Yas.

XVI, 3, this idea is not clearly borne out ; because to suit the context it should

have a place between the words Strsri’chff... and Yelnghe me..., inasmuch as its

accompanying function comes between the functions attending those expressions.

The Datush appears to be the same as the FrS'gam ; see note 8 below j and

note to Fol. 105,11. 4->5.

^ Sliafetlsef passive of cf. Pr. to tell.

8 Here is an indication that the twig may be the FrEgdm twig, for that also

has to lie on the feet of the BarsSm-stand; see note to Fol. 105, 11. 4-5.

^ Paseshn, item Pashmi \ cf. Pr, w^i-^Gcrto guard.

Read
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6. (( Then » one is to pick up again another twig ^ from the right 88 B
hand side—there is one who’ says from the left—

^

and is to place

it upon that ® which lies along the length of the « other )) Bars6m

twigs.

7. « Then )) one is to tie the one with the other
;

<( and )) on

having tied them up one is to hold up those twigs again on the right

hand side—there is one who says, on the left/

8. Whether the Twig Dedicated to the Giver may come above
*

« the other », or whether « these both » may be put® into the

«Bars6m » band, or whether the knots need be managed with

« quite too much » precision,^ or whether « these two twigs » must

return « at last ))® to the « other ». Bars6m twigs,*—^verily not even

one « thing hereof » is clear.

9. « One » thought “ thus that when one performs the function

well but does not manage it with « quite too much » precision,

even » then that is always “ allowed.

^ If the first is the Fr&gfitn twig, this other must be the Zdharak twig.

® If this also is to be selected from the Bars6m from which the Datush is

selected, then evidently it is to be taken up from the right hand side ; see § 4

above.

® The Datush twig, appears to be a mistake for )#•

* They were thus held up probably before their being tied up with the rest

of the Barsdm ; for, in § 2 above, it has been said that the twigs on the right

hand side are to be tied with the other Barsdm whose usual place is on the left.

® According to the above instructions, it is to be below the other.

® Nasif, cf, Pr. tyAi-J=to put.

’ must be for

® ' The reference evidently is to the disposal of these twigs at the close of

the Service. As, according to what is said above in Nir. 11, Chap* V, §§ 17 and 18

and Chap. V : App. B, § 24, the BarsSm can be used again at a following service,

the question Is whether these twigs need be 'kept
,
apart for a second ' use, or, may

be returned to the other twigs.
^

'
These do not seem to be those of the Barsdm bundle, but those other

specially procured to select the two twigs described above.

If be for lOKT and 4^^ for the translation may be 'Or whether

not any one (hereof need) hot (happen). .Raoshan thought thus that.*..#.

If hamm be for hamak^ the translation will be ** then all that • is

allowed referring to points inquired into just above*
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CHAPTER V : APPENDIX C, V

ON EXPRESSING THE HAOMA IN THE MAIN SERVICE,

AND CARRYING THE FUNCTION TO THE CLOSE

1. « Quite previously »,^ in the commencement of the Haoma

Praise,^ one « should have )) placed, on the right hand side, one set of

« fragrant » wood and incense/

2. One should « also » have procured « then » the Haoma twig

and the pomegranate
*
root pieces * in required quantities ®

: the Haoma

89 A insist be at the least in 3 knotty pieces, and at the most « in thirty ))®
;

in such a way that when they are placed ^ out in the Dvasdah-H6mS.st

« the Twelvefold Service of AH the Worshipful Ones », the « little »

^ Here is another return to manipulations more previous to the above.

2 Horn Stut The text has for

® This probably is that which is mentioned below in § 10 or at L 16 of the

next folio, and which is to be oiffered to the fire at the close of Yas. XXVI. As the

name H6m-Stut is confined to Yas. IX-XI, this set will have been placed out so

early as in the commencement of that portion of the text ; and this should appear

rather too early. In modern practice on the other hand, this set is placed out at

the close of Yas. XVIII.

For statements quite similar to those made here and below, see above, Nir.

II, Chap. V : App. B, §§ 9-1 1. ^ Aurvaram.

® Pann chaadih^ They will thus have to be presented on the service

table in the commencement of Yas. IX, if they are not placed there already.

Yet they are first manipulated so late as at the close of Yas. XXIII, 4 where

the Zaoti holds the small dish containing them, and the cup of fresh milk, over

the Barsom.
^ Here the term visesfih is repeated through error, and replaces the numeric

term which we expect here ; one might have been led to take it for x?is/=twenty,

but above we had ^ which indicates 30; see Nir, 11, Chap. V: App. B, 10.

^ ShopU (?); cf. Av^»gj(^=to agitate, and Pr. settle. The word

is written and has the semblance of an Avestan quotation ; but there is

no place for such here in the context: it seems to be a Pahlavi word written in

Avestan chara,cters; if it be an Avestan word originally, then It is corrupted into

an absurd form.
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plate ^ « therefor » should be .« quite )) full * « of the pieces » ;
and the

pomegranate root pieces should be in the proportion of half « these

quantities )>.

3. « Whatever quantity of the Haoma might there be prepared,

it is to be so managed that » ever until one has still to drink « of the

beverage » so long may there « yet )) remain over the Haoma « drink )X

in a portion.®

4. « At that stage » one should have gazed well upon everything

in the ((sacred)) apparatus.^

5. At ((the words )> Ahurdi Mazddi^ ‘ Unto the Most Wise Lord

’ one should hold up the Haoma twig and pomegranate root

pieces with the sacred milk,® but ’ as to ’ in what manner and how far

should those be held, that is not plain.

6. D&.t-e-Veh « however )) said : Verily they must be held up to

the ear’s height,® and one should hold them in (( one’s )> front, and one

should gaze intently upon them.

7. When one has recited (( the text » Ahurdi Mazddi.,,... ‘ Unto

the Most Wise Lord ’ one should wash the (( Haoma )) mortar.®

1 Tashi.

2 Aganih-, cf. Pr. t,^f=being full. Or, the word may be dganesh for

dganeshn; cf. Pr- w*i^f=tofilL
® See above, Nir. II, Chap. V: App. B, §§ 9-11.

* See above, Nir. I, Chap. VIII: App. C, §§ 19 and 20j cf, also the close of §

20 in App. C, I above.

The reference here apparently is to the commencement of Yas. IX, where the

Zaoti ought to see that everything required further in the ritual is ready.

6 Yas.XXIV,l.

® Baia jiv ; for, ^ appears to be a mistake for Otherwise it may be

bw Which signifies gravy-meat,” or “ liquid food that was used in dedication

in ancient usage ; see FoL 131, IL 9 tmd 13; and FoL 135, U. 12 and 27. But
that object does not appear to have been intended here.

This manipulation takes place at present at the end of Yas. XXIII, 4, as is

sdready observed in note 5 to § 2 above.
^ Dewmnaigh. ® Cf. § H below.

® Havan. Av. ; Pr,

At present it is here taken out from the water vessel into which it had been
immersed just before commencing to recite Yas, XYI, and is placed upside down
upon the ritual table.
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8. At ((the woMs » Ameshd ^ The Beneficent

Holy Immortal Powers- ’ one should turn up the « Haoma »:

mortar.

9. At ((the words)) Intern Haomem^ ^ *This Haoma ^

one should throw the Haoma twig and pomegranate root pieces^

into the mortar,^

89 B 10* At « the expression)) y(?ongMwch(J® ...and

of whom ’ one should take that® one set of fragrant wood and

incense, « which is mentioned above )),® to the (( sacred )) Fire.^

11. One should then hold the special formula (( for opening the

function of pounding ».® And at those 4 <( recitals )> of « the prayer ))

As is the Lord’s Holy Pleasure,”® one (( should split up the twig and

the root pieces » 3, and 6, and 9 <( times. And while doing so, » at the

expression Kh^athremchA ‘ the Kingdom ’of

^ Yas. XXV, 1 where the same manipulation takes place in modern practice

also.

2 Words of the second sentence of Yas. XXV, 1,

® Through mistake the word mtvatam is repeated here in HJ.
^ To understand this more exactly we may recall how it is managed now :—

•

the Haoma twig pieces are put in on reciting Intern Haomem. **

This Haoma
; the sacred milk is poured on reciting Ifmmcha gam jivyctm, “

and this fresh milk., ; and the pomegranate root pieces are put in on having

recited hmntchd urixvaram Hadhanaepatam **
,,„,.and this HadhS.naepat&

plant ;
and the consecrated electrised water is poured in on having recited

Aiwyo vanghvibyd ......with the good waters whereat commen-

ces the second section of Yas. XXV.
® The first word in the third line of the prayer Yeixighe Hatam which occurs

at the end of Yas. XXVI, where the same injunction is followed now also.

^ That 7: seems to point to the set mentioned in § 1 above, or at the close

of the last folio. The fire is to be fed probably from the two sets which according

to modern practice are placed out at the close of Yas. XVI 11 and which might

have been placed out in ancient usage at the commencement of Yas. IX.

The word dtdsh is repeated here through error.

^ The Yaihd AhuVainyb Yo ..... 4...../ formula at the close of

Yas. XXVL
^ Yatdhukvairiydk i this occurs as Yas. XXVII, 2.

At present during the first three recitals of each prayer mentioned here, the

Haoma is pounded, and at the fourth the mortar is rung with the pestle.

rj^r ’ f r as in TD.10
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the third « recital », one should hold « them » * up, as is evident from

the passage Athrithn k\\s\iaih.rd-krvxtah&^ gaosM-htxtzd iis-zh.dvay6it

‘ One shall thrice lift up « the utensil of the make of heavenly

power ® up to the ear’s height
’

12. At the time when he splits up « the pieces », the Leading

Officiating Priest must split them « close to » his Bars&m twigs « and

near the sacred » Fire. « And )) he must so manage that when he

accomplishes'^ all the three « splittings, that may result » in the

Haoma twig pieces and the pomegranate root pieces « being all reduced

to » one® « mass ».

13. At those 3 (f recitals » of A^em Vohu
’’

« the Praise of

Righteousness », he should pour a little of the sanctified electrised

water ® in,

14. At « the w'ords » Yeinghe me Ashdt hachd^ ‘ The

« best » of which « has been )) for me out of Righteousness.........’, he

should turn the smaller « pieces » over the bigger.“

15. At « the words » HaomanSmcha ha.rrshyatmiamm^^

‘ Of the Haomas to be strained he should turn again the pestle
^ 90 A

in « the mortar ».

16. At (( the words » ArshukhAhanamcha vac\xanglmin “

‘ Of the right spoken words he should spill “ the sacred

^ The mortar containing the crushed Haoma and Aurvar&m is probably

meant. Darmesteter thinks that the pestle is meant.
2 Cf. Yt. XVII, 60. ® Otherwise, “ of metallic make.?
* Cf. f 6 above.

® Madam yamtunet. ® Aevak', TD has ahuh.

End of Yas. XXVII, 5. The same manipulation occurs here now also.

® Patiyap, The reference is evidently to the Zohar water. See note 7 on

p, 149 above.

® This text is recited in the Visparat between Chaps. XI and XII, and just

after the 3 Ashem Volnis mentioned immediately above.
10 Q,. « {Q smaller utensil, i.e,, the pestle, in the bigger, i.e-, the

mortar.”

Visparat XII, I.

1® Apar-havan. Havan and Apafhavan apparently indicate the,mortar and
the pestle respectively; see below, Fol, 191, 11. 7-8.

i'* Visp, XII, 3. 1^ Ramiimeshn,

37
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milk^ three « times )) into « the mortar », a third « every time )).*

17. At « the words)) Athd zi ne humdyotara anghen ® ‘ So that

they might verily be more advantageous unto us,’ he should take « the

mortar ))
** to the sacred ® precincts of the Twig of the Hallowed Por-

tion,® and beep it « there » close to the Twig, of the Hallowed Portion.

18. In those 4 « recitals of the prayer )) “ As is the Lord’s Holy

Pleasure,”® at (( the expression )) ^hyaothananam ‘ of the

deeds.;....’ of the first/ he should turn « the pestle in the mortar )).

19. At (( the words )) dddi kahydich/it paitt^ by any

gift whatsoever,’ he should strain ® « the drink )).

20. With regard to « the words)) Us m6i^° arrshud Ahurd!

Aramait^ tevhhUm dasvd^^ ‘Lift me up O Lord! and grant moral

strength according to Duteousness, ’ at every stanza « thereof » he

should hold up « the strained drink » once on the right and once on

the left at the sacred ® precincts of the Twig of the Hallowed Portion.®

^ Jiv» The word is written

The form of tbe text is such that it might rather be rendered, “ should spill

a third into the fresh milk three times,” or should spill a third into the fresh

milk but as the Haoma is not still strained this is impossible.
2 The whole quantity is not to be poured all at once, but in parts, about a

third every time. This is advised in order that the mixture may be perfect
3 Yas. XXVII,, 7; and Visp. XII, 4.

^ Probably this is meant, though our text does not state it In modern prac-

tice however the pestle is held in the right hand at this stage,! and the crushed
Haoma and Aurvarim in its pinch; and with them are touched first the Barsom^
then the bowl of the milk, then the Haoma cup, and lastly the ritual table ; and then
they are put back into the mortar..

® Var e Zoharak, ® See Yas, XXVII, 7;, and Visp. XII, 5,

At present the Haoma is pounded during the first three recitals, and the
mortar is rung at the fourth,

s See Yas. XXVII, 8; and Visp. XII, 5.

^ Ahrazeshn (?) ; cf, Av. =to strain.

The preceding must be omitted as in TD, for it is simply a part of the

following word written wrongly, and is meant to be rejected.

The uz found here in the texts is only a redundant repetition of the pre-
ceding us^ See Yas. XXVIT, 9 ; and Visp. XII, 5,

Ae vichest ; otherwise 3 vkhest^ for, the stan^^as here are three.

This is probably meant.
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21 - When a it is » the turn^ of the sacred Barsom twigs <( to be

manipulated » with the sacred milk/ and when they are lacking ^ in

special purity/ then because they are to be kept .apart from the

sacred ^ Twig of the Hallowed Portion/ they should be kept apart

t( accordingly
;

but » if « they be » not <( thus kept apart/ then » oh QQ B
one^s® manipulating® « them in the prescribed ways », one shall have

employed a them » impurely.

22, When « it is » the turn of the sacred® Twig of the Hallowed

Portion ® « to be manipulated )> and when that is lacking in special

purity, then because « in that case » it is to be set apart ® from

the rest of» the sacred Barsom Twigs, it should be set apart

:cc accordingly ».

23* When « this is )> not « done so » % and indeed when the

sacred milk^® is lacking in special purity,” and indeed when the conse-

crated electrised water is lacking in special purity/ then the Haoma

^ Bahar,

^ Jtv. This is done during Yas. XXII when the twig is dipped into the milk

and passed along the Barsom bundle.

^ A-'patiyap. All the things in the sacred apparatus must undergo a special

sacred purification, for, else they will be considered unclean however pure they

may otherwise be. Still it is not mjade plain here whether the Barsom must be

rejected altogether, or may be used with caution,

^ Zoharak, TD adds after this word

but that does not appear to fit in the sense.

^ The sense may be that of rejecting the thing altogether; still see note 3

above.

^ Ash ol rayineshn, ^ Madam yadrweshn^
^ Reading Zoharak for Zdhar, See the statements just above.

If however there be no error regarding this word, then it must signify the

water of the Hallowed Portion and then it may have a reference to the fact

that on reciting the 3 Ashem Vohus at the close of Yas. XXVII, 5 this sacred elec--

trised water is poured thrice into the Haoma mortar. The cup holding it has to

undergo numerous manipulations throughout the whole service,

^ This refers to both the cases mentioned abore.

as in TD.

'

Probably by coming in contact with the impure Barsorrc

P^fiyap, See note S to § 13 above.
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twig pieces and the pomegranate root pieces will also have become

impure ^ & thereby ».

24. When in the entire sacred apparatus ® a single thing is want-

ing,® then because that is to be restored,* it should be restored. « But

»

^ when ;« that is ». not « done so, then » S6sM.n& said, verily the Holy ®

Service should be ended ® « as having gone wrong » ;
whereas KiryatrS-

BAyit said, verily up to the close ® of « those )) three (( special »

chapters® .(< of the Service », all that is to be restored can be restored

;

S( but »; the Leading Priest must « then )) commence the Haoma
Praise ^ over again.

25. In connection with these ® 3 chapters whose end « is here

91 A taken into account,® the doctors of the Religion » have been agreed

even about this ® that that is just the time ® when one has to partake

of .« the drink
;
“ and that if )) one must needs partake « during the

Because all are mixed up together. Still again, it is not made plain in all

these cases whether the things must be rejected altogether or may be used with

caution.

® Khajidagan. See note 7 to Nir, I, Chap. VIII : App. C, 20, and note 2

to Nir. 11, Chap. V : App, C, I, 20. 3 Lakhvar ait.

^ Lakhvar shayet yaitiyuntan as in TD. ® Yazeshn royeshma.a.
® Evidently the three chapters of the Haoma Yasna, or Yas. IX—XI. 3

hat & sar of the last line might also signify “ the 3 chapters at the close," and
might then refer to Yas. LXVI—LXVIII specified below; but as the chapters

meant in the text are just those during which the drink could be taken according to

what is stated in the commencement of the next folio, they could best refer to the

Haoma Yasna; and besides, it could not be so late as during those latter three

chapters that anything could be permitted to be restored.

The word is persistently written DWj^r- We have taken it for Hom-Stut

;

but it might simply have been Hom-Stfl. ® Zak-ach.
® Ae bar ; it might be 3 bar- 3 times, and might refer to the threefold

drinking of the Haoma.

The reference just here must apparently be to the drinking of the Haoma
into which of course milk has been mixed; but in the cases just next mentioned,
it is not quite evident whether anything that essentially belongs to the performance
of the Service could bo allowed without a previous consecration, as the things
there implied are allowed to be used. If therefore the reference be to anything
else, it may indicate some such things as a drink for refreshment, taken by the
priest during the Service. The text is of course not plain, but the general sense
may favour that meaning as also appropriate to the case* See however § 21
above, and the note 3 in that connection.
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Service )) of what may be not specially purified/ one must keep « that )>

apart « and that » if one must ((needs)) drink of the milk^ that may

be not specially purified, then one must not strain ^ it with the Vars"

ring for the electrisation.®

26. As at every of the 4 times ® when one must partake of « the

things )) one will be unclean (( through that partaking », so one shall

rectify that; and one shall remove the impurity by water if one will

be careful / or (( again », if one may happen to spill « from what is

partaken of )) then one shall rectify (( that likewise ».

27. At the chapters * which are the portion devoted to the

((Holy)) Saps® one must dismiss (( as having been completed, the

function of preparing the Haoma beverage )).®

28. The portion devoted to the (( Holy » Saps is not evident,

though one said (( it is )) from Ashaya dadhamiimSm zaothram haoma-

vaithn, gaomavaitlm') hadihdnaSpatavaitlfn}'^ up to -Tava

^ When there is no possibility of getting it specially purified beforehand.
- If the reference be to things essentially belonging to the Service, the mean-

ing must be that they are to be kept apart from the rest of the things that are

consecrated ; but if the reference be to other things casually required for refresh-

ment, the meaning must be that they are to be kept entirely apart from the ritual

table and from all sacred things.

® Jivdm: As no milk is now drunk by itself as an essential function in the

Service, the reference may bo to that which is drunk as mixed with the

Haoma beverage ; otherwise it must indicate milk casually drunk by way of

refreshment.

* Palayeshn. ® Vars.
® The one time of tasting the sacred Dron cake, and the three times

of drinking the Haoma in three parts. Evidently the reference here differs

from Nir. I, Chap, VIII: App. C, 23 which points to the Dron Service
merely,

Hasalaomand ; see Pr. tt>'^=care. In modem usage the cleaning mani-
pulations invariably follow the tasting of the Dron and the drinking of the Haoma.

® Fragart bahdt e Apan. See what follows.

® Evidently the statement here can have no reference to the rectification of
QUcl^nliness which is having been just described; because this stage would be too
late for that purpose. Whereas all the essential manipulations in the preparation
of the Haoma beverage are completed at the end of Yas, LXVIII

; hence is felt

the advisability of supplying the sense accordingly.

Yasj XLVI, 1.
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91 B Ahufdne Ahurahe!^ (( and » vahhtdbyo zaoiYirdbyo.- ‘ In

Righteousness do I dedicate this Hallowed Portion with the Haoma
extract, with the milk, with the pomegranate root essence ’ up to
‘ as thine, O Lordly One of the Lord !’ ((and)) ‘ ... ......with the

best Hallowed Portions.’—— (( whereas )) there is one who says,

<( it is up to)) Tava Ahurdne /
® ‘as thine O Lordly One !

’ only,^

29. If when one has ended the Worship, there have been a single

Bars6m Twig less, or if one have omitted a single utterance, one will

have performed (( the Worship )) indifferently.*

30. Afrog said : Verily, as regards the Worship (( said to be )>

indifferently performed,® if one has preferred it on that very same

basis (( of those omissions )) under difference of opinion, one cannot be

said to have been indifferent (( in the Worship just therefore )).

CHAPTER VI

ON THE RIGHT GLORIFICATION OF THE PERIODS
RELATING TO LIFE’S MORN

1. Kahmdt Hdvanindm^ gdthandm ratufrh frajasaiti? From
when shall the right glorification of the periods relating

^ Yas. LXVI, 16 end., ThesQ words also occur in § 1 of that chapter^ but

as a long text is evidently meant, the later place must have been intended.

The term Ahurane seems to apply to Ar^dvi Sura.

2 These words occur in Yas. LXVIII, 10. The sections following this are

supplementary ; hence Yas. LXVI—LXVIII, 10, must have been understood

to comprise the Fragart bahar e Apan ; but it should be strange that Yas. XV
though devoted to Arrdvi Sura and the Holy Saps, should not also be com-
prised therein ; still indeed the order of the chapters here may not have been the

same as we have now, and that chapter may have occupied a place between
the others.

® This would make only Yas. LXVI. ^ AcK
® Gumanik as in TD. Cf. Sh. La-Sh. XIV, 2.

® Vazart as in TD.
,

^ Ham-hm-ach hainjavitarihham zmhet
The meaning is that if some prefer to omit certain things on the score of ad-

visability, and act accordingly, then one cannot be said to have omitted those things
out of indifference ; for they are omitted owing to difference of opinion, and not
owing to any lack of earnestness. Cf. above, Nir. Bk. II, Chap. II: App. A, 4.

« HJ has and TD has Elsewhere the word /wchfi is added

before this word.
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to the Morn take place ? i.e., at what * time should the Thanks-

giving Service of « the periods relating to)) the Morn be performed ?

2. Hacha /oi-rakhslidt maidhydi frdyardi^ pairi-sachditi. It

shall be gone through « during the period » from sun-rise^

up to mid-forenoon.

Hama* ixha. « It shall be » so in summer.
3. Jat aiwi-gdmS ^ maidhydi uzayardi

;

Whereas in winter

<c it may continue » up to mid-afternoon" ;

The day « is » half « day » ‘‘ forenoon ” and half « day » “ after-
*1

noon,

yat^ vd uzayarem yat yatha khshaparem, "^when^

« it may be said to be » just either^ as afternoon or when
({ it may be said to be » as nightfall/^

4. The afternooii^^ « belongs » half^* to the midday period and

half to the evening.

^ Che. ^ The text has

^

Huvakhsh.
^ The text has hamatha. The text has atwi’-gami.

^ As the sun would rise later in winter, the Service also would have to be

commenced later, and further time therefore would be required to finish it.

The sun must have risen considerably later in winter, for, a further period

equal to about 6 hours is then allowed to compensate for the time lost in the late

rising of the sun. All the similar statements indicate a very northernly situation

of ancient Iran ; see above, notes to Fol. 75, 11. 9 and 15.

Fra'-ayar and Auz'-ayar are thus the terms which indicate the time between

sunrise and midday, and that between midday and sunset respectively. Hence
mid-forenoon and mid-afternoon would be the mean times of these periods.

® J.e., at mid-afternoon in winter. The previous statement is a digression

in the midst of the running text

® The Pahlavi that follows the Avestan in the text cannot be the translation,

so we have supplied it.

The meaning is that in winter sunset would be so early that the time of even-
ing which must follow the time of the summer mid-afternoon would be occupied by
night ; so that the time which should have been called evening in summer must
have to be called night in winter.

Evidently, this would hold good for a place where the sun approximately set

at 8 P.M. in summer and'at 4 ,p.m.. in winter, according to what is said severally

regarding the day^'s periods in our text

A should have been

is for Auzik<^rifh
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92 B

5. In winter the time of midday merges into the morning.'

CHAPTER VI : APPENDICES A

ON THE SERVICES OF THE PERIODS RELATING
TO LIFE’S MORN

APPENDIX A, I

ON THE SERVICE OF THE NA6K-NiEVAR, THE
NEW INITIATE

1. These « are the » several holy services « that » may be perform-

ed during the time of morning : the Service ^ of the New Initiate who
is inexperienced,® the Service ® of All the Reverential Ones,’ and the

Worship ^ of the Divinities.’

2. The Worship of the New Initiate should be performed with

greater perfection « than other services For its perfection he

should recite three times every one of VoM wkhshyd Mananghd^

« Khshathfd, Ashdchd mtd-tanum » ®
* With Good Mind, « Right

Power, and Righteous Perfectness » increase « the blessed-personal-

ity))’; Intd raochdo bmzisfent ba.nzemanBm'’ ‘These Lights®

« and this Sun of Glory )) * the highest of the high ’
; « and )) Yahnti

^ Hence there was to be no Rapitwin Gah in winter ; for then the sun ap-

pears to have risen at about 8 A.M. and set at about 4 p.m. in the place whose times

ate here discussed. It can be seen from § 3 just above that there the morning time
was extended up to 2 P.M. in winter.

2 l^laoh Naevar gumanik. Chap, II ; App, B above, pertains to his first

service after initiation,

^ Visj^araL This service is not described below.

^ Bakan Yasth This service comprehended all the Yashts, probably

Interwoven in the Yasna,as is the case with the Visparat and the Vendidad Services;

see notes to the next folio, 11- 5-6,

® Or perhaps the service described in the previous chapters,

® See Yas. LXVIII, 23, This line is quoted from Yas. XXXIII, 10.

^ See Yas, LXVIII, 23. It is quoted from Yas. XXXVI, 6, where it is

made plain that the reference is to the Sun. The text also appears in Yas. LYIII,
8,5 and partially in Visp, XIX, 2.

® The Stars of the spiritual world are apparently meaat*

This mearnng is supplied from Yas. XXXVI, 5.
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S'pentd Thwd Mciinyu uruYciesS * Into which Evolution

Thou earnest through Thy Holy Spirit,

3. He should «also» celebrate thanksgiving on the sacred Dron

cake at the close «of the Service and there should be employed in it)X

Barsfmi in a firm ^ bundle of seven twigs,® and one sacred Dr6n cake
;

and then ^ « there should be performed » with a perfect dedicatory

formula the special little service of grace ^
•

4. For celebrating this thanksgiving there is no special ® ritual.

5. As the Leading Officiating Priest® of « this » Thanksgiving

Service is not « always » capable of celebrating it « all » within that

day/ he shall in any case ^ celebrate as much as is necessary onwards

;

because until he does not celebrate that «much»,he does not become fit

for the post of officiating as the Leading Officiating Priest for others

^ See Yas. LXVIIb 23, where it is quoted from Yas. XLIII, 6. It may

be observed that modern usage repeats these texts thrice in every Yazeshn.

2 Of course not at the end of Yas. LXVIII merely. In modern practice^

after finishing each of the four great services which the Neophyte has to perform

one every of four days, he performs the Dron Service just before taking the only

meal that he is permitted to take on each of those days*

® Hafiah aytwyahan e gashtak ;
Pr. =firm*

The number evidently refers to the Dron Service of the New Initiate
; see

below, FoL 168, L 10.

4 is for w m"- The reference is to the grace to be said before taking

his food and drink. ® Le.f as distinct from the ordinary thanksgiving service*

® The word is repeated through error*

Actually, the reference must be to the morning period described in §§ 1-3

of the last Chapter. The words {0 after oS are appropriately

omitted in TD.
The Officiating Priest, being a fresh man here, is not expected to perform within

a day the whole and particularly elaborate service of the New Initiate ; yet evidently

he should perform as much as is expected of a fresh man of passable capacity.

How much that must be is not explained here ; but he was possibly expected to

finish the Githa chapters,

® Otherwise ‘‘afterwards/^ meaning, on the next day. What follows imme-

diately might then signify all that remains of the Service. Smr appears to have

been miswritten for which foUows, and to have been rejected,

® Here he officiates for himself, but after the initiation he can officiate for

others. It must be noted that while qualifying himself as the Murattab, the new
priest is to go strictly through the entire text and service.

28
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SO also,^ until he does not celebrate thanksgiving upon the

sacred Dr6n cake « as above described », he does not become fit for

the post of officiating as the Leading Officiating Priest for others

;

'« hence » though afterwards he may faithfully ^ hold the special little

service for the sacred Dr6n cake and rriay partake of the food, still that

cannot be regarded to have propriety « therefore)).^

6. If at the time when the New Initiate drinks the Haoma bever-

93 A age, any circumstance arise during that ((event)), it must not be needful

to end the Thanksgiving Service ((just therefore))^: whoever may

have had been firmly faithful® in the Religion need (( simply )) hold

;(( again )) the special little formula for opening the function « with

quite the most perfect propriety »,

CHAPTER VI: APPENDIX A, II

ON THE BAKAN YASNA OR THE SERVICE OF
THE DIVINITIES

1. When one celebrates the Service of the Divinities, ® then up

to the Service’’ of the Spirit of the Moral Order ’ all the ritual is to be

just like that in the Service ® of All the Reverential Ones.®

2. In the Service of the Spirit of the Moral Order, and in every

^ QVX is written ow in TD.

® Awe^i&man.
® His consecrating the Dron at the initiatory service alone wiH tjaalify him

to consecrate it ever afterwards.

* As it is required in the case of the qualified priest. Whereas the new
initiate being but a fresh man is to be treated indulgently.

® elsewhere written fD'Ws"; Av.

® Bakan Yasn.

Srosh Yasn, i.e., Yas. LVII evidently ; because, it would be aimless to

refer hare to the Visparat if the reference were to the Srosh Yasht. It is however
probable that the Srosh Yasht might have been placed close to this chapter of the

Yasna, in the text interwoven for the Bakan Yasn. .

® Visparat.
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service^ before and after that,^ one should have held at its commence

-

menty the small formula for opening one’s function, and at its end

should have said the small formula for closing it.^ But when one

has said that for the « main » Service,'* one will <c also » have said

it for the worships « of the several Divinities » ;
wherefore one need

not say that (( over again ». There is « however one » who says thus

:

One must say that again « in this case)) quite ^ as an. essential cir-

cumstance,^ because one can have said it « simply » by the « main )>J

Service <( only in the case)) when « that is » not the Worship of the

Divinities « that » one may be celebrating, in so far as the holy dedica-

tory formulas in its « several » cases must be varying from that for the

Service of the Spirit of the Moral Order.^

^ should be as in TD ; and as the reference here is evidently to the

services of the nature of the Srosh Yasn occurring in the Bak&n Yasn, this having

the Srosh Yasht put probably in its juxtaposition there in that special case^ the term

1)03 (Yasn) in this case essentially represents the term )tO03 (Yasht) and points

to the Yashts severally.

2 Levin-ach zak ahhefm should be as in TD,

The reference is evidently to the Yashts devoted to the several Divinities to

which the Thanksgiving Service here is dedicated. Inasmuch as each Divinity

was to be specially glorified in the Bak&n Yasn, it is conceivable that these special

glorifications may have been the same as the Yashts that we have. The services

preceding and following what is hinted to be the Sr6sh Yasht will then be the

Yashts of the other Divinities, preceding and following the Srosh Yasht

In the Bakin Yasn the Yashts appear to have been incorporated into the

Visparat with the Yasna, because it is stated just above in the previous paragraph

that up to Yas, LVII the Bakin Yasn is to be quite like the Visparat, as also

because it may be so inferred from their association together in Fol. 86, 11*

18-22. But whether that the Service was performed every day for only the Divin-

ity presiding over that day, until ail the days dedicated to the several Divinities

were gone through, or that the glorifications of the several Divinities were all

celebrated on the same day and in the same service, cannot be ascertained.

® This might very fittingly apply to the several Yashts.

* A haj is taken at the commencement of the Yazeshn Service, and another

is said out at its end,

® 311. should be ') t. simply.

® This argument is evidently valid, because each Divine Power needs a

distinct glorification in the Bakin Yasn wherein the Divinities are treated severally

and not promiscuously as in the Yasna and the Visparat; so that a special glori-

fication appears essential in each case.
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3. They are to say the worships properly in every Thanks-

giving Service
;
so that « there should be specially glorified in it » the

day and the particular® period * of the day even although « the Service

93 B be )) not the greater ^ one.

4. As regards the signification of « the Service )) being greater

[(( the doctors of the Religion )> have been of different opinions
;
there

is « however » one who says that that signifies “ having more text of the

Holy Wisdom.”

5. Behold there is one (( according to » whom it is not proper as

regards the Worship ® of the Divine Powers made presiding over the

Thirty Days,® to celebrate it by itself® before the Holy Text.'^

6. The Worship® will be proper « if )) when the Worship is

celebrated « there are used » the Bars&m in a firm bundle of 7 twigs®

and one Dr6n cake, and if there is recited at that Worship also the

glorification of the period of the day one may « just then » have.

7. When one performs the tasting function, one must put

the sacred Bars6m twigs down in their appointed place on the ritual

table
;
and « while doing so » one must say the special little Service

for (( putting down )) the Bars6m.

Yasn. The reference apparently is only to the sacred ritual in the sever-

al services generally, though the term is used above and below specially to denote

the glorification of each of the Divine Powers.
® Zak. 3 Jivak = Gas = Pr. Gah.
« Cf. Pols. 59, 1. 13; 67, 1. 27 ; 76, U. 28, 30; 81, 1. 29; 132,1. 14; 151, 1. 10;

153, 1. 21. See also note 5 on p. 127 ; and notice the vague definition just below.

® 30-Yomak=Sirozak, the Sirozah Service. Pann tan.

^ Srob ; Av. wn-l*.

The Sir6zah was probably to be celebrated concurrently with the main service.

Indeed it is represented in the very body of the Yasna in Chap. XVI, §§ 3-6.

® Yasn, The reference here apparently is to each of the worships of the

several Divine Powers.

® These 7 twigs must either appertain to each of the worships of the

several Divine Powers or more probably to the Dron Service for the Bak§,n Yasn

;

because the least numbers that can be used in a Yazeshn itself must be 13 or 21

;

see Fol. 168 below.

Yasn-ach ; otherwise may be wrong for (hanach).

In the Bakin Yasn of course.

Var. Has the Persian word (= writing board) any relation to this word?
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8. When one would hold the special little service for opening the

function « of tasting )) ^ one should hold the special little service thus

:

Ravascha khvdthremcha dfnndmi vhpaydo ashaono s0is, Azas-

cha ci!«zh(Jchm»ch<z dfnndmi vhpaydo drvatd stois.^

Ashem Vohu 3.

aRdmano Kliydstrahe f Vayao% upardhairydhe tara-Ahdid anydis

ddnmn ,— aetat te Vayd / yat te asti spentb-inainyawn—,
khshnaothra

‘ I love the comfort and happiness of the whole righteous existence. I

appreciate the hardship and unhappiness ® of the whole sinful existence.

‘ The Praise of Righteousness 3 « times ».

‘ With establishing the Holy Concord of « the Pleasure of

the Fruit of Right Industry », of Magnetismic Force working from

high and placed above the other creations that ((power)) is thine O
Magnetismic Force! which as thine is pertaining to the Spirit of Holy

Beneficence

9. (( Then )) one must commence Yazdi Apentcha Baghemcha
° ‘I reverence and thank the Holy Sap and (( its )) Distributer

^ Presumably this, because a portion of the Ram Yasht is recited below, and

Rdm is concerned with food in a special way.

It is evidently meant here that this formula is to be recited specially in the

case of the celebration of the Bakdn Yasn,

^ Yas. VIII, 8. This section however is now recited after having

tasted the Dron in the Yazeshn services.

® These words apparently have dropped out through some mistake, but they

occur thus elsewhere, and are wanted by the context, for Ram has more to do ’with

the satisfaction of tasting, than Vayu has.
* These words primarily occur at the commencement of the Rim Yasht

The wwds yasnaicha vahmaicha^ etc., have of course to follow as usually,

® Inasmuch as these help us to be rid of all sins by pressing on us to re-

nounce these as being their real and ultimate cause.

® Commencement of Ram Yasht, § 1. It is not clear whether this first section

alone is intended to be recited here or the whole of the Yasht, although indeed in the

main service itself the Rim Yasht was to be recited along with the other Yashts

as it is already presumed. It is also not clear whether the tasting function took

place in this case, so late as at the recitation of the Rim Yasht in the main service,

though, according to modem usage that would be too late if the Yashts were

distributed evenly among the Yasna chapters*

The text is corrected throughout.

94
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’
;

and « thereon » one must finish « the Service for

Tasting ».

10. One should say « in this case )) the special little service for

finishing the function « of tasting » quite as that must be in the Holy

Dedicatory Service for the Sacred Dron Cake.^

11. (( When )) anyone who must hold upon that sacred Dr6n cake

the special little service « for the tasting », eats the food, and says the

Holy Worship on « without saying the special little service for closing

the function of tasting », that should « certainly )) be wrong.

12. When <c however)) one has not to say the Holy Worship on,

then whether that ^ can be allowed or no, is not plain.

CHAPTER VI : APPENDIX B

ON THE KHSHNtiMANS OR THE HOLY DEDICATORY
FORMULAS

1. When the Holy Dedicatory Formula is to be for the 7 Bene-

ficent Holy Immortal Powers, <( then that being quite essential » in

that case, of the 7 Beneficent Holy Immortal Powers, ((there should

94 B be glorified » always ^ the period of the day, (( there should be glori-

fied » always ^ the day, (( and there should be glorified » always ® the

month ((even)) notwithstanding ((there having been celebrated))

^ The service for closing the function of tasting in the case of theBak&n Yasn

must be the same as in the Dedicatory Service of the Dron Offering in the ordi-

nary Yasna rituaf, which evidently must comprise at least the Yasna chapters

VII-VIII, Hence this closing service in the Bakin Yasn also would be the same

as at the close of Yas. VIII, excepting perhaps the last section which has already

occurred in the opening formula given just above in our text here-

^ I,e,, holding first the special little formula for tasting the Dron cake, and

then tasting it, but not closing that function with a special little formula.

The difference between the two cases is just this that in the one the Dron

is to be tasted in the midst of the Thanksgiving Service which is to be continued

after the tasting, whereas in the other the Dron is to be tasted independently of

any Service or at the close of one.

^ Akher has this force here,

^ Mahikan, CU above at FoL 93, IL 15-16 or § 3 of the preceding appendix

where the glorification of the month is not included in the formula,
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previously the Service ^ of the Divine Powers made presiding over the

Thirty Days ^
;
inasmuch as the 7 Beneficent Holy Immortal Powers

<( have » not « been glorified » in that case « with the glorification of »

the period of the day^ the day, and the month, « notwithstanding there

having been celebrated » previously the Service of the Divine Powers

made presiding over the Thirty Days/

2. There is one who says thus : Verily, as regards « any glorifica-

tion of » the 7 Beneficent Holy Immortal Powers, « there should be

pronounced » in that case altogether ^ « but » one previous dedicatory

formula, as that is not necessary « both » previously ^ and afterwards.

3. There is one who says thus : Verily, as one does not perform

the Service^ of the Holy Spiritual Essences® ((with the glorification

of » the period of the day, the day, and the month both before and

afterwards, so in other « cases also », if not (( content with » observing

« it simply » once one performs « the Service with their glorification »

both before and afterwards, that must not be <( quite » proper/

4. With regard to the KHVARDAT day^ ((devoted to the Spirit

^ 30-yomak= Sirozak which appears to have a necessary place in the Bakan
Yasn, It must be noted that the Sirozah Yasht includes the glorification of the

GS-hj, the day, and the month, but the plain Sirozah does not

\ In the Sirozah (See S. B. E* VoL XXIII, pp. 3-20) the Amesha Spentas or

Beneficent Holy Immortal Powers are of course glorified; but it is meant here

that as the period of the day, the day, and the month are not glorified there, and as

these are specially to be glorified in their Dedicatory Formula, such special dedica-

tory formula including this glorification is to be recited in every case of their

glorification,

^ Hamag.
^ This critic does not evidently mean that a dedicatory service of the

Amesha Spentas is already performed in the service of the Sirozah, and hence no
other dedicatory service is necessary; rather he simply asserts the general fact that

in every glorification of the kind only one previous dedicatory service is essential,

and no other need be performed afterwards.

® A ria Fravart,

® Apparently, this statement is given here simply for extra information and
reflection.

The sixth day of the Zoroastrian month*

In this connection we must compare the dedicatory formulas for the ordinary

Khvardat day and for the Khvardats2,I day, that are in use among us at presenL

A difference exists: between these.
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of Wholesomeness and Universality » the Holy Dedicatory Formula

for the day should be this :

—

Haurvafdto Rathwd ydiryctydo hushitois sarrdhtrei&yo Ashahe

95 A ratubyo,'^

Ayaraft(imch.a, asnyandmcha, mdhyanamcha, ydiryanUmcha,

S2xrAhandincha,^

Vhpahh.am Yazatandm « khshficrothm... » up

to yazamaide.

Ayara AshaAe Rathwd rafufrifi^ yazamaide.

Amya AshaM RaAxwd ratufriti^ yazamaide

Mdhya AAiahe jRathw^ ratufriti^ yazamaide.

<( Ydirya Ashahe Rathwd ratufriti yazamaide )).®

Sarrdhij Ashahe Rathwd ratufritP yazamaide.

‘ « With the glorification. )) of the Lord of Wholesomeness

and Universality, of the seasons of good blessings for the years « which

are » the periods of the Holy Order...

‘ And of the days,® and of the day’s periods, and of the fortnights,

and of the seasons, and of the years,
,

‘ Of all the Divinities ’ up t o^ ‘we reverence... ’•

‘ We reverence the days with the right glorification of Time of the

Holy Order.

‘ We reverence the day’s periods with the right glorification of

Time of the Holy Order.

^ See prelude to the Khordid Yasht, and SirSzah I, 6.

2 See Afringin G^h^imbS,r, 1 ; Yas. I, 17- The reference is to the Eternal

Time and its Periods of the Life Everlasting.

Notice that Ayara precedes Asnya for the reason explained below in note 6.

® HJ has ratufriti ; TD has raiufritis. We prefer an instrumental singular.

* In TD; dropped out from HJ, ® Missing from the text.

• The terms except the first are in the rising order of magnitude ; and the

first breaks that order simply because the day is the most natural unit of time and

hence need be mentioned first according to the propriety of a posteriori reasoning.

Even when conceived in the apparent sense, such glorification of the periods of

time evinces a gratefulness for Nature’s wise dispositions and their beneficial

utility for the world; still in their higher sense these periods have a reference to

the Time of Illumined Eternity, when they evidently merit a special veneration,

^ Pann,
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‘ We reverence the fortnights with the right glorification of Time
of the Holy Order.

‘We reverence the seasons with the right glorification of Time of

the Holy Order.

‘ We reverence the years with the right glorification of Time of the

Holy Order.’

5.

Azat-Mart said : Verily « the text should read » : Ayara

ashavana Ashahe mtavo ‘ yazamaide ‘ We reverence the holy

days, the time-periods of the Holy Order ’on every Khvardat

day « devoted to the Spirit of Wholesomeiiess and Universality, even

as » it is proper to do so.

There is one who says « it should be » so « but » on one « day :

i.e., on that day falling » on the occasion of the new year.®

6. All might be the « fit » times for tasting
;
« still » when at the

function of the ® period relating to the early dawn,® one does not per-

form « the tasting, then if one do )> not « recite )) the formula * for

glorifying the period of the day in order to contemplate the period of

the day, it should always be allowed to hold ® « the Service that way g
and » to act « accordingly )).

7. When alongside « this formula » ® they « likewise »' perform

the Holy Dedicatory Formula, then it is not plain as to which of these

two « should be performed » firs t.^

^ Rathwo used above is genitive singular, whereas mtavo here is accusative

plural. So again is an additional term here.

® The previous statement signifies that such text is to be recited on the Khvar-

dat day of every month, but that signification is here limited to the Khvardat day of

the first month only, which is called the Khordadsai day, held, among other things,^

to be the day of Zarathushtra^s inspiration, and therefore very sacred.

It should be remembered that Khvardat or Haurvatat represents the Infinity

of Space, whereas it is Amrrrta^ which indicates the Infinity of Time, hence

although terms relating to time occur in its dedicatory formula, Amrrriat has

greater claim to this relationship ; but Haurvata^ and Kmrrri^i were often used In*

differently by later writers through an extension of the special philosophic sense.

^ ; but HJ has m'Or and TD
* Gas; cf. the modern term Gah in that sense. ^ Vakhdmian*
^ The Gah or the formtfia of glorification for the period of the day.

y At present the Gah usually precedes the Khshndaian,

29
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A

8. The Holy Dedicatory Formula for the ATRO day (( devoted

to the Holy Life Flame )) is this :

—

AthrdAhufaM Mazddb puth.fal
^

‘ Of « thee)) the Life Flame

O offspring of the Most Wise Lord!

9. « Also », for the month « Atrf) )). it is just this how one is

always to commence « the formula ».

10. If one performs « the Holy Dedicatory Formula))' for the
A ^

% ktro )) month alongside that for the At^o day, « then one should

besides say )) Khshathf<3-iVfzffdhr<3, Nairyd-SanghahS ^ ‘Of the

Source of Royalty, of the Impulse of the Human Ideal.’

11. Whether it is not lawful to perform the formula as including

KhshathrAaiVafFdhff^)) ‘of«the Source of )). Royalty/ when

pertaining ((only )) to the month,® is not plain.

12. Aaat-Mart said : When one performs (( the Holy Dedicatory

Formula » for the month alongside that for the A.tr6 day ((dedicated

fo the Holy Life Flame )), then it is essential to perform (( the formula

with )) Khsh(rthr6-(( iVc^fifdh?*^ )) ‘of (( the Source of )) Royalty,’

just for this reason that Khsh<JthrA(( Naptar ‘ the Source )) of Royalty
’

is as much bound up® with the Holy Flames^ as one fire with

another.®

13. There is one who says thus that when one performs (( the

Holy Dedicatory Formula )) for the month on the At^-o day, then one

is to perform ((the formula)) along with (( the words )) ...mat

vispaHby6 Atnibyd ® ‘ with all the Holy Flames.’

^ 14. When the Holy Service^ ((takes place before)) the

^ See prelude to the Atash Niydyesh, and Sirozah I,, 9, and the dedicatory

formula for the Atar day and Atar month in current use.

2 l.e,, when it is not also for the Atar day. 3 Aevakartak.
'*

Taking as being wrong for otherwise the sense would be
” as much bound up with the Houses of the Sacred Flames

® Khshffthro Naptar— the Source or Spring of Royalty is closely associated

with Nairyo-Sangha which is related with Holy Life Flame in an equal degree.
6 In TD ; omitted in HJ. As regards the formula itself see the modern dedi-

catory formula for the Atar day in the Atar month.,

^ is perhaps for ilTW*
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A

AtrS-Farnbagi « the Life Flame of Abundant Good Fortune and

Glorious Dispensation », then all these three « expressions )).^ must be

used.

15. These three® Holy Fires « the At?'5-FarnbA.g the Life Flame

of Abundant Good Fortune and Glorious Dispensation, the Atro-
A

Goshnasp the Life Flame of the Agile Mental Vigour, the Atfii-Burxrin-

Mitro the Life Flame of Blessed Attachment ». ^ should be enthroned®

in every place.

Soshtws made that obligatory.®

Vakhshapflhar made that optional.^

16. ((It is clear enough that)) whenever ((people)) have come

together for a function they are first to perform what is obligatory.

17. With regard to all the other Holy Flames the good people

and the people of the Primal Creed ® have chosen (( special )) dedica-

tory formulas (( therefor )).

® Commonly read Frobak or Frobak, but the word must be derived from

O.P. Farna = “
Glory,” or Av. = “abundant,” and or •^5 or

= “ good fortune “ dispensation.”

3 Viz., (1) Athro Ahurahe Mazdab Piethm (2) Khshathro NaSdhrb',

Nairyb Sanghahe and (3) mat vispaeibyb Atiribyb

® Hj» be read ae then the translation will be “ This one Holy Flame, ” i,e.,

Farnbflg.
* See Bund. XVII, 4-9

; as it is said there, these three Sacred Fires must

constitute the Atash-e-Vahram. This is enthroned in the most eminent temples of

the Zoroastrians, which are consecrated at every place where they are living in

large numbers.

® ShalUa vahiduntan. Is however the reference here simply to the duty of

venerating these Sacred Fires ? ° Farizkar,

GtV<re ;
Pr. tj'.r^=wish.

Vakhshapuhar means that although it would be expected of the Zoroas-

trians living in large numbers at any place to raise their highest places of worship-

it is not absolutely incumbent on them to do so; so that they may serve their pur-

pose with lesser temples without being guilty therefor. See also, note 5 above.

8 It must always be remembered that the Paoiryo-tkaesba need not always

belong to the past, and does not signify a pre-Zoroastrian. Indeed the blessed

Zarathushtra himself is called the Paoiryo-fka&ha ; and passages like Dink. Bk.

VI, A, VI (5), and C, XXVI make it evident that the Paoiryo-tkaesha Creed has

always been a higher order of the spiritual hierarchy of the Mazdayasnas to whioh

persons of all times may belong.
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96 B

18. When one performs « the Holy Service » at one’s own house

and for a single Holy Flame, « the Dedicatory Formula should be » :

—

Jihro AJmrahe MazdcW puihra

!

‘Of « thee )) the Life

Flame, 0 offspring of the Most Wise Lord!

;« and » when « for » 2 « Holy Flames or more, it should be )) :

—

Athro Ahurahe- Mazddo « puthra » / mat vtspaeihyd Atrrxhyd

‘ Of « thee » the Life Flame, « 0 offspring » of the Most Wise Lord

!

with all the Holy Flames

19. S6shaws said : Verily, though there be even 10 « Holy Fires))!

every one of them « is implied in » Jthnl AhurahS Mazddo puihra !

......... ‘ Of ((thee)), the Life Flame, O offspring of the Most Wise
Lordl’i

20.

He further ^ said thus that when one commences ® a function

it is fitting to perform (( the prayers )) Khshniimaine Mddnghahe

Gcio- a chithralie y) and 'Kh^h-ndmaini D^rthzish^ ‘ In the

-Holy Concord of the Moon^ of Prolific Grace ^ the source of animal

species ’and ‘In the Holy Concord of Him Who hath

given ’.

21. One is to perform the Dedication of APAN ® ((or the Holy

Saps )) ® whenever one sows corn or reaps corn.

22. (( Whenever » one performs the Dedication of the Holy Saps

at the time when one sows corn, one is (( likewise » to keep in mind

:<( the text “ in current as swift » as the form of mind's fleet career.” ®

S6sh^«s applies the term Mar to the whole class, and the other divine to

every individual Fire ; in their particular senses both are correct.

^ HanL 3 Eaoh vahUuneU
* The Divine Power Mdh, working in the moon substance, is supposed to

give assistance in life’s affairs
; see Sh. La-Sh. XXII, 12 ; XII, 8; XXIII, 2.

® Written c*e)“ {apam)
;
see Sirozah I, 10, and Ab^n Yasht Prelude.

This dedication must of course be appropriate as water and the saps are so

essentially useful here.

6 is a confused writing for or cjeolo'SjAei*"
; see Yt.

II, Introduction. 12; Yt. VIII, 8.
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23. The Holy Dedicatory Formula^ for the TIR day « dedicated

to the brilliant Star Tishtrya )) is this :

—

TistryehS stdr6 raevato khvzmtanguhatoj SatavaSsahS frdpahi

surahS MazdadhdtahS khsh^rrothm » ^ ^With the

establishment of the Holy Concord of the Brilliant Star Tishtrya

the bright and the glorious one, (( and » of Satavaesa « the brilliant

Star of the Hundred Aspects )), the distributer of the Saps, the heroic,

and the appointed of the Lord Most Wise^

24. For the « Tir » month also this is even as one is always to

perform «the formula)): Tistryihe ‘ « With the establishment

of the Holy Concord)) of the Brilliant Star Tishtrya *

.((excepting that )> the text « has )) not with it « then the words >i

^ *
.of « the Winning Star )) Vanant.^

25. (( When » this Holy Service is for Willing Praise ® « then the

Dedicatory Formula must be just the same»®
^<( With the establishment of the Holy Concord ». of the Brilliant

Star Tishtrj^a....

26. The Holy Dedicatory Formula for the Companions^ of the

Brilliant Star Tishtrya^ is: Tistryehe ^ Vdtahe ash4xm(m

^ Khshmman written in PS.zand characters,
^ See Prelude to Tir Yasht, and Siro^ah I, 13, and especially the modern ded*

icatory formula for the Tir day in the Tir month,
3 See Sirozah I, 13.

^ This however occurs in the modern dedicatory formula for the Tir day of

the Tir month.
^ In which offerings are made to the Divine Powers. This service is also

mentioned in Fols, 67, L 5; 114, 1. 30; and 123, 1, 28.

^ Evidently as given above. ^ Tishtrikdn*

It is not plain whether VRta and Fravashis alone are to be taken as the com-

panions of Tishtrya, for, several other Divine Powers, etc., are also mentioned else-

where as the helpers of Tishtraya: in Tir Yasht, 34 Apam Nap^t and Awz/?data

Khvarrnzngh. are stated to complete the work of Tishtrya, together with Vita and

the Fravashis; in Tir Yasht, 38 Ahura Mazda, the other Amesha Spentas, Mithra,

Ashi, and P3.rendi are said to help him; and Satavaesa is mentioned with even

greater relationship in the dedicatory formula for Tishtrya.

It may be noted that it is enjoined to recite the Tir Yasht on Tishtrya, Haurva-
taf, Fravardin, and Vat days; see again Tir Yasht, 34; and note the fact that

Haurvataf is related with the Holy Saps as well as Tishtrya is.
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(f FravashinUvt »
' ‘ « With the establishment of the Holy

Concord)) of the Brilliant Star Tishtrya of the Blower of

Salubrity , ((of the Spiritual Essences )) of the righteous ones
J

27. « The Holy Dedicatory Formula )) for the day dedicated to

97 A VAT « the Blower of Salubrity )) need not be
_
different (( from this,

although )) there is one who says, it must be different for the day dedi-

cated tp the Blower of Salubrity.^

28. Animals may be dedicated with all the dedicatory services.

They are to be sacrificed with proper solemnity : more explicitly « it

should be » thus ®

« There should first be glorified )) the period of the day, the day,

and the month, and « then there should be recited )) Athrd Ahurahe

Mazddd puthra ! mat vispaeibyd Atnxhyb, Tistryehe, Vanantd, Geus

Tash^d,* vtspaesham. (( Yazatanam )), ashdumm ® Frava^iwm ®

... ‘ « With the establishment of the Holy Concord)) of « thee ))

the Life Flame, O offspring of the Most Wise ! with all the Holy

Flames, of the Brilliant Star Tishtrya, of the Winning Star Vanant, of

the Maker of the Animate World, of all «the Divinities)), of the Spiritual

Essences of the righteous ones ’.

29. When « this is » completed « and the offered animal is ))!

purified, one should then perform « the formula)) Khshnumaine Amahe
* ‘ In the Holy Concord of Courage and along with it

^ See the text occurring just below^ the Fravardin Yasht Prelude, and Tir

Yasht, 34.

It must appear that the several dedicatory formulas for Tishtrya, V§,ta, and the

Fravashis are to be recited here together; see Sirozah I, 13, 19 and 22-

“ Evidently Sir. I, 22 is not so extensive as the above formula. Yet both

these opinions can find arguments to defend themselves.

® Otherwise, It is fitting to dedicate animals at all the dedicatory services ;

the sacrifice more explicitly is (of) this (nature) —
* The text has Tashni.

® Instead of this Avestan, the text suddenly slips into the Pahlavi Arta

Fravart through error.

® See Fragment, V, 1.
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one should perform « the text)) Pa^ayAo... ‘ Of the Path.,,

.« that is )):

—

Pathaydo l^h.vdstditydo,'' ZdLmiumatd,^ Surahe, SaoJiantahecha*

Gardis MazdadMtahe

Patham KhvAsiditim yazamaide ; Za.vmimantem Surem yaza- 97 B
maide ; Saokantem Gainm Mazdadhdtem yazamaide.^

‘ ‘of the Path of Self-reliance of the Illustrious Lake, of Ver-

dant Prosperity,® and of the Mount of Benefit created by the Most Wise.

‘ We honour the Path of Self-reliance
;

\ve honour the Illustrious

Lake of Verdant Prosperity
;
we honour the Mount of Benefit created

by the Most Wise.’

30. « This formula is )) fit to be observed at every holy service.

31. There is one who says thus « in this relation )> :
^ First of all'^

« there should be recited the expression )> Rdmand KhvAstrahe ®

‘ of the Pleasure of the Fruit of Right Industry ((which is)):

as much bound up with ® « the expression )) I'hwdshahd ® ‘

...of Universe ’ as (( the expression )) Tistryehe^° ‘ of

the Brilliant Star Tishtrya ’ ((is bound up)) with (( the expression))

Vananid “ ‘ of the Winning Star Vanant ’.

32. When a guest arrives at a house he is to observe « the

prayer)): Khshiuhnaine j4shdis Vanghuydo, Chistdis Vanghuydo, Rrrth<?

Vanghuydo^^^ ,,..a^dti,mnt Fravadaiiutmd'^ ‘In the Holy Concord

^ The text has Khvastyao*
^ The name ZBXxnumani is said to be represented by the Fahlavi

Zarimnand which is the name of what is understood as a lake and a spring; see

Bund, XX, 34; XXII, 1 and 6. The reference evidently is to the springs of the

Holy Saps.

® Elsewhere Saokenfa, It is said to be the name of what is understood as a

mountain near Hukairya or the Mount of the Glory of Good-doing.

^ Evidently the expression Khsh^iaothm......... ** with the establishment of

the Holy Concord is to be supplied here.

® See Khorshed Niyayesh, 8, end; Fragment V, 1.

^ The meaning of Zarmu is appropriately expanded here.

^ in the dedication of animals. ® Sir. I, 21.

^ the other expression is to be recited along with it as quite essentiaL

See Sirozah I, 13. See Prelude to Ashi Yasbt^ etc.

This seems to have slipped into Pahiavi Aria Fravart through mistake.
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of Blest Rectitude the Good, of Philosophy the Good, of Right

Utility the Good, « and )) of the Spiritual Essences of the

righteous ones ’
;

« and » inasmuch as * the good of « dedicating »:

the sacred Dr6n cake is manifest, he is to offer upon it thanksgiving

well
;

otherwise this « person does » not « behave like )) a « true )).

guest.*

33. He * may carry the sacred Dron cake
* from place to place,

excepting to the houses of the Sacred Fires, as it is not lawful to take*

it ((there)).®

A 34. It is lawful to take it to every place with personal ^ purity
’’

—

but it is (( only )) at that time lawful (( to carry it so )) when no other

person will be saying thanksgiving on it (( elsewhere )) for one.®

One may (( then )) carry the sacred Dron cake from (( one’s » house

to just such places ® as these.

1 ^ ji ,1^;, intrmjetj here from the following line, and must

therefore be dropped.

® The guest is expected to offer thanksgiving for the hospitality which he
receives. While acknowledging his obligation to the host, he is also to recall that

although he receives the hospitality from his host- directly, still the host is enabled
to offer it through the bounties which Good God has provided him even to spare
them for Quests. Hence the guest will be failing in duty if he does not offer up
thanks to Him before the Sacred Cake. This is certainly a delightful practice to

follow at all times.

® 1“ appears to be for the third personal pronoun',

* Viz, that apparently on which the thanksgiving is to be said when away
from home and in places which lack the conveniences for its preparation. It

seems to have been thought necessary to carry prepared Drons from place to place

to be used to this end. It is advised not to take such Drons at the Houses of Fire,

for, evidently, means must be found there to prepare them fresh.

® must be

® For, as is just noticed, means must be found there to prepare them fresh.

.
^ Pakih aishanih.

® When it is expected that there will be some person at the place one intends

visiting, who will have the means for preparing the Dron fresh and saying thanks-
giving thereon on one’s behalf, then it is apparently not necessary that prepared
Drons be taken to such a place from another.

* I.e., where no other person will be saying thanksgiving on it for ong when
away from home, and where there are no conveniences for its preparation,
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35. On the days sacred to the holy Spiritual Essences one should

repair the chamber ^ « of the dead )) at the base of the house.^

36. One ^ should perform thanksgiving « on the sacred Dro^n

cake ^ » whenever a* lady might ask thus : Perform me thanksgiving

on the sacred Dr,6n cake/^ if one were* « to prove » just so cognisant of

good as a person « who.)) would not fail to perform thanksgiving unless

it were » not proper « to do so for some special valid reason »/

37. As no special® dedicatory service would be required to be

glorified at the Thanksgiving Service/ if no special® dedicatory for-

mula were necessary to be observed at the Thanksgiving Service?^

t( so » all the dedicatory formulas of the Service of the Divine Powers

made presiding over the Thirty Days® should be observed properly®

;

and this should be done to suit with the day (( of celebration » ;
and

any other thing must be made legalised with ^^MspaishSmcha

^ and of all and as because it cannot be re-

quired in the Service of the Divine Powers ipade presiding over the

^ Katih, Av. ; Pr.

^ It was a custom in Zorpastrian, households, to keep a- place reserved on the

ground floor for placing the bodies of the deceased before removal; and it is advised

specially to repair and clean it on the approach of the days sacred to the dead.

This and the following statements are detached additional remarks at the end

of the subject just finished.

^ Aiyop-ash cannot fit in here ; it is probably for Awash*

This should be supplied ; see what just follows.

^ It is meant that under ordinary circumstances one is expected to carry out

such a proper request from a lady. ^ Ac.

The Bakin Yasn ;
otherwise perhaps the Yasn of the Siidzah might be

intended here.

^ If the reference here is to the Bakin Yasn, then because it treated of ail

the Divine Powers, the whole Sirozah which contains the dedicatory formulas of

the Divine Powers made presiding over the Thirty Days, would be closely related

to it, and must have been an appropriate accompaniment to it- Whereas

in the case of the Yasn of the Sirozah, the Sirbzah must of course be recited

therein.

® As essentially necessary in the service if the reference here is tO' the

Bakin Yasn or the Yasn of the SirSzah.

The Divine Power presiding over the day of the service must receive

special glorification.

As is not directly implied in the actual glorifications.
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Thirty Days, « to have)) 2 ((recitations of)) Brnzatd

.of the Exalted One ’ and 2 (( of )) Da^h.ush.6

^ ‘ of Him Who hath given... that should

98 B not therefore be allowed as proper for the Service of the Divine Powers

made presiding over the Thirty Days.

CHAPTER VII

ON THE GLORIFICATION OF THE HOLY SAPS
1. Kahmdt hacha^ Vanghvin&m fritis ® fra-jasaiti ? Fpom

when shall the praise, #.e. the right glorification, of the Good
Holy Saps take place 1 i.e., at what time «. should )) the Thanks-

giving Service of the (( Holy )) Saps (( take place )) ?
^

2. Hacha M-vakhshdt d hd /rdshmS-cidtHt^ fairi-sachditi. It

shall be gone through (( during the period )) from sunrise

up to sunset.®

3. Tathama; tat aixtd-gdme, (( It shall be)) thus in sum-
mer

;
« and it shall be )> thus in winter (( likewise )).

4. Zaothrdm fra-baraiti, He who presents the

Hallowed Portion to the Holy Sap, Jascha M-frd&hmd-ddit^tn

para ZtM-vakhsh(^t, after sunset and in the interval before sunrise,

99 A ndit vaingM^ ahmdt ^hyaothanem vxxtzyeiU does no better thing

than such yathayat him azWhviA\d~vaepahe'’ gastrem^ paitydptam^

^ Instead of the single occurrence of Bxxvzatb and three of Dathwsho

that are to be found in the Sirozah.

2 HJ has TD has * The text has

^ Some of the last chapters of the Yasna that have descended to us are devot-

ed to the Holy Saps ; hence a glorification of the Divine Power nianifested in theni

is associated with the Holy Worship.
® These are Ardvi Sura’s own words in Yt. V, 91,

ti should be which is a comparative adjective, neuter, accusa-

tive singular.

^ TD has ; HJ has Darmesteter recalls the Armenian

vishdp. Cf. Yas. IX, 30.

2 The text has vastrem which is corrected into a word derivable from gangh
= to devour.

® TD has ; HJ has but the word must have a forip

to agree with h\m.
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karshoit. as when he would have * tossed it, i.e. the good water,

quite ^ into the jaw® of a poison-belching serpent,® as

when he would have poured it into the jaws of reptiles,*

5. (( Hence » this function particularly must be performed during

daytime : vh., the Hallowed Portion must be taken, and the Holy

Dedicatory Formula Apmt vls-pae^ham « Yazaiamntyi

* .of the Holy Saps , of all « the Divinities »

... ’ « which is to be recited therefor, must be recited )> according to the

nature ® of the Holy Creed.*

6. Afrog said : Verily, the Law has determined « the text

... Apum )), v^spaeAxmt « Yazatanatn » «
‘

of

the Holy Saps », of all « the Divinities as )) unlawful

« for performance » at night.®

7- There is one who says thus : As ® the Law has always deter-

mined it « as » unlawful « for performance » at night,® « this »'

Hallowed Portion must not* be taken « with)) these several things'®:

—

the Haoma ” accessories” and the dish holding the Vars « ring for the

^ Madam levatmsxi hart havxmxiae translating Av. paiiyapidm karshoit
^ PS.Z. gihisf representing Av. gastrem from Av, gangh=^to devour.

® The words azh e vtsh must be supplied before bata ayaft^ for, they have

dropped out through error ; see the Pahlavi translation of Yas. IX, 30.

^ A similar idea is expressed in Yt V, 94*'95 where it is said that the dedi-

cations which wicked people offer up to Ardvi Sura after sunset^ cannot be

accepted by that Power, but are received by the demoniac forces whose worship

they become owing to being offered at night, and to foul emanations naturally

resulting then.

Darmesteter has already noticed the fact that this passage is published and

translated by Haug in the edition of the Zand-Pahlavi Farhang, pp. 76-77*

^ i?ilW5
;
cL Pr, existence. during daytime.

Because it is to be recited at the dedication to the Holy Saps, which can-

not take place at night.

® TD adds before "***1*. ^ La as in TD.

Apparently because these things are to be prepared in the period precede

ing the morning, so that they may be ready for the services of Hivani ; and hence

the Hallowed Portion of the 'Holy Saps cannot be taken along with them^ because,

it cannot be taken in the period preceding the morning.

Haomyan in Avestan form*
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electrisation, which are made ready by » the young priests,* and the

Haoma drink « which is expressed by » the young priests.* « And »

90 B because * owing to that « circumstance )> the Thanksgiving Service

would be so contrary as if indifferent, it should not be allowed that

the Hallowed Portion of the Holy Sap be taken at night-time^

8. There is one who says : Behold, if « during the Holy Service »

the dish holding the Vars « ring for the electrisation » be not there,

that cannot be proper.

'9. There is one who says : Behold, if one strike * it against a

^^one,^ that cannot be proper.

10. One should perform « one’s sacred functions » with good-

natured* wisdom® ; « because )) it is one’s duty® that one be good in

nature ** « while performing those ».

11. ‘There is one who says thus : Verily, if there be a code ® from

which « people )) derive ® no benefit,® then though it be by heart, it is

after all said that that cannot*® be the proper thing*® « therefore )>.

12- When one is to take the Hallowed Portion of the Holy Sap,'

one should proceed to the precincts** of water, and one should recite

the text of Holy Wisdom to the Boundless Saps,*® and one should hold

the special Formula for opening the function « thus ))
**:—

Ashem Yoh^ 3; ((The Praise of Righteousness 3 times))

;

^ Apnrnaikan. It is not plain why this qualification is made. Is it meant
that the young performers being naturally not so quick as the old practised hands

had specially to conduct the Preparatory Service in the time preceding the day to

finish the main service in the time allowed ? Or, is it that the term signifies here

simply the lesser priests virho prepare the ritual apparatus ?

® TD adds ^ before ® Fr&t k^pet.

Sank ;
Pr. The text has sak.

® Veh-chihar-dahar
;

Pr. jl*i=wisdom. Or, the word might simply be

good-naturedly.

® Kar. Haim.
® Datih, ® La yaparhand.

La shalita. Var ; otherwise, “ the basin.”

A-sarih maya.

What follows will be found in the Preparatory Service, p. VII, 'of Ervad
Tehmurasp’s Yasna with the Ritual, and mostly also in Fragment VII.
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FravarAne ‘I profess myself « a worshipper of the Most

Wise »
’

;

* The glorification of the period of the day one may have « while

reciting »

;

Aiwy6 Vanghvibyb^ vispanaimha Apam Mazda&hAtanatn^ Bxxxzato 100 A
Ahurahe NaSdhro Apam, Apascha Mazdadhdtaydo, tava Ahurdne

Ahurahe ! khsh«<a:othw, yasndich.a, up to frasastayaechad

‘ With the establishment of the Holy Concord and with the venera-

tion up to and glorification for the Good Holy Saps, and of

all the Holy Saps made by the Most Wise, of the Exalted Lord the

Source of the Holy Saps, of the Holy Sap made by the Most Wise, of

thee O Lordly One of the Lord 1”

13. « Then there should be further recited » :

—

Frd jfe staomaide Ahurdne Ahurahe ! vax\ghm yasnascha

vahmascha, hu-bxrxUscha^ usta-bxxxihcha,^ vaxita-bxrxtischa.^

,
‘ We glorify, O Lordly One of the Lord ! thy good thanksgivings

and venerations, good offerings, blest offerings, and loved offerings.’

14. « While reciting onwards, at » Yazaianam ‘Of the

Worshipful Powers ’ « the cups of the Hallowed Portion must

be held still » on the water ;* « at » th.wd ‘ thee ’ « the

cups » should be turned about ®
;

(c at )) ashaonam ‘ among the

righteous ’ the pure water should be taken into « the cups »

a little
;
« at » ^^khshmlsho “

‘I long to please ’ they should be made

^ This forms § 1 of Fragment Vil*

In the Preparatory Service given in Ervad Tehmnrasp’s Yasna with the

Ritual there follows here the text A Vairiyo Zaota etc«, and the word

Ashm at whose utterance two cups for the Hallowed Portion are taken to the

water basin, and are held touching the surface of the water, and are constantly

moved on it while the following paragraph is being recited.

^ This is a title of the Divine Power Ardvi Sura Anihita, Sublimity Bold

Undefiied;’

® The Yasna with the Ritual as well as Yas, LX, 6, have these words in the

singular number.
^ This is exactly as what is done in modem practice; see Yasna with the

'Ritual, Preparatory Service, p. VIII, ® Varieshn, ^ is omitted in TD.

This is a desiderative form; is dropped out through perhaps poetic license*
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full; ‘ « and at » Us-lnbardmi ® ‘ I long to take <( thee )) out ’ they should

be held up out of the water.*

15. ((There should then be recited)) Rathwascha Bxttzaid

... ‘ And of the Exalted Lord ’ “
(( while )) on the way « to their

appointed place; and at )) g(ithdoschij; srdvayoit ‘ holy songs shall one

sing’
* « those cups must be put down )) just on the spot where they

are required to be placed.

100 B .
16. Those 2 persons who may® be pleased to perform the func-

tion ® shall receive the special formula therefor one from the other,®

and shall recite (( the text containing the words )) jRathwascha Brxxzato

‘Of the Exalted Lord ’.®

17. He who must fetch « the Hallowed Portion )) shall proceed

up to 3 steps from the water, and while he may yet be without cere-

monial washing, shall recite Frd te staomaide * I glorify thy...,

And when he will have proceeded through the 3 steps from the

water, he shall hold onwards the special formula for the function (( of

taking the Hallowed Portion )).

18. Dat-V^h J&m&sp'* said : When any (( alien )) matter enters

the water of the Hallowed Portion, that cannot be allowed. (( So »

at the time when it has been taken, if such (( alien matter )) be found

in it, it cannot be fit for use.

^ See note 4 on the previous page.

2 A desideratxve form; is a reduplication of

the reduplicated forms of and respectively.

® At these words the cups are put on the edge of the water basin, while

manipulating them thus in modern ritual.

^ At these words the cups are put down on the ritual table now.
5-5 — farmayend. It appears that the priest who took this Hallowed

Portion was assisted by another.

® The reference evidently is to Yaiha Ahu Vairiyd Zaota

!

etc,^ and the

response to it, viz. Aihd Ratus etc., inasmuch as these words occur in the fuller

text after the first section of the text found at the top of this folio.

The word however is written where after might be a wrong

repetition of the ^previous letter and is often found for or
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19. There is one who says thus : Whensoever indeed it may

fall into use, the water should be pure ^ in order that it may be

wholly fit, and there should not be any the least noxious matter

« therein ».

20. If several ® « smaller quantities » be taken up to make one

.« whole )), that cannot be proper.®

21. If « the Hallowed Portion » be taken up in one « large

quantity, and then » portioned out into several « smaller quantities »,

that cannot be proper.®

22. If while it is being taken up, night overtake one, that cannot 101

be proper.^

23. There is one who says thus : Behold, unless it be stinking, it

is fit for use in all cases.

24. If it have been kept during the night it should be thrown away.

25. If it be taken into use and kept ® when it is not ® to be kept,

the dedication must pass into a retributory act, even as it cannot be

<( worth » differently.

26. Dat-Veh said *. Verily, (( these are the circumstances » when

the dedication must pass into a retributory act :— When just « the

quality » that should not have been taken is taken, when there is kept

that which ought to be cast away, as whenever a the water for the Hall-

owed Portion » is kept into the night, « and » when the sacred Bars^m,

^ Rotak’, cf. Pr- = pure.

2 4Kr after iw->oo must be omitted.

® The Hallowed Portion ought to be filled out from the same large quantity

all at once, and according to the directions given above ; and it should be just the

quantity that is wanted for the purpose in hand : no more, no less.

* Because on nightfall it is unfit for offering ; and hence it should be manag-

ed to take it so early as may allow its being taken and offered up during daytime

only.

® {{3iK«y should be more fitting than iroiwiy.

What is taken into use should not be kept, but should be poured out as

Ubation.

8 ^ is repeated through error.
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as regards the one twig or the two twigs that are requisite,* is picked

out * not according to the rule.

27- Whenever one takes from a well water for sacred purposes,®

then until one (( actually )) sees the water taken into * the drawing ®

vessel “ one should not say the text of Holy Wisdom « that is to be

said » while ® drawing it.®

28. Quite ^ after that,*^ at « the expression » ^«khsh«^sha... ,

I long to please / « the cups of the Hallowed Portion » must be

made full.

B 29. If « the water )) be dirty,® as might have stood in a shallow *

water * when full with grass,*® it cannot be fit.

30. « Even » as an impurity that is moderate « only )) must « still »:

pass as impurity, and cannot be tolerable, « so » if one were to take

« even the moderately » dirty « water », that could not be allowed.

31. The water of thick** sediment** may be allowed, just as that

which is thick *® at the bottom of a spring.*®

Afrog said : Verily, that must not *'* be allowed.

Vakhshapfihar said: Verily, that may be allowed.

^ The reference is apparently to the special selection of the Datush and the

Zoharak twigs, described above at Foi. 88, 1. 10, ff. and at Fol. 78, I. 21, ff.

respectively.

2 iiwa, is repeated through error. 3 Patiyap,

* before is rightly omitted in TD.

® Hanchak ( ?) ; Av. = to draw.

® Hifekef cf. Pr, ii»^'ii*l'=to draw.

The continuity of the action is shown by the repetition of the word.

» Akher. This makes the function of filling the cups quite distinct from the

function of drawing water from the well.

8 Hichak I?); Av. P'ey^to be dusty {?); cf. Av. of Vend.

Ill, 11.

3 Kaf; Pr. =shallow water. Sem. tabana.

Fiz, Raza gMa; = to leave, and Pers. thicks

Gundak\ Pr. Khan,

Such water is not dirty, for it simply contains pure mud which is not harmful*

M ^ should be ^ as in TD.
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32. After that, one must cook a' good quantity^ of millet* viand

in grease/ and prepare the Haoma drink, as should be fit for all the

purposes.

33. If the Vars « ring for the electrisation » have been left in

<x the Haoma drink)), and if' wowing to that)) the « drink)) have

changed in taste/ it shall be unfit « for use ; but » if it have not

changed in taste, it shall not be unfit.'

34. Vakhshapfihar said : Veril)?, that « water » which has come

« in use » for purification is fit « to be used again for purification ))

—

it is fit rather than that which has impurity « in it The same is fit

« to be used )> repeatedly until it becomes impure. « In any case »

this is « just only )> how I think “ that « this is a circumstance wherein

it need alwa3’s be)) maintained’® « that )) a thing is to be purified’’ 1G2 A
with « but )) clear « water simply )).

35. This « point » whether anything can be purified in the water

« itself )) or no, « is » not settled, excepting for the teaching of

Mart-Bfit the son of Diit-gun
;

because, Mart-But the son of

Dat-gun said (( one thing which bears hereon » : Water, whether it be

1 Vesh. TffW/al (?); of. Pr. millet.

® Pr. * Sem^Talab.
® Reading, amat-ash niizak vasht yakavimunct a-shayet, amaUash imzai:

la vasht yakaviinunet a-la-shayci.

® See Pr. *34'“= taste.

This is allowed on the condition mentioned in the sentence iinmediaiciy

following.

® This is expressed by zak-ach e zak.

'•* Gumanam, Pr. c)*4“d)=to think,

Var-aomand, Mitaii] Pr. ly = clean.

Hashal (?); cf. Pr. o^'^^care.

The word can moreeasily be read hikJiar, Av. Hikhm=“ dry impure matter

but that meaning cannot suit in the context which discusses simply the circumstan-

ces of the repeated use of the same water for purification.

l.e., as holding the thing in the water itself and not outside.

Thus read by West who might receive the support of other proper names

known to have this termination, such as, Raodoguna the name of an Arshkan-an

princess, and Yazdigun the name of the great Parsi plenipotentiary sent to the court

of Justinian by Chosroe the Great. See belDyv, Chap. XIV, 18.

The word may however also be read Datin.

3i
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clear * or muddy/ « must, he said, be treated as » pure so long as it is

moving
;
« and hence )> even the hands that are exceedingly pure, are

not to be washed in a stream.

CHAPTER VIII

ON THE RIGHT GLORIFICATION OF THE PERIODS
RELATING TO LIFE’S NOON: THE RAPITWIn,

THE GREAT EQUINOCTIAL CELEBRATION
1. Kahmdt hacha RapiCoxvinanam^ gdthanam ratufris fra-

jasaifi*? From when shall the night glorification of the

periods relating to the Noon take piace ? le., at what®

times should the Thanksgiving Service of « the periods relating to » the

Noon be performed ?

2. Hacha rapithwaydt maidlaydi uzayardi pairi-sachditi. It

shall be gone through « during the period » from midday

up to mid-afternoon.

3. The Service of the Equinoxes should be celebrated twice ® in

the year ; one « is » that which « should be performed when the time

of the noon » sets in,’ and one <( is » that which « should be performed

^ Hashahaomand : see note 12 on previous page.

It is however evident that the word could be hikharaomand if the expression

baxa amat which precedes it, were taken to indicate the sense ‘‘excepting/^

2 lit, = thick see above.

^ HJ has Rapithwandm ; TD has Ratupithwandm.
^ Thus TD; HJ has /ra-jasmW.

^ ^ or ’*0^ must be supplied before

^ Once on the vernal equinox and once on the autumnal ; see above, Fol, 76^

1. 25, ff.

At present, it is customary to celebrate the Rapithwin only on Ardibehesht

the third day of the first month Fravardin.

In ancient Iran, in its middle period, the warm season lasted seven months

and the cold five months. The period of noon called Rapithwina, lasted from mid-

day to midafternoon, and belonged only to the warm season of seven months ; for,

the cold season days were so very short, that they had, as it were, only mornings

and afternoons and no noons. Although the months have shifted in the seasons

owing to errors in the calendar, still these .seven months are counted from Fravardin

to Meher, notwithstanding that they do not cover the warm season now#
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when it » passes out3

4. « This Service » must pass into retribution if one were to

celebrate it at every « possible » time ® from when « the time of the

noon » sets in up to when it passes out
;
« for instance, this » Thanks-

giving Service « performed » on the Auharmasd day « dedicated to the

Most Wise Lord » is not proper as it cannot ^ be celebrated on the

Auharmasd day.*

5. The day Vohfiman « dedicated to the Good Mind, also )), is not

(( here » as good as the Afta-Vahisht ® day « dedicated to Righteous-

ness * the Most Excellent Good ».

6. There is one who says ; The day Shatvaiy ^ fc dedicated to the

Holy Power » is « quite)) good ((for the purpose)).*

7. The sacred Barsora twigs, (( required in this service )) should be

bound in the period of the morn
;
and one should <( likewise )) prepare

the (( vitalising » Haoma drink in the period of the morn. If one were

to do this in the period of the noon that could not be proper.'^

8. There is one who says thus: Behold, at the Service of the

Equinoxes one should perform the Holy Dedicatory Formula (( thus » ;

Ash<r/ie VahisiahS, Athrascha Ahurahe Mazddo^^ vtspaesham

^ As the first celebration takes place now on the third day of the first month

the second ought to take place on the third day of the seventh month. And indeed

as the two great festivals of the FravartikfLn and the Meherang&n fall very

near these days, could it not be likely that they were really associated with the cele-

brations of the vernal and autumnal equinoxes ?

® Hamae.
This service must be celebrated only on certain days ; see what follows.

® La in TD ; HJ has rae.

* As Asha Vahista is propitiated in this service, it is considered proper to

celebrate it on the Asha Vahista, Artavahisht, or Ardibehesht day.

® The word is written in TD ; and HJ has

® )y«X3 should be tttex) (Shat-vair).

The word is repeated in HJ through error.

Things wanted ready in the service of a particular period must be prepared

in the previous period of the day.

® The word puthra which always accompanies this expression," appears to

have been purposely omitted here ; see the next paragraph.

103 A
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ash.dunS,m Fravashimm^ ‘((With the establishment of the

Holy Concord » of Righteousness the Most Excellent Good,

of the Life Flame of the Most Wise Lord, of all (( and » of

the Spiritual Essences of the righteous ones.’

^

9. There is one who says thus : (( The Holy Dedicatory formula

should rather be )) Ashahe Vahistahe, Athrascha Ahurahe Mazddd

puthra ® ‘ (( With the establishment of the Holy Concord

... )) of Righteousness the Most Excellent Good, (( and )) of (( thee »

the Life Flame O offspring of the Most Wise Lord!
’

10. One says ; The Service of the Equinoxes should be performed

exhaustively; ‘ and such® circumstance of something being omitted

therefrom ® should not be allowed—verily (( that is « Yakhshaphhar

(( who says so )).®

11. The eye ’ should go forth ((round the Sacred Apparatus

first ));
® and ((then » one should open the commencement of the Holy

Worship.

12. One should have the sacred Dr6n cake near the end of the

Bars6m (( which should be in a bundle » of 7 twigs.^

The 7 twigs (( should be » firmly bound“ with the sacred band.‘*

. The sacred Dr6n cake should be one.

13. Indeed when ((the Service is celebrated)) with the sacred

twigs not bound firmly with the sacred band, that cannot be proper.

1 Written in Pahiavi form Arta Fravart,

2 See Ervad Tehmurasp’s Yasna with the Ritual, p. 316.

® The modern usage includes this word.

* Niy^i-vazdr Pr. >!!)= strength, and j
I
j^=discharge.

® This evidently points to the omission of the word puthra from the pre-

vious text.

® This name can be equally connected with what follows.

Ai«man, as in TD. ® To see that all is right.

® At present a bundle of 13 twigs is used in the RapUwin itself ; and below,

at Fol. 168, 1. 9, ff., it is plainly said that 7 twigs are wanted for the Dron Service

in the worship of the First Rapitwin.

The words j“ _y^ uo->oo before KKJO*” must be dropped just as in TD.

Gasirfafe ;Pr. AAfrifirm.

Ayiwy^han. It is now made of 6 strips of the date palm leaf twisted

together.
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14. The sacred Dron cake of 10-fold merit ’ should be dedicated

(( in the Service of the Equinoxes )).

15. If a Thanksgiving Service « must fall » into such ^ period''*

of the day that it cannot be proper to celebrate it in that period,® then

one should not celebrate such Thanksgiving Ser\dce.

16. « As regards )) any one who may have celebrated the Service

of the Equinoxes in such period « as this,* whether » in the capacity of

the Leading Priest, or as having celebrated it jointly « with him », if

« it is just that person)) who has held grace on the sacred Dron

cake (( dedicated for such Service )) and has partaken of it, then that

<•- Dron Ser\’ice also » cannot have any propriety ; whereas, if it is

not that person who has celebrated « the main Service that -^vay)), then i03 Pi

that « Dr6n Service » cannot lose propriety « for the wrong celebration

of the main Service by other people ».

17. There is one who says thus : Behold one shall pick and

bind the sacred Barsom twigs just in the same ® period
;

(( for », it

cannot be proper « to have done so )) in a period another than that in

which the Thanksgiving may have been said.

18. Vakhshaphhar said: During the period when the Service of

the Equinoxes may not « yet )> have been celebrated, even the ladies

in our ** households shall eat less food « than they are wont to eat

^ 10-zatdn; cf. Pr. u)>>j=to adorn.

When the Dron is consecrated with merely the recitation of the Avesta and

without the Barsom and other ritualistic things, the merit of the consecration is

simply onefold; but this becomes tenfold if the complete set of things pertaining to the

ritual ai'e used at the consecration. See Dr. West’s note 1 to Sh. La-Sb- XVI, 6,

The word is repeated through error. " Zak.

"
-SJ-HJ should be -o-w as in TD. ^ I-e., in the wrong period.

" It is evidently meant that this is an impropriety in addition to

that other of having performed the main Service in the wrong way, ® Zak,

-v-t) should be as in TD. It must be recalled that at Fob 102, I,

23, ff. it is advised to bind the Barsom in the previous period ofdhe day.

® TD has rightly for -*? Very probably the reference is to the

sacred households.

® Is it meant that the ladies also had to look to the celebration, and does it

point to an observance of some sort of a semi-fast that was to be broken on the

performance of the Service ? Of course, an out and out fast is not found recora'^

mended anywhere in the sacred literature.
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CHAPTER IX

ON THE RIGHT GLORIFICATION OF THE PERIODS
RELATING TO LIFE’S EVENING

1. Kahmdt ^ hacha Uzayeirinanam ^ gdthamm ratufris fra-

jasatti? From when shall the right glorification of the

periods relating to the Evening ® take place ? t.e., at what

periods should the Thanksgiving Service of Eventide * be performed ?

2, Hacha waidhydi uzayardt hu-frdshmodditee para-sachdifi. It

shall be gone through ((during the period)) from mid-after-

noon up to sunset.®

Hama itha.® (( It shall be )) so in summer.

A 3a, j^at aktn-gdme, yezi para hd-frdshnw'ddfoit Ahtmascha

VairlyUn fra-srdvayeiti, ‘ Whereas ’ in winter,^ if before

sunset one recites (( the prayers of)) “As is the Lord’s

Holy Pleasure ”, ®

^ Here again Darmesteter has already drawn our attention to the treatment of

this passage in Hang’s edition of the Zend-Pahlavi Farhang, pp, 77-78,

2 HJ has xd has

® Written in PS,zand form.

^ Written ^^*»**^*^S> when we want the Pahlavi

® On the longest summer day in those latitudes, this period would last from 4

to 8 P,M, ; on the shortest winter day, from 2 to 4 P.M.

6 Thus in TD,

^ Here TD adds the words ^
Apascha fraite, and glorifies the (Holy) Saps, offers the Hallowed Portion

(to them)/’ As regards we may recall the frafis of Fol, 98, L 17; still the

word may be corrected into

This addition is out of place at least where it is; but it may have reference

to the glorification of the Holy Saps required to be finished before nightfall; hence

It may be shifted to its right place before the words Spenfa-^MainyumchUt etc.^

which occur just below.
s Most probably those at the close of § 7 of Yas. XXVII which immediately

precedes the Gatha chapters and where, in the ordinary Yazeshn, the Haoma is

pcmnded vigorously, but where different manipulations might have taken place in

the Service of the Uzirin Gah in winter ; see § 5 below.
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4. Soshans said these « are » to ’ be halted in ’ at « the expression »

Shyaothanamm

^

‘of the deeds because there the

Hallowed Portion is to be offered ® in the Homast « which is the Sendee

of All the Worshipful Ones ».

3b. Apasch.a frinaiti^ and glorifies the « Holy » Saps,
i-e.^ offers the Hallowed Portion « to them »,* Spenid-Mainyumcha ®

vadhastasthn ^-khshuas ® vahislem srdvayeiti, and also recites ‘ at
its best' ^ “ the Holy Spirit ” « chapter » ® of six stanzas,®

« in relation with the “ Holy Sap ” chapters,® even as »

These Ahunvars occupy a distinct position in the Yasna as marking a very

important stage where the Gatfaa chapters are just about to commence. No
doubt Yas. XXX is the first text that is mentioned in relation to the next period

in 11. 20 and 21 of the following folio; still it is not likely that the Ahunavaiti

Gatha which comprises Yas, Chaps, XXVIII—XXXIV, might have been so broken

up as to have its two opening chapters belong to the preceding period. It is indeed

true that there occur four Ahunvars at the close of Yas. XXIX ; but in no way is

their nature peculiar, because they likewise occur at the close of every other

chapter of the Ahunavaiti G^tha and are followed in every case by three Ashem
Vohus besides*

The two Ahunvars at the close of Yas. XI, 11 are others that also occupy an

important position as marking the close of the Haoma Yasna; but according to I.

20 of this folio, it is four Ahunvars that are apparently intended here; and

besides, such a break would be a too early one.
^ JRoy^s/^man*

2 Of course this is the word occurihg in the Ahunvar, at which certain opera-

tions in the ritual are usually made to take place.

® Otherwise, procured/^ The reference might be to the Hallowed Por-

tion of the Holy Saps if the Ahunvars of Yas. LXVIII, 13 were intended here.

But the remark in 11. 19-20 of this folio, or § 5 below, points to the Hallowed

Portion that is to be partaken of, which act is stated there to be taking place at an

unusual point
;
and this we have found to be at Yas. XXVIL 7.

^ See note 7 on previous page. This implies the performance of the service

relating to Yas. LXV and LXVI—LXVIII.
® This indicates the repetition of Yas. XLVII at the close of Yas. LXVIII^

as evidently Yas. LXVI—LXVIII were shifted somewhere about the middle of

the Yasna in the Service of the Uzirin Gab in winter.

® This apparently is a compound here.

The force of this probably is to indicate that the “Holy Sap“ chapters

are also to be recited alongside,

^ *1 before tttbOi must be dropped.

See the epithet paityapMm applied to it at the close of Yas* LXV ill to

distinguish it from Yas. XLVIL
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what ^ belongs to the previous portion of the day should be finished

in the previous portion of the day. andstmto pasohaHa aviio

yCio anydo ^ srdvayuit a maidhydt \dishapat. « then » one (( if^emains »

inculpable, without sin, « if)) one must sing the remain-

104 B ing® <( chapters )) by midnight, even as « the proper time of »

the day « will )) not « have )) changed (( then ))2

5. Behold) even the Commentary has been with a different

command® on the recitals (( here ))
;
so that verily ® it is agreed in the

Law that it is not fit <( in this case )) to partake of the Hallowed Portion

at its commonly^ appointed^ place.® It should be partaken of at

those 4^ (( recitals of )) Ya\did Ahu Vairiy^ ^ As is the Lord’s Holy

Pleasure,’ when they are « likewise )) to drink the Haoma beverage.

^ Fra-ayar, written below.

It may be recalled that elsewhere this word means ^^forenoon’^ ; but here it seems -

to have been derived from ayara with the general sense of “ a period of the day.’'

2 Probably

It might appear as if were meant here ; but then it is not only the

GS.tha chapters that are to be recited yet : there are many other besides.

s Zakae ;
^-5 should be

^ For, the average time of the day will not have run through at sunset then ;

see note 6 to Nir. II, Chap. V, 3^ on p. 169 above. It must, besides, be noted that

a new day, according to the Nirangastan, must commence at midnight; because it

commences its G^hs with the Ushahin, ^ Dina; should be

® should be Napshmm- ‘‘usually one’s own/^

® If nothing besides the Dronand Gaoshudd and the Haoma drink were par-

taken of in ancient practice as now, then, because the close of this section indi-

cates the act to be one which is distinct from the drinking of the Haoma, the

reference here must be to the Dron and Gaoshuda only. But if the Hallowed Por-

tion of the Holy Sap were also drunk in old days, then the reference might be

just to that circumstance here. It must have then been usually drunk late in the

Yasna recital, just while offering the Hallowed Portion of the Holy Sap ; but in

the special case of offering up the Hallowed Portion earlier in the Service, it must

have been drunk earlier in order to accompany that act.

^ We have only 2 Ahunvars for reciting after drinking the Haoma at Yas.

XI, 11, which is the usual place whereat the Haoma beverage is drunk ? hence the

reference appears to be to the four Ahunvars at the close of Yas. XXVII, 7 where

the Haoma drink and the Hallowed Portion intended just above were to be par-

taken of together in this special case. See again note 8 to § 3a above, and the note

herejust preceding.
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6. One should of course manage well in any case the several

things that are necessary
;
and among ‘ them one should perform *

those 3 chapters « devoted to the Glorification of Haoma » ^ even as

they are to be performed without indifference.®

7. There is one who says as regards every worship, that while

one is performing it, if anything arise in the meanwhile, it cannot be

proper to attend thereto.

8. Behold when the night overtakes one, then at just the time it

will have set in, one must procure the sacred Barsom twigs on the

left as well as on the right.*

9. One should « then » dip ® in milk ° the Twig * dedicated to the

Giver.®

10. One should halt « at last » to close the Service ’’ of the Pre-

ceding Period’' ; so that with words that are to be recited « alongside )>,®

one should invariably pour the Hallowed Portion to the « Holy » Sap, 105 A
.« and thus ». one should close the Service of the Preceding Period.

11. One should then return ® « to continue the Service in the

next period »; one should kindle up the sacred Fire
;

one should

^ 'Bain vahiduneshn.

2 Evidently Yas. IX-XI; see note 6 to FoL 90, 1. 26, in Chap. V: App. C, V,

24 above,

3 Recall the expression ^ f used above in FoL 90, 1. 30. If the

expression here be an erroneous form of that, it must be corrected and rendered

accordingly,

^ It may at first sight appear as if the reference here were to the fact de-

scribed in FoL 88, 1. 8, ff, in respect of the Service of the Ushahin Gab, of some

twigs having to be procured on the right hand side at the commencement of Yas,

XV, in order to select the Datush from; but evidently the point mentioned in

the text here would be too late for that function. Hence the reference must be to

the fact that Barsom twigs were also required to be spread at certain places, the

last whereof was just at the close of Yas. LXVIII; see below, FoL 183, 1. 25, ff.

s Pimineshn 2. ioim of piminitan a denominative verb from = milk.

Recall note 4 to FoL 87, 1. 29, fif, or Chap. V: App. C, IV, Ij, above*

® Daimh; see note 6 to FoL 88, L 11, on p, 204 ; and cL note 4 to FoL 87,

L 29, If. ^ Frayar* must be for

®
,

Evidently those that are given at the close of Yasna LXXIL
^ Because one must have gone to the well or stream to pour the Hallowed

Portion, and then halted a little*

32
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proceed to the seat of the Leading Officiating Priest i one should raisB

again the Twig dedicated to the Giver ^
; one should stand again for

« reciting » the Holy Text; <( and)) one should go through the Service^

for the Holy Flame.^

12. One should at the same time place forward the sacred milk^

,<( which is )) the portion for the sacred Barsom twigs/

13. (( Inasmuch as there will be » day no more <( now, so )>

as regards the Hallowed Portion, one should dedicate « only » the

thought (( thereof » to the Holy Sap/

14. In the Dah«H6mast «the Tenfold Service of All the Worship-

ful Ones, and )). in the Dva^dah-H6mast « the Twelvefold Service of

All the Worshipful Ones )), one should so proceed as if the Hallowed

Portion had entirely passed into the Service of the Night.®

15. Should ((things that are not required)) have, one after another,

entered (( the Service )) the most unknowingly/ one should have

^ This would settle that the Datush must be the same as the Frdgim twig j

because exactly as stated here it is the Frdgdm twig that is held up on commenc-
ing Yas, LXII which is also comprised in the Atash Niyiyesh, as it is devoted

to the Holy Flame, It is put down in its place on finishing this chapter.

2 Yas. LXII as comprised in the independent Atash Niydyesh which is to be

recited before continuing the Service.

^ Jiv. The cup containing the sacred milk is placed forward on the ritual

table before commencing Yas, LXIL
^ The reference here is not to the fact that the Twig of the Hallowed Por^

tion is dipped in the sacred milk and passed along the Barsom band at several

places in the Service, nor also to the fact that the prepared sacred liquid is poured

on the Barsom band during Yas. LXX and LXXI, but to the fact that the sacred

milk is also to be poured as libation on the Barsom twigs; see below, Fol. 141,,

L 2, ff,

'

® It must be remembered that nothing concerning the Holy Saps was
actually to be performed at night. Here it is simply deemed necessary to give

merely a thought to their Hallow^ed Portion, at that point in the Service where it

might have been offered^, had it been day,

^ In the case of these services it appears that except fcr the omission of pro-

curing and offering the actual Hallowed Portion for the Holy Saps, the Service

was to be the same in every respect, as in other cases; and even the Dedication

was to be performed, though indeed the Hallowed Portion was to be offered only

in thought,

Duishakastai^^ In Pahlavi, tar often indicates the superlative.
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dropped them one by one during the day, even as they might have

intruded into the function-*

16. They should mix at the Worship * the Hallowed Portion ” just ®

as they, in any case, would mix the Hallowed Portion at another X<wor-

ship)) that might be celebrated ; but then « that )> ^ should be left by.®

17. This « circumstance » as to when the <( several »; sacred

Barsom twigs are to be brought* into contact with each other,* is

not plain.

18. There is one who says : Verilj’’, they are to be arranged on

either side ’ with the heads of both ® « lying towards each other »',

^ They should be dropped as scon as noticed, and all during the day.

® Taking nocv {Yasht) instead of >100. The reference here may be to the fact

noticed just above that excepting for the actual offering of the Hallowed Portion of

the Holy Saps, the service accompanying that act was to be repeated in the service

of the next period in respect of the Dah-Hdm§.st and the Dvdsdah-HomSst ; and it

may be meant here that this Hallowed Portion was also to be actually mixed in the

usual process, but was simply to be left by. Otherwise the reference may be sim-

ply to the mixture of the Hallowed Portion for the Barsom during the preceding

period, and to its having to be left by to be poured out during the next.

® At certain points in the Service, the contents of the cups of the Hallowed

Portion, which form a mixture of the Hoama extract, the sacred electrised water

and the sacred milk, are repeatedly poured from one into another.

At present this is done on commencing Yas. LXV, and also at §§ 19 and 21 of

Yas. LXVIII which both are devoted to the glorification of the Holy Saps. As the

latter at least is to be recited out of its usual place in the Service of the Uzirin

Gdh in winter, it is perhaps meant that while reciting it again in the next period, in

the ca.se of the Dah-Hdmdst and the Dvdadah-Hom^st, this mixture is again to be

prepared as usually, but must simply be left by, as it cannot be offered at night.

Otherwise, again, it may be meant that though it is to be prepared during the pre-

ceding period as the Hallowed Portion for the Barsom, it is to be left by then, to be

poured, in the next period as, libation for the Barsom, just at the commencement of

Yas, XXX according to what is inferred from below..

* Otherwise, “ mixed.” The reference may be to the fact that the Twig of

the Hallowed Portion is stuck into the Barsom bundle and taken out j^ain at

several places. Or else, it must refer to the careful bunching and heaping of

the Barsfim while spreading it, as is described below at Fol. 180, 1. 8, fif.

5 Vin\ cf. below, Fol. 180, 11. 14-15. This appears again to point to the

spreading of the BamSm although simply the twigs manipulated during the Service

might be meant.

« Evidently the Barsom spread on either side of the Sacred Precincts.

Otherwise, the Zoharak twig and the rest of the Barsom.
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19. When the Hallowed Portion ^ is held, it should be poured out

at the text ^t td wkhshyd/ ‘ Verily I shall declare those

:« things )).^ *
.

20. If in that act ® one were to pour « the Hallowed Portion ))

not with the accompaniment of the Holy Text, then one would have to

manage that over again.

« Of course while minding this function )) one is to leave out the

portion of the Holy Saps.*

21. If the Hallowed Portion is to be offered to one of two

(( things )), then it must « preferably » be offered to the Holy Sap.

22. If the Worship is to be performed through for one of two

« things )), then that must .« preferably » be performed for the Holy

Flame.

23. There is one « according to whom all » this ® must be done

in each ® of the Aevak-H6mast « the Onefold Service of All the

Of course, the reference here cannot be to the Hallowed Portion of the Holy
Saps, even as is made plain by 11. 23-24 of tins folio, but must be to the Hallowed
Portion for the Barsom implied in 1. 7 of this folio, and which, in the ordinary

service, is offered by being poured on the Barsom band during the recital of Yas,

LXX and LXXI. Now because in the ordinary service the Hallowed Portion for

the Barsom is poured out soon after the glorification of the Holy Saps, and because

this has occurred specially early in the Service of the Uzirin Gih, and also probably

because the prepared Hallowed Portion must not lie by long, it is accordingly re-

quired that the Hallowed Portion for the Barsom also must be offered specially early

in this case, viz., on the commencement of Yas. XXX, and not during Yas. LXX
and LXXI as usually.

2 Commencement of Yas. XXX. Evidently, as it is already noticed, the act

here described belongs to the next period, and the Hallowed Portion that is offered

does not belong to the Holy Saps,, but appertains to the Barsom.
Indeed this is the first text actually mentioned, here in. relation to the next

period; and as 4 Ahunvars occur at the close of Yas. XXIX, it might be thought
probable that the chapters belonging to the Holy Saps might have been shifted

between these chapters in the Service of the Uzirin G&h ; but one must see objec-

tions to this as are given in note 8 to § 3 A, above. ® Tokhshih.
* This makes it evident that the Hallowed Portion mentioned above is not

that for the Holy Saps, and at the same time indicates that the two functions are

closely connected, even as is the case in the ordinary Service.
® This does not directly refer to the two statements just preceding, but

rather to all that is stated immediately above in respect of a service running into

two periods. 8 y after -li is rightly omitted in TD.
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Worshipful Ones », the Dd-Homfist « the Twofold Service of All the

Worshipful Ones, the Dah-Homast,' the Tenfold Service of All the

Worshipful Ones, and » the Dvazdah-H6mast « the Twelvefold Service

of All the Worshipful Ones, that may be performed at such times)).

24. In the Dah-H6mast « the Tenfold Service of All the Wor-

shipful Ones » and in the Dva2dah-H6mast c< the Twelvefold Service

of All the Worshipful Ones )), as there is to be recited « always »
^ one

portion « of the Service )) as the ® portion for the preceding period of 106 A
the day,* so during that portion * for the preceding period of the day *

the Hallowed Portion should be poured all to the Holy Saps,^ and

everything else « relating to that )) should be attended to
;
« but )) there

should be left « what might be )) a portion for anything else « to be

offered at its proper place in the usual service )).®

25. In the Dah-H6mast « the Tenfold Service of All the Worship-

ful Ones and )) the Dvazdah-Hfimast « the Twelvefold Service of All

the Worshipful Ones )), it is required at every portion for the preceding

period of the day, to recite the Glorification * of the Holy Saps ® once.

26. There is one who says : « It is so required in the case of such

a service pertaining to )) every department of Holy Science.’

^ There is no reason why the Dah-Homasi (the Tenfold Service of All the

Worshipful Ones) should be omitted hare. Probably it has dropped from here

through error and may be restored.

® As distinguished from the other services, which fall into such condition

when being performed at special times only. ® Frayar.
* Because the nest period will be a period of darkness when the Hallowed

Portion cannot be offered to the Holy Saps.

® Evidently because it will not be objectionable to offer such a portion at

night as that does not belong to the Holy Saps ; see last folio, 11. 14-25.

8 This comprises Yas, LXVI—LXVIII ; see above. Fol. 91, U. 11 and fol-

lowing, or Nir. H, Chap. V: App. C, V, 27-28.

These texts are by all means to be recited in every Yasna ritual, but it is

meant here that they are specially to be recited at an earlier point in those services

which may extend into the night. It may appear according to the statement ini.

9, ff. of the preceding folio that in the case of the Dah-Homist and the Dvizdah-

Hom^ist. these texts were to be repeated again in the next period.

Nask. It is meant that the case of the specially early repetition of these

texts, when the Service is to extend into the night, is not limited to the above

services only, but applies to any such service pertaining to the Sacred Text of any

Nask.
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106 B

CHAPTER X

ON THE RIGHT GLORIFICATION OF THE PERIODS
RELATING TO LIFE’S FORENIGHT

1. Kahmdt Aixm-sruthremanam gdthanam, ratufris fra-jasaiU ?

Fr*om when shall the right glorification of the periods

relating to the Forenight ^ take place ? i.e., at what periods

should the Thanksgiving Service of Fofenight be performed ?

2. Hacha hii-frdsh.mddditee^ iitaidhydi]ihah.apS ;pain-sach.diU. It

shall be gone through « during the period » from sunset

up to midnight.

3. r<3:t hama^] fat aiwi-gdma.^ « It shall be » so in sum-

mer
;
« and it shall be » so in winter « likewise ».*

4. Behold, this is « the period )) when a cattle-head ® is to be

procured at the place « of the Service )), if none at all is « already »

procured in that which precedes.®

^ AiwisruX^fema literally means “pertaining to Higher Voices, High Intona-

tions and Superior Studies ”
; and as this name is given to ' the period between-

sunset and midnight, it must be inferred that that period was devoted to Divine

Meditations, Holy Singing and Profound Studies. In its higher sense it signifies

the period of Holy Inspiration marking the superior stage of the Illumined Life.

3 The very corrupt text here has needed evident correction.

® This form here represents the locative.

* This must not of course lead one to suppose that the length of the period'

between sunset and midnight was even approximately the same in summer

and winter ; because according to what we have already noticed the winter nights

in ancient Iran were much longer than the summer nights, and indeed the longest

winter night was double the shortest summer night
; (See Bund. XXV, 5). Hence

this fact can be reconciled with the statement in the text by concluding that the

period between sunset and midnight on the shortest night sufficed for the purpose

stated here; and that would manifestly be but of 4 hours’ duration.

® Dedication of animals to the Holy Life Flame could evidently be best per-

formed during this period; see what follows, and the 1. 7 of the following folio,,

the close of Fol. 115, Fol. 126 and following, etc,

® Evidently, it is considered preferable to have procured it during the pre-

ceding period.

If be wrong for or the translation might be,, “ As the High

Priest must secure a conspicuous place, if there be not even a single conspicuous

one, he should secure the foremost.’^ But apparently, this does not suit what

follows.
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5. As regards taking « it in », there is one who states that when it is

a single ^ continuous ^ Thanksgiving Service «that is)) to be celebrated at

night, <( the animal » should have been set aside for it during daytime.®

6. At the functions ® of tasting,® the seat of the sacred Fire should

verily be washed both the times.

« People )) must verily wash it thus in the function * that may

take place at « the Holy Temple of » the Varharan, « the Life Flame

of Holy Victoriousness )) ®
;
but they need not wash it in that « perform-

ed )) at home.®

7 . While « people)) are performing the single continuous * Thanks-

giving Service, then so long as there lasts the night before « the return

of )) the day, if one just put an end to gazing at the sacred Fire,^ « the

Service will be turned into )) demon-worship, « and the people will be ».

ingrafted with sin in their persons.

This (( circumstance )) whether the Thanksgiving Service (( in that

case )) is to be put an end to or no, is not clear.®

8. Note « however » that when « a person has turned )> demon-

« like, then although that person )) may « be willing to )) turn one’s

face * to the sacred Fire and may « be willing to )) hold the sacred

Bars6m twigs, still such a one is not to turn « one’s face thus », nor to

hold the « sacred twigs )).^°

^ Evidently that which cannot be extended into another period,

^ In order that no time may be wasted.
^ The tasting of the Dron and the drinking of the Haoma.
Apparently the injunction here specially applies to the Service of the Aiwisru-

threm G&b, ^ Kattak.

® The Varhardn Fire is enthroned in the greater temples. ® Katakikn
^ Darkness should totally be absent from the mind of the person performing

the Service,

^ See however what follows, and note 10 below. ® Khadiya*

This must mean that the Service must be closed at once by the person who

might have become demon-like through turning one’s face from the sacred Fire ;

for, that person can neither look again at the Fire nor hold the Barsom which both

are essential to the performance of the Service.

Hence when it is said a little above that it is not clear whether the Service is

to be closed in such a case it is probably simply meant that there is no direct

statement to that effect in the holy Scriptures, though indeed essential circum-

stances make it evident that the Service should be put an end to at once.
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9. (( And )) there is one who says thus : Verily even -when one

107 A may have done so, then also, in any case, one is to put an end to the

Service, « in accordance with the statement » Aha ^ aiwydsta ^-chit ^aiti

apa-th.W3.xvstemem ‘’-chit titarenta* ‘ Notwithstanding ® their being edu-

cated, among other things,® they have rushed into the greatest irregu-

larity, etc.’

10. If that person were to carry « the Service » on while another

might be kindling « the sacred Fire w for him/ that also could not

be allowed
;
« because )) instead of one who must perform « a thing

oneself » if another were to carry it through, that could not be proper.

11. Soshans said : Note that if one take a sheep ® to the Service

instead of a cattle-head, that cannot be allowed.

CHAPTER XI

ON THE PRESCRIBED SERVICES FOR THE UPRIGHT
CONTENTED POOR AND FOR THE CORRUPT

CONTENTLESS RICH
1. Ydi ddifya yaona charentiy^ « As regards those » who

walk in lawful occupations,^® le., « who » follow the pursuits

of life dutifully, gavdstracha “ vdXvAxndo vxrxzantd, Khratumcha

^ This must represent the accusative plural, as i>aiti seems to govern this

word and the following; aete however is the usual form for accusative plural-

The text which is very corrupt here, has aedha ; but that is evidently wrong.
2 Past participle from aiwi-ydoagh.

® Apa indicates negation, and the superlative is derived from thwrrrs=“ to

appoint; to make regular."

* Cf. iifarat of Yt. XIII, 77 . The initial o in the corrupt form which re-

presents this word in the text seems to be for

® Paiti has this force. ® Chit indicates this.

Because he is forbidden to touch the Sacred Fire.

® Mesh. ® is certainly wrong for

10 jijLpo is commonly translated (oydj) ; so vwio' must be for

{ayd]eshnih),

11 Lig jAfsiJi
: hence the word signifies husbandry and pasturage. The word

is simply translated ^>“1 in Pahlavi; cf. Yas. XIII, 2.

Accusative plural of
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A'&haxanem are toiling in husbandry and pastupage

and other « honest)) occupations, and are studying Righteous

Wisdom, j.e., are pursuing Sacerdotal Knowledge according to the Law

and the Commentary, a-^ihaityt<-draonau'^liascha hexiii, << and » ane 107 B
having inappropriate meal,- so that they have bread but they have

no meat, d-'tiihn grus draoii’^ upa-kemna allxa '' avav.gJiabdenik <( and >)

still * are « daily )> going to sleep «fully content in the hope of))

finding the appropriate meal of meat some day, thinking >>

thus : That shah at last be ours «' some day fra-mareniem

ahham, « then » by their recitingthe prayers « merely there-

on '), whereby verily the Thanksgi\i;:,g Service of the Sreison Festival

becomes so celebrated by them that the Av,.:.b r.^,ht ))enalty « of 25

Stirs )C cannot take root in them, iv'jk a'dahhum fiiinfrh Raiufriihn

thtc’rrrsh^b/i. their spiritual due ® shall not prescribe"’ them as

penalty the Right Giorifleationofthe Season; as fornot having

celebrated the Thanksgiving Service of the Season Festival
;

i.e., they

are not to make penance ‘ by retribution.

2. F<2:dh''it fra-marenti, yadhnt rainfrayo. In so far iqS A
as those « men ,0 recite i.< the necessary )) prayers wherewith

they must offer up thanksgiving, in ® so far do they u become » full

ofspiritual merit.*’ And that becomes to them the good deed <f of just

1 Probably from S«r; Pr.j^=-feast.

Sec the coiverpondino’ text in the next paraprai'T..

^ This is tin.a the penalty for not ceiebraiiitg th.e Season Festival. Tliis sin
was said to be disiinctiy judged at the trial after dt.-.-iih. Cf. XV, Chap. 7, below.

® Both ar.d are translated -Hire

must evidently be different.

c Cf, of Vend. VII, 71.

It mast be noted that the words ikoc*. ntxjo -"^are simply

a mistaken repetition of the words preceding, 'nxj" must be for 'W -S)" =
which we have above. ^ ^(ZYzcshiim ^

Those honest folk who live well and find but the bare bread to sustain them-
selves and are contended in the legitimate hope of finding better things in the future,
reap the full spiritual merit by merely saying the prayers of thanksgiving,
although they have nothing but bare bread for dedication. Cf above, Fol 4l’
1. 8, ff., or Nir. I, Chap. VIII: App. B. 12.

34

still the meaning
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the same value as when )) hazangrem ' maesh-anam daeitunam paiti-

puthfanam narum ashaomm ashaya vaaghitya urune chithW nisrinu-

ydt
^

‘ one should have delivered righteously and virtuously unto

righteous people ® a thousand of female sheep with young as the penalty

« therefor

3. aHa * ya^fra-clnarenti knusUscha, g’l^dhoiifisch^j, daevischa,

han-dvaramana^ itpa-mraodesch.a'^ vispo-^hshapd^ Whereas those

who llve^ in oppressions/ freebootings,® deceptions,’® « and »

incompanies of debauch “which they call “of adultery,’’“through

108 B night whatsoever, ddityo-draonanghascha henti,^'^ <(and » are

having appropriate meal, so that they have bread and they have

meat « alongside )), fra-dhditim dditlm getts draond upa-isemna “ adha

avanghahdeati,^' ((and » are yet (( daily » going to sleep (( in

complete discontent with the craving forw finding more “

than the ‘appropriate ’ meal of meat, thus : “O that it were still

^ Darm. recalls A frin-e-Gahambi.r, 7. ^ Cf, Vend. XIV, 2*“4-, etc.

3 would have been better forms to suit this sense.

^ We have commonly -’W jgSfHS".

^ These words occur in slightly different forms in Yt. XI, 6.

^ Like the corresponding nouns this word also is an accusative plural. The

base is tipct’^mraodangh

,

from upa-^mtud a root heretofore unknown in our texts i

the word therefore is another form of upa-mraodaoscha.

^ Fra'-char^to pass one’s life. ^ Karisath,

^ In the initial seems to be a wrong repetition of the final ^

of the previous word- Hence the word formed by what remains may be read

giditanih.

should be

Kambaruk ; cf. Pr. trifle.

The of is adjectival

is The text has hanto which is present participle, Parasmaipada, nominative

plural.

The text wrongly has

The text has avcmghabdentd which is present participle, Parasmaipada,

nominative plural

16 seems to be for == full; overflowing.

The word must be supplied after this.
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more for us!/’ a-ffa-niarentem ahhtini, «then » by theip not^

peoiting the prayers^ « thereon », whereby the Thanksgiving

Service of the Season Festival does not become celebrated by them and

the Ava6irisht penalty « of 25 Stirs takes » root « in them act-ac&\ihn

mtiiffis RrattifrUlmthwi'rvsaUi.thelii' spiritual due for not celebrating

the Thanksgiving Service of the Season Festival prescribes them
« as penalty)) the Right Glorification of the Season

;
ie.,

they are verily to make penance * by retribution/

CHAPTER XII

ON THE OWNERSHIP OF THE MEAT ONE CAN
OFFER

1. Kahya* d gava^ ratufris? By « offering » meats of 109 A
whose belonging shall a person be spiritually worthy, such

as he may « legibly » dedicate at the Thanksgiving Service of the

Season Festival ?

2. Ydo havahe^ avdo ydo ndiiydo, ydo puthrahv aprtriidyaos

Those that are one’s own, those of® « one’s » wife, and

especially® those of «one’s)> children^® «so long as these are))

under age —« these » shall one procure « for the purpose » ;

^ An-manitmifan. ^ must be as in TD.

Rich people who live in plenty acquired by wickedness may conveniently

offer their good things for dedication; but if they do not likewise offer up the

necessary prayers, then they do not achieve the least merit for dedication, but are

in as much sin as if they had neglected the Thanksgiving altogether,

^ A rare form.

® Yao in the next paragraph indicates that this must be objective plural. The
word perhaps signifies offerings with meat.

® As the Pahlavi suggests. The text has TD has but evr

dently these are mistakes. ^ The text has apxrxfiayois.

® Jfi seems to be simply for ^

® Pishakm. This word is repeated by mistake.

Mil must be for ^ £y.

It is evident that grown up children are to be considered as independent;

'hence what belongs to them cannot be offered as the father’s own,
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3. ydo iamir^rrrthaM apa-raothemnahe ^ d-jiganrva;^ aya^

ratufrk; Those which one has seized ‘fpom the renegade®

ingrafted with sin in his person—the one of the worth of death,

on whom the judge has solemnly held trial ® and given judgment ®

« that )) his head shall be cut off, and his wealth given away for cele'

brating the Season Festivals;

—

by such « shall one be ))® spiritu-

ally worthy ;

4. Ydo hacha daevayasnaeibyo ava uravaitya^ apa-hara ; aya

109 B ratufrk; Those which « are » taken away from the demon-
worshippers as pledge of fealty

;

—« indeed » the demon-

worshipper who will not keep pledge of fealty shall have his head

cut off and his wealth given away for celebrating the Season Festivals
;

— by such ((Shall one be » spiritually worthy
;

5. Tadha yat paitkharenti yd Arrdmat a-paititat d-jigaurva

;

And then ‘ whatsoever they take away as ’ those which

® From apa-nid= to transgress from the right path
;
to be renegade.

? Perfect, Parasmaipada, third person singular. Otherwise, intensive, im--

perative, Parasmaipada, second person singular. The text is very corrupt, and

the Pahlavi seems to favour an adjective; but see the forms in the following text.

® Instrumental of azm. ® Vakhdunt.

Pann a-mnakih=“ one in desertion cf. Pr. incline. Elsewhere

the word seems to have been rendered simply by transliteration; cf. which

must perhaps be read ccpar&dinef in Yas. XIX, 7, and in Vend. VII, 78, 79..

® VacM-f- ’’ Farkowan.

® This must be supplied to render the text in keeping with the rest.

9 Thus in TD; cf. Vend. IV, 3-4, where the word is translated = Pr.

pledge.

^0 Adjectival. Otherwise, imperative, Parasmaipada, second person, singular.

Or “ for satisfaction”; the daevayasnas were to render satisfaction for

some wrong done to the community of the faithful; or they were to hold themselves

in pledge about their law-abiding behaviour towards the community generally.

Darmesteter thinks the reference is to the “ daevayasnas not keeping the treaty

of peace.”

12 Or, "render satisfaction ’* for wrong done to the community.

The word must be as in TD.

Neuter accusative plural.

Thus corrected.
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one has seized for* the Arrdush sin <( of 30 Sttrs » not ^

having been expiated
;

^

6. Behold when the x\rrdush sin (( of 30 Stirs » has taken root

in accordance with the judge having held trial and given judgment?

then for its expiation the Yat penalty <( of 180 Stirs » takes foundation

(C without any saying ».

7. (c As to the prescription of this » Yat penalty, ait must be

noted that » in a case when the judge has held trial and pronounced

judgment, it is allowable if a in giving the judgment » he has not

(( specifically )> given c( out » as to what actions would be those where-

with one need fulfil the expiation.^

8. Ydim varanghana ;
^

<( And » those in^ which « ana

represented » proofs of the ordeal of faith; 110

9. Yd a-6hditi^ fravaityanam^ frdpa;^ « And » those which

« are » confiscated for a one’s » not observing the® fulfil-

ments of the pledges of fealty,® which one should have lost ^ on

that account

;

I as in TD.

According to the Vendidad a person who does not expiate a crime of this kind

becomes a Tandpubar; and as a Tanapuhar incurred the Tandpiihar penalty, a

penalty equal to 300 Stirs was to be exacted here.

The following paragraph states that if a person has committed the Arrdush

sin? then for its expiation he must undergo the Yat penalty; hence if one does not

expiate the Arrddsh sin, it signiiias that he does not undergo the Yat penalty; and

by so doing be incurs the higher penalty Tanapuhar,

^ When the judge pronounces the decision that a person has committed an

Arrdush sin, be need not order the well-known fact that that person shall undergo

the Yat penalt}^

^ Neuter, nominative plural; from Av. ordeal of faith.

' The Pahiavi favours the locative; otherwise, the expression might be 1

hu^vafangJjana == Those which are good proofs of the ordeal or faith.

^ A feminine noun in the instrumental case.

^ Cf. ^mvaitya in § 4 above.

Adjectival; otherwise imperative from Fra-ap,

^ The Pahiavi simply renders Fraz-datastaUj wherefore Darmesteter suggests,

Franzityandm; but the word in the text is a correct correlative of umvaityananK

^ Mdnd; cf. Pr, to abandon.
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10. Fat ^ ndit vistem^ dtvatd avd a^haond vdy>;^ « And »

whatever ((is such as)) is not known to belong either to a

sinner or a righteous man ^ —— <( thus » not known^ owing to

its not ® having been employed to a beneficial purpose/ by which « it

becomes » the sign of one’s neglect ® of the Holy Law ®; so that it

must become meritorious (( to appropriate )) such « things for such

purposes as the Thanksgiving Service ))

;

11. Fat paiti-bardontiJ (( And » that which they might

seize as recompense
;
® viz., such as must be taken for injury® to

a party.®

12. <( Indeed » what’® is of a contrary nature to alH® (( these,

is )) not meritorious.

13. Gaog6shnasp said : What has turned out contrary to being

a proof of the ordeal of faith also « is not meritorious ».

^ The text has ya, but vistem requires yat

^ Supplied on the suggestion of the Pahlavi.

^ Because it is kept idle, and not used either for a bad purpose or good ;
so

that it does not show its owner either as bad or as good in so far as its use would

have shown him.

* jKity should be

® A-ftaz-srayeshftf irom Av. to thrive on,

^ An-aireshn, from act in obedience to the Holy Law.

Subjunctive.

® Here ends the list of things legible for the dedication. The remarks that

follow, are simply further qualifications concerning the same things.

® Hamemahrih; cf. the Hamemahrdn sin=“ the sin relating to an injured

party,” as distinguished from the sin=“the sin relating to one's own

soul.” The word represents, Av. Hamrrrtha. See Sh, L^-Sh. VIHi 14, and Nir.

II, Chap. Ill, 10, above.

^ Pann hamag lakhvar.
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14* Noit ^ a-paitya^ noit paiti-haya,^ fatuffis} « Although one

may be » unopposed to « the deed, still if one » have had no

interest in « the thing, and be )) not sincere « therein, then » in so

far as one has no interest in « the thing », one cannot be in

spiritual merits.

15. Rattifris a-paUy&nd hahya^; « Indeed « one « can be » in

spiritual merit « on devoting to the Service what one has »

not « already » given away ‘ in any way whatsoever ’
<c to

some other end »; viz.^ such as wherein one v yet » holds interest
;

ratufris havd yd ntndnahe paiti-richyehv. wbecausevj one « can be a

in Spiritual merit on « devoting to the Thanksgiving Ser-

vice)) those ((things only that are)/ one’s own, ((even though

they be » from what might be cast away’ from the house,

(( and what might be up to » anything so large as the thigh « only »,'

Baaritig ia mind the arrangament of words in the next statement we are

persuaded to associate the first noit with ratufris,

^ The negative of the present participle Parasmaipada of (= to go

against ;
to bs opposed to), in the nominative singular case; cf. the form

The text in TD has but as this word is rendered in Pahlavi in

the same way as the word which is the negative of the present participle,

Atmanepada, nominative singular of and which just follows, we have cor-

rected the word accordingly.

Present participle, Parasmaipada, nominative singular of = be

sincere in return.

Parts of this compound are completely separated in the text and anight

have been the accusative plural of the indefinite pronoun *} or but the Pahlavi

renders pafimarahmif and therefore a very important point goes against another

possible rendering.

'4.
Is not rendered into the Pahlavi through mistake.

^ They are practically of no use to the owner who might conveniently have

cast them away as useless.'

Read srinak This. as well as the next word both occur in Vend. VI, 20

.where also Is wrong for which represents Av. and Pr.

.Otherwise the word might be bosom.

110 B
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SO large as the arm « only

16. Yezi hvdvdya^ dazdi,^ ratufris; Surely when one

will have given those « things only that are « one’s own,

then ((alone can one be (( in spiritual merit -ySzUUt hh

ndit^ hvdvdya dazde, a-ratufris. ‘ whereas when one will have

given those »that are)) not one’s own, ((one can)) not

(( be )) in spiritual merit.’
®

CHAPTER XIII

ON CONDITIONS RELATING TO THE OFFERING OF

THINGS, ANIMALS, AND GOOD ANIMAL PRODUCTS

1. Yd adanghP ‘ As ® regards those’ ((things which may

be used)) for eating® ((purposes)) ® khvarrtha yazada,^^ ratu-

fris; when one will have offered'Hhem as food, then (( alon^

Tt mi^ht also be meant that when one might offer a piece of meat just so

l„ge oSyL a complete ani»al. =.•» th.o .-a. b. pa™...Pd pr.,-ded

it belonged to one’s own self.

2 Third personal pronoun, neuter, accusative plural. of the text is wrong.

Possessive reflexive pronoun, accusative plural, cf.

4 Present tense, Atmanepada, third person singular.

5 The text adds here, through error.

0 Not only because one has no right to give away the things of others, but

also because that may not show one’s sincere concern about making the offenng.

^ As in TD; the word is the dative of a neuter noun from Av- — to eat.

8 The text as well as the translation here are mutilated ;
so it is attempted

to restore them both. The Pahlavi wrongly adds ratiha.

9 Is -jxy to be read adank^l

An unaccountable occurs here.

Apparently the imperfect, Atmanepada, third person singular ofJ-W

= to offer in dedication. But the Pahlavi offers a difficulty; it renders the word by

which can only be reconciled with the original as it is understoo

here, by taking it as miswritten for .«,0. If however lived,

thrived) were the correct rendering, then the form nearest the original word m

the text and reconcilable with this rendering might be a frequentive form

Of ai»^=.to thrive, to grow.
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canonebew in spiritual merit-, yezi 7mt khvarrthij yazada,^

a-ratufris. whereas when one will have offered * them not as
food, ((One

;
canwnot ((be» in spiritual merit.^

2: This is manifest from the Holy Wisdom that if one would' HI A
declare: " This ’ beast shall on one occasion be offered up alive

* « in

thanlcsgiving annd shall « afterwards >» be eaten/’ then there could

be no purpose in (( offering it » alive
;

’
<( and if » one would declare:

“ Verily a beast shall on one occasion be offered up « in thanksgiving »

as such;'* and such® Gift® in Charity,® and tlien I shall eat it,” then.

« also )) the <( right j> object could not be (( fulfilled » by « that person’s »

eating it/

3. When « again )> one ^\'Duld declare “ My. beast shall one

day be offered up <( in thanksgiving », so that (C people » shall eat it

©r shall give it away « as they like »/’ then, only when ® « some »,

would eat it or give it away <( as they might like »• on that day, could

there always result to one <( the benefit » in return. « Whereas » there

is one who says : The moment one would give it away, must there

always result « the benefit » in return.®

^ See note 11 on previous page.

* When tHe things for dedication are such as may be eaten, they must-be-

offered in the condition of food.

should be as in TD> or it should be f- * Z^vak..

® As it is to be eaten away at last, so, not only because it might as well be-'

sacrificed for the offering, but also because what is intended for eating must be

offered up in- the condition of an eatable, if should' be offered up sacrificed, and in.

the condition of being eatable: see previous paragraph.

® Ahrob-dat..

When it is meant for charity, the person- offering it cannot eat it himself,,

but must give it away to the poor.

® Vad-ash. If it be vesft, the translation- would be “‘there would alwa-ys

result unto one greater (benefit) in return but see vad in the similar expressiom

that follows,

® The previous remark signifies that the spiritual benefit of the act result*

on the use of the gift by those to -whom it is given away in charity; whereas this,

remark means that the benefit accrues immediately on giving away the thing int

charity.
3+
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^

4. Ndit ^asu-cha^ hazda^ n6itirkta, an-azya^ ratufri^.

Neither by « dedicating » an animaM that is sick, « i.e.

that which is diseased,® nor by ((dedicating)) that which is

wounded, (( ie, )>, that on which a wound has taken effect, nor by

;<( dedicating )> that which is emaciated, (( i.e- )), that which

has no fat® ((and)) which is not sound, ^ (( can a person be))

in spiritual merit.

Ill B 5« A-banta, ekirkta, azyra^ pairistaxighara ^ rat'ufrk. ((Only»

by (( dedicating » that which is not sick, by (( dedicat-

ing )) that which is not wounded, by ((dedicating)) that

which IS piump® and well nourished,^® such as has fat" grown

on it all over, (( can one be » in spiritual merit.

6. Verily, if its wound is such as is not in an immoderate gash,**

:« and if, at the same time, it is )> plump,*® (( then », except*^ for the

Hallowed Portion*® of the Holy Life Flame, it is fit for all (( other ))

purposes, in so far as the. wound is without a (( severe )) gash.

^ The text has ^icrsMS-chc!:, but payebh in the text which follows, as well as

the adjiectives accompanying this word here, suggest the instrumental form.

^ Bazda no doubt signifies the same thing as banta which word occurs in

Yt XIII, 24, and 40, and means “sick.? Darmesteter rightly observes that the

words come from the same root.

Cf. Azyais, an~azyais in § 18 etc. below, which are translated zak e frapeh,

zak e Mifna»{respectively.
* Pah.

Patushaki probably from j£^'f"a=to be sickened.

® Tarba', Darmesteter rightly notices that “jjv should be

^ Yazdtrwg, in P^nd characters; cf. Av. Darmesteter thinks that

tarba is the HuzvRresh of vazdang, but probably he is mistaken.

® Or perhaps a-an-azya as the Pahlavi renders a-nizar. The of the

. text is of course wrong; see note 3 to the paragraph just above.

* Pairista—" desirably ;
and har^“ to nourish.”

for, the word is apparently very closely recast from

tl e original.

11 Bireshn (?); cf. Pr. to fry.

1* Pahrnk; cf. Pr. »yj=cut.

1® Frapeh I Pr, rij*. 1^ Bara. 15 as in TD.
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7. Thus then * « when the animal is » emaciated owing to one’s
®

not having given it the necessary food and drink/ it cannot be fit to

sacrifice it.

8. A moderate leanness would be that when it would not be pro-

hibitive ® to sacrifice
* « the animal owing to that ».'

9. « Though an animat »’s throat® were full of fat for cutting,

and still if it were with disease and wound, it could not be fit to

sacrifice it.

10. At the arrangements ^ of sacrificing, « if there were only »;

a single Leading Officiating Priest, « he could » not « be said to have

been » indifferent « therefor ».®

11. « But when the sacrifice is )) for the Hallowed Portion of the

Holy Flame,® it cannot be proper if there be one « Leading

Priest )) with two « Helping Priests » “ or two « Leading Priests » “

with one « Helping Priest )>,^® or a male « Leading Priest » “ with a

female « Helping Priest »,‘® or a female « Leading Priest » with a

male « Helping “ Priest )).“

^ The force of atfuw applies to the prohibition, in the preceding words, against

an emaciated animal.

® Av. adhwadaitya, which is a technical term; see note 10 on p. 31 of this

work. The point is that even when the animal is emaciated not owing to disease,

still then it is unfit.

* Girdyet; cf. Pr. disobey.

* is preferable to wno^i.

® This however does not define the moderate leanness.

® La&zddn; cf. Pr. uvula,

Khajldan (?); cf. Pr. c)'^^=to assemble. Otherwise, khisidn (?); cf.

Pr. ttf*i-*^=to collect. See Fol. 47, 1, 9, note; Fol 85, 1- 1; etc. Fol. 112, 1. 2

determines that it is a verbal form.

® It is not plain whether the reference is to a leading priest without helpers,

or to one without joint leading priests; presumably however the former may be
the sense; Herodotus and Strabo seem to indicate that only one priest was needed
at the common dedicatory sacrifices; Herod, i, 132; Strabo, XV.

® Aidsh avd or Aiashdn where dn would be adjectival.

This apparently is the meaning.

No laxity of solemn form was to be permitted in superior services. There
the Leading Priest with his full suite of Helping Divines was to be present.
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12. There is one according to whom snch arrangements * are in

•

-^every way legible/ excepting for « the Service of)) the Hallowed

1 12 A Portion of the Holy Flame, wherein they cannot be allowed.

33. This '« circumstance )) whether they render the Leading

Officiating Priest indifferent « in merit for conducting the Service in

•some manner as that » or no, is not plain.

14. If, when one has made the arrangements « for the sacrifice)),

something arises in the mean time « as a disturbing element )), it is not

proper to perform the sacrifice ; and the text of the Holy Wisdom
'from thence forwardsmust be left off,

15. The Leading Officiating Priest shall be (( deemed to have
4one the thing » without indifference ® just if he does not allow * a
wound having taken effect in (( an animal as permissible in a service )),

just «af he )) does not allow the sacred Barsom twigs ® that have not

.grown well « as permi^ible in a service )), and just « if he » does not

.allow the sacred milk® that -is running out « from its vessel as per-

missible in a service )).

16. Indeed it is requisite «of him to do all the things)) untiringly.

17. If « he be )) deaf, he cannot be fit
;
^ if « he be )) blind, he

cannot be fit; ^ if « he be )) dumb, he cannot be fit.^

RaSshan said : Verily, if « his )) eye on the left be blind, then also

he cannot *
be fit.®

Such as are managed by incomplete and loosely formed priestly groups.
See note 7 to § 10 just •above.

® Freh-r^t,

® The point is that no indifference can be attributed to him who has been so
careful as to prevent all defective circumstances from entering a Holy Service.

r-fr should be as in TD.

4 - is for uo-KXJ 6 g^g 5^

® 31)0 before i. » {jiv e) must be dropped.

^ Takeshn. Av. ?“<?—to run out; to flow; Pr. w3,^=to run about.

® This apparently means that when he is blind in the right eye he can be
allowed to officiate. Evidently the left eye is associated with superior vision; cf,
Yas, XI, 4,

' *
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(( Here opens )) the commencement ^ « of the text )) about taking

the Good ^ Products of Animals.®

18. Ratufrh payebis * yhvdstdhch.a a-yi\vdstdisch.a, azydhch.a an-

azydistha* a One can become)) spiritually meritorious ((by

making dedications )) with milks that are cooked ' as well

as uncooked,® with those that are from fatty animals' as well

as from lean.

19. Ratufris pitubis ® khvds^dis noit (i-khvds^dis,® azydis ndit an-

azydis. (( One can become )) spiritually meritorious « by

making dedications )) with viands that are cooked'® and

not with those that are uncooked, with those that are

<( prepared )) from « the meats of )) fatty animals and not with

(( those prepared )) from ((the meats of)) lean, even as « such animals )>!

should not have been sacrificed, because what is sacrificed must be quite

such as can be proper « in every way )).

20. Ratufris sndkebischa.^^ vtzubischa^^ khvds^dis noit a khvdstdis,

^ cf. JD .fiRio, etc., in the Vendidad.

® Gaushdak, from Av. and

This is evidently meant to be the heading to a chapter; but what follows is

simply a continuation of the theme which just precedes, hence this heading should

have occupied a prior place. We however have introduced a more suitable one in

the right place.

3 Instrumental plural of payangh. HJ has pasyebis, and TD pasuydbis

which both are erroneous.

* The text has zyaiscba a-zyaischa; but see below.

® I.e., some viands prepared from milk. ® itecia*" is wrong for iccio.

^ The Pahlavi understands thus here as well as below; otherwise, “that which
is full of fat and that which is lean.”

® The text has which of course requires correction,

® The text presents the wrong form

10 eyieja i sS is only the wrong transcription of )to>iey a a5 that

follows, and must be dropped. This mistake puzzled Darmesteter a little.

The text has which is corrected. The word is altogether

strange; but cf. Av. -p and «b»*p=gut: the word is apparently cognate with
these.

The text has viawscbd; cf* (Vend. VIII, 10) from to

fatten.

112 B
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uzy&k noit an-azydis. «. One can become » spiritually meritori-

ous « by making dedications)) with the guts^ and suets^

that are cooked, not with those that are uncooked^ With

those that are from fatty animals, not with those from lean.

21. Behold this milk « which is mentioned above » should be

« just » such as must be proper for a Good Product from animals*

« And as )) it must not be inferior to that, so (( it should be )) evident

to thee ^ that that which has changed in quality cannot be fit.^

A 22. The sacred Barsom twigs and the meat should be mature ®

and cooked^ « respectively )), for an equal reason that the maturity

and the cooking or roasting ® are evidently necessary with regard to

them « both » ;
and what is fried ^ can <( likewise )) be allowed, but what

is raw cannot be allowed.

23. There is one « however )) who says that a raw egg ® is allowed
;

<( but )) Sosha^s has said that verily a raw egg ®
(( also )) is not permissible

and should not be eaten, because « it would be » the most foul ® « thing ))

^ (sinvar) seems to be for (snavar)^gnt; see Vend. XIV, 9,

* Pty, cf. Pr. t5i=suet. ® {AtghYai.
^ When the milk that is cooked as well as uncooked and fatty as well as thin

is said to be fit, it is not meant that every sort of milk is fit; for that which has

turned bad cannot be fit.

® The Pahlavi word pokht indicates both these senses.

^ Buroshtagih; cf. Pr. .

Mijinf (?); cf. Pr. to get fried.

® Kham tzhak (?); cf. Pr. and Sans, anda^ Guj. tndu^egg^ The word

must be a synonym of khdyak used just below. It may have been a mistake for

baizhak which is clearly represented in the Ar. but the form persists

without indicating an error.

Again, the word might be read gazhak^a delicacy, Pr. relish; but

that would not suit the context; because, as the delicacy was to be of meat inas-

much as the theme concerns animal products, and as out of these the milk products

have already been disposed of above, Gaogoshnasp would not have thought a raw

meat delicacy fit for eating, as it must befit only a savage people to have con-

sidered any part of raw meat a delicacy. Whereas it must be an open question

whether raw eggs could be eaten; and fair arguments might be advanced on either

side of the question.

TD more correctly writes the words

® Mish(^m4ar (?); cf. Ar.
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for a person « to have done so )). Ga6g6shnasp « however )) said that

verily one must eat it, because a man becomes most ^ full ^ of manly

spirit ^ « thereby ».

24. That the egg ^ has both the quality of milk and the quality of

meat in it, is manifest from the passage : Paemainyachii ^ gaoya

zaothraya ‘ « It is, as it were,» like milk and like meat with respect to

a Hallowed Portion.’

25. Afrog said that for the Thanksgiving Service of the Season

Festival the good animal products of the bovine animal are the best

Hvd istaeshvcc pasus hvis*^ ‘ The bovine animal is the best among

those that are to be wished for.’

26. Owing to the great fleshiness® of the sheep® every one of the

several kinds of sheep is good « for dedication ».

27. There is one who says thus : Verily, for the Thanksgiving 113 B
Service of the Season Festival itself just that « animal only » is good

which is of a large kind.^

28. Maityokmcth® « however said )) that « animals like)) the ass,

the boar,^^ and the female of the Katak^^ sheep « are » not « such as

may be put » to a use^‘^ of ((complete)) advantage because, with regard

^ Niyok-tar* ^ Mart-ap as in TD; cf. Pr. ‘t* T==lustre.

^ Khayaki Pr.

^ Adjective from {"cK3»ci=milk. The text has

® Thus in TD ; the word is obscure but may be compared with Gothi'"

auhsa=‘‘ ox ** which suits the sense perfectly.

® should be '*0-^ ^ (kasriyaih e mesk),

Sartak as in TD. ® Thus in TD.
® Khamta^ a Semitic word. Athenseus has noted that Xerxes daily dedica-

ted in thanksgiving a thousand horned cattle, donkeys, and harts (iii, 10).

Kliazura, a Semitic word.

Cf- Pr. a kind of short-legged sheep. It might have meant

domestic animal/^ from Pr. 55«^^=house; but that sense cannot suit here.

Hu-rupaSf Av. =10 strive(?). Otherwise, an-rupas^ uselessness. Pro-

bably Maity6kmi.h too did not mean that these animals were quite unfit for the sac-

red purpose. Perhaps he simply intended that they were not exactly so fit as the

better species of animals. As already noted, asses were included in the dedication

of Xerxes ; whereas according to § 37 below, it appears that they were considered

fit for dedication when they were domesticated.
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to any kind (( of animal )) whatsoever, there ^ is « always » to be taken

care to see that ^ it be not bad (( in any way))
;
for, although as regards

being large/ the ass, the boar, and the female of the Katak sheep are

as large as the bull, still the meritorious deed ^ can take place for such

.« animals only )) of which the kind is proper in both the ways - such

. that while <c being )) large in kind « it is )) likewise good.

29. The good animal products that « are intrinsically )) good m
an ^ equal degree ^ « with others of the kind>, become )) better when the

Sacred Flame has consumed their Hallowed Portion.®

30. In superiority that « animal product is )) the « most )) superior

[ii when it is such that )) when the good animal products (( from it )) are

offered up in dedication everything besides « those )) good animal pro-

ducts « can be )) fit « if )) one may eat it.®

31. Anything else that one might offer up in dedication « at the

Service of the Season Festival )) should be large « in kind ».®

114 A 32. Behold, concerning® other things® they have been at

variance in opinion.

33. It is lawful to kill, by stabbing, a head of cattle at the

^ Al lit.*=*(let it) not (be): lest. ^ ^*64 should be •O-f.

^ should be ^ Pr,
(j5^^^(*^=equaHty.

® When offered to it and consumed by it.

® Le,f every particle of it must be useful as food for men, and nothing of it

should be such as would require to be thrown away a-s uneatable.

KolB-ch as in TD.
® Not only because this service is of the greater kind, but also because in

this case the worshipping congregations must be large. In smaller services small

dedications can be allowed.

^ Javttag. It is however implicitly agreed that the kind should be good also.

Khufrmikh (?); Pr. and wedge; see § 41 below.

In Mithra sacrifice the animal was stabbed on the neck. And Strabo has noted

in his Geography, Bk. XV, that at the offerings the Magi did not use a knife for

slaughtering, but a stump.

The word however can easily be read mtumai:^a=kv. a small cattle-

head or a sheep or goat; but it is so placed here as well as in § 41 below, that it

appears ill-advised to construe it that way. Still if it be so taken the translation

here could be : It is proper to sacrifice a cattle-head in a Holy Worship until it

is being perfoimed. Small cattle must not be sacrificed near the sacred Dr on cake

when the Worship is being performed/* etc. But the translation cannot be

even so far sexisible in the case of the text at § 41 below^. where this word recurs.
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Holy Service, tintil it is being performed « through ))d

34. When the Holy Service is being performed ((through))', it is

not lawful to perform the sacrifice near the sacred Dron cake.

35. There is « however )) one who says: Verily even when the

Holy Service is not being performed^ it is not lawful (( to make the

sacrifice » near the sacred Dron cake.^

36. (( And )) we (( have to add » this ^ that it can be lawful to make

the sacrifice just in accordance with what is manifest^ from' this pas-

sage here:—‘ Yd pasum avi-vmcioiti^ pasoha ffds\imd ddiUm

u-mocYiantai paiti dtYirat ® ‘ Whoever slays an animal after

sunset without ^ a blazing fire

^ This signifies that it is lawful to sacrifice the animal even after .the Service

is commenced, provided it is not still completed.

^ This critic seems to raise the objection with reference to the proximity of

the sacrifice to the sacred Dron cake. Otherwise the reference may be to the ac-

;Companiment of the sacred Dron cake Service while the sacrifice is being performed;

see below FoL 124, L 11, ff.

® If our rendering of the xAvestan quotation below is correct, then, because

the sacrifice is to be performed where the sacred Fire is not aflame, the sacrifice can

neither be close to the sacred Dron cake nor accompanying the sacred Dion cake

Service, inasmuch as the sacred Fire is essential in these cases',

4 after is written in TD, and seems redundant

^ The text has which is corrected. The radix here is evidently

of the eighth class, as it is also to be taken in Vend. XVIII, 70, where Dastur
Darab Pahian s manuscript, as quoted in the text edited by Ervad Eduljee Kers-

aspjee, gives the reading in which the form of the radix is just the

same as in our text, and is probably correct,

^ The text has athrat.
^ As this text is quoted to indicate a lawful act, it might appear strange

that there should occur in it the expression a'-saodaantat paiti dthrat^*^ without
a blazing fire”; for, no holy function especially at night, is permitted without a
blazing fire. And as the quotation is incomplete we could have spoken less de-
finitely, and even might have been persuaded to drop the negative prefix a as erro-
neous, were it not for the remarkable circumstances that Herodotus has noted just a
fact which is quite in agreement with the text here as it has been given and under^
stood

;
he has stated :

“ The Persians neither erect altars nor kindle fires when they
are about to offer a sacrifice (Bk. I, ch. CXXXII). Thus two perfectly independ-
ent statements can be seen to agree, and to acquire greater probability of truth ;

hence they may be understood to explain that as the function of sacrificing is quite
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37. <( Hence surely as regards )) the ass, the boar, and the female

of the Katak sheep, it will not be lawful * « to sacrifice, them when »

near the sacred Dr6n cake, as also when the Holy Service is being

performed through,^ « although indeed it can be )) a good deed « to

sacrifice them » in event of their being domesticated.®

114 B 38. « In fact » when they are * domesticated ® at the House ® of

the sacred Flame,® they can be just like the animals * of good breed®

of a common household.^

3.9. Still « if the Holy Service )) have been performed ® through,®

and (( if any of them have)) a wound® or have not been carried®®

through ®° a cure, then it cannot be lawful to sacrifice such.

40. If « the animal is to be )) slain according to prescribed forms,

'(( then alone )) must it be slain at the Holy Service.

41. It will be a sin®' of Manifest Smiting'® if it be stabbed to

bleed « without being killed )).®®

independant of the service of dedication
,
and as it involves bloodshed and life-taking*,

the sacred Fire cannot be permitted where that takes place. It must however be

understood that the sacred Fire is essential at the dedication service itself; and that

gets support from another ancient writer Strabo who has noted thus: To whatever

Divinity the Persians offer sacrifice, they first invoke Fire....*’ (Book XV).

It will be seen from below that in this case our text considers even the function

of dedication as taking place quite apart from the Thanksgiving Service.

i is for

? There can be no chance of such animals being fit for sacrifice, excepting

when they are domesticated and without wound or sickness.

,

3 Yadmm amoz; cf, Pr. ^^«>=tame.

^ Take as in TD, ^ Mashak man, as in TD.
® Hu-^rods i’^); Ay, hu^good; oxid rud=to grow. Kataktk,

9 should be *", as this would be conformable to the views

the writer has been advancing,

^ Resh, is for

Babtin-zafakih is the name of the sin of manifestly or intentionally iil-

tieating animals and injuring property. The expression can be derived from Av.

^=to know, to be manifest, and j«fi^==to smite. See West’s note 2 to Sh“L&-Si;i.

II, 39; Fob 42, 1. 30, above; and FoL 177, 1. 20, below.

As it seems to have been allowed above to sacrifice the animal by stabbing,

the reference here must be to stabbing without killing, and thus causing unneces-

^a:|ry arid intense pain to the animal.
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42* There is one who says thus : Behold, it is after all said that

a large bird can be just as fit as a head of cattle
;
and so also can be

everything else which acquires a moderate body
;

(( for, there is the

text which says )) • YaiYia vd azd staenhy^ yath.a hus-pxxvmno^

‘ Either « an animal of )) the grazing world, or large birds h

43. ((When such dedication))^ is to be performed^ in the

Thanksgiving Service of the Divine Being, then the sacred Ha&ma

drink and the sacred Dr6n cake should verily be dedicated to Him

(( alongside that act )).^

44. Just as regards ® the fish (( however, when )) the fish is to be

killed in the Thanksgiving Service of the Divine Being, the sacred

Ha&ma drink and the sacred Dr&n cake need not ^ be dedicated to Him

« alongside that act ))/

45. Fowls and birds ® should be offered® up alh^ by them.selves,

^ The text has sdaamis but that appears to be erroneous.’ CL the base stan

of Yt XIII, 86.;

^ The text has hus-pmso. The whole text hefe is obscure; still if this ex-^

pression were correct, then it might be compared with Pr. animal

whose skin can be used for preparing leather,” and then the Avestan word here

might signify an animal of moderate size,^' and the previous expression va azo

would read va^azd “ moving in the air.’^

^ Le., of animals of the larger kind. ^ is wrong for

® Evidently as distinct from the main service itself, and as belonging to th^

separate dedicatory service for the animal
; see next folio, L 2, fF.

® One must be dropped as in TD.
It appears that fish is classed among the smaller animals, as fowls and birds

below ; hence it is not considered necessary to dedicate the Dron and the Haoma
in its special dedicatory service that is performed apart from the rpain service j

see note 5 above.

® Zazaruft (?), usually written or

The word, however, might also be read sarun^thigh, (Av. andPr.

or although it is written {sarmak) in Pahlavi Vendidad, VIIL

Such construing could be possible in view of the fact that special parts of the sacri-

ficed animal were assigned to special Divine Powers, according to Sh-Lg.-Sh.

4-6 ;
but the context forbids any such special sense.

» iwrj-5j should be as in TD.

^0 Aevakartak; f.e., without the special dedication of the Dron and the Haoma,
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jc< and then » the Holy Dedicatory Service of the Divine Power Haoma

.« which is the Glow of the Life Eternal should be performed ' by

one,^

46. When one undertakes the Service of Willing Praise ® and

the Ha6ma Service, then there will also have been undertaken by one

the Thanksgiving Service of the sacred Dr6n cake.*

47. Behold, simply because one offers up in thanksgiving animals

by themselves, « it can»not therefore be understood that the sacred

Ha6ma drink and the sacred Dr6n cake (( also » become consecrated

by one « in that mere act

48. The sacred Ha6ma drink and the sacred Dr6n cake cannot be

permitted « at the Service » in one <( set of the one )) with two « of the

other )) and in two « sets of the one » with one « of the other )).®

49. « One » says : Verily, when one consecrates one ((set of each

of » the sacred Ha6ma drink and the sacred Dr6n cake,'' and one per-

forms ® the Holy Dedicatory Service on « both of them » together, and

;« then » one takes a taste from the sacred Ha6ma drink as well as the

sacred Dr6n cake « both at the same time,, that » cannot be proper.

^ is wrong for Wlto iU which TD gives.

2 It is evident that in the cases when such animals were specially to be

sacrificed, the Hao.ma Service mast have been commenced after sacrificing the

animal, because the Gaoshudfi, or the good animal product, which is now represented

by only a little clarified butter but must in those cases have also represented a

portion from the sacrificed animal according to the indication of Nir. II, Chap. V ;

App. C, II, 6, is already taken into use when the Haoma Yasna is commenced.

But it likewise appears according to a theme which follows, that animals could also

be sacrificed in quite distinct services; and then they appear to have been dedicat-

ed and sacrificed about the Yasna HaptanghSiti.

® A^stofrit or Ausofrit which probably signifies the consecration of the

Great Feast variously dedicated; see Fol. 123, end.

^ The Dron must be consecrated at these as an essential element, and in the

Ausofnt also perhaps additionally at the close ; see Fol. 123, 1. 28, ff, along with

1. 19 ff.

® The consecration of the sacrificed animal is thus defined to be a special and

individual act.

^ There should be one set of the one with one set of the other.

Hom-Dron.

3 jeiVt is for tWiKTi here.
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Because ^ if one were to place forward things together and to per-

form ^ the Holy Dedicatory Service « for all )) together, and (( then )>

to take a taste, « for instance )), from the sacred Ha6ma drink and the

sacred Dron cake (( out of those things », then it would be just as if

one had beforehand taken ^ a taste from a thing which had not « yet )>,

been consecrated.*

End of « the text on )) taking (( the Good Products of Animals))®.

CHAPTER XIV

ON TAKING THE LEATHER FOR THE STRAPS
OF THE SACRED WEAPONS ^

lA, Rahvfrh chd^nmanamdia pasu-vastranmncha
,

it is

of spihitua! nierit « to make use)) ‘ of’ the leathers « pre-

pared )) of the skins ’’ of the animals ^ of ® the good growth, ®

for Patvanksak ((the instruments'® of chastening sinners)),'® upa 115

1 Is represented in Ar. tV=“ because,” or is it some corrupt form,

or does it simply represent ?

2 «wi is for itOiKTi here,

® Vakhdunt havma.naS.
* This critic means that the several consecrated things require separate Dedi-

catory Formulas, and that if one were to recite a single Dedicatory Formula for

all, that would practically be as bad as not having recited it at all.

^ The text has simply Giraptan Royeshma.n
; the word is evidently

missing between; cf. the heading Giraptan GausMak Bv-n in 1. 15 of Fol. 112.
“ It is evident that for the purposes mentioned below, the skin of the animals

sacrificed as above, was used in the manner described next here.
~ Vastarg must here signify this

; cf. Yt. V, 89.

8 -HyMi should be w (pah). » Pann hu-rbdih.

Patvanasak is distinguished below from Ashtar and Srbshbcharnam; hence
it must be a distinct instrument which is now unknown. Darmesteter thinks that
Aspahe'astra and Sraosho-charana are one and the same instrument; but one may
notice that they are mentioned separately in the list of the instruments which the
murderer of the water dog is to present to pious men for the atonement of his sin
(Vend. XIV, 8); so they too must evidently be distinct instruments.
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fraestdis * fraoratardt^ naemdt, when « these are prepared)) from
those* furthest^ down underneath'^ « the body )>,

2. Concerning the sheep® we may observe that inasmuch as it is

in no way such all over from head to foot as <( may render it )) much
difficult to prepare « its skin, hence, for a purpose like this )), it can

be « wholly )) fit.^

iB. mrdtanam * ndit a-mrdtanain, azyanam noit an-azyandm.

« and )) of soft kinds, not of tough® kinds, « and » of those
belonging to fatty animals, not of those belonging to lean.

3, Ashtar « the correcting, weapon » and Sroshbcharnam « the impel-

ling instrument of the Spirit of the Moral Order)) are to be “ « made »

frond <( the skin of » those « animals )), of the Hallowed Portion of

i. 26 whose « flesh » the Sacred Flame has consumed.”

!• 28' 4. Patvanasak « the instrument of chastening sinners )> is to be

« made » from « the skin of )) those « animals)) which have been sacri-

ficed in dedication to the Divine Being.

Vakhsh&.pfihar declared « this » to be a degree coarser.^®

^ The text has "which of course is corrupt.

* Fra-\-aora-\-tara-^ai, in which aora means “lower,”

® /.«. skins. * The text has simply v^ej.

® is for The skin on the lower part of an animal’s body being softer,

it is enjoined to use that in this case.

« Mesh.

Its skin is sufficiently soft on every part
; hence, that from any part can be

utilised without distinction.

®' The text has ; butcf. Yt. XVII, 12, and Sans.

® ^1 is evidently erroneous for ^r {a-narm).

The word usually signifies ’‘sheep.”

The word f following this word must be dropped as intrusive.

The word € before must be dropped as iti TD. •

The paragraph which follows, is transferred to Appendix A just below,
because, more appropriately, it should belong to this.

Apparently because the animals dedicated to the Divine Being were required
to be from the large kinds, whose skin could not be so soft as of the small, and
also because the Patvanasak too required a coarser stuff for its purpose. The
Patvanisak must thus be a superior instrument.
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5. It has after all been said that if Patvan^sak « the instrument 116 A

for chastening sinners be found to )> have gone to work ((with)) wound-

ing/ it must become unfit/ 2.

6. Concerning things (( that )) “should b e,” there are no !• 5

more sacred statements (( than these, in this respect ))/

7. When (( the sacrificial animal is )> slaughtered it must be

washed; and it must be looked carefully over : (( so that )) if there « be

sticking )) anything thereon, that should be removed/

8. And on having been slaughtered, it should be cut up into

pieces, and it should be washed (( again )).® 1. 9

9. As regards the Patvanasak (( the instrument of chastening 117 B
sinners )), from whatever it is prepared, imperfection “ therein is not

allowed.

10. If it goes to the washing after it arrives at (( the sacred

function )), that cannot be allowed.

11. If it is not to be cut into strips (( at the end », then strings

of silk
’’ should be dropped (( from it )).

12. One has said that if it be not cut into strips (( at the end )),

that cannot be proper
;
because it w'ill then be like a (( mere )) shoe-

maker’s ® thong.® Even when it reaches close to perfection^ and even

when it goes to the (( final )) washing," even then must it be cut into

^ It should not be made so very strong: it should be made comparatively

lighter.

“ See note 12 on the previous page.

® What follows consists of details and particulars.

* Bata Kuneshn.

This and the following statements occur here evidently because it was ,of the
skin of the sacrificed animal that the straps for the sacred weapons were to be
made.

® The subject matter here discussed is resumed so late as at 1. 16 of the next
folio; so, that is joined up here, and the intervening portion is transferred into the
Appendix which follows after Fol. 118, 1. 6.

® A-rudi
; Av^/=to grow, to be perfect.

Parishmak-

P

i. = silk. s
; Pr. j^^S'=shoemaker.

9 Yadmanjcf. Pr. >s*«e=handle. w Hrrs/ial; cf. Pr. 4,4A==care.
I.e., the final washing for consecration.
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strips « at the end », and strings * of silk ^ must be dropped (( from it

over and above that )).

13. Ga6g6shnasp said : Verily, if one do not cut it into strips

<( at the end )) that cannot be proper; because then it must be just

such as in ® the case of ^ purified ^ metal,® namely that as it has a

flaw ^ in it, it cannot surely
° be quite fit.®

14. If it have reached oldness,’ it cannot remain fit,

15. If « some )) moisture® penetrate ® within ((the leather of

the instrument )) from outside,^® it must become defiled.

118 A 16. There is one who says thus : Verily, even when it has just

one or two solitary hairs on it, that cannot be allowed.'®

17. When the grain of the leather has not reached great lustre/^

that cannot be allowed.

18. When moisture penetrates within (( the leather )) from outside,

that may be allowed (( to pass » according to the teaching of Mart-

1. 6 Blit of Datgiin.'®

1 is evidently corrupt for

2 iia as in TD; HJ has o*. ® Aybkshust; Av.

^
; Pr. j"”= flaw. is for

® A whip without the lash being cut into strips at .the end is considered as

imperfect as a purified metal with a flaw.

1 Sani; Pr. w“=age. The reference is to worn out leather.

* Nami ; Pr. ® Anjiret ; cf. Pr. li) l=to pierce.

10 should be (JJ as below.

The leather should not be so loose in texture as to allow moisture to penetrate

it easily. Tak,

12 5-0(3" should be iW-nso" as in TD.

The leather for the lash is to be prepared with so great care that, not even a

single hair must be allowed to remain on it,

IS Danak; Pr. Zahhsh ; Pr. cA^3.
15 This contradicts the statement at the close of the last folio.

Cf. the ancient Persian names of RaodogunS,, a princess imperial of

Parthia, and Yazdigun, the great Parsee plenipotentiary of Khosro AnoshervSn the

Great to the court of the Roman Emperor.

The passages concerning milk,, which follow the text here, and comprise

II. 6-23 of this folio, are isolated and broken; hence they are transferred after

Pol. 136, 1. 28 where they properly fit in.
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CHAPTER XIV: APPENDIX A

ON TAKING HAIRS OF THE VARS RING FOR THE
ELECTRISATION

'

1. The® hair of the Vars « ring for the electrisation)) is to be 115,1.26

« taken » from those « animals only » which have been sacrificed for

the Hallowed Portion of the Sacred Flames.® 1- 27

2. The hair of the Vars « ring for the electrisation )) can be 116, 1. 2

(( taken » from the bull, and can « likewise )) be « taken » from the

horse,^ as is manifest from the passage Gem vd aspahe vd vzxvsahe

® ‘ of the hair of the bull or of the horse.’ 1* 5

3. The hair® that (( is )) tied up is proper; (( and the hair that i. 9

is » held up is proper.

4. « Only )) when one ties it up « first )) and then washes it, can

that be allowed. It cannot be allowed if one entwines® it ((quite

at the end ».

^ This object is supposed to represent an original strainer made from hair to

strain the prepared Haoma drink. It consists now of a few hairs tied to a
metal ring. More evidently indeed it is meant not to strain but to electrise, as the
friction of hair on composite metal especially must produce electricity. The pur-
pose would then be to electrise the Haoma drink and to render it more wholesome.
It must be remembered that as the drink is poured over it the hair is diligently

rubbed on the metal ring with the finger.

2 This paragraph is transferred here frtxn 11.26-27 of folio 115, and the
next from 11. 2-5 of folio 116.

® (O' before KX)"(0' must be dropped.

* It is evident from such passages as Yt. V, 21, 25, etc., that horses also

were dedicated to Divine Powers; and hence the Vars hair could as well be taken
from the horse as from the bull dedicated to the Holy Flames,

® The text here is evidently incomplete.

* That for preparing the Vars.
^ Or perhaps “ loose ” ; but it would be difficult to wash altogether loose hair.
* PfcAet ; cf. Pr. twine.

The hair is to be entwined before it is finally purified; see below. The word
could be i.a:cfe&= boils, and might refer to the act of boiling the hair, which is
described in the fragment which is prefixed to the text of the Aerpatastfin, and
whose translation is appended below. But what follows does not favour that
sense here.

36
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One ^ should take up the ceremonious washing « in this

manner ))
:

—

5. One should dip « the hairs » into the ashes® of the Holy

Flame of the Temple of the Spirit of Victoriousness, and should rub ®

« them with it well )),

6. One should cc then » separate the dark * and light « hairs ))

;

B and every of three times ® one should rinse ® the dark, and wash the

light (( hairs ». Then one should wash them in the pure water in the

basin/

7. At the fourth time one should put the light hairs together
®

with the dark, and lay them on a place, and leave them « there for a

moment ».

8. Then one should rinse them clear/ wash them for the last

time, and take them into use as they are « now » washed clean.-

9. (( In doing this » one is to hold the Initial Formula for open-

ing the sacred function « of washing, thus )) :

—

Ashm VoM 3

;

<( The Praise of Righteousness 3 times »

;

1 joo* is for -V" as in TD.

® cf. Pr. jj=heat. Otherwise, it might mean “the sacred pre-

cincts,” and the whole expression might signify, “ (The hairs) should be borne into

the sacred precincts of the Holy Flame......”; but see this expression in the

appendix on boiling the Vars, where it recurs.

* Khartineshn ')
cf. Pr. to scratch.

* Tir; better, tirak ; Pr.

® Accompanying the three recitals of Ashem Vohu mentioned below in 1. 2 of

the next folio.

® Ao-bahhseshn (?); cf. Pr. cy*>^^=to melt; to beat, etc.

Or, is it for Ham-baseshn=should preserve; should clean of impurity or vitia-

tion ? cf. Pr. = to iSreserve. The word may also indicate
“
tying up ” deriv-

able from Av. or

Kantak cf. Pr. a vat; ditch.

® PaffetrweshM ; cf. Pr. collect together.

® Hawit, cf . Pr. I ‘^J>*=clear,

The last few passages seem more like notes attached to previous general

statements than text describing consecutive events : thus the washing of the Vars

is first mentioned in a general way; then the details of washing are given ; and then

the sacred texts recited during that function are cited.
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« The Formula of Faith)) : Fravardne MazdayasnS, Zamthtisfrisy

v\~daev6, Ahura-tkaeshd ;
‘
i confess myself a worshipper of the Most

Wise, of the Zarathushtrian Order, opposed to the demons, « and )) of

the Lord’s Holy Creed’;

« The glorification of » whatever period of the day one may have

« while reciting ))

;

(( And the prayer )): Ahurahe Mazddd Raivatd Khvzvmanghvafd

khsh»00thm yasndidha vahmdicha khshwcroth/'f^icha frasast<zyaech.a^
*
According to the pleasure and for the worship, for the adoration, for

doing the pleasure of, and for submission to the Holy Sway of the Most
Wise Lord, the Brilliant and the Glorious One.’®

10. At every « recital of)) AshemVohu «the Praise of Righteous- 117 A
ness )) one should wash « the hair )) once ; and one should then wash
the hands * up to the elbow ® with the clean water. « And )) on « the

hair )) being finally washed it should be taken into use.

11. Until it is taken into use, and all when it is not « still)) puri-

fied,^ if one entwines ® it « but then )), that can be allowed
;

(( but ».

when it is washed a thousand ® times « already )), it is not allowed
« to do so so late )).

12- There is one who says thus ; Verily, the twining up (( of the
hail should be but )) once when it is not (( still )) purified with the
sanctified pure water. « Then )) if it come ^ loose

’’

again it should be
washed once more. « But )) if it become loose ® « still again )), it

Tills tsxt is 3,]so rscitcii whsii tying ths Bsirsoni twigs, ©tc.
® HJ adds here “ one should say the Praise of Righteousness 3 (times).”

Yadma.n gamak (1). As Pr. signihes “ the cubit”—the length from
the elbow to the mid-finger—

, the expression her© perhaps bears relationship to
that term.

^ Not washed with the specially clean water,

® will be better than_2f

® This IS done now while mentally reciting the 101 names of the Deity on
opening the function of taking the Zohar or Sanctified Electrised Water.

^ Lakhvar yatunat

® BwitAef; Av, t!ju=to untie.
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should not « then » be twined.^ « And » if it break ^ « in twining it

must become » useless,

13. If « however when » the one required * quantity ^ of the con-

secrated milk ^ arrives on « the service table, the hair » become loose

« after that )), then because the Haoma drink is « already )) prepared,

.1. 15 it is allowed during all the « remaining » use « thereof

chapter XIV : APPENDIX B«

* ON THE RITUAL CONCERNING THE BOILING
OF THE HAIRS OF THE VARS RING FOR

THE ELECTRISATION

Fragment L In the first place a vessel should be cleaned with pure water,

and the water of the Hallowed Portion should be poured into it, and

3 pinches
’’

of the ashes ® of the Holy Fire of the Temple of Victory

should be thrown in.

2. Then there should be recited the introductory formula; and

the Formula® dedicated to the Most Wise Lord ® should be held. Then

the hand and the Vars hairs should be washed with pure water»

^ Probably because it is such as cannot be twined.

2 Visinjet (?); Av. and Pr. hold fast^ to be strong.

Cf, Pr. ® Tak. * Jtv.

^ The Jiv^m is poured into the bowl on the service table after the Haoma
drink is completely strained. Hence the Vars tied on the metal ring is already

used in that operation ; so it is allowed if it becomes loose then.

It is already noted that the text following this, viz., Fob 117f 1. 16—Fok 118*

1. 6, is really a continuation of Fol. 116, 1. 9* and hence is joined up there; and the

intervening portion, viz, 116, 1. 9—117, 1. 16, which ends just at the section here,

is transferred into Fob 118, 1. 6, to form a correct order of themes,

^ This is supplied here from the fragment given at the commencement of our

textv The fragment is preceded by a benediction in Persian which signifies : To
the Glory of the Name of the Worshipped One, the Bountiful, the Bestowing and

the Kind,” and a benediction in Pahlavi which translates; “ To the Glory of the

Name of the Creator, the Most Wise One,'*

There is, however, no certainty that this fragment originally belonged to the

Nirangast^m

Sareshah* Ft, dxo^„ f Far ; cf. Pr.

® V^ch Auhaxmazd*
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3. « While reciting )) 3 <( times the formula )) A^em VoM, « the

Praise of Righteousness, the hairs )) should be washed from the tip-

end to the root-end, and while reciting once the Ashem Vohu^ « the

Praise of Righteousness », they should be washed from the root-end to

the tip-end.

4. Then they should be formed into a loop/ and should be put

into the vessel, « and kept in it )) till they are brought to boiling.

As for their coming to boiling, the time of the heating is to be

reckoned « in the proper way ».

5. At ((the time of » removing them from fire the Bars&m should

be brought just above the vessel. And tire rest should be even as it is

to be onwards.^

CHAPTER XV

ON THE MEMBERS OF THE SACRED ASSOCIATION
SHARING IN THE BENEFIT OF THE SERVICE

PERFORMED BY ITS MEMBERS
1. Yd® aevd haAkd-gahhamm y6 hzxrsmacha fra-stnxnaiUJ^ 118,

gewschtj faiti-haraiti, When one of the partners® in the
(( sacerdotal » property,® verily,® (( as one » of the members ’’

of

the same sacred association,^ spreads the sacred Barsom twigs

Halah ;
Pr. /*lt*==a circle; a halo.

2 Here the fragment is followed by a note in Persian regarding the colophon

which signifies: “ As the original writer had written this text, I. the servant of the

Creator, that is Mubad Jdmfisp, have introduced it into the copy, in order that

the first year of the original (writing) and the name of its writer may be known to

all the gentle people;” then follows the colophon in Pahlavi, excepting the last word
Yazdajardi which is in Persian; and this colophon signifies ;

“ I, the servant of the
Religion, Shapuhar Jfimdsp ShatrSySr Tahworbin (perhaps corrupt for Tahmurapin)
Sbatroyfir, wrote (it) in the year 840 of Yazdajard."

3 The text in 11. 6-23 just preceding, is transferred after 1. 28 of Fol. 136,

as being more suitable fo that place.

* The text has fra-starenti which is corrected in conformity with what
follows.

B jjKWJ should be corrected to ii'nxji f (ham-gehanan).

6 fr should be Hr- r Ham-rat hawsmn or hamsakan-
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and produces also the « portion of the good » animal pro-

duct, « i.e. )), the fresh ‘ milk,* adthdi anye axdafdt naSmdt hdthrahS

119 A vachascha fmmravainti, Gaovdsfrydcha vaxx^ndo vrrrzinti,^ and
then others of them « living » within the circuit of a Hathra

« of a thousand paces of two feet each » pronounce aloud

the sacred words, « i.e. », the * Holy Text for the ofBce of the

Helping Priests/ and perform the acts of the duties of the

World's * Great Work, acts of such other kind, vtspaSshdmcha

aiwi-srunvaiU,vupe ratufrayd. and every one of them all listens

attentively « to the pronouncement » AthA Ratus A.shdtcBt hacha

frd ashava vidhvdo mraotu ® ‘ Thus shall the Spiritual Lord declare

((it)) forth out of Righteousness as a holy person, and as the enlighten-

ed one’ ®
(( when the Leading Officiating Priest announces these

words )), then all those (( become » spiritually meritorious.

119 B 2. Yezi dat ndit aiwi-srunvainti, ttesho ratufris^ yd hdxxsma

fra stxxxnaiU, gduscha paiti-baraiti. If however they do not listen

attentively a to these words of the Leading Officiating

Priest)), then only he ^ can be® in spiritual merit who®
spreads the sacred Barsom twigs, and also produces the

((portion of the good)) animal product’®, (( i.e. )), the fresh milk.”

3. When, among members of the same priestly order,one manages

the acts of Dedication, one manages the sacred things for the Offering,*®

^ The text has ''c\ in Pllzand. It is evidently the Jivyaw.

2 The first ' in represents the sign of the fourth class roots.

® Those texts which are specially to be recited by the Helping Priests : e.g,

y^tha Ahu Vairiyo yd Zaotd etc.

* The Gao of Gao^dstrya indicates this sense.

The term is repeated here through error.

® These are the Zaoti’s words.

® The text very corruptly has

is for ))* {ao) or ^).

® Havms.nde. * if is for

Because this man only will have done his duty well.

** '» (Jw} which indicates the JivySm. **
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and one the other duties of the Season Festival, then, provided indeed that

the Worship has not been performed with any guilt, ^ there shall accrue

to « every )) one the meritoriousness of the Holy Thanksgiving Service.

4. The meritoriousness of ((celebrating any)) such Season Festiv-

al is continuous ^ until the other that one shall <( have to » perform ;

and it is onefold for every one (( of those who have faithfully participat-

ed therein )).

5. There is one who says thus : Verily, (( by this meritorious-

ness )) one becomes just as ® much full of glory * as when one performs

one Service* of Devotedness to the Mastership of the Holy Relation.*

6. It is meritorious to celebrate ® the Season Festival, it is guilty

not to celebrate * it
;

it is meritorious to perform it, it is guilty not to

perform ® it
;

it is meritorious to eat (( of its consecrated things )), it is

guilty not to eat (( of its consecrated things )).

7. The celebration (( of the Season Festival would be as )) meritor-

ious an act (( as the thankful dedication of )) Hazangrem mahhanUm ^

1 is evidently for ))" {avo vanasih) or rather for simply.

The sense is that when every one performs one’s prescribed function at the

Season Festival without any failing, there results a harmoniously successful

Service, and every one that has participated in it earns one^s full meritoriousness

therefor.

^ Aevakariak. The meritoriousness of celebrating one Season Festival is sup-

posed to continue through the whole period between it and the next Season Festival

;

and every one having faithfully participated in it is said to earn one. whole unit of

that meritoriousness.

® Khuf-^ktu (?); the word is probably related to Av. •“^^^"^"—glory, d^ndkin

is== Pr. the adjectival suffix.

^ Khvet:^odas. This term here seems to signify some service indicative of

man’s divine kinship ; see P. 16, 1. 16 above, or Aer. Bk. I, Chap. II, 8.

It is evidently meant that the meritoriousness of this service is equal to that

of the Service of the Season Festival.

® is for iite)oo:».

This expression occurs in one of the several Avestan passages quoted in

the Afrin-e-Gihimb^r, from the Hatokht Nask. See also Bk. II, Chap, 11 : App,

B,, 11 » above.

See above at Fol 108, IL 3-8 in Chap. XI, 2 where it is said that the propar
dedication of one’s honestly earned meal during the Season Festival is asmeritoriou
as the dedication of a thousand of sheep^ etc.
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‘A thousand of sheep *

;

not celebrating that would

incur the Ava6irisht penalty <( of 25 Stirs, even as )) not performing

dedication of Hazangrem maeshanSm ‘ A thousand of sheep...

’ « incurs )) the Avabirisht penaltyd

8. « The consecrated things of the offering )) should be eaten

;

not eating them would be sin, ((for)), no meritoriousness can be attained

(( thus )) : indeed as that could not be a matter ® of any great trouble ^

(( to do so )), it would be a sin (( equally )) for those ® of the priestly

profession ®
(( as for » the community * of the faithful generally/

9. Whatever meritorious deed is obligatory® requires to be per-

formed as incumbent; (( because)) whatever is obligatory and necessary®

is incumbent (( even though that be )) very troublesome, and according

to unanimous
’’

opinion it requires to be accomplished (( as being ))

incumbent.

10. There is one who says thus : Verily, what may be necessary ®

need not be incumbent ((because of being)) troublesome; (( but it

is )) according to unanimous ’ opinion ’
(( that )) what may be trouble-

some can be incumbent (( only when it is also » necessary.

11. If there are 4 grown up and good persons in a country place

they ® shall not recline ® on sin (( by neglecting to celebrate the Service

;

^ Cf. above, Bk. II, Chap. II: App. B, 13 ; and at Fol. 107, 11. 23-24 in

Chap. XI, 1 ;
and at Fol. 108, 11. 23-25 in Chap. XI, 3.

® Khvartar,

Not eating the consecrated things must indicate indifference towards the Serv-

ice ; and faithless indifference cannot earn any meritoriousness, but must incur sin

for having failed to show faith by an act which causes no great trouble to fulfil it.

® Rat~pishak’

* Din-darak (?); Cf. Pr. le=a circle.

Eating of the consecrated things is not a duty reserved for any one class of

the community only, but is incumbent on all without distinction.

* Farizwanik. The following word is rightly dropped in TD.

® Dame', Pr., Ij4=necessary. Ham-dinaih.

® Pbsht ae la baia vahid^net.

It is meant that when there are just four persons together in a place, they are

expected to combine to celebrate the Service, inasmuch as four persons form the

least number that is legible for celebrating it. Hence if they may not do so, they

shall be committmg sin.
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iaasmucli as « ail that are in such’ country place* fail to be in propriety

except when they meet together ((for the Holy Service, according to the

text which says, YaesYiUm anghen chathxo&Tb nazdista ^ ... ... ...
^ Of

whom there shall be about ® four ... ... ... « even as )> all that (( might

be )) in such ^ (( circumstance » and that (( might have )) reclined on

a state of perdition, require to relinquish ® the state of perdition.

CHAPTER XVI

ON’ SWEET WINES AND ELIXIRS THAT MAY BE
POURED OUT FOR THE SERVICE

1. Kahmdt hacha myazdavanam^ myazdS’’ rahhwaiti? From
what (( of other things » in the offering® of those ® de<di,cat-

ing an offering® shall one pour“ out ((things for dedica-

tion » ? j.e., of what kind should those be as it would be proper to par-

take of the delicious things?’^

2. Yd khAiduiri yai vd yazenti yat vd ham-faethwenti

;

<( From » such (( things » as honey cordials,^® (( i.e. », sweet

Zak. ~ The text erroneously has

® Lit. At the least. Ziydn', Pr. ® Vazareshn.
® Thus corrected; for, Mazdayasnan'hn is decidedly wrong here, as it is

also proved from, the text which follows a little later.

This is evidently the locative form.
® Mya-zda indicates all things for offering both solid and liquid. The re-

ference here is to liquid offerings besides milk.

® should be reifrjLS-sj-f-

See the gloss in 11. 23-24 of this folio; otherwise “ compound.”
Basariyd need not simply signify “ animal flesh," but may also indicate

any delicious thing; otherwise it might be wrong for the Aryan jL=fresh milk, and
might point to other things which could be mixed with it without spoiling it for
drinking purposes.

This is the correct form ; cf. Vend. XVI, 7. The text here is altogether
corrupt.

The grammatical form seems to be in '-base, neuter accusative plural, with
which the form also can be reconciled ; but an instrumental singular is also
possible.

Thd word here is simply the Pahlavicised form of the original ; and so the
^•01*0 of HJ is preferable to the of TD.

The word has well been compared with Sans,
' ST

120
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wines, as when they either dedicate « them » in thanksgiving

when they set « them » down with the holy formula pertaining to the

Spirit of the Moral Order, or as when they pour ((them)) together

(( for libation », as when (( one )) pours them out into the chalice
^

(( for dedication )), yat vd frd u\Mtdt6^ pcrtserdi; or as when they

vow ® (( to offer )) extracts (( when » they decide thus : “We shall

offer (( them )) in thanksgiving one with the other,” yat vd ae%hS.m

anyd aHahmdi dditi dadhdUi. or as when one of them gives to

121 A another ((some such thing)) for offering.*

3. This is manifest from the Holy Wisdom regarding the sacred

Dr6n cake dedicated to the Spirit of the Moral Order, that when (( the

Service is)) the Twelvefold ® Service of All the Worshipful Ones®

dedicated to Ratw&k Brizat ®
(( the Sublime Lord )), one is to offer

up in thanksgiving the sacred Dr6n cake dedicated to the Spirit of the

Moral Order with special care. (( Indeed it is then preferable that ))

the Leading Priests
’’

(( themselves )) offer (( the Dr&ns )) up, although

Jdmak.

® The text has but cf. of Vend. VI, 10, 12, etc., where

that word is translated which again is explained to signify {mazg).

again is explained in these same passages as (charpeshn)^ The word

which is undoubtedly a form of the first part of the word here, occurs in

Yas, XLVI, 3, and is translated vw (sui) and explained as which must again

be read mazg as above, although the appearance of the word sut here might be due

to the misreading mozd for mazg.

The sense “ extracts
”

suits here well, though the translation ham-bireshn-

robeshnih might rather signiy “ infusion.” And charpeshn might point to

“ creams ” as being the right sense here, if this phrase which is here used did not

belong also to the text below at Fol. 123, 1. 10, ff. where we have restored it on

the indication of the Pahlavi there. So long however as it is kept there, the word

must indicate a sense applicable to both “ wine ” and “ elixir.” Still at Fol. 126,

11. 22, 25, the Av. signifies “ fat,” although it is rendered there also simply by

and

® Jiwo.g' should be .MRMio.g'*

< is wrong for {daheshn)', see below, Fol. 123, 1- 18.

® Dvdzdah-Homast. ® as in TD.

The word is repeated in the text through error.
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when the Helping Priests offer them that also is allowed.

4. The Leading Priests should drink « just )> so much wine ^

(( only » as they ^ could digest ^ even notwithstanding that that must go^

in addition to the Haoma drink. And the Helping Priests should drink

it ((just )) so much ((only)) that whatsoever duties in the Holy Thanks-

giving Service might be assigned to them, they would be able to recite

through (( the holy texts quite )) to the end,^

5. Kahmdt hach.a myazdavanUm inyazdS methwaiii?* From
what (( of other* things )) in the offering of those dedicating

an offering shall one pour out ° things (( for dedication »?

of what kind should those be as it would be proper to partake of

the delicious ^ things ?

6a, pd-pithwa'^ vaso^achistee ^
(( From )> such (c things));

^ a5 before should be dropped as in TD. Otherwise it might be replac-

ing the Aryan iw as a mistaken form of jr (an) the plural terminatioB, inasmuch

as this could be an apt suffix for when the pronoun that follows is pluraL

^ Ashan gukart,

^ The theme here discussed is continued so late as at Fol. 122, 1. 24 whence
it is joined up here, and the intervening text of FoL 121, L 8—Fol. 122, 1. 24 is

transferred after the text which ends in FoL 123, 1. 19.
^ As it is just noted, this whole text, from here up to Fol. 123, L 19, is trans-

ferred here from below.

The words of the question here are just the same as in Fol. 120, 1 16, IF.

^ The idea of mixing would rather be expressed by hdm^raethwa; whereas

the idea of pouring out ” is more sensible here. It is the elixirs that are specially

intended in this place.

6 DO 13 wrong for

It appears from errors like this that the Pahlavi copyists must have followed

the convenient and rapid method of one dictating the text to another, for the mistake

here committed is one which a scribe would make on hearing a wrong pronuncia-

tion. The word basariya was probably misread ba-sirih by the person who dicta-

ted, and heard ba sirih or pa sirih by the person who wrote.

It must however be noted that the -*0^^ iw at the close of the Folio might

equally have misled the copyist.

Neuter, nominative, plural.

® The word is the dative form of a feminine base in and must be derived

from (T-chish or <$-chish another form of ^-cbash=to taste.
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as when fop tasting as much as they desire, i.e., to their full

123 A satisfaction, what are matured elixirs ^ yat 'pairi Bzvrsma

hanjasente, dot Raiufritie^ rthey assemble on ((ground

spread with » the Barsom twigs, i.e., when they place « those

delicious things » with ® the sacred Dr6n cake dedicated to Ratw6k Brizat

;« the Sublime Lord », and that for the Right ^ Reverential

Glorification/ i.e
,
for the Season Festival,

7. There is one who explains « the last part » thus : Verily

“ when they assemble on « ground spread with )) the Bars&m twigs,

as when they place it with ® the sacred Dr6n cake dedicated to Srbsh

!« the Spirit of the Moral Order )) and that for the Right Reveren-

tial Glorification (( as » in the Dr6n Service for « redeeming » the

B^zae (( penalty of 90 Stirs
®

6b. yat vd yazenti, yat vd ham-fae\hwenii,^ as when they

either dedicate (( them » in thanksgiving, or as when ‘they

pour (( them »’ together (( for libation », ‘yat vd frd uthdtdtS

pxvrsenti,’ or as when they vow ((to offer » extracts, i.e.,

they decide® that they shall offer ((them)) in thanksgiving one with

the other, yat vd ava-thwvrvsd^ nditvrrrzinti^^ or ami-thwrnsd ”—
r,

or as when (( they offer things that are so soft that » ‘ they

cannot cut them into pieces’—;— or (( instead of ava-thwnrsd

^ Pit, The substance must be so soft as can be poured or mixed. The term

might also signify “syrups/* “jellies/* or “soft nourishing foods.

^ The text is throughout corrected wherever it is evidently corrupt.

3 Or/“on.*’
^ Rat-’fra-nameshnih,

^

® The first critic thinks that the reference is to the Afring&n of Raiwok
Bifzitf and this that it is to the Afringin of Srosh,

® Cf. again the text in Folio 120, 11. 20-21.

These words are translated but seem to have somehow fallen out from the

text here.

The whole clause might however be intrusive here ; see above, the close of note

2 to Fol* 120, 1. 24 on p. 290,.

^ I* is again for

^ Accusative singular of the neuter ava-th.wrxvsaiiigh^

. The first * in this word represents *'*'* of the fourth class.

This is proposed as a variant of ava~thwxxv$o.
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the expression might be )) mwi-tbwrrrsS ,« although they might

attempt to cut because » they do not know that <c the things are )>

mrdta^ “made soft/’^ or « because they are )) not acquainted (( with

their nature », yat vd aesMin anyb aetahniAi dditi dadhAiti? OP as 123 B
when one of them gives toanothep^ « some such thing »

fop offeping, as when from the fresh milk of one is given fresh milk

to another. 1. 19

chapter XVI : APPENDIX A

ON THE AFRInGAN FORMULAS OF HOLY PRAISE

1. Formulas of Holy Praise are to be said in these several 12 1»

1 * 8
circumstances : the Service of the sacred Dron cake dedicated to the

Spirit of the Moral Order, the Service of the New Initiate, the Service

of the Sublime Lord, the Service ((performed either)) at the Houses

of the Good, (( or )) at the Houses of the Holy Flames, the Service of

the Days Sacred to the Holy Spiritual Essences, and the Service ® of

the Three Nights after Death.®

2. (( The Formula ° of Holy Praise for )) the sacred Dr6n cake

dedicated to the Spirit of the Moral Order ® (( is as follows » :

—

Asbem Vohu 3 « The Praise of Righteousness 3 times » ;

1 The text has which is evidently corrupt. The word whose

cognate occurs in Yt. XI, 15, is nearer this form, but its meaning does

not suit here, because it indicates a vice.

® Vishtak, pliable, soft; cf. Pr- = to dance, to bounce.
® See above, Fol. 120, 11. 27-29.

* The words -“B o have fallen out after -“B-

® Seiutih here and below; but it is generally Set&ih.

® See the Afringdn of Srosh as given in the complete Khorda Avesta.
’’ Before these Ashem Vohus^ different numbers of Yatha Ahu Vairfyos, from

2 to 12, are recited in the various Afringdns: 2 in the Afringan of Dahmdn, 4 in

the Afringan of GahambSr, 5 in the Afringfln of Srosh, and of the Service of the
Three Nights after death, 7 in the Afringan of the Yazads and Ameshaspands which
the N§,var or New Initiate has to perform on^the first day, 8 in the Afringlln of
Ardi Fravash and of the Gathas, 10 in the Afringin of DS,dar Ahuramazd cele-
brated on the day Ahuramazd of the month Fravardin, and 12 in the Afringan of
Rapithwin.
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« The Confession of the Faith », Fravardne ; ‘I profess to

be ’
;

(( The Glorification of )) what period of the day one may have

(( while reciting » ;

121 B « The recital of » the Holy Dedicatory Formula, Sraoshahe

AshySki Takhmahi Tanu-Mdthrahe Da.xtshi-draos Ahuiryehe khshnao-

thm, yasndich.ai up to frasastayaecha.
‘ With the establish-

ment of the Holy Concord, for the worship up to and

glorification of Sraosha « the Spirit of the Moral Order )) in kindred

with Righteousness, the Mighty One, the Incarnate of the Holy Word

of Meditation, the Bearer of the Irresistible Weapon, the Great in

relationship with the Lord;’

3. Verily, <(the Leading Priest and the Helping Priests are)) both

together ’ « to recite in this case )) the passage, Yd ^ paoiryb Mazddd

ddman ,
‘ Who first in the creations of the Most Wise

« and thereafter )) they are to carry the Formula of Holy Praise

through to the end «as usually )).®

4. « The formula of Holy Praise for )) the New * Initiate ^ « is as

follows ))
:

—

AAiem Vohu 3°
;

« The Praise of Righteousness 3 times ));

(( The Confession of the Faith )), Fravardne
; ‘I profess

to be ’

;

^ Dbhanah',Vt.

The same practice is followed now, viz-, the Zaoti and the Rdthwi recite

together the passage quoted below with the words Sraoshem Ashw Hurtzoihem,

Vmthrajanem, Frddat-gaethem, Ashavcmem, Ashahe Ratum yazamaide prefixed

to it.

2 This passage occurs also in Yas. LVII, 1-8.

® Besides the above, several other passages follow in this Afringdn, e.g;

Aftinami 'khshathraydne Humatandm, etc.

^ NabkNavar.
A

This AMngS.n is also called the Afringin of the Yazads and AmeshRspands.

^ Seven YathS. Ahu Vam370s precede this in the AfxmgS.n as it is recited

how* '

'
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The glorification of )) whatever « may be » the period of the day

« while reciting », e. g. '

—

Hdvanee etc.

‘

for the period of the Life’s Morn, etc.'’;

SdvangJiSe ^

;
‘ for the Spirit of Benefit ’

;

Rathwam ^
;

‘ of the time periods ’

;

«The recital of » the Holy Dedicatory Formula, Ahurahe Mazddd

Raevato ‘ of the Supreme Being, the Most Wise One,

the Brilliant

5. ((Then^ both the Leading Priest and the Helping Priests are

to recite together in this case )) the passage ® Alwrem ^ MazdUm
Ashavanem AAiahe Ratum yazamaidd, Hudhdonghem Mazistem

Yazaiem Yhn Sevistem Frddat-gahhem up to atzayene.^

,We worship in thankfulness the Most High and Wise, the Holy Lord,

the Master of Righteousness, the Very Sensible « and )) Most Majestic

Worshipful One Who <( is » the Most Beneficent Furtherer of the

World up to and in winter

6. « And then » they must carry the Formula of Holy Praise

through to the end « as usually))'.

7. « The Formula of Holy Praise » Ri^thte’^ Bnrzatd ‘ of the

Sublime Lord ’ ° « is as follows » :

—

AAxem Vohd 5’’; ((The Praise of Righteousness 3 times));

(( The Confession of the Faith )) Fravardni ; ‘I profess

to be ’

;

^ In the texts of this service given in the Khorda Avesta we have the Uzirin
Gdh recited instead of the H^van which is here.

It will be recollected that it is mentioned in Fol. 92, 11. 10-11 or Chap. VI

:

App. A, I, 1, that the Service of the New Initiate may be performed during the
Hdvan G§,h.

2 For this as well as the above passages see Yas. I, 23, though again this
passage does not occur in the Afringdn text of the Khorda Avesta-

® Modern practice does the same.
* See also the whole of Yas. XVI.
® After this, the passages of Afrinami khshathryane Humaianam
etc. occur in the Afringdn text that we find in the Khorda Avesta.

® This is also called the Afringin of Gfi.hambS,r.

Four YathI Ahu Vairiyos precede this in the Khorda Avesta,
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8. (( After this, in » H^tokht, (( the Service of the Consummate
Word, one is to recite the Words » : Ifadhaokhdhai '

for the Consummate Word whereas in Visparat, « the

Service of All the Reverential Ones, one is to recite the words » :

Hdvanee ‘
for the period of the Life's Morn

9. « Then one is to recite » the Holy Dedicatory Formula,

Rathtpd Brnzatd ^ ‘

of the Sublime Lord, ’ and the passage Ddictcha ®

123 A aetS* Mazdayasna ! ‘And you ^ there,^ O worshippers of the

Most Wise! shall present

10. « And then » they must carry the Formula of Holy Praise

through to the end « as usually )).®

11. ((The Formula of Holy Praise for the Service )) at the

Houses of the Good ® (( or » at the Houses of the Holy Flames (( is as

follows ))
:

—

Ash.em Voliu 3 <c The Praise of Righteousness 3 times )>
;

(( The Confession of the Faith », Fravardne ... ... ... ;
‘I profess

to be ’

;

(( The Glorification of )) the period of the day one may have

« while reciting ))

;

« The recital of )) the Holy Dedicatory Formula, Dahviaydo

Vanghuydo AfnUiis, f/ghrdf Ddmdis Upaniandi khshj7<20thm, yasndicha

vahnidicha...... up to frasasta.yaech.a- ‘ With the establishment

of the Holy Concord and for the worship, adoration up to

and glorification of the Pious Good Benediction, ((and)) for

the Mighty Symbol of Wdsdom;’

12. « Then the Leading Priest and the Helping Priests are ))

1 Cf. Yas. LIX, 32 ; Visp. I, 8 ;
Visp. II, 10.

2 In the Khorda Avesta there occurs before as well as after this the passage:

J?£jthw5>w ayc(rano.nidsi.<i Qtc- (Yas. I; end), and then the passage relating to the

Gdh.
® Inaperative Parasmaipada, 2nd person plural ; cf. Yas. XXXIV, 6.

^ Demonstrative adjective, second person plural.

® Passages besides the above occur in the Khorda Avesta.

® Called also the l,fringdn e Dahmfin.

It is evident that thelfringfln Formula for the services at the Houses of the

Holy Flames iS not to be distinct. Evidently this Formula would be in addition

to the other special Afringdn formulas.

Two YaM Ahu Vair/y8s occur before this in the Khorda Avesta,
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both together « to^^recite in this case )) the passage Tdo ^ ahmi nmdnS

‘ Those in this house ;

'

13. « And then » they are to carry the Formula of Holy Praise

through to the end « as usually )> \

14. As regards the ten ® days sacred to the Holy Spiritual

Essences,® « the Formula ^ of Holy Praise for the Services ». of the

first five da37S^ « is as follows )):

—

Ashem Vohu 5®; «The Praise of Righteousness 3 times))

;

« The Confession of the Faith )), Fravardne’^ ;
‘ I profess

to be ’

;

« The glorification of )) what period of the day one may have

while reciting )) ;

« The recital of )) the Holy Dedicatory Formula, Ahurahe Mazddd

ashdundm^ ‘ of the Most Wise Lord,

of the holy
;

’

15. « Then one is to recite )) the passage F4o ® V%sAdih.a dvayeixiti

‘ Who come and go through the Region of Becoming® ,

« and then )) they must carry « the Service » through to the end « as

usually, along with)) the passage Afmidmi “ ‘I bless ”.

16. The (( Formula” of Holy Praise for the Services » of the

five days sacred to the Holy Songs ” « is as follows » :

—

Ash.em Vohu J ” ;
« The Praise of Righteousness 3 times ));

^ Sea Yas. LX, 2-7. ® Additional passages occur in the Khorda Avesta.

^ Fravartlkan,
^ It is called Afringan e Arda Fravash, The five days here mentioned are

the last five days of the year, preceding the G§.tha days.

® Eight Yatha Ahu Vair^yos precede this in the Khorda Avesta.

6 as in TD.. Ashaundm Fravashindm^ etc.

« See Yt.XIII, 49-52, and 156-157- ^ See the Introduction.
10 Afrinami khshathraydne damghupatayo etc.

This passage is recited by both the Zaoti and the RS.thwi together.

After this other passages also are recited according to the Khorda Avesta.

This is called the Afring§.n of the G&thas and is celebrated on the five

Githa days,

^2 Eight Yath^ Ahu Vair/yos precede this in the Khorda Avesta, as in the

preceding case.
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122 B « The Confession of the Faith )), Fravardne ;
‘ I profess

to be ’

;

« The glorification of » what period of the day one may have

;« while reciting ));

(( The recital of » the Holy Dedicatory Formula AhurahS Mazddo

, Gddxdhyd^ aAidundm^ ;

‘ of the Most

Wise Lord for the Holy Songs, of the holy;’

17. « Then one is to recite » the passage '• YAo V%sdAha ’

‘ Who through the Region of Becoming;’

18. And then they must carry the Formula of Holy Praise

through to the end « as usually ».

19. « The Formula of Holy Praise for » the Service * of the

Three Nights after death « is as follows » ;

—

Ash.em Vohu 3
;
« The Praise of Righteousness 3 times » ;

(( The Confession of the Faith », Fravardne ; I profess

to be

« The glorification of )) what period of the day one may have

ff. while reciting ))
;

.« The Recital of » the Holy Dedicatory Formula, SraoshaM

Ashyehi ‘ Of the Spirit of the Moral Order in kin-

dred with Righteousness,’ and the passage vanand ®

‘ Who « is )) overcoming

20. « After this » they must carry the Formula of Holy Praise

through to the end « as usually » .®

^ Gathabyo Spentabyo etc. ^ Ashaun^m Fravashimm^ etc.

s Yt XIII, 49-52, and 156-157.

Other passages follow this in the Kborda Avesta.

^ Again Sefutih here, though usually we have Setuth,

This is another Afringin of Srosh, with different passages from the Srosh

Yashi It also begins with 5 YathS. Ahu Vair^yos.

e Ci Yas. LVII, 15-18, and Yt. XI, 10-13.

Other passages follow in the Khorda Avesta,

® If went with what precedes, the translation would be, “The Glorification

Service is not (thus carried on) to the end, verily because etc^ But remem-

bering what has preceded, we have followed a plan of translation which can best

answer objections.
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21. « The text which follows in this last case)) is* not given to

the end* evidently because just the same* thing which is already

described * above need * not have been written * « again )) in this

place.'*

122
,

1. 24

CHAPTER XVI: APPENDIX B

ON THE SERVICES WHEREIN THE CONSECRATION
OF THE Dr6n IS ESSENTIAL

1. When they celebrate the Dvasdah-Hbmast, <( the Twelvefold 123,

Service of All the Worshipful Ones « pertaining to Ratw6k Brizat, 1-19

« the Sublime Lord )), they must celebrate a sacred Dr&n cake Service

at the close.

2. « There must be procured for it )) the sacred Bars6m

bound ® in a bundle of seven twigs ; and besides (( there must be

procured » 2 ® Dr&n cakes on the service table;** and one must place

them out « with the recitation of » the Holy Dedicatory Formula of

Ratw&k Brizat « the Sublime Lord )).

3. The Leading Priest ® should celebrate that « Dr6n )> Service

^ For this translation the form of the text must appear very unusual ; but

we have had recourse to it to obtain a satisfactory sense. Perhaps, however, some
words may be missing from the text.

^ Khut ae goft

The reference here is to the texts of the Afring^n of Srosh which is cited first

in this enumeration, and which resembles this in many respects.

® LS navist yahavlmund^
^ It is already noted that the text which follows, from here up to 1. 19 of the

next folio, appropriately belongs to an earlier place in the text, and hence 5s trans-

ferred just after the text which ends in FoL 121, 1. 8»

Gashtak ; Pr, = made firm,

^ Thus TD; HJ has 3.

At present two Drons and two Frasasts are consecrated in the Dron BliJ of the

ordinary Yazeshns.

Awz&mkt from awzar = utensils. The word is written in TD^ but

if our solution is correct, it should be

® TD has iifrS; hJ has irvfS-
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during the very same period of the day *
; because, if that period of the

day were to depart while he celebrated the Service, « that » could not

be lawful.

4. As to him who may have to celebrate the Dvazdah-Hbmast,

« the Twelvefold Service of All the Worshipful Ones )), dedicated to

Ratwbk Brizat, « the Sublime Lord », in ^ the office of the Leading

Priest, or as bearing company with another who may have to celebrate

it, if at the time when he performs the Initial Formula for opening that

function,® he partakes of the food, that cannot be lawful.

5. When one undertakes the Service * of the Willing Praise

dedicated to the Sublime Lord, one will « then also » have undertaken

the Twelvefold Service of All the Worshipful Ones and the Dr6n

Service.

A 6. Verily, it is for a similar® reason that the A^vak-H&mast (( the

Onefold Service of All the Worshipful Ones is )) not <( accomplished

merely » by the performance of the Visparat « the Service of All the

Reverential Ones, if » the Dr6n Service is not « performed besides

it » at its close.
®

There is « again » one who says thus : Verily, the Onefold Service

;« of All the Worshipful Ones » is ((accomplished » by the performance ''

* Evidently it is meant that the Dron Service must be performed in the

same period of the day in which the Dvfizdah-Homist is being performed for each

of the 264 days ; although, as it is also probable, the meaning may simply be that

it should not extend into another period from that in which it is begun.

® Or, “ for the oflSce of the Officiating Priest,” i.e., to qualify oneself for it.

® Of tasting the dedicated offerings probably in the special Dron Service at

the close of the Yazeshn in the Main Service.

* A^sofrii, The definition of this service here is a rare circumstance,

® The original has “ that.” The reference is evidently to the fact that in

the previous statements it is enjoined to perform the Dron Service at the close of

the Dv^adah-Hom&st.
® It is evident that this Aevak-Homftst also is dedicated to Ratwok Brizat

like the Dvizdah-Hom&st above ; hence in its case also the Visparat and not

simply the Yazeshn Services are to be performed. It may besides be noted that as

observed in Dr. West’s note 5 to Bah. Yt. II, 59, a Vendidad is to be added every

twelfth day in this kind of Homfist,

CliasAffffe here signifies the recitation of the holy texts to the accompani-

ment of the ceremonies.
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of the Service of All the Reverential Ones « only in case )) the Dr&n

Service « also is performed )) at its close.

7. Mahgoshnasp ^ said : Verily, the Service of All the Reverential

Ones and the presentation ^ of the sacred Dr6n cake « both » become

undertaken « thereby ».

8. Indeed, as regards one who has to celebrate the Drdn Service

in this Thanksgiving Service of ® All the Reverential Ones, (( it is to be

borne in mind that )) even though such a one have « already )) celebrated

at that time the Twelvefold Service of All the Worshipful Ones dedi-

cated to the Sublime Lord, in the office of the Leading Priest, or have

celebrated it as bearing company with him, that Dron Service cannot be

said to have been celebrated « already through that act, but must be

celebrated again separately ))/

9. As regards the decisions of all the three,® they have been

unanimous that a « dedicated » animal is to be placed forward to the

accompaniment of the Dron Service for « redeeming )) the Bazae

« penalty of 90 Stirs )).® If one were not to celebrate such Dr6n

Service, that could not be lawful.

^ TD is here less corrupt in writing this name.
2 Dahak (?).

® Or the meaning might be “ and then the reference might be to the

Yazeshn and the Visparat separately.

* It is already stated above in Fol. 123, 11. 19-20 or § 1 of this chapter, that

the Dron Service is to be perforrhed at the close of the Dvdsdah-Hom^st. But
when that is performed, it should not be understood that the Dron Service in the

next performance is to be taken as having been already performed ; for, what
belongs to another and independent function must be performed separately.

® The divine who is the chief writer here, the other divine who is quoted just

above, and lastly, Mihgoshnasp.
® That is just the value of the BS.2lie t Dron mentioned in Fol. 123, 1. 8 or

§ 7 of Chapter XVI above. Now, according to Sh. L^-Sh., XVI, 6 the merit of

consecrating the Dron is one Tanfipuhar or 300 Stirs
; hence a good deed of the

value of a Tanipuhar is in this case considered essential for redeeming the
BS,0ie penalty of 90 Stirs, incurred in every case of sacrificing an animal.

It is not clear whether this remark hints that it is required to dedicate an
animal at every such Homflst as is mentioned above, or whether it is simply a stray
observation.
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CHAPTER xvn

ON THE THINGS BELONGING TO MEMBERS OF THE
SAME SACRED ORDER BEING USED WITHOUT

PERMISSION, FOR OFFERINGS

B 1 .
Fascha ' aHahham ^ myazdavamm aetangMm yat myazdanam

miahalMo ® parabaraiti. If one of those whose * function is to'

dedicate offerings,^ i.e., members® of the same priestly order,® were

to take away for the Season Festival, some thing from the things

for offering belonging to other « members », without ® ins-

tructions,® Ae., without ^ authorisation (( from them to do so », nbit

tdyu% noil hazangha^ havat; « such a one » would not become

a thief nor a robber « therefore » ; aiwi ch.i-ch.ish.emndi^ aka-'

c'aithemamm^’^ staydV^ « yet such a )) one would^^ be bound

to offer amends « to the value of » 10’® good coins’® to one

desiring penalty.

“

^ TD adds here |06.

2 The text adds here ; but as was confounded with

it above, so here also it seems to have intruded through the confusion between

these words.

3 Thus in TD. It will be recollected that the word has already appeared in

the opening portions of the Aerpatastan.

4 ^**0 should be (myazdaomandan).

® Ham’-rat'^ptshakan. ® An-^afras,

Awe-datobar. ^ is for ® Nominative singular of

^ The Pahlavi suggests a desiderative from ->f»==to punish ; to inflict penalty.

10 ^ jjj ^ atonement ('"<i'*<«=penalty) -f the genitive plural

suffix. Thus the word must yield the sense, “ atonement for wrong^^, “ amends/^

A causal from = to stand, thus yielding the radical sense of “ to make

to stand **, “ to present.’’

Astinef which indicates the causal form as well as the radix $ta.

Sarak 70; Tx. === good money.

Chayhhnih which partially transcribes the Avestan word.

It is meant that such a person cannot come under a criminal charge of theft

or robbery; still if the party whose things he has used, demand penalty, he must

pay ten sterling coins. .
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2. Anyt kas-cWt angheus astvato parabaraiti, dkdo hazangha,

andkdoscha tdyus. But if any one else of the secular wopld,^

« 0. g. some )) man ® of the town,'^ were to take it away, then, if

((that person were to (do 30» openly one ((Would be acting as))

a robber,® ancJ if stealthily, one (( woul(d be acting as» a thief.

3. Concerning a member of the same priestly order,* just so far

as he must have ready things for (( celebrating » the Season Festival,

it would be lawful to take, before the (( eye of some )> -faithful,® (( such

things )) on credit® and without^ authorisation from the Spiritual 125 A
Master,^ if indeed that should be (( absolutely necessary )) to be taken

by him so,

4. When (( however a person proves to be » a thief, (( then » that

which they must exact from him shall be good hard money,® (( which ))

shall « also )) be (( the case )) when (( one proves to be » a robber.

CHAPTER XVIII

ON THE PRESENTATION OF ELIXIRS AND HONEY
CORDIALS ACCORDING TO COMMON OR SEPARATE ‘

MEALS AND COMMON OR SEPARATE VESSELS
. 1. Fd® nara’^ Mwd-khvarrtha JiAmt-gaodana^^ hamam

^ SiKy should be J iKy (ahu e).

2 Gabra shattb. An outsider has no right to take things without permission,

although a member of the same order may, with the knowledge of some one else.

® To take things away before the eyes of others and without their owner’s
permission would be indicative of the defiant aggressiveness of the robber. The
thief is not so defiant and hence he takes things only by stealth.

* should be ^ Dinddr.
® Awdm ; Pr. (*!jl = credit. Javit min dastobarih e Rat.
® The man without criminal guilt has to pay 10 such coins; so the robber

and the thief must be made to pay proportionately more. ® Nominative dual.
Darmesteter rightly states that this word is different from gaoihana of

Vend. XXI, 7, 11, 15 which signifies “ pastures.”

There is another form, however, which yields exactly the same sense as gaodana]
it is gaoiShe of Vend, XIV„ 8, the nominative singular of gaoiihya, which is

explained to mean gbshtdan exactly as gaodana is here explained to signify.

This must be the nominative dual form; cf. (Vend, II, 28), which
is the accusative dual.
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khsMwiinwj zao^rUm hardtop hanmm pd-pkhwmn. When two men
have common ® meals* « and » common vessels,” « *e., com-

mon ^ meat bowls ‘ « and » common ® viand dishes,'^ then those may
present the Hallowed Portion of the honey cordial in com-
mon, « and also » of the matured * elixir ” in common.

2. Hdmo ^ -khvarrthti paitinBm^ -gaodana, (( But when they »

have common meals and separate vessels,paitindm aetekhshdu-

dr%m zaothrdm bardtd, hamMm pdpith.wdm. « then n those may
present the Hallowed Portion of the honey cordial, »

B wine, separately, and of the matured elixir in common.

3. PaiUnutn-kh.v2,ntha Mtnd-gaodana, « And when they »

have separate meals and common vessels, hamdm aStekhshdu-

drim zao^hram bardtd, paitindm'pdpith.wdm. « then » those may
present the Hallowed Portion of the Honey cordial, « le. »

wine, in common, and of the matured elixir separately.

4. Paitindm-khv2.rttha paitindm ^-gaodana, paitinain aeti

khshdwrfrtw zcrothfSm’® bardtd, paitinUm pd-pkCa.wdm. ((And when
they)) have separate meals and separate vessels, ai.e., sepa-

rate meat-bowls « and )) separate viand-dishes, then those may
present the Hallowed Portion of the honey-cordial, ((ie.)) wine,

separately (( and also » of the matured elixir separately.

^ Present, subjunctive, third person dual, in the Parasmaipada.

2 should be

® Tanakbk, diminutive of Tanak (?) j
cf. Pr. == a wicker basket, a sack.

^ Hamrgosht-dan. Gosht^ like meat signifies viands.
® Ham’‘chashtak'‘ddn.

® P%t-‘pohht\ above, Fol 122, 30* Otherwise it was some soft nutritive

food like jelly or pudding.

The text wrongly prefixes Paitinam,

® Cf* Vend. VIII, 85, 86 for a similar use of the word. The text here has

® Here TD enoneously adds some previous lines.

The text has only the last letter of this word.

It will appear that the elixirs were to be presented commonly or separately

according as the meals were common or separate, and the honey-cordeals were to

be presented commonly or separately according as the vessels were common or

separate.
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5. Afrog said : Verily even the rich folk ^ should partake pro-

perly of the offerings. « And it is even said that » Haurvd paso ^ Ffd-

shaos/fd, naem^ pdihwa'^ Zarathusird, ‘ Wholly « was » Frashaoshtra 126 A
« bent )) on the « sacrificed » animal, (( and » half « inclined was ».

Zarathushtra on the foods '« of offering ))d*

6. Ga6g6shnasp said ®
: Verily, one should « both )) make the

offerings properly as well as partake of them properlyj.

CHAPTER XIX

ON THE HALLOWED PORTIONS OF THE MEATS
OF THE DEDICATED ANIMALS

1. Oaaiti ® nd aevdhe pasv& ' Zaothrdo ® bardt ? How many
Hallowed Portions may a man present of one animal,

« e.g. », the sinewous’ « portions as are » with the hamstring*® and

with the hamd*

2. Chatangfd?^ ‘ Four,’ ®

^ Tobankaran.
2 Thus in TD. It seems to be the locative singular of pasu.
^ This seems to be another form of piihwa^
^ It must be noticed that the quotation here is not quite plain, yet the dis-

covered sense agrees both with the context and the text. Recall Yas. LXXI,- 1, as

indicating Frashaoshtra’s concern in the Holy Service; and it is evidently intended

that righteous Zarathushtra was too spiritual to be wholly bent on symbols.

® JveROf is wrong for ^ Cf. Vend. IV, 2, and Vend. XV,, H
^ Genitive singular ; the usual form is paseus^ but cf. fa:thw6, khmthte^o

etc., existing side by side with ratms, khmtms^ etc. ® Thus restored..

® Shnowat (?); cf. Av. — sinew which elsewhere is transliterated

(snb). The sufEx here and in the following words, must be transliterating AvQstkn

vant^ though that is usually translated abmand,

Pazanwat (?) ; cf. Pr. {ji
= hamstringing. Otherwise the word might

mean with flesh’'; cf. Pr. meat.

Astbwat (?); cf. Av. = body; Pr. = kernel. The word might
otherwise signify “with bones.”

It must be remembered that the term '' ham is used irrespective of any parti-

cular animal,

Cf, Yt. XiV, 44 where Parmesteter translates it ‘*four’' and Harle2J

''two/* and below at Fol. 184, 1 1 where the Pahlavi rendm it “4” and thus
'.supports Parmesteter,

39
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3. Atha dvaydo, ^ atha thryd)n^; The same In the case of

two ((animals)), and the same in the case of three®;

chaturUm^ aevdm* ; kahydichit^ tadiha^ frayangham.^ ((and

indeed it shall be the same )) in the case of 4 animals as

for one animal;® and thus for any ((animal )) whatsoever,

when among a larger number.'

4- That is to say, it is repeated in ® other words ® that one may

take 4 <( Hallowed Portions )) from one (( animal )).*

5. Chavat^° gaonahe^^ ava-bardt? How much of the sinew-

ous flesh might one bring up at the most (( for offering as

Hallowed Portion )) ?

B 6. Yat dvaSibya^^ errzubya han-grnfdtd* As much as 'one

might hold with two fingers.

7. * Ba.rishm'im paiti upa-baren,’ They should bear it on

^ Genitive dual. The text has dvao wrongly. ^ Genitive plural,.

^ That is to say, the previous remark applies to every one of any number of

animals.

^ As it is, the grammatical form is accusative singular of the feminine gender.

The gender would thus indicate that the reference was to Zacthrao which is femin-

ine and not to pasv^ which is masculine ; but the Pahlavi takes the word to have

reference to pasvt and that agrees more with the general sense.

^ This again is a feminine form, and the remarks in'^e preceding note apply

here also.

® Thus in TD. ^ is for i^freh).

® Pann san ; Pr, = resemblance, equality-

® It seems that the reference is to number, not to kind.

This is the completer form of chvat which is more usual.

Gf. Yt XIII, II, where the word signifies “ sinew.^’ Vhhastih,

Thus in TD. Subjunctive. HJ has TD
. This root is conjugated according to different verbal classes.

A word like mm) {vahhdunei) has fallen out from the text here.

The Pahlavi suggests that some such words are here necessary. The re-

maining broken —^however suggests that the last word here was probably an

accusative singular or a genetive plural form.

BBXtshn^m which is explained as by the Pahlavi, need not signify a hill ;

it.' might simply indicate an elevation to which the tray was to be carried for

being placed, More probably still, the reference might point to an elevated place

Where the offering was intended to be made. The ancients rightly chose elevated

places so that the Service could be beheld by the entire congregations which were

occasionally very huge. ,
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to an elevation/ « i.e, » on to the top of a da^hinem d vd

gaonavaiS, ‘ either' « carrying it in hands and placed » on the

right of the tray ®
^ for the sinewous flesh/ ® « ie., that way »:

forwards by a third
^
« of it », 6arrshnx?^ ^ vd paiti va^Shanahe, ^ or ^

(( bearing it » on the summit ofthe headj », within the tray
^

« projecting » forwards on the headd

8. Yat^ pduruchk uthahe^^ Howsoever much « may there

be » of fat, y^t aetadha hanjasdonti p6uru gaonahe uthaMcha^ as

when there may collect together much of sinewous flesh

and of fat, vtspem Atare^fi^^ paiti baroix.}^ (( that » whole must
one present to the Holy Life-Flame.

9. The sinewous flesh should be in that measure of quantity

which is stated by us « above )).^^

10 . Taro Yamem Haptanghdittm yazemnem ndit Athfd

^ See note 16 on the previous page. ^ Gushtak ; Pr. *= a tray.

® Gaonavato indicates this fuller meaning. Cf. however gaodanasd FoL 125,

i. 5 where it is simply rendered vessels.''

The meaning here might otherwise be 5 either (holding) the tray for the

sinewous flesh, on the right

The preferred rendering has reference to the position of the flesh in the tray

whereas this other refers to the position of the tray with reference to the body of

the person carrying it. The latter meaning is more directs but the former agrees

more with the grammatical form of the Avestan text.

^ Le., on the right of the centre of the tray by a third of its radius,

^ Locative singular. The text has

^ By transcribing into Pahlavi characters we get which again might

be corrupt for {sinih)^ Pr. == a table, a tray.

This would be a reverential way of carrying the offerings.

This passage apparently mentions the place where the offering is to be

celebrated and describes the way in which the offerings are to be taken there*
^ Missing from the text.

® Sea above note 2 to Fol* 120, L 24 in Chap* XVI, 2 above*

The text wrongly has

Thus corrected. ' is wrong for is

J.e., as much as one might hold with two fingers/’

The text has but the root yaz cannot be conjugated in the

Parasmaipada.
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127 A fravattmcha,^ yatnoit geus vwtat^mcha.^ ‘While celebrating th©

Worship of the Seven Chapters’ there should not be

allowed the quenching® of the Sacred Fire « while » aflamej'*

i.e., one should not put it out, nor cruel® treatment® of the

((dedicated)) animal,® viz..^ such whereby the Sin ^ of Intentional

Injury ’’

to the animal,® must result ® to take root (( in one ».

11. Verily, the assistants® should procure the animal « for

sacrifice )), in the commencement of the Worship.

12. Afrog said : Verily, « that should happen )) at the Holy

Songs,“ (( with )) the introduction Yatfrinata^^ / ‘Then praise

ye......... I’

13. Maity6kmah said : Verily, it is to be observed that on the

tasting (( of the sacred offering » the assistants are in’® each case'® to

wash (( the seat of » the Sacred Fire.’®

^ From Av. fra-van ^ to subdue
;

to quench.

^ From Av. vt-man == to entertain indifference, cruelty. ^ Farn-kuneshn,

^ Tdzaki cf. Pr. jy == heat. Or^ the word may be a corrupted form of

(suchak)*

® Navaseshnih; cf. Pr. = to contend,

® Basaria= flesh, is used as a part for the whole j for though the meaning
“ injury to flesh” would not be inappropriate here, still the mention just below of

the animal for sacrifice and the mode of presenting it at the offering inclines us to

take the reference to point to animal ’* rather than “ flesh.^'

Baotiyok-zatih. ® Girveti Pr. = to follow, to return,

® Yavyanan or Goshnan with the radical meaning of helping, “ assisting^*

reflected from the word^s Avestan equivalent yavan which may be traced to the

root yu — to help. Otherwise the meaning might simply be ** youths.”

l.e., not at the commencement of the Yasna Hapianghaiti as stated above.

Thus corrected
;
TD h2iS franatay B.J h.2,s franafa* The words here seem

to belong to some special formula for presenting the offering. If they belong to the

Gdthas themselves as it appears at first sight, then the only words
^ which may be

taken to have been thus corrupted axeyat vxxxnata or hyat vxxmata of Yas. XXX,
6 (6) ; but there seems to be no possibility of relation between these words and the

sense of presenting the animal as offering. Harhin^

It will be recollected for instance, that while in the Yazeshn Ceremony the

Dron and the Gaoshudll are tasted at the end of the eighth chapter of the Yasna,

the y^oxds Atarem pam>-yaozh^dat]iexitem in the commencement of Chap. IX are

explained by the Pahlavi to refer to the washing of the seat of the Sacred Fire ; so

evidently that function of washing must have followed at just that place in the

worship, in that particular case.
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14. On « the completion of )) that particular act « of tasting, and

when)) they have washed <( the seat of the Sacred Fire)), whatever

sinewous flesh may have been brought forward, that sinewous flesh one

is to cut up with the 3 ^ « recitals of » Fathd Ahu Vainyd

‘ As is the Lord’s Holy Pleasure even as the Holy Wisdom

states
;
« and that cutting is to be done » just at « the expression )>,

&h.yaolh.ananam ‘ of deeds.

15. In the first « Yatha Ahh Vairiy6 one should make ))

the first « cut )), in the second the second, « and )) in the third

the third.

16. In case one fails to cut ® « the piece » in the first « Yatha 127 B
Ahfi Vairiy6 )), one should cut ® 2 « times )) together in the second. In

case one fails « again )) to cut it in the second, one should cut 3

« times )) together in the third. « But )) when one fails to cut « even ))

in the third, « then there can be remaining » no text of Holy Wisdom

for a fourth « cutting )).^

17. There is ® one who says thus : Surely indeed, ® as there is no

more further text of Holy Wisdom where)), so, according to ^ the

^ Reciting 3 Yath& Ahu Vairiyos is so very unusual that were it not for the

following decisive statements we might have been led to change the number to 2 or

4 as more probable. Whereas in view of the foregoing also 3 would be the proper

number; for, it will be recollected that in the beginning of this subject it is stated

that four Hallowed Portions may be presented of one animal. Now if these four

portions are to be cut up from one large piece of ham as it is above understood,

then of course three cuts must separate it into four smaller pieces, and as

each cut is to be given during the recitation of one Yatha Ahu Vairiyo, three
Y.A.V.’s must altogether be necessary for the purpose under consideration.

^ This is exactly the expression where, for instance, the Vanot or the

large sweet Dron is cut, or an animal is slain, or the knot is tied to the sacred
girdle or to the Barsom band; indeed it is just the expression where an operation

is performed whenever that is to be hallowed with the recitation of an Ahunvar.

® Here and below and are wrong for and

TD gives the correct forms.
* For, evidently, there are only 3 Yatha Ahu Vairfyos for reciting at this

function of cutting. ® niW" is wrong for )W“*

® Akher, TD adds here ii«i‘
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Eighth Book/ it is clear enough that it cannot be allowed '« to cut up

the portions at the fourth time ».

18. The sinewous flesh should be cut up away ^ from the sacred®

precincts.® « But » the sacred Barsom twigs might be cut up at the

sacred precincts « themselves
;
and )) when one might cut them up ^

one should cut them at the lower ® end,® and one should sprinkle a

little sacred water thereon, and (( then )) one® should tie them up/

19. One should procure the sacred water with one set of fuel,

128 A and should ^place them on the right hand side—there is one who says

one ® should leave them ® on the left ® hand side.

20. One should arrange^® them well at (( the expression »

ydonghamohA ....... .
‘ and of whose h

21. « And just » when « there should occur the text

te AidiVt! Zaothf^^o'®.*....... ^ These are thy Hallowed Portions O Life

Flame !
’ he who has washed the seat of the Sacred Fire should

stand forward and recite it, and take « the offering )) straight to the

.
^ Fragart. As we have explained above, the division called Fragart in the

Nirangastin, contains matters which must be placed under more than one chapter.

And evidently the reference here is to a book which must have enjoined that such

operations cannot take place without the accompaniment of sacred texts,

^ Bara, ^ Var; Av, == to enclose; to cover.

^ would be better than

^ the thicker end of the branch. The cutting up of flesh is likely

to soil things, but not that of Barsom,

^ Bata ao-paseshn -ash

^

The enclictic pronoun ^ stands for the Barsom.

7 Qj-^ « ptit together”’^ ^ Shaikmeshn-ash.

It will be recollected that it is stated above in FoL 40, 1. 28 or Nir, Bk. B
VIII; App. B, 8, that in the Dron Service also the fragrant wood and

incense are to be placed on the right hand side ; and so also must be

ilie Barsom if it is to be placed along with those, though of course its usual place

is on the left.

^ The text wrongly adds after

Havaseshn, Pr. == to assemble ; cf. above, Fol 41, 1. 21.

f This expression belongs to the Yelnghe Hatam iormnla,

should be

Feminine, nominative plural.

These texts must have formed parts of a special dedication formula.
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Sacred Fire.—Lest it might become unclean, one should take it

straight «to the Sacred Fire )).^

22. « The case is)) not different (cwith regard to)) the Sacred

Varharan Fire (( dedicated to the Spirit of Victory ».

23. When one brings the sinewous flesh <( for dedication, it is

implied that )) an animal is sacrificed. If the sinewous flesh be not

offered « all to the Holy Flame )), one must in any case offer up the

Hallowed Portion.^

24. But when there is no « fiesh )) to be cut up inasmuch as « the

animal )) is not to be sacrificed,® then it need^ not^ be sacrificed

« specially in such a case ; and still notwithstanding)), if ((the animal))

be killed, then whether the Hallowed Portion must be offered up or

no is not clear.®

25. Ra6shan (( however )) said ; Verily, in all cases, when there

is no (( flesh )) to ® be cut up ® inasmuch as (( the animal » is not to be

sacrificed,’ it need * not^ be sacrificed (( specially in such a case
;
and

still notwithstanding )) if (( the animal )) is killed, then the Hallowed

Portion at any rate, must be offered.

26. As the sinewous flesh (( for the Dedication )) is to be such ®

as is not previously ® used,® so, if it have (( already )) been used at a 128 B
function, it cannot be allowed (( for such sacred use again )). Even

^ This explains the object of the previous statement.

^ I.e., when an animal is actually sacrificed.

® Lit “ to be slain.” The text is corrupt for

^ should be

® When an animal is slain as a sacrifice, at least the Hallowed Portion

must be offered up ; but when it is merely optionally killed at a Service, it becomes
doubtful whether the Hallowed Portion must needs be offered up then.

As regards the latter case, however, the writer might simply be meaning the

ordinary slaughtering of an animal for food, which function also is to be performed
ceremoniously according to the orthodox religion.

6 should be

t iVDo^! should be

s should be 0 Pesh.
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when there were a « piece among all » which had not been used « at

all)) at a « previous )) function, ((still then)) it could * not be allowed*;

(( so )) when there is not even ® a single ^ (( unused piece, as )) when all

128, have been used at a ((previous)) function, that cannot® surely® be

« allowed for such use again ))/

130, 27. Whoever has to hold forth the Hallowed Portion, must come
^ forward and hold it forth. (( But » if (( while doing so )) one were

unclean on the right hand side, one would incur the Ba^afi penalty (( of

90 Stirs ®
;
although indeed )) the (( uncleanliness )) on the left (( hand

side also )) would (( in itself )) be no better than the other.

28 There is one who says ® thus : All fattiness * whatsoever is

unfit except that wherein there is fat all over from head to foot.®

29. What might be unclean on a side (( is to be treated in the

same way as » the trunk ® of a tree ® which, if it be unclean on a side

at the time “ of hewing it, (( must be treated as )) wholly unclean.**

^ Taking for as just below. If it were the double negative, the

translation would be; “ (that) could be allowed”; still it is not probable that such

might be the meaning.

® Aevak aevak~ach. ® Here is evidently for "•

* The text which follows from here up to Fol. 130, 1. 6, more appropriately

belongs to an appendix to this chapter; hence it is shifted from here and placed

below, in Fol. 134, 1. 22 where the main chapter ends.

® Seemingly because the Hallowed Portion was held in the right hand.

Still, although the right hand only was used, the left could not be allowed unclean

altogether, even as the following remark makes that clear.

® iWin^ has disappeared from HJ, while TD has it.

Mazg, Pr. j*'* = fat.

® It is not plain whether the reference is to the animal for dedication, or to

the meat of the Hallowed Portion, or even to the man performing the dedication.

Whatever that may be, it is plain that partial fattiness on parts, which must be

owing to disease, would be condemned in any case.

If the reference is to the meat, may be translated ** from one end

to the other*^’

® Tanak, Pr. AK ili should be^ as in TD.

V ^ It must be recollected that according to Vend. VII, 28-31 unclean wood

can be made clean.

The analogy here given signifies that what is partially unclean is to be taken

as wholly unclean.
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30. If the meat « be found » in the sacred^ apparatus^ without

having undergone special purification, ((then that must be wrong;

because that should have been treated » with * scrupulous purification

at the time of having been (( placed » in the sacred apparatus
®

31. The fat ((also sfiould be treated)) with scrupulous cleanliness; 130 B
and the piece ^ of flesh ^ should be examined all “ over," as no impuri-

ties ® thereon can be allowed.

32. There is one who says thus: Verily, as long as it might not

have turned bad
’’

so long would it be fit.

33. The sinewous flesh should be cut up into® pieces.® It should

be examined lest its colour might have changed. If that have changed

owing to the grass, it may be allowed ®
;

(( but )) if it have changed

owing to the illness (( of the animal )), that cannot be allowed.

34. In'” a suspicious case'® it should be given up to the dogs.

35. One should perform the special" holy formula" pertaining to

the Holy Life Flame dedicated to Varharan (( the Spirit of Victory »,

and (( then )) one should pierce" and scrape" (( the flesh » ;
and if the

^ things essembled Pr. to assemble.

2 One iio should be omitted as in TD.

® l.e., such meat is not fit. * Jazar; see Ar. piece of meat.

® Pann aevakariakih. should be as in TD.
® Kafchak', Pr. ^^==froth; foam. .

^ Rim', Pr. dregs; dross; corrupt matter.

It is probably meant that the things should not be “ stale.”

8 Parak parak; Pr. ijlj. 9 should be iw-vc — § 35 just

below shows that the reference is to the grass that might have come in contact
with the flesh, and not to that which might have been eaten by the animal.

^9 Bain var-aoniandih.

Varih. Otherwise, “ It should be taken within the sacred precincts
of, etc.” But as such function usually is commenced with a sacred formula, it is

very likely that the reference is to the small service for cleaning the flesh which
has changed colour simply through coming in contact with grass.

12 should be {anjireshn)-, cf. Pr. iy<i^il=to pierce. Elsewhere

it is written

4® Khartineshn; cf. Pr. scrape.

40
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colour be restored then it should be understood that « the change in the

colour was » owing ^ to the grass; (( and so the colour should be

restored » clear « with » water. But so long as when « this flesh is »

on fat or in contact with fat, « such cleaning )) must not be allowed

;

and it can be of no use « when it is quite » .dark ^ and coarse.®

36. « When it is )) dry it can be fit under every circumstance.

A « But then » the limit of dryness (( should be » just so much -(( only ))

up to which it ^ can be chewed."*

37- There is one who says thus : Behold, when it is necessary

(( to make the offering )) to Mi^ra 'the Spirit of the Friendly Just Order,’

then « specially )), coarse food ® must not be permitted.®

38. As^onemuk® not weaken ® the firm hard® teeth in“ one’s

head,*® so it must be clear why it is not permitted « to use dry or

coarse food ».

39, When there is a hole (( in the animal’s )) skin as broad as a

Din&r’* « coin, then its flesh » cannot be fit. One may « however »

make « of it » a coarse*® dish.’®

. 40. When one cooks, one must cook with purity these « several

things »:—one <t quantity )) of fat along with the portion of the ham-

string, and one of gravy’® meat,*® « and one from the meat presented as))

1 f should be ^ is, ^ Tir ; Pr. 5/i3=daik. ® Pr. J.>^=crooked.

* Gazand; Pr. =to bite. It should not be so dry as would be too hard

to chew it.

The reference here could not be to stale meat but must be to that degree of

roasting which must harden flesh.

® Karm&n (); cf. Ar. fodder.

® It is not plain whether this critic meant that coarse food could be used in

offerings to other powers. Perhaps he simply intended to say that tender food was

specially necessary in offerings to Mithra. ’’ Bara.

® La nazhandeshn; cf. Ft. ® Sa«^ ; Pr, ‘-^l**=stone.

4® Ha Sara. This seems to be an Avestan phrase used in an erudite fashion

;

, ?Kr==one’s own, and s«m==head.

(?) The text has a form which can be read Danar. It seems to be

assumed that in this case the flesh cannot be quite the most healthy.

(?); cf. Pr, ^j/‘=a dish from the intestines of cattle.

Bar’, Pr. '-fj>}==a kind of food. On Fol. 135A it ‘is noted to be the

equivalent of iwei, Av. W'O.
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the Hallowed Portion. And then one must place one upon another.

41. One should set apart the portion for the divines, and one

should cook it « alongside )).

42. The limit of cooking fat « should be » just that when it must

drop ^ down quite as one may hold * it up.

43. The limit of cooking gravy meat « should be )) just that when

the ham ® must separate^ on piercing ® it.

44. The limit of cooking « the meat of » the Hallowed Portion

« should be » just that when its toughness ® must have been softened.' 13 IB
45. If this which had been the Hallowed Portion, have remained

to be cooked ® a little, or have been overcooked,® or « there have been »

thereon the wetness of foam,® or the sacred water have reached it, or if

a single'" hair “ from the same animal have fallen thereon, then « all ))

that would be improper. « But )) when a solitary piece of grass “ falls

thereon, that need not render it unfit.

46. If however a fly'® fall thereon, then because that is a thing

« which )) could not be allowed to pass that way, « that too » must not

be permitted; for, behold, as « the text » says Tai c\iith.remch.a^ ......

... ‘ And that « is » the brood'® it really belongs to the

world of the Harmful Spirit.

^ Bajaget; cf. Pr. drop.

The reference is to the complete softening of the fat.

2 should be as in TD,

^ Asti cf, Av. body
;
Pr, kernel.

^ Vartei ; cf, Pr. -separation*

® Soweshnih ; cf, Pr. tti<^^=to pierce. ® Sakhtih.

Pazinihastih (?) ox paziniheshnih (?) which appear to be causal palssive

forms; cf. Pr. to melt.

® should be WJO.

® Le.^ the foam of the animal. jjJ=foam*

Otherwise the word may be hor—Fr.
Mup^i ae tag, Tabana,

Makhsh; Ay, Pr,

The words which should follow must be Angrahe oi the

Harmful Spirit.’^

The Bruj Nasu is said to be in the form of a fly, (of course microscopically);

cf. Vend. VII, 2, 3, 5 ; VIII, 16-18; etc.
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-4-7. Near ^ that man ((who performs this)) function ((of cooking)),

Nothing can be allowed, excepting a dog which (( may be permitted to

be )) near ' (( only )) when pure. And if that ^ be so necessary,^ that

tt'a-nima-1 )) should .((first)) be made pure and then made ®to stand®

(( near by )),

48. - When the dog is made (( really » pure, then (( alone can it

look quite )) smart.

.49, .. If the dog be not of * high breed, ^ it should be beaten (( out )).

50. Vakhsh&.puhar said: Indeed ((it must be )) by degrees coarser

132 A -if it (( be such )) as is met with in the wilderness,®; (( and that should

be )) rejected (( altogether )) at the (( above )) function.

51. It is necessary that the Hallowed Portion be choice.®

52. It is necessary that the dish ^
(( to hold it )) be choice.

53. For Atr6 Farnbag (( the Life Flame of Abundant Good For-

tune and Glorious Dispensation, all the things should be )) choice.

54. For Atr6 G&shnasp ((the Life Flame of the Fleet Mental

Vigour, there should besides be )) the clarified ® Hallowed Portion.

55. Howsoever much (( might these things be in quantity)), in

any case they are not to be held in vessels more than three
;

®
(( and the

text says )) Thmhtlm donghdt, uthem sadaydt ‘ Had (( the number ))

been « only )) a third (( of that )), a mess might have appeared.’

^ Nazd,
2 Sizel. Otherwise, sa^2i=white; and then the meaning would be: ‘‘it

should be unspotted ipak) when it is white,,. i.e.y it should be of pure whiteness

in case of its being white at all,

Aisiineshn, cauQB.1 oi aistdtan. ^ LaZtJ, lit “ high ” simply.
® V%$hak\ Pr. A wild dog could not of course be allowed at a sacred

function.

c CUtak.
^

Tishf.

^ Vc^takhiak; Pr. clarify; to melt,

® The text has 5; but thnsham just below, as well as the three things

specified a little above, suggest 3 as the right number. It has' apparently a

reference to the vessels for holding (1) the booked fat, (2) the cooked gravy meat,

and (31 the cooked meat of the Hallowed Portion, all mentioned above, in

Fob 131,11. 11-16.

' ^0 Because then the several things would be put in the same vessel, and an
unpleasant mixture would Insult-
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56. Then « there should be placed out )) as much of the water

and the fire as are to be brought forward.

57. All the things should be offered up in dedication alongside the

function of tasting the portion of the hamstring, and (( the v^hole thing

should be » ended ^ at the chapter at the middle <( of the Holy Text

for recital »d

58. On tasting the portion of the ham, everything should be

removed ^ aside (( and the function should be )> ended at the chapter at

the middle ((of the Holy Text for recital)).

59. On (( finishing the function of )) tasting, they ^ should carry

the Thanksgiving Service through to the end.^

60. One is to recite the Greater Text of Holy Wisdom (( at this

Service. Hence one should )) first (( recite )) the Lesser ^ Text/ and on

having held the Holy Dedicatory Formula, should <( then )) recite the

Greater Text.

^ I i should be HO no as just below.

The translation might otherwise be “ ended at the middle of the chapter

but this would not be clear-

The reference apparently points to the text of the Yasna HaptawgMiti; for,

while describing below the details of this pardcular function of dedicating the pre-

pared offerings, which is treated primarily here, the opening portions of this text

are mentioned in relation to the beginning of this function, and the last to its end.

Its mention at the close of Fob 126 indicates the same association.

As the opening portion of Yas. XXXVII is still used in the grace to be recited

at meals, so it might have been used wholly while dedicating the prepared offering

which might then have been partaken of at its end, and the dedication might have

thus been ended at Yas. XXXVIll which is exactly at the .middle of Yasna
HaptafJgbS.iti*

As however what is mentioned as Kartak here is mentioned as Yasn Kartak

in the next folio, and this may be the vSame as Yazhahuneshn Kartarih which in

Fob 144 II. 1-2 is defined by the Pahlavi as signifying the Yemghe Hatam section^

the Pahlavi here also might be intending that section, especially that at the close of

the Hapta«gh&iti perhaps; and if that were so, Kartak would signify ** section,”

and the expression here might signify “ at the middle of the Holy Section.^’ But
see note 1 to Fol. 144, 11. 1-2 on p- 356 below.

^ Ao^kmheshn; Av. and Pr. o«^^t^=sto remove,

^ Yazbahfmeshn hirm kunend^ lit. ^Mismiss the Service.’’

^ Probably an abridged service gone through as an introduction to the

main service* See the note at Fob 59, 1. 11.
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B 61. They ^ are to have washed ’ « the pieces » before the Greater

Text. If they be not « ready » washed ^ at the Greater Text, then one

cannot offer the Hallowed Portion.® « And indeed » if they be not

washed at the Lesser Text, then that will be no Thanksgiving Service

« at all )).^
#

62, When they finish ® off® the Thanksgiving Service dedicated

to Atro Farnbag « the Holy Flame of Abundant Good Fortune and

Glorious Dispensation, then they should close it thus ))

Athfd Ahwahe MazdM Puthra

!

® mat v%spaeihyd dtxrxhyd\, Gardis

Ush.i-da.rrnahe Mazda-dh.dtake A^h.a-yh.vdthrahe ‘ « With esta-

blishing the Holy Concord » of the Holy Life-Flame, O thou

Offspring of the Most Wise ! with all the holy life-flames, (( and )> of

the Brightness-bearing Eminence established by the Most Wise and

full of Glory out of Holiness, ’.

CHAPTER XIX : APPENDIX A

ON THE MANNER OF PRESENTING THE HALLOWED
PORTION OF THE MEAT OF THE DEDICATED

ANIMAL

1. Just at the time when one enters upon « the Service », one

should take with one everything « that is wanted )).

2. At (( the recital of » the piece for the Hallowed Portion « that

is )) great, ^ one is to recite the Glorification of the Holy Flame, that

^ Kkelalunend- ® is better than

® And so the dedication must be useless.

* Because then the things for dedication will not have been washed with

necessary purity at the very commencement of the Service, and hence the Service

'cannot take place at all.

5 Birun vahidund. ® Thus in TD ; HJ omits it.

A -o-C in HJ. The reference evidently is to that which is offered in the

Greater Service-

TD has -HJ-f. "Indeed it is mentioned at Fol. 132,11. 7-8 that besides the

fire the water also is to be procured; but it does not seem likely that that has. any-

thing to do with the Hallowed Portion of the Holy Sap.
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« is )) the greater one.' And until one carries the Thanksgiving Service

to the end, one is to keep « the sacred Fire » aflame.

3. There is one who says thus : Behold, everything is to be

brought all together,

4. As « the meat of » the Hallowed Portion ^ « is to be treated »

as a valued object, it should evidently be brought in as a valued object.

5. If ((there were)) no Frabortar ((priest whose function is to

present things )), and if ((instead)) an individual® were (( simply )) to 133 A
hold the special formula for the function, were to present « the meat of

the Hallowed Portion )),® and then were to retire, then (( surely » that

would not be proper,

6. At the expression ydonghamchd ^ ‘ and whose

’ the Leading Priest should strike ® the finger into it and take

it out again 3 times.

7. At ((the expression)) yazamaide^ ‘ we remem-

ber in veneration’ he should strike ((the finger)) upon the vesseH

(( holding the meat of the Hallowed Portion, and then )) should rest it

thereon; and at (( the expression )) Ahurem MazdUm ® ‘

the Most Wise Supreme Being ’ he should whirl (( the vessel )>

round. At ((the expression)) Ame&h.d S^entd ® the

Immortal Holy Beneficent Powers ’ he should raise it up; and at (( the

expression )) Humatanam ‘ of Good Thoughts...
’

he should bring it down.

^ Probably the Atash Niy^yesh or some similar special glorification with a

longer text.

^ Or, perhaps, “ the water of the Hollowed Portion”; but see note 7 on last

page.

® Any probably of the audience who joins in reciting certain texts in the

worship when performing some helping function, but retires from the Service im-

mediately. ^ In the YAaghe Hdtam at the end of Yas. XXXIV; see just below.

® Borchistan O) ci- Tx- ii)*'i!'^,;J=to strike.

® In the Yeingfce Hdtam at the end of Yas. XXXIV.
^ Paishkhvdf, usually patshkha-r-

® The opening words of the Yasna Haptaraghfiiti, t.e., Yas. XXXV, 1.

This expression and the following occur with others also below, atFol. 143,

8, ff; but there they indicate the text of Yas. LXIII, 3, primarily.

8 Yas. XXXV. 1. 10 Yas. XXXV, 2.
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8. At the time when he « arrives at )) the most excellent

« expression » .^..srirem a.Kdumem'^ the graceful

offering ’ « he should take forth » that « offering » for partak-

ing of it.

9. Behold, while tearing ^
<( the flesh for.eating )), or while holding

it, one should always hold it in the 4 fingers.®

10. One is verily to turn (( the vessel holding the meat of the

Hallowed Portion)) round ^ until the Holy Flame consumes ((its))

Hallowed Portion.

11. When (( the ceremony of offering )) the Hallowed Portion is

133 B at an end, (( the offering of )) the portion of the ham also ((will be))

at an end, at the chapter at the middle of the Text® of Worship.®

((Hence)) when the Holy Flame consumes the Hallowed Portion ((the

ceremony of offering )> the portion of the ham (( is )) at an end, at the

- chapter at the middle of the Text of Worship. ^

12. When the portion of the ham is partaken of, the chapters of

the Text of Worship should be carried through to the end.

13. If by (( the text )) Yeinghe hdtam ® ‘ among the

living, whose.. the portion of the ham be « still )) left there, then

^ From Avj_3(^*=to offer up. The words belong to some special formula.

2 Tawtan (?); Pr. or w)^jl5==to twist-

^ Probably because it would show indifference to hold it with less* The

thumb would evidently be besides these as quite indispensable.

^ The exact way of doing this is not plain.

® Yasna—apparently the Yasna Hapta^^ghditi.

Notice however that at FoL 144, II. 1-2 Yazhahuneshn Kartarih is explained

by the Pahlavi to signify the Yeinghe Hatam sections, whereas that same expres-

sion also occurs at FoL 156, L 4 amidst the same circumstances that are described

in this place here, and besides the Yeinghe Hatctm is mentioned here just below ;

hence it is not improbable that the Pahlavi may be construing Yasn Katfak in just

the same sense as Yazhahnneshn Kartarih may be understanding it to signify

the Yeinghe Hatam here also ; still see notes to FoL 132, L 10, FoL 144, 11- 1-2,

and FoL 156, 1. 4.

^ Because there ,ends then the ceremony of offering the Hallowed Portion.

Yasna, i.e», the Yasna Haptawghditi.

^ Evidently the reference is to the text which occurs at the end of the Yasna

Hapta^jghiiti, at Yas. XLI*
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1

the Frab6rt§.r « priest whose function is to carry things », should take

it away
;
if not the Havanan « priest whose function is to pound the

Haoma » should do so. And when one has taken it, another should

not take it away from one.*

14. If one leave it down there « still)) at « the text ))' Yimghi

hMUm ^ ‘ among the living, whose * then one

should remove it at « the text)) of

Good Thoughts

15. If one leave it down there (Cstih)) at «the text)X Humatan&m
‘ of Good Thoughts,’ then one should keep it there

until «one goes through)) those 4 ((recitations of» YathdAM Vainyd

‘ As is the Lords Holy Pleasure ,’ and 3 ((of)), AAxem

VoM ® (( the Praise of Righteousness )).*

16. Vakhshaphhar said: Verily, as regards the act when one

allows it to remain there at the function, (( it must appear that )) in so

far as it is « already )) eaten from, one should not have left it there

(( any longer )).*
'

17. When it is not (( yet put )> down (( for offering, and when ))

one either still prepares ® it or cooks it,, then one to drop « a little of

it)) down on the ground,® and one is to recite the Text of Holy Wisdom

alongside.

18. There is one who says thus : Behold, if one makes over to

the dog*^ ((simply)) the useless® skin,® that cannot be proper.

^ Everything is to be managed without confusion or disorder; and to take

away something from the hand of one who is minding it would not appear a quiet

and peaceful affair.

2 See note 8 on the previous page.

® It is not proper to disturb a recitation of connected texts by removing

things in its midst ; it is allowed to do so after the end of one, and before the begin-

ning of another of such entire texts.

* Evidently, it would be the best course to remove it immediately on having

done with the thing-

® Sihjef, Pr. u>*tf^*="to prepare-

° This has been a very ancient and common custom among peoples offering

sacrifices.

^ Sag- ® Khanjtmhy cf- Pr- ^iA^vain- ® Charm.

41

134 A
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19. Raoshan « however » said : Verily, when « that is made over

only »; to the dog, that must be allowed.^

20. As regards one's having to have dropped « a little of the

portion of the offering on the ground, it would equally be » the right
*

thing ’ Li if » one carried it to <( some » otheu * flame.

21. When this « person who makes the offering )) proceeds to

;« the Holy Flame of )) Farnbag- « the Abundant Good Fortune and the

Glorious Dispensation Who is » Farnbag « the Abundant Good Fortune

and the Glorious Dispensation » of the Most Wise Lord, then he is

to take with him everything « necessary » for the H6m-Dr6n Service,

because the H6m-Dr6n Service .« is to be performed » at the Thanks-

giving Service at which an animal is to be sacrificed.

22. It is according to rule to offer up the Hallowed Portion from

the same animal that is sacrificed.

23. Until the Holy Flame has consumed * the Hallowed Portion,

one should not take into use a Hallowed Portion from that animal, as

it is not good if they take it « so ».

24. When it is necessary to perform the tasting from « the por-

tion of the meat, and of the Haoma drink and Dr6n cake » both ^ at

the same time, it should be becoming « to take it » from the Haoma
drink and Dr6n cake first.

25. Although one is to have stood up from the commencement *

;« of the function, still )) when the thing has proceeded one-fourth, it is

134 B necessary to stand any further.

26. And if at that stage there be a single unclean ^
thing, one

should set it right
;
but one may omit the « usually » accompanying

recitation of the Text of Holy Wisdom.

^ While one thinks that the dog deserves something better than mere useless

portions of the skin of the dedicated animal, the other believes that there is nothing

wrong in oflfering such portions to him.

® DtuvesU ® Evidently, other than the fire on which it is cooked.

* would be better than

° Otherwise the sense might be, “ both should perform the tasting at the

same time”; but as there is no mention of two parties in this connection, that does

riot seem to be the apparent-meaning.

Bumh ; TD has jijllj J HJ jKjy.s ^ A-patiyap as in TD.
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27. When the thing* is performed one-third, then inasmuch as

one has to pattake of « the ofiering at that stage )), one should « then ))

celebrate the Dr6n Service for <( redeeming )) the Baaae « penalty of

90 Stirs)).*

28. Vakhsh&phhar « however)) said ; Behold, when there has been

no fat at the function, they cannot celebrate the Dr6n Service for

« redeeming » the Baxa^ « penalty of 90 Stirs ».®

End of «the Chapter on )> Taking ‘the * Hallowed Portion of a
1^4,

Sacrificed Animal.’ ‘ 1* 22

CHAPTER XIX : APPENDIX B

ON THE MANNER OF DEDICATING THE ANIMAL
^^8

J . At « the words » Pasvdzaaghem ' d-stdya ‘ Present an ® animal 1, 20

with a tiead-rope,’* an assistant should drive in the animal. He should

drive in the animal from the right hand side, « as )) is manifest from

the passage : Dashina paiU zxtdihangha ^
‘ .by the right

hand side.’

He should drive it in by the right-hand side of the Leading Priest.

2. « And )) as it is to be set up « properly )), its hind quarters

<( should be turned )) towards the Leading Priest and its front towards

the Holy Flame.*

3. There is no special formula for digging the hollow* and

^ should be •fV#. ^ See the next note here.

® Even now a little clarified butter is essentially to be placed on the Dron for

consecration; but no doubt VakhshSpuhar means fat specially, as implying the

sacrifice of an animal, for which alone the Dron Bfizfie is essentially needed.

It will be recollected that at Fd, 124, IL 10-12 it is noted in Chap. XVI: App.

B, 9 above, that the Dron Bfizfie Service is necessary at the dedicationof an animal.
* Some words of this signification are missing from the text.

The whole text of the following Appendix is transferred here from Fol. 1 28, I.

20—Fol. 130, 1.^6.

® Pasu+deangh or dzangha which maybe derived from <rs=to lead, to drive.

« Or, “ a driven animal.” ^ The usual form is

® This would be the proper position of the animal to be presented for dedication.

® Av. ; Pr. The hollow seems to have been needed not only to

receive the urine and droppings of the animal, but also to accommodate the slab

on which the animal was to stand. The statement here makes it evident that the

offering was made in an open space.
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placing the slab/ But if the hollow be not dug the slab may be

hurtful/

4. From the very commencement, one must set both the forelegs

129 A Kof the animal)) towards® the sacred apparatus ®

;

and one should be

made to hold it thus up to the end «of the dedication)).

5. One should keep some sort of bond** round « it », and one

should throw up 2 nooses ® <c thereon. And )) as things must be neces-

sary for keeping it « still )), one should keep around various sorts of

ropes ® .« therefor ».

6. One should excite
’’

it by the saw-toothed ® knife ® with forty®

angles,® as is manifest from t Chathwan-satem-gaoshem frd-yazdmaide

* We attach value to the Forty-angled « Instrument )).’

7. At those 3 « recitals of )) Fathd Ahu Vainyd ‘ As is the Lord's

Holy Pleasure,' « one should perform )) 3 and 6 and 9 « manipulations

^ Baleshn (?); cf. Pr. cA**f=fctishion.

The slab seems to have been needed to protect the ground from the hoofs

of the animal.

® Or, “ may be hurt.”

The hollow seems to have been dug large enough to receive the slab, in such a
way that the surface of the slab would be on the level of the surface of the sur-

rounding ground. If the slab were above the surface of the surrounding ground
it could be a source of inconvenience and obstacle, which was to be obviated.

* Or, “within the Sacred Precincts."

* Ayiwydhan ; Av. s GariA; Pr. *j^= knot.

Otherwise the sense would be, “ one should keep a sort of band round it and

throw up 2 knots to it," referring probably to some rite.

® Nawartand (?) ; cf. Pr. to twist.

The general sense is indicated; but the exact things required are not plain.

Kalacheshn, lit.=“ must scratch with.”

® Karim. It seems to have been an instrument for slightly exciting the

animal for dedication while announcing it in prayers, thus intending the animal also

to have an awakened consciousness at the dedication.

® waff* _P is manifestly wrong for *01’ which again more correctly

should be JO}^» iarbain gush) vihete represents in writing, the number in-

dicated by the figurej“>. The number meant is evidently “ forty ” as the Avest^n

text signifies, and this again refers to “ corners or teeth," not to “ fingers."

“ TD has “4V but as three acts are mentioned here, HJ is apparently

correct.
. ,

. .
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with that instrument », before «or)) after (( and » more «or» less/ not-

withstanding that Afrog said : Verily even one ^ may be allowed.

8. Vakhshaphhar said : Indeed, whether it is proper « to perform

them )) before « or » after <( and )) more « or » less, is not clear.

9. (( Raoshan )>® thought thus that ((excitations occurring))

before «or)) after could ^happen that way, just according as, when^ it

should be necessary to excite ^ « the animal », one might excite** it more

<( or » less/

10. More and less^ « manipulations can be only up to )) 17® or 129 B
np to 19."

11. At <( the expression » Khshr^thrmchd /and the King-

dom ' of the third (( Yatha Ah6 Vairiy6 » one should give up

the knife.^"

^ It may seem that 3, 6 and 9 indicate the numbers of manipulations completed

at the end of the 1st, the 2nd, and the 3rd Ahunvars, having three for each ; but

this does not appear to be so; as it is mentioned below that the numbers that are less

and more than the total of the* manipulations here, are 17 and 19, the mean,number

can only be 18, and this is the total of 3, 6, and 9. See again notes 7 and 9 below.

It must be noted that Vakhsh&puhar doubts the propriety of allowing the

manipulations to be less or more, or before or after.

^ It is not plain whether he means one at each Ahunvar or one’^

altogether.

Still again, if Afrog were not to be at such extreme variance with the rest, the

translation would be:
‘‘—(the excess or defect) is allowed (to be of only) one,^'‘

and this would agree with the limit of excess or defect mentioned just below.
® This name must have dropped out from the text owing probably to the

mistaken idea that it was simply a repetition of the previous word.

4 .. should be as in TD, ® should be ® should be

If, when it is stated below that the knife is to be given up at the expres-

sion Khsh^fthr^wcha of the 3rd Ahunvar, the knife meant is the saw-toothed knife

itself, then it will be plain that whether the manipulations be more or less they

must all end by that expression; hence evidently if they are to be more or less,

they must be begun earlier or later than usually to finish by the same time when
evenly continued* s TD gives 16.

^ As the total of the 3+6+9 manipulations properly to be performed would
be 18, the numbers 17 and 19 indicate only one manipulation less or more than

the proper number. According to this statement lesser and greater numbers than
these cannot be proper.

If it is not understood that the plain knife also is held at this time, tft®

reference here must be to the saw-toothed knife. If both were handled, both must
be meant.
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12. 'The sawtoothed knife « should be held » ^ in the right

«hand)), and the « plain)) knife in theleft,^ so far as « this is)) not « to

be beld together )> with the Saw-toothed knife.*

13. « If )) some place « on the animafs body )) be wounded by

the saw-toothed knife, that cannot be allowed,to pass. « But if )) it be

« simply )) pinched * that may be allowed.

14. If <( the animal )) be wounded of smitten * owing to ((one’s ))

dozing, that cannot be allowed to pass.

15. If « the animal )) die by ((manipulations with » the saw-toothed

knife, that cannot be allowed to pass,

16. If (( the animal )) be not excited ® by the saw-toothed knife,

that cannot be allowed.

17. If one hold (( the saw-toothed knife )) in the left hand, that

cannot be allowed.

18. If at the time ® of bringing (( it )) one take it away, that can-

not be allowed.

19. And just when (( one )) ought to take up the cup ((of the

Hallowed Portion of fresh milk, one » put it down, that cannot be

allowed.

20. If one be a unit Mn a (( priestly » sitting,® and if one depart

from (( one’s )) place, that cannot be allowed.

21. Behold, it is not allowed (( to have )) the saw-toothed knife

along with the plain knife ®
;
though of course the saw-toothed knife is

not (( characteristically )) different,.^®

^ Or, “ placed on the right (hand side), and the plain knife oh the left.”

® According to a statement below at Fol, 130, 1. 1 both were held in the right

hand at some time, though that view appears to have been contested by some,

* Or, “ scratched.” The word might be read makhazar or makhizdar, and

traced .to bear relationship to Pr. >‘®'.<=a spur.

* TD has which may be read maarik, and compared with Pr-

smitten, and traced to Av. b«=to die. ® Siturg ; Pr. •4?*'‘*=passionate; excited.

While it is made incumbent not to hurt the animal, it is considered necessary

to excite it a little to make it specially conscious at the dedication. :

® Vin. ^ TamFt.u^. s Lit. “union.”
® In the case mentioned just below both are held together.

l,e., both mhst be called “knives ”.
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22. There is one who says thus : Verily, the saw-toothed knife

would after all be with the plain knife when one would hold « both ».

in the right hand.^

23. There is one who says thus : Indeed if, in any case, the

saw-toothed knife be with, the plain knife when one holds it in the right

hand, that is not to be allowed.^

24. If indeed a wound bleed® down the head « of the animal »

one should then wash it clean ; because, if « the blood » were to fall

upon the sacred Bars6m twigs, that could not be proper.*

CHAPTER XX

ON LIBATIONS TO THE TIDAL, STILL, AND
STREAM ’WATERS

1, Chavat^ nd frdtat-chard^'’ khshAtidrinUm^ payangM-nt
j 34^

.

^ It seems that in some manipulation it was requisite to hold both the knives

in the right hand, though the following critic appears to opine that that was not

lawful.

® If be wrong for * the translation can be, “then that must be

allowed.” ^ TtJcAe#, lit.=“ flow”, from Av. f*“'f'‘*=to flow.

^ As only the forelegs of the animal are placed at the sacred apparatus, the
only wound that might bleed down upon the Barsom there, would be that which
might occur somewhere on the head.

When it is ordained here to pay scrupulous attention to a wound on the head
only, it must not be understood that wounds on the other parts of the body were to

be neglected. As we remember that not the least hurt was allowed to this animal
it is evident enough that proper care was to be taken of them also.

Here ends the text which is transferred into this place from Fol. 128,1.20—

=

Fol. 150. 1. 6.

® This is a completer form of the usual

The presentations here specified appertain to the Holy Saps, as represented

in the several waters on the globe, and indicating the fluid principle of Holy
Vitality in the universe, associated with the beneficent personal magnetism and
glory. ® Thus corrected. See the text below.

Dative, singular, feminine of the present participle, Paras-

maipada of it is remarkable that the special feminine base in * is not

Used here, and under similar citCUmstances the same is the case in Yt, VIII, 41
Yt. XHI, 14, and Yas, LXVIII, 6 ; Whereas Vend. VI, 39 uses the special base

in

130 A

130,
1.6
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i>aiti-hardi? How much of the wines’ and the milks’ shall

one present to the tidal water ?

2. Fotha tasta^ zaothrd-harana^ ; As much as wean be
held by » a chalice for holding «the fluid of » the Hallowed
portion ®

;

3. Aat tuirinUm* yatha thris^ khyarema ^ raithwis-bajind But
of pressed curds,® », cheese,® «one shall present)) as

135 A *^uch as 3 morsels’® « measured )) by the cup” for dis-

pensing mixtures”?

^ Darmesteter simply renders de lait liquide.

2 Neuter, instrumental singular. An accusative would have been better as
the words are governed by Yatha.

^ Cf. Visp. X, 2, It will appear from below that the quantity of these things
is to be half of this in the case of still water ,* and that is said to be three times the.

measure for dispensing mixtures ; hence the chalice would hold six of those.
^ This is a rare word in the preserved Avesta, and is transliterated tir and

translated ^)^rni?^=cheese. Darmesteter recalls the Greek
® This is an indeclinable base.

® Thus HJ; TD has Khvare^hema which reading Darmesteter prefers.

^ Accusative plural or genitive singular of cf, a similar form

Ervad Kanga takes the base as

® Tracing the word to the radix ^f^=to apply strength or pressure.

^ Pr.^.

The reading of is not quite certain, but the Pahlavi rendering

of the Awestan of Vend. V, 51, seems to favour in that case the reading

Ap^e^shamak or Ap-shamak^a, draught or a liquid dose. Thishas lead Darmesteter

to read the wotd Apishmak and to translate it “a draught’’; mouthful.” Dr. West
however reads the word Av^gamako a water cup, a drinking cup. Elsewhere

the word has the form which has a seeming reading Ap>^simah. But here

at any rate -"csW, the Avestan equivalent of this term, favours the sense of

''mouthful,” or “morsel.”

It will be recollected that the word has occurred before at Fob 50, 11. 21, 22,

25 ; see the note 10 to Nlr. I, Chap. IX,. 3 there.

Gomizak^bakhsh* Darmesteter renders “ from the vessel for mixing and
portioning,” and elswhere defines it as “the vessel for mixing the ingredients of

the ParS.hom.” In this ho is guided by the comment in the Pahlavi version of

Vend. XIV, 8, where the term is explained as signifying
*'

the cup into which the

extract of the hom and of the urvarfim is received from the mortar,”
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4
. Aat piteus,^ yatha ch.a\hwdr6 asti * inasd, ainikem ® nazdo.*'

Whereas of nutriment, « i-e. liquid food,® « one shall pre-

sent » as much in quantity as « must fill » four Ashti * fluid

measures ® wide ’’

at the top . ''

5. (Zh.vatndape armaeztaydi^ khshdudrimm payangMm paiti-

bardt? How much of the wines and the milks shall one pre-

sent to the still water ?

6. Ya^a thns khvarema^ raeth.xms^°-bajin6 ; As much as
3 draughts® « measured » hy the cup for dispensing

mixtures “ •

If the Pahiavi rendering of Av. futri is correct then the indication of its quan-

tity by a liquid measure must have been for the sake of convenience only. If

however the measure was directly connected with the substance ‘^cheese/’ then the

expression might be rendered ^^3 strainers for separating the coagulation’* on the

guidance of the radices to injure, to strain, to change, and to

separate, though of course that meaning will hardly suit below.

^ The text wrongly has

2 The word must be in the neuter gender.

® The text has and TD has But the Pahiavi rendering

suggests •"3'*r"“crest ; face* Cf.

^ Neuter, nominative plural. It must be a short form of ^^^("“spacious ; cf.

Yt X, 44.

® Darm. recalls gam haoirydm, and suggests that it might signify uncooked

viand” as d^g3.inst papithwa=** cooked viand”; but that appears doubtful.

® Ap-ashtak (?). We are not acquainted with the last word except perhaps in

given in the Avestan-Pahlavi Farhang to indicate a small span

of about 6 inches. It must be noted that 3:e)0" translates or brick,”

elsewhere ; but this fact cannot be brought to help us in the case in hand. To
Darmesteter it seems to be a measure of length.

Ninik or Vhtlk'-zayeshn (?). The text has which might be read

vazayeshn from Av._i^-t?l?==to be wide. Were the word to be taken as only an

attempt to transliterate the Avestan w^ord in the text^ then it must be read na^

zayeshn which would suggest a sense contrary to that of the original. Darmesteter

reads vmlg nazayishn^ but cannot translate.

® The text has armaesiaya which is corrected.

® See notes above. The text gives rakhwa.

42
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7- Avi^ -gnvftem pitum^ grrr&ydt; « And » one shall take®

the nutriment « i.e. », the liquid food, contained ® « in

somethings ;

8. Fra-darta-c\iit tuirinUm fra-damydix.. « And » of pressed

curds, « i.e, », cheese, one shall hold^ forth «a quantity))

placed * « on something )).

B 9. Ndvayaydi itha ape; The same® ((should be the quanti-

ties )) for stream ® water
;
daX ndvayaydi (( api )) but as regards

stream water a- aHainghdo^ Frabzrrta ddsfra^ masd paiti-

hafdk?-'^ Without incurring sin may the Frabortar priest

:« whose function is to set forth things® present <( only »

half as much hereof,^Werily, as having been weighed out'® on a

balance '® and held in a skin.“

TD has "»*’. “ The text wrongly has

^ Darmesteter renders Let one plunge into it and draw out...

Darm. simply renders Let one hold as much of the cheese/*

The sense in both these cases seems to be that the things are to be borne in

proper vessels. The quantities however are not clear here; but it is mentioned
below at 11, 29-30 that still water takes just half of what tidal water takes. Tidal
water of course refers to the sea, and still water to the lake.

® the same as for still water.

^ Or^ ^‘navigable”; but the classification apparently distinguishes seas^

lakes and streams.

^ Cf. Afrin. Gdh«, 13. ^ Feminine, genitive, singular.

® Perhaps to be derived from .^==to bite off; but Darmesteter’s suggestion

that it may be for derivable from ^^=two, is worthy of consideration^

especially in view of his comparison with the Greek deurcpos?.

The text has simply haro.

This option is allowed because streams are estimated at half the value of

lakes. And it is allowed to offer it also the whole quantity that is offered to lakes»

evidently because stream water is running water, and hence, intrinsically, has
greater value than lake water in that respect^ and thus equalises the apparently

greater value of lakes.

Bokhfak; Av, CJiJ==to apportion. Sanjah ; Fx.

Or, “ shell Pr. ‘^**«jJ=skin ; shell. An objection might be taken to our
having preferred to understand the receptacle to be of skin; but sections 12 and 14
below appear specially, to refer to skin.
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10. This is manifest from the text of the Holy Wisdom as con-

cerning the most ^ adverse ^ opinion,^ that in respect to this case « it

must be quite b evident that the dish bearing the Hallowed Portion ®

« is made » unclean.^ « Whereas )> from the Twentieth ® Book it is

manifest that the dish bearing the Hallowed Portion « remains » clean

verily when the dish is full with liquid food, inasmuch as the liquid

food is with the least ® « added )) water full <( of it )> even to an excess,”^

as « the text says » : Frddhasta ^ azdo? ^ Excesses « are these

littlenesses.’

11. The still water is taking things in half « the quantity » of

what the tidal water is taking,^* especially of the liquid food, inasmuch 136 A
as liquid food is with the least c< added » water full of it even to an

^ Chakhikist-iar ] Pr. = to contend.

* Dina as in TD. ^ constituted by various offerings,

^ A-patiyap as in TD; H| has patiyap.

It must be noted that this and what follows immediately are simply notes

appended to the subject treated above.
® Vistum, The Husparam Nask is said to have had sixty-four Kragarts,

But whether twenty or more of these belonged to the Nirangasti.n Division is not

clear, as it is also not clear whether the number has a reference to all the books of

the whole Huspiram Nask, independently of its several divisions, or to the

Nirangast^n division only. ^ Vit ; Pr. = little.

The signification here has a bearing upon the sense of the term Bur : in

view of our translation of liquid food it must be meant that the particular

liquid food being excessively full of water,, is too thin to soil the vessel. If Bur
were not to mean so, but were to signify something solid, then the sense would be
that it being a viand with so little water as to render this excessive even with but

a little naore of it, it would be too dry a viand to soil the vessel; but this meaning
does not suit the word Jiere nor previously.

^ Corrected from of the text ; cf . a similar form The

word is compounded of +

^ Nominative plural of Qzangh, corrected from of TD and (^5 of HJ.

though such things are in themselves very little, they become excess-

ive where they are not wanted.

11 is for

Evidently because the lake water is allowed half the value of the sea«

water. This fact is here stated to remove the uncertainty that is left above con-

cerning the quantities of the offerings of the pit and the cheese to the still water®
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excess'/ and « it was » for this particular reason that « above », in

the case of the stream water/ « there was given » the sacred com-

mandment « that the offerings » are to be weighed out on a balance

« to determine their proper quantity ))/

12. As regards the skin, it is evident fcom this place that « it is

considered » clean, inasmuch as it is to be placed on the balance « for

weighing the liquid food in )).*

13. It is evident according to the Twentieth Book, that skins

can be « utilised )) for « making » all sorts of receptacles
*

for

liquids.'*

14. The liquid food must be « held » in a skin because with the

least « added » water it is full of it even to an excess.®

15. « The text » A^vaezo ® pasum ham-pu]shAh.em ‘ With-
out incurring sin « may one offer the produce of » ® an animal of

’’

one
of all the five kinds.. ' expresses indeed this essentially, that one

^ Still waters are always considered in the Holy Scriptures to be never so
good as/unning waters ; and so any addition to the quantity of still water was to be
as much avoided or restrained as possible.

' ^ should be ^4*

® This is an evident conclusion; for if the skin were not considered clean
it would not have been allowed to be used for weighing in it an object of offering.

* Duilabih for Duilabiha, Fr. Jji== a pail ; =a water-wheel.
The Twentieth Fragart seems to have treated of vessels and receptacles.
® The pit is so vary soft and watery that a skin receptacle must specially

be convenient for handling it ; because it can be tied up and made completely
secure in it,

« Thus in TD. This whole text recurs below at Fol. 138, 11, 9-12 where the
reference is to the animals from which the sacred milk is to be taken; and hence the
reference there cannot of course be to fish; still, in view of the arguments in note 2
and in note 3 on next page, fish must be intended here.

Hd.m-puk'h&h.a has this whole meaning.
The five classes of animals are mentioned in Visparat I, 1, and Yt.

XIII, 74. They are (1) those living under water; (2) those living under
ground ; (3) those that are winged; (4) those moving with bounds ; and (5) those
of cloven hoofs.

It is evident that any one of these five kinds of animals cannot be fit for
dedication or for the presentation of its produce; a wild beast or a raptile
which both represent two of these classes, cannot be suitable for this purpose ;
indeed only those of the useful kinds can be utilized thus.
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may present ^ fish ^ « also )).

16» When there is fish ^ for presentation, then the water of

streams « does » not <( come » into <( any distinct )> consideration.®

17. ((While offering them up to the several waters ))^ fresh ^

milk ^ should not be ® filled together ® with the sanctified water, and the

sanctified water should not be ® filled together ® with fresh milk.

There is however one who says that fresh milk can be ® filled

together ® with the sanctified w^ater.®

18. Concerning the cheese <( which is to be equal to )> 3 morsels^

in quantity, Afrog said verily thus, that it is requisite that one should 136 B
hold up the offering ® that is for pouring down,® together with the

sanctified water (( simply ; for », it cannot be fit if one hold it with

(( such stuffs as » the juice ^ of figs.^

^ Av. to present in thankfulness.

^ Mahikan, The word may also be read mishikan = sheep
; but it is

evident that some kind that would be unusual for dedication is meant here; and fish

was considered fit according to FoL 114, 1. 26.

® Evidently because fish being congenial to waters of every kind, its offering

may be equal in every case.

Fish might have been offered alive; if not»its flesh could easily be devoured by
the fish or other creatures that might be in the several kinds of waters,

Jiv* ® Anbareshn*

® If JW be read din and if patiyap indicate “ physical cleanliness the tran*

slation may be Religiousness cannot be accumulated by means of physical cleanli-

ness, etc/^ and it may be meant that one may be religious not absolutely through
being physically clean; and one maybe physically clean not absolutely through
being religious. Hence it is that the religion of the Avesta preaches both physical

as well as spiritual cleanliness.

This beautiful sense is reluctantly given up before that preferred ; because this

fits better into the contexts and can be specially connected with what follows,
^ Or, “ what will fill 3 strainers (for draining the coagulation)/'

^ Faru~dak or faru-dahak ; from Av,

® Shimk anyir;

One may be misled into offering such things by the erroneous notion that some-
thing more delicious than mere plain water must be specially meritorious. But clean
water represents all drinks whatsoever, and is not only the most delicious fluid really,

but is also perfectly innoxious to the several waters to which the offerings may be
made.
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19.

All things should be managed well up to « the text »

chjth/'mch«t ‘ evidently enough*’ when the function <( is com-

pleted » on everything.*

20. The swiftest * « water )) would be such that the quantity

of the Hallowed Portion which might just 'come to pouring'* would

« immediately )) extend to 10-fold (( occupation of itself

21. The stillest * water would be such that it would stand still

« though there might be poured on )) even 10-fold of so much as might

« conveniently » go « at a time )) into a certain point
’’

(( in its surface )).®

22. There is « however » one who says thus that the swiftest

(( water » would be that which would ® rush in a moment ® on to 3

steps ; « and)) the stillest « water )) would be that which would not leave

136, « at all » the depth*® of its bottom.*®

^ CHAPTER XXI

ON THE KINDS OF THE MILK FOR THE HOLY
SERVICE **

118,

I 6

Ia, Ratufris ndirikaydo kehrpaydo ndit payanghd, Neither is

((the offering)) of the milk of the body of a woman of

^ This must have belonged to the text recited at the offering, at which the

function of offering things appears to have been completed.

2 Until there remain things to be manipulated at the function, one should not

be the least slack in minding them well.

® TachakisHar ; would be better than

* Bafes/tn; Pr. to shower.

^ /.5 ., immediately a quantity were poured, it would be carried to a space

tenffold of that which it would have occupied had the water been perfectly still,

® ArmeshiisUtar^ would be better than

Buran\ Pr. ^j:*==the point of a nail or some similar object.

® Le., even then no motion would be perceptible in the water.

® Gok^rk, probably from ay^i5-t?b=to rush away from a point in a

moment, or from cut away af a stroke from a point.

Farui ae hun^ Otherwise, beyond its source.”

The first two sections below are transferred here from the text of

Pol. 118, 11. 6-23, which is isolated there but can well join up here.

The text has kehrpa ; but see TP below»*
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spiritual merit in ‘ the Divine Service,* —^verily indeed as even the

milk is to be such as must be meritorious, mit sundhehr^paydo payangM.

nor is in spiritual merit « the offering » of the milk of the body

of the « female » dog ^
;

—
2. Afrog said : Verily, no defect * can be allowed to pass

herein*

1b. —ratufrh vehrkaydo kehrpaydo* payanghascha hadha v%spa-

nUmchia'daevayasnanUm tanupvxttYianUmcha, hathra baodhd ® anghat ®

fraourvaesyd.^ « although indeed the offering » of the milk

« even » of the body of the she-wolf « Is regarded to be »

of spiritual merit for the sacrificial service*^ among all the

demon-worshippers and those ingrafted with sin in their

persons,notwithstanding ® even that their « animal's » sanity *

may have totally vanished,, so that if may have the end of its

tail cut off « therefor.’® And hence it is that » they keep « such milk »

on the spot for the « sacrificial )) function.’*

^ Pann tarskasih,

2 In its isolated place in the text it might appear strange that this passage

should recount only some unlawful kinds and not mention at all the lawful kinds

;

but when transferred here and joined up to the text which follows, that dfficulty

vanishes, as a following section recounts the lawful kinds^

® Band (?) ; Ft, fraud.

^ Thus TD; HJ has kehrpacha,

® TD has and HJ which would be the instrumental

singular of

® Thus corrected. ^ Tarskasth.

® The original hathra which is rendered levatmd.n has this force.

The tail of a mad dog or a dog that might bite without barking was to be

cut off if it bit a useful animal or a man for the fifth time ; see Vend. XIII, 34.

Doss the text here suggest that wolves were domesticated among the Daeva-

yasnas ? As the dog itself is a species of wolf, this would not be improbable. In

that case a mad wolf might have its tail cut off for a similar reason . as that for

which a mad dog had to suffer, and especially when it might fall within the juris-

diction of the Mazdayasnas*

The force of the statement in the text is the indication that the Daevayasnas

were using for sacrificial service the milk even of a wolf of far advanced madness*

Kaxtak^

118 B

118,

1. 23
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136,

1. 29
3. Aipi ^ -ja^aurvatmt“ as^ayanUmcha ^ayangh&m, gdvayanam-

chc?, maesh.ina'iiliinchci^ huzinanamcYia.^ Let ® one « therefore »

always daw® of the milks of mares, and of cows, and of

ewes, and of she-goats for the fresh® milk for the Holy Services.
*

4. « It is )) clear enough from the text ^ of the Holy Wisdom ''

« as to )) how much out of this is required (( in every particular

instance )).

5. Sosha«s said ; Behold, even « the milk )) of the camel® is fit.

6. Afrog <( however )) said : Verily, the opinion ° of Sosh^ws in

^ This whole text is found in Vend. V, 52.

^ Thus in the text. It is the imperative Atmanepada third person singular of

the freqiientive of the root o/?^?<u==to hold; to take. The ** before the verbal termin-

ation is the of the frequentive. In the Vendidad the word appears in the shape

30^ is traced to the root and conjectu rally rendered boiling^^

by Darmesteter. This has forced scholars to understand it to be a genitive plural of

an adjectival form of But when so taken, the whole of Vend. V,

52 is left without a verb. Very probably therefore an error has been committed

there in reading the word thus. Our reading and solution here remove all such

difficulties.

^ HJ here and texts of the Vendidad have TD has

^ Thus our text. The Vendidad texts read

® Dos /n

;

lit.— let one be milking”
;
Pr.

The form of the word here clearly yields this reading. The forms in the

Vendidad texts however are different, although it would not be difficult to trace our

reading there also. Dastur Darabji's attempts there have yielded vakhshdad=*

boiled” and ddehtad=^“ may be given.”

^ Jiv expressed correctly in Pizand.

This expression may also be conveniently taken with what follows.

Avistak,

® The text gives the Hux. Jamald which has this meaning. Although we
have construed its implication below,, still what follows makes no direct mention

of camel’s milk, while the ass is named. Indeed it would be possible to secure the

sense of ^^ass
’* here, because the Huz. Jamala can with a very slight modification

become khamara^an ass*

^ A^war — Av. ')«!?"-»« ==to suppose. West elsewhere renders this word

computation*”'
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this <( case » is not right because (( this milk is such as )) will ^ have

caused corruption ^ « in every instance )>. This he makes clear from

the text : Tat^rva ^ paydo ^ bavdt ® aspaydatcha ]^araydatch.a ^

^

Spoiled would become the milks from the mare and from the she-ass

« through mixture with tTie milk from the camel »7 ^

7. Dat-Veh said : Verily, as one’s aspiration ® « must be

towards)) meritoriousness/ so only when one spurts® <( the milk )>'

quite like a spray,® will it really be proper ; for, it is not proper to

hold it « merely )).’®

^ Nast yakccvimnnet,

^ Thus in TD; HJ has It is adjective neuter nominative pluraL

It must be noted that such forms in adjectives are rare, but not altogether absent ;

cf. -“J" which is similarly formed by the addition of the primary suffix •" to the

root.

Darmesteter thinks that this word is the masculine or the neuter form of iuiri,

and renders it to mean “ cheese'^ accordingly
; but this is surely erroneous.

^ It must be observed that payao is plural, whereas hav>at is singular.

^ The text has but cf. Yas. XLII, 4.

^ If the reference above were not to the camePs milk but to that of the she-
ass, the sense would be, “ Spoiled would become the (mixed) milks from the mare
and from the she-ass.*’

Darmesteter’s translation, “ Cheese can be produced from the mare or the
she-ass/^ is evidently erroneous, because, this quotation is cited to yield a contrary
sense which such rendering does not give.,

® Ahnif^

^ Kivftk may be adjectival.

® Ratunk. 9 Tak.

It seems to signify that as man’s object in making an offering is to perform
a meritorious act, it would be proper to indicate the sacrificial spirit by using up
the things for presentation in the act of offering itself, and not by keeping them for
after-use. Thus the milk for oFaring is to be Spurted in sprays into the water,
and not to be simply held forth during service.

It does not however appear as essential that things for offering are always to be
wasted to the elements. They may best be consumed by those participating in the
thanksgiving service, whenever that may be possible, or even may be given away
to needy men and creatures.

43
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CHAPTER XXIi

ON THE PROCESS OF MILKING IN THE HOLY
SERVICE'

1. When one is to take the fresh milk, one must proceed towards

a faultless ^ « milch ». animal, and one must recite the « following

text of Holy Wisdom on « that )) faultless ® animal :

—

A^em Vohu 3\* .« The Praise of Righteousness 3 times »

;

137 B Fravardne ; ‘I confess myself

Then one must glorify whatever period of the day one may have

ff. while reciting, and recite onwards )) :

—

Gem Tashne Gim Urune ‘ for the Maker of the Living

World, for the Spirit of the Living World '

;

2. (( Then », in the case « when there is » one animal « for milk-

ing, one must recite onwards thus » ;— tava Gem Hudihdonghd urune ®

‘ for the spirit of thee in the Living World of Good Nature,’

—

and when two « it should be thus » :—yavdkem ® Gem « HwSkdiOiagM

uruvdibyay).’’ ‘ « for the spirits)), of you two of the Living World,

.<( of Good Nature )),’—and even when there are more, « the general

form of the formula )) is not to be different ®—
; « and then one must

recite forwards )),

—

]Aishnaoth.ra ® ‘ With the establishment

of the Holy Concord ’
.

' The Avestan passages bearing on this theme occur so late as to occupy §§

11-13, below.

* A-sariyd.

s is wrong for {a-sariyd). The word as it is may be read airih

!=nobleness; but this abstract sense will not suit the context.

^ These formulas are even now recited for the purpose indicated here ; cf.

Ervad Tehmurasp’s Yasna with the Ritual, p. iv of the Preparatory Service.

® The text wrongly has fimno.

® Second personal pronoun, genitive dual.
’’ The modern texts wrongly give Ur&ne, but a dual is evidently wanted.
* Of course not without the necessary modifications of this text. When

there are more animals than two, this text properly would be, khshmakem (or

yttshwafeem) G^us Hudhdongho Urwvoibyq . ,

.

^ KhshMofothm, yasnaicha, vahmdicha, etc., and Yathff Ahu Vairiyb Zaotd,
etc., as usually occurring in similar formulas.
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« And thus » one must take up the special formula for opening

the function « of milking ».

3. Then one must recite the words: A^ha-Sara manangha^
^ With meditation in accord with Supreme Righteousness ’

;
and « on

doing that », one must come to all the animals « one after the other,

and milk them with the words » A^a-Sara vadtiangha,^ A^ha-Sata

^\iyaoth.ana}
‘ with announcement in accord with Supreme Righteous-

ness, with action in accord with Supreme Righteousness.’
^

4. If one were to recite the ^ text of Holy Wisdom * more and

take the fresh milk less, that would ^ not be proper.^ « Similarly »:

if one were to recite it less and take « the milk )) more, « that too )t

would * not be proper.®

5. If on milking® in” slender sprays one by one ” ((the milk))',

were to fall under, that would not be proper.

6. If on the collision ® of two sprays ®
(( the milk )) were to fall

under, that would not be proper.

^ These words are also found in Srosh Yasht, § 4.

® At present while pronouncing the word Ashew before each of these three

expressions, one jet from the animal’s teat is shot out on the ground, whereas on

reciting each of the three expressions one jet is received into the milk vessel. Thus

altogether three jets are shot out on the ground and three received into the

vessel.

After that the priest stands up and recites two Ahuna Vairfyas, and the text

Yasnemcha vahmemcha afrtnami Geus Tashne Hudhaongho Urune

with modifications according to circumstances as indicated above. Then he passes

his hand along the animal’s back and recites the text Hazangrem bahhazanam

baevarr baeshazamm, once aloud, and once in undertone. Having done that he

takes the milk vessel to the place of ritual and puts it aside.

3 HJ has Avisiak. ^ HJ has ; TD has

® The text has which is sometimes a double negative to be read

as a-la-shayat and meaning is not improper which might be taken by one to be

the sense here also. Sometimes however the word seems to signify a plain

negative sense only, and then, it may be understood that two negative prefixes are

put together simply by way of force, or that the expression must be for ae la^

sh&yati meaning, “ surely that is not proper/*

^ D^sheshn, ^ Tunok ae timoh; cf. Pr. == g

^
^ Khaffuneshn, ^ tSh
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A 7. If there were to result ^ a wound to the teat^ and the udder ®

by the hand, that could not be allowed.

8. If a change® <( have entered the milk )) through taint,^ then

that should not be allowed at ® all.®

9. If the colour « of the milk )) have changed, and if it have

changed owing to the grass (( that the animal may have eaten,® or » if

it have changed through <( the animal’s )) pregnancy/ then that could
®

not surely be fit ® « for use )).

10. If « indeed )). it have become « so changed )) before the

Thanksgiving Service, then that could ® not evidently be fit ®
;
« but » if

it become « so changed » after the Thanksgiving Service, then surely'®

that can be allowed'® « to have been so used )).

11.

A-vaez^ pastim ham pu]A\dl\em manangho^^ noit payanghd ...

. Without incupping sin ((may one take the milk of))'®

^ La should be omitted as in TD.
^ Pistaii ; Pr.

® Vashtahih.

* The word here appears as ; but elsewhere we find the form ')-*00ivo

which is read padvhhak by West, at Shflyast Li-ShSyast II, 7. The discovery of

the etymology ^<ritj-vtsh in this form at once justifies this reading and the meaning
“ contamination,’’ which he has used there and elsewhere. Dastur Jamaspaji’s

ve&img patoskak and meaning “ necessity” cannot be supported-
^ Mindavam-ach,
*’ This seems to be the evident meaning here.

Apdstanih
; Pr. = pregnancy.

® It is possible also to take the sense as “could not be unfit” ; but what
follows seems to favour the meaning we have preferred

; for, if such milk were
considered fit, there would be no necessity of considering any such special circum-

stances as are mentioned just below.

® The other possible sense,
“
that could not be unfit,”' cannot suit here in

view of the arguments in the previous note-

Supposing that is for iso-KW Yet the apparent sense “that

(too) must not be allowed ” may not altogether be unsuitable here.

See note 3 on next page.

The context evidently points to the milking of animals.
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an animal ^ fully developed ^ in vitality,® « but » not fat."*

12. Usch.a Ape s\iav6^-gAvaydh^ « And )) from beyond the

water, « but », from in front of the Water,^with shooting ® sprays®

of fresh milk® khshaws vagh.zh.ibh antditv-barbit- and with the 138

six’® utterances” may one recieve it in.
»

^ *"5^ is wrong for {kha) ==a sheep; an animal, TD has

^ Pazd; this word may perhaps be related to Pr. ‘iJ>:J==aged.

Darmesteter rightly sees in this word the root i)t2:ch=“to cook’^; “ to be matur-
ed^’; but he thinks that ^z^khdha is here translated two times, once hy
and another time hy i^azd ; and this would not be impossible in view of quite a
similar case which just follows in Fol. 139, IJ. 22 to 24 where the Avestan vldayat
is doubly translated with akas-aomand^ as well as with suUaomand, Still it must
be presumed just here that what he reads q.s panj may simply bean error for

j^ann-^achy inasmuch as all the five species of animals could not be intended

here, not only because that would be absurd but also because that is contradicted

in the preceding portion, and inasmuch as no special five kinds are mentioned
anywhere here.

^ Mazg. Darmesteter has rightly seen that this word translates manangho;
but he supposes that the latter may be corrupt for zemanangho = full of capacity

to generate young ones
;

cf, of Vend, XIII, 50. This supposition

however is not necessary, because manangho can be compared with Pr. -^l-^—power?

and may be traced to a root man == to have vigour.
^ It is meant that the animal must neither be lean nor plump, but must be

vigorous and strong.

® The text has
;
and the nearest understandable form is which

may be traced to >tS2. = to proceed, to shoot. And the sense finds a neat place in

the context.

Instrumental plural of gavaya, an adjectival noun meaning “jets or sprays
of milk.^^

It seems to signify that the milking should be performed not too much
near the water to which the offering is to be made, nor too much away from it or
having it concealed from view.

s -R%cf/i=current, present participle or j which are synonyms of

the root >^25* Darmesteter hesitatingly reads it Rbshan.

^ Gam which usually simply means “ fresh milk.’^

If this word be read ashfak or hashtak, it must signify eight'^ ; but it

may be corrupt for which is the Semitic equivalent of the Aryan = six.

*03-^ is wrong for or **0!? {milaya).

The six expressions must be Asha-Sara manangha, etc., which have occurred
above,, and which are uttered while milking the animals.
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<( Really speaking )), the utterances * are less than six.®

13. Yatha ndit aHini ® -dditkha d-ri^ycin* ((And this milking

should be so managed)) that they ((Who milk)) might not give

wounds ((to the animals » through ® causing scratching®

;

thus for instance no wounds (( whatever )) must be caused to the sheep/

d dim aetaesham baodhd^ -jaitis dstdraiti.^ because in that

case the sin of causing them sensible injury is incurred

by® one.®

14. Verily it becomes manifest that anas “ ‘ non
’

is a sin indeed.

CHAPTER XXII : APPENDIX

ON OFFERING THE PREPARED MILK IN THE
HOLY SERVICE

1. Verily the time of bruising and beating things^® for the

liquid food'® is not plain (( here.'® But this much is evident that » in

^ See note 11 on previous page.

2 This remark appears to refer to the utterances as really being only three

expressions altogether. Otherwise might really have been read ashfak or

ha$hiak== eight; and then of course an objection could be raised to the expressions

being called “ eight/^ though it is not plain how such a statement could be made.

® This word is strange ; but it may be represented in of Yt. XXII,

13. This is doubtfully translated “ thou sawest by Darraesteter ; but the meaning

"thou used to be grieved at'* would not be inappropriate there also.

^ The text corruptly has ^ as in TD.

® Shakhul; Ft* ^ to sctB,tch» Mtshikan»
® The text is corrupt here, ^ 1 dim signifies this.

The word is incomplete and does not supply sufficient hint for a restora-

tion. Still it is plain that it must have a reference to some wrong treatment of

the animals.

Kavistan; Pr.

It is evident from the phrase Gam baoirydm used elsewhere, that milk

must have entered largely into the composition of this liquid food known as bur

in Pahlavi.

Still, it is apparent that its preparation must have occurred at just the

time when other things for the holy ceremonial were prepared.
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the function of Sr6sh-Havan ^ « the Service of Life’s Early Morn in

Honour of the Spirit of the Moral Order » where they bruise ® them,

they should bruise them as ® much as ® must render «them)) fit best
*
to

swallow.^

2. When they have been bruised ® and beaten ® as much as must

be necessary for the purpose in hand, and when they have been bruised

and beaten to that right measure which is manifest from the Holy

Wisdom, then ® alone can they be fit ® « for use ».

3. On ((reciting the text )) Feing^e mS Ashdt hac^d vahhtein ...

...
’’ ‘ Whose highest excellence to me through Righteousness

one should draw the Hallowed Portion two times altogether (( from

the bowl of the fresh milk »;

4. At Yesne ‘ in Worship ’ one should

thrust ® the Twig ® of the Hallowed Portion ® a little into ® the

bundle “
(( of the sacred Bars6m twigs ))

;

5. (( And )) at paiti t • • «... with

one should again hold with the Twig of the Hallowed Portion

the liquid food as a whole
;

and excepting that particular

^ The Yazeshn Service performed in the H§.van G§.h in honour of Srosh*

^ Kupend ; cf. Pr, ^ Ae-chand,
^ Khvar4ar] cf, Pr, — to drink,

s Kbst ; Pr. .

® is wrong for p*

This text belongs to Yas. LI, 22 with slight differences in forms of words.

It occurs again at Yas. XV, 2, Yas. LXIII, 1 ; LXV, 16; and LXIX, L3, Prob-

ably however the reference is to this text occurring at Yas. XV, 2, for, somewhat
similar manipulations are made there at present. At the words A shat hadia the

milk is poured two times into a special cup from the bowl into which it has

been milked ; and at vahisfem yhne paiti the Leading Priest takes up the Twig of

the Hallowed Portion, which lies on the cup, dips it into the milk that is poured

into it, and passes that dipped end along the Barsom band for some time. This is

probably a reminiscence of the offering up of the Hallowed Milk at this stage.

8 Zdharak I see above, Nir. Bk. II,, Chap. V : App. A, 1146* and App.

C, IV,

^0 j]jp seems to be for iiJP {hanband\^hvLndle,

Bara zak e aetum.

139
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water ^ which may happen to be^ in the direction of the northy^

towards every other should one pour it -there is one who says

thus : Verily, rather should one spurt it towards that.

6. Until the Sun comes high up just about overhead/ one is

to hold the sacred Barsom twigs towards^ the direction of the Sun.

CHAPTER XXIII

ON THE EVIL RESULT OF MAKING THE OFFERING
DURING DARKNESS

1, Avathdi. Frabmta zaothrdo^ fra-barok^ Then® « only »

indeed should the FrabortaP priest ((whose function is to

present things », present the hallowed portions, ath(? HAvana^

139 B haoman himuydi^^ (( and » then « only » indeed should the

Havanan^ priest ((Whose function is to pound the Haoma »

pound^® the Haoma twigs/® yatha havatvaethatatha: Me zaGthnio^

yeinte raochahe^^^ ndk antdiXx temahe^^^ when either has been know-

ing this as certain, vizx My^® libations^^ here are sure to

^ Otherwise, which may come (to) the water

2 As the north wind brought sufferings and calamities to the ancients living

in the cold regions, they are said to have thought the north to be the home of

demoniac and wicked influences. It is not impossible however that they had the

knowledge of the magnetic forces of the north and had associated that fact with the

above notion in some way.
3 When it comes exactly overhead, the Gab changes; and at the time when

the G&hs change no religious function can continue, besides the fact that when the

sun is overhead, the attitude of one holding the Barsom towards him, must be too

awkward to be allowed.

^ ))"j before is for tP
; and as it repeats the sense of it must be

omitted as in TD.

^ The text erroneously has

® W" is corrupt for ; see just below.

Nominative singular of Havanan.

® The text wrongly has ^ should be JfiKy*

wr is for Locative singular.

3 should be ^ ^ :>S*
12
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be gone through during daylight, not during darkness,*

mdydt^ yatha hdi^ ashis anghat

;

((and when » either has

verily been knowing* and has had profited*

—

there is a man

who 'renders
—

‘((either has been)) given to have profited
’ ®—that

Blest Sanctity should surely be (( resulting )) from that

(( Holy )) Sap ®

;

2. Vhpanam zi ’’ asrascYiintem ® paracha aeshayamanUi^

daeva^° raezanU'-^ upa tiakhturushu^'^ tUnthraesh.u'^^ a-srdvayamndt 140 A
paiti Ahundt Vairiydt. Because in fact they pour out to the

^ Darmesteter renders the whole thus:— ......in order that the libations

take place, prepared with the full knowledge (that the rite be accomplished

exactly as it should be and at the proper time) He has thus taken

vakhat as a noun form, but surely that is a clear verb.

^ The text has vidayat, but see Yas. XLVIII^ 9 where the words occur

with but a slight difference. The verbal form is evidently potential,

^ The text has W which is wrong.

^ Vid means both to know and to obtain, and both these senses

are here taken into service by the Pahlavi translator.

Taking up the following word along with what precedes it, it might

be rendered men have verily been knowing and profiting —there

is (one) who

This critic has evidently the form before him.

® It must be remembered that ’’W in the Gatbic text has reference to the

beneficent man and not to water, and that there the grammar is masculine dative

singular.

Darmesteter here renders t—“ because it must be known for whom might

piety be.'’’

HJ has yd has

^ The prefix a is for a ; cf. such forms as

^ A causal participle from ~ to shoot ; to throw.

Accusative plural. The accusative indicates the goal of action, or some
preposition is missing from before the word.

The radix here preserved is to be discovered in Pr. == to pour. The

text has for

Thus corrected; cf. Vend. VII, 79 where the same phrase recurs.

Farkhesheshn ; Pr, — to dance. Darm. reads frai-dahishn.

44
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troupe^ of demons the pouring' of all things spurted ' for-

wards' during obscuring^ darkness,* and without singing

from the Ahuna Vairiya wthe Glorification ofthe Lord’s Holy

Pleasure)).®

3. When one does not recite Fathd AM Vainyo « the Glori-

fication of the Lord^s Holy Pleasure )), then it is evident from the

Holy Wisdom that when that happens in a Thanksgiving Service, the

Holy Life Flame « becomes )) the most afflicted.®

4. And after all, it has been said that in the case when the Lead-

ing Priest does not manage well the text of the Holy Wisdom, wher-

ever he might go and at whatever*^ time might he pour out ((libations)),

he assuredly (( becomes therein )) a worshipper ® of the demons.® And

that becomes * expiated® with 3 Sr6sh6charanams*“ (( the blows of the

weapon of the Spirit of the Moral Order )) to” the accompaniment”

of the text of Holy Wisdom. And in (( every )) case when one has

not attended well to the text of Holy Wisdom, one shall expiate

with the same (( penalty )).

Rishend ; Pr. j — to pour out.

2 Rishtakan, is plural; Pr. j == to set free ; to scatter.

® Pesh datak “0001 ly ^foo-^o seems to be for “ooo it" jmsHya-

4 should be i^vari
j Pr. to obscure ; cf . Pahlavi

Vendidad VII, 79.

® See above, Nir. II, Chap. VII, 1-4 in Fol. 98 B and Fol. 99A,
® Ghagfum ; Pr. As = affliction.

If no propriety and regularity be maintained in the recitation of holy texts no
purpose can be served by their recital ; and the spiritual vigour and gravity of the
person showing fault therein must evidently suffer through that guilt.

-“4 should be

® 4“ooo is wrong for 4eJ“ooo iSheda-yazak)-

® Vizarl; Pr. = to pay off; to satisfy.

The word is corrupt here, but TD has

It must be remembered that each Sroshocharandm could be transmuted into
an imposition of about 3h Dirhams.

Evidently, this penalty applies only to the guilt of ill-managing the holy texts,
whereas the penalty for pouring libations in darkness swells enormously and
becomes the Tanflpuhar ; see below. Pann.
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5. A tha yd dim fra-hinchaiti ^ antzvr ^ dtaremcha bd^nsmacha, 140

The ^ same becomes the case ^ when with gaze between the

Holy Flame and the sacred Bansom twigs one pours out

to the ground that ® which is the Haoma drink, -and the case would

not be different even with « other )) hallowed portions ^ that might be

c< under manipulations )> it becomes » a worship of the

demons, and there occurs to one the Tanaphhar® guilt ((of being

ingrafted with sin in one’s person », an-»ccirycinUm tdt daX^yunam

wtriXiTdi uz-jasaiii, ‘^((and)) it ^ goes to the triumph of the

fervid realms of the ignoble one^sd^

6. <( As regards the neglectful recital of the Holy Texts )) ^ in a

Thanksgiving Service,^ when in whatever manner might one pour out

c( the libations » and at whatever time might one pour them out, « that

careless act » becomes a worship of demons (( incurring a penalty of »,

3 Sr6sh()charanams (( the blows of the weapon of the Spirit of the

Moral Order, it may be noted that )), the Holy Text specifying

this^® <( is ))
:

—

^ Thus corrected. HJ has TD has

2 This is implied in Ath^ which evidently points to the statement above

that such defective offerings pass on to the demons.

^ Darmesteter renders :

—
“ If one pour it out without minding the Fire and

the Baresman.''^ This may be the plain meaning ; still, the context does not

point to the negligence towards the Fire and the Baresman so n:Ucb as to not

gazing on th^ sacred Fire while making the offering.

^ Darmesteter understands:
—

“ which is not different from the zohrak/*

and infers thence the identity of the ParS.h8m and the Zohrak.

® Evidently the penalty swells so much, because the act amounts to the same

as that when one offers the libation in obscuring darkness; see note 10 on last page.

The Tan^puhar incurs a penalty of 300 Stirs of 4 Dirhams each.

A The libation. ^

Otherwise, ^Uhe countries of the non-Aryans.^' Indeed the non-Aryans

w^orshipped demons and followed disgusting practices not only in the early ages of

human progress, but many of them do so even now.

s Notwithstanding that hu-frashmo daiiim occurs below, we realise, specially

from the smaller penalty mentioned in this case, that the direct reference here is

not to the absence of light which, according to L 19 of this Folio, incurs the

Tanapiihar penalty, but to the improper recitation of the holy text.

s) is for Lit. hereon/' azas/i.
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^shemcha ^ dapascha ^ hu~frdshmdddithn ‘ And « the

Praise of )) Righteousness <( becomes » a tvorship of demons « in the

Service wherein the libation is poured out )) after sunset

when according * to
*
the Holy Wisdom, there should have been recited

Yaihd Ah'd Vairiyo « the Glorification of the Lord’s Holy Pleasure )>

at® the place where Ashem^ «the Praise of Righteousness is erroneous-

ly recited by one »

.

7. And it would likewise be improper if one were to recite « that

text with a wrong pronunciation thus ))
:—Yathd AM Vainyd ®

8. S6sha«.s said : Verily, excepting in the Thanksgiving Service

for the (( Holy )) Saps « itself )), it does not become « so imperative to

^ Evidently the Ashem Vohd.

® Nominative singular of dapangh.

® Were the libation to be an offering to the Holy Saps, then besides that the

good act of reciting the Ashem Vohu would become changed into a wicked result

by its recitation in the stead of the Ahuna Vairiya or in a wiong place, the Service

in itself would turn to demon worship in the case when the offering to the Holy

Saps would be made during darkness I and then the result would be the guilt of a

Tanftpuhar.

^ Taking ^ as in TD instead of ^S-

® Otherwise :
—

“ instead. Similarly, if one were to recite a Yaiha
Ahu Vairiyo vihQXQ an Ashem was to be recited, then that (also) would be im-

proper.”

The form of the text may give preference to this rendering over the other;

but that other receives the favour of the context without being far-fetched from
the text itself ; and that therefore must be preferred.

Again, the Avestan letter which is represented by the i of Ahi has a shape

here which may be confounded with the letter represented by «; but the letters

represented by m and i are in the text here written with distinct shapes of which
that represented by u seems specially to be written in a way which would leave no

doubt as to its nature, and the other is elsewhere used for the sound i, e.g., in

Fob 148, II. 10-11, and Fol. 156, 1. 9.

From these facts as well as from the fact that modern Kadimis pronounce AU
instead of Ahu- in the Ahuna Vairiya, and supposing that the ignorant classes of

the community had begun to currupt the pronunciation thus at the very time when
the text here was written, we may easily see the justification of the translation
preferred.

The text has AAiemcha, but evidently the Ashem Vohu is meant.
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recite the Ahuna Vairiya in other cases )).'

9. Farfokho « however » said : Verily, inasmuch^ as « there is )) 141 A
water ® « always » there « at a Service,^ so )), it must be proper ^

just so long (( only )) as one will invariably recite it.

CHAPTER XXIV

ON MAKING THE OFFERING INTENDED FOR THE
WATER ALSO TO THE BARSOm CLOSE AT

HAND, AND VICE VERSA

1. Y6 paifi haraiti, noit hdccvsmaine, When one beans

« the milk offening specially » fon the water and not for®

the Bansom twigs, « i-e., when » they take ® the milk offering « as

intended » for the water, and do not take it « as intended » for the

Barsom twigs, yezi bzxtsuta anfardt naemdt aesho-drdjyehe/ yavo-

/mthy^Ae,® then if ((there be)) the Bansom within the distance

^ It is implied just above that the recitation of the Ahuna Vairiya is so

essential here that it cannot be replaced with even an Ashem Vohu, and it has

been said a little higher up in the commencement of this folio, that pouring out

the libation without reciting the Ahuna Vairya must turn the Service into demon
worship.

2 As Fafrokho's remark must be pointing to the statement of Soshkns, the

former must be referring simply to the water that is invariably required and used

in every Holy Service itself, independently of the special case in which an offering

is particularly to be made to the Holy Saps.

3 is for

^ One should be omitted as in TD.

5 must be an error for

Or “hold/* reading vahhdmind. If however it be read vahidunmd,

the translation can be:— when they render the milk offering (pimeshn) to the

water/^ etc.

The text has draojyehe,

^ This reminds us of the expression ahho-'drajo, yavo frath.o~^^ as long as a

ploughshare, as thick as a barley stalk/^ which applies to the Barsom twig itself

at Vend. XIX, 19, and below at the close of Fol. 142 ; whereas the words in the text

here apply to the distance of the Barsom from the water, as that is made plain

from what is said below.
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of a ploughshar^a lengthwise, and of a barley-staik breadth-

wise, faiti hdsvsma-chit baroit, one should bear it also to the

Barsom, <( i, e, », one should take the milk offering also to the

Bars6m.^

2. Yezindit ^ paiti baraiti,^ ^ thrivd p^aiti-dzditi ay^-vv drdjo vd

141 B vdstrydt If however one fail to bear^ it « so)), one must^
either redeem it with 3 blows ^ « of Sroshocharanam the

weapon of the Spirit of the Moral Order » or ® must toil ®

the length of a day ^ « in a holy pursuit, to render » the Thanks-

giving valid.

Darmesteter thinks that the expression yavo‘frai)xyehe in our text occurs

through oversight

It should be evident that the words drajya and frathya must have meanings
differing from the meanings of drdjangh and fraihangh : they respectively signify

(distance) lengthwise’^ and “ (distance) breadthwise.’’

The Avestan Aesho is rendered in Pahlavi (acs/i or hesh)^ Pr. ==

ploughshare; whereas yavo is rendered (javi or yavt), Pr. == barley-

grain,. whence Darmesteter is lead to construe yavo-fratho as signifying “ thick as a

barley-corn.’^

^ In modern practice a Barsom twig is often dipped in the milk vessel and
then passed along the Barsom band at several places in the Yazeshn ceremony.

It must however be noted that the reference in the text is to the Barsom that

was spread on the ground.

^ Madam yadrunef has above and below translated ^aiti haraiti; and paiti

haraiti appears at this place in the corresponding passage below ; hence we have
restored this phrase here and ascribed madam yadrunet to it. Otherwise, we would
have taken madam yadrunet 3 zaneshn as a rendering of thn paiti azaitL

^ The Avestan necessitates this full meaning; but the Pahlavi simply renders
** must suffer 3 blows......

^ This could be transmuted into a fine of 3 Sr6sh6charan§.ms or some good
work of that value.

^ is omitted here through error.

^ is for {vasirmashn). The meaning might also be, “one

must till the land.’^

^ If Out supposition that thn refers to Sroshocharan&ms is right, the day’s

toil must have been such as could have at least earned 3 Sroshficharanims or from

10 to 12 Dirhams as a whole fruit of that toil and not necessarily as wages. The
conclusion is evident because 10 to 12 Dirhams could not possibly be the wages of

ordinary labour.
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3. Yd paiti hz-nsmaine ^baraiti,' ndit ape, When one bears

« the milk offering specially » for the Barsom twigs and not

for the water, « i.e., when » one takes the milk offering «as intended))

for the Bars6m twigs and does not take it « as intended )) for the

water, yezi dfs^ antardt naemdt \hri-gdmyehe,^ then if « there be ))

water within a distance of 3 paces « from )) the Bars6m, paiti

apaich.it bardit. one should bear it also to the water, tii.e.y>,

one should take the milk offering also to the water.

4. Yizinoit paiti baraiti, thri vd ‘paitV-dzditi ayzar drdjd vd

vdstrydt.^ If however one fail to bear it « so )), one must
either redeem it with 3 blows « of Srdshocharanam, the

weapon of the Spirit of the Moral Order )>, or^ must toil ° the 142 A
length of a day « in a holy pursuit to render )) the Thanksgiving valid.

5. Behold at this time ® « of pouring the libation into holy

Water )) the sacred Bars6m twigs should be borne within 3 paces from

the water
;
but they should not be borne to the very margin of

the water.

6. One should recite the text ® of Holy Wisdom on the sacred

Bars&m twigs ; then one should proceed forward, and one should take

the milk ® offering * to the water. One should then come back again

and should take it to the sacred Bars6m twigs,“

^ The text erroneously has

® Genitive singular of gdmya — (the distance) of a step’s measure.

® Thus in TD. * os’ should be four as in TD,

5 should be

® Or “ place’’ in the Holy Text. A-gardlih (?) ;
Pr. o = margin.

The reference here clearly points to the Barsom that was to be spread on the

ground ; for, the Barsom that was to be held in the hand was to be kept only 8 finger-

breadths above the water, even as that is stated so below, in 11. 12-15 of this folio.

Again, the statement here seems further to indicate that whenever an offering

was to be made to the water, the Barsom was required to be within a distance of

3 steps from the water to which the offering was to be made. This would then

invariably necessitate the offering to be likewise presented to the Barsom

afterwards, as that is made so imperative by the statement in the previous folio.

® That which is specially to be recited for its consecration. ® Pimeshn.

Tbe offering is to be taken to them at this stage simply for presentation

and not for pouring out ; for, this is to be done in the following manipulations.
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7. « At the words )) A'pb « at yazamaide » ^ vydddo ^

mdtard jitayo}
^ ((We express our thankfulness to the Holy »

Saps ((We declare you as)) profuse givers O ye

motherly-ones ! ye life-promoters ! one should take (( the milk first ))

to the water, and next to the sacred Barsom twigs.

8. At (( the expression )) rdtdis
^

^ of charity

’ one should pour the Flallowed Portion a little into the

water.®

9. One should keep the Hallowed Portion 4 finger-breadths ^

above the water/ and should keep the sacred Barsom ® 4 finger-

breadths above the Hallowed Portion, as it is manifest from the pass-

B age : Avavat tadha yatYia ohathwdro exxzavb ^ ^ As much thence as

four finger-breadths.’

10. In all <( the Services * of )) Holy Wisdom one is to pour in

the fresh ^ milk^ at ((the expression)) Sdrumiydo^^ * Letst

thyself attend ’
;

but in Dah-Homast (( the Tenfold Service

of All the Worshipful Ones )) one should pour it in at v%sj^aya

^ These words refer to the Holy Saps, and occur in Yas, XXXVHI, 3 and 5,

and again in Yas. LXVI I, 5 and 7, Evidently our text refers to this latter place ;

see the reference to Yas. LXVIII, below.

The text is a little corrupt and is corrected,

^ This word occurs in Yas. XXXVII, 5, and in Yas. LXVII, 7, a little

before vyaddo,
^ In naodern practice, in the Yazeshn ceremony, tbe Hallowed Portion of the

prepared fluid is poured into the Haoma mortar just before the recitation of Yas.

LXVII, 5. Whereas at Yas. LXII, 11, the prepared fluid is poured three times into

the cup of clean water, which is filled out from the water Basin near at hand, at the

commencement of Yas. LX. This is probably a reminiscence of pouring the liba-

tion into a natural body of water.

A finger-breadth measures three-fourths of an inch.

^ Le,, both while holding the libation in the act of presentation and while

pouring it out. See also a remark in the addition from TD following Fol, 153.

® The Barsom that is to be held in the hand,—perhaps only the twig of the

Hallowed Portion.

Evidently a quotation from some text which spoke at length on the subject.

® The different holy ceremonials'. ® Jiv in Pazand characters,

Yas. LXVIII, 9.

In modern practice a little of the prepared fluid is poured into the Haoma
mortar at this stage and also at the end of § 13 of this chapter of the Yasna,
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« Vise Mdzdayasne » d-frindmi^ ‘ I pronounce in benediction

....... for every « State of Mazdayasnan Becoming devoted to the

Supreme Wise One

11. (( In this case ® also » the Hallowed Portion should be kept

4 finger-breadths above water, and the sacred Bars6m should be kept

4 finger breadths above the Hallowed Portion, even as it is stated

« above )).

CHAPTER XXV

ON THE MANNER OF POURING THE LIBATION
ON THE SACRED BARS6m TWIGS

1. Yai hdsxsma aestid-drdio yav^’/mth^,® kavachit aHahe, J43

paiti-haroit. When the Bansom is as long as a ploughshare

and as thick as a barley-stalk,^ then it should be of spiritual

merit if one ® might bear thereof® for® any purpose what-

soever. ®

2. Yat niasyd'' aetahmdt Bxinsma, If « however »' the

Barsom « were » larger than that « measure of » BarsOrn,

yatha aetahd fra-stmnditi ath.a aetahe paiti-baroit. then «only »:

when one® might have to spread thereof® won ground))

should ® one bear thereof for spreading,® —in winter when one

1 Yas. LXVIII, 14. ^ I-e., of the Dah-HSmSst.

3 See Vend. XIX, 19. The size here specified is the proper size of the

Barsom for all purposes whatsoever.

Or, “ barley-grain.” The Pahlavi has {javi), Pr.

® Awar-bareshn-ash.

Darmesteter renders," One can bear it (Le., the libation) to no matter what

side of the Baresman.” And he could be right, for, paiti-baroi t refers to the liba"

tion everywhere else here; but it is not plain why the libation should be taken in

punctilious order along the Barsom that exceeds the moderate size, and in any

order along the Barsom that has the moderate size.

6 is for

t Neuter adjective,' nominative singular of the comparative degree.

The Pahlavi -HJ-f is for

® Fi'dz visiafeshn-ash ; Pr. — to spread.

® The Pahlavi freely renders frdz ae vistaret,

Darmesteter renders, “ One can bear it according to the order of the prepara-

tion of the Barsom.”
4 .^
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would take the « precious » fluid to the sacred Barsom twigs/ or

in summer when one would take the sacred Barsum twigs to the

.« precious » fluid.

3. YatZaota ^‘‘Ahurem Mazduni”^ yazditi, fnadhemdi'’ barrs-

man paiti bardit. Exactly at the time when the Leading Priest

worships in thankfulness “ Ahura Mazda « the Most Wise
Lord ie., just when he utters these Avestan words, viz., “ Ahurem

Mazdam,” ^shall ((the Frabortar ppiest)> bear «the libation)) ®

^ Because in winter it would be too cold to allow the performance of any
ceremony in the open air near a natural body of water.

In temperate weather however it was necessary to go out to a natural body of
water and to perform the ceremony in the open air.

® According to 1. 9, ff. of the previous folio, texts, of which passages of Yas.
LXVII and LXVIII formed the essential portions, were to be recited while offer-

ing the libation to the water ; and according to the same statement, the offering

to the Barsom was to be made in close connection therewith. Hence although
the expression here at first sight recalls Yas. XXXV, 1, still this fact here, as
•well as the other expressions below, indicate that the reference in this place is

rather to a special text comprising Yas. LXIII, 3, etc.

® The text has madhimat.
* The priest who manages the act described in these sections delivers up the

object in his hand into the hand of the Zaoti, as is stated below at the top of
Fol. 144 B. Unless therefore we are to suppose that the Zaoti handed it over to
him somewhere previous to that, the Zaoti could not be the performer of this act
here

;
and the other priest most likely to have done it was the Frabortfir priest.

® The form of the Avestan text is such that one might be led to suppose the
object of carrying about to have been the Barsom itself probably for spreading, as
that use thereof is mentioned immediately above. But this statement concerning
the proper size of the Barsom and its use for spreading, as well as the gloss
about pouring the libation are evidently introductory digressions. And the texts
here are no doubt a continuation of the texts of Fol, 141,, which prescribe the
milk libations to be for holy water and sacred Barsom both likewise.

Moreover, in Fol. 141 also the accusative of Burisman indicates the goal of
motion as here j and this is made quite plain there by the context : whereas here
the Pahlayi is accute enough to have seen the point, for. it has generally placed
the preposition before the term Barsom to indicate the proper sense.

Again, if the object of taking about were the Barsom twigs for spreading, how
could they, according to § 18 below, finally be delivered up to the Zaoti ?

These and similar considerations which the whole text suggests, must persuade
one with Darmesteter to understand that the object of taking about is the libation,
and probably the milk libation, which was to be poured on the Barsom twigs lying
in various positions here described.
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to’ the sacred Barsom twigs at the middle’ (cof the ritual

ground

4. ‘Fat’ " Af/ieshP Sp&nW' ^ yazditi, frdtemdi baxrsfnan paiti-

bardii. And when he worships in thankfulness “the 143 B
Ameshas Spentas ((the Beneficent Holy Immortal Powers))”

of the great and the good world, he shall bear it to the sacred

Barsom twigs at the topmost part (( of the ritual ground ))^

i.e., to the topmost Barsom.

5. “ Apb at yazamaidBy' * havyttem&i ^ bzxxsman paitirharHt.

‘ (( And when he utters » : “Verily we express thankfulness

to the Holy Saps,” ’ and thus offers up thanksgiving to the Holy

Saps, he shall bear it to ® the sacred Barsom twigs on
the extreme left® with reference to ® the special place’ of the

Hallowed Portion.

6. “ A^hAunUmcha^ urunascha fravashkcha yazamaide^*

dashinotemdi bdxxsmm paiti-baroit. ‘ (( And when he utters ));

“ We express thankfulness to the souls and the holy spiritual

essences of the righteous ones,”’ and thus offers up thanksgiving

to the souls and the holy spiritual essences of the righteous ones, he
shall bear it to the sacred Barsom twigs on the extreme
right with reference to the arrangement ” of the Hallowed Portion.

7. Vlspaiibyd yasnd-kxxxtaeibyd,^^ madhenidt bdiXxsMMn^ 144 A
’ Darmesteter renders,: “—to the middle of the Baresman”; and he has

translated similarly throughout.

2 The text in Yas. LXIII, 3, has " Ameshd Spentd" ; and so also has Yas.
XXXV, 1.

® See Yas. LXIII, 3, and XXXVIII, 3. ^ The text has haotemdi..
® Here the Pahlavi evidently has “ to the extreme left of the Barsom/'
® The left, the right, and the middle are reckoned from the situatron of the

special place of the Hallowed Portion.

Var = a space marked out and closed by a line material or imaginary.
® Yas. LXIII, 3 has ashaonant hero.

® The text has ash.n6temdi. This expression does not belong to the Yasna
Haptanghditi.

Azinh (?); cf. Pr. — arrangement.
’•i It will be seen that this exact form is not to be found in the other preserved

texts. But other forms with this and another base are to be found in Vend. Ill*
31 and in Yas, LVII, 22, The text has bdxxsme.
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paitibardit. And on « reciting the words » :
“ for ail the

Worshipful Sections of the Holy Text /’ * « i.e. », for the

Y^'mghe Hatam ((sections)), he shall bear it to the sacred Barsom
twigs at the middle with reference to the special place of the

Hallowed Portion.

^ Otherwise, " for all the sections of the Holy Text of Worship,” as point-

ing to the Yasna Haptangb&iti ; but just as the Pahlavi has understood it even at

Vend. Ill, 31, here also it takes the reference to be to the Yemghc Hatam section

of the Holy Text, besides that in Fol. 133, 11. 17-18 also the Yainghe Hatllrn is

mentioned just after the Yasn-haxtak.
It is not plain what authority the Pahlavi writers had to construe the sense

thus ; but it is remarkable that the Yemghe Hatam section just follows the texts

which are mentioned immediately above, and which we have traced as specially

belonging to Yas. LXIII, 3. Hence it is not improbable that that may have some
bearing on the Pahlavi gloss in our text here. The writer of the Pahlavi Vendiclad

has apparently taken the same sense, although Darmesteter has not noticed the

fact at all ; whereas the Pahlavi Yasna passes on without hinting at any such allu-

sion., And both Darmesteter and Mills have rendered the Avestan expression

quite differently and in their own way.

It is remarkable that the Avestan text of Yas. LVII, 22 may be taken to give

indirect support to the Pahlavi gloss here and in the Vendidad : that text mentions
Yasnascha Haptanghaiih and Vispaoscha Yasnb-Kttxiayo both distinctly apart

and in such a way that the latter cannot be simply a repetition of the former, so

that it must be indicating something quite else, and that may be the Yeinghc
Hatam sections. Yet indeed there is no clear reason why they may not signify

the chapters of the Yasna generally.

Nevertheless it must be noted that, taking the statement in F<.1. 156, 11.1-5

along with that in Fol. 159, 11. 5-8, and also perhaps that in Fob 133, 11. 12-17, it

must be found necessary to construe by the expression Yasnb’-lzxxrta the chapters

of the Yasna HaptanghSiti only; especially because, the acts indicated in FoL
156, 11. 1-5 apply to but one definite place in the Holy Text, which cannot be the
Yemghe Hatam sections which are scattered through the whole of the Yasna, but
may be the Haptaf^ghaiti chapters which mark one definite, place in the Yasna, and
can suit perfectly well the meanings and contexts of the above passages in our
text. Still then, it may suggest itself to one that the bases Yasnb^hxxxta and
Yasnb-kxxxti may be marking distinctions ; so that while the former may be indi-
cating the chapters of the HaptanghSiti, the latter which is clearly the base in

Yas. LVII, 22, may be marking something else, and that, as we have already
said, may be the Yemghe Hatam sections. But this must look rather far-fetched,

besides that if that were so, our text here must require such necessary corrections
as are not warranted by its very clear nature.

Again, setting aside the Pahlavi glosses* one might be led to construe even
In our text here, that the reference must be to the Yasna Haptanghditi only^
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8. « When he recites » “ Uuddzdtanatn ” ^

of born wheresoever I am not aware at^ which®

(( he is to bear the libation )).

9. « When he recites)) “ nardmchd ” ‘ ‘‘ of

men ’ « he should bear it )) near where the mortar « is )).

10. <( When he recites )) “ ndifhiMm<^d ” ‘‘‘

of women /’ ’
<( he should bear it )) near where the pestle ® « is )).

. 11. « He should recite)) “ ya^shciw vaheMs, ” ‘“
...

whose superiorly virtuous ((when taking it)) along the

way (( to the sacred Fire )).

12. (( He should recite )) “ daetido ” ‘ “ Con-

sciences
”

’ when holding it » on the ground « before the

sacred Fire )).

13. ((On reciting)) ‘‘ vanainti ’’ ‘ “ are trium-

phant (( in Virtue )) ’ ((he should bear it )) to a side of the

(( holy)) Flame.

14. (( On reciting )) “ vanghen ” shall be

triumphant (( in Virtue )) ’ (( he should bear it )) to the vessel

with the Vars (( ring for the Electrisation )).

inasmuch as most of the expressions that are quoted in our text here, primarily

belong to the Yasna Haptanghiiti which might therefore be glorified in the special

text that was to be recited for the function indicated in our text here.

Notice besides, that the term Yasna in its special sense signifies the Yasna
Haptangh&iti, and the term kviria or kartak indicates the chapters of texts among
other meanings. Hence there is no reason why these terms may not bear these

meanings here also when the attendant circumstances are so favourable to such

sense, notwithstanding the apparent contradiction of Yas. LVII, 22.

Thus then when the Pahlavi, here as well as elsewhere, appears decisive in

one way, the Avestan on the whole favours quite a different signification ; and
certainly the student must follow the latter.

) This and the following expressions up to naonarr form a continuous text

in Yas. XXXIX, 2.

2 Ka-rde (?), supposing ka to have been written in Pizand,
® Apar-hdvan—Av. upara-havana.
^ Thmkhtf in Avestan form. It is written Srakht in Pahlavi below. See

Fol. 155, 1. 23, etc.

The contexts of this word here and below favour “ side ” as its exact meaning
indicating any one of aU the four sides of the sacred fire.
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15. ((On reciting)) ‘‘ vaonzxt ” ‘ “ have been

triumphant (( in Virtue » ’ (( he should bear it to touch » the

hand of the Leading Priest.

16. Then he should bear it to the special place of the Hallowed

Portion, and up to (( the expression » Khshath?*ewchd

and the Kingdom ’ of the 3rd (( Ahuna Vairiya,^ the

Glorification of the Lord’s Holy Pleasure », he should keep it at the

special place of the Hallowed Portion.

17. At (( the expression )) ......... Khshfithrmchd

of the 3rd (( Ahuna Vairiya, the Glorification of the Lord’s Holy

Pleasure )), he should bring it again to the sacred Bars6m twigs.^

18. Then finally he should deliver it up into the hand of the

Leading Priest.

19. Then he ^ should recite on up to :—

^

Ydis azdthd ; mahmdi hhvydtd avanghi.^

Mat vdo paddh yd frasrutd izhaydo

Pairi-jasdi

‘ with which guide (( me
;
and )) for the help of mine

may You be.

^ The reference is evidently to the 4 Ahuna Vairiyas recited at the close of
Yas, LXIII.

In the Yazeshn ceremony at present the Rdthwi sits down near the Barsom,
stand on reciting these Ahuna Vairiyas, washes his right hand, and cleanses with
it the bottom of the chalice of the prepared fluid which is in the Zaoti’s hand,
without touching the Zaoti’s hand. So that even now a function takes place at
these Ahuna Vairiyas.

® Probably those nearest the Zaoti’s hand are meant. It is indicated that
they have been already touched with the libation.

s In modern practice the Zaoti alone recites these texts; but, probably, the
FrabortSr priest is here directly meant, as he has to attend some further function
just below.

^ One ._j» should be omitted; otherwise the translation might be; “he
should recite the 6 (sections) up to ”,

Yas. LXIV, is wholly formed of Yas. L, 6-1 1, excepting that the 2nd line
of Yas. XLVI, 3 occurs at its very commencement before those sections.

The first line in our text here is the last line of Yas. L, 7, and the line and a
fragment that follow form the commencement of the next section.

At present the Zaoti turns the Barsom-stands eastwards on ending the first
of these lines here, and on commencing the next.
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‘ With the steps of the Muse of Virtue^s Harmony, that are highly

famed of riches, I approach near You ’

20. Then he should come to the end of the sacred Barshm twigs,

up to 3 paces from the left side.’

21. Dakhshmaestetfi- ^ aetat Bdsrsma yat paiti dpem frdnayantem^

Clean wet^ ((should be » the Bansom when it is^

being brought ^ in contact with the water, even as it is to

pass ® through clean wetting thoroughly.
A

22. « Accordingly, just when )) one recites the text Yazcii -Apem

M express thankfulness to the (( Holy ». Sap ,

.(( should )) the clean wetting <( take place )).

23. Every one is to recite this^ « text )) Yazdi Apem
^ I express thankfulness to the « Holy )) Sap ^ during « the

function of )) wetting clean.

24. As regards the (( Holy )) Life^Flame,® <( it should be

^ Apparently to wet the Barsom with the water.

^ (—clear, evident) +— (—to wcO^-"?*, the past participial suffix.

The text has dakhshmaesh'm which suggests dakhshmaestim ( = clear

wetting) as also a probable form of the word here. The Pahlavi simply

imitates the word.

® From ~ to lead up to.

The grammar is present participle, neuter, accusative singular, the participle

being related to Barrsmaft,

4 should be ^ Ydtunae,

® The commencement of Yas. LXV.
Different manipulations take place here in modern practice.

^ should be _j»*

® Vaddhar seems to be the probable reading of the word
; cf. Pr. fire.

Dr. West has read it vashkar in Sh. LS.-Sh., Ch. II, 47» and translated it ** a

wild spot/^ But there also the context speaks of the sacred Fire, and the idea of

a wild spot appears to be an intrusion in the proper current of the discourse which
remains undisturbed if the word is taken to mean the sacred Fire or the

vicinity of the sacred Fire/’

That the sacred Fire or its special place must be the meaning of the word is

also made plain from its use a little below in our text.

The word may also be read nazdkar ( = the sacred enclosure) ; cf. Pr,

enclosure ; but that solution hardly fits well in the sense of the whole.
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addressed )) in a separate passage « thus )):— Tava Athro

1 ‘ .of Thee the Life-Flame
’

25. There is one who ® says thus Verily, one need not recite in

145 A ^ separate passage® « the text » Tava Ahrd Ahurahe ‘

i of Thee the Life-Flame of the Lord y
’

26. Dat-Veh said *. Verily,^ during this ® very function of one s

when one « just )) takes the Hallowed Portion, « if )) one were to recite

the Holy Text « which is to be recited )) during the clean wetting,® that

should certainly be improper.

27. One is to recite Yasnemcha vahmenicha...-

worship and adoration ’ during '' this same « function of »

clean wetting, as quite the essential ® thing.

CHAPTER XXV: APPENDIX

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF THE SACRED FIRE

IN A HOLY SERVICE

1. This « must be noted » that immediately one^ looks on the

«Fire)) Altar,® one must verily recite' Nemass-Te liars Mazddo

r^se words belong to the Atash Niy^yesh in whose opening portions they

f a Thiv likewise appear in Yas. LXVI. 11, Yas. Ill, 2, 14, etc ;
and

is wholly toduded in th. Aiash

Tisr bLwsr i is entely devoted to the praise ot the Holy Life-Flante.

Stoieof tte woidiwbich Low in out teat here, belong: only to the otter

distinct portions of the Niyily&h, so this text here must rafter hdong to il. The

same tloids are again found in the Dton Service for the spirit of the departed; BO

elsewhere the words may belong to the Dron Service.

2 yj? is for 1^- ...,.^^ 1.1

2 This divine probably means that there is no necessity of reciting the whole

itash NiySySsb here, and that passages like Yas. HI, 2 or 14 ma, serve the

purpose instead, ^

4 should be yifr ® Denmzn-ach-ashaekar.

6 It is stated above that the text Yazai Apem, etc., is to be recited at the

*• cf fine, rlean wetting of the Barsom. So FffsMmcha wIsMewchff .. etc.,

StoTale hi. referring to the texts of the Atash NiylySsh only, then these

Lda must of cmtrse belong to that See not, 4 on next page
_

7 Or “ within oneself during .
Matakvar.

9 Or’, “ vault ”
: G(^mbot \ Pr. ^ = a cup ; a vault ;

a dome.
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Ahurahe Hudhdo Mazista Yazata * Homage unto Thee O ((Holy));

Life-Flame of the Being Most Wise andSupremej Thou Good-natured

One, Most Majestic ^nd Adorable !

^

2. As one looks on the (( sacred » pancake/ one has verily * to

recite Yasmmcha vahmemcha ^ ^ worship and adora-*

tion / « although indeed)) during that same sphere® «of action))

the function of clean wetting may have no concern « to be perfornaed

simultaneously )).*

3. Notwithstanding that (c the persons assembled be » very many,,

« they are still » all « to recite )) Tava Athrd Ahurahe Mazddo
* ..-of Thee the Life-Elame of the Being Most Wise and

Supreme when they enter in before and <( when )) they depart 145 B
« from the altar of the Holy Life-Flame )).

4. Behold, Afrog (( has laid down that » the back must not be

presented towards the « Sacred » Flame.

5. He ((likewise maintained that the text )> .,Tava Ath.fd

Ahurahe ‘ of Thee the Life-Flame of the Being Supreme
’ should certainly be recited ^ when « people » enter into and come

^ This text occurs in the commencement of the.Atash Niydyesh.

2 Kattak ] Pr. ^ should be ilr

^ Two texts in the Atash NiyfLyesh begin thus: one is that which occurs

in the commencement of Yas. LXII, Yasnemcha vahmemcha hti-^bxxttimch.a^

usta-hxxxthnchai vaxita-hxxxtimcha afrinami Tava Atars I etc., and the other

that which is found in the closing portion of the Niy^yesh thus : Yasnemcha^

vahmemcha, aojaschay zavaxtcha afrinami Athrb Ahurahe, etc. But the words

Yasnemcha, vahmemcha, aofascha afrinami,, also appear in the

several Afring§.ns in each of which the sacred cake is consecrated. Hence whether

the reference by our author is to some text pertaining to that or to the text of

the Atash Niyiyesh^ is not quite plain.

It must however be clearly seen that our text advises the special recitation

of Yasnemcha vahmemcha on looking at the sacred pancake, even in the

case when the clear wetting of the Barsom is not to be performed in the same

place* So it is evident that the remark does not appertain to the continuity o£

the function treated in the previous case, but is a side remark only. Hence in any

case the reference must be to, the text of any service consecrating the sacreci cake,,

although it is not clear to what exact text it points,

® Or “ course/’ or simply ** house Pr. = department ; groove ; house,

® This evidently must be the meaning. T Lit, ** should be performed.?

' iZ '
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out from the houses of the demon-worshippers3

6. « He also said that )) people should particularly recite ......

...Tava AhuraU ‘ of Thee the Life-Flame of

the Being Supreme ’ before the Bhr^in MitrS Fire <( the Flame

that is the Blessed Just Friend

7; In the case when one offers up thanksgiving on the sacred Dron

cake in a <( private )) house, « evidently )) it cannot be proper if one do

to the « sacred )> Fire in the place any one of these 3 « things, viz^ »,

either one push ® <( the sacred Fire )) forwards,^ or kindle ^ it up very

high, or take it away <( during that function ».

There is one who says: Verily, it must be improper only in the

case when one takes the Fire away or kindles it up very high « during

that function )),^

8. When one offers up thanksgiving on the sacred Dron cake in

a (( private » house, then in the case of one’s arranging it ® in the

^ Sheda-yazahm, taking JH'U'OO to be for Otherwise we must

read shMdyakdn B.nd translate “ houses of the demons/* probably meaning

idol temples. But it was not likely that any occasions arose for the Mazdayasnans

to visit idol temples as a matter of course*

The text was evidently to be recited as a protection.

2 He must then have thought that it was not to be a rule to recite this

before other fires*

The Bdr;sin Mitfb fire is said to have been originally the fire which was

brought by Righteous Zarathushtra to the court of King VishtS.spa, and which

did not require to be fed with any fuel, which could not be put out, and which did

not scorch. It was afterwards enthroned on the Raevant or ” Radiant” Mount.
® Frdz vahiduneK

* should be {afruzH)*

It was prohibited to kindle up the sacred Fire very high in a private house,

evidently because it was dangerous to do so ; for, every private house could not

be constructed to be so safe from the dangers of fire as the special houses or

temples of the sacred Fire, which were no doubt built with special care.

^ This critic did not see any danger or impropriety in pushing the Fire

forwards.

The previous opinion probably held it dangerous to do so, because the Fire

, might be spilled on the ground and 'might create harm, and improper because it

could not appear fitting that it should be pushed during the Service.
^ Either the Dron or the Fire is directly meant ; but it would be wrong to

place either towards the north, as that .was supposed to be the home of evil forces.
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direction of the north, one « must be » in « spiritual )) darkness ^ for

one month.®

9. S6shaws said that one should arrange the tuft ends of the 146 A
sacred Barsom twigs in the direction of the door « of the house ».

10. As however there is ((always)) Fire there in the place, the

sacred Bars6m twigs (( can )) not (( be said to have to be treated with

immediate )) reference (( to the door of the house )), inasmuch as they

are ((directly required)) to be arranged ((with ® their tuft ends)) towards

the sacred’ Fire.^

11. Soshans said: Behold, under® any circumstance ® they are

not to be turned towards the direction of the north when the doors to

that (( house are » 4.®

12. There is one according to whom the place’ pertaining to

the sacred Flame ‘

(( is to be )) so * (( kept always )) that ® that which

is as the place of the sacred Flame shall, from morning® till afternoon,’®

be in the direction of the south,’’ from afternoon till midnight in the

^ Turn, Av. temaagh.
^ He must have suffered some disabilities during this period, through having

involved himself in a spiritual eclipse.

® As this arrangement makes it convenient for the Zaoti to hold them by the

stalk end. But see above, Nir, II, Chap. V-' App. A, 21 which requires the leafy

part to lie towards the right hand side of the Zaott.
* When the sacred Fire also would be placed in the direction of the door

both statements would be actually correct- ® Akher.
® That one of the four doors faces the north, is evidently the sense under-

stood here ; cf. Sh. Li-Sh. XIV, 2.

Vadakar ; see note 8 to Chap. XXV, 24- just above. « AUun chegwi.
* Makhar, a Semitic word which usually means “ to-morrow.”

The sense of this word is plain enough, but not so its reading. It may
however be read crs-^rr/rcrr, of which (zs seems traceable to a Semitic form
represented in the Arabic = evening, while pahar is plainly enough represented
in the Persian^'ffJ == a period of three hours.

It may also be read khiz-pahar — the time of gambolling; Pr.

gambolling.

Because between these times the sun should certainly appear on the south
to an inhabitant of Iran. And the sacred Fire must be in the same direction
with the sun.

is of course for {fapiswintar)===Av. in the

Pahiavi Vendidad this word is written (rapiivintar)

,
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direction of the west/ and from midnight till ^ morning ^ in the direc-

tion of the ea^t
®

13. In every case a lamp ^ is « to be addressed » just like a fire

with Tava /thro ^ of Thee the Life-Flame/

14. There is one who says thus : Verily, if there be no more light

than that of a lamp, one cannot .offer up thanksgiving on the sacred

Dron cake.

15. The helping® priests® are to recite the Holy Text in just the

B same way as the Leading Priest, on their having to have recited « the

text )) Ashaya dIadhSm.. ....... ® dedicate in Righteousness.........

• 16. There is one who says thus: Behold when ((the Leading

Priest )) stands ^ by himself before the (( sacred » Flame, they ^
(( all »

are to join in the recital ® Tava ^thfo
‘

‘ Of Thee

the Life-Flame

17. « If » the sacred Barsom twigs ((be taken)) from <( one

sacred » Flame to « another sacred » Flame, (( or » from the « sacred »

^ For, the sun must of course be in the west between these times.

DciQshastar is Av. = the west.

2 Xhe words are missing here from the text.

^ Fon the sun must of course be in the east between these times.

Aushastar is Av. = the east.

Cheragh ; Pr. ^ Raspikath,

® The reference may be to the Dron Service which is just hinted at, or to the

function of partaking of the Plallowed Portion of the milk which is described from

the close of this folio. The words occur in Yas, VIII, 1, where even now the Fathwi
joins the Zaoti in the recital. They are also found at the commencement of Yas.

LXVI ;
but the words to be recited further on belong to the former chapter only.

Evidently to recite the Atash Niyayesh.

® We have taken of the text here to be a mistake for K>0" {ashan

*= they) which follows. If however itj^e the proper text, the translation should
be-— Behold, when |the Leading Priest) stands by h i rn s elf before the

(sacred) Flame, that must be improper, (for), they (all) are to join in the recital

.........etq.,’' meaning of course that they also are to stand with him.

0 JL seems to be repeated; or else the expression might be iHjiy %

imiy they should recite on (his) reciting.
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Flame to * the outside, « or )) from the outside to^the « sacred » Flame,

then it can be allowed in every case excepting « tfaat of taking them »

from the (( sacred )) Flame to the outside, because that is not per-

mitted.^

18. « When » the sacred Dr6n cake « is used » in the Service of

the « Holy » Flame, th*en that is so very meritorious indeed that

though they might not perform a « special )) service ® thereon, still the

sacred Dr6n cake would become as much meritorious as « if that ® too

were performed )) there is one who states thus: still that would

become as much meritorious as if the « special )) service of the sacred

Dr6n cake « were performed thereon )).
*

19. « Indeed )) if one did not perform the Service « of the Holy

Flame, the function )) would become the worship of the demons.®

CHAPTER XXVI

ON THE OFFICIATING DIVINES PARTAKING OF
THE HALLOWED PORTION

1. Apa adhdt Frabmta aetdbyd zaothrdbyd yditi, When they « have

gone )) through ((these)), then aftep that, the FraboptaP a ppiest

whose function is to present things for the offering)), shall,

((to obtain)) the portion, proceed® towards those Hallowed 147 A

^
11^ is for

® The point is that if there arise the need of some sacred Barsom twigs in

the precincts of a sacred Fire, and if they can be spared at another, then they can

be taken from the latter to supply that want; or they can also be brought from

outside for that purpose. Bat even if there be spare Barsom twigs in the

precincts of a sacred Fire they must not be taken away outside,

® The special service for consecrating the Drbn.
* This last remark is made to make the statement clear.

® 7. e., the special service for the glorification of the Holy Flame cannot be

dispensed with at the sacred function of presenting the offering, thoiigh that for

the consecration of the sacred Dron cake is not considered here specially necessary

when that other service is performed.

I

® WfiWD seerris to be for WHKw (yat&net) which serves as a good rendering

of the Avestan yaiti ] cf. HOtiwo which renders of Yas. XII, 3,
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Poptlons,^ ydonghUm noli aiwyo vanguhibyd frabarvat^

;

among
which none «i$ » such as must be presented, ((i. e. », none

such® as must be spurted/ to the good Holy Saps « as ofTer-

ing )) ^
; frd aHdo zaoth.rdo^ bardit. « indeed » ^ such Hallowed

Portions^ shall he bear « to be » the portion « for drinking ».

2^ Zaota geus paitydpoit^ paoiryd frangharoit, in front of

the water that has been glorified shall ^the Leading Priest’’

drink of the ((sanctified)) milk, first of all.

3. Mniiti zaota imd x^acho: VVherefor the Leading Priest

shall have recited® these words
Spenta I Daena Mdzdayasne ! 0 ye that are the

^ Parak ;
Pr.

The reference is to that portion of the offeriDg which is to be handed to the

leading and other priests for drinking after the libation is poured to the object

of worshipful thanksgiving.

2 Nominative, collective-singular, neuter of fra-barvant; cf. for similar form

T;rrr2:i’<^nt, t5^sh^?^7nt.

The sense of this word is understood in the previous assertion where the

object aimed at is implied to be such as must be presented for some purpose.

^ Btr ;
cf. Pr. = deluge.

^ L e,i this portion must be distinct from that to be offered to the good

Holy Saps, but as a whole it may consist of a number of small unit portions to

be drunk by different persons, even as it is indicated in the following assertion,

where it is referred to as zaoi\irdo which is a plural form.

5 Thus in TD ; HJ has

The text is more or less corrupt throughout.

® The Pahlavi adds here but it seems to be intrusive } for, though the

accusative of the original may indicate the goal of action, still the sense does not

appear to be that the portion is to be borne to the Hallowed Portions, and is

produced for them—indeed it looks absurd that a portion need be borne to the

Hallowed Portions themselves. The Hallowed Portions mentioned here are

evidently the same that are to be borne for drinking.

Those that ate distinct from those to be offered to the good Holy Saps.

® TD has ; HJ has

Really the form is quite strange ; but the words and are clearly

noticeable in it.

^ The Pahlavi has seen that in Avestan the present may indicate an action

just completed.

The texts that commence here form §§ 3 and 4 of Yas. VIII.

It becomes interesting to compare the Pahlavi translation of these passages

by the writer of the Nirangast§.n with that in the Pahlavi Yasna ; and it is easy to

see that OUT Writer has followed the other in his translation.
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Immortal and Bsneflcent Holy Powers ! O thou Religion ! the 147 B
worshipper of the Most Wise One, even as ((thou art)) to be

called ’
! vanghavascha ! vanguh%%ch.a ! zaoth.rdos(^a ! O ye good

males land Oye good females ! and Oye Hallowed Portions!

i. e., ye males of you that are good, ye females of you that are good,

(( and)) ye liquid^ Hallowed Portions of you that are good !
yd aeshva

ma-zdayasnaeshva mazdayasno aojano, a the evil practice of him )>

who ’ among these worshippers of the Most Wise is calling

himself a worshipper* of the Most Wise,S.e., is declaring thus,

“ I am the parson who is the good man,” Ashahe rdthma ® psta-

yamand,^ « with only the end that accordingly )) he would be

seizing’ the bounty of Righteousness, #.e., would be partaking

of the portion and the offering ® of the good ones, ® ydA\wa gaethdo

Ashahemntghente,^'^«.eind the fact that)) through evil’* practice** jqg a
are the living orders of Righteousness destroyed *^as ((when

^ We have taken one of the two words gobeshn and karituneshn to be a

mistaken repetition of the other. Otherwise one might render as (thou art) to be

called in address/^ See however the Pahlavi Yasna.

^ Supposing to be for Here the Pahlavi Yasna adds ^

= through (your good) motive so the form in our text here may also pos-

sibly be a fragment of those words.

® is for itf*

4 is for see the Pahlavi Yasna.

® Accusative singular of rathman,, or plural of rathma,

® A denominative present participle, formed from which is to be

traced to = to win.

Zinat, as in TD and the Pahlavi Yasna.

® TD and the Pahlavi Yasna add (dasar).

® The reference here seems to be to a person of pretentious looks and false

motives, who joins in a worship not because he sincerely regards it his duty to

do so, but because that must enable him to receive a Mazdayasna’s share of

the offerings.

See the form in Yas., VIII, 3„ and cf. Vend. XVIII, 55^ 59.

Yatukih applied to evil practices generally, and to magic and sorcery

specially.

The Pahlavi Yasna has while our text simply gives
12
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one)) would be devoted to evil practice, avi tu ’ dim dtsyaia ydo apasd\a

urmardoscha zaothrdoscha. ((these)) make » ye known ^ unto him,

i. e.i make these clear unto him who does not worship « m sincerity )),

O ye that** be as Holy Saps, that’ « be)) as Holy.Growths, and

that’ (( be )) as Hallowed Portions!

4. Yascha aetakham mazdayasmndm ptxtndyttnam aixvi-znzu-

yanUm vad\d ndit vUaite /ra-wnw/i,® Whoever ® of those

adult ^men ^ worshipping the Most High and Wise and invok-

ing diligently’ ((the Divine Power does not accept these

words by announcing, i.e., does not recite «the text)) Amesha

1 As the subject here is in the plural. is either used collectively or may

mean verily” as in Yt. XIII, 146, etc.

2 The Pahlavi Yasna here adds wol’-

The reference evidently is to the Jd#incerity of a worshipper and the influence

of evil practices that are mentioned just above.

® )( appears originally to have been #4 as is seen in the last case ,

and this again is a confusion from where the enclitic was confounded with

the indefinite or interrogative iOv and replaced with the latter's Semitic equi-

valent
j j jj j

In the second case in the tex-t these words have interchanged and added

O^rexplanation here receives support from the opening words in the trans-

lation of the following expression. Our text there has for of the

Pahlavi Yasnj^^
as well as some copies of the Yasna have the erroneous form

hare.

® The Pahlavi translation sees in it the form of a verbal noun, neuter,

instrumental singular.
^

8 is for which the Pahlavi Yasna gives ; see note 3 just above.

r is wrong for

8 The intensive form Of the word indicates this. The Pahlavi has expressed

It by the idiomatic prefixing of 4^'

8 /.e.. the Divine Power who is made the special object of worship in a

^particular service.'
•
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Spenta

!

«etc. », aHam^ A ydtummiahe jasaiti. will appive thepeby 148 B
at a similitude ® of evil ppactice, i. e., a sign thereof will be raised®

in him/

5. There is one who says thus that he will arrive « at that

similitude)) owing to the. amening® that is pronounced®; «and»:

this (( amening )) is manifested from the text of the Holy Wisdom
« concerning )) the sacred Dr&n cake Service for (( redeeming)) the

« penalty of ninety Stirs, that shall be recited in this case of tasting,*^

where it is found in the words )) Atha jamydt yatha A-fnndmi.^ ‘ Be

it so as I pray in benediction « for » this (( indeed )) is the amening

« owing to which )) he happens to arrive « at that similitude, and )X

which is manifested from the text of the Holy Wisdom-,.

6. Behold, the sanctified ® fluid ® should have been lifted up

and put down on the left hand sided® 148,

1. 24
^ Apparently this is a feminine form of the demonstrative pronoun

; but the

Pahlavi here as -well as in the Yasna seems to have neglected it altogether or

perhaps taken it to be soma noun form meaning -*13)^1" {hanbasanih or av-

basanih, cf. Pr. m^l==resembling); if this were so, the word might be traced to

a root ' or s,'=to resemble. It is however more likely that translates the

component (re=to resemble
)
of if that word does not mean

as a whole simply “sorcery and magic” and take -“{"e to mean “ quality.”'

» See the preceding note. s Tdshtik, lit, formed.
* It is meant that if a person does not sincerely acknowledge the fact that

a man who joins in a worship with insincere motives has to learn that the world
of Righteousness receives harm through such evil practices, then he himself falls
under the suspicion of being ready to follow such evil practice.

® Atha jamyat etc., cited below.
® I. e., when one plainly says “ Be it so as I pray ” at the end of the

service, and still does not sincerely acknowledge what is professed in that service,
then evidently one may do so because one may be ready to follow an evil practice

’ The description of the Dron Service which is given just after in the text,
is transferred to the Appendix which follows.

® This text is recited in the Avesta occasionally at the end of optative or
benedictive assertions. The reference here is of course to the recitation of this text
at the close of a Dron service.

® Patiydp, evidently that which the divines are to drink.

Apparently, with reference to the Zaoti. See the followii^ note.

4T
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151, 7' reciting : Ashaya^ n6 paiti-jamydt “ Yehyd ^ Savd iAidorxt^

!• 3 rddangho ” ®
^ ‘In Righteousness approach us He “ Whose

Bounties ((even)) the munificent ones are wanting” the

Havanan (( Priest whose function is to pound the Haoma » should

have stood up, and recited Khvam^a narp

!

^ ‘ Partake ye

O men ! of

8. In the Smaller Worship the Leading Priest should manage

the text Amesha Spenta! ,® ‘ O Ye Beneficent Holy Immortal

Powers! ,’ and should partake of the portion (( of the offering )).®'

9. In the Greater Worship the Sraoshavarz ^ ((Priest who super-

intends with the Weapon of the Spirit of the Moral Order », should

stand up and should recite Khvamto nard

!

‘ Partake ye O
men I of ’

.

10. Then he should go btick ® to the seat of the Frabortar
®

'(( Priest whose function is to present things at the Holy Service )), and

151 B should hold the special formula for opening the function in hand^®

* What follows from 1. 24 of Fol. 148 up to !• 3 of Fol. 151, is a description

of the Dron Service, which is transferred after 1. 22 of Fol. 152, as it disturbs the

continuity of the main theiiie here.

* See Yas, VII, 24 where the act prescribed here is not followed now ; but

the Rfithwi performs it at the end of Yas. VIII, 1 where also the first part of the

text here recurs. It need not be told besides that the of&ce of the HEvanS.n is not

directly represented at present.

® These words are borrowed from Yas. XLV, 7.,

‘ See Yas, VIII, 2.,

It will be seen that the statements which have commenced at Fol, 148, 1, 23, do,

not give the continuity of the main theme, but describe details. ® See Yas. VIII, 3.

® This priest goes through the same acts in the Yazeshn ceremony of the

present day.

^ All the priestly offices of the Holy Ritual, excepting that of the Zaoti and

to some extent of the Sraoshavarz, are no.w represented by the Rithwi for all

practical purposes, so the special functions of those are either performed by him,; or

pnaitted sometimes if convenient •

® This indicates that previously he must have been near the place of the

Frabortlr.

It will be seen a little below that the SraoshRvarz had no special seat assigried

to him in the precincts of the Holy Ritual, for, he had to move about and to watch

that everything went right,

® The -an of Frabortaran is the adjectival suffix.

Yafih^ That of tasting the offering.
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« with )) A^em Vohu 3 « the Praise of Righteousness 3 times,*

and the holy words » Alutrahe Mazddd Raevatd khshnr^othfrr

‘With the glorification of the Most Wise Lord the Brilliant

One... ... ’

.

11. Then the Leading Priest should nianage through the text

Amesha Spenta ! O Ye Beneficent Holy Immortal Powers 1

and should partake of the portion « of the offering )).

12. When the Leading Priest has* partaken of® the portion

« of the offering )>, the SraSshavarz « Priest whose function is to super-

intend with the weapon of the Spirit of the Moral Order » should

place the hand on the sacred Barsom twigs, and should recite Ath.a

z% mraot^ ‘Thus indeed spoke ’ up to Fravaochat

Ahufd Mazddo Spitamdi ZaraAiu^trai
^

‘ Said the Most Wise

Lord unto Spitama Zarathushtra ’.

13. ((Then)), on having recited one A 5h.ejnVohd (( the Praise

of Righteousness )), he should * withdraw ® the hand (( from » the

sacred Bars6m twigs.

14. When along with the Leading Priest, he has managed well

so far the text of the Holy Wisdom, he (( in his turn )> should manage

through the text AmeAia Spenta ‘ O ye Beneficent Holy Im>

mortal Powers ! and should recite 4shm ((the Praise

of Righteousness 3 times •)) and (( then )) he should partake of the

portion (( of the offering )).®

^ These open the special little formula mentioned here, and are not those

that occur at the end of Yas. VTII, 4, for, it is just below that the Zaoti is enjoined

to recite Yas. VIII, 3-4.

2 /. e. Yas. VIII. 3-4.

® Supposing that is for Otherwise the meaning would

be “ has to partake of,” but that does not appear to be the real sense.

^ The texts to which these belong are not preserved.

® Ldla yakhsenufieshn.

® It is not plain whether every priest attending the Holy Ritual officially,

had to go through similar operations before his turn came for partaking of the

offering, or whether the offering was to be passed to one from another, and directly

tasted without any more ceremony. Still, the two doctors whose opinions are

quoted immediately below-,; appear to make them compulsory in each case.
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15. There is one according to whom he should also * recite

through the entire formula ® glorifying the period of the day ®
;

« and »

there is one according to whom it is necessary that he should have

also recited the formula glorifying the period of the daj^/ for the reason

that not even a word ^ can have been left by him from the sacred ^

Dr6n cake Service for « redeeming » the Baja6 « penalty of 90 Stirs y)/

Hence it is that « just » when one takes up the special ® formula for

opening the function ® at the commencement ’ of the sacred Drbn cake

Service for « redeeming » the Ba^ae « penalt}? of 90 Stirs », if one

« directly )) partake of the food and drink, that cannot be allowed.®'

16. When the portion « of the offering )) has to be partaken of

by the Leading Priest, it should be handed to him by « the Havanan “

Priest who pounds the Haoma » ;
and when it has to be partaken of

by the Havanan, it should be handed to him by the Leading Priest.

17. « So also in another circumstance )), when it has to be par-

taken of by the Leading Priest, it should be handed to him by the

Frabortar « Priest who presents things » ; and when it has to be

partaken of by the Frabortlir, it should be handed to him by the Lead-

ing Priest.’®

^ P should be .

® Gas. Indeed this is coqsidered essential in similar ceremonies*
^ /. before tasting the offering evidently.

^ is for {vachakX
^ The Dron Service celebrated in every case in which an animal is dedicated

is of this value; see above FoL 124, 11. 10-12. Vach»
^ The tasting is to take place near the close of the Dron Service.

® The word (Havanan) is missing from the text owing to some
mistake.

It does not appear to be meant that the Zaoti has to taste the offering*

every time before the tasting by the other priests, but that the particular priest

who may have to taste the offering after the Zaoti according to circumstances, has
first to hand it to the latter for tasting, and the latter must then hand it to him
for tasting afterwards. After that it must be handed to the other priests,’ whoever
they may be remaining to taste, in such order that whoever tasted last must hand
it to the other next to him*

The remarks in the text however indicate that the turn for tasting the offering
after the Zaoti, had not been fixed for any one priestly official, but differed accord-
ing to cases,
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18. When one recites the special formula fof opening the sacred

Droii cake Service for (( redeeming » the Basa4 « penalty of 90 Stirs ))??

and takes up the special formula « for the function of tasting », and

partakes of the food and drink, then if one finish off « directly there-

at )> ^ the Holy Thanksgiving Service, that cannot <( indeed )) be

allowed
;
« but » whether when one will not « thus )) finish off the

Holy Thanksgiving Service, this can be allowed or no is not

clear.^

19. In the tasting it is allowed to ^ eat or drink in only 2
^

portionsi.

20. This is manifest from the Holy Wisdom concerning ® that

« fact )) after all,**^— (( namely )) when one omits (( some )> recitation from 152 B
the sacred Dr6n cake Service for ((redeeming)) the Ba^ae ((penalty of

90 Stirs)),—"then that must become just the same as if it may have been

omitted from the sacred Drbn cake Service in honour of Srosh (( the

Spirit of the Moral Order )).®

^ I, without closing the Dron Service for redeeming the BasS-e penalty.

^ /. e., whether the main service can directly be continued without closing

the Dion Service.

If one performs the tasting near the close of the Dron Service after going

through it faultlessly, and if one properly closes it and then continues the Holy
Thanksgiving Service, then there will be nothing to invalidate this Service, But

if any error be made in those particulars, as of failing to close the Dron Service

then it is plain that the Dron Service itself must be rendered void according to

what is said in the commencement of this folio where it is made illegal to omit a

single word from the Dron Service, but it is not plain whether the main service

itself can then be continued or no,

^ should be

^ One may taste one’s portion in two small morsels or sips, but not more.

This remark is necessitated by the fact that a limit was to be prescribed to

the quantity that might be taken by a person while tasting'. It could not naturally

be becoming to indulge in any larger quantity while simply tasting the offering.

We have solved as ae 2 only 2 ”). It is however possible to take

it to signify 3+2 ;
but to allow five morsels or sips for mere tasting would be to

allow too much.
® Akher min mk,
^ Does this mean that the Dron Service in honour of Srosh also is of the

same merit as that celebrated in the case in which an animal is dedicated?
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21. K The person who makes such omission » should commence

over again the sacred Dr6n cake Service for « redeeming » the Eaaae

((penalty of 90 Stirs )), and should stand up at the text Yd

Ahuirh Zarathu^irh
^

‘ which is pertaining to the Lord and

pertaining to Zarathushtra,’ and should manage through, in just the

exact manner, the text which those « who are engaged in the Service ))

152, have verily to recited

1 . 22

chapter XXVI : APPENDIX A

ON THE SACRED DR6n CAKE SERVICE DEDICATED
TO THE HOLY SAPS

148, 1. When the Holy ® Spiritual Essences ® « are to be celebrated ))

in the Holy Worship, then the sacred Dron cake is of course to be

prepared thereford

2. But even when the Holy Spiritual Essences are not (t to be

celebrated )) in the Holy Worship, still then also there are verily ® to be

prepared, the sacred Dr&n cake, and also® the sacred Frasast cake,

and also ® the wine,® and also ® the basin
’’

of water,' and also ® the

fuel and incense in 3 sets ; and these are to be placed on the right

hand side.

3. In the sacred Dr6n cake Service dedicated to the Holy Saps

149 A (( there should besides be placed on the ritual table » the 6 ® portions

1 Cf. Yas. VIII, 7 ; and Yas. LXVIll, 18.

^ The text of the Dron Service dedicated to the Holy Saps is transferred

here from Fol. HS* L 25—FoL 151, 1, 3.

^ Artae Fravart,

^ Indicated by the enclitic ^ in Sazeshn-ashi,

® It precedes every expression describing the things essential in

this case*

® is V/rong for Ap-gir.

s Only three are mentioned here; so may probably have to be read

ae 3 (— '‘behold the 3^')
»
or perhaps ^ maybe repeated tbroiigh error* It is

. nevertheless possible that two portions may have been taken in each of the three

cases.
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of the good ^ animal product ' : the intestinal ® fat for the Holy Spiritual

Essences, the head ® for Ratw6k ^ Brizat <( the Sublime Lord, and )) the

heart for the Holy Life Flames. It will not be well if other (( things

are used instead of these; though)) there is one who says : Verily, « that

also is )) best.“ .

4. Then there should be put under® cover® the sanctified fluid

upon the sacred Frasast cake on ((reciting)) .frasasti Ahurahe

Mazddd, Akunahe Vainyehe, AfshwkhdhaA^ Vdkhs, Dahmaydo Vangh-

uydo Afritdis

‘ Feinghe hdtmn. ,

‘ with submission to the Holy Sway of the Most Wise

Lord, of (( the Word of )) the Manifestation of the Lord’s Holy

Pleasure, of the Right“Spoken Word, of the Good Benediction of the

Pious

‘ Among the living, whose ’
.

5. The sacred Frasast cake should (( then )) be borne to the

sacred Dr6n cake dedicated to the Most Wise Lord.

6. For Whosoever’s dedication might the sacred Dr&n cake be,

it should be placed in front « of the Zaoti )) and close to the sacred

Bars6m twigs.

^ Gavushudak,

A full list of the various parts of the slaughtered animal to be severally

dedicated to particular Divine Powers is given in Sh§.yast LS.-ShS,yast, XI, 4,

^ Rutik ; cf. Pr., = intestines.,

® The Sh,; LH-Sh* prescribes here the back* In the other two cases our te^ct

agrees with that book*

« is -wrong for

° Sha^irin — Ary. vehin == Pr. Otherwise the word may simply be an

erroneous extension of shapir,

® Reading nihombit
;

cf. Pr. == to cover..

This text occurs in Yas., VIII, 1,, but is not followed by the Yeinghe
Hatdm^ This latter however ends Yas.. VII, and there it is preceded by the last

expression in our passage here.

In the Dron Service for the spirit of the dead also the Yeinghe Hafdm is not
to be found in this connection.

In the Yazeshn Service the Zaoti and the RSthwi recite the passage both
together now.,
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7. « Then there shonld be recited » :

—

khvarrthm^ myazdem, haurvafM^ amtrTtdta^^ gdus^ hudhdo^^

149 B dpe^ umvaire^^ aesina^ haoidihi,^ kh^hnnmaine Aiwyd Vangtihihydy.

vnpammcha Apam Mazdadhdtantim^ Btnzato Ahurahe NaSdhrd

ApUm, Apascha Mazda-dhataydo, Tava Ahiq^ne AhurahL., up

to Aokhio<( ndmano YazatahS^
^

^

I offer up....,,... )) the meat meal,

both the drink of wholesomeness and the food of immortality, <( what

is )) the good animal product, both the water and the vegetation, and

both the fuel and the incense, for being in the concord of the Good

Holy Saps, and of all the Holy Saps established by the Most Wise One,,

of the Sublime Lord Apam Napai ((the Fountain-Head of the Holy

Saps )>, and of the Holy Sap established by the Most Wise One^. and

of Thee the Great One of th^.Lord ! up to « of the Worship^*'

ful Power )) invoked « specially by name ’
; —this whole should be

recited » 2 times
;

— ®

8. KhshniimaifdRathwd Bnvzatd^ up to ^ okh^^^cc ndmanS

Yazafahey)
;
^For being in the Holy Concord of the Sublime Master of

^ This text is commoti to all the Dron Services. But the holy dedicatory for-

mulae are different for the different Divine Powers in whose honour the Dron Service

may be celebrated in special cases. Thus, as the service described in our text is

that dedicated to. the Holy Saps, its holy dedicatory formula is of a special nature.

In the Yazeshn service^ some of the texts here are now recited by the Zaoti

and the Rdthwi jointly. Otherwise they must be those which are to be recited by
the Zaoti by himself, unless it is indicated to the contrary.

^ Accusative duaU
® Strangely enough this term invariably appears in the nominative singular*

in this combination, when all the other terms in the same syntactical relation

require and have the accusative form..

^ The holy dedicatory formula for the Holy Sapsv Ch Yas« VII, 3 ; I, 5 ;

LXVI, 1, etc.

® This rule is preserved in modern practice; see similar passages in, for

instance, the Dron Service for the spirit of the dead.

It must always be remembered that in Mazdean philosophy Khvatrth<a?;

Myazda represent the food and the bounties of Life ; haurvata amxtxiata as

objects of presentations, represent the drink that waters Infinity and the food

which nourishes Immortality ; gam hudhao represents the blessings of Animat

Life ; ape umvaire represent the circulation of the Sap of Life and the vegetation

of the Growth of Life ; and ahma haoidhi represent the fuel that feeds and the.

incense that perfumes the Fire of Life. ® CL Yas*, VII, 19^
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the Holy Order.. ’ up to ‘((of the Worshipful Power)).

invoked (( specially by name ’
;

this also should be recited )) 2

times
;

9. KhshniimainS ^ Ahurahe Mcizddo Raevatd, Ameshanam Spen~

tantim, ashdunam Fravashinam^ up to Adkhtd-ndmcznd Yaza-

tahe} ‘ For being in the Holy Concord of the Most Wise Lord the

Brilliant One, of the Beneficent Holy Immortal Powers, and of the

Holy Spiritual Essences of the righteous ones ’ up t o '* of the

Worshipful Power invoked specially by name.’ (( —this also should be

recited )) 2 times.®

10. When one performs ^ the Holy Worship in dedication to the

Most Wise Lord, (( and)) when in dedication to Sr6sh (( the Spirit of 150 A
the Moral Order )), or to Ratwok Brizat (( the Sublime Master of the

Holy Order)), one should introduce (( the expression )) ashdw;j«??j

... ®
(( into the holy dedicatory formula ».

11. When there is to be performed the dedication to the Most
Wise Lord, ((then the dedication to » the Holy Beneficent Immortal

Powers should be performed alongside®; ((and» both ((the leading

and the helping divines)) should recite the passage together.’’

12. (( Then there should be recited ))
:

—

ItM ®
,

‘ So ’ .

^ This text is common to all the Dron services.

2 The missing words are ughranam, aiwithuranam, i>aoiryotkaeshanam

fravashmam, liabanazdistanam fravashinam
; cL Yas., XXII, 27, etc., and, for

instance, the Dron Service for the spirit of the dead.

® The same is done in modern practice.

* TD has (pWl (vabidunei),

® The passage ashdunam fravashinam etc.., given above.
® By introducing the phrase Ameshandm Spentanam into the dedicatory

formula.

The same is done at present also ; cf. Yas. VII, 1 ; Yas- LXVI, 17, etc,

® This is the opening word of Yas. XXXVII, the whole of which is recited

elsewhere, as in the Dron Service for the spirit of the dead, and only the first

section in the Grace,

Evidently the whole chapter is required to be recited here.
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13.

Imam dat ZUm'- ‘Thus this Phenomenal World

14. Haurvata ^ Ammtdta yazamaide; Gdus Htidhdo yazamaide

;

Apemcha tjrmaramdaa yazamaide; AdsmascYia Bao&cdmcha yazamdide;

Apd ® Vax\guh%B Vahistdo Mazdadhdtdo as\iaon%s yazamaide ; v^spdo

Apd Mazdadhdtdo ashaoms yazamaide ; mspd&tJrxxvardo^ up to

B Bmzantem Ahiwem Khshathrew YdoAiaHem ApUm Napdtem Atirvat-

aspem yazamaidd ; Thw&m Ahurdmm yazamaide? ‘We express our

thankfulness and attachment to Wholesomeness and Immortality; we

express our thankfulness and attachment to the Good Animal

Nature
;
we express our thankfulness and attachment to the Holy Sap

and to the Holy Growth
;
we express our thankfulness and attachment

to the Fuels and the Incense
;
we express our thankfulness and attach-

ment to the Good Holy Saps, the Best Ones created by the Most
Wise One, and pertaining to the Righteous Order ; we express our

thankfulness and attachment to all the Holy Saps created by the Most
Wise One, and pertaining to the Righteous Order

;
«. we express our

thankfulness and attachment » to all the Holy Growths ’ u p t o
‘ we express our thankfulness and attachment to the Sublime Lord the

Brilliant King Apam Napa^, « the Fountain-Head of the Holy Saps,

and » Glorious in the Nimbleness of Mental Vigour; we express our
thankfulness and attachment to Thee the Lordly One.’

15. HaurvataAmmtdta yazamaide

;

up to ® Baoid\ihnc]\a

yazamaidd; up to ® Sraozhem ’’ AAnm Huraodhem Vmthrdjanem
Frddat-gaethem Ashavanem AAiahe Ratum yazamaide ; ‘ We express

1 These are the opening words of Yas. XXXVIII, which also seems to be
required to be recited here wholly. It is not however to be found in the text of so
important a Dron Service as that for the spirit of the dead.

In the Yazeshn Service both the chapters here indicated are now recited by
the Zaoti alone.

® This must be common to all the Dron Services, and is found elsewhere,

for instance, in the Dron Service for the spirit of the dead.,

® This is special to the Dron Service dedicated to the Holy Saps; cf, Yas.
VI, 11, Yas.! XVII, 12, and Yas. LXVIII, 7. The Holy Saps signify the currents of
spiritual wisdom and of divine energy ; see § 3 of the next Appendix.

* The missing words are Ma-zdadhatao, ashaonis yazamaide^
® The text meant here can be supplied from above, on the indication of the

first part that is given here.

® It is not plain what text is required here ; see however Yasi VI, 17A
’ See Yas. VI, 17, etc.
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our thankfulness and attachment to Wholesomeness and Immortality ;

’up to ‘ we express our thankfulness and attachment to <( the

Fuels )) and the Incense ;
’ u p t o ‘we express our thankfulness

and attachment to Sraosha (( the Spirit of the Moral Order )) in

kindred with Righteousness, the Stately One, the Victorious Furtherer

of the Living Orders, the Holy Master Spirit of the Righteous Order ’

;

16. Ratavd v%sp& Mazhta yazamaide Ayara, Asnya, Mdhya,

Ydirya, Saredha ^

;

‘We express our thankfulness and attachment to

all the Most Majestic Holy Master-Natures pertaining to the Days,

pertaining to the day’s Periods, pertaining to the Months, pertaining to

the Seasons, « and » pertaining to the Years ’

;

17. Hdvanhn Ashavanem AshahS Ratdm yazamaide^;

...
‘ We express our thankfulness and attachment to Havani « the

Heavenly Morn )), the Holy Master-Nature of the Righteous

Order ;
’ .

up to Hamaspathmaedaem Ashavanem Ashahi Ratdm

yazamaid^^

;

* ‘We express our thankfulness and attachment

to Hamaspathmaedaya « the Season midway between Heat and Cold »:

the Holy Master-Nature of the Righteous Order.’

^

18. Haurvata * Amnrtdta yazamaidS

;

up to ° Baoidhlm-

c\ia yazamaide

;

‘We express our thankfulness and attachment

to Wholesomeness and Immortality; ’ u p t o ‘we express our

thankfulness and attachment to ((the Fuels)) and the Incense;

’up to® Ahurem MazdUm up to’’ HudhdongM i5i a
1 Cf. Yas. VI, 16; Yas., XVII, 17.

This passage and the following passages pertaining to terms related to

time, are not to be found in the Dron Service for the spirit of the dead.

2 Cf. Yas. VI, 2-8,, and Yas., XVII, 2-8. The periods here relate to the Time
of the Everlasting Life.

3 Yas. VI, 8 and Yas. XVII, 8, add here Sarrdho; ashavana Ashaha Ratavo

yazamaide.
* This whole is also found in the Dron Service for the spirit of the dead.

® Words must here be supplied as are fo be found at the bottom of

Fob 150A.

® The Dron Service for the spirit of the dead has no additional text to fill

the gap here ; so probably the writer has added here the expression vad (=“ up

to ’') through error, ^ See the next note.
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'^azamaid^ ;
‘ <c We express our thankfulness and attachment )) to the

Most Wise Lord ; ’up t o^ ‘we express our thankful-

ness and attachment to <( the Beneficent Holy Immortal Powers, the

Good Sovereigns » of Good Nature.’

19. AshAunUm Vanguh%s Surdo Spentdo FravaAiayd staomi,^ ...

‘ I praise the Good Brave Beneficent Holy Spiritual

151, Essences of the Righteous Ones, ’
.

1. 3

CHAPTER XXVI : APPENDIX B

ON THE VARIATIONS IN THE LESSER^ AND THE
GREATER^ SERVICES DEDICATED TO THE

HOLY SAPS

252 ^,
1. In the Lesser Service, when one is to recite the special

°

1. 22 formula for opening the function,® one should hold tire formula for

opening the function ((thus)) :

—

® dfnndmi vlspaydo Drvatb stdis, ;
‘ I pray in

benediction for ® of the whole world of Falsehood ’

;

Ashem Vohd 3 (( The Praise of Righteousness 3 times ));

^ The words wanted here must be Raevantem, Wavsirmangiihanteni yaza-
maide ; Amesha Spentd Htikhshatiird, if the sequence in the Dron Service for the
spirit of the dead is followed here also. Otherwise cf. below, Fol, 153, 11., 26-27j
Visp. IV, 1, and Yas. XVII, 1, according to which the missing words would be
Ashavanem Asliahe Ratum yazamaide, etc-

2 xhe words that must follow are, zbayemi, ufyemi, yazamaide, nmdnydo,
visyao, zantumdo, dakhyumdo, zaraHaustmtemao. Cf. Yas. XVII 18 and
Yas. XXVI, I.,

The text pertaining to the Dron Service dedicated to the Holy Saps, which is
transferred into Fol. 152, 1. 22, from Fob. 148, 1. 25—Fol. 151, 1. 3, ends here.

® See note 4 on the previous page.
* See notes 4 and 5 to Nir, I, Chap. XIV; App. B, 3.

° Vach. The reference evidently is to the function of offering and tasting the
Hallowed Portions for the Holy Saps in both the Lesser and the Greater Services.

The words OiZOfScAiu ^fjizhrfthrewichn; (= the hardship and unhappiness
,

commence this passage.

See Yas. VIH, 8, and Yas. LXVIII, 19, of which the former is now recited
by the Zaoti and the RSthwi jointly, and the latter by the Zaoti alone.
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Aiwyd vanguhibyo^ Ahurahe ^ Mazddd Raivatd YAxwdsmanguhatd

\skAinaoth.ra^ yasndicha, up to frasastayaech.a

;

‘For the

good Holy Saps « and )) with glorification for the worship ’up
t o ‘ and for submission to the Holy Sway of the Most Wise Lord,

the Brilliant and the Glorious One

« The sacred trust )),
“ YathdAhu Vainyd Zaotd frd me mrute 153 A

‘ “ As is the Lord’s Holy Pleasure, the Leading Officiating Master

declares forth unto me ’

« And the response )),
“ Athd Ratus Ash(itchit hacha frd asYiava

v%dihvdo mraotv/' ‘ “ So the Holy Master shall declare through

Righteousness as a righteous and enlightened one.’’
’ *

2. « Then there should be recited onwards »: —
Bxrxzaxxtem^ Ahurern Khshathj-m Khshaetem Apam Napdtem

Aurvat-aspem yazamaide, ArAidnem zavand-smn, yd nereus ’ dadha

yd nereus tatasha, yd updpd Yazatd srut-gaoshotemo asti yazimnd.^
‘ We express our thankfulness to the Lofty Lord, the Brilliant King

Ap^m Napa^ ((the Fountain-Head of the Holy Saps, and)) Glorious

in the Nimbleness of Mental Vigour, the Heroic One beneficial to

invokers, Who made men. Who gave shape to men. Who is the

Worshipful One existing in the Sap and being the most responding

to prayers on being worshipped.’

3. Yazdi'‘‘ Apem hxtdv%m Surdm Andhitdm, pnxth^-frdkam,

baeshazyam, vi-daevUm, Ahurd-ika^sh.am * ‘I express my
thankfulness to the Holy Sap (( of )) Sublimity Vigorous and Chaste,

wide-flowing, health-giving, opposed to deceptive harms, (( and )) of the

Creed of the Lord ’.

4. hdtamcha^ anghushamcha, zdtarmmcAia, a-zdtanamcha 153 B
ash-dundm iAha jasentu fravashayd ‘ Let there approach

^ This whole is found also in the commencement of the Dron Service
dedicated to the spirit of the dead.

2 This is the special text for the service dedicated to the Holy Saps. Cf.

Yt. XIX, 52. ® Accusative plural of nar\ cf. sirdus.
^ See Yas. LXV, 1. In modern practice the Zaoti and the Mthwi recite

together Yas. LXV,, 1-5, 12-13, and 15-18.

5 See Yas. LXV, 6. At present the Zaoti recites Yas. LXV, 6-11 and
14 by himself alone.
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here the holy Spiritual Essences of the righteous ones, of those that are

living and of those that have lived, of those that are born and of those

that are unborn

5 up to ha\^edL\iramni paema ^ ‘ the milk of

friendships ’•

6 . Vanguyim^ id^At ddum, vmguhwt aslrim'^ ‘

the good gift herefrom « and )) the good blessing out of Righteousness

7. In the Greater « Service »,* the Helping Priest
^ should hold

the special formula for opening the function, « thus )) :

—

azasch.a ® duzhAthremcha AfrinAmi ®
;

‘ I

pray in benefaction for the hardship and unhappiness

Ashem Vohu 3 « The Praise of Righteousness 3 times ))
;

®

“ Yathd Ahu Vairiyd yo Frabrnta ’’ frd me mrute.” ® ‘ “ As is

the Lord’s Holy Pleasure, « he » that (( is » the Frabortar® ((priest

who presents things » declares forth unto me

1 The text to which this belonged is not preserved to us.

2 See Yas. LXVIII, 21, during whose recitation certain manipulations

take place even in the modern Yazeshn ceremony, and which are described

below in the addition from TD. This passage is now recited by the Zaoti

alone.

® How this was to be done in the Lesser Service has bten described above

in 1, 22 IF. of the previous folio.

The full assembly of the holy dignitaries was probably necessary in the Greater

Service ; and possibly it was a service which comprised at least one more great

text besides the Yasna. See note 5 to Nir. I, Chap. XIV; App. B, 3.

* Or perhaps the special divine whose function is to mix the Haoma with the

milk and to dispense them. Although there is a confusion here in the text, in

view of the text between this folio and the preceding, it must be plain that the

Zaoti could not be meant here, as the duty devolving upon him in the Lesser

Service is discharged here by the Frabortdr priest,

® See Yas. VIII, 8, and Yas- LXVIII, 19. In the former case the Zaoti

and the Rdthwi recite together now.

® 3 Ashem Vohus follow the above text, and commence Chap. IX of the

modern Yasna.

This special name is required in the Greater Service, and may indicate

that the full graduation of the divines was necessary in such services.

8 Cf, the commencement of Yas, IX,
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8. « And in that case )) the ' Leading Priest should recite one

Ash.em Vohu,^ « the Praise of Righteousness, and then should

recite onwards » :

—

Ahurem MazdUm ^
‘ the Most Wise Lord

up to Acha * Mano Mata dcha yazamaidS.
‘ We express

our grateful veneration for*the Opinions of Intelligence/

9 up to vz.nsh.yamanaQha * ‘ and those to

be done/

10. Yeinghe hdtam i ... up to tdoschd, yazamaide* ‘Among

the living, whose ’ up t o ‘ we express our thankful veneration

for those living men ’. 153,

1. 30

11. « When the recitation comes up to » * Vangithtm jdhdt d,dtim, TD :

vangiiMm ashim ®
‘ the good gift herefrom and the good P* ^4

blessing out of Righteousness « then on reciting )) dcha

‘ aloud,’ <( the vessel ' for the Hallowed Portion should be held » ’’ above

the water; « on reciting)) mcha ‘ and slowly,’ it should be turned in;

^ In the text, this intrudes into the preceding through some error.

^ The words that follow might be Raevantem Y^Y2Lrtnaxigtiharitem yctza^

maide) as found in the Dron Service for the spirit of the dead ; but the text which

follows belongs to Visp. IV, 1
;
and though that also commences with these words,

it continues into Ashavanem Ashake Ratum yazamaidL

The Zaoti alone recites this text now.
3 See Visparad IV, 1.

^ These texts are found at Yas. LXX, 7; Yas. LXXI,, 24; Yas. LVII^

4, etc,

® From here up to where the text of HJ is resumed at the last words on

Fol 153, what follows is the additional text from TD,< The marginal P* indicates

the page in the additional text in the photozincograph of HJ.
^ See Yas. LXVIII, 21 • It will be seen that the text has already appeared

at FoL 153, 1. 19, ff. of HJ, but no manipulations are there described. What
is described here however evidently appertains to that text in the Greater Service,

The manipulations here described are not the same as those in the modern

ordinary Yazeshn Service, for which see, for instance, Ervad Tehmurasp’s Yasna

with the Ritual, p. 225.

This is made plain from what follows.

The Hallowed Portion here is that of pure water probably to be filled out

from a stream of water in the Greater Service.
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« on reciting » mrumaide ' ‘ we announce,’ it should be filled up ^
•

« on reciting )) ?.zhdo ® « as » riches,’ it should be taken out
;
« on re-

citing )) yaostayd
^

‘(( as )) purities,’ it should be held 4 finger-breadths

above the water.*

12. « On reciting ))
°

‘ The Holy Saps,’ « it should be kept

»

above the water
;
« on reciting )) at

^ * verily,^ « it should be )) on the

way ((to the special® place® of the Hallowed Portion)); (( on recit-

ing )) yazamaide^ *we reverence in thankfulness,’ it should be

spilled (( a little )) on the special ® place ® of the Hallowed Portion^;

(( on reciting )) uiti : Yd ve vanguhis ® ‘ thus : O ye who are the good,’

(( it should be spilled a little)) on the stalk ^ ends ® of the sacred Bars6m

twigs ’®
;

(( on reciting )) A-paschd ‘ O ye Holy Saps
!

’ ((it should

again be spilled a little )) on the special place of the Hallowed

Portion;

13. (( On reciting )) vd-o ‘ you,’ the Leading Priest and every

one who (( may be )) with the Leading Priest should drink a portion

(( therefrom )).'®

14 it should be turned round about the sacred Bars6m

twigs

^ In modern Yazeshn, on reciting these words, the cup of the prepared

Haoma fluid is made to touch the edge of the cup ofthe pure water in various positions.

® In the Yazeshn ceremony, the cup of the pure water is filled out at present

at the commencement of Chap. LX, and from the basin of water close at hand.

« See also Yas. XXXVIII, 2.

* See what is said above at Fol. 142, !• 12, ff.

5 seg also Yas. XXXVIII, 3. « y^r.

In modern Yazeshn, on reciting the previous expression, a little of the pre-

pared Haoma fluid is poured into the cup of the clean water.

8 See also Yas. XXXVIII, 4, »

In modern Yazeshn, a little of the pure water is poured into the cup of the

Haoma drink at the above expression.

“ See also Yas. XXXVIH. 5.

J. e.y every one in the capacity of a priestly official at the ritual.

^8 On reciting the above words in the modern Yazeshn, a little of the pre-

pared Haoma fluid is poured into the cup of the fresh milk.

Owing to the fragmentary condition of this and what follows immediately,

the meaning does not become evident-
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15, not at «. fuel ^ and » incense in 3 sets,..

should be borne.

He should recite Thw^tn Atarem “ ‘ Thee the Holy Life

Flame ’ at that time.®

16. « According to )) Afrog, they all should proceed together^;

not « one of » them should be left.

CHAPTER XXVI : APPENDIX C

ON TAKING THE HALLOWED PORTIONS FOR
THE HOLY SAPS

1. If the 4 portions ' be impure, they « should be made ))' pure

for the Holy Thanksgiving Service, as one has to be careful ® P. 25

:« therein )).

i*** •n**. •••’#
2. «, As » flesh from the same animaH is to be brought again,

it should be brought again if it is not to be found at the Holy

Thanksgiving Service

3 (( if » not,® thanksgiving should be offered to the Holy

1 Apparently a direction is here given to offer these to the sacred. Fire or

perhaps to place them near it.

^ These words must belong to an address to the Holy Flame.

^ Le,, of taking the fuel and incense to the sacred Fire.

^ Probably to the stream of water to fill the cup ceremoniotisly,

® Evidently these must be the four Hallowed Portions of flesh that could be

taken of one animal according to Nir. Bk. II,, XIX, 1-2, or Fol. 126,11. 3-6,

especially because flesh is clearly mentioned- in the next section.

® Hashal-admand; cf,. Fr. == care.

It is not quite plain, which animal is meant ; but probably it is that of

which portions are dedicated to the different divine powers ; and as its flesh is said

to be brought again to the Thanksgiving Service from elsewhere, probably the

reference is to its use at another part of the Service or at quite a distinct service.

® Evidently such must be the relation of words;. because if we were to take

(
= not) with what follows, the resulting sense would be contradicted by what is

said at the end of Fol, 134 and on Fol', 135.

The force of this phrase must be that if flesh is not to be found for being

offered up at the Holy Service, cheese may be utilised instead.

49
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Sap by means of cheese
;
but it would be that of

**,»• *«#»
4. Next,^ the portion ^ should be offered up in thank-

fulness with the sacred Dr6n cake dedicated to the Holy Saps.

««•« «•»«
5 ..a single® a single sacred Dr6n cake, just as

he speaks,, “ Behold here is the Dr&n.”

6. There should also be prepared the wine, also the basin * of

water,^ also the sacred Frasast cake, also^ « the fuel and » incense

in 3 sets ; and they should be placed on the right hand side.

7. « Then there should be recited onwards »:

—

Khvarrthe?» myazdem d-yese y&sti hatirvata awixtriMa^ gdiis

kudihdo, dpi umvairif aisma baoidhi, khshniimaini Ahiirahi Mazddo

RaevatS Kh-vsi.v!:nanguhafd, AmeAxanUm Spentanam up to

gaithyanUm.^

ao'^ti-ndmani Yazatahi?
‘ In worship I pray for the meat meal, both the drink of whole-

someness and the food of immortalitj^, « what is » the good animal

product, both the water and the vegetation, and both the fuel and the

incense, for being in the Concord of the Most Wise Lord, the Brilliant

and the Glorious One, of the Beneficent Holy Immortal Powers ’

up to ‘of the worldly orders.’

* of the Worshipful One invoked specially by name.’

—

:« This whole should be recited » 2 times.

^ Or, on another day if we read javit ybm ; but how it could be utilised

the next or another day is not made plain- Perhaps fy is an error.

^ Or, ” portions “ of flesh or cheese- s Ae-kanah.
* Ap~gtr

;
perhaps a chalice simply is intended.

® is for )"

6 Cf. Yas. HI. 1,4; Yas. XXII. 27,

Ahura Mazda, the Amesha Spentas, Sraosha, Atar, Ratu Brrrzawf, and again
the Fravashis are invoked in siinilar terms in the opening portions of the Dron
Service for the spirit of the dead.

^ Cf. Yas, XXII, 27,
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8. Khvarrthew myazdem d-yise yesti ......... up to haoidhi,

^hs\i.numaine Stao^ahe A^yehe up to AhuiTyeh&, ciokhtdndm<znd

Yazatahe} ‘ In worship I pray for the meat meal, ...’ up to
‘ incense, for being in the Holy Concord of Sraosha « the Spirit of

the Moral Order » in kindred with Righteousness ’ up to

‘appertaining to the Lord, the Worshipful One invoked specially by

name.’ « This whole should be recited )) 2 times.

9. Khvarrthm myazdem d-yese y^ti up to ^^mumain^ P. 25

asYidundm Fravashinam up to aokhtd-ndmand YazatahS.^ ‘ In

worship I pray for the meat meal ’ u p t o ‘for being in the

Concord of the Holy Spiritual Essences of the righteous ones ’

up to ‘of the Worshipful One invoked specially by name.’

« This whole should be recited )) 2 times.

10. Avi ‘Towards ’ when no virtue

has been achieved through worship.

11. « There is one )) who says that the worship

12 says there is one v/ho says, one®^

Dron.®

13. Frasha frdhdt aniardt* naifuAt yujyastdis pay ’.

... asenfi aSsmSscha bxTtstnacha- Fonth then ... ... ... shall have

turned the head towards the Holy Fire® within a Yujyasti

« of 16,000 paces of two feet each » ® on the

fuels and the sacred Barsom for the previous worship.^

1 Cf. Yas. Ill, 20.

2 Cf. the Dron Service for the spirit of the dead, and Yas. XXII, 27.

s Otherwise, “ behold, ( that is ) the Dron.”

* The word must be aniardt because it is translated (hain).

® The reference evidently is to the Holy Fire of a temple in the circle of a

particular locality.

® It points to the practice of so arranging the ritual that when there is a holy

temple within a Yujyasti’s distance from it, then the Leading Priest may face the

direction in which it is situated, provided that is not towards the north.

As to Yujyasti cf. Vend. XIII, 17.

^ No clear meaning can be guessed here.
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14. Behold, this Yujya<(sti)) says hither,

15. Ydtarahh.am'^ frdyu

l{y.\S3,van.g1iangJtat^ aetadha upa-gxvvmbayan.^ ‘Of whichever of the two

1. 30 fore— might seize at that through lustre.’

16. Hence ^ they who are among those not singing forth « well

the Holy Text ))— those who may have recited defectively the

Holy Text for the office of the Raspik® ((priests)) must fulfil it so

much® under compulsion. Because, when one proceeds ((to one’s

work ))! dutifully,^ then (( the case stands in such a way that » even

when one proceeds ® to a very great extent, one’s ® work does not

become (( the least » cancelled
;
whereas when one proceeds (( to one s

work )) undutifully, then (( the case is such that )) just from when

one proceeds but to the beginning, one’s work (( becomes wholly ))

cancelled.

^ We have taken this word to be a form of the alternative relative pronoun

base

It would have been possible to take this combination as two words yata .“H

mesham ; but the feminine iotmm raHh.am does not appear possible owing to

the fact that rah\ia, the only known form that can be produced to show relation-

ship to it,; invariably appears in the masculine gender. Yata on the other hand

could stand as the nominative singular of the feminine base yata === strength*

^ Ablative of the neuter vanghangh = lustre.

® seems to be for which is another form of

'4 mJS *»Kr is for {hana rae) ‘== hence/*’

^ The special function of the priest holding this title distinctly, was simply

to mix and dispense the Haoma drink and the milk according to the prescribed

ritual. At present however he is the only priest who helps the Leading Priest in

every function.

® The degree hereof was probably described in the portion that is missing

above,

^ J.e., having rendered oneself fit in every way. If therefore at the time

of commencing a holy function, one have not remedied an error committed before,

then one must be disqualified for that function ; and until one remedies that, one

cannot perform any holy function. • If notwithstanding, one were to perform it» it

would be cancelled from the very commencement.

^ is wrong for -Hsex
;

see below*
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CHAPTER XXVI : APPENDIX D

ON GATHERING AND TYING UP THE BARSOM,
IN THE HOLY SERVICE

1. When, in the function * of the Holy Thanksgiving Service,*
%

one has to gather the sacred Barsftm twigs, one should proceed to * the

precincts^ of the tree/ and should faultlessly^ recite the « following »

texts of Holy Wisdom :—
Ashem Vohil 5® «the Praise of Righteousness 3 times » ;

FravardnS ® ‘I confess myself « the glorification

of )) what period of the day one may have, and the holy text

Ornvamydo Vanghuydo Mazdadhdtaydo aAxaonydo^ ‘

of the Good Tree created by the Most Wise One, « and)) belonging

to the Holy Order.’

2. ((While reciting this)) one should gaze on steadily® at 154 B
the tree.

3. (( Then )) one should return (( from it )), and take the special

formula
’’

(( for the function )) from the Leading Priest ; (( and then )>.

one should recite in that place (( before the tree ))
:

—

Nem6 umvaire! ®, ‘Grateful homage ((unto thee)) O tree 1

and thereon one should gather the sacred Bars6m.

^ Yazeshnik (?).

* ^ )ir seems to be for >r where (var) = precincts. It might have

been for jr {avd ol) where would be redundant, but see Fol. 174, h 6.

^ Vishak, See Vend. XIX, 18-19. The Tree symbolises Life,

^ Pann asariya,

® See Ervad Tehmurasp’s Yasna with the Ritual, p, ii, where the whole

function is described ;
and see below at Fol. 174, 11, 5-13 where it recurs.

® Pann aevakartakih.

The same instruction as here, is given for modern practice.

Le,, Yatha Ahu Vairlyo Zaota etc.

;

see Ervad Tehmurasp's Yasna
with the Ritual, p. ii.

® The whole text here should be Nemo nrxxvaire vanguhi Mazdadhate
mhaone! This text is borrowed from Vend. XIX, 18. See again Ervad
Tehmurasp’s Yasna with the Ritual, p, ii.

The twigs are cut at the end of this text; and for each twig that is cut one
Ashem Vohu is recited. See below, Fol.- 174, 1 19, ff.
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4. When in « the function of )) the Holy Thanksgiving Service,

one ties up the Bars6m that is gathered.^ « one should recite thus >) ^ :—
Ashem Vohti 5 ® « The Praise of Righteousness 3 times )> ;

Fravardne Mazdayasno ® ‘I confess myself the worshipper

of the Most Wise One *

;

« Then one must glorify » what period*of the day one may have

and recite onwards Ahurahe * Mazddo Raevatb Kh.vzxmanguhat6 ^

khsh?i<3:othm to frasastayaecha.^ WVith the realisation of

the Holy Concord ’ u p t o ‘ and submission to the Holy Sway

of the Most Wise Lord, the Brilliant and the Glorious One.’

5. « And thereat » one must take the special formula ° « for the

function )) from the Leading Priest, and « on finishing the whole » ®

must stand again to the duty of the Helping Priest in « the function

of )) the Holy Text.’’

6. One must recite for every BarsiJm ® twig « that is gathered )X

one AAxem VohA « the Praise of Righteousness » and one Yathd AhCi

Vairlyd « the Glorification of the Lord’s Holy Pleasure ».
®

^ Chinit*
^ What is described above is for gathering the Barsdm ;

whereas what

follows is for tying it up in a bxmdle*

2 This whole is described in Ervad Tehmurasp’s Yasna with the Rituab;

p. X, and also above at Fob 77, 1. 10, fF. and below at Fob 176, b 29, C
^ While reciting these .words, the band is passed three times round the

Barsom for tying it.

^ Evidently with the words Yatha Ahu Vairljb etc,

® The whole is given here very briefly
;

for, the actual act of tying up is

not described. That however follows shortly after. When the above text is.

finished) 4 Ashem Vohus are recited while washing the Barsom in water. Then

two knots are tied to the Band which is already passed round the bundle, and two»

YathS, Ahu Vairtyos are recited to accompany that act.

Neither here nor just below is it quite clear whether the reference in this

case is simply to the Preparatory Service itself or to a Helping Priest leaving the

Main Service in its course for gathering and tying up the Barsom^ At present

the Preparatory Service precedes the Main Service, which may favour the idea

that simply the Preparatory Service might be meant here,

s M is for

® At present one Ashem Vohu is recited for every twig that is gathered, but

not one YathS. Ahu Vamyo also. Two Yatha Ahu Vair^'^jos, however, are recited on

having collected all the twigs that are wanted ; and then some small texts follow

and complete the function of gathering them.
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7. When ^ « one returns )) again to « the function of )) the Holy

Text, ^ one should then stand to the duty of the Helping Priest at the

Holy Text, and should take anew the special formula « for the function 155 A
in hand ))7

8. In any case, when the Leading Priest chatters on, that surely

must be illegal ®
;
but it rnust also be illegal when the Helping Priest

chatters on.

There is one who says « that the reference here is to one's speak-

ing )) ahead and behind (( the others)).*

9. There is one who ® says that when any one whatsoever chatters

on, it must be illegal.®

CHAPTER XXVII

ON THE FUNCTIONS OF THE EIGHT OFFICIATING
DIVINES

1. Chis’’ Zaotars. kairim'’ angliat myazdoh^ ayan^ ? What
shall be the function of the Leading Priest on the days of

^ According to TD, tha missing text here should be

2 The helping ptiest who might go out to gather the Barsom twigs, cannot

rejoin the Service in hand unceremoniously. He must recite special prayers for

doing so. See again note 7 on last page.

8 For TD has the correct text W-hxj

The divines must recite the text not only with the deepest concentration, but

also tha most correctly, distinctly, musically
y;

sonorously, and above all har-

moniously.

^ This meaning can only indirectly be applied to drayk ; and the critic hero

perhaps had some authority to base his remark on ?

5 as in TD. ® This is of course a right opinion.

^ Cf. of Vend. XVIII, 36, etc., from which it appears that

“*5*^ in such cases has an indefinite gender.

Kairim is evidently the nominative singular of the neuter base }

cf. Vend. XIV, 11, etc,

® This is apparently the genitive singular of a strange form myazdu

HJ has ;
TD has

^ is evidently a corruption of which is the accusative plural or

genitiva singular of
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the dedicated offering P —i.c., on the season festivals, «anc1))

for the office of the Leading Priest ?

2. Gdthdoscha^ frasrdvaydt'- vdehimeha anguhP astvaitS^

paiii-ddhaydt.^ He shall sing forth the Holy Songs and res-

pond to the voice for the corporeal world ((thus));— AihA

Rahis ^ ‘So the Spiritual Master .
’*.

B 3. Aat Hdvandno, yat haomemcha a-hunavcit^ aug-havanemcha’^

vaemandt\ Whereas ((the function)) of the Havanan, ((the

priest who prepares the Haoma, is )) that he shall pound ^ the

Haoma twigs and shall percolate® the prepared ® drink,® i.e.,

he shall prepare it (( quite )) pure.'®

4 . Aat A^3in^-vakh.shahe,^^ yat Atarenicha aiwi-vakhs)iaydt,

Adaraseka thh.r6 thmkh^ts'® yaozkdaAxatf Whereas (( the function ».

of the Atarvakhsh, <(the priest who kindles up the sacred

Flame, is)) that he shall keep aflame the sacred Fire, and

1 xha text has

® The text has weylu-

** The word must be the potential Parasmaipada third person singular of

give, or of = to provide. Cf. of Yt. VIII, 29. Darmesteter

recalls of Fol. 54,1. 1.

* The Zaoti’s response to the Rtthwi’s prayer: Yathd Ahu Vainjo yb

Zaota frd me mrute

!

'5
>* and 3" are merely augments.

® Subjunctive, imperfect, Parasmaipada, third person singular of the

denominative base of !”eK3“b = percolation.

^ iWitfttXJt •")" is for •" which is wrong for iwir " {ae hunet),

® is wrong for

® is wrong for (h'uneshnih)-

Read dakiyd. It will be seen from what follows that in the function of

straining the Haoma drink the Havanfln is joined by the AsnatEr.

i’- The text has

Accusative plural of the feminine ; see crenajM thmkhitwr below. Darmes-

teter recalls =“ mouth,” from No. 59 of Tehmuras Fragments and the

Farhang,
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shall keep clean, keep pure, three sides ^ of the sacred

Fire, Zaothraecha vdchlm paiM-ddhaydt, and shall return res-

ponse to the Leading Priest thus:—Aihd Ratus ‘ So the

Spiritual Master

5. Aat Frahttxtars, '^at ^thmschcr aevam thrakhtim yaozhdaihat,

Whereas wthe function » of the Frabortar, ((the priest who
presents things atthe offerings, is » that he shall keep clean,

i.e., keep pure, one side of the sacred Fire, bdsrsmandsxa ffdkem,^ 25q ^
Athraecha yasnt-htxttaQihyd ^aiti-bardt. and shall bear at the

sections^ of the Text of Worship^ the twig that is to lie

prostrate,* towards the sacred Barsom twigs, and the portion

of the ham® to the sacred Fire.®

6. Aat Asnatars,, yat htzomemcha d-snaydt, haomemcha paivi-

hzxxzdt. Whereas ((the function » of the Asnat^r, <(the priest

who washes, is» that he shall wash the Haoma, and he shall

strain the Haoma with the H§.vanan priest (( on reciting the text yi.

Vlspdoscha Ath.r6^ ‘ and all of Holy Fire.’

7. Aat Raethwhkarahe, yat haomemcha gava raethwaydt^^

bakh&haydt-cha. Whereas the function of the Ratwishkar, ((the

priest who prepares the mixture, ls» that he shall mix the

1 is for (srakhi). See above, Fol. 144, ]. 9. The Frabortar is

to mind the fourth side.

2 At such places as Visp. Ill, 6, where he makes response to the formirla

Yatha Ahu Vairiyo yb /Itarrvakhsho etc.

® Frakhbgam in Pahlavi, and later Fragdm which signifies the twig which

is laid prostrate at the feet of the Barsom stand.

^ Yazhahmteshn kartarih. The reference seems to be to the chapters of

the Yasna Haptanghfiiti ; see Fol. 133i 11. 12-17 along with Fol. 159, 11. 5-7 where

it is said to be the special function of the Frabortar to recite the Yasna Hap-,

tanghfiiti. It must be recalled that Fob 144, 1. 1, ff. indicate this expression to

signify the Yeinghe Hdtdm sections, but they are too many to suit the context

here ;
see the note in that place. ® Astbwat.

® We must recall here Fol. 133, 1. 13, ff, where also occur the sacred

Fire, the portion of the. ham,. the Frabfirt^r, and the sections of the Text of.

Worship'.

^ The Asnatfir must join the HSvanfin in straining the Haoma.
® Th3se words cannot be discovered among the texts preserved to us.

' 50!
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... y

Haoma drink with the fresh* milk/ and shall dispense in

portions the liquid ^ food and the Hallowed Portion ^ « of the

Haoma ».

156 B 8. There is one who says thus that he shall dispense mixed liquid

food and the Hallowed Portion <(of the Haoma)).

9. There is also one who (( says )> thus that he shall mix « those

things)) and shall dispense ((therewith)) the white thin® bread in

portions.

10. Apem Abms d-bardt The Aberet, ((the priest who has

to bear water)), shall bear water.*

11. Sraosh.dvz.rrzd aiwydhhzhaydt. The Sraoshavarz, <( the

priest who has to superintend », shall superintend
; le., any

who might allow® defect® in the Holy Thanksgiving Service shall®

confess that to him and shall implore him to be prescribed ® the

retribution ((therefor)).

^ Jum gbsht, evidently the equivalent of Av. e*ej though this is

usually rendered i «X3V (gbsht e jiv) or )» (basariya jiv) in the Pahlavi

Yasna.

It is however possible that “)" may simply be hana ybm==“oii that day,”

the day of worship, and hence goshf sdone may be rendering gava.

Gbsht does not look quite a happy rendering to express the original meaning

of “milk' ; still we are not altogether sure that at the time when it was first

used it did not bear a shade of meaning answering the original idea.

» Or perhaps simply “—the drink of the HaEowed Portion— but the

notes which follow indicate that more things than one were to be dispensed.

® Nahak cf. Pr. == lean I thin*

The reference must evidently be to the Dron cake.

The word is probably an erroneous addition here, or it must be a

part of the following expression, reading Srbshih and meaning “ (pertaining to)

the Spirit of the Moral Order.”

® Farutniandakih vabidunet’, cf. Pr, = defective.

^ Ash garzet, Cf, the Patet of the IRoYan.
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CHAPTER XXVIII

ON THE RIGHT PLACES OF THE EIGHT OFFICIATING
DIVINES

1. Zaotars ddifyS gtdtus The proper* place of the Leading
Priest madhemya nmdnahe madhemdt drdthraot ^ apa-sritd,^ « shall

be )) in the middle of the house, in the middle, viz-, of the largest

«part)) ® in the interior « of the house, and)) located ^ at the back
of* the middle of the place *of dedication’ for the Leading

Priest, « in order that he may be )) stvi-u^th.^ ‘ effectively heard.’

2. Hdvandnd ddityd-gdhts The proper place ofthe H4vandn

dashinem upa thmkh^W ®, frataram ’’ baxtsman, aparUm Athfo. « shall 157 A
be » towards the right side « of the sacred Fire »,* further

TD has HJ has

The word is evidently the ablative singular of a strange form araihr^ or

ara^ru which may be traced to a^-ra = to dedicate, or to ar •=* to venerate. It is

translated Zot-dan and appears to signify the seat of dedication for the Leading

Priest ;
and Darmesteter thinks that that might be the Alatgah, the table on which

the utensils of the Service are placed,

2 Past participle of to be located at the back of/*

3 Evidently this may not be at the middle of the house.

appears to be for ape-srat which is merely a translitera-*

tion of the Avestan word,

® The text has

® The text has See above, Fol, 155, 11, 19-24,

^ The text has

s When the side is said to be “right,” it is evidently meant to be that

which is on the right of the Zaoti; and indeed that should be the proper placa

for the Hdvandn, . ,

Darmesteter thinks that according to the disposition in our text the two. lines

of the divines on the right and on the left are quite the reverse of the disposition

as is accepted at the present day, that hence the HS.van§ln could not be on the right

side of the Zaoti, and that the positions must be understood to have been

determined not according to the place of the Zaoti butjaccording to that of the

arathruQx Alatgah*
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from ^ the sacred Barsom twigs, wand)) nearer^ to the

sacred Fire.

3. Haoydt hP meiiiAt Asnatars. On the left side^ shall be

;« the place » of the Asnatar.

4. i'ferrvakhsho^y ddityd gdius The proper® place of the

Atarvakhsh dashinem upa thmkh/ww, fmtaram Athro. « shall

be » towards the right side « of the sacred Fire, but », on

the further side of the sacred Fire.®

5. Frabmtar^ ddiiyd gdius The proper place of the Fra-

bortar ItaoyUni upa thmkhiww, frataram 5arrs?»aw. ‘ « shall be »,

towards the left side « of the sacred Fire, and)) further

from the sacred Barsom twigs,’ ^ «but» on the nearest side of

the sacred Fire.®

But how could the positions be different according to the place of the arathn^

from what they would be according to the place of the Zaoti ? And indeed we
can no see great difference between the dispositions according to our text^ and

those which Darmesteter understands to be accepted in modern view. On con-

sulting plate VI in VoL I of his French translations of the Avesta, it wiU be seen

that the HS-van^n is on the right of the Zaoti, but nearer to him than the AsnatSr

;

whereas according to our text the Asnatar should be nearer to the Zaoti. The
places of the Atarvakhsh and the Raethwishkar are the same in both the cases..

In the plate, the Frabort§.r is placed almost on the exact left of the Zaoti

;

according to our text also he is on the left of the Zaoti but in a situation between

the sacred Fire and the Raethwishkar. The positions of the Aberet and the

SraoshS-varz are not fixed by our text ; but they are marked in the plate as if fixed,

is evidently a corruption of

^ Because the Barsom twigs are placed on the left of the Zaoti,

^ /.e., nearer with reference to the place of the Zaoti,

® The text has

As all the divines have to face the Fire and the holy ceremonial, this

situation would be on the side which is nearer the Zaoti. ® D&tiha as in TD*
* This is the proper position for him because he has to face the Zaoti and

to tend the sacred Fire with the right hand. is evidently wrong for

Somehow this translation has disappeared from the text.;

® It will be recollected that it is stated above among the duties of the

Frabort^r that he has to keep clean one side of the sacred Fire
;
hence, it is

evident that his position could not be away from the sacred Fire. It is here fixed

to be by its nearer corner on the left side, which is just the position from which he

could use his right hand for cleaning the nearer side of the sacred Fire,
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6. Dashindt he^ naemdt RaSthwiskarahe. On his i^ight hand 157 B
side shall be « the place » of the Ratwishkar-^

7. An-aiwi-eittvd ® gdtm aefahe ^ Abnxtd ^ SraoshdvdinzahS ;

vt-charayatem.^ The place of the Aberet «0 P)) of the Sraosh^-

varz « is » not ® fixed they have to move about « as needs

require », ^ hence their place for saying recitation in the thanksgiving

as helping priests is not marked out.

CHAPTER XXIX

ON THE HOLY LICENSE

1. Yezicha aeta Ratavo ana}i(M\ia paragayanti^^ And when
those ^ Spiritual Masters’® proceed « to a Holy Function ));

^ The text has (jj-ey*

* This position is by the front and left corner of the Al^tgih or the ritual

platform.

® Thus HJ ; TD has exrzvd. Both forms may yield the apt meaning*

and may be traced to Av. to be true, fixed,” and to which also bears

a similar meaning.
^ The text has aeta Abrxtta which would be in the instrumental case, but

the case of similarly used terms in the texts above and the word immediately

following, would require it to be genitive here also.

® Potential, Parasmaipada, third person, dual.

^ An-awat dravad gas ; cf. Av, = firml The word might be read

garang and related to Pr. = appointed place of meeting.

According to the modern idea as represented by Plate VI in Vol. I of

Darmesteter^s^ French translations, the Aheret is assigned a fixed place just

alongside the Atarvakhsh, but on the side facing the left of the Zaoti, whereas the
SraoshS-varz is given the furthest place just opposite the Zaoti, with the

sacred Fire between them.

® Cf* words in the commencement of the AerpatastSn.

The slight errors in the text here have all been corrected.

® The term translating has fallen out from the Pahlavi

through some mistake.

Itis made plain frona what follows that this term signifies only the priests

who assist the Zaoti, for he is kept distinct. Still it must be supposed that though
at the function where the Zaoti presides he is kept distinct from the other divinesi

he himself must have the qualification to act as any one of them at another
function.
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without^ the holy license/ i.e., without^ authorisation* « from

higher masters )), Zaota vispe ratuthwd%s raethwayeiti^ ; then for*

all, i.e., all ((engaged » in the function of^ straining," shall the

Leading Priest get ((the things » properly mixed (( by himself

158 A alone »; aevadtha Asnathrat Hdvandne rmthwayHii. ((indeed)),

solely by himself shall he mix well® (( the things » without* the

Asnatar and the Havanan priests® even though they are on

the spot.

2. Zaota ana-hdkhio parayat, dUhistdi ’’ arsvachasiemdi ^ zaothrem

mekhshatVi.® When the Leading Priest has proceeded (( to the

Holy Function)) without the holy license, *.g., without® authorisa-

tion® ((from higher masters)), then he shall resign"® the function “

of the Leading Priest” to the wisest” and the most true

among the other (( masters present with the holy license )).

^ An-afras. It is not quite plain whether the reference is to some general

license granted on the priest’s qualification for the holy office, or to a special

permission to go to a particular function
;

still probably this latter only is meant.

It is here understood that the Zaoti is supposed to have come with the holy

license.

2 Awe^dastbhar.

^ The text has but the Pahlavi renders If however the

text be representing the correct root, the word may be “ shall strain;

cf. Pr. j == to pour out; the Pahlavi rendering gnmizet may then also be made

to yield a similar sense from Av. = to sprinkle.

^ Palayak. ^ V eh*

® When they come with the holy license then alone can they pound and

strain the Haoma.

Cf. Visp. Ill, 5, ; Yas. XIII, 3.

® The root here represented maybe related to = to renounce*

^ should be {awe dastohariha),

of the text is evidently for which word must here yield

the meaning of ** delegating” or “ assigning,?

11 Pahlavi translator accutely translates zaoihfem hylzbtiK

13 jv*^**)^ is evidently wrong for {damkfar)^
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CHAPTER XXX

ON THE ZAOTAR MANAGING THE HOLY WORSHIP^
BY HIMSELF

1. Yat aevd Zaota frd-yazdite ^ myazdahe aydn, ^ Zaotars gdtava %

When the Leading Priest prays^ aloud by® himself® on the

days of the meatoffering, ai.e.yy, on the Season Festivals, ((then))

in the ((special)) place of the Leading Priest, aefaya^ myazde

aiwi-vaUdh.ayeiti rathwaech.3.^ myazdaecha^ rath.waech.a,^ shall he

loudly make known® the spiritual words of Holy Meditation at 158 B
‘ the right time ’ of that meat offering, i. e., at the ideal Season

Festival, ‘as the meat offering for the right time’*®,

for the ideal ** Season Festival,*® nviz.y) v%s^aydo-sac)xatcha ashaond

stdis yasndicha vahmdidia khsh«aothr4jch<2: fra-sastayaecha ” ** “ for

the worship, and the adoration, and the Holy Concord and the

^ The text gives the Parasmaipada which is wrong in this case.

^ It will be observed that this word is repeatedly written

3 This is the locative form.

^ is evidently wrong for which bears the original sens©

of ** recites or invokes/'

® Aevatak, i.e,, without any assistants.

® This seems to be the locative form here, though of course we have

as the usual form in that case.

Dative for the locative* ® Dative. Cf. Visp. IV, 2,

Darmesteter renders, “He shall announce the Myazdas to the Ratu and to

the master of the Myazda/^

9 should be

The term -*0^ has disappeared from the text.

MinoL Darmesteter renders “ Genius-^'

. The Words ’i*! have disappeared from the text,

: Darmesteter observes, “He announces the feast to the Ratu of the G&MnbSr,
that is to say, to the Genius of the G§,h^inbar whom one invites to the feast^ and
to the Genius of the feast itself/^ But that would be quite a spiritualisation.

See Visp, IV, 2; and Visp. IX, 7. This evidently constitutes the special

announcement.,
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glorification^ of the whole existence whatsoever of the

righteous ones/^

2. He^ shall make known that^ «but» behold if he have

'« instead » said « the text )) Ahutdi Mazddi ^
^ Unto the Most

Wise Lord all his work ((would became » detrimental.^

3. Zaoiars gdtava Ahumm Vairnm fra-srdvaydit^ « And » in the

« special » place of the Leaciing Priest shall he sing forth the

Ahuna Vawiya.^ ((the Glorification of the Lord’s Holy Plea-

sure)), shyaothano-fditya^ hdvanaeibya^ paiti-‘janghdit^. (( and »

at Hhe expression ^hyaothanamm of deeds/’ for being in the

159 A state of action^ he shall proceed, just^^ as he celebrates that

piece of Divine Music, to the two Haoma pounding utensils

Hdvandnd gdihn. at the place of the Havanan priest.

^ Fraz vavartkanUi which literally may mean “ making widely current by

creating firm faith.*'

2 Hqna vandkinet. This however may merely be a gloss to what precedes

immediately.

3 The previous text is recited before Yas. XI, and the words here are found

in Yas. XII» 1. So the reference may be to this text. It must however be noted

that Yas. XXIV also commences with these words.

^ VamsFaomand ) because the season festivals are for the glorification of

all existence directly.

® The Ahuna Vairfyas are recited at all important functions* The Haoma

is commenced being pounded at the 4 Ahuna Vairfyas that are recited at Yas.

XXVII, '2; but the Ahuna Vainyas on whose recitation the divine was to proceed

to the Haoma mortar, are probably those at Yasr XIII, 7, for, manipulations with

the mortar shortly follow that text.

® Locative singular of shyaothanotat which means ‘‘ the state of action/^

The Pahlavi translator explains that one has to enter on the sacred action just

while reciting the expression shyaothanandm in the Ahuna Vairiya,

The term usually appears in the dual number, as indicating the pair of the

mortar and the pestle; and the plural of the text is inexplicable as only one mortar

is used, hence it is thus corrected.

8 Future, potential, Parasmaipada, of paiti-jam.

^ Shyaothanandm-x oh eshnih is a strange rendering; but evidently

shyaothanandm is suggested by sbyaoth^r^^d of shyaothanbtaitya, and rbbeshnih

renders the suffix-i^t in the same word.

Taking Kaxtin ae yazbahmet as the right text. See the expression

Arto Kirtin at Fols. 79, 1. 3, and 173,1, 12 and the Av, there and

in Visp. 2* and II, 2.
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4. Atz.nva]ih.&]iahe gdtava dtarem aiwi~va^sh.6k. In the place

of the Atarvakhsh priest shall he kindle up the sacred Fire.

5. Frahxtr:tars gdtum Yasnem Haptanghdithn frd-yaz&it&} At

the place of the Frabortar priest shall he celebrate the

Yasn-e-Hapt Hat, ((the Holy Text of the Seven Chapters ».®

6. Surely indeed, he ® is to recite the entire text of Holy,

Wisdom up to the 3 ^ recitals of A^hem Yohu « the Praise of

Righteousness )) ; but excepting the Holy Text of the Seven Chapters,®

he is to recite that whole in the capacity of the Leading Priest ; where-

as only when (( he recites » that other ® in the capacity of the

Frabortar priest, can that be proper/

7. He should recite the text of the Holy Wisdom ® in front of the

sacred Barsom twigs.

8. (( In every case )) he should proceed forward (( to do the special

work of another functionary )), and should manage well the work

^ The text has frayazaiii vvhich evidently is wrong.

2 See above, the close of Fol. 155 and the commencement of Fol. 156, and

the note 4 there.

As the Zaoti has no assistants he has evidently to proceed to the special place

of the Havanfin, the Itarvakhsh, and the FrabortfLr to attend their special func-

tions. The other functionaries appear to have been neglected in this case.

3 The Zaoti evidently, who in this case attends the functions of all the other

divines.

^ The text has yf which may be deciphered to mean 6, but as the reference

must be to the end of the Yasna and as only 3 Ashem Vohils are to be recited

there, the writing in this case is either an erroneous repetition of y or may be

read ac 3. It must however be remembered that one by one nine Ashem Vohus

are appended to the small texts at the end of the Yasna.

3 These he is evidently to recite at the special place of the Frabortar.

It must be noted that of the rest, two small texts, viz., Yas. YIII, 2 and

Yas. LIX, 30, and the expressions Yathz Ahu Vairiyo Vo etc., appertain to the

F^thwi alone. As to Yas. VIII, 2 see also above, Rjr, II, XXVI, 7, 9.

® l.e., the Holy Text of the Seven Chapters.

’ Reading a& shayet, in conformity with the sense apparently suggested by

the context. If however the negative be kept here, the translation should be,

“ because, if he were to recite that (whole) in the capacity of the Frabortar priest,

it would not be proper.”.

3 This appears to refer to all the texts which he may recite.

51
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((thus to be atten(ie(3 specially; but after doing that)) he should

159 B return ((to his own special place)), should place his hand on the

sacred Barsom twigs, and verily should manage ((onwards his main

function )).*

9. Behold it is® made manifest® that if he were to place his

hand before the knot * of the Barsom, that would not be right.

CHAPTER XXXI

ON THE APPOINTMENT OF THE ASSISTING DIVINES,
AND THEIR SPHERES OF ACTION

1a, Yaschcr aHah\\am mtliwam paoiryo paiii d-jasdt^ Edvand-

nem aHem d-stayeiti,— And whoever of those Spiritual

Masters^ might arrive ‘first,’® him shall he appoint ® as the
Hcdvan^n,—

2. Behold, it is manifested indeed that when one is (( qualified )t

to say (( the Holy Texts )> in an office where all of them have to

^ /.0 ., the function appertaining to the office of the Zaoti himself.

2 Ad paetdginmd, ^ Gams, Pr, stra-

it would be an awkward manipulation to place the hand before the knot ; if

should be placed on the knot itself or below that to grasp the firm stalks.
* Evidently, all the RSthwis only, i.e„ all the holy functionaries except

the Zaoti.

® The word 4iteie) has dropped out here from the text.

® Vakavimuiid seems to be a plural, but may be a passive, meaning, " he shall

be made to stand for.”

It appears that the injunctions appertain to the case when all the seven
assistant priests actually have to attend the Service

;
and it is enjoined that

according to the priority of their appearance the Zaoti has to appoint them to the

several offices. It will be seen that the order of the priests is just the same as is

given in Visp. Ill, h and in Uzirin Gah, 5.

Darmesteter however believes that it is only the RUspi who here assumes
successively the different offices

; but he does not appear to have any substantial

support when he says so. Why could not distinct functionaries have occupied
distinct posts at the holy function, when the posts were really and originally

meant for distinct functionaries ? In emergencies and in smaller services only, one
functionary or two might be made to do for all, but not therefore in every case.

And here is a clear sense of a distinct priest occupying a distinct post.
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celebrate the Thanksgiving, « then such a one is equally )) qualified for

every of the functions.^

1b. hifim ^jJarr-wkhsh^m, thriitm Frahrxvtdrem-) tuinm
Ddnazvdzem,^ the second ((comer shall he appoint)) asthe
Atarvakhsh, the thiad as the Frabortar, the fourth as the
Gatherer® at the Streams®, (( i. e. », as the Aberet, pukh6hent

Asnatdrem, khshiw? Rahhwkkarem, haptathem Srao^d’ozxxzem.* 160 A
the fifth as the Asnatar, the sixth as the Ra^twishkar,

:« and )) the seventh as the Sraoshavarz,

3. ^dhdt anyaishdm rathwUm paiti ddh^ft, And then, one®

may respond among other spiritual masters ® in ’ the post of a

special spiritual master’^, aetahhMm ® tatavo azddi^ (( if )) from among
those ® the spiritual masters are to proceed to the (( Holy ))

function antdsv; an-aTit2xt atha aniarr

just within, (( viz. )), the inner space,*® at the distance of but

3 paces
;

(( but if that were to be )) without, viz., outside the

^ The meaning is that these priests are so perfectly qualified that in being

qualified for any one post they are also qualified for every othen In other words

no such priest is qualified for any one post only ; for, to be qualified as a holy

functionary he must know to fill every and any post at the holy function. Hence

one of them may once act as HS*vanfin, another time as Atarvakhsh, another time

as Frabortar, and so on. Still it must be remembered that,, actually, the several

posts implied grades of offices,

2 Accusative of Danazvaza or Danazvaz which must be analysed into

danangh + vaza or vaz ; and danangh seems to be an equivalent of danu p===

stream or water^ and vaza or vaz ~ gatherer or carrier. The word is

undoubtedly another term for A^rrrt.

^ Riii-chimtdrih. ^ See Visp. Ill, 1.

® One of the helping priests appointed as above at some certain function,

® Le,i those engaged in another and quite a distinct function.

^ Aish-ratih, Evidently this must not disturb the harmony of the

original function.

^ Le., those engaged in the original function,

® Dative of azda a gerund from az — to proceed to work.

Thrigdmi of the text is of course erroneous.

Here an^arr has a prohibitive force*

Fox i>afata, imperative, Parasmaipada, second person plural.

Robeshnih hain andarg, Cf. Pr. — avenue ; passage*,
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160 B

taner space for' one to be engaged in it,' then let not one go into

it, i.e., let not one be engaged therein. .... ^ a„ah\

n,arr-Ma t4 n*Mt. if were either to
Jf';"

„ from outside the inner space,.,-or to proceed without frorn

within «to be engaged in the other function outside

^
t

one should either redeem «the ^
blows' « of Sroshooharandm, the weapon of the Spirit ot

tTeMoral order,., or should toil 'the length ofaday«.n

order that)) the Thanksgiving « may be )) valid « theieon )).

5. Behold, on « assuming » the office of the Helping Dmne,

one must say these ® texts of Holy Worship, viz.

YadUit ‘Where indeed We ,

^ « and )) that « is » the Holy Text « to be recited )) for one s own

is «the teal to be recited on proceeding to » the holy functions m the

Thank^ivmg Sernc^^
commencement of the thanlrsglving

up to the conclusion of the thanksgiving, it is not lawful for the Leading

. Pr. e,^sd4,_tobe .,uipped ;
‘or™”''

V Th. test ims b.t .he Id™ ^
suggest a verb in this place; and ayai is the best torm ma

^

Avestan as well as the Pahlavi.
negative

3 Here an^arr could not be a verbal prenx as aoovtj,

force as there ; it is therefore simply an adverb of place. ^
4 This seems to be the third person singular of the present tense #

'“^rysrcassi. no. monllonsd abovo; but .ho altornadvo » and tho tea.

as we have restored it, suggest it.
i i .

c . j: _ iWhfS. f tWV^SM" is wrong for
6 ifN is erroneous for

'

s See Fol. 141, 11. 14-16, or Nir. II, Chap/XXIV, 2, etc.

9 Namely, the following. It is not quite plam,

Divlnoo hav. to teoilo them when attendins the other fnneUon mentoned

The teats to which these belonged ate not yet dUcoveted.

Otherwise, '“—that evidently is in the Tora (Code of Holy Life).
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Priest to move further than 3 steps « from his appointed place,

even as the text testifies )) Thri-gdim aiwydstdt ^ hacha B^xxsma

parditi.^ ‘ He may proceed to the sacred BarsOm 3 paces from his

appointed place of sitting.’ « This statement is to be found in )) the

text of Worship with (( the expression )) Varstas-chit ® ‘ And

any the properly dressed

7. There is one who says that it is just on having to raise up

the sacred Datush ^ « twig dedicated to the Giver, that there are

necessitated )) the 3 paces which (( he has to proceed » forwards

in the Dah-H&mast ® « the Tenfold Service of all the Worshipful

Ones )),

8. « The text » Vangharslascha ®
‘ And the barely

dressed ’ is not differing « on this point ; though )) there is

one who says ((that the text)) Vaxigharstaschit ‘And any 161 A
the barely dressed ’ is differing (( hereon )).

^ Ablative singular of ahvydsta which may be traced to aiwi-dongh = to sit

up steadily.

® Of course to be traced to para-a-i.

® From Av. i32ihlj = to cover.

The word occurs also at the close of the preserved text of the Nirangastdn

at Fol. 193, 1. 21. The passage there seems to have belonged to a text which

described what was to be incumbent in every possible case as regards the perform-

ance of sacred services.

* See above, Fol. 88, 11. 8-13, Fol. 104, 1. 29, and FoL 105, 1. 4.

® If the text be not erroneous at the end of Fol- 162, it must appear from

there that the entire book here, appertains to the Dah-Homist, although it is not

clear how that is so specially.

® This term is found in Tahmuras Fragment XII, 11 where it is translated

(vishatakach).

The only way of explaining the term seems to be to trace it to vangh = to

have clothings on, and h&txz == to take off, though indeed such juxtaposition of

roots is unusual.

The texts referred to here are not still discovered.
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chapter XXXII

ON THE CAPACITIES OF THE DIVINES FOR JUDGING
THE GOOD QUALITY OF OFFERINGS

1, Zaota^ zaothramm paitisfa^ astV^ myazdok ayan"^; The
Leading Priest is the Judge ^ « of the good quality » of the

Hallowed Portions, as ^ on the days of the dedicated offering

(ii.e.fOn)) the season festivals (( when » the Leading Priests have to

dispense « offerings » zealously ®

;

2. Ratus rdmimm’^ ddthramm sravanandmcha^ pasu-vastra^

nmncha.^ The « Helping » Spiritual Master « is the Judge of

the good quality of)) what are^^the votive offerings of

horned cattle and of creatures^^ with the beast coat,^^

which in the office of the Helping Spiritual Master he has to

present with proper care.

^ The word has disappeared from the text, but the context and the Pahlavi

suggest its restoration,

- Evidently the nominative singular of paitistar which must be traced

to paiti-kh’==>^^ to approve/’ The Pahlavi renders which is either free or

an error for patisht or patishtar^

^ The text has

^ The text has again here, as in Fol. 155» h 7 above.

^ The Pahlavi adds here and that extends the sense of the original to

other cases besides the services of the days of the dedicated offering which

again the Pahlavi explains to be the season Festivals.

® Gctfmvdrak; Pr, ^ ff'be text has

^ Literally, ^^and of horned or hoofed animals/^

^ A form of this expression occurs also at Yt. V, 89 ; but there it signifies

the coat of the beast,” whereas here the sense seems to be ‘‘the animal with the

beast coaU* referring of course to the hairy skin of the lower animals*

MamRXi^

Niyazdr^w a n 1 The word is curruptly written, Cf. Pr. j ==== petition.

The text has which may be lahhvar, the Semitic equivalent of

avaz ; and this again may be erroneous for dvach which may have mistakenly

replaced srohik; and this might signify either, (1) announced “dedicated or

(2)
“ horny.” The form of the Avestan word favours the last meaning.

The text has pah stordn for pah-vastaran*

Raf’-pishak sardanh as in TD.
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CHAPTER XXXIII

ON THE INSPIRATION OF RIGHT BENEVOLENCE
IN LIFE’S ACTIONS

1. Avoya^ vanaiti^t Spiiama Zarctthmtra I yd fra-urxivdkh.ti^

havake urund vanaite. He achieves^ success® wofully O
Spitama Zarathushtra ! who has it achieved by the wanton
excitement * of his own spirit ^

; inasmuch as by « having taken ))

the help of harmfulness, he will have become grievously sinful.

^ The text erroneously has avayb vananti. Cf. Yt. Ill, 14 ; Yt. XIX,, 63*

2 This word evidently represents some root ^/ruvakh or ilrxxyah which

appears apjain to have the modified form Urukh or iiruh signifying ‘*to incite/^

** to heat”

Here, once again, the Pahlavi comes to our help when appearances might be

so deceptive. Though the term which renders this word into Pahlavi has dropped

out from this place just here, it is preserved below to be (ranbkih). This

at once recalls the of the Pahlavi renderings of Yas. XLIV, 20, and Yas.

LI, 12. In those two places it translates and respectively;

and this result of Pahlavi scholarship may be supported on the ground that these

Avestan terms represent the roots and respectively.

Again, the glosses there explain as signifying and

The only other Avestan term in which the root here represented reappears,

seems to be the of Yt. XIX, 69, where it evidently signifies heat.”

Darmesteter renders the word ** pleasure,” because he suspects the root

wfuvfikhsb, and hesitatingly suggests fraurnvakhshii ( = joy ), as probably the

correct form.

The word is corruptly written here as and as below*

3 is evidently wrong for or •'bWJPi
; see and

below.

^ The sense seems to be that when one is goaded and helped on to a success

by a sinful excitement of the spirit, the success must be full of woe, not only for

him who is won, but also" for him who wins, inasmuch as it has made the latter

sinful* For,, evidently under the influence of such excitement, one must employ
wicked means to gain the end, besides one’s having suffered a degradation in spirit

through such excitement.

161
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2. « Such indeed » is every man who calls « himself » a “ warrior

and yet will^' not be preserving^ himself from the way^ of the help

A

of harmfulness.
^ ^

3. Avdya druzhaiti ^ Spitama Zaratlmsf-m ! yo fra-urnv \mtt

havaU 'urmzS druzhaiieV He tells falsehood wofu lly O S pitama

Zarathushtpa! who has it told by the wanton excitement

of his own spirit °
;
inasmuch as by having uttered ((that)) he

will have become grievously sinful.
^ ^

4. Such indeed is every person who calls « himself )) “ a priest,
’

and yet will be teaching in the false path.

5. JvSya ddthrem^ dadhditi Spitama Zarailmstm! yemghe

ddthrahe ddUi,^ »oit‘“ hava umva urCirvdza}^ He gives a gift

wofully 0 Spitama Zarathushtra ! by the giving of whose

gift his own soul will not have received satisfaction.'^

I Fairness and chivalry must be the ideals of the true warrior j hence he

must save himself the most from wild excitement; and neither must he practise nor

believe as if everything can be fair in war.

3 j^fi-awdz-ddfeshwih,

3 . Pj.^
“ The text erroneously has

5 The Pahlavi indicates the Atmanepada by rendering

6 The word should be restored after

^ The preaching
the spirit; for, these

tlutaaTl r. -ohins th. r.s...s of wMc. »os. ce.fainl,

be very baneful;
9 Tn^trumental.

8 The text erroneously has darem. ^Instrumen ai

10 The text has chSit, but the Pahlavi supports nott.

II SLolicated Perfect. Parasmaipada. third person singular of urmaz.

which is certainly erroneous. The Pahlavi suggests soma

The tex
^ ^ ^ restored seems to be the only possible

lTafcirivTn\te most faintly be rec^^^

. A Jriftsed mav prove a curse to the recipient by creating in

1

°
"I?.Td omvtog «d thus may also taoa, a loss to iho world by missing a

wrone motives is too evident to be discussed.
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6. (( Such indeed » is every person who calls <( himself » a

“ peasant,” ^ and yet will be giving in the imprudent ^ way.

7. Ddihra zt paiii nivditis * vtspahe anghe'us astvatd Hu-

mataeshuchaHxivikhfaesh.iich.aHxivz.Ttstaeshucha. Through Charity

((shall be realised)) indeed the passing’ of the whole cor-

poreal world into Good Thought, into Good Word, and into

Good Deed, even as the soul is to be passed from hell and to be

delivered as good.—•—There is one who says : Even into the other

virtues ®
(( shall that be realised )). inasmuch as ® the « whole )). indivi-

duality ^ is to be delivered (( from sin )),®

8. ASsha zaothrandm mazistacha vahistacha srahtacha ® Of the 162 B
Hallowed Portions that is the most sublime in“ itself,’® the

best” to be wished for, and the most’^ graceful’® to view’® yd

nairS^* ashaonS dasti aiwi-cha haith.ya^^-ch.aA\dndi-c\ia,^^ which is

given to the righteous man and to the student ” ‘of Truth”®

^ The ideal of the peasant is thrift ; hence he must be the least indiscreet

in giving.

^ A-vichitar, ® The text has dathru ^ Cf. Yas* X* 16*

® Bara vazare^hnlh by which the translator here must have intended to

convey the same sense as the translator of Yas. X, 1 6j where also that translator

gives the same rendering as here, and where the sense of " passing or passing

away is apparent. And this must suggest that nivaiti may be traced to

= to blow down.

® is for S) ^ Reading n? for 3)^*

^ This critic overlooked the fact that all virtues whatsoever are embraced

in the Good Thoughti the Good Word, and the Good Deed, and so bis remark

becomes superfluous.

^ The words ^ intrude here in the PahlavL Pann fan,

Pashum, better pashum which is another form of pahr^im*

Niyoktum

;

Pr. — graceful ; beautiful

Difan as in TD. The text has mirk
The text has haithi’^chishandicha

5
cf. Yas. XIII,? 3,

should be Mamtunitdr^

The Pahlavi which commonly renders the forms of the Avestan

should be restored here.

§2
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there is one who says, « to the » “instructor,” i. e., to him who

commits ((Truth)) to heart and disseminates* it again,* paiticha

pdresniandi Khrat'Am Ashavamm and to the investigator of

Holy Wisdom, i.e., to him who knows the marvels^ of the Holy

Formulae.^

CONCLUDING GLORIFICATION

Ashem Vohu Vahisfem ^asti/ Righteousness is the Highest

Good, that is to say, the harvest^ of Virtue is excellent.

The end of the pre-eminent * Holy Book appertaining to the Dah-

H&mast ®
(( the Tenfold Service of all the Worshipful Ones )).

^ Lakhvar inikJisIict^ Otherwise, expands in his turn.’*’

- As Darmesteter notes here as well as Visp, XIV^ If paiti-pxrxs is taken

by the Pahlavi to indicate the knowledge of the Nirangs, c?., of course^ not only

of their texts, but also of their real imporlv proper management, and right efficacy.

® Anbar.

The Ashem Vohu glorifies the close of the book,

^ Sarfar, TD has datar.

The order of the words as they are here and just after^ is such as to create

in us the suspicion that some terms have fallen out from this place.

It is not easy to see the relation of the Dah-H6m§.st specially to this

book. At most it might be said that the Book appertains to the Dah-H6m§.st

in so fat as it treats of matters appertaining to the Greater Services ; but then

it must appertain to the other Greater Services also, such as the Dvazdah-Homast
or the Do-Homast, or^ even without. such distinctions, any other Homast,’ Pro-

bably,, therefore, the text is seriously erroneous here.
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THE CODE OF THE DIVINE SERVICE

J3 0 0IC: III
ON THE HOLY EQUIPMENT

THE BENEDICTION
«To the Glory of)) the Most^ Noble Lord,’ the Perfect in 163 A

Himself, the Virtuous One.

CHAPTER I

ON THE ESSENTIAL NATURE OF GIRDING ON
THE SACRED VESTURES

1. Aiwydsta mazdayasna Gdthdo Brdvayen^ nUt an-muydsfa.

The worshippers of the Most Wise shall sing the Holy

Songs girded in sacred vestures,® i. e., they shall then have

put on the sacred shirt and the sacred girdle, and not without ^

sacred vestures/

2. Kva ithra aiwydonghaydonti'^

?

Where on the bodies of

persons shall they gird ® « them » on here, i. e., in the world’'?

I. e.i on what part shall they gird « them )) on ?

^ Read Bmidah which translates the Avestan Ara,

See note 5 at the close of the previous book,

^ The text erroneously gives sravayat

^ is •wrong for

Darmesteter refers only to the sacred girdle in his translation here; but evident-

ly the gloss in this place as well as the sense of the passage make it plain tbatj» here

at the least, the reference is both to the sacred girdle and the sacred shirt.

^ should be Cf. Vend. IXp. 32 ; XVIII, 19, 21 ; etc.

^ Here undoubtedly there is quite a direct reference to the sacred girdle,

though at the same time the sacred shirt is indirectly hinted at as that which is

to be girded upon,

Dakeshn, Otherwise, the word might be for (gasa^i) ; but that does

not appear probable,
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3. Adhairi ha^haeibya. Below ^ the arm pits.-

4. Chwt aiwydonghaydonti^ ? How large at the most '* shall

they gird « them » on ?

5. Yat ah\iUm zxrdvai^ gavdstryd-vzxxstdo ® vmzauthn nvii

163 B avanghrdsaydt^ adhairi hareihranghibya.* .Just so large as, on

their toiling in the works” on the field” in^” upright

posture,^® i. e., when they do the work standing,“ may not be

an impediments^ to them in the work « by hanging

»

below both the hips.®

6. This is evident from the text of Holy Wisdom that if a sick

person or a pregnant s® woman were to attend any place « of worship »,

that should be improper according to this rnle'^ even as it is manifested

from the Holy Wisdom « that way ».

1 jjjili. Js fQj. .(jllo..

“ Pirak ; Pr. = armpit, 3 'pjjg jjg^g

^ Pishtakih, The word may perhaps be explained by Pr. and
*= deapth.

® Thus adverbially. The text has

® Cf, Yas. Xlllj 2. The expression here evidently signifies the
“
works on

the field.” Varsta is elsewhere neuter, but its form here indicates feminine,
accusative plural.

Evidently a form of the root hras which can be detected in the name
Frangrasyan as Darmesteter has already noted.

® The text has harethrahebyo. The word seems to be a form of hareth.-

rangh. The meaning is not quite evident. Darmesteter translates skirts.”

But the Pahlavi which probably is related to the Pr. seems to

indicate the meaning ” hips
; and the Pahlavi j% if it is to be corrected into

3 ‘^‘l and rehd ko\a 2, will favour such a meaning; TD however gives 8,"i^

® Similarly with the rendering in the Pahlavi of Yas. XIII, 2, the Pahlavi
here gives kar-varzeshnih.

Zak e stend, lit,, “ as they stand.” Lit. “ On feet.”

^

12 Lafiak
; cf. Pr, *^51 == to stumble. Darmesteter reads ranak, and recalls

ranakinitan-

1® Apistan ; Pr.

Paimdnah ', Pr.

The reference seems to be to the fact that such persons would be unable to
have the sacred vestures girded in the proper way prescribed here, or would be
unable to perform the attendant ceremony with exactitude.
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7. In ^ other words/ one should have (( the sacred vesture ^

about )) 4 finger-breadths « loose round the body » according to « the

text )) Pairi z% ^ All round indeed ^

8* If « the sacred vesture » hang down all ^ on one ^ side, that

verily cannot be proper. •

9. « Here the case of » the common ^ people ^ and of the

philosophers ® cannot be different (( from that of the divines )).®

10. There is one « however )) who says thus that « an irregula-

rity here » may be allowed for the common people though it cannot

be allowed for the philosophers.

11. The sacred^ girdle^ should be « made )> from these several

things : the wool ® and the hair ® of the woolly goat species and of the 164 A
woolly camel species.®

12. Sosha^^s said that that^^ made from cotton is also allowed.

13. As regards raw^^ silk^^ and prepared silk^^ <( the sages »

have been divided in opinion,

^ Apatik.

® The sacred shirt may also be intended, though it is not improbable that

the reference may be solely to the sacred girdle. The Sh. L^-Sh. IV, § 2 states

the looseness of the girdle to be 3 finger-breadths, and § 5 of the same states the

looseness of the shirt to be 4 finger-breadths round the body.

Evidently, this looseness must not be of this extent u n i f o r m 1 y ail around

because that would be too much ;
it is apparently meant to be of that extent as

measured at any one side only from all around the body*

^ Ae-tak^ ^ Datik, ^ Hatik-mansrik^
^ These are in technical name the gasanik people.

See for a classification of this kind Dinkn Bk^ VIII, Chap, I, 5, and the learned

note of Dr. West appended to it*

Kustih ® Pasham va mu%
® One must read in this connection the whole of the 4th chapter of the

Sh&yast LS.-ShS,yast. The words of our passage here are almost entirely to be

found in the first section of that text.

Pumbakin-acK

The Sh. LS*-Sb. does not speak on this material.

Kazh ; Pr* = raw silk*

Aprishunu

It must be noted that Shfiyast LS.-Sh§,yast, IV, 1 and 4 reject the girdle made

from silk flue {parun) or plain or figured silk {parand)^, and from brocade and

painted silk.
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14. It should be made tubular ' and its looseness^ round ((the

waist should be » at the least 4 finger-breadths" <( to make it » good

;

and Afrog said « it should he a single'* continuous piece.'*

15. Maitiyokmah (( maintained that >) a person can have the

meritoriousness « derivable from having the sacred girdle on in all its

perfection a, up to just the extent that « is noted in the text » Thrl

vUasU’’ aspaydo -paitrvd'' asydo arr/<) ‘Three spans’ « of it have))

pre-eminently the value of the mare with ® a free-moving air
*

’
;
« because

surely)) it must not increase more than that.®

16. When it has been cut,*° then if one sew it up with the same

material that the girdle” is <( made )) of, that can be allowed.

^ Dadkrii (?) ;
cf, Pr. Xjj-) == circuit.

Otherwise, daok-radak — double-warped (?) ; cf. Pr. jii and — line.

® Pargi The word seems to be related to Hiiz. i’lU and Ar|, tir*.

* As noted above, Sh. Li-Sh, IV, 2, and X, 1, state this to be 3 finger-

breadths.

^ Aevatak as in TD. Neuter nominative plural.

The Vitast is the span-measure of 9 inches. See Dr. 'West’s note 3 to

Bund. XXVI. 3. « Adverb.

Twenty-seven inches would be the measure of the girth of the sacred

girdle as it would fit with proper looseness on the waist of the youngest Zoroas-

trian who would be a child of seven. And the reference apparently is to that

limit of measure. Because, were this length simply proportionating itself with the

value of a mare, and really indicating only a proportional part of the whole girdle,

irrespective of any class of its wearers and in relation to the value of the whole
proportionate with its entire actual length worne by different individuals, then a
stout person must score greater merit than a lean, and a full-grown individual

more than the tender young or the withered old, which should be quite absurd.
® I. e., in the activity and liveliness of the prime of health.

In Nir. II, Chap. II: App. B, 11 a cattle-head appears to be valued at 30
Stirs; whereas in Nir. II, Chap. IV, 5 a precious beast of burden iS assigned the
Khor value of sixty Stirs. Now in those times when domestic animals were
specially valued, a good young mare must have been prized even more than a
horse; hence she must have fetched a value of no less than about a hundred Stirs.

Hence putting on the sacred girdle would become the good deed of some hundred
Stirs at that value.

® Because that would be unfair ; see note 7 above.
“ If the modern custom of working up the ends of the sacred girdle into

proper tassels is original, then the reference must be to accidental cuts on the
girdle and not to the cutting of the ends on completing its weaving.

Aytwyaghanih^
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17. When at the time one has girded it up it is exactly * 4 finger-

breadths in looseness,^ then « alone )) can it be proper.

18. If «it be made )) of cotton, then it must'® consist® « as »

uniform ^ from ® one end to the other/

19. S&sha«s said: ^Behold, if one would make® the girdle hold®

some^ sort of poniard’ in it and would hang it in a double knot®

therein, that could not be proper.

20. This invariably ®
(( applies )) to all persons : namely, to

him who may have had performed a Thanksgiving Service for himself

(( and may be attending » at the thanksgiving, and to him “ who may

have had performed a Thanksgiving Service for himself’® (( and may))

not « be attending )) at the thanksgiving or to him who may not have

had performed a Thanksgiving Service and « may be attending at ))

a thanksgiving or may not be ((attending » at a thanksgiving” in

all cases when a person holds a weapon ” in the girdle and hangs

it in a double knot, that must be improper.

21. There is one who says thus : Verily, it should be plain ” and

in one uniform piece.”

^ Dioviist. ^ Aifiip (?) ; probably from Av. >h = Y/ide -fi the suffix “»•

Bain yakaviniunct. * Ae-tak,

® Sar-a-sar. It is probably meant that it should be made evenly.

Pairdinnn bain yakhasiiiiit

;

cf. Pr, ~ circuit.

Tikhak-ak aa gundk; cf. Pr.

The first word has the diminutive suffix.

^ /, e., the knot formed in and by the sacred girdle itself. It is prohibited

to put the sacred vesture to common uses. See Dink, Bk. VIII, Ch. XXXVIII, 26.
'•* Hamdci

Supposing that is for

All this amounts to saying
,

“ in every possible case. ” These particulars

are stated to dispel the possible idea that might arise that the previous remark
could apply only to a person concerned with some sacred Service and not to one

pursuing the ordinary avocations of life. And hence it is made plain that whether

a person have a Service celebrated or not, and whether a person attend a Yazeshn
or do not attend,—in every case it is unbecoming to hang a weapon by the sacrel

girdle.

Hamde. Khoshtak-ach
; cf. Pr, = dart.

Satak as in TD ; Pr- isel".. Cf. Shdyast Ld-Shflyast IV, 4 and 11 where
also plainness is enjoined Ae~tdk-

164 B
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22. Afrog said : Indeed, when the girdle ‘ is such as is made

up of fragments,^ it cannot be allowed.

23. To go barely dressed ® is not a sin for males, but it is a sin

for females
;
and that is the sin of moving * about without proper

clothing,^ (( But )) that is not « so )) at night when these retire to

sleep, as that is so much a different (( case »; still even then they

should have the sacred ® shirt on and the sacred girdle ® on the waist,

165 A as « they are )) a protection to the body and something far better for

the soul,®

CHAPTER II

ON THE LEAST SACRED VESTURE PERMITTED
BY THE LAW

1. Chwt ^ nd nitema’’ -vastrahe aiwydsto rat-ufris ? By®

having put on ®how much sacred vesture at the least is a
person in spiritual merit?

2. Yatha 4-thmw?ii3 ® bh, maidih.y6i^^ paitistdni}^ As

^ Kamar ; Pr.

2 Kdrtok ; Pr. •= a, fragment.

® Barahdnak I Pr. = bare.

Of course the sense here is not that of being completely nude ; it is that o f

being so scantily dressed as would not be decent or genteel.

Vashat ddbareshnih. Dr. West notes at Sh. La-Sh. IV, 8, that it is

usually defined as “ walking about without the sacred thread-girdle.” But of

course the meaning here cannot be so limited, because plainly enough it indicates

a thing which should be quite independent of the sacred vestures, and that

apparently is ‘Yuli decent clothing.”

® Sha^ik va knstik.

“ These words are also found in Sh. Lfi.-Sh. IV, 13.

The text is corrupt ; the Pahlavi suggests the correction.
® The text may be read ayiwydgeshii.

® Nominative plural ; the word must be traced to Av. d-thru ; cf. the form

The text repeats bis here, which is probably an error.

Cf. Vend, VIII. 8, XV, 47,
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much as « must bei) doubly^ pi’otections/ and must cover ^ a

man ® up to the middle of the leg.

3. Kvatdchit^ ahahe aiwydsto ratufris. Any man of small

means* can a in that respect)) be in ufull)) spiritual

merit by having “ put on ® just that much « only »; but when

one possesses greater ® means ® in mone})"/ it cannot be allowed if it be

« only )) of this measure (( in that case also ».®

4. Vat masyS^ aHahniAt vast-rem, When the vesture is

superior to that « in value aetavato ** aetahe nitema^~ aixvyastb, 155 B
ratufris. then one ((dressed therein )) isinthe same spiritual

merit as one dressed in” that of the smallest (( lawful

value and measure » ; because (( were that which is » in the

superior value and measure not (( to be taken » at this estimation,

that should certainly be unfair.”

*• Darmesteter renders, "a pair of- drawers.” But the scantiest lawful

dress could not exclude the sacred shirt and girdle; and as these are recognised as

protections for our body and soul, our meaning appears more probable, and the

Pahlavi jbasx^anak also stands to support us,

Fraz h6mbef^ of. Pr, = to cover, ^ Taking JiLF instead of

^ Probably the instrumental; the Pahlavi is kutak , and the Persian is

Daimesteter suggests that this may be another form of kutaka which is

found in Vend/ XIV, 5*

^ Ayiwyageshnih, Awif hu*>charak,

Kasp
;
Huz. (kaspa) == specie*

® When one has the means to put on fully decent clothes, one should not

put on merely those of the last degree permitted simply to men of the smallest

means.

Comparative. Afj, Genitive singular. IE) has U(it(Xv<Zi

^2 Most probably the of the text is to be corrected thus ;
because

the meaning which this word may yield cannot be quite appropriate here, as it

must beat some sense derivable from “ to show contempt.

It must be noted that the form of the original is in the instrumental case.

According to the idea expressed at the end of the previous paragraph, the

question of decency would make a person accountable if he would not put on

vestures more fully decent than the poorest lawfully permitted* And still,

evidently, the spiritual merit of having put on proper clothing must not differ in the

case of the man of the smallest means with his pooMSt lawful garb, and of the

man most luxuriously clothed besides having put on the essential lawiul vestures#

53
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5, The sacred shirt can lawfully be made of any material

That ^ made from vegetable materials ^ is just the proper thing

according to what is manifested from the Holy Wisdom. « But »

about raw^ silk and prepared silk" they have been divided in

opinion*

6* If one have ^ put it on excessively^^ that shall be improper*

There is one who says thus: It can be said (( to have been made »

of the proper measure when it has been made in^ such a way"* as

to be « of a looseness )) within ^ 4 finger-breadths <( round the body.

Besides », it is required to be singlefold. « So that when it » has

gone (( to just this extent of looseness and quality », then alone can it

be « said to be » not lacking in propriety/

7. There is one who says thus : Verily, about ®
<( allowing »

2 folds « to the shirt, a decisive opinion is » not evident
;

^ « but » 3

folds are « surely » not permitted*

8'* If, on having girded up « the girdle », one were to let it hang

^ Darin. Cf. Sh. Li-Sh. IV, 4* where the materials are mentioned*

^ Kozh i^a aprishiim as in TD 3 Pr. and See above, FoL
164, 1* 2. At Sh. La^Sb. IV, 4, dyed silk seems to have been permitted.

But. D^t, D. XL, 2 states: ^‘The sacred shirt should be pure white and

singlefoid”; and according to Meher Yasht, 126, “white** should symbolise

the Good Religion.

^ Awir fan katt yakavimmk. This excess is explained below to be that

beyond 4 finger-breadths round the body ; and concerning length we may under-

stand from what is said above that it must not go below the knees.

^ Min mk.
Bain. Slight variations in the looseness seem to have been permitted*

AHdk See Sh* L^l-Sh. IV, 7, and the remark of DS-t* D. quoted in note

2 above,

L c., when the measure and fold of the vestment do not exceed the

prescribed limit*

* It is plain that wrongly replaces jr* \ac).

® It seems that the case of the inclement cold weather necessitating a cheap
padded clothing for the poorer classes had presented itself to the doctors of the

religion ; and they apparently hacT hesitated to compel the wearing of a special

vestment where means could not afford it. It must have occurred to them that if

the sacred shirt could be^allowed to be of a double fold, it could then be padded
and could efficiently protect the body ais well as the spirit,
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down excessively’ or to cut it down too much, that would not be

proper.®

9. Afrog said : Verily, if one were to use it as a sash ® for the

shirt/ that should not be proper.'

CHAPTER III

ON THE POSITION OF THE SACRED GIRDLE
WHEN GIRDING ON ARMS

1. Ydi^ aiwydonghayeinte ’’ k3.rrtdscha,^ a-raiufrayd.^ Those
who engirdle, i,e., gird’" over, cuttnig" arms" with the

sacred girdle, » bind the sacred girdle over « them, i,e. )), put

them into the girth at the abdomen and bind the sacred girdle

over them, are lacking’® in spiritual merit.'®

2 . Pascha aiwydstem nirtao%hayeinU,^^ rainfrayd. « But if

»

after having girded up the sacred girdle they’® let them
hang’® ({ in the girth at the waist », i.e., they bind the sacred

girdle over and let « the arms hang )) down (( in their girth above it,

then)) they can be in spiritual merit.

Farestakanak*
^ It should not be more nor less than of a looseness of 4 finger“breadths

round the waist ; see note 2 to FoL 163, 1. 23.

3 seems to be for 5^)0 (futak ) ; Pr* == sash.

^ Kaxtak ; Pr. See note 9 to Fol. 168, 1. 30, below.

^ It must simply serve as a sacred symbol.

® The words in the text have mostly singular forms.

^ A causal form.
® Accusative plural of hdsxta = a cutting weapon,
^ The text has ratufryo,

Kaspend, perhaps related to Pr. — to twist.

Kar^n. Ashkim or ashkam I Pr. ^

A-ratm as in TD. Cf. Dink. Bk. VIII, Chap. XXXVIII, 26.

Cf. of Vend. XVII, 2.

NidhoshmH, in P^zand characters, simply reproduces the original word

with but slight modification.
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3. Sosha/is said : Behold, neither* at the front nor at the back

is (( the looseness of the sacred girdle » allowed to be under 4 finger-

l)readtbs,* excepting “ in the case of that which they* bind to the

sacred Barsom twigs, in which case (c it may be as tight » as the rims

on the chariot wheels.*

166 B 4. Yesi^ thrfs /nrthfdoncho * ydiayanti,^ ratufrayo. When
they pass it® u round the waist » three* times* quite

together, i.e
,
tic it evenly three times, then only are they in

spiritual merit. Yezi dat iwit /^athrdonchd yutayanti, a-ratufrayt).

But whsn they do not pass it u round » three** times** quite

166, together, then they are wanting in spiritual merit.'*

1. 21

' Otherwise, “ is neither at the front nor at the back in 4 finger

breadths, then that is improper-’’

- Bard ntidi may perhaps be for Inna cniiat-

This is a translation of the text Yoi rathescha pasvSiVtzdescha barrsniaine

hum^vB^rndayc inii

,

which occurs at FoL 173, ll 9— 10. Its second and third words

which might piu^zle one are simply transliterated as ms pasvanizd^ The latter

may be traced to Av, pas —- to binci and t;rrrt — to circumscribe.

See Foi. 172, L 27, ff. where almost the same words recur.

^ This word is written in an erroneous way in the text here; but

immediately below it is to be seen in correct form. It seems to be used

adverbially.

Cf. Yt. X, 78, where the word apparently yields the sense of bearing

with special effort.
”

Saimmmd which evidently indicates the causal form.

® The sacred girdle which has to pass three times round the waist before

it is finally tied up. Darmesteter takes this as referring to the band for the

Barsom bundle, which also has to pass three times round, and is to be tied up hke

the sacred girdle on men^s waist, excepting that it is not to be loose like the latter.

As however the theme has up to this appertained to the sacred shirt and girdle,

and especially because the corresponding text for the Barsom band occurs below

between Fois. 172 and 173, one must be persuaded to take this text as relating to

the sacred girdle and not to the band.

® 3-tdk. should be

3-1 is an error for (ddak).

The texts concerning the Barsom are misplaced here, for, the previous
subject has yet to continue, as appears from additional texts thereon continuing

on the second half of*Fol. 168. They are therefore removed all from here up to

Foh 168, U 21, and placed after Fob 172, I 20 below, where the subject of the
Barsom is continueid?
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5. ((The^ looseness of the sacred shirt and girdle^)) should be 168,

« at least » 4 finger-breadths as well before as it should be behind/

6. Kifyatro-Bhyit said : Behold, it is not proper ((to say)) ‘‘as

well before as after all ((the looseness)) is required on any side that

there is/
«

7. There is one who says that Kifyatfb-Bftyit ((said this)) of

course as referring to the (( looseness of » 4 finger-breadths.
®

chapter IV

ON THE POSITION OF THE SACRED VESTURE
WHEN PUTTING ON GARMENTS

1. Ydi^ vanghenti ^rrr^tscha As to those who dress'^ them-
selves in (( thick w*" jackets as of woven stuff’® quilted” with

^ See the pieceding note where it is explained why the text which concerns

the Bars6m is transferred from here to its right place after Foh 172, 1. 20.

- Both probably are meant.^

Kecall the remark of SoshS^ns at Foh. 166, 1. 11, £f.

^ KiryatfO^BlVit’s osbervation is appaiently thoughtful: the looseness has

not a reference to any special sides only: it may be taken on any side provided it

measures 4 finger-breadths wherever the measure is taken. Perhaps the previous

observation signifies that the looseness is to be measured on two opposite sides,

thus making it altogether 8 finger-breadths, although that of 8 finger breadth

ought to have appeared too much,
^ This observation seems to have been necessitated, because the curt way in

which Kiryatro^Bu/it’s remark is noted appears to have created some confusion

among the ancient scholars.

It must be noted that the manuscript TD closes at this stage.

« The text is very corrupt here and beiow.

should be {mun hontbend) or fiihofubeud)

cf. Pr. = to cover.

® The Pahlavi gloss makes this meaning necessary.
^ Darmesteter reads harmUak and renders “ tatters though such

meaning is radically possible as being based on Av. = to cut, still it is not

favoured by what follows.

The word may also be read hartitdky but kcirtak simply appears to give the

proper form ; cf. Pr. or = jacket; frock
; and Guj. see note 4 to

Fol. 166, 1. 1, above.

Tdfipist or tupisf ; cf. Pr, *»=== to weave, and vvoyen stuff,

limn^vam\tak ; cf„ Pr. «« to puff up,
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A light ^ lint/ and which, as there is one who says, may^ be had

quilted^ through joining ^ ((pieces)) together,® paiti-vanghas-cha^

khre—‘‘uru—baourmcha’^ and in superior' glossy clothes ' of

bright ® silk tissue ® such as (( it is » not <( possible )) for the lower
^

classes® « to put on », and stuffs made from ‘rich’ mule

loads for linings*^ that (( make garments)) comfortable,'® ySzi antarem

asprvmd-vastrahe aiwydonghaydonti,ratufrayd ; if'® indeed they have

^ Remap sapok", Pr. = tow, and = light.

- Ham'^vaminU yaliavhmnet*

^ Ham’^aytbar. Otherwise, “through co-operation*’'

^ Evidently accusative plural of paiti-vaxigha which also appears as a

proper name in Yt XIII, 109 ; see Av. paiti-vangh = ‘'to shine superiorly," or

“ to cover from above." ^ A form of khrrm.

^ A form to be traced to hahar the reduplication of 5rrr == to bear.

Madain vaghan-ach. The text here erroneously has perhaps

this might have to be read madam narm vaghan-ach == “ superiorly soft glossy

cloths but IL 14 and 29 of this folio suggest the text we accept.

It is possible to render the expression also as upper garment/*

s Yazd
;
Marco Polo describes Yazd as a good and noble city where

they weave quantities of a certain silk tissue known as YasdiJ^

Otherwise the word may be read gazd, and may signify “ bright raw silk

stuff'' ; cf. Pr. y =* raw silk. When so read, it might as well perhaps mean “ short

military coats of quilted silk;" cL Pr. or (•Jy which bear this meaning;

or else, one may render it “ rough cloaks "
; cf. Pr. =* worn-out clothing.

^ DMak ; Pr. = the vulgar folk. Otherwise, “ soft/* light ;

" cf.

Pr. = delicious viands.

Khamara usually means an “ ass ** simply, and so does which is

represented by khfe in the original ; but a latitude of meaning seems to have

extended to the sense we choose.

The Av. urn seems to indicate the sense of “ rich.*^

Astar ; Pr. == a stuff for lining. Otherwise “ mule ’’
Pr.

Doftak (?) cf. Pr. == cheerfulness. Otherwise “quilted covering/*

Pr.
^

This gloss can also be translated thus, ‘‘ and with upper garments of rough

clothing that is not soft, and garments made of padding for the mule*$ back,

i.e, ( the stuff of ) the quilted covering for the mules.**

This rendering would have suited perfectly here and at line 14, but it does

not suit at line 29, for there it is quite plain that the theme is concerning rich dress.

almost persuades us to understand that the Pahlavi translator has

rendered wfo by and by ; but more probably it is to be taken

simply as au error fo so often is-
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been girded up with the full* ((sacred» vesture* under-

neath,^ then alone )) can they be in spiritual merit;

atiaspvxmd-vastrahe aiwydonghaydontha-raiufrayo. but if they have
been girded^ up without the full « sacred » vesture « under-

neath », then « surely » they must be lacking in spiritual

merit.

2. It is thus then that even though one have completed « one’s

dressing with clothes from » woven stufifs « quilted )) with lint, and with

glossy garments of bright silk tissue such as « it is )) not « possible ))

for the lower ^ classes (( to put on )),^ and stuffs of « rich )) mule loads * 169 B
for linings that « make garments )) comfortable, and still one have not

therewith the sacred vesture, then that « shall be » the act of moving

about without the proper clothing, and it shall be held as the sin of

having moved about without the proper clothing.®

3. Whereas even though one may not have done « as above

in dressing )), but have’ notwithstanding® « put on )) the sacred vesture,

then that shall not be an act of moving about without the proper clothing,

and it shall not then be held as an act of having moved about vwthout

the proper clothing.

^ Evidently the sacred shirt and girdle.

2 Darmesteter renders “ full inner vesture.”

* This may suggest to some that the full vesture must indicate simply the

sacred shirt and not the sacred girdle also ; because when it is said “ if they have

been girded up without the full vesture ”, it may appear that a girdle may have been

understood to have been put on, though the “ full vesture ” is not there. This is

plausible ; but the girdle so indicated to be on, may only be the waist-band which

engirts the outer garments, and not the sacred girdle itself. If, however, one

translates “dressed up ”, instead of “girded up” this difficulty will not arise.

* is evidently for See 1. 5 of this Folio above, and 1. 30 below.

® should be see above.

When people can manage and endure to put on such heavy dressing, it

must surely be irreligion in them if they neglect to put on the light and cheap

sacred vestures which are understood to be holy emblems, and efficient protection?.

^ It is an error in the text to give here “ have not ”
instead of “ have ’’

;

and hence the word here ought to be dropped, because it cannot be allowed

that one can go without the sacred vestures and still cannot be in sin J for, it will

be recollected that it has been noted between fclios 164 and 165 that even when
men retire to sleep the sacred vestures are to be kept on the body. ® Patash.
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4. Yoi vanglienti^ vzmidoscha' pairi-urusvkth^^ As to those

who put on singular'* garments ® having ® brilliant fringes

and tassels/ adh/t4scha upa-rasviandi^^ that

may shine" on military displays '% « such as » the precious'^

mantle*^ and the robe** of unique distj notion,**— rich'“ glossy

garments of bright silk tissue,"' which cannot be « available » for the

^ The text erroneously has yb x^anghaiti.

^ Accusative plural and probably feminine, though the other genders may as

well apply on taking the same base in for the masculine, and the base in

for the neuter.

Cf. of Vend. XVUI, 64, which suggests the sense of “ a verdant

covering*’; and of Yt. XXIV, 30, where Darmesteter construes the sense

of “ luxury.”

^ This word seems to be compounded of pairi + Nrus, probably related to

aurora^ and signifying “brilUaiicy ”, + vistis» the accusative plural of visti, a noun

form derived probably from *3^4 — to cut up
; the Pahlavi however sees in it the

suffix having ”, or the radix_3,r’’^
= “ to obtain ”, for, it renders it by

StH5**b* Aevatak^

® Lbbeshnih ( ? ), better Ibbeshniha (?)
It seems to be a Huzvaresh word related to Ar. ( libas ).

^ Parzambky a possessive adjective ixoraparzmni Pr. = a fringe 5 a

tassel.

If however 3)H5**o is not to be redundant in the text, then parzambk cannot be

taken as an adjective, but must be taken as a noun,

Tapikl cf. Pr. == to shine,

^ The text has which certainly is wrong.

® The text is again wrong here. Darmesteter with his usual acuteness

recalls Yt V, 126 where almost the same words occur.

Evidently formed of upa +• rasman + a, and signifying military display

or parade,” Tapet; see above.

If we have restored the Avestan word aright, this naust evidently be its

meaning; and the Pahlavi also must yield it on reading it abzantan; Pr.

military equipments, Atka-ch fraz khvasiak

Kapah'ih aevatak, taking instead of otherwise

should be dropped as redundant

Madam has this force; see 1. 5 and following of this folio.

Yazdih

;

see note 8 to § 1 above.

i« missing from the text.
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lower classes, and which when trimmed^ with fur* at various places are 170 A
really such as ((to be)) quite delightful,^ adihafem^ aiwydonghaydonti

ratufrayd; if indeed they gird up the sacred vesture under-

neath ((them)) then ((alone)) can they be in spiritual

merit
; uparem^ aiwydonghaydonti^ a-^ratufrayo. (( but if )) they

gird up the sacred vesture over® ((those other)), then

((Surely)) they must be lacking in spiritual merit.®

5. AnyamcYia suptim’^ vanghdnaM daremna^ ratufrayd. (( In a

case such as this)) they are in spiritual merit (( even )) by

(( their )) dropping® of the mantle^® by either shoulder.

« Nevertheless )), when (( it is to be hung )) by a side (( only ))^

it (( must be )) well ((to drop it)) by the northern the

left side.

6. Y6i vastra vastrem aiwydonghaydonti^ As to those who gird

on vesture upon vesture, i.e.^ put on the sacred shirt and girdle,

« adhardt naemdt )) uz-barenti^ aratufrayd ; if they pass that 170 B

^ Elui-tak.

2 Danalz ; cf. Pr. = cheerfulness. ^ The text has

^ The text has aparem.

^ The text erroneously adds

® Notwithstanding all the luxurious dressing, it is considered essential that

the sacred shirt and girdle be kept next the skin.

The text has e^Sf**"* ^ The text has

^ Dropend; Av. == to suspend; to drop.

Vaghan, Here and above Darmesteter has erroneously read the word

nihan* Here at any rate it should have bean plain to one that )*O0) is simply

the transliteration of

Zah’^i.

Apakhtar; Vwe** should be

The left side is called the ** northern^* because it faces the north when one

turns towards the rising sun. And it is advised to cover it preferentially, probably

because it was considered specially accessible to the evil influences having a myster-

ious connection with the north, or because it would leave the right hand un-

obstructed in work.

These words are necessary here and must be restored.

54
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up fpom below, i.e., draw’ that up by the legs," then « surely »

they are lacking in spiritual merit ; and verily though they may

manage it well still then must that be improper ; upardt naemdt

ava-barenti, atha aiwydonghaydonti, ratuffayb. « because, only ))

when they pass that down from above ^
,
and then gird

on the sacred girdle, can they be in*spiritual merit.

7. Yezi uz-^gnrsno-^ vaghAhana" nivanUP When they slip'^

on the tunics ® to be strapped on **, « by which » Afrog « said,

are meant » cloaks and <( by which » Maityokmah <( said, are

meant )) trousers,^" yizi antardt naemdt^^ ‘ then when « they

put on the full vesture))” underneath” abut when
they do not ’ etc. — The full text here is )) even as that

which is stated ” above.

^ Hanjend; Pr. == to draw.

^ Recalling Gajastak Ab§.lish, 8, Darmestetex notes that this is prohibited

because the lower regions of the body appertain to Ahriman,
^ 1,6; even when they pass that up neatly.

^ /.e., by the head.

Cf. Vend. XIV, 10. The Pahlavi suggests that text and we join Darmes-

teter in following it here ; still of the text may be a correct accusative

plural of which may indicate a ** tunic to be strapped on by a band

at its head.^^

® Probably an irregular form of = to slip in.

^ Dropmd, perhaps again to be traced to Av. ~ to suspend; to drop.

^ Gartan vaghtdn : lit. == “ collar head Otherwise girt vaghtan which

may signify a vesture with a collar head.’’

^ Tagshkok (?) ; probably a Huzvaresh word
;

cf. Ar, = covering.

Darmestetex reads Hshkuk and translates Sadcr^,^^ but this meaning does not

appear to suit here,

Ran-pan. Darmesteter renders drawers.^^

- The vague ending of this paragraph adds to our difficulties here. Were it

riot for the word antarat whichdmakes us relate the meaning to that of Fol. 169,
1; 7 and following, we might have taken it as a continuation of the theme just pre-

ceding, and might have rejected the meaning trousers in favour of ‘‘
kilts,” as

it would be absurd to talk of the suitability of trousers being put on by the head.
See Fol. 169,^1.. 7 and following.
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CHAPTER V

ON USING ONE SACRED GIRDLE FOR TWO IN

SPECIAL CASES

1. Yd^ hama aiwydonghana'^ aiwydonghaydonti, As to those

two who may have to gird up « their waists)) with the same
girdle piece,® i.e., « who )> between them two may have « only)) one 171 A
girdle piece,

^
yezi ant'a.n-dmzayditi^' ratuiraya; if « either » tie

up « in that case each ''

piece » at the « cut )) end
,

i.e., tie up

its « cut )) end,® then both ® retain spiritual merit ;

Behold it has been manifested that when its end is « properly ))

made up, then « alone )) can it be lawful
;

but when its end is not

« properly made up )), then that cannot be lawful.

yezi ndit antdivv-dxvtzayditi va a-ratufraya. whereas if « either

of them )) do not tie up ‘at the <(cut )> end ' each « piece )) as

it may stand asunder (( when cut into two )), then both® become
lacking in spiritual merit.

2. Y6i aiwydonghaydontiusch.a'-niitdndinmdnayasc\ia,^^ ((Where-

as, as to those)) who have to put on a girdle <( between two

^ Nominative dual, though the verb is in the plural. Such irregularities are

rarely permitted in Avestan.
^ The text has aiwyaonghacha,

3 y should be imoo"" ^ simply.

^ It is implied that it is long enough to be cut up into two girdles.

^ The text has but see below.

^
-"Is* should be -“» ” The next word is corrected accordingly.

I,e,, each of the two into which the whole piece is cut up*
^ Into a tassel, if the modern practice is a continuation of the ancient.
® The Pahlavi has “each on both sides/’

j should be »

Accusative plural of nmanaya.
It appears that the girdle in this case is just so long as to fit a single per-

son, and that hence it cannot be cut up in the middle, but must be torn through
along its length*
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while posted)) on a tower ^ or in forts yczi iarascha

171 B aiwydonghana aipi-vzttch.akiti, raMfrayo

;

if they tear the belt

through ((across its length)) accor(iing to what must be the

<( exact » mean,**then they can be in spiritual merit ;^ascha vd

para ^ barenti, a~ratufray6. <( but )) if they take away the

« entire » back,® so that it will have the front but will have no back®,

or the front,'’ so that it will have the back but will have no front,

then they become lacking in spiritual merit.

CHAPTER VI

ON THE CASES WHEN THE FULL SACRED
VESTURE MAY BE TAKEN OFF

1 .
Ybi vanghenti^ nadhescha^ sddhayantKcha' charrwflwcha’° huki,^^

^ Madam-niashku or perhaps simply mashku ; cf, Ar. = palace.

^ Khan napartak^ lit. = house for battle, Pr. == battle.

Men posted on towers and forts could not sometimes procure the sacred girdle

at once when wanted
;
and then it could be allowed to tear a girdle through to

supply two men.

^ Patmanak. It will be seen from what follows that the sacred girdle is

required to be so torn as to be separated at the middle of its width, and not edge-

wise, for then the wrong side which forms the inner side of the tubular girdle must

be exposed which is thought not allowable: the torn girdle should still remain folded

double and hiding the wrong side of the weaving.

It will be evident that the girdle when torn edgewise will retain the original

width, but will be singiefold with one side as the right side, and the other as the

wrong; when however torn at the middle of its width, It wiH have only half the

original width, but will retain the doublefold and will not expose the wrong side.

^ The text has

The girdle being a woven tube pressed down into a strip, has a double fold.

It has a right and a wrong side, and it is so managed that the wrong side goes to

the inside of the tube, and the entire outside presents the right side of the weaving;

so that both the sides of the ordinary girdle are right to appearance ; yet optionally

any one of the two sides is said to have the ‘‘front and the other the “ back

though really there is no such distinction.

® By tearing away edgewise, and thus exposing the wrong side of the girdle,

which is not allowed.

The text wrongly has for ^ The text has the singular forms.

^ These are obscure words ; yet it is evident that they indicate some garments.

, The grammar in the case of this as well as the two preceding words, seems

to be masculine accusative plural. As regards the form we may recall

of Yas. X, 11, which also is used for accusative plural.
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((As to those)) who must put on quiltecJ^ jackets^ and
tunics^of prepared^ skin^ (cfov the sacned shir’t ySzi

mctghwm tanum aiwydstUm noit cin’^aiwydsti d^strenfi ^

;

if it® would be injuriously irksome ® for the naked body
« continuously )) to^ be covered therein,^ they would not

become culpable thr6ugh not^^ putting them on^® ((contin- 172 A
uously ))

;
ySzi 4^1

,
noit maghnam tanum aiwydstdm infishdt^ d an-

aiwydsfi strenti, if however it^^ would not be injuriously

irksome for the naked body ((continuously)) to^- be
covered therein, they should become culpable through
not putting them on (c continuously )).

^ Kaiijd (?) ;
Pr, == quilted jacket worn on battle*

2 Sadnakmk (?) or sadtakaik (?)» perhaps for sadrakaAch[ Pr. Guj.
«== the ‘‘Sudrah’’ or the sacred shirt, to the material of which apparently is

the reference here. It is not plain whether the Avestan SiJdhaycrnjf/ has anything

to do with the descent of the modern Sudrah.
^ Lit, ‘‘‘dried’*; Pr.

^ should be ^ \ a.s far as we are enabled to

correct it.

It will be recollected that according to Sh. Ld-Sh,, IV, 4 prepared skin has

been allowed as an eligible material for the sacred shirt.

^ The text erroneously has

^ The text has The plural of the Pahlavi suggests OTnsh^;z.. Below,

the text has ^ corrected*

® Rmshand, This special form probably indicates the force of the original

re-duplication*

9 .531^ nei should be ne (pann ayiwyahamshnih),

An^ayibyageshnih,

The reference seems to be to men engaged for battle when they could not use

lighter materials besides these heavy garments. They appear to have been

permitted to take them off occasionally when very uncomfortable to keep on

continuously, though of course under ordinary circumstances it is not allowed to

take off the sacred shirt.

^3. should be (rmshdnd) as above*

Aythyaghamshnih*

Afraytwyageshnih. It will be seen that forms of this word are varying in

Pahlavi without any change of meaning.
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2. Ydi ratufris'^ paiti parayanii, « As to those )V

who must* follow reverently* and meritoriously the Holy

Songs, e.g., must care for the animate woiid^ as for the days sacred

to the Holy Songs, yezi aspmnd-vastrahe aiwydstem dddarayo d an-

aiwydsti strenti ; if they are capable of being dressed in full

172 B vesture, then by not® being so dressed, they must become
culpable; yezi dat nSit aspxnnd-vastrahe aiwydsfem'’ dddamyi\

ndit an-aiwydsti^ strenti yy. but if they are not capable® of

being dressed in full vesture, then by not being so dressed

they do not become culpable. Verily it is manifested that it

172, will not « then » be a sin for a person to go“ barely” dressed.”

1 . 21

CHAPTER VII

ON THE NATURE OF THE SACRED BARSOM TWIGS
1. amt ahhUm bzxxsma fra-stzxxnaiti yatha Ashava

166 Jdmdspd fra-std,xxnata,ratufrk. Whoever among those engaged in

1 . 21
—

The text has \)V-

^ This word alone or with the following particle is used adverbially.
^ Fra-namend.
* The force of mentioning this duty seems to be that as all the animate world

is thus to be cared for, and as the human body belongs to the animate world,

this should not be tortured with unbearable clothing.

® Probably the nominative plural of = capable of bearing
; Av.

" to sustain; to bear. The Pahlavi renders it by yakhs^^iend.

“ should be t T^e text has aiwyastrem.

® The text has an-aiwydsto, and wants the following word.
* The material of the dress being too heavy, rough, or uncomfortable to be

kept on continuously without injuring the health of the person.

Taking nyiiTOOi instead of iviiwxj^- Barahdnak.

The passages which immediately follow in the Pahlavi text at this place must
be joined up at Fol. 175, 1. 26 where they are transferred.

These texts concerning the Barsom were misplaced above where the
previous subject had yet to continue, as it has appeared from additional texts
thereon continuing on the second half of FoL 168. They are therefore removed
all from there up to Fol. 168, 1. 21, and placed after Foh 172, 1. 20 here where
the subject of the Bars6ni continues*
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the Act of the Law, spreads ^ the ^sacred Barsom twigs even

as Saint Jamaspa^ had spread,

—

for, verily after all'® he was

the leader ^ of congregations ^ « when » he celebrated the Season

Festivals,—must score spiritual merit.

(( The Function of )) Taking ^ the Sacred Bars6m Twigs commen-

ces here^ :

—

2- Chvat nd nitema bdSTsmana ratufris ? A person with 167 A
how much Barsom at the least (cis)) in spiritual merit?

3. Thns uruvarayaj With the twig in three (c pieces )).®

4. Chydo‘-vaith^ aetaydo umvaraydo anghen ? What sorts of

the twig shall those be ?

5. Tard dendro Vcirrsd stavanghd More than a Danar in

^ Darmesteter renders ‘‘forms bundles of ; but evidently that is erroneous*

2 JS.m^spa is here taken as having been the ideal master in the conduct of

the holy service. See Dink. Bk. IX, Ch. XXIV, 17.

® AkherAch ( ? ).

Karvanik ( ?) ; cf. Pr.

It occurs to Darmesteter that the reference might perhaps be to a special rite

where one would follow the ancient and orthodox ritual. But see note 2 above,

5 should be ( girapfan ).

® The Pahlavi adds this as a heading apparently.

The text has uruvara,

s Darmesteter recalls Yas. LVII, 6, and Yt. XII, 3, but the latter allusion

does not seem to be apt.

^ The text has chyao vaitisa, Darmesteter suggests as correction

vaiiish.9 but the correct nominative plural of ohyangh-vaiti would be chyao-vaitis.

It will be noticed that the first part of the compound has also to suffer declension.

Recall of Kio L 2 quoted by Geldner at Yas. XLIV, 12.

Apparently the accusative plural of danar which perhaps indicates a

weight ; c£. Vend. XVI, 7, Its Pahlavi equivalent danbr or danar does not appear

to have a steady sense : see Sh. Li-Sh., XIII, 9, and Dink. IX, Ch. XIX, 2y

where the senses of “ repetition and “ morsel respectively are perceived by

Dr, West, though in the latter the sense of the weight danar might likewise

serve. The Pr. (
= a small iron nail) might suggest the meaning of

a naiFs length.

Cf. Yt. XIV/29 ; Yt. XVI, 7*
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weight^ and the Vans® Ring^ in bulk® « which size)), Soshanssaid,

<c need be » at but one end * « of the twig, while » Kifyatro-B%'it said

« that that should be )) at both the ends.

6 . Aai upema^ aeshd drdjangha, yav^ fraXhanghaP Whereas
at the utmost’ it shall be a ploughshare in length and a
barley-stalk in thickness.®

7. This is manifest from the Holy Wisdom that the consecration®

of the sacred Barsom twigs should not be distinct from that of the

^ Adazak for andazak ; Pr. Sj I oil = quantity. Darmesteter reads ayapak, and

thinks that the reference in the assertion may be to length. But it seems more

probable that the weight and the bulk only are meant.

^ This must be the sense here. If it were to be taken simply to signify

hair, that would be a very extravagant statement irreconcilable with fact; see the

next note.

^ Ziyak or zayak', cf. Av. — to increase; and. Pr. = augmen-

tation.

Darmesteter reads zahah, and translates “ thickness.”

The Pahlavi translations of Vend. VI, 16 and 20, also render the Avestan

word here by and explain this as signifying .*“1“^
( daranae ) which usually

translates the Avestan drajangh, and signifies “ length ” or “ duration.” But as

they explain this word thus in its association with quite different terms, one cannot

be justified in supposing that their explanation in association with the term varrscr

also would have been the same.

And the remarks of the Pahlavi writers, which just follow in this association

here, make it plain that the idea of the thickness of a hair could not have appeared

even to them as applicable to the Barsfim twigs however small. Darmesteter

nevertheless accepts and applies this idea, and believes that it is applied simply

metaphorically, for really, he says, the thickness of a barley-corn is meant. Besides

there seems to him no difference between stavangh and ffathangh. In yiew of

apparent objections as well as the two remarks which follow in the text, such

explanation is unacceptable to one.

* Kosi. The end meant is apparently the thicker end. This and the follow-

ing remark must make it evident that the reference is not to length.

® Thus in TD ; HJ has upama.
8 See Vend. XIX, 19 ; and above. Fob 142, 11. 23-25.

^ This further suggests that the above passage intends to signify the least

size which the expression governed by the term iaro (
== more than ) has already

indicated above ; and if our translation above is correct it may also be inferred from

these passages that the Vars Ring must be thinner than the barley stalk.

® Yashtan as in TD.
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sacred DrAn cake because ^ that is not necessary for so small an affair.®

8. The merit of « using the BarsAm » is increased until « it at-

tains the size of )) a ploughshare in length and a barley-stalk in thick-

ness. But it could not be increased more than that even though it 167 B
were to attain a much greater size.*

9. It « will )) not « be )) irreligion
’’

when one performs thanks-

giving « with the Barsom having the length of)) 3 ® Vitasts « of nine

inches each )).

10. There is one « however » who says : That « can be so even

when its length is only )) of 2 Vitasts instead of such <( length » of 3

Vitasts.

11. Verily it is allowed ((to take)) the Barsom from any tree,

excepting that along the length of whose body there are perforations.’

(( And also )) there is one who says in ® the same way,® namely :

It is allowed (( to take )) the BarsAm from any tree excepting that along

whose body there are perforations.®

12. There is one who says thus : Verily, even that which has the

body (( like that )) of the sweet*® basil*® is « only )) fit for the Service** of

the Novitiate.*’

13. That whose*® body is not (( even so little rough as of*® )) the

sweet basil, or what is not (( even so little rough as *®
)) the sweet basil is

alone fit for the (( sacred )) twigs (( for all services whatsoever )).

^ It is apparently meant that during the consecration of the Dr6n the Bars6m

also must become consecrated ; see above, Nir. Bk. I, Ch. VIII: App. B, 8-10.

^ Chi. ® Mindavam.
^ To employ a larger size than the largest lawfully permitted might perhaps

be allowed, but that could not increase one’s meritoriousness. Cf. Fol. 164, 11.

5-8, above. ® Tarmineshnih.

® TD has 4, but the following assertion settles HJ as correct.

Surak‘ ® Aitun.

® This repetition is quoted to support the assertion of the main writer.

10 TD has ( sparam ) here and below ; but HJ has

It seems that the stalk of the sweet basil is considered midway between

smooth and perforated,

11 Ndrr-yffzet (?), lit. = “ One who celebrates a service new.” The word

seems to be traceable to Av. •"»")
(
— new), and see the text at P. 22,

1. 11, and Fol. 193, 1. 30.

1? iWMff as in TD. ** This evidently must be the^sense.

55
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CHAPTER VII : APPENDIX A

ON THE VARYING NUMBERS OF THE SACRED
BARSOM TWIGS REQUIRED IN THE

SEVERAL SERVICES

1. « According to different cases » there may be wanted 3 twigs

and there may be wanted 5 twigs ;
and there may be wanted 7 twigs

;

and there may be %vanted9 twigs
;
and there may be wanted 12 twigs

;

and there may be wanted 13 twigs; and there may be wanted 21 twigs "

;

and there may be wanted 33 twigs
;
and there may be wanted 3 ^ twigs

168 A less than 70 twigs
;
and there may be wanted 551 twugsd

2. 3 twigs are wanted in the Service for the Novitiate.^ And

when there are not to be had five twigs, it is fit for one to celebrate the

Service on the sacred Dron wafer “ « also with 3 only*" ».

3. « In that connection it should be borne in mind that just as, ))

when « that Service is celebrated )) with 3 twigs then if one would offer

thanksgiving on the sacred Dron cake without gazing on them that

should certainly be improper, so also, when « there are » five twigs then

(( too » if one would celebrate thanksgiving on the sacred Dron cake

without gazing on them, « that » should be « equally » improper.

There is one who declares the former to be « like a case

of » chattering ® irreverently,® and the latter like « a case of

»

^ Why and where these numbers are used is described below.

It will be recalled that above, at Fol. 78, 1. 25, ff., we had a description of the

different measures of the Twig of the Hallowed Portion, required in the several

services. ^ The text has simply " which apparently is for or •

® is wrong for “ ( == 3 ). See note 3 to Fol. 173, 1. 24 below,

* See note 1 1 on last page.

® Daw cf Pr. j G = wheel ; otherwise it may be S-ach = even 3.

® It is evidently meant that as a rule five twigs are wanted in the common
DrSn Service, so where five twigs can easily be procurable, five must be taken, but

where that is inconvenient, three alone may suffice,

.
T j, giiould be

® Dfayet. The sin is called

See Sh, Lfl“Sh., Chap. V, and Nir I, XIV I App. C, etc. And in connection

with the terms drayet and gumanik cf. Fol. 67, 11. 3-8,
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having^ lack of faith h

4. 5 twigs « are wanted )) in the (( ordinary )) daily ^ Dr6n Service.

5. 7 twigs « are wanted)) in the Dr6n Service of the New Initiate/

and of Ratw6k Brizat « the Sublime Lord )), and of the worship for the

First ^ Rapitwin (( the gresyt Equinoxial Celebration )).

6. In any case when the bundle « has to contain )) these more

than five “ « Bars6m twigs )) in the worship ® of the sacred Dron cake,

then when one celebrates the thanksgiving at one s own house, it is

requisite « to retain )) one"^ as that pertaining to the Holy Master, and

to deliver the 6® twigs to the Disciples, as also it is fitting when the 6®

twigs « are taken )) to oneself, and the one^ is assigned to the Disciples.

1 Gumanik. It should seem that the guilt of chattering would be more

serious than the guilt of having lack of faith in some things; because, t
®
^ ^

ing would not only indicate an indifference about the solemnity of the function

wherein it might be shown, but would make that indifference mam est m

involving a great guilt. At this standard the first guilt in the case here would

be judged more severely than the other.

3

PairAzak ; Av. paiti ( = every ), and mochongfi (
— day ).

3 Na^k Napar. See above, Fol. 92, 1. 11 ;
and Fol. 12fi 11. 9 and 18.

4 Le., the vernal. The “ second" Equinoxial Celebration is apparently the

aiitumiiaL S66 3<bov0j Fol* 102j !• 16.
-t

,

5 Which is collective. «
f"Te

T Perhaps “the twig that is to lie prostrate ” at the fee of the Barsom

stand ;
the othl twig which appertains to the Hallowed Portion counts besides

the numbers described here*
. worth of

The alternative that is here given, also perhaps indicates

the Priestly Master is equal to the total worth of all his qualified discip .

s Thltexthas,,)-^ which looks as if it were “ 9 but that would refer

to a number which must at the least be t e n • Now besides that that number is

not stated to be the legible quantity for any service, there would then have to be

accounted for the two legible quantities of seven and nine which "

fi P and ten • and there would appear no reason why these legible number

ThTuld Lv« been overlooked. It wonid be possible to gel'over toe diffiotilty on y

by supposing that tbo writing -Tjy did not represent 9 .
but was ne «

(_”bo“ e or the six); for then the number 6 with the on. extra umt

would ntak. 7 “,4/ Z,, he intended here to poinV ,e

I. is no. pktn
w^om the SraSebilvars would be take.

the number of the Officiating Ui
, Sraosh&charana and superintending

as distinct because he would be holding the braosnocnaia

the Service.
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7. 9 twigs « are wanted )) in the Drun Service of the King of

Kings/

8. 12 twigs « are wanted )) in the Drf'n Service pertaining to

animals/

9. 13® twigs « are wanted » in the Smajler Worship/

10. 21 twigs « are wanted)) in the Worship ' of the Early

Dawn.®

11. 33 twigs « are wanted » in the Visparat « the Service of All

the Reverential Ones and also in the recitation ' in ^ the Aevak*

H6mast « the Onefold Service of All the Worshipiful Ones » and in the

Hatokht® ((the Service of the Consummate Word)) of the Aevak-

Hom&st.**

12. 70 twigs less 3 twigs are wanted in the Dvasidah ’’ Homast,

^ The King of Kings being a greater personage than any of his subjects,

more twigs were necessary for the consecration of the Dron which, according to

the history of the Sassanides, he had daily to perform.

“ Probably where an animal is to be dedicated •• and that would indicate

the Dron Service for redeeming the penalty of 90 stirs, which penalty

would in one way be attaching to the act of dedicating the animal.

® The text erroneously has 15, but explanations which follow at Fol. 173,

11. 20-21 decide in favour of 13.

* A service with abridged functions and texts probably ; see above, note 4

to Fol. 59,1. 11 or Nir. I, Chap. XIV: App. B, 2.

° Yasht e Havan, — the ordinary simple Yazeshn apparently ; for

although the Yasht e Naok Ndevar, the Visparat, and the Bakdn Yasn are said at

Fol. 92, 11. 10-11 to be the services that can be performed in the Hdvan Gdh,

still they must be distinct from the Yasht e Havan, because, for instance, the

Visparat is here mentioned distinct from the Yasht e Hdvan,
® Evidently because there are 33 Ratus ; see again the remark at Fol. 173,

1. 22,ff.

^ Taking '**) {srobHXch ol) instaad of ^ of the text*

^ Av, Haih.aokh.ta, The reference seems to be to a service in which the

Haibkht nask was to be recited. See S. B* E* VoL V, p. 224, n* 8 ; and state-

ments in S. B. E. Vol XXXVIL
^ Probably the H^tokht Service in which the principle of the Aevak-Hom&st

tsras: followed.

See note 5 at S* B. E., Vol. V., p. 212*

See note 3 to Fol. 173, 1. 24, or § 9 of the next Appendix below-

The text has
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« the Twelvefold Service of All the Worshipful Ones ))} and the Dah-

Homast/ « the Tenfold Service of all the Worshipful Ones* and 168,

in )) * the D6-H6mast, (( the Twofold Service of All the Worshipful

Ones)). [ll
13. 551 twigs® ((are wanted in )) the^ Holy® Ritual Concerts®

of the Stot (( Service of the Divine Anthem )>.

Dat-Veh observed : Behold, (( such reference to )) kxxtd-Ktxxth.ana,^

the Holy Ritual Concerts of the St6t ’’

(( Service of the Divine Anthem,

is )) not (( to be found » in (( any )) teaching/

CHAPTER VII : APPENDIX B

ON THE CAUSES WHICH DETERMINE THE
VARYING NUMBERS OF THE SACRED

BARSOM TWIGS
These are the causes why (( the sacred Barsbm twigs » are taken

(( in those special numbers » “
;

—

1. 3 twigs (( are taken » in® reference to® (( the triplet of )) the 173 B
Good Thought, the Good Word, and the Good Deed.

2* 5 twigs (( are taken )) in reference to the 5 days of the

Gahanbars,^® (( the Season Festivals )),

^ The text erroneously prefixes V to this word.

- These additional texts concerning the Barsom are cut short here, but are

continued at Fol. 173, 1. 11, which is joined up at this place ; and the theme of the

sacred shirt and girdle is resumed at the next line of the text after having been cut

apart from Fol. 166? 1. 21 to which therefore the text from the next line is

joined up.

^ The statement concerning the next number 551 appears, owing to the

displacement, so late as in the eleventh line of Fol. 173, which is joined up here.

^ All this has already occurred at Fol. 79, 11. 2-4. See notes to that piece.

Arfo-Kirtin must replace the erroneous Rat-Kiritiii.

“ The text has ; see above, Fol. 79, 1. 4.

The text has

® The several numbers are indicative of the numbers of several things which

are specified in the list which follows.

® Til® word ^ has disappeared from here in the text, and must be restored.

Gas
;
see this word with the same signification in Bund. XXV, 3, etc.
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3. 7 twigs « are taken » in reference to the 7 Ameshaspands,

« the Holy and Beneficent Immortal Powers ».

4. 9 « twigs are taken » in reference to « the triplet of » the Good

Thought, the Good Word, and the Good Deed, and the 6 periods' of

the Gahanbars,', « the Season -Festivals )),

5. 12 twigs « are taken » in reference to « the 12 words of ))

Ashcw YoMi, « the Praise of Righteousness )).

6. 13 twigs « are taken » in reference to « the 13 words of n

Hwnatcif0'>n,~ (( the Praise ' of the Good Thought, etc. i).

7. 21 twigs (( are taken » in reference to a the 21 v/ords of »

Yathd Aim Vainyo, « the Glorification of the Lord’s Holy Pleasure ».

8. 33 twigs (( are taken » in reference to « the 21 words of »

Yathd AMo Vairiyd and « the 12 words of » Ashem Vohu.

9. 70 twigs less 3 ® twigs <( are taken » in reference to « these

numbers 3, 5, 7, 6, 12, 13, and 21 of » these venerable objects.

10. 551 twigs « are taken )) in reference to the 551^ Fragarts,

« the Books of the Ploly Sciences )).“

^ Gas e gasanbar.

2 The text of Yas. XXXV, 2- The text here has it in Pahlavi shape.

3 The reference in this passage is evidently to the numbers of the several

distinct objects mentioned just above. It is plain that previous numbers as recur-

ring in later numbers are not to be counted in the total required here. Hence such

distinct numbers would be 3, 5. 7, 6, 12, 13, and 21 only, which would give the

total of 67 or “ 70 less 3.” The Pahlavi expression here and above might have

offered us a puzzle hard to solve without the help of this passage, for, it could

signify both “ 70 less 3 ”, and “ 70 less o n e ”, as •" could be 3 or ao >= one;

and indeed at Fol. 167, 1., 30 above the copyist has already been confounded into

reading i'a (ast>a& = one) for (==5), having supposed the latter to

have been one. Whereas this passage decides that the total “70 less

one” can in no way be suitable,

i
•Jxy ) should be yxt \

5 Dink. Bk. VIII, Ch. I, 20, and the selections of 2'at-Sparam, 6 in the

S. B. E. Vol. XXXVII, note that all the Hds and Fragarts of theNasks numbered

a full 1000, though the actual numbers noted in the Dinkard and the RivSyats

give totals varying between 799 and 930. At any rate our number indicates more

than half of all the books of the Nasks
;
but it is not quite easy to decide a§ tp

the books of,.which Nasks are here intended. Following the classification of Dink.
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11 . As (( there maybe » twigs and twigs in varieties' « of sizes ))^

in the case of both the Dva0dah-H6mast, (( the Twelvefold Service of

all the Worshipful Ones », and the Ratw6k-Brizat, ((the Service of the

Sublime Lord », they® should be gathered® in the size® of the forearm,®

((of course)) in different ^numbers of twigs ((as are required in the

several cases )). If however one were to gather (( them in this special

size )) in the case of one (( of these® only )), that should be improper.

As regards the passage from which one can speak about this circum- 174 A

stance of “ the size® of a forearm”,® even as a person observes, « it is

just this)) :— ... zasta ratus frena'^ ...
® ... the spiritual master with

... of the size of the forearm ...
.’

CHAPTER VII : APPENDIX C

ON THE MANNER OF TAKING THE SACRED
BARSOM

1 . ((The doctors)) are® of this ((opinion)) concerning® the

sacred Barsom twigs that there is no special ceremonial for (( the mere

Bk. VIIL Ch. I, 9-11, and the notes of the numbers of the books of the several

Nasks in the Dinkard and the Riviyats, we find that the books of the Gathic

Nasks are given the different totals 212 and 315, the books of the Hadha-Mfi?jthric

Nasks are given a steady total of 319, and the books of the Dfitic Nasks are again

given totals varying between 268 and 296. Now the least total 212 of the Gfithic

Nasks and the total 319 of the Hadha-Mfiwthric Nasks give the number 531 which

is a total nearest to our number, as can be discovered from these facts. Allowing

then for probable mistakes, the books of the Gfithic and Hadha-Mfi«thric Nasks

which form the highest and the middle grades of the Nasks, appear to have been

intended here.

^ Zakae. ^ The variation in sizers noted at the commencement of FoH67.
® Avo-anbareshn.

* vy^oi should be ly^ei iwd-^ {Zastb-fren) which is simply a trans-

literation of Av. which occurs below; cf. of

Afringfin e Gfibambfir, § 5. Le.- DvazdaLHomfist and Ratwok-Brizat.

® The text has ; see note 4 above.

^ The text is corrected ; see note 4 above. The original to which this frag-

ment must have belonged is not to be found now.

® should be ® ( ? ). It yields our sense from a

shade of the original meaning of j’SKJ") = side
;
direction.
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act of )) taking the Barsom in the hand, except when taking ’ it off
^

(( from the tree )).

2. Concerning whatever^ thing may the BarsAm have to be

taken, when one has to gather it one should proceed to the precincts
*

of the tree, and one should recite the Holy Text in^ front of'* the tree

and take the special ® formula for opening the function,'’ <( thus » :

—

AsYient VoM 3 « The Praise of Righteousness 3 times
;

and the

Confession of the Faith)), Fravardne Mazdayasnd ... ‘I confess

myself the worshipper of the Most Wise One ’

(( Then one should glorify )) what period of the day one may have
;

and before the tree « should one say )) :

—

Grvivaraydo Vanghuydo Mazdadhdtaydo ashaonydo khsh«<2othm ®

‘In holy concord with the Good Vegetation established by the

Most Wise One, and of the Holy Order ...
” up to the end.

3. As to how far can one lawfully go from tree to tree « to gather

the Barsom », it is observed « that one can go as far as » a Dakhshmast

<( of 8 Hasars )).’^

B There is « however » one who remarks thus that if « one were to

go that far )) for every individual twig, that should not evidently® be

proper®.

^ Naskh^nih. ^ -Wf seems to be erroneous for

3 Varih. This term indicates the precincts of the various sacred objects

within a certain radius.

* Pann khadid; cf. Pr. ^== breast; front. But recalling Fol. 154,1. 11

we find there ; and that we read a-saUyd.

® Vdcli. This whole service will be found fully described in Ervad Tehmu-
rasp’s Yasna with the Ritual at pp. Hii of the Preparatory Service. Besides, re-

call FoL 154, 1. 9 and following.

® There follow the usual words up to frasastayaecha, the formula Yathd
Ahii Vainyo Zaotd, etc., up to mraotu, and then the words Nemo Gmvaire Vanguhi
MazdaAhdite ashaone.

See Dr. West’s note 1 to Bund. XXVI, 1.

The distance must be that of about 8 miles ; and the necessity of going so far

from tree to tree would arise only in the case of the larger numbers of the sacred

twigs which it might not be possible to gather all from the same tree, or the same
locality. s Taking ae instead of a.

® The case is probably to be taken as one of a man’s caprice in taking only
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4. There is one who says that « while engaged in gathering the

Bars&m », if one were to listen attentively to some ^ voice ^
(( that might

arise », that should not be proper.^

5. On ((reciting the word)) Ashm V ‘ Holiness,’ one should

take hold of (( the Barsom twig to be cut ));
^ on (( reciting )) Vohu ^

‘ Good one should put’ the knife at (( the twig, just where it is to be

cut))®; and on ((reciting)) Vahistem^ ‘the Highest Good’, one

should cut it off.®

6. During the time when there have been gathered ((every®)) 3

one twig from a tree or of his negligence in approaching trees so little yielding, and not

of a necessity to have to go from one tree to another for every twig that may have

to be gathered ; for, how could it be supposed that within a radius of even eight

miles there could not be found trees which could at once yield more twigs than one

and which could from the first be approached in preference to the less fruitful ?

because, besides the fact of the rarity of a number of trees each capable of yield'

ing only one twig, there is also to be borne in mind the circumstance that the

ancient Iranians wanting these twigs so often, must everywhere have procured

and helped growth of trees yielding the* twigs in profusion.

It may however be imagined that the critic must have in his mind the emer-

gency of having to gather the Barsom iu some barren region, but there also there

would not be found just such trees, each at a span of eight miles and yielding

only one twig individually.

^ Kala^I. ^ Even in modern practice it is held that the priest

gathering the Barsom must concentrate his whole attention on the twig which he is

about to cut off.

® These words of course belong to the Ashem Vohu formula which is to be

finished through on cutting off the twig.

^ In modern practice a little of the tip of the twig is here first cut off.

® This is followed in modern practice also.

® The reference seems to be to 3, or every lot of 3 when more than 3 twigs

are wanted. When just three twigs have been gathered, if it be found that one

has become unclean, then this can be made clean and fit for use in the way stated

in this passage ;
but if it be found that all the three have become unclean then they

cannot be made clean in any way, are unfit for use, and must all therefore be

rejected from the collection. And when one has to gather a larger number,, one

must carefully inspect every additional lot of three that may be gathered, and

must act in the above manner if unclean twigs be found in that new lot. Thus

one has to go on adding every three of tested purity, and the last fraction of that

number, till the desired quantity is gathered.

Strangely enough the case when there may be found two twigs unclean in

every lot of three, is not noticed here.

m
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twigs with the accompaniment of the Holy Text, whenever there may

become unclean (( any » one twig « only of the three )), then « after

getting it cleaned )) one may « simply)) hold over again the special

little service for opening the function (( of gathering the Bars6m, to

render the result valid )).

7. When however one has gathered « every » 3 twigs with the

accompaniment of the Holy Text, if all the 3 become unclean, then

one cannot « thus simply )) hold over again the special little service

for opening the function « of gathering the BarsSm, to render the

result valid )) h

8. If the tip of a twig be dried up it should « first )) be cut off/

and then it should be gathered.

9. Sfishfuis said ; Verily if they do not cut it off even then ® it

may be allowed; because when a dried portion has grown on fresh, it

175 A should be « treated )) just like iron'* ((which cannot be polluted by

itself )) ;
for what is dried up cannot make anything (( else )) unclean

unless that itself ^ have become unclean
;
hence it is acceptable

that whether (( there are » one or more « of such twigs with dry tips »,

they be held as if they have not been unclean « at all ))
;
and

so, if one were (c to consider them fit and )) to observe * « thereon ))

the special little service (( for gathering the Barsom )), that should be

allowed.^

10. There is one who says thus : Verily it can be proper <c only ))

when one recites an Ashem Vohu « the Praise of Holiness)) on every
twig « that is gathered ))

.®

^ See note 6 on the last page.

^ In modern practice a little of the tip is invariably cut off at the word

Ashem. See again below at Fol. 177, 1. 4,

* Taking ** {ae) instead of

* ihin (?) for Asin { ? ). Otherwise han == other ( things ).

® Le., the dry thing.

® Chashet. Taking instead of tW-HJO"-

® This is just what is done* in modern practice also. See also below, Fol, 181,

11. 19-22. Fol. 154, 1. 28 adds a YathS Ahu Vairiyo also.
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11. There is one who says thus : Verily it can be proper^ « only ))

when one cuts* it off at a stroke*; but if one leave « the stroke » with

the knife in « the twig », that cannot * be proper,*

12. Indeed when « the twig » comes out at^ once^ with the force

of the knife, then <( only )) can it be proper. « Still » if it come out

from « its very » root, that cannot * be allowed.*

13. If it have been broken up together * and if it be watery®, that 175 B
cannot be allowed.

14. It is not proper to have the Barsom^ merely’'
;
there should

« also )) be the « Bars6m )) band.

15. When (( the twigs )) have been gathered, if there settle any

dirty * thing thereon, that must * not be allowed.*

16. There is one who says thus : Verily when not « a single

twig )) drops down « on the ground as one gathers it )), that® should be

quite the fittest thing.®

17. If a twig becomes unclean*® when one*' drops it just as one

holds it, then there is no necessity of washing the hand « therefor » **

;

but when one takes it up again, then one should certainly wash both

(( the hand as well as the twig )).

18. If a place be (( sufficiently)) clean*® « to put them there »,

there is no necessity of holding « the gathered twigs )) in the hand.**

1.26

^ is ashayet or may be for ae shayH, ^ Ghal achadarunH,

^ A id shdyet, or the expression may be for ae id shdyet.

The stroke should not be given so feebly as to leave the knife in the twig

without cutting it off
,
nor should force be applied to it in a way as must pull it

out by tbe root. ^ Bard dsist should be hard dsisht. ^
/.e,, crushed up.

® Mayd'-hdvand, Lit. the bareness of Barsom.

® Bochal; cf. Pr- dw = one who usually soils one’s clothes. Or the word

maybe banach (?); cf, Pr. = dunghill.

^ A-shdyet. Or perhaps the^expression should be ae shdyH.

seems to be for {a-pdtiydp)

,

Taking •*0" instead of -hx)"’

Provided indeed that some impurity has not come in contact with the hand.

Vdzisfl cf. Pr. = to purify; or nagzistl cf. Pr. be clean.

The passages about the Barsom band which were out of place at Fol, 172,

b 21 — 173, b 11, are transferred into this place which suits them better.
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CHAPTER VIII

ON THE SACRED BARSOM BAND

1. YoN h^cctsman fra-starexiti^ hanwscha^ varrdhesch^^ thanvdiXx-

172, c\ia^ antdST-dd^hta,^ As to those who ha>?e to spread out the

« sacred)) Barsom twigs which are rendered “ just like ‘wea-

pons'' of protection ’
^ as the bow,® aye, as the bow,® the rapier,

the knife,® and any others whatsoever.'®

(( Note that the Avestan specially mentions onty ‘‘ the bow ” here,

evidently because » “the bow” ((is)) made” of w'ood” particularly.

y^zi ^rhhaihf&kehh yatayaxdi ratwfrayd when indeed they

pass'® ((the band round the Barsom bundle)) 3 times'^ toge-

^ These passages open the theme of the Barsom band, which is resumed at

Fol. 175, 1. 26, and hence they are transferred there.

The text has only

2 The verb is here conjugated without a class sign ; cf. the potential form

of Vend. XIV, 4; XVIII, 72.

® The text has haomas’-cha, but neither the sense nor the Pahlavi suggests

any reference to haomat probably it is only an accusative pluial foim of hama^
like,

^ The text has ihanvas-cha, but cf. the Pahlavi, and Vend. XVII, 9, 10, etc,

^ The text has antarf-data, but the Pahlavi hain dasht suggests the

correction.

^ 'Biavn dasht

The Pahlavi omits to translate the word uarrdh^s-chcr, or the expression

rendering that has dropped out from the text. The enclictic cIm connects it

with timwarr-ciia and thus helps us to decide its meaning; cf. ofYt.

XIII, 7i.

We have however forms of and which signify plant'*, or

withe ”, or growth ”
; but none of these meanings seems to suit here*

® Sanvaf which simply transliterates the original.

^ Kamdn, katdr^ kaitin^ Rich,

11 {ddrin)\ Darmesteter somehow reads

The text is corrected ; cf. Fol. 166, 1. 14, ff.

01 ham yakhsenund, which rui^^ht literally be rendered ^hold along-*

§hQuld be
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then,; i.e., tie it evenly 3 times, then surely they are in spiritual

merit yizi dat^ ntnt thris hathrdkebis ydtayanti, a-rafufrayd. 173 A
but when they do not® pass «the band round the Barsom

bundle)) 3 times together, then they become lacking in

spiritual merit.

2. Behold it is no « special )) consideration whatever^ on what

((particular)) occasion may (( the Barsom)) have to be taken into use, but

in any case, it is to be washed clean and (( there are to be recited ))

the special® formulae with accompanying ceremoniaB for taking it

into use, such as must, for“ all occasions,® (( render it » as Bars6m

(( proper )).

3. There is one who says thus that one should do the tying
^

(( of the bundle )) at the (( lowest )) ® third <( of the length of the Bars6m

twigs, (( in the way prescribed by the Holy Text))
,

Ydi raihescha

pasvzxr:zdesch.a h^xtsmaine ham-vdxmtayeinti^ ‘As to those who

have to bind (( the band )) to the Sacred Barsom (( as tight as it were »

^ Ae ratiha.

The Barsom band is to be passed 3 times round the twigs, and tied exactly in

the manner of the sacred girdle round the waist, excepting that while the latter is

to fit loose, the former is to be tight.

2 The text erroneously adds here

® The text omits through mistake.

* Mindavam ; Pr. = anything. ° Nirang. ® Hamde.

Pash) Av. ~ to bind; Pr. There is also the Persian word

= to spread, and that might have suggested here a reference to the spread-

ing of the Barsom; but neither would it then be plain why only a third of the

Barsom in hand needed be spread, nor would there be evident the aptness of the

quotation which follows-

8 The 'Barsom band is to be tied at the lowest third of the Barsom’s length

at the stalk end, evidently to ensure firmness in the bundle ;
see above,

1. 20 of Fol. 79.

9 It will be recollected that the Pahlavi of this text has already occurred at

Fol. 166, 1. 13.

Raihes-cha pasv&nzdh-c\ia appear to be accusative plural. Ratha has

almost the sense of the chariot wheel ;
and pasvaxrzdes-cha may be traced to

pas — to bind
,
and nrrrt to tie round; and the whole word may thus signify the

“ rim” of the' wheel.
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173, as the rims on the chariot-wheels

4 The « Barsom » band <( taken » from ® any green plant what-
175

1.26 soever ^ should ® be lawful/ as is clear from the passage ... kam-chit

vd vakh^hyahhdm* ‘ ... of any growth whatsoever ... « provided

indeed that)) it has not crept along the ground on which it may be

growing.®

176 A 5. There is one who says thus: Verily, so long as (( the withy

for the Bars6m band » is ((at least)) of the length of the Bars6m

(( branch )) ® in growth, and has been growing fresh ^ so that thus it can

« conveniently)) be tied and no injury® therefrom can occur, that

shall be quite ® fit (( for use )).

6. The estimated fitness” (( of the band to be used )) for Service
“

(( is just )) such that when one may hold down a twig « of the plant ))

another ((also )) will come down (( owing to the elasticity of the plant” ));

^ The enumeration of the different services at which the various numbers of

the Barsom twigs are wanted, was interrupted after the last but one number at

Fol. 168, 1. 23, and that is now resumed and completed quite abruptly in the text

which follows ; so it is joined up there at its proper place.

The above passages have opened the theme of the Bars6m band, which is

resumed at FoL 175, 1. 26; hence that other text is joined up here in this place.

2 Min kola-ch tarag ; Pr. = green herb.

^ Read a-shayet, or correct into ae shayet.

^ The text has Cf. of Yas. LX, 4, and, for

the grammatical form,

^ In other words it should not be made of a creeper.

In modern practice the band is made from the leaves of the date palm.

The word here in the text is simply ^ which may be taken to be a muti-

lated form of ( rost

)

which occurs immediately below.

^ This must apparently be the meaning. Evidently the length of the

Barsom twig, as it is taken into use, might be too small for the Barsom band to tie

the larger numbers of the Barsom twigs, and hence the reference must be to the

full Barsom branch.

Naok. The freshness contributes to the pliancy of the band.

^ Resh^ The injury might occur to the hand or to the Barsom twigs.

9 ACi taking for the of the text. Yashiahih*

Apparently the flexibility of the withy must have been in the mind of the

writer when he wrote these lines, for it is evidently characteristic of flexible plants

that when one of its twigs is held down others bend down with it.
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and it will be proper (c to take the band » from just such twig inasmuch

as its fitness ^ for holy Service ^ is manifested that way.

7. There is one who says thus: Behold, one^ must take care lest"

the next period of the day overtake one « in one’s act of taking the

Bars6m band )).

8. « And )) there is one who says that it can be (( brought

in )) in * the (( same )) period of the day because « it can be taken

from )) trees of all kinds of growth, « and so can be picked without

too much loss of time ».

9. There is one who « says )) thus that if while one be picking it

the « next » period of the day overtake one, one should « in that case

first » say the special little service for closing the function, and then

one^ should again hold^ the special little service for commencing the

function « of picking it in the next period ))

10. As soon as it is picked, it should be held in the hand.

11. In (( all those cases of » night, rain,® or anything ^ against the

Law^ in which it cannot be lawful to gather ((the band ordinarily)), 176 B
if one gathers it with the accompaniment of the Service of the sacred

Dr6n cake, that shall be allowed.®

12. In order legibly to pick it at night, there is essential The

light of the fire

13. There is one who says thus with reference to this ceremony

(( of picking », that when one has picked (( the band )) and has put it

on the tree, then if night overtakes one, that shall not be proper.

^ Niyayeshn. ^ Vad-ssh', Pr. == beware lest.

® Otherwise, “in the (same) spot”; but the ideas in this and the previous

statement seem to be related. The reference evidently is to the necessity of picking

the band in the same Gflh.

^ Lakhvar vahhduneshn-ash,

® Evidently without rejecting the chosen twig.

® Vareshn, better ; see below, 1. 24. ^ Pafo-dat.

® The special addition of the sacred Dron Cake Service to the act of picking

the Barsom band, removes the impropriety of those cases.

® This requisition is evidently in addition to the above.

The following statement points to the fact of the Barsom twigs being put

upon the trees after being gathered. But as the theme here has been concerning

the band, it is probable that the reference is to that also-
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Note that the followers of the Primal Creed put the « gathered »

Barsom twigs on trees,

14. While one has not « yet » tied up (( with the band » the ends^

of the ((Barsom » stalks^ after having picked <( the band )), it rains

thereon, and (( still » one returns to ^ the place of worship,^ that shall

not be proper/^

15. As regards the sacred Dron cake,'^ when it is the only one

(C available )), then (( though it be » entirely® shrivelled ® up\ even then

it can be fit as Dron.^

16. When one has ^ picked (( the Barsom and the band » most

suitably® first of all, then at last one shall hold without ^ any indiffer-

ence® the special service for opening the function (( of tying up the

band to the Barsom thus » —
A^\xein Vohu 3

;
(( The Praise of Righteousness 3 times )>

;

^ Royeshmzxi e It will be recollected that it has been stated

above at Fob 173, 11. 8-9 that the Barsom twigs are to be tied up at the lowest third

towards the ends.

^ Zak e Yasht gun
;

perhaps the last word in this is erroneous for

iJ" Cavb).

® From this and what has been said above at 1. 16 one can observe here that

the impropriety noted in this place would not exist had the Dron Service been

included in the function, and the Barsom tied up into a bundle before returning;

because if the Barsom were not tied, that would be quite wet and so unfit according

to Fol. 181, 11. 12-17 or § 4 of the next chapter^

^ This statement was apparently occasioned through the remark concerning

the Dron at L 16 above.

^ RbyasJimB.ri--U’‘rbyeshm2kri the equivalent of the Aryan sar-^ci'-saTi Pr.

^ Khvest

;

Pr. = worne out.

Of course when a better cake is available it should be wrong to use one

such as this.

® Axvir khup chit yakavhnmeL WVOP of the text seems to be for

top
; see 1. 7 of the following folio where the correct form occurs.

^ Awe-guman,

See Ervad Tehmiirasp Anklesaria^s Yasna with the Ritual
, p. x of the

Preparatory Service for the text occurring below. The whole function of tying

the Barsom band is there described fully on pp% ix-xi. Also, recall FoL 77, L 10, ff.;

and Fol. 154,1. 20, ff.
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Fravardne ; ‘I confess myself

« THe glorification of » what period of the day one may have 177 A
<( while reciting, and the prayer ».

Ahuraht Mazddd up to Khvaxxnanguhatb khshw^iothm

up to frasastaya^dna. ‘ Being in the Holy Concord ...* u p t o,‘and for

the glorification of the Most Wise Lord ’up to, ‘the Glorious

One.’

17. One must trim well the root * and the tip ‘ « of the band »

^

and must do it without any indifference.

18. But as regards the rose ® withy® « picked for a band »,® even

though one take it With indifference, even then can that be fit.'*

19. Mfihg6shnasp said: Behold, when «the band)) is picked very

suitably from the first, and is fibrous,® then alone can that be good.

CHAPTER Vni: APPENDIX A

ON MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS RELATING
TO THE BARSOM OR THE BAND

1. One must have the Barsdm twigs of becoming® shape and

size ® : « their )) tips must be becoming ; and « their )) girth must be

« becoming )). When the tip is too ® profusely tufted,® that is not

proper; « nor )) is it proper when the size ® of the tip is like that of the

end.“ When the ends rest with the tips, that is not proper,” When

^ Taking ' >il instead of ) _J1J'

2 Perhaps the Barsom twigs also are intended.

3 Kuzhak ; cf. Pr. a variety of rose. Its twigs must evidently have

been thornless ; otherwise one could not take them indifferently.

* The indifference is permitted evidently because of the superior quality of

the withy which required no special trimming,

® Pann Hsheshnih ",
cf. Pr. == fibre.

The fibrousness would be indicative of tenacity as well as flexibility.

6 Zibmandih ( ? )

;

Pr. = to be suitable.

t Girt; Pf. ® Jk&n ( ? ) ; cf^ Pr. f = crammed.

9 Zayesh ; Pr. cAi'j. lit. = augmentation.

19 It would not have been plain whether the reference was to the twigs having

to be leafy or to their having to be tapering, were it not for what follows at Fol.

180, 1. 7, which makes it plain that the former sense is implied.

11 They should not be so bent.

61
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they are entirely ^ slender ^ along their whole length,® that is not proper,

177 B « nor » is it proper when the Barsom twigs are very® stout ^ along their

« entire » size *.

2. If one cut « the Bars6m » with the root « attached to it »

that cannot be fit.

3. If one tolerate® a fissure® through the length of a Barsom

« twig )) that may be allowed
;

<c though » there is one who says thus

that that must not be allowed because^ deliberate® rejection® of a

twig® by a twig® is permitted.’®

4. « As regards » the Frakhogam ((twig that is to lie prostrate))”,

verily when one takes the Barstlm twigs, there must be (( taken among

them )) several’® Frakhogam twigs.

5. There is one who says that among the Barsc^m twigs several

FrS.kh6gam twigs are necessary (( in order that )) when one twig may
become impure a (( Frakhogam )) may be close’® at hand’® (( to replace

it )) when it has been bound up in the (( Barsom )) bundle.’^ And in

order that it may always be immediately available ’®, it must be close

at hand as having been bound in the bundle ’’’ and as having been

bound with (( the observation of )) the Service of the Holy Text.’®

6. Ever always ’’’ when the (( Bars(")m )) bundle is cut,’® or ((when))

1 would be regular in the form I**'!* or

® Tunohtunok; Pr. <-^15 = gjgnder. Sitapr; Fr. * Zaiya{}).
® Natrmk bas this force here. ® Shekahit-, cf. Pr. = to split.

Che. 8 Baotyokzat. ® Min ae tag ae tag.

Wanton waste is not allowed in the Zoroastrian religion; still, according
to this writer, a Bars6m twig may deliberately be rejected and replaced by
another if found in the least degree defective.

” This twig lies prostrate at the feet of the Barsdm stand,

Chand indicates that more than one such twig must be taken.
Pairimun; Pr.

Yadmaaak, the hybrid form of dastak

;

Pr. = bundle.

Hasarabmand.
As •must qualify it to .be used immediately as a proper BarsSin twig in

place of another just disqualified in the course of the Service.

Perhaps is redundant or perhaps -j- is a forcible equivalent

of

)»ii^ is a variation of iwo^-o (paskunet).
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a knife breaks it open, one must sprinkle ^ a little pure water on it.

There is one who says thus: Verily it must of course be sprinkled

on while ® the act « of opening the bundle )) takes place,^ « because »

it need not be sprinkled on after® the act has taken® place
*

7.
* When « the Barsom bundle » is tied up, then it can be well

only .when neither on the Bars6m nor on the « Barsom)) band may

anything ® be lying.

8. If one do not say the special little service for gathering ® « the

Bars6m or the band », that must be wrong.

9. When « the Barsom bundle » is tied up, then though one may

not close the little service therefor
’’

with gazing on it, still if one « pro-

perly )) closes the little service on the sacred Dr&n cake, that can be

allowed.®

When (( the Service is performed » for being in the Holy Con-

cord of Sr6sh « the Spirit of the Moral Order », then also the case

is not different.

10. If on « taking )) the sacred Bars6m twigs, one ® press one’s

waist as if tired,® or look^° wearied,^® or be“ vexed, or « if the proper ))

^ Fafut shaik&tt^shn. ^ Kattak, ® Yahvuntak.

The pure water must be sprinkled on the bundle while one opens it, and not

after having opened it, evidently because it must then revive the flexibility of the

Barsom twigs and band, and obviate their being injured in the act of opening the

bundle.
* Here, in the text, there follows from I. 4 to I. 17 of this folio a subject

that is quite distinct from that which is being treated on, and which is disturbed

by its intrusion; hence it is transferred below, after 1. 10 of the next folio.

® Read mindavatn-ih. ® i'W®v would be better than the tto®^ of the text

^ For gathering the Barsdm and the band and tying them up into the bundle.

® It is possible to render “that should not be allowed,” by tea.dmg a-shayet

;

but .in these portions the negative expression prevailingly is (a-la-

shay^t), so we have read in this place a shayU, and have rendered the meaniiig

accordingly.

Besides recall what is said at Fol. 167, 11. Il-I3i according to which the

meaning that is preferred here, should be evident. ^ y

9 Miyan bam apar-hazhet , cf. Pr. Jl‘‘'==to lament ; to appear distracted;

19 Bam abgk; cf. Pr. be afflicted; or bata so«e#; cf;-

Pr. — to be anguished,

11 Bata ranjet ; cf. Pr. The word may be corrected to

178 A

178,1.4

178,

1. 18
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time of the Season Festival overtake one quite when the thanksgiving

service therefor has already been finished/ that surely cannot be

proper.

11. When the thanksgiving service has not yet been finished

« on the proper time of the Season Festival overtaking it))/ then

« simply,)) the Barsom bundle must be untied® and tied up again.

12. If in the sacred Dr6n Cake Service of Dah^m « the Pious

179 A Devoted One )) one place the BarsSm again as ^ the Bars6m, or the

« next » period of the day overtake one <( while engaged in the act of

that Service )),® .eYen then one need not wash the Bars6m, « although

indeed )) there is one who so says that one must wash it.

13. The Barsom twigs « in themselves )) ® can neither cause

defilement by direct contact « nor )) defilement by indirect contact.

14. Mahg6shnasp said : Behold when 2 « Bars&m twigs )) are

lying quite as one « through )) one having covered the other/ « then ))

on* account of® that® one « twig so covered up, the case of )) one

It is evidently improper that one should undertake a work of devotion and
veneration, and show signs of being tired and vexed on having gone through it.

All such work is to be accomplished most vigorously and cheerfully without
expressing any marks of fatigue or worry.

^ No unnecessary or unbecoming haste is to be manifested in the performance
of a holy function. It must take place at the proper time and at due pace.
And it is equally evident that a service performed outside its proper occasion
should certainly be wrong.

^ /.e., though the service has been commenced too early for its occasion,
still it has not been commenced so early as to be finished off before the occasion
sets in ; so it can be made valid with such special manipulations as the one here
described. ® Lakhvar sharitfmeahn.

* 01. It might signify “ to ” ; and in that case the reference would be to the
taking in of some additional BarsSm twigs. More probably however the reference
is simply to the use of the Barsfim for a second time after having been already
utilised at another sacred function.

® And when the Barsom must be untied and tied up again.
® -This qualification is necessary, because had some polluting matter attached

itself to th6 ;Bars6m, the statement could not hold then.

A^uk aevak madam gasht yakavimiinet.
®

. ^0 Ae.
The repated juxtaposition of this word in

. its different meanings is very
remar^^]^/ |[t certainly does not indicate the numeral 9 as it may at first sight
appear.
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becomes even like that when one omits one twig « in one’s service »

asd: one « sKscordingiy incurs » the sin of a Tan&phhar « penalty of

300 Stirs )),^ even as when for every « Bars6m twig of » zastd-frina
^

‘ the full length of the forearm ’ that one causes ® to be brought up,®

one scores the virtue of a Tanaphhar (( merit of 300 Stirs ))/

CHAPTER VIII: APPENDIX B

ON THE VICINITY OF NOXIOUS CREATURES WHILE
GATHERING THE BARSOM OR THE BAND

1. Noxious^ creatures are always impure; (( hence their vicinity

to the Bars6m or the Barsom band is always to be avoided

2. There is one who says : ((They are of such kinds as » the

black woodcock ^ and the voracious ® tiger.®

3. « As to » the slender^® eagle, (( even when it is » in front c< of

one gathering the Bars&m or the band )), that is allowed; so also it

is allowed (( when it is » behind (( one gathering the Bars6m or

the band ».

179,

1. 10

^ In other words, one who allows one twig of the Barsom to be entirely

covered up by another at a holy function, becomes culpable of a TanS.puhar sin.

^ The text erroneously has zat^-fren.

^ Lala hanjink] cf. Pr. = to bring out.

^ What follows in the text from here up to 1. 18 of the next folio,

treats of a theme about spreading the Barsom, which is resumed so late as at

Fol. 187, 1. 12; whereas the themes relating to the gathering of the Barsom and

the Barsom band which have been treated before this text about spreading, continue

again from FoL 180, 1. 18 ; hence that whole text from here up to Fol. 180, 1. 18

is transferred from here and joined up to what follows in Fol. 187, L 12, especially

when that passage which is found here next would be so isolated in its wrong

place in the text here, but can fit best in that other.

^ As regards the altered order of the text here see note 4 to § 6 of the

previous Appendix.

® The whole of what appears in the text as it stands is obscure. As it

intrudes into the theme of gathering and tying the Barsom and the band, it is

taken as most likely that it has a reference to avoiding the vicinity of noxious crea-

tures to the sacred operations. The idea of the dedication of animals can apparently

have nothing to do with the statements here, as it might appear at first thought.

^ Zivlakh (?) f Pr. * Hu2 , Ahalyai cf. Ar.

® Bopark i Fx.jii ..
' LHak; Pr. poor.

Hom0h; Pr. an eagle ; a phcenix; an auspicious bird.
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4. Concerning the fiery * heron ^ they have been divided ® in

opinion.’ « But according to » Parik it is not at * all ^ impure.

5. There is one who says thus ; Evidently « when the animal

in vicinity is » that ® pertaining to the order of the Most Wise Lord,®

then of course one can take « the Bars6fh twigs or the band » ;

but when it is of the order of the Harmful Spirit, one cannot take

(( them )).

6. There is one who says thus : Surely indeed when the « animal

in the vicinity )) has been « noxious » from the very commencement,*

one cannot of course' take « the Bars6m or the band »; but if it have

grown ’’
(( noxious )) afterwards,® one may take (( them )).

7. Regarding « the vicinity of » a magpie “Afrog said: Verily,

« if it be » of the whitish kind,'® that is allowed; but <( if it be » of the

blackish kind’® that cannot be permitted.

178 B Vakhsh^puhar said: Verily, if it be of the blackish kind and if it be

necessary to have « the Bars6m or the band » in hand « immediately »,

then it is permitted « to take the Barsom or the Band » with 10

178 sacred Dr6n cakes « specially included in the ceremonial ».”

1. 17

^ Tthhttk ( ?) ; cf. Pr. (*4^= fire.

*
; Pr.

—

a heron.

8 f iwr is wrong for rwiwo IWV or Wl*-

* Mindavam. ^ Zak e A^haxmazd.

® l.a., those which are noxious by nature. ’’ Uost.

8 J.6., those which are not noxious by nature but have contracted noxiousness

from some cause outside their nature.

® Kalakhchak ( ? ) ;
Pr.

18 The prev^ing colour of the magpie of the ordinary species is black, and

white occurs less conspicuously. But the text also implies a species with prevail-

ing white colour.

11 The inclusion of the 10 Drons in the Service for gathering the Barsom
removes the illegibility arising through the closeness of tho blackish magpie.

As regards the altered order in the text here, see note 4 to Fol. 178, 1. 4 in § 6

of the previous Appfehdix.
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CHAPTER IX

ON CAUSING EXHAUSTION OF THE BARSOM TREE
1. hdsxsma taoshayUt^^ draos^ vd paiti soinma*, As to him

who « must think that by gathering all he » will' have to 1. 18

shear® the Barsom either to the complete' stripping® of a

plant", unum^ vd hat-chit vd paiti sidarattMin^, or to the causing

of a hollow in It, or to the causing of any sort of flaws'*,

yezi tisrd tarb *' dendnb hathrdchh nis-hischaiti a-ratufris^^. if ((in

that case » he seeks " (( out of such plant w more " than ” 3

units'® of ((twigs)) all at a time, he shall be lacking in

spiritual merit'®.

^ See note 4 to Fol. 179, 1. 10 in Chap. VIII: App. A, § 14 above.

^ Thus corrected; see Vend, XVII., 2.

3 Genitive singular of ; see Vend. V, 38.

* Evidently the accusative singular of sbinmm, formed on the analogy of

the word chinman, from the root si — to be destroyed. Otherwise it may bo

analysed into so (== to cut) + in (the primary suffix) + ma (the secondary

suffix),

6 is evidently a corrupt PSzandicised form of the Avestan word.

® Zagurdrak (?) ; cf. Pr. j = a robber. The word could be a corrupt

form of sUrdkf but that signification follows as a distinct case.

T Dar; Ft. ® Cf. of Yas. X, 15.

» Perhaps formed from 3" = J** == to damage.

w S&rdk.

Jarm (?) ; Ar. == flaw ; or galm (?); Ar. (,1^ = a wound.

This Word has disappeared from the text, and must be restored
; see

below.

This is an adverb.

14 Cf, jojwefyjtj'o' of Yas. XL, 4. The text is corrected throughout-

18 is seemingly an error for

11 LechadL Danbr.

19 If a Barsom plant is in the danger of being totally stripped of its twigs

or of being rendered defective owing to one’s taking a greater number of twigs

from it, then one must not take from it more than 3 twigs. It is evidently presumed

that there can be no tree which must absolutely be damaged by taking from it just

3 twigs only; and that must certainly be due to the great care taken of such trees.
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2. Really, in « the case when the Bars6m is gathered in » this

« way », quite ^ from the time that the Leading Divine observes the

^ Holy Flame and the sacred Barsom twigs, <( all up to » the Ritual of

Establishing the Holy Concord in the Thanksgiving Service/ he is

half ^ « exposed » to the danger from the apostates I

3. Yo urnyaraydo ava-vaejaiti^^ As to him who ((must think

that he)> can® (( conveniently » gather of the tree (( its twigs »

quite exhaustively^ when he wants® them for the Holy Thanks-

giving Service, yezi tisro taro dendno hathra-chk hdsmti \ ratufris ;

if ((in that case» he gathers^ quite more than 3 units ((of its

twigs )) all at a time then (( alone » can he be in spiritual

merit
;
yezi dat ndit tisrd taro dendno hathra-’chis Sarm^i^, a-ratufris»

^ All this takes place in the Preliminary Service before the commencement of

the Yasna proper
;

see pp. 1-3 in Ervad Tehmurasp’s Yasna with the Ritual.

2 Only half, probably for the reason that the twigs themselves are not unfit.

^ The Leading Divine is presumed to have been acquainted with the

nature of the act, even when he has not performed it himself, and to be conniving

at the fault
;
hence he must appear to have slipped into a degree of indifference to

solemn propriety which should indicate such weakness as must half strand him

on the disbelief of the apostates. And this weakness and exposure to such danger

are said to remain until the Holy Service advances sufficiently to re-establish in

him the firmness of faith which must secure him against that danger,

^ Thus corrected, supposing it to be traceable to = to cause

exhaustion. The text has

Bard naskhumt

;

cf, Ar, striking out*

^ Thus if we take as an error for Otherwise, the

meaning would be :
—

^'^as he has to perform service at

^ This is apparently present, third person, singular of Av. (
= to cut

off), II class. Otherwise it would have to be corrected into ; but cf.

below, FoL 186, L 25, and Vend. XVII, 2, 4.

® is an error for the present, third person, singular of

{setdtan ?== to take), through its being confounded with a form of the same

looking infinitive ( sitdian = to stand) and then with the form of its

equivalent The word is rendered just below,

^ should be restored after f*
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whereas if he may not cut off ^ quite more than 3 units « of

its twigs)) all at a time, he shall be lacking in spiritual

merits

4. Note that when* it would have rained « on the Bars6m )) it

would be rendered unfit, as too much water could not be poured

thereon.^

There is one who explains thus that « in that case )) so^ much^

wetness® would be found® on spreading’' «the Bars&m )), that owing to 181 B
too® much® wetness® the ground would not admit of being spread over

with the (( proper )) sprinkling of sanctified water

5. At (( the word )) A^h.em ... ‘ Holiness ... one should take

hold (( of the Barsdm twig )); and at ... Vahistem ... ‘... the Highest

Excellence,’ one should cut it off.”

6. Twig*® after twig should fall to the accompaniment of the

Holy Text
;
and one should recite one Ashem VoM *® <(the Praise of

Righteousness )) for every twig, as just one twig should be taken with

every AAxem Vohu, « the Praise of Righteousness*®)).

^ Auftinend should be auftinet^ from auftinitan the causal of auftatan = to

fall
;
cf. Pr., The literal meaning evidently would be ‘'cause to fall/*

2 For, he would then be unnecessarily wasting time and energy in going to

other plants for gathering more twigs. Evidently the remarks here must apply

only to the case in which more than three twigs would be wanted; because when

only three twigs would be required it would be causing sheer waste to compel

taking more, although cases like that should be quite rare as there would generally

be wanted more twigs.

^ The reason for this opinion follows immediately,

^ Awir min ae.

^ Maydkihi the Huzvaresh form of dpakih; cf. Pr.

^ Yakavimunetf lit " would stand.’^

should be as in the text below. ® Awir awir*

0 should be (mayakih). Paiiyap.

See above, FoL 174, 11. 19-21. Tag ae tag.

The words which are found in the text here, must be omitted as

Ibeing intrusive.

See above, FoL 175, 11. 6-9.

58
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CHAPTER X

ON THE NUMBER OF THE BARSOM TWIGS WHILE
MARKING AND HALLOWING, THE HOLY

PRECINCTS

1. Yd zemd tisrd kzvt&h.do fra-MrayUti, As to one who ploughs

3 ciPGulap furrows on the ground «to mark the holy

precincts^)), ava i^a hciraiU^ yavahe vd gavanahe,^ vd^ and

takes over there « the portion » of the corn, ie.
^ the grain ^

or of cow’s milk''^, « as represented » in its® first milk®, yezi tisrd

tafd dendfid Jiathra-chis han-d3.nzh.aiti^, ratufris; only indeed when
one binds together, le., fast, quite more than 3 units « of

the Barsom twigs » ® just at that same time, then « alone »

can one be in spiritual merit; yezi dat nSit tkrdtard dendnd

a hath.ra-ch.is hand3.rTzhaiti^, a-ratufris. whereas when One

does not bind together quite more than 3 units « of the

Barsom twigs®)) just at that same time, one becomes

lacking in spiritual merit.

2. Indeed^® « with respect to this function » this only is certain

that “ within the 3 circular furrows that are ploughed in the ground one

^ Evidently, of the place of the Holy Thanksgiving Service-

2 The text has ( barenti ).

® This form is strange to us; and the Pahlavi also renders it by the

PSzandicised gavina, though it attempts to explain it.

*
is wrong for {ae danah).

® This meaning can be conjectured from the evident composition of the-

word, as well as from the gloss.

® Zahak
;

Pr.

Thus corrected ; see below.- Cf. Vend, IX, 49.

Here as well as below the Avestan as well as the Pahlavi give the plural, but

that is apparently a mistake.

® This must evidently be the meaning, as the main term in the sentence

as well as the general theme here must point just to that. The reference must
no doubt be to the Barsom to be used while marking and hallowing the sacred

precincts.

The next higher and appropriate number would be 5.

® Thus restored and corrected. Havmajut.
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is to place corn, i.e., grain, in one smalP basket ' with" the new milk of

the cow^, near the place of the « Bars6m » band; but a.bout other**

things** I have no knowledge.

CHAPTER XI

ON CROPPING FRESH BARSOM FOR THE SERVICE
AT THE PLACE OF ANOTHER

1. Fo anyehe asahya Baxtsma fra-sinmaiti^, As to him who
has ® to spread® the sacred Barsom twigs at the place of

another, yezi paiti-^hAo timvardo tipa-dadh.diti
, ratufrk

;

just only 182

when he crops ((the twigs » ‘ fresh ’
® (( from » the trees, i.e.,

gathers the Barsom (( quite )) fresh, then (( alone » can he be in

spiritual merit; pard upa-ddtdo fra-stvrmaiti* a-ratufrk. whereas

when he spreads those that have been cropped (( quite »

previously, he becomes lacking in spiritual merit.

2. « With regard to » the Bars6m (( that » has been gathered

(( previously )), even when one knows assuredly thus :

—

“

It has cer-

tainly been (( gathered » for me quite according to the prescribed rules,”

still then it shall be wrong (( to use it

3. (( So also » when one has not held up just that^ which

has not been gathered (( previously », one should (( certainly » be wrong.

1 Sapadok

;

cf. Pr. = a wicker basket. The k evidently marks

diminution.

2 should bo {p(xnn zahc^h ) ; seo 1. 29 of the last folio.

® Apaxik.

^ The text erroneously has

« The present indicative has this force here.

^ The Avestan expresses this sense which the Pahlavi omits from the

translation through some mistake ; still it expresses it in the gloss.

Shfio is apparently the demonstrative adjective euphonic modifica-

The twigs are rendered unfit by the simple circumstance of having been

.gathered previously, notwithstanding their having been gathered with the greatest

propriety otherwise.

s The Pasiand represents the Pahlavi (han); see just below.
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<! As regards holding it up «, it must indeed be quite evident that

it cannot be held up whenever both the hands aie to be borne into the

pure water « for the cleaning manipulations »d

4. There is one who says thus that water-cress^ likewise must be

placed there « in the Service at the place of another », as this is

just what is required according to the rule,

5. (( As regards .» a noble® and the lady^ of a noble and a ruling
*

prince ^ indeed when a person such as these has a the Holy Service »

celebrated at one's own house, then just only when one « would

place » along with the sacred Drftn cake fresh sweet basil as much as

should be necessary, then « alone )) would one have acted quite accord-

ing to the rule,

CHAPTER XII

ON THE SEVERAL POINTS IN THE HOLY TEXT
WHERE THE BARSOM MUST BE SPREAD OUT

DURING THE DIFFERENT SERVICES
1 . Hapta hentV^ Hdvana^ Ratavd, bdivxsma stxxxnaHa'^

:

<(When)>

^ It is requisite that there should also be ready freshly gathered Bars8m for

holding up, as for spreading , whenever that manipulation should be necessary.
But of course it could not be said that the Barsom was to be held up quite con-
stantly » because evidently it could not be held up whenever both the hands were
employed in some prescribed manipulation.

- Gaigant (?) ;
of. Pr. == water cress.

Bigdar ( ? ) ; Pr. lord.

Framan-aomand gahra^ taking instead of

^ The text has hanti,
^ Locative singular of Havani which here signifies any of the Yazeshn

Services held during the morning period. In this case there appears a special

reference to the services that were attended by the full graduation of the officiating

divines. It may be recalled that above at FoL 92, 1. 11, ff. the Naok N&evar
GumS-nik, the Visparat and the Bak^n Yasn are described as the services that

must specially be performed in the HS.van Gah.
While it may appear from here that the full holy graduation could specially

attend the services of the morn, it may also be inferred from what is said in the
commencement of the next folio that perhaps a lesser graduation could suffice

during the continuation into other periods of the day, of the greater
services which lasted for days together. Though such inference is not quit©
evident, one may be led to it by the association of the seven places of manipulation
with the seven divines in this instance, and the mention of only four places with
reference to the other cases^ where it might refer to only four divines on the same
analogy; and then it would not be clear why a lesser number of divines should
suffice in so great services as are referred to there, unless the reference were
simply to their continuation into further periods.

i

- I The text has but the Pahlavi indicates the correct form.
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in the Service ofthe Morn the Spiritual Masters^ are seven^

one shall spread out the sacred Barsom « accordingly))

that shall verily be brought about ^ just at seven places « in the Holy

Text)), and that manipulation shall not take place ((except just))

when one arrives (( at these several places in the text )) thus :

—

2, Paoirya, “ Yeinghe me Ashdt hachd^’' ; Firstly, at

((the text)) “ Y^ingM me ilshdt hachd ((Whose supreme

excellence owing to Righteousness the Most Wise hath

shown unto me )),’ in the text* of Holy Praise *

;

^ The Spiritual Masters are evidently the superior priests who assist the

Zaotar in the performance of the Great Yazeshn Service, just as the same term

Ratavo has indicated above at Fol. IS7^ IL 23-24. Whereas having in his mind

the passage about the 33 Ratus, which he quotes, Darmesteter observes : These

seven masters of HS.vani strangely recall the 33 Masters who approach the

sacrifice at the hour of Havani (Yas. I, 10); and as these seven masters per-

sonify the sacred texts of the Yasna, one should be inclined to infer that the 33

masters are incorporated into the 33 texts of the Staota Y'asnya recited at the

H§.van GS.h, in the Service of the Yasna,” But probably he has gone into an

error here, not simply because the term has been used previously in the significa-

tion we have preferred, but also because if his supposition were admitted, and if

the number of the places of manipulating the Barsom referred to the Ratus, it

would be ununderstandable why in the greatest and most comprehensive services

associated with the next case only four Ratus should have sufficed; whereas

our meaning can fairly meet that circumstance by taking the reference to be

simply to the four divines that could have attended during the continuation
of the great services.

^ Cf, Pr. The reference apparently is to the spreading out of the

Barsom,—probably on the Barsom-stand according to the indication of the Pahlavi

at Yas, III, 1 and Yas. XXII, 1—,
and tying it up again, at the several places in

the holy text, described here* The Barsom which is to be held in the hand alone

could be meant, as it cannot be plain how the Barsom could be spread seven times

on the ground, Darmesteter understands the reference to be simply to laying

down the Barsom on the Barsom stand, but the term stxxxnaeta and its Pahlavi

equivalent vasfareshnth must point to some act of spreading-

^ This Gathic text properly belongs to Yas. LI, 22 ; but here the reference

is to its occurrence at Yas. XV, 2 where in modern practice also certain manipula-

tions occur; see Ervad Tehmurasp’s Yasna with the Ritual at that place.

^ Frit (?), probably Av- The term seems to be technically applied to

some texts, just as Fraser appears to be applied to some other order of texts, ia

the same way. . ; ,
,

. .
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B 3. Bitya, Ahimanam Vamyanain ; Secondly, at the recitation

of the Ahuna Vaspiyas’, k the Glorifications of the Lord’s

Holy Pleasure », in tlie text of Holy Praise
;

4. Thriiya, “ Ddidl -imi Thirdly, at ((the text »

“ Ddidl moi ... ... ^ « Grant unto me
5. Ti'iirya, Ustavaifydo vd Spenid-Mairiyens vd hdlma Imnddtd ;

Fourthly, at ((the completion of)) the whole” body” of

the Ohapter"* either of Ushtavaiti®, ((the Holy Song of

Bliss ))^, or of Speota-Mainyu, (( the Holy Song of the Holy

Spirit‘d)), in” its special Holy Song”;

6. pMkhdli f,
“ Ttling/jif Asklc /'/.(Tch'i

' ‘ Fifthly at

“ Feing/ie me ^sh(it hachd’’ 'V in the text of Holy Praise '

;

7. Khsfw, “ DdidX m6i..A •' Sixthly, at « the text » “ Ddidl

mid...
”

’V in the holy® text of High Intonation ®
;

^ Between Yas, XV, 2 and Yis* XVIII, 1, there oxur no Ahuna Vairiyas,.

nor any text involving the words Ahimanam Vainyixnmh though at the end of

Yas. XVIII, at the nearest, there occur 4 Ahuna Vairiyas, Unless therefore we

suppose that the order of the texts in the Yasna might have been different in

former times, or that some Ahuna Vairiyas then existing between Yas, XV, 2 and

Yas. XVIII, 1, have now disappeared from thence, we must remain in indecision

about the reference of the text here,

^ As occurring at Yas. XVIII, 1, but having its proper place at Yas, LI, 7^

^ Ham^'daheshnih*

^ The word makes plain that the reference is to the Ushtavaiti

( u e*) Yas. XLIII ), or the Spentsl-Mainyu Hd, (f. Yas, XLVII), and not to the

complete clusters of the two Gdthas. (Yasht) is wrong for (Hat).

5 Wj mom should be or vjfoof

-

® /, e,, the first chapter only of either GEtha, to which the stanza supplying

the name of the Githa belongs.

Between the above and the next text this text occurs first at Yas, Ll^ 22,

and then at Yas, LXIII, 1. As special manipulations of the Barsom take place at

the latter, it is probable that the latter is the place here intended,
s Yas. LXV, 15,

® appears to be a technical designation of some texts of the nature of

Yas. LXV which seems to be so called here.

The word may be traced to Av* and «=havmg power, pitch, or toner

otherwise the word may ba representing in a corrupt form.
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8. Hapta\^a, Ustavaitydo vd Spentd-MainySus vdhdtdis handdtd ’

.

« And » seventhly, at « the completion of » the whole body

of the Chapter either of Ushtavaiti S « the Holy Song of

Bliss )), or of Spenta-Mainyu, « the Holy Song of the Holy

Spirit )), in ® its special Holy Song.^

9. Aat anydhu ratufrhhfu^ chatangrd^ kainghdosc^it^ hzxxsmdn 184 A
fra-stairyata^

;

Whereas in other Right Reverential Worships®,

« e.g. )) the Visparat-Dva2dah-H6m4st ’’

«. the Twelvefold Service of All

the Worshipful Ones including the Service of All the Reverential

Ones’' )), one shall spread forth the sacred Barsom 4 times

in the case of any whatsoever <(of those)), i.e., that shall verily

be brought about® at 4 places « in the Holy Text, thus))®:

—

^ Darmesteter thinks that the reference is to Yas. LXIV, 3 ; but that chapter

gives the last six sections of Yas. L, which is not the SpefztS-Mainyu Hal and

again the sequence of texts would be going wrong if we accepted the opinion.

These incongruities quite vanish when we only look a little further into the

Yasna texts: the Spe«t§.-Mainyu is wholly quoted at Yas. LXVIII, 24-29

which is the place possibly meant here.

Again the manipulation is required to take place either at the recitation of the

Spef'etS.-Mainyu or of the Ushtavaiti HS., and as regards that it may be noticed that

at Yas. LXXI, 16 where the Ushtavaiti Section is found, was probably to be

recited the Ushtavaiti Hi wholly, and there probably the manipulations indicated in

the text were to take place according to circumstances.

2 See note 6 on previous page.

^ See FoL 91, L.25. The distinction is from the Yasht-e-Havan mentioned

in the previous case,

^ When the word has puzzled scholars a little at Yt. XIV, 44, the Pahlavi

here settles the meaning to be four,” It will be recalled that the word has

already occurred at Fol. 126, 1, 4; but its Pahlavi is lost there.

® Feminine, genitive, singular, as having a reference to Ratupfri. The word

in the text is corrupt; and instead of—chft Darmesteter proposes—chdit.

^ Thus corrected to assume a Potential Atmanepada form. The text has

fra-staraiyo,

Cf. the Visparat-Do-HomS.st described below. It may be noted that the merit

of celebrating the Dvassdah-Homast is said to be 100,000 Tan^puhars ; and that

same is said to be also the merit of celebrating the Visparat when that is attended

with the full ritual; see West^s note 4 to Sh. L§.-Sh. XVI, 6. Perhaps this last is

one of the kinds mentioned here. Of course, among other services, the Rapitwin

also would be meant here.

® Sea note 2 to § 1 above. ^ See note 1 to § 1 above.
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10. Paoirya, “ YeinghS ‘ Firstly, at «the text

»

“ Yeinghe me ^ in the text of Holy Praise
;

11. Bitya, Ahunawm Vainyanani ” Secondly/^ at « the

recitations of the Ahuna® Vairiyag® ‘in^ the text of Holy

Praise’

12. * TYiritya ’ % “ Ddid\ mdi Ye Gam ‘ Third ly,
^ « at

the text » “DdiM moi Yi Gam ‘ ”
’

;

13. Tuirya, Ustavaitydo^ vd Spenid-Mainyeus vd ‘ hdtdh^

handdtd^

.

Fourthly, at the ((completion)) of the whole
body of the Chapter either of Ushtavaiti, (( the Holy Song
of Bliss )), or of Spenta-Mainyu, (( the Holy Song of the

Holy Spirit )),’ as described above, in the text of Holy Praise.

chapter XII : APPENDIX

ON THE SUBSTANCE OF THE ViSPARAT-D0-H6MiST

L In Substance^ the Visparat-D&-«H6mast® (( the Twofold

Service of All the Worshipful Ones including the Service of All the

.Reverential Ones )) is « just the same as )) the Havan-D6-H6mast (( the

Twofold Service of All the Worshipful Ones including the Service of

^ See note 3 to § 2 above. ^ The text omits these through error.

^ Ahunan Vavmn; see note 1 to § 3 above. ^ See note 6 below.

^ The text adds here the term Gathayao^

;

but if we must complete the text

here as it is given above? then that term cannot stand with hatois which has a

.subsidiary denotation,

^ Possibly, the third and the fourth places here are not the same

as those so numbered in the previous case ; they must be those that are indicated

as sixth and seventh in that connection
;

see notes 8 and 1 to § § 7

.and 8 above.

Chashiak,

® The exact signification of the Do-Homd-st is not known, but it seems from

the following that there were at least two kinds of it: in one the Holy Service of

.the Yasna was primarily concerned, and in the other the Holy Service of the Visparat

which includes the Yasna but which in substance is nothing more than that. For
an explanation of the other Homdsts see note 5 to Bah. Yt.- 59 in S. B. E* VoL V.

It is probable that in the Visparat-D6-H6m§.st the Visparat was recited along

with the Yasna every day of the period through which the Service continued -
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the Morn)) ,—^but not so even in textual^ extent * as in substance, « so

that)) when one celebrates in thanksgiving the Visparat-D6-H6mast« the

Twofold Service of All the Worshipful Ones including the Service of

All the Reverential Ones », then that being the greater ^ of both the 184 B
H6niasts, it’ lasts up to the forenoon.’

2. And (( in that respect it must be remembered that )) in which-

ever that is the greater « of the H&m^sts )), on ’both the occasions’

« when » one is to recite the Ahshtwat, « the Holy Song of Bliss »,

and the Spehdhmat, <( the Holy Song of the Holy Spirit )>,’ one is

required to recite in « that )> H6niast the Spend6mat first ®, either in
^

their proper places’ or at the close® of the Holy Thanksgiving

Service.®

3. ((The texts of the Visparat-D6-H6mflst are as follow* ))

(1)

. Vis^Sns AmeshUti SpeafUn yazamaidS ; *We adore in

gratefulness all the Immortal Holy Beneficent Powers ;
’

(2)

. Ashew 3 ” ; (( The Praise of Righteousness 3

times ))

;

Yeinghe'fn^ ... ... * Of whom, to me ... ...

• •• ««• ••• ••• •

^ Kattak. * As having more textual extent. ® Frayau
* Kola 2 via, u while reciting the passages indicated in the fourth

and the seventh places described on Fol. 183A, as well as just below.

® Evidently the reference in the first case must be to the two entire G&thas,

whereas in the next the two HS,s alone could be meant. See what follows.

® This and what follovrs below indicate that the ofder of the texts was not

the same in the D6-H6mast as in the Yasna and the Visparat.

’ The words pann gas e mj^shman are just those that are found above

in the last Folio at lines 22 and 30 ; but the exact sense is different here; as

referring to the proper places of the texts in the Yasna, i.e,, as Chapters XLIII

and XLVII, and not indicating them simply generally as in that previous case.

® Yastt sar, i.e., at Yas. LXVIII, 24-29 and Yas. LXXI, 16 possibly.

® The following texts are introduced abruptly, but as the Visparat-Do-

H6mS,st is just being talked about, and as the texts belong to the Visparat, though

with a different extent and order, one is naturally led to conclude that they are

the texts of the Visparat-D6-Homdst. Evidently it is not a complete enumeration

of the texts, but simply, a summary description of the most remarkable in order,

extent, or detail. ,

These texts probably do not properly belong to any others that we have

;

but they may be compared with Ya^. XLII, 6. See Visp. IX, O.

• 69
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(3

)

, Htzoffttzftdftt *«• ••• *
t «* the

. H3.01113.S •««

j

4«« j
•••

,

••• ••• ••• •

« Here » the H&mtst « should be » carried* on * up to :

—

(4)

Gaoidyahicha iVafs 4shao»^*; ‘I pray with adoring

worship « in respect » of the Holy Man wljo is tending Life

A-yese yesH Yasttahi Haptanghdt6is * ;
* I pray with adoring

Worship « in respect » of the Yasna Haptawghaiti, « the Holy

Thanksgiving Service of the Seven Chapters » ;

’

A-yis^ yisti v\spatibyd aeiby6 Raiubyd “ ;
* I pray with

adoring worship for all those Right Reverential Objects

••• ••• ««• ••• ... u p t o ;

—

(5)

Yat Vahkfdt*

;

‘ which is Supreme

Excellence;
’

•«» ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• Bp to *

(6)

Hudhdonghd yazamaidt'

;

‘ We gratefully

worship the Good-natured Ones
;

’

(7). Ahuretn MazdSm '

;
* the Most Wise

Lord ««• *«•' ••• ••• •• • •• • •«

(8)

Ratufrit^m yazamaide^ *_ we express

our grateful veneration for the Right Reverential Praise

4. g, ,

••• ••• u p t O’:—

(9)

. Yasnem S'urem ... “
... ;

*
... the Powerful

Worship ... ... ... ;
... ... ... ’up to Anghuyt^ hacha

* ... ... ... through conscience.’

1 Visp. IX, 1. * jRoiba, better foftaft.
•

® See end of Visp. IX, and see also the close of Visp. VI, and Visp I, 9.

*
. This text does not belong to the Visparat nor the Yasna contexts.

» Visp. IX, end; Yas. XXII, 12. ,

« Visp. X, end i Yas. XXIII, end ; and also Visp. XI, end
;
Yas. XXIV,

end; Yas. IV; 25.

T VispXI, end; Yas. XXV, 1.

« Visp.; XI, end ; Visp. XVI, O; Yas. LXXI, 2-3. and §§ 3r4 of the Gdhs.

» This indicates that there must be some text between the above, and the

following.

w Visp. XVI, O.-
- 11 Visp. XVI, O I Visp. XIV, 1^2,

11
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(10)

. Atafemo\^a idh.a AhurahS Mazddb^ ... ;

here the Holy Life-Flame of the Most Wise Lord
;

’

• •• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ' '••• ' «•* •§• •••

———
(( Then there must continue here » the texts * of the Visparat

u p t o ;«—
> . . - ,

(11)

Frditimc\ia* *

- ... and Advancement ...-

(12)

. Vacha afs«khdha^ /
' the right spoken

words ... ... j
... ... ... ... ... ... * ... ... ...u p to .

"

(13)

gaHthyaydo st6is^.
*

... of living cor-

poreal existence.’

(14)

. Ifnem Haomem ® AAiaya uz-ddiem’’ ... ;
‘ this

Haoma effervescing in -Holy Purpose
;

’

... ... ... ... ^ p to •
—

“

(15)

. Aetat Dim vhpan&m Mazistem^ ; ‘That ...

...' ;..Him,the Highest and the Most Majestic of all ...

... ... ... ... )
••• ... ... U p t O •

(16)

. ... ... Sraoshem KhshathfgwchfJ®. ‘ ... .L

the Spirit of the Moral Order and the Power of the Holy Kingdom/

(17)

. Ashm Vohd 3^
; « The Praise of Righteousness 3

times »;

Fravardne ... ...*® /
‘ I confess myself ;

Rdvanii ... 'to Havani, '« the

Spirit of the Vigour of Life’s Morn » ;

--------
Sdvanghee ... to SWa^ghi « the Spirit of

the Profit of Righteous Toil » ;

Rathwam ;
“ * of the time periods,’

1 Visp. XVI, 1. * Kartak. ^ Visp. end; Yas. LXXI, 6.
* The text here returns to Visp. XI, end ; see also Visp. VII, 1.

^ Visp. XI, end; see also Visp, VII, 4.

® The text erroneously adds here the words “up to.”

Visp. XI, end; Yas. XXV, 1. - ^ V|sp. XI, end ; Yas. XXVII, 1.

» Yas. XXVII, 11. The first text properly belongs to Yas. XXXIII, 14.

10 Yas. XXVII, 12. .... - - - -
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(18)

. Yath.d Ahil Vairiyd Yd /ferrptjkhsbio ‘
;

* As is the Lord’s Holy Will so the Atarvakhsh, « who keeps ablaze

the Holy Life-Flame ... ... ... ... ;

’

... ... Yd Yo/Otd ... ... ... ... f

* so the Zaotar, ((the Invoking Spiritual Master))

»«• ••• •••
y

(( And thereat )> one shall tender (( the response)) Ath(t Rafus

‘ So the Spiritual Master ’

((accordingly®)).

(19)

. Ashem Vohd 3\- ((The Praise of Righteousness 3

times ))

;

B Aiwi-gmdh.mahe, Yastuzhe Haptang-hatdh Humatacha Hu-

nkhtacha Huvsitrstacha aim-gtrrdhmahd* ; Ashem Vohu *-

* We impress ourselves with and appropriate, (( aye )) we impress

ourselves with and appropriate the Good Thoughts, the Good Words

and the Good Deeds of the Yasna Haptawghaiti, (( the Holy Worship

of the Seven Chapters .»
;
Righteousness is the Highest Good ’

(( this whole )) to be recited 3 times-

(20)

. Yathd Ahd, Vainyd yd At^xxvakdxshd^ ;
A

* As is the Lord s Holy Pleasure so he the Atarvakhsh, « who keeps

ablaze the Holy Life-Flame

••• 3^0 !Z(X0i‘Ch ••• ••• DU*

so the Zaotar, « the Invoking Spiritual Master » ... ...

4. That text ^ of the Holy Service^ can be less than this ; « and

indeed » it is allowed to have it in smaller extent than this
;

but such *

^ See at the close of Visp. XL
2 See at the close of Visp. XI, and Yas. XXVIL The upright stroke in the

text appears to separate this expression from the preceding ; otherwise it could be

taken in continuation of the preceding text.

® Evidentlyv if the two preceding texts are recited separately, the response

must be repeated in each case separately.

* Visp. XVII, i. ^ This is in addition to what the Visparat gives.
® Apparently the above is simply a summary of the most important texts of

the Visparat-po^Hooalst,— es^peQially those which differed in order, extent, or

detail from the teis^ts in prdi^
^ itasn kariak^ Hw##.
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cannot surely be used in a service ^ of the full assemblage of the Help-

ing^ Masters \ 185,

; 1 24
CHAPTER XIII

‘

ON THE RIGHT MANNER OF SPREADING
THE SACRED BARSOM

1 . ^Yd urmarUm bsittsma* fra-stdxxnaiti^ hamSrva.rrshajtfn^ 179,

paouru-fravdkhshem'^ ,
As to him who has, for spreading out as

Barsom, the plant with the same stem and many ® bran-

ches ®, i.e., such as whose stem is one and whose limbs are several,

vUard^fravdkhshd^^ ratufris, nSit a ^'-vt~bar6. if he takes the twigs 179 B

apart “ if he cuts them asunder, he scores spiritual merit,

((but)) not^® if“ he does not take ((them )) apart, especially

(( because “ while )) some twigs (( may thus be used )) in the service in

hand, other twigs ((can be spared to be used)) as twigs in another service.

^ Hama-rasfikih. I. e., in that case the fuller text would be essential.

® The text which follows at this stage up to 1. 12 of folio 187 is really a

continuation of the theme which is commenced at Fol. 190, 1. 11 below, and breaks

olf suddenly at 1. 17 of that folio ; and just in its place here in the text it intrudes

quite in the midst of the themes which are still treating about the Barsom,

Hence it is transferred to its right place in the text after Fol. 190, 1. 17 below.

® See note 4 at Fol. 179, !• 10 in Chap. VIII : App. A, § 14, above.

* Had this word been an adjective qualifying uruvaram, its proper form

should have been ba-ttsmanim; but probably both are nouns in the relation of direct

and indirect objects.

® The text has fra-starenH.

® The text has vartshejim.

^ As a feminine adjective in sh stem; see note 10 below.

® Pof-tah-

® Evidently the nominative singular of vi-barant.

This accusative plural decides the stem to be in sh.

The text erroneously omits this negative prefix.

Baid. The literal translation of the Avestan would be ' “(His) taking- the

twigs apart should be meritorious,”

1® La amat should be restored to the text after pask^net', see the next

folio* 1. 5. iK This is the especial cause; but other reasons, such as the awkwardness

in yoing the twig itself, may also be considered.
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2. Paoiris^ paoiri^- /mvfJkhsho fra-stzxxnaiti,^ « If however
he » has, for spreading out, many clustered® twigs, « i.e,,

»

bunched* twigs, such as on every one of which a bunch of shoots has

grown®, vj-&ijms-cha a~vt~baras~ch.a ratufris^

.

then both when he

takes them apart as well as when he does’ not take them
apart®, can he score spiritual merit,

3. Note however that it is indeed so manifested regarding the

rose withy that it " must be proper ® only when one will not have taken

apart « its clusters

4. YdhdJtxsma anahmdt^^ naemdt ham-sHzh.ditP^ hUm-vd-dzxxza-

180 A yeiYi, Asto him who all on any one side, -« the meaning may
be » thus; or « it may be », “As to him who '®, all on both' the

sides,*'
” has heaped ** up the Barsom closely together “ or

has packed*® « it » up closely together*
, v\-hard rafufns, n6k

^ The text has pao —. ® The text gives fra-starexdi,

^ Porg* Darmesteter reads pufi,

^ Lok) Pr, *==» a knot.

® What is meant is not a cluster of twigs, but individual twigs, each having

on itself a cluster of small shoots.

^ The text is here wholly corrected.

^ jilii disappeared from after ^1*5 and so must be restored.

® The bunches of small shoots on the twig need not be separated.
^

.

^ A-shayct,

Because its clustered tuft.is such as need not he taken off ; ef. above., :i?oL

177,1. 5.

This word has puzzled the Pahlavi doctors, because, they, have fluctuated

between the significations of ‘‘one
**
and “ two as its probable meanings. But

their former conjecture seems to be the correct one as ana may be another form

of aeva one.

CL Vend. VIII, 34 ; and XIII, 17, 18.

Taking instead of Probably the sides of the Zaoti

and the i^tarvakhsh.

’ 01 ham afgamt ... . Darmesteter doubtingly reads 0^ ham apinat ....

.

The meaning might otherwise be *k,. pressed up together

;

but the

sense seenis td refer to the act of spreading the Barsom, not of tying it up^into
bundles.

-.10 Or, crammed it up together ;
” see the last remark in the previous note.

The text erroneously omits -this negative prefix^- .
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a^^-%A-bard. only when he takes ((the twigsw apart can he be in

spiritual merit, but not when he does not take ((them)) apart.

5. 'Note that it, can indeed be manifested (( in this relation » that

if the top of the Bars6m twig is too '
profusely tufted * that cannot be

proper®
;
nor can it be .proper when the bulk® of the tip is just

like that of the end*.

6. Atha yath.a hUm-vahhya^ Mm-vaeshyHU^ ,
va'' naima

ham-sHshaiUi v%-baras-cha a-vi-baras-cha ratufris^. Whereas ®
,
as^“

regards him who^" with even bunching” has®® clustered

together ((the Barsom shoots » evenly and has uniformly

heaped®^ them up together on both the sides”, « both ))

when he takes” them apart as also when he does” not

take them apart can he be in spiritual merit

1 Akun ; cf. Pr, ; see above, Fol. 177, 1. 10.

2 Because this would lead to close heaping and packing. » Zaiyak.

This idea cannot of course be derived from the above passage, like the

previous one ; rather it modifies this previous idea by asserting that while the

cluster is not to be quite thick, it is also not to be removed altogether.

5 /pjjQ Mm-vah'aya ;
it riiay be derived from Ham-vfsh •“ to

spread or sprinkle evenly.

® This appears to be a denominative verb derivable from the above, form.

The text however has

• The text has -*!? instead of *» which represents •»_}•

8 Several apparent errors in the text are all corrected here.

» must be supplied as the translation of

The term iwdW) appears to be intrusive,

should bd
' 11 Ham-danih (?) : Pr. and == to roll round. Or perhaps simply

Hameshnihy lit = accumulation.

12 01 ham dgisht yakavimmet ; cf, Pr. to mix ; to embrace^

The words W nitO" intrude here from 1. 2 above.

.13 would be a better text than

14 Probably the sides of the Zaoti and the Atarvakhsh.

15
{ hard sitanet ) might be the correct expression fpr the

of the text. .

1® Achadarm^t^ ~ heaps up.

When the clustering and heaping are. uniform,|they -need not be thinned,'
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7. ((In any case)) when* the (( Bars6m twigs.)) are quite

180,
1.18 slender® along® their whole length that cannot be ^

proper*.

187, 8. Aevayachit^ ahhd hdccxsma steraiti, ratufrk. He Indeeii Is

In spiritual merit, who spreads the sacred Barsom twigs

187 B just one by one, even as one has to trim thpm well (( first )) and to

use them afterwards.®

CHAPTER XIV

ON THE RIGHT MANNER OF GOING TO FETCH
WATER FOR THE SACRED BARSOM

1. Fra&hAvay6 aiwi-gdme’’ ratufrkf ndit^ ^aitV a~frash.dvayd.

By going forth to fetch ((water)) in winter~*.e., when one

fetches® water for the sacred Bars6m ttvigs

—

is one in spiritual

merit,—not by not going forth to fetch, le., when one does

not fetch « water)).

2. Kd^'^ fra-sMitk?—yat Of *® what kind *® shall be
the going forth ?—‘ i.e., in what way ’ ? ((such that)) just** at that

section*® of Khshws V^rghzhiWs** (( the Six Utterances )) when water

^ See Fol. 177, 11. 13-14 in § 1 of Chap. VIII : App. A above.

^ And therefore, also not clustered. The proper text should be

^ This is the force in

Proper clustering and proper strength of the twigs are both necessary^

^ See note 4 to FoL 179, L 10 in Chap. VIII : App. A, § 14 above.
® An adverbial form from a^va^ The text has aevayayachit
® Hence, if they be taken in a lot and spread, each twig cannot receive such

attention individually; and such individual attention must necessitate the twigs to

be spread one by one.

The text has aiwi-gamL ® The text has paiti noit

P The text erroneously gives the negative with lam

The water was to be fetched from outside the holy precincts probably because

it was to be kept liquid by the application of heat, as the intense cold of the winter

would congeal any water that might be kept by.

The Pahlavi has k^tar which must be for hatar^

- An adverbial form from kva, Kaxtag-ach olman.

See above, Fol, 138, 1. 15, where Darmesteter has already suggested that

the reference is to Asha^sara fmnangha, asha^sara vachcmgha, asha^sara

shyaotham which words have occurred at Fol. 137, 11. 22-25*
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is wanted in winter for the sacred Barsom twigs unless ‘ one goes forth

in this ^ manner ® it should be unlawful—

?

3. Frd vd apa vd shdvayeiii. Forth either from the endsf

the sacred Bars6m twigs or away** from® their sides® shall one go/

4. Aat hama ydo^ paiti frayati tdo paiti hzxxsman upa~baraiti. 188 A
But in summer^® what ((waters » one might have close at

hand, those one is to take to the sacred Barsom twigs,”

CHAPTER XV

ON TAKING CHARGE OF THE BARSOM SPREADING
OF ANOTHER

1. Yd anyehe dahmahe hzxxstna frastarenti ” fra-jasaiti, As to

him who will’® take charge of*® the Barsom-spreading*^ of

another pious '® individual *®, i.e., when the person will take charge

of the Thanksgiving Service, i.e., the Worship, that the other has to

perform, ypzi hdi dahmd antardt naemdt hdthrahe, a-ratufris ; if the

pious individual be within the distance of a Hathra from

1 Akhef’-ach bara amat,
^ Le.^ in the manner to be described just below in the answer.

® Patmanah*
^ The words pann rbyeshm^ai Barsom are probably a mistaken repetition of

the preceding words which are the same as these, although they have the Aryan sar

instead of its Semitic equivalent rbyeshma-u,

® Bara. ® Mm kbst-ae or min kbsPih^

^ That is to say, while going to fetch the water one must not walk over the

Barsom
® Of course the reference is to apb. ® The text adds aat here,

is evidently wrong for ( hamtn ).

In summer the water that was to be sprinkled upon the sacred twigs,,

could be kept within the holy precincts and close by; for, then there could not be
the necessi y to have kept it under the application of heat outtide the holy precincts

to prevent its being congealed, as it would be necessary in winter.

This seems to be an unusual noun form in —
,
and is perhaps an

irregular locative*

The original and the Pahlavi fraz'-yamtHnet appear to indicate this-

meaning in the contexts here*

This stands to signifv the entire Service. AK
Le,, a holy priest, evidently.
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him, so that he can easily ask from him authorised ’ fsermission *

(( to take charge of the Service and still he does not ask it, then »

he shall be lacking in spiritual merit ;

188 B 2. Yesi dat mit dahmd antardt nahmh hdihrah*', niw'ii- /nJthrdt,

if however the pious individual be not within the distance

ofaHathra, *.e., within a Huthra from the man « taking

charge of the Service », fra-srdvayd'^ mlufris, 7wh a-sntvayd:^

then only by singing forth «the Services, when he

performs the Holy Service, can he score Spiritual fVlerit, not

by not singing it forth, i.e., when he does not perform it.

3. This is what becomes manifest from the Text of Holy

Wisdom that when one has made preparation for a Holy Service, and

another person takes charge of it « without authorisation )), then he goes

into retribution in respect of him who has made the preparation.^

CHAPTER XVI

ON CHARGING A CHILD, A WOMAN, A DAEVAYASNA,
OR A TANAPUHAR, TO TAKE BARSOM OR WOOD-

BILLETS TO THE PLACE OF WORSHIP
1. Yd kem-chit dahmamm a-pnindyundm astern dasti. As to

him who gives a charge® to any ofthe childrenofthe pious,®

^ Dasiohat ; Pr. permission,

2 laas baro, but the Pahiavi gahva indicates the correct word,
^ The text is corrupt here,

* /.e., he is bound to render satisfaction to that person for usurping that to

which that other had personal claim.

When a priest has got ready a Service for himself and is away from it, but
not further than at a H&thra^'s distance from it, then he is in a position himself to

carry that Service through ; and so if another priest wishes to carry that Service
through, he is bound first to take that other priest's permission.

If however the other priest has gone beyond a HEthras distance from the
Service, then possibly inasmuch as he ought not to have gone so far under the

circumstance, he forfeits his claim to those preparations ; and any other priest

may then take possession of them, and may carry the Service through without
being rendered answerable in any way.

^ is erroneous for
.
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•« i.e., )) this becomes authorised ^ by him c( thus », “ Hd‘^ bam 189 A
aesma-cha bzxtsma-ch.a. Take for me ((to the holy ritual))

these, the wood-billets and theBarsom twigs”, yezj-she dditi^

daShditi, ratufrls*

;

and if he gives them to that (( child of the
pious)) properly® cut and ready,® so that he has ® not to give it

instructions,® (( as, for instance, one dictated by the text, » Ndit thryam

upaman&m fra-vd'shsh.ayandm upat^mxnsdit ' ‘ Not of the three

uppermost twigs shall one cut ,’ then he shall be in spiritual

merit®

;

2 . Yezi dat he noit dditi dad]xditi, a-ratufris. If however he

does not give them to that ((child of the pious)) properly

cut and ready, then he shall be lacking in spiritual merit.

3. Ndirikam vd aprrmdyihkem astern dasti, When one gives a

charge to a woman ® or a child i.e., she or it is authorised by one

((to tske it yy, havdi rathwe, pathayeiti^°. ((then only when one 189 B
does” SO)) in the capacity of ((one being such a)) one’s own
lord,” oan one be proceeding” in the right way.’^®

4. Indeed that must ((always)) be ((the case)) whenever she

<(happenstobe)) in what may similarly be woman’s'’® proper functions.”

1 Madam dastobar. - Probably accusative dual.

* A noun in the instrumental case, from == to cut do'wn properly.

^ The text has a-ratufris through mistalre.

“ Rat achadarufteshn=“proper cropping” which is an appropriate rendering

of Dditi. Darmesteter very aptly recalls vdstrb-ddtainya of Visp. I, 2, and II, 2-

** La yamallelunH.

The text is corrupt and mutilatedj but its recurrence at the end of this

folio helps us to restore it. It is a fragment of some text which gave instructions

in respect of gathering the sacred Barsom twigs.

® The point is that when any such charge is given to a 'child the things must

be in ready condition, and one should not leave anything for the child to prepare,

as it is incapable of doing it.

8 The Pahlavi appears to have rendered both these terms in the plural

number ; still however ii“ may be the preposition avd, and not the plural suffix.

10 This is the form in our text here and below, though elsewhere in the

Avesta the root appears in the fourth class.

11 Otherwise, “ ( ... takes it ) for one’s own lord.’’

12 Pdtakhshd. i® The an of ndrikdn is adjectival.

1* Bahdr, A woman or a child, it must appear, could take any such charge,
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5. Daevayasnem vd tanuptnthem vd astern- dast% If one

entrusts a charge to a demon-worshipper ^ or a trans-

gressor in one’s person ic., this is authorisexl by one « to take

the fuel and the Barsom to the place of the holy ritual »; paoirydi

dahmamm paifigxmnydp^ pathayeiti, then pn the first of pious

men taking over «the charge viz., the fuel^ «and the Barsom

shall one be considered to have proceeded in the right

way^h

6. Behold concerning collaborators there is no distinction as to

self and others^ in this, viz., in it being never lawful to gather the 3

190 A twigs « indicated in » Noit thrayhn ® upamandm fra'^vdyixshaymn upa^

thte?rrr5<5it. Not of the three uppermost^ twigs shall one cut/

7. <( So also )> concerning collaborators there is no distinction as

to others and as to self <( regarding what is enjoined in » ^-thu'Trrs^ryo:

aefahe thwdm'^^ ' Thou shalt not cause thee to cut of that ...

provided that that was on authorisation from her or its lord. So also in all

other similar functions befitting a woman she could undertake them specially on

authorisation from her lord. Still it must appear from A&. Bk. I, III, 5-6 and

Bk. I, IV, 1 , etc., that under certain conditions a woman could undertake such

functions or a child could be engaged in them even without such authorisation

from either’s lord.

^ See note 9 on previous page.

- Apparently the dative of a noun from itairi’-gxrrm which is another form of

i><^in*“grrrw,=‘* to take over.*'

^ Lc., the priests. ^ Mm aesam.
^ When any of such men takes a charge to a sacred function, the first priest

meeting him on the way must take over the charge from him ; otherwise that priest

should be culpable, and the things must lose their value.

^ Hamhatahan. The reference must evidently be to those who help one

another at a holy function, and have distinctions of rank such as of the Zaoti and

the R&thwi. It is meant here that one’s holding a special rank must not exempt
one from the discharge of such duties.

^ Le., every one is equally bound to obey the injunction.

In the previous instance, thryam is the form used; both forms can

apparently be used without any distinction.

Evidently the central ones along one of which the stalk is growing.

Their destruction must apparently harm the growth of the tree.

Causal, imperative, second person singular.

This is another fragment of some text giving injuctions on the precautions

to be taken on gathering the sacred Barsom or the fuel.
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8. « So also concerning collaborators » there is no distinction

as to others and as to self as regards it being requisite for both the

persons ^ to gather « the sacred fuel and Ihe Barsom » just according

to the law, and it being unlawful when there happens wilful injury, as

when the root comes oujt:,° inasmuch as <( what is gathered » is to be

lawful as fuel and Bars6m ;—but that is to be so when it cannot be

taken into use as wood, for, when it can be taken into use as wood,

then it can be allowed even if one destroy it by the root.
®

CHAPTER XVII

ON THE QUANTITY OF THE SACRED FUEL
AND INCENSE FOR THE SERVICE

1. Ch.vat nd nitetna aesmahe paiti-har6 ratufrh? By taking

how much fuel at the least ^ is a person in spiritual merit ?

2. Yatha vzxrshnaM kehrpahe'' dms^. As much as ((when 190 B
heaped up would reach » the shoulder of one*^ having the

constitution of a vigorous ® male.’ 190,

,
- 1. 17

^ The Zaoti and the Kithwi probably ; otherwise any two of the helping

priests with distinctions of rank.

^ Taking JtesiHy (khast) instead of Otherwise the meaning must be

**
is desired (to be taken).** Cf, above, Fol. 175, 11. 13-14, and Fol. 177,

11. 16-17.

^ One must not take a tree out by its root while gathering from it the

Barsom or the Aesam, That can be done only when one wants to use it as

wood. Indeed, it must be considered wanton destruction to take it out thus

while gathering the Barsom or the Aesam.

Quantity, and not size, seems to be intended here.

Evidently an adjectival form.

This word is strange, but the Pahlavi renders dush and may signify

shoulder which idea suits the context.

T
is certainly wrong for iK'iV'

With his usual penetration Darmesteter recalls Afringdn I, 5.

It will be seen that just in the next paragraph it is stated that a hundred

loads are wanted in one of the greater services. If therefore, the reference here

be to one of the smaller services, the quantity here must be much less than that.

But if the reference be to the least quantity wanted in one of the greater

services, then evidently the quantity here must approximately equal that other.

Indeed in both the cases the meaning is left vague to a certain extent.

® See note 2 at Fol. 185, 1. 24 in Chap. XII : App., § 4 of this book.
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183, 3. « There should be kept ready at hand and » dcUtydi

pairistdi ‘ ‘well tested according to the Law,’ a hundred^ loads « of

wood-billets with incense )).

4. ((Indeed » even® the procedure® regarding the testing^ of the

incense for the Holy Thanksgiving Service isjiot different « from that

for the wood-billets)).

5. (( The wood-billets should be )) fmrdthni-drdjangho" ‘of the

length of the forearm,’ solid®, and varis'^-stavanghascha’^ ‘of the

thickness of the wrist.’
^

6. One " should guard against ® « any )> increase « herein, as

1 86 A surely » any excess “ above this is illegal, as waste.

7. There is « however » one who says thus : Verily, as it is

manifested from the Holy Wisdom, any excess above this is said to be

<( permitted up to )) 14 (( loads » altogether.

CHAPTER XVIII

ON THE PRESENTATION OF THE SACRED FUEL
AND INCENSE DURING THE SERVICE

1. Kvaaetetn aesmem^^ paiti-bardt ? Where might one take

forward the fuel ((for presentation »

?

1 Cf. Pab. Vend. V, 2.

® Sat-vdrakan (?) i cf. Pr. = hundred, and == a row ; or jh = a

load ; cf. Guj.

The reference here must evidently be to the quantity of the fuel and incense

that might be used in one of the greater Services. The smallest Hdmast lasted for

144 days and the largest for 264. In the larger Hdmasts, other texts were

additionally used beside the Yasna. To supply any ceremonial so extensive as

this, a hundred loads would not under any circumstance be too much, though, as

just above observed, the sense of a “load” must remain somewhat vague.

® Charak-ich. * Pairisti in Pdzand form.

® The text has /ya-mthjw ; cf. Vend. VII, 29.

“ Perhaps aifd-w? is for asto-wat = full of body, i.e„ solid.

’ Cf. brace in bracelet, which is said to be O. Fr. brace = arm.

* The text is corrupt in this case. ® Pflsesh«.

Vakhsh- Zayiyak. Haatog (?) ; Pr. = ruin.

This would make 114 loads at the most.
’

The text is corrupt here, and is corrected.
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2. Ar\t?ixx Ahuna^ Airyamna.- Between the Ahun as, « the

Glorifications of the Lord’s Holy Pleasure)), and the

Airyaman, « the Praise of Noble Gentility )).®

3. « The prayer by which » the fuel goes ^ to be taken into

Spiritual Account, * is this :

—

' •

Kh^hnaothra ^ With being in the Hoty Concord of

Yatlid Ahu Vairiyo ^As is the Lord's Holy Pleasure

Yazamaide ^ We express our obligations to /

In the Holy Songs (( there should be recited)) 10 times the whole

of YasnemcYia^ L,,. and the worship
^

Batata btntem^ ^ Carry ye as borne ...... o,. /

Ydsanguha'^ Atars! aesmem—ddityo-aesman . ‘Demand

thou 0 Holy Flame ! the fuel—the lawful fuel-pieces
’

4. (( And the prayer by which » the incense goes ^ to be taken into

Spiritual Account, is this:—
Ni-vaedhayemi I devoutly glorify ^

Yatha Yim Ahurem Mazdam . ‘So that Who
is the Most Wise Supreme Being

’

^ Evidently this is in the dual number. ^ See note 14 on previous page.

3 Darmesteter rightly understands this as signifying “ during the recita-

tion of the GS.thas/^‘ because the text at 11. 19-21 of this folio also appears to

indicate that sense. When so taken, the Ahunas must be the Ahuna Vair^5?as

recited at the close of Yas. XXVII. The exact place of presentation is indicated

below to be Yas- XUII, 1; see at the top of the next folio.

When that is taken to be the sense, the reference here cannot be to the mere

acts of producing the fuel for feeding the sacred fire, but must rather be to a

symbolical presentation of the fuel ; because, through the entire holy service, the

sacred fire is to be fed and kept aflame from the very first.

^ 01 puhal vazlttnet*

The following are evidently the prayers necessary for the consecration of the

fuel and the incense.

^ This apparently indicates the whole of Yas. LXII whose opening word is

just the same as here. ^ Cf. Yas. LXII, 9.

Cf. Vend. XVIII, 18-21. The text corruptly has a^:)?3o5cha:ng^£^, but the

corresponding text below at 1. 17 has yasangha which clearly indicates the form we

have restored. The reference here is evidently to the acts which promote good life.
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186 B Fradathdi^ ‘For the advancement ’

Nemo VO vanghavd / ® ‘ Homage unto you O ye good

ones !

’

Ydsanguha Atars! haoidLhdm—aetam haoid]\wi ddiiyo~baoi6hay6

.
‘ Demand thou O Holy Flame ! the incense—that incense

which is composed of « different » lawful incenses

5 . Oimchit ^ ava vdchint Gdthamm a-srutein ^aiti-bard, a-ratnfris.

On one’s taking forward ((the fuel and incense » without

reciting a single word of the Holy Songs, ' one becomes
‘ lacking in’ spiritual merit,® because one has to recite (( this)'

text of Holy Wisdom just as one goes through ((that » function.

6. Pascha^vd para vd pairi-bdsrnti, a-ratufrh. ‘ If one goes

through ((the text))’ too late, as when one goes through the

function first and recites the Holy Text afterwards, or too early, viz.,

((when one goes too early » through the Holy Text, ‘then one
becomes lacking in spiritual merit.’

7. (( The presentation shall take place on the recitation of the

texts)):

—

Ath(i Ratus ‘So the Spiritual Master

Mazdayasnd ahmi—Mazdayasno Zarathustris up to ... d-

sHith. I am a worshipper of the Most Wise One—a worshipper of the

Most Wise One according to the Holy Creed of Zarathushtra

up to... the praiseworthy glory
’

^ Cf, Yas. XXVII, 2.

® It is not plain to whom the address is made. The text erroneously has
vhmhua*

3 The text apparently signifies this, and refers to the virtues which perfume life.
* The text has umem-chit, though the Pahlavi has aevak-ach.
® Cf. 11. 5-6 of this folio, just above, where it is indicated that the fuel (and

incense) are symbolically to be presented during the recitation of the Gdlhas.
® A-ratiha the text omits the negative prefix through error.
^ No doubt the form is singular here ; and so it must indicate the radix

6arr«; cf. Pa*V*-6arr» at Vend XVII, 2 and 4, where it has a different shade of
meaning ; and see Fol. 181, 11. 6 and 9.

8 When a function is to be gone through to the accompaniment of a holy
text, evidently the function and the text must proceed at regular steps together.
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Nemd ve Gdthcio Ash<Joms / ‘ Homage unto you O ye Holy

Songs !

’

Ustd ahntdi ^ up to fra-charantd^ aeva Mazda- 187 A
yasna hzxtsimn shxxnti, ‘ Beatific gladness « shall be » for him

)’u p t 0 ‘ walking forward, those worshippers of the

Most Wise spread the sacred Barsoni twigs, ’ and
again up to yd ana ae^em ‘ who accord-

ing to pleasure /

8. Tat hama, tat aiwi-gdma. « It shall be » so in summer,
« and it shall be )> so in winter « likewise. »

9. Aat Aesh^ Y6 armdshidd aiwi-ttxtd-GdUis^ Then
He Who is abiding still in peace enthroned in the most
•exalted State® ((Evidently, the text to continue here is ))

just what we « know it to be )) in this case/ 187,

1 . 12

CHAPTER XIX

ON THE KIND AND SIZE OF THE SACRED
MORTAR AND PESTLE

1. ^This ((is)) manifested from the text of Holy Wisdom,

« viz.)):— 190,

Asmanaeihya'^ havanaUbya ratufrh, ayaxighaenibya, zema^nibya. 1. 17

One is in spiritual merit by having the m ortar’^ and pestle^

^ This appears to indicate that the presentation of the fuel and incense must
take place while reciting the Ushtavaiti Hd.

* The text has fra-charato. Cf. /m-charethwao in Yas. LXII, 8.

® Evidently the reference is to the Sacred Flame, as can be seen from

Yas. LXII, 8 ; hence the words to follow must be some such expression as

shall accept and consume these presentations ”

The text is corrected. It breaks off all of a sudden probably because it is

.assumed to be too well known to be repeated here.

It must be noted that the Pahlavi renders in plural numbers here.

* See note 4 at Fol. 179, 1. 10 in Chap. VIII : App. A, § 14, above.

® See note 2 at Fol. 185, 1. 24 in Chap. XII : App., § 4 of this book.

* The Pahlavi asimm has guided us to restore this term. Cf. Visp. X,

2, etc*

The term Havana has this combined sense which is also indicated by the

application of the dual number to it in most of the cases.
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of silver, ^ « or » of steel, « or » of porcelain. ^

—

2. Yezi anu-sydonta\ a-ratufmyo.* Indeed if they would

allow « anything essential to the Service » to be omitted,

if they would leave out anything, they would be lacking in

spiritual merit.

3. Behold, as a remedy optionally® to* be applied,’’ « an extra

quantity of » pure water should be kept ready.® It is essential for the

Barsom stand when it happens to be impure. And it is essential as a

purifying medium whenever one has to be scrupulously careful « about

cleanness)).’' It must not « however » be used for the fuel stand.®

A 4. —Ndit asiahiaeihya, ndit drvaenibya^ noii /mudkhshaew-

aeihya rcdufrh. Neither by having « the mortar and pestle »

of bone, nor of wood, nor of lead, can one be in spiritual

merit.

^ The Pahlavi gives this meaning
;
and there is no reason why that should

be rejected for the sense “ made of stone,” as is done by some scholars.
* The substance which would serve to make mortar and pestle, must be

harder than ordinary earthenware; and hence the substance here intended might
be some sort of porcelain.

® This is the form that may best be reconciled with what we have in the
text, viz., anusvao anta.

It is the imperfect, Atmanepada, subjunctive, third person plural of anu-si.
The form in the text would suggest the root ami-sn, but no meaning attached to
that term can yield a sense that may suit here ; whereas the root s» = “ to lie off”
can suggest a cogent meaning. It will also be seen that it is impossible to trace a
form of an-u$ or atirvas in this case.

Supplied on the suggestion of the Pahlavi. ^ Dusin.

® Some extra water must always be k^t by in reserve, to be used on
emergency.

^ Le., whenever the slightest accidental impurity is to be remedied.
* There is hardly any doubt that the word here expresses the aesanvdan%

evidently no water can be sprinkled on it, because the sacred fuel is to be kept
scrupulously dry.

Nor also is it difficult to explain how the form could be corrupted from

.{W : apparently as is elsewhere the case, the Aryan and its Semitic equivalent

have coalesced, through the error of the copyist, into the corrupt hybrid

® The text adds through error. The other evident errors here are

all corrected.
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5. Ddityd anyo'^ havanf’i, ddityd anyd'^

;

As the law requires

« so should be » the one^ Haoma-pounding utensil, « i.e., the

mortar, and )) as the law requires « so should be)) the other,®

i-e., the pestle
® ;

yatha sa ^ dihMtyd ® ‘ so « close ly )) are both

bound up together in view of the law/
6. When’ in both the cases® one recites the Holy Service accord-

ing to the law « first, and » performs the function « which is to accom-

pany it, afterwards )), that should be lacking in spiritual merit.®

7. Verily, « as regards » any function that must be performed

to the accompaniment of the text of Holy Wisdom, it (( can be )) quite

correct only when one manages it aright to the accompaniment of the

text of Holy Wisdom. Whereas when one recites away the Holy

Text and performs the function afterwards, that cannot be proper ;

because,’” when the Holy Text is already recited away, one will not 191 B
have (( any more )) Holy Text for recitation in accompaniment of the

function.

8.

Ocivathya nd niteinaeihya hdvanaHbya^^ ratufrh? With

how little moptar and pestle at the least is a person in

spiritual merit ?

^ The text seems to favour the form aHnyd.

If that form be correct, it must be only a variant of anyo which both the

Pahlavi and the possible sense make evident.

2 is for (zahde).

Apar-havan.

* j*!? is for the curtailed form of •*'»y

“ Apparently an adverb here.

" Nominative dual.

This is no translation of the preceding Avestan text as it may at first

sight appear, for the words directly run on into what follows-

* Probably of cleaning the mortar and of cleaning the pestle.

The reason is given below.

4“ O' before is superfluous.

It will be noticed that in the preceding instance forms of Havana have

been used.
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9. Yd^ thraydsttma" hHthn'' Ki'a* khv/s/" ’

, With such

pair' )) as must crush those Flaoma pieces into a Haoma
drink of three doses.

CHAPTER XX

ON THE HAOMA, THE WATER, AND THE MILK
FOR THE SACRED DRINK

1. dsav<'> an^Jien ? Of what size shall those

u Haoma » twig-pieces be ?

2. Bashi-^ drdjanghd, aogS" yarrso. Of the length of two
finger-breadths,"—or aevahe haom^" ‘ ... its own of

one « unit of two finger-breadths’ measure)),’—and in thickness as

much as the Vars ring" « for the electrisation ».

Nominative dual,

- The word is obscure, but seems to indicate a quantity divisible into three*

The text is corrupt, and is corrected throughout.

« CL of Yas. X, 6.

^ Accusative plural, and probably neuter.

Present, Parasmaipada, third person dual of probably a root signi-

fying to crush '
; cL = ^^to break,'’ of which might be a variant;

cf. also Pr, CD
== to moisten and crush.

The Pahlavi simply renders hiinifar; so perhaps it does not perceive a verbal

form in the original.

the mortar and the pestle. ~ The text has

® This -word is obscure. Still, it may be related to va^ the abbreviation

of dva=^two» And as finger-breadth ” is the usual unit of measure in such cases

it must appear likely that the word may signify **two finger-breadths/^

The Pahlavi nearly transcribes the word with There is however a

Persian word which resembles it, and signifies a bolt-pin**; but one

cannot be certain whether that word can bear any relation here, especially when

a bolt-pin must indicate quite a vague length.

^ The locative singular of aogcr which may be taken as a variant of aogangh^^

s\zQ^’ ; thickness’’ ; cL the forms nema and nemangh.

The text has ; but evidently the word is the accusative singular of

hava^

There can be no doubt that Farrsa: here means the Vats ring ; it must be

absurd to suppose that the hair could be meant
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3. Kat, Juim t]xrisa^ vi-bardt ? How shall that be: shall

one take them all three « to be pounded » one by one

i.e.^ shall one take thena separately in 3 « pieces » ?

4. ‘ Noit ’

; Surely not
;

« because » th-fayUm hva-dtiit upa- 192

ban\ mtufrh. by takjng every® one whatsoever of the

three® « to be pounded at once » together, can one be in

spiritual merit.^

5. Aetavat dp6 yavai aitaeibyo upaxighzttztee'^

.

« There must

be poured » just so much of water as « may be necessary »

for them for straining", such that by mixing ^ there may just be

yielded ® as much of essence® « as may be in the Haoma pieces ».

6. Kvatd-ch.it^’' geus vi-chithra^^ paiti-bard ratufrk^^- By

taking any inconsiderable^’ small quantities of animal

drink, « i.e., » fresh milk, « for mixing with the Haoma », can

one score spiritual merit.

^ This form is strange, but cf. There is no doubt

that the word means “three, one by one.’’

2 appears to be for -0^1“ {ham sris).

® 3 kwfak-ach. The ioxrxi kutah has rarely this signification ; but it may be

understood to have been composed of the indefinite pronoun ku and the suffix tak

which is perhaps only a variation of the affix tak in such forms as aevatak-

In modern practice also all the twigs are thrown together into the mortar

for pounding ; recall also B'ol. 80, 1. 28 in Nir. Bk. II, V : App. B, 13.

® Dative singular of upangharsfi.

Madam-shaikuneshnih. ^ Ham-but,

® Vari^t. ® Gun.

See above, Fol. 165, 11- 8-9. The Pahlavi has simply transliterated

kvata-chit into kuiak-ach. Of course this word is quite distinct from that explain-

ed in note 3 just above.

Vi-chithra signifies a very small quantity. Fresh milk however small in

quantity is essentially required in the preparation of the Haoma drink.

’ ® The text erroneously has a-ratufns.

O' may be read af, and may be the progenitor of Pr. ci I = scarcity. If it

were simply az, the rendering of vi-ch.hb.ra would be missing from the Pahlavi

translation.
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7. Behold, Afrog makes' known ' at “ this place that if there be

no Hallowed Portion of the Holy Sap " (( at the function of pounding

the Haoma )), the Holy Service must pass into retribution, hence it

must not be performed « in that case; and likewise )> if there be no

B Vars ring^ « for the electrisation », then also,it must pass into retribu-

tion, and « hence » it must not be performed « in that case also ».

CHAPTER XXI

ON THE THINGS IN THE HOLY APPARATUS THAT
MUST BE ONE’S OWN, AND THE THINGS

THAT MAY BE BORROWED
1. HavanaUbya mi havaSibya-cha ang-havaeibya-cha rafufris^.

A person is in spiritual merit by having the mortar*' and
pestle" of one’s own, and also by having those not one’s

own;—provided always one is® careful® thus: Surely indeed in any

case 1“ shall « always » be requesting their loan ® in the right way'*.

1 should be )«)KJ“We-

“ ^ must mean thus at this place; for, the sense of “ from ” would make

the statements of Afrog inferences from what is said above in the text ; but no

such inferences can be drawn.

® No doubt the reference is to the two cups of electrised water, filled out at

the Preparatory Service from the basin in which the Vars is moved a thousand

times while reciting the 101 Names of the Most Wise. It is so essential because

the Haoma drink is to be prepared with just this water.

* This is wanted while straining the Haoma.

® The text is absolutely corrupt here ; and so it is restored thus.

" According to the restoration of the Avestan text, the term IH? (havan)

should be supplied in the Pahlavi here.

The Pahlavi repeats here (ratiha).

® Mineshn lala yanseg^net; cf. the Persian phrase ^tA.AAlej.J =
“ anxious.”

® Bav^hunam.

One may use one’s own mortar and pestle and so also those of others

provided one borrows them in the proper manner.
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2. At\ia Haoma^ atha apa^ atha^ Vsiicrsa,^ atha aiwydonghana^
The same « may be the » case with the saci^ed Haoma
twigs; the same « may be the » case with the holy water

;

the same « may be the » case with the sacred Vars ring
« for the electrisation

;
and » the same « may be the »

case with the sacred Barsom band.®

3. Hava-^ nd gava^ hava* ahina, hava Bdimmana ratufris.^

« Whereas)) a person is in spiritual merit ((onlyw by having
one’s own animal drink® ide., fresh milk », one’s own fuel,

« and )) one’s own Barsom twigs®

.

CHAPTER XXII

ON THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE THINGS FOR
THE SERVICE SHOULD BE SOUGHT

1. Chwt aetaesh.am'^ M-ch%t upo-isdt ? How far should one 193 A
seek any whatsoever of those ((things forthe Holy Service))?

2. Yavat hdthrem. As® far as® (( one » Hasar (( of two
thousand feet )>.

3. Yd aHaesham oim^ kd-chit upd-isdt; aHavat apa-yaesh.a''^.

As to him who might have sought any one (( only » whatso-

^ The text erroneously has haomya.
^ These words have disappeared from the text, but the Pahlavi suggests

their restoration,

® All these also can be borrowed from others.

The text has havahs,

JBasanya evidently signified jiu, t.e„ fresh milk, here also; cf. above,
1. 11, of this folio.

® One cannot borrow these things from others.

The reason why some of the things can be borrowed and not others is not
quite plain. But it may be supposed that things that cannot be borrowed must be
understood to have greater essentiality of sacrifice.

^ The text here adds the word AIjMrrfwe; but it appears to be an error.
® Chand ... xak ae.

® The text has the corrupt

Perfect Parasmaipada, third person singular of apa-yash. •= to fail to get
ready.
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ever* of those « things for the Holy Service)), ‘and have

failed to get ready any more than’ just that^ much^
<( alone », antzx'c Mthrein-c\\it aHe anya upo-isdit; quite within a
Hasar’s distance shall he seek those other, u i.e., » those 4‘

(( other things for the Holy Service ))

;

4. Yezi ndit upd-isaiti, thn vd dzditif ayarr drdju vd vdsiriydt.

« Indeed » if he will not seek them and obtain them, he shall

suffer 3 blows « with the weapon of the Spirit of the
193 B Moral Order », or shall toil the length of a day « in

retribution, to render )) the thanksgiving valid'*.

5. Yd upd-isaiti, ndit vaiiasti, As to him who seeks those,

(( i.e., )) those 4 * « things for the Holy Service, and still » does not
find them, an-d-strySite.^ he is not rendered culpable ((for

that failure; i.e., » after all he is guiltless even when he does not

perform the Holy Thanksgiving Service <( owing to that )).

6. ® Farrstechjt inaghnentaschit^ srdvaydit Even as when

^ Zak e im»

* If there is no error concerning this figure, then we must understand that

the reference is just to those five things which one is allowed to borrow ;

—

the Havana, the Haoma, the Ap, the Vars, and the Ayiwy&han, Of these the

man is supposed to have only one ready with him
;

the other four he has to seek

out from within a H§.sar’s distance.

If this is so, it may be inferred that whenever the man proceeds to a Holy
Service he should invariably have ready those three things he cannot borrow.

^ Certainly it could not be meant that the Service could be performed even

without the things he should have sought out himself. Evidently those things

must have been procured by others on his failure
; because otherwise the Service

could not be performed at alb

^ The text here has 3, but see line 11 of this folio, and note 2 above.
® The expression is thus corrected.

® The text is very corrupt, but appears to be elsewhere preserved in rvhat is

numbered by Darmesteter as Fragment XII among some text-pieces in the

possessicm of the late Ervad Tehmurasp Anklesaria.

From Av. = to cover ; see above, Fol, 160, I 27.

The text has whereas Tehmurasp Fragment XII as well as the Pahlavi

vashatah-ach suggest vangharrstaschit as probably the right word here ; but as the

form of the word here is fairly clear and is warranted by its previous occurrence at

FoL 160ft 1. 27, and because a contrast of ideas immediately follows and the

expression here also may have such contrast, hence it is found best to keep the

word as it appears in the text, ® Evidently a derivative of maglina^
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one is with ^ the ((full decent » clothing^ so also when one
is barely^ covepod/ one shall sing «the Holy Text » quite up to

the commencement of the « next Holy )) Book ^
;

ye%i k^-cha ndit

is-cha? ndit ashavanem^ ain4stem^ d-stdrayHti, ((for)), whether
one is rich, as I ((now)) said/ ((or)) not rich, a holy man is

not rendered culpable for want of means, ale,,)) when he

cannot « afford to )) perform the Holy Thanksgiving Service/

7* Behold, throughout this ((Sacred)) Book^, its celebration

by a novitiate should go into retribution altogether/^ Not a single 194 A

^ Read a-vashafak-ach, Vashatak-ach is supposed to point to vashat-

dtibareshnih i.e., going without the Sadrah and the Kosti ; but no such indication

is here possible.

^ Bardhnak-ach ; i.e., without the full decent clothing, but not quite nude ;

because with the other essential of cltohing at least the sacred vestures must be on.

^ This appears to signify that he must sing through the whole of the sacred

book. The verb srdvayoit above, suggests that the reference must be to all the texts

of the Qkthos or, more comprehensively perhaps, of the entire StaotaYasnyas
;
and

here that whole or any one complete chapter of its might be meant. See such

injunctions as are given above in Nir. Bk. 1, Chaps. IV, XIV, etc. Evidently it

would be absurd to suppose the reference to be to this Fragart of the NirangastS.n

itself. Cf. the end of this Folio. Nominative singular of fsh = rich.

® The text has anra^)xavaiiem but that is evidently wrong ; cf. also Ervad

Tehmurasp’s Frag. XII which gives the correct reading, and to which the whole

of this text also belongs.

^ Ervad Tehmurasp’s Frag. XII has ainistis = want of wealth,’^ which

may in that case be taken as the subject of d-sfdrayHti.

^ As commanding the means of getting the full decent clothing.

® When a man is so very poor that he cannot even get the full decent clothing

and is quite barely dressed, then he does not become a sinner if he cannot perform a

Holy Service on account of his extreme poverty. He has simply to sing the Holy

Text instead ; and he shall thereby have performed as meritorious a deed as if he

had performed the Holy Service itself.

The holy religion of the Mazdayasnas has always been considerate towards

the poor while demanding the fulfilment of its injunctions ; see, for instance, such

liberal exemptions as at Nir. Bk. I, Chap. VIII App. B. 12, and Nir. Bk. II, Chap.

XL Indeed poverty is no sin in itself; so when poverty prevents a man from

achieving anything which sacred duty commands and which he is anxious to

carry out, he must not become culpable through that disability.

® See note 3 above.

Nod-yazU 0)* Cf. P. 22, L 11, of the text wanting in HJ and borrowed

from TD ; and Fol. 167, 1. 25.

Evidently because he cannot sing in just the right way.

62
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man should perform it indifferently except the pure’ man^ wng/iarr-

s^irs-ch«t“ ‘even though without the « full decent clothing’,*—

and as there is one who says, « except » mthtct? upa su~viixtze^

‘ « the pure poor man » in beneficial service to a master/ ®

CONCLUDING GLORIFIGATION

ilshew VoM Vahistem asii\- Righteousness is the Highest

Boon,^ that is to say, the storing'* of Virtue ” is excellent ;

—

iistd asf'i

;

ustd ahmdi hyat Ashd* Vahistdi Ashewi-

—

blessed is <( that » Righte-

ousness
;
and blessed ® « is that » for* one to whom « there must

result )) from one’s blessedness the blessedness for every one what-

soever®^ « when )) one must render Righteousness proclaimed’® to

others" as Righteousness ‘the Most Excellent Good ie.,

« when » one must practise it oneself and must preach it to others

^ No doubt is wrong for HJSJ {Jakiya).

^ Vmgh — to have clothing + ftarre = to strip -f* fa, the past participle

suffix *f- s the sign of the nominative -{- chit-

® Dative singular of ratu.

* Sw— to do benefit v&ttze, the locative singular of variza; cf . the phrase

vxtTid-saoka.

® A man so poor as to lack even the lawful clothing, and a man so poor as

to have to serve a master in honest but humble way, are too poor to observe all

the requisitions of the Holy Creed, and are therefore exempted from such duties.

See note 8 on previous page.

® The text is wrongly divided in the original.

J.e., the end of human pursuit is Righteous Perfectness,

8 ^0,^ should be jjyr [anbdr Hixfah).

® This is merely the translation of the celebrated first line of the Ushtavaiti

Gdtha; and the Pahlavi writer here has seen a close relation between that line and
the Ashem Vohu formula*

The meamug of the statement is that the most blessed man is he to whom the
right blessing is that which is the blessing of every one,—in other words, who
recognises his own good in the good of all.

Lit- must render it that which makes proclaimed “ The word
may be read yokhsimiar, and taken as a causal agentive noun traceable to Av,

CSi

=

to proclaim. Perhaps javitar is for javHan,
3.^

: he must set Righteousness before others as realised in himselL
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THE POSTSCRIPT

As^ regards him who performs the Worship of the Divine Being 194

without any doubt about the Divine Being and with (( an assurance ,

of )) the reality “ of things, such a one « is like )) a child to the

Divine Being
,
and his place is in the Supreme ^ Heavenly Condition

of Spiritual Harmony.®

As regards him who performs the Worship of the Divine Being

with « an assurance of » the reality of the Divine Being « but » with

doubt about things , such a one « is like » a brother to the Divine

Being and his place is in the Heaven^ of Supreme Excellence^

As regards him who performs the Worship of the Divine Being

with doubt about the Divine Being and with doubt about things
, such

a one « is like » a slave to the Divine Being and his place is in the

State® of Worrying Sameness®.

As regards him who performs the Worship of the Divine Being

with an assurance® of the unreality® of the Divine Being and with a

belief^ in the unreality
''

of things, such a one « is like » a foe to the

Divine Being and his place is in the Evil ® State of Spiritual Misery.®

The copyist has here appended a note in Persian which reads ;
“ Completed

on the 3rd day of the 2nd month of the year 1097 Yazdajardi, (by) the copyist.

I&mflsp, the son of Mubed Asflji , the son of Faridun , a resident of Naosflri,'*

But it is completely repeated in the Pahlavi Colophon given at the end.

^ This and the following three paragraphs before the Colophon belong to

the sayings of Saint AtrOpflt Mahraspand , which are quoted in the Sixth Book

of the Dinkard, and classed as D, § 1 by Dastur Darabji in his edition.

It is evident that the Glorification of Righteousness which has just preceded

Concludes a Fragart ;
but it is not quite clear whether these paragraphs which

follow it , are intentionally placed here to be a postscript to the work, or represent

simply a page originally belonging to some MS of the Dinkard and thence attached

to the MS of the Nirangast&n through mistake, even before it was copied. This

last may appear just possible
;

but the text can also stand as quite an apt’

postscript.

2 Aitih, “ Garoimaii. ^ Vahisht.

® Hamaistakan-

^ An-ait mineshn^h. LuH daresfmih’ * D&shah&4
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THE COLOPHON IN BENEDICTION

CONCLUDED ^ in delight, joy, and pleasure on the Aft-Vahisht

day, (c dedicated to Righteousness the Supreme Excellence », in the

195 A 2nd “ month of the year 1097 after Yasdkart, the King of Kings ;

As written through the completed effort.® of me the servant of

the Religion, Magopat J&masp, the son of AsAji lEiritun, a resident* of

Na&sari

;

For the benefit of himself and of all victorious strivers in

Righteousness ;
°

It having pleased « them® » to undertake it so long as for one

hundred and fifty years \ and that having been entrusted after the one

^ iv^o in its complete form should be

It is related to Pr. , and must be traced to Av.

conclude.

This word opens the concluding benediction of the copyist.

® See the Persian note at 1. 14 of the folio ending here.

Fraz shaikmt. Or perhaps the last word may be — industry.

^ Sakin ; Ar. J see the word in the Persian note at 1. 14 of the preced-

ing folio*

® See 11. 13—14 of this folio.

“ The people in Naosari, or Jamasp’s father and grandfather.

The MS. of the Nirangast&n is said to have been first brought to India in

1090 A- Y; i.e., only about seven years before this copy was prepared. Hence

this may signify that a hundred and fifty years ago some people in Naosari had

made up their minds to get a copy of the Nirangastin which though probably not

in India at the time, yet must have been known here then ; because, the writer of

the original copy brought here, was just that Shahpur Jamasp who wrote the letter

which Nariman Hoshang brought to India from Iran in 847 A. Y. ; and Shahpur

had copied the work seven years before this date. Hence people in India might

have heard about the Nirangastin so early as 847 A. Y. or 250 years before this

copy HJ was prepared in 1097 A. Y. Indeed HJ is simply a later copy of the

previous transcript prepared by this Shahpur whose colophon is copied in HJ folio

1,11. 17-19 thus I the servant of the Religion Shapuhar J^mEsp Shatfoy&r

Tahwproin Shatroyl.r prepared ( this ) copy in the year 840 of Yazdajard.”
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hundred and fifty years ^ unto the son of one of the children born

(( unto him who undertook it

(( Now », as to whosoever may read it,, or learn it, or assimilate®

it, or
* make it one’s own, and make remembrance in blessing of the

name of me « as )) an aspirant after Righteousness,

« Inasmuch as when » the fulfilment of Righteousness becomes

continually current through such « people » they render even me

benefitted thereby,

Hence am I rendering them

BLESSED PRAISE

herein.

^ See the last note on the previous page.

* It seems to be meant that 150 years previously jS,m4sp’s grandfather had

undertaken to procure and prepare a copy of this work, but owing to one reason

or another it could not be procured till 1090 A. Y., and the copy could not be taken

till Jimflsp wrote it seven years after.

Of course itpiustbe remembered that even if TD is older, it has come to

India very recently.

Taking instead of tVa^-

* The first -VO- is evidently for -SKr-
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4 n ; stand for, N- v : A, 8 ; B, 25 ; 0 i, 18

;

xxiv, 19 n ;
taking to place 'of worship,

W xvi; tying, K2 ii ; A, 8 ; v, 15 v : A,

1, 17, 18-20, 22; viii, 7, 17; xix, 18 ;

xxvi ; B, 4 ; N® viii, 1, 3, 16 ; washing,

viii i C, 8, 11, 12 ;
N-i v, 20 ; v ; A, 3-5,

n ;
0 ii^ 4 ;

viii, 2 ; viii : A, 12.

j

Barsom twigs, arranging, ix, 18; bring-

I

ing in ono anothor’s contact N*- ix, 17 ;

i clustorhig, v; C iii, 7; xiii, 6

;

Datush ; sec under 13 ; intfditing water for,

I
X" xiv ; Frakhogam : see wider F ; least

,

I

N'"'' vii, 2, 3 ; near boiling Vans, N- xiv : B

,

I 5 ; numbers of, varying, iii, 14 n

;

I
vii : A ;

X ;—causes which determine,

vii : B ; size of, vii, 5, ii, 0, n, 8 ;

viii : A, 1 ; trees from which taken, vii,

IM 3 ;
vii ; C, 2, 3 ;—causing exhaustion

of, X^ix; imelean, X*’' vii; C, 6, n, 7,9,

17; Zoharak: see under Z.

Basil, sweet, N" vii, 12, n.

Basin, X- xxvi : A, 2.

Basket, N-'*' x, 2.

BazaO : see Penalty.

I

Bazac c Dron, X’ x : B, 5, n ;
xiv: C, 10, 11,

12 n; X- ii : B,9;xvj, 7; xvi: B, 9 ;

xix, 27 ; xix : A, 27, 28, n ; xxii, 13 ; xxvi,

5, 15, 18, 20, 2 i ; vii ; A, 8 n.

Benediction, pp, 2; 139 ; 284, n 6 ; 411.

Benefit of offerlugs, N- xiii, 3.

Benovoionco; Ah, 15 ; right, iu life's actions,

H- xxxiii.

Bhagarifl (sacerdotal sect), A I, 2 n.

Bird for dedication, N- xiii, 42, 45.

Blessedness, pp. 137 ; 410 ; 490.

Blessing, Truth’s, A ii, 11, n.

Boar for dedication, X- xiii, 28.

Bone, N3 xix, 4.

Book, Holy, xiii, 15 ; end, n ; H- xix, 17,

n; XX, 10, 13, n; vii; B, 10, n;

xxii, 6, 7,

Borrowing things for Serviee, xxi.

Bose, Br., resoarelies of, Int. ii, p. xlvi n.

Bow, viii, 1,

Bowds, N- xiv ; A, 13 n; xviii ; 1, 4.

Boy neglecting study culpable, A v, 3.

Bread, xxvii, 9.

Bull, hairs of, for Vars, H- xiv ; A, 2.

BOr (food), xx, 4 n, 10 n ; xxii ; App., 1 n.

Butter, clarified, viii; B, 10; C, 4; N-
V : G, 20; gazing at, Nl viii ; 0, 19 posi-

tion of in sacred ofEering, viii : B, 23 ;

tasting,
'
NUi : App. 7 n; viii ; 0, 23 1 too

J,
much, NWill ; B, 23,'
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c

Cake (see Dron)
, N- xxv : App., 2.

Camel, N- xxi, 5.

(..'apacity, spiritual, merit according to, iii.

Carpet, viii i B, 22.

Cattle, value of, N“ ii : B, 11, n
;

iv, 5, N‘' i,

15 n.

Clialieo : see Cup.

Chamber for the dead, N- vi ; B, 35.

Cliapters, concerning Restoration, A iv, 24

;

Most Eminent, N‘- v : Ci, 16 ;
sacred,

xvi, 2.

Chariot-wheels, N^ iii, 3; viii, 3.

Charity, N- xxxiii, 7 ;
gift in, xiii, 2.

Chatter, A vii, 3, u, G, 8; xiv : C;

xxvi : D, 8, 9 ;
N^ vii : A, 3,

Cheese, N- xx, 3, n, 8, 18.

Child, apprenticeship of, A iv, 13; care of,

A iv, 4, 5 ;
charge of, A iv, 3 n

;
distance to

which to be taken, A iv, 7 ;
duties towards,

A iv, 13, n ;
guardian of, A iv, 8 n, 14, 15,

n; natural share of, in parental propeity,

A iv, 28, n; of Daevayasna or TanapCihar,

A iv, 23, 24 ;
of good parentage not to be

given over to wicked people, A iv, 25, 26;

of men embracing the Good Religion, A v,

4 ; of wicked creed coming over to the

Good Religion, A iv, 28 ;
qualification of,

for conducting Service, A iv ; 2 n ;
xvi,

1,3; responsibility of near relation of, A

iv, 13, n; vi, 6, n; restoration of, A iv, 17,

19, 22, n, 23, n, 24 ;
taking Barsom and

wood-billets to place of worship, xvi

;

TamtpUhar, A iv, 23, 24, 28; to be ins-

tructed, A iv; to help at priestly ofhee,

A iv, 1.

Chosroe (monarch, same as Khosro and

Noshervan), Prof,, jip,- xv-xvii ;
Int., i,

p. xxxvi ;
Av, 10 n; vii, 35 n

;
xiv, 18 n.

Cicero/Int. i, p. xxxvi.

Cleanliness, proiwr, ii, 9,

Cloaks, iv, 7.

Clothing, padded, ii, 7,n; proper, I,

'

' 23,n; XV, 2, 3; vi, 2 ;
xxii, 6, 7,

Code, Pasiish'hailrun, A iv, 16, n; Stdristan,

A iv, 16; Tdra, A 4v, 16; without benefit,

vii, 11,

Collaborators in sacred Service, xvi, 6-8,

6 n.

Colophon, P. 286, n 2; P.492, ^

Commentaiy, sacred, A ii, 4, 10 ;
v, 12 ;

vii,

1 ; N*- ix, 5 ;
xi, 1.

Commentators, ancient, see Pref., pp. xvii

and xviii.

Common pooiile, i, 9, 10; iv, J, 2, 4.

Competent man for explanations, A vi, 8, n.

Compilers, last, of this work, Prof., pp,i xvii

and xviii.

Concentration, Int, i, pi>. xxxi and xxxii ;
•

in Service, ii ; Api^., 2 ;
^'i

;
viii : c,

Concerts, Holy Ritual, N- v ; A, 13, n, 14 ;

XXX, 3 ;
N3 vii : A, 13.

Concluding Glorification, i^p. 137; 410; 490.

Confiscation, xii, 9.

Congregation, least, for Service, N*- ii: B, 10,

n; XV, 11, n.

Conjugal rights, A iii, 17.

Converts to Zoroastrianism, A iv, 28, 29 ;
v,

4-6, G n.

Cooking offered meat, N- xix, 40-—47 ;

xix : A, 17.

Cordials, honey, N-’ xvi, 2 ;
xviii.

Corn, N3 x, 1, 2 ;
best, viii : A, 2 ;

reaping,

N*- vi : B, 21 ;
sowing, vi : B, 21, 22.

Cow, N2 xxi, 4.

Creed, half-hearted, A iv, 16 n.

Cruelty to animals, N- xiii, 41, n ;
xix, 10.

Cup, xviii: B, 6, 11 ; N2 xvi, 2 ;
xx,^3, 3,

n, 6; of electrised water, iSP xx, 7 ;
of

Hallowed Portion, N2 ix, 16 n; of milk,

ix, 12, n ;
of sacred water, vii, 14 ;

of

wine, viii : B, 6.

Cyrus (monarch), Int. i, p. xxix.

D

DaC-vayasna, xii, 4, n; xxi, 1 ;
xxiii, 4;

child of, A iv, 23, 24, 28; child coming to

dishonour, responsibility as regards, A v,

11 ;
— culpability of parents of, A v, 11 ;

houses of, N2 xxv : App., 5 ; lax in mora,ls,

7-10; preceptor or disciple, A viii;

rules to rob and steal among, A v, 8 ;

servant, A ix, 2, 3 ;
taking Barsdm or

wood-billets to place of worship, NS jwi

;

woman, living with man of Good Religion,

A V, 7.

Daham (holy man), viii : A, 12.

Dakhshmast (distance), N’ vii : C, 3.

Diindat Nask, A v, 16 n.

Daiab, Dastur, A iii, 1 n.

63
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Darkness to he avoided at dedica-tioii, IS 2

vii, 4 iin, 7; x, 7, 8^ n; xxiii.

Barmesteter, x\i, In, 2 n; ii, 10 n, 17 n,

23 n ; iii, 1 n, 2 n, 5 n; iv, 2 n, 7 ii, 13 n;

h 1 n ; V3, 5 n r N- i, 1 n
;
5 n ;

ix, 1 n ;

xviii, 1 n ; xx, 3 n; xxii, 11 3i
;
xxiii, 2 n;

i, 1 11 j iv, 6 11 ; viij 4 n.

Bat {d, i\), A ii, 20 n.

Bat c* Atm-Auliarmasd (d. i*.), xV li, 20, 21 u.

Bclte Vc^h (d. r.), ii : B, 19; v: A, 14,

10 jB, 18, 20, 27 ; C iii, 1 ; C V, 0.

Dat Fa/roklio (d. r.), xV ii, 3, n; son of, N'

ii : App., 16.

Bfltgiiii (d. r.), N- vii, 35, n

;

xiv, 18, n,

Batfisli twig, N- V : C iv ; 4 n; vii, 20 n ;
ix,

11, n ;
xxxi, 7 ;

di^iped in milk, N- ix, 0.

Bat-Veh (d. i\), N- vii, 20; xxi, 7; xxv, 20 :

N ' vii : A, 13.

Da.y, Frayara of, N- v, 3, n ; vi, 3, n; khsha-

para, A ii, 23, n; length of, in old Iran,

N2 V, 3, n; IJzayara of, N- v, 3 n ;
vi, 3, n.

Dead^ chamber for the, N- vii : B, 35.

Beliaucli, N" xi, 3.

Deception, N- xi, 3.

Dedication, holy, xiii, 8; xvi, 9;

V : C i, 10 ; vi : A ii, 10 ; xv, 2; formnlas,

N“ vi : B ; xvi : B, 2 ;
in Fravartikan days,

B, 1, 6-8; of animals, .see under

Animal.

Dedication, the, p. v.

Deed, act of, i, 7 n.

Deity, adoration of, Int. ii, pp. xl, xli, and 1.

Delioions things for dedication, N- xvi, 1, n.

Demon, xxiii, 2, 6; xxv : App., 19.

Desire for sacred service, viii : B, 34,

Difficult nature of the NtrangastAn, Pref.,

pp. ix and x.

Diogenes Laertius, Int. i, pp. xxxii and

xxxiii.

Dipak Rag, Int. ii, p. xlv n.

Dirhams, A ii, 5, n.

Disciple, daSvayasna, A viii; 6 n; discus*-

sions of, A vi, 5 ; duties of, xA vi ; fee

from, A viii, 8, 10,

Discourses of preceptor, A yi, 5.

Discussions, A vi, 3, n, 5.

Dishes, K2 V : 0 V, 2 ;
vii, 7 ; xvhi, 1 ; xix, 52 ;

XX, 10.

Displacements in original texts of this work\

Pref., pp. xiv and xv.

Divines {see priests), Int. i ; N'* i, 9 ; assist-

ant, N“*xxxi; capacities of, to Judge good

(piality of offerings, N- xxxii : choice of,

A i, 2; Holy liicense of, K- xxix; f ht‘ eight,

the functions of, K- xxvii the x>laces of,

N'- xxviii ; wisest and most true, K-

xxix, 2.

Divines, 2laratliushtrian, ahstinence among,

Int. i, pp. xxxii and xxxiii ;—
•,

of meat

diet, Int. i, p. xxxii ; ancients, the, on,

Int. i, pp. xxix, xxxi—xxxiii, xxxvi,

xxxvii ; celebacy among, Int. i, p. xxxiii

;

course of study for, Int. i,
x>.

xxxi ; fame

of, Int. i, p. xxix ; functions of, Int. i, pp.

XXXV—xxxix ; high spirituality of, Int. i,

pp. xxix and xxxviii ; initiation of, l3it. i,

pp. xxxi and xxxii; instruction of, Int. i,

p, xxxi
;
marvellous powers of, Int. i, p,

xxix and Int. ii, p. xlv; ministerial opera-

tions of, Tnt. i, pp. XXXV and xxxvi

;

physicians among, Int. i, jk xxxvii;

Xiolitioal influonco of, Int. i, pp. xxxvi and

xxxvii
;

preceptors for, Int. i. p. xxxi

;

prophetic powers of, Int. i, pp.xxix, xxxvii

and xxxviii; qualifications and disqualifi-

cations for the office of, Int. i, p. xxx

;

study of, Int. i, p. xxxi ;
, times of,

Int. i, -p. xxxi ; various orders of, Int, i,

pp. xxxii-xxxv ; vision of, Int. i,
x>« xxix

;

voice of, Int. i, p. xxxi.

Doctorate, Holy, A i, 1, 4, 5; ii, 1, 12-15,

18 ; iii, 2.

Doctors of the religion, see Pref., pp. xvii and

xviii.

Dog, m xix, 47-50; xix: A, 18, 19, n;

mad, xxi, 1 b n.

Domesticated animal for dediea-tion,

37, 38.

Dose, XX, 3 n.

' Dressed, barely, sin of being (soo Clothing),

i, 23, n; iv, 2, 3; vj, 3 ; xxii, 0, n.

'Drink, saerody Int, p, xlvii; see under

Haoma.

DrOn Cake, Int. ii, p. xlviii; ii, 5, n ; viii:

B, 19,21,23; 0,1,4,11; xlv; C, 7,
9;^

' H2 V ; 0 i, 20 ; vi ; B„ 33, n,' 34, 36 ; viii,, 12;

' xih, 48 ; xxv 'I App., 18 ; xxvi : A, 2, 5, 6;

vii : A, 3 j' viii, 15 ;
viii ; B, 7 ; arrange-
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lucui of, viii: B, 2i, tiZ; biting, not

allowed, N- viii : C, 16 ; cold, without

moistiiroj viii: B, 28; consecration

of, vii, 7 ; dedication of, viii : 0,

1 ; K - ii : A, 4, 5 ; vi : B, 32 ;
gazing at,

viii: C, 11, 13, 19; ntiar sacrificed

animal xiii, 34, 35, 37 ; of tenfold

merit, N- viii, 14 ; jplaoe for arranging,

viii : B, 33 ; sprinkling water on,

viii: C, 9, n; tasting, ii : App., 7,

n, 9 ; viii: C, 2, 7, 10, 13, 15, 23 ;

N- ii : B, 9 ; V, 12 ;
v : C ii

; xix : A, 24

;

Vanot, N- xix, 14 n.

Dron Service, Int. ii, p. xlviii ; A iii, 8 ;

ii, 5 ; ii : App., 4 ; iii, 6 ; viii: Apps.;

viii : B, 16; vi : A ii, 10 ;
viii, 16 ; xiii,

43, 46, 49 ; xvi : B ; N- vii : A, 2; 4-6

;

viii, 11 ; viii : A, 9.

Dry things for Service, viii : B, 16, 17.

Dullness, natural, A v, 18.

Duties, of discixfiOj A vi
; of j)receptor, A vi.

E

Eagle, W’ viii ; B, 3.

Eatables, x^resentation of, N- xiii, 1,

Editors, last, of this work, Pref., X)i).
xv-xvii.

Efiacemeui of retribution, N- ii : A, 11 n,

12; B, 14, n.

Eggs foi’ offering, X*' xiii, 23, n
;
quality of,

N2 xiii, 24.

Elation on completing Service, ii : A, 9.

Electricity, by concussion, Int. ii, p. xl^ii; by

contact of heterogeneous metals, Int. ii,

p. xlvi; by friction, Int. ii, p. xlvii;

pyro—,
Int. ii, p. xliv ; thermo—, Int. ii,

p, xliv n.

Electro-biology, Int. ii, p, xlvi n.

Elixirs, as libations, N- xvi
;
x^rosentatiou of,

H" xviii.

Equinoctial Celebration : see RaiJithwin.

Equipment, holy, Int. ii,
i)x>.

xxxiii and

^ xxxiv;

Essence, xx, 5; sx^iritual : seo under

Spiritual.

Ewes, N2 xxi, 3.

Expense of ministerial journey, A ii, 5, 7 ;

iv, 18.

Extent, original, of this work, Pref., pp. six

and XX*

Extracts as libations, xvi, 2, n, 6.

Ezekiel, Int. ii, p. xlvi n.

F

Faith, firm, N- vi : A i, 6 ;
in ordeals, K*’

ii : B, 18 ; lack of, xiv : A, 3, 5 ; C, 10,

n
; ]Sf2 ii ; A ; vii : A, 3, n, oi'deal of,

IST- xii, 8, 13; Service of, x : B, 5;

N2 ii: B, 6.

Barman (weight), iii, 1 ii.

Farrokho (d. r.), A viii, 12.

i
Fat, for dedication, xix, 8, 31, 42.

I

Feast, N2 ii : B, 10.

! Fee, from discixde, A viii, 8, 10
;

xnuest’s,

:
A ii, 11, n; vii, 2, 3.

Festival, seasonal, Ni ii, 3, 4 ; ii : B, 11,

15 ; xi, 1, 3 ; xiii, 25, 27 ; xv, 3, 4, 6, 7 ;

xvii, 1, 3 ; xxx, 1 ; vii, 1 ;
vii : B, 1, 4 ;

viii: A, 10, 11.

Figs, juice of, xx, 18.

Fines, A vii, 6 n ; 2:^2 3

Finger-breadth measure, v : A, 11, n:

xxiv, 9, 11 ; N® xxii, 2, n.

Fire, Atfo-Bfirzln-Mitfo, A iii, 3 n

;

vi : B, 15 ; xxv : App., 6, n ; Atro-Farn-

bag, A iii, 3 n ; vi ; B, 15 ; xix, 53, 62 ;

xix: A, 21; Atro-C46simasp, A iii, 3 n;

vi : B, 15, xix, 54 ; V arhaiAii, A iii, 3 n ;

1

X, 6 ; xiv : A, 5 I B, 1 ; xix, 22, 35.

i Fire, holy, Int. ii, pp. xliv and xiv ; N" v, 20 ;

v: B,15, 17; C i, 1, 4 ; C iii, 10 ; G v,. 10;

vi ; B, 12 ; xix : B, 2 ; xxv, 11-13; blazing,

N2 V : A, 2 ;
xiii, 36, n; gazing at, IST^ ii :

I

App., 2 ; N2 X, 7;' management of, ^2 xxv :

App.; quenching, xix, 10; seat of,

V ; 0 r, 6, 7 ;—washing, !N^ xiv ; A, 5 ; B, 3,

6, n ; N2 V : C i, 3, 22 ; x, 6 ; xix, 13, 14, 21.

Fish for dedication, xiii, 44, n ; xx, 15, 16.

Flame, holy, Int. ii, p. xl; vi ; B,

17, 18 ; xxiii, 4 ; xxvi : C, 13 ; ix, 2 ;

adoration of, xiv, 3; xvi, 6; dedica-*

tion of animals to, x, 4 11 ;
glorification

of, ii : App., 12, n ;—^great, xix : A,

2 ; Hallowed Portion for, xiii, 6, llj 13,

29 ; xiv, 3 ; xiv : A, 1 ; xix, 8 ; xix : A, 10,

11, 20-23; xxvi, 5; house of, B,

24 ; vi; B, 12 n, 33,; xvi; A, 11 ; service

for, H^ix, 11,22.

Flaw in metal, xiv, 13*
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Fiii’iatioiis, A iii, a,

Fiy^ jiioxioiis, X’’ xix, 4<>, »}.

Forts, X*' V,

Frakliogtiin Barso in, X' v : A, <>,

0 iv, 5, 0 ; ix, 11 n : xxvir, “>
;

X-' viii : A,

4, o.

Frasast fak(;y X^ viii : I'k K o, i I, 24 : t ,

4, n ; X- v: C i, 20 ;
xxvi : A, 2, 4, ; F,

B; size of, XI viii:B, 24, 20; tastine,

X^ viii : C, 23 : uteiisik X^ viii : i \ o.

Frashaosktra, Saint, X^ x\-iii, o,

Fravartaiikaii (festival), A ii, 20, ii ; ii,

3 ; X : B ;
ten days of, X^ x : ii, I, t», 7,

0-10; X‘^ ii: B, 10; xvi : A, ,14.

Fravashi, hit. ii, p. xliii; gloriticatinu id.

Ini, ii, p. xlix; soe under Spiritual (‘ssoin

ces.

Froeliooiings, X- xi, 3.

Frehcliiit, A ii, 4 n.

Fruit, fresh, in thanksgiving servie*',

N* viii: B, 7, 10; (\ 10.

FshushoAiansar, X^ vi, 1.

Fuel ; Hi'e Wood.

Furrows, to mark Holy Freeinets, X-^ x, 1,2.

G

Gall, the first, X- v, n; the five, jnt, ii,

pp. xli—xliii.

GaogOshiiasp (d. r.), A i, B ; vii, S ;
Xi v, I ;

viii : B, 32 ; C, 11, 25 ;
ix, 5 ; xvi, 0 ;

N“ iii, 15 ; xii, 13 ; xiii, 23 ; xiv, 13,

Garden, herbs, X^ viii : B, 1 ; rue, X^ viii

;

B, 1.

Garbtman (paradise), p. 40

h

U^stobar (festival), Nl ix, 1» 2.

GUsar (metric foot), Ni v, 3, n.

Giltha, poeuliar souse of, K- v, 1 ,
u

; (Hongs,

B’oly) : see under S.

GuCishdi-k (good auiinal product.), Xi viii ; C,

1 n ; W ix, 5 n
; N- xiii ; 45 n ; xv, J ; xix,

' 13 ii; xxvi I A, 3, ,

Gazing, at Barsom, X"* it; App., 2; viii; (J,

id V ; 0 ii, 4' j’—tree,W xxvi ; B, 2

;

at clarified butter, X^ viii ; C, 19 ; at Bron
cake, viiitC, 11,13; at fresh fruit,

X^ viii; 0,19; at fuel and incense,

viii; 0,19; at haoma and pomegranate
root pieces, X^ v ; 0 v, 6 ; at haoma drink

; X-' v;r ii, 't ; T -in 2; nt 'n'lei'Mi lire,

; X’ : App., 2 ; X ' x, 7 ; af ’uin*', X^ viii :

: F, 10; in N ‘.nO : IF 12, iO; 3,

;

21 : X A’ ; r V. t,

I < X'' \
: n 1 n,

i
( iheo dv harii .•'rmO. ^ ,

A \'d, u. n ; X F\ ; B, ih

i Gift^ itf l'rnth'> A ii, 1 I, n.
*

j
Girtllo, .-ieTf^d. InF i% p. xli’v' ; eui, X‘d, Hi;

I

IS, I ; li»4dinif w.mpojis in, X'" i, 10,

: n, 2tF mF X- 1,7 n, I I, 17; ii, 8 ;

I

iii, o, 5A : innkin- of, X-' i, 14, 18, 21,

; 22 ; iv, 2 n : nmtorird i.f, X'h, Ihl3, 13 n,

is
;
pn;-4t i*"m »»f, X-' iii ; '-'izr* r*f, X*' i, 15, n

;

i
iM 1*0 u>.«‘d fur 1 \u,g X’‘ : iist‘ of, X*^ ii, 0 ;

' way «‘f girding mh, X’' iii, 4, u,

j

Ftlanriifg M\-rrr*;a»-rr'd appanUiH, X^ viii; (2

I

,10. 20, :n ; X ’ vdi, II.

! t donfir.-if o»H. ('Mitrluding. pp. 137 ; 410 ; 400.

I < dory. X*-' NV. .4 : w. I n,

I

tlood. liigho.t. w'i. end : X xxxiii.end;

j

X'’ wii. olid.

< »ood, 1000.0:4 tti t !(»% X' \vi ; A, U.

Graoo, Sorvivo «»{ X’ viii: F, 10 n; X*

V i ; A i. 3.

tSrnduuinm »d' diviiM\4, full. X-'* v, A,!! ;
B,

1 7 : X*-' XI n I lu I.

Gnmsfs ,X'- vd. 32.

Guard 'nnsi tip. A iw M, 15, n.

Uuanl'.nn the first preceptor, A vi, fi ii.

Giuxst ut ii house., X“ \'i ; B, 32, n.

Guests, Ihing.s as, in Herviee, X^ viii: C, 20.

Guilt, first COnun it ted, ix, 1; re|>etition

of, X- iii, 8 n.

Guts, X-’ xiii, 20,

U

HiiUowed Portion. W xiv; i\ t>-8; X- v,

9-1 I ; V ; A, 9, 1 I ;
i.J h, 7, B ; vih 4-fi ;

ix, 4 ; xiii, fi, II, 2“l. 29; xvsii ; xix;

' xix ; A ; xxiv, 8, 9, 1 1 ; mix tug, X- ix, UF

n; most sublime, N* xxxiii, 8 ;
pouring out,

X- i.x, 19-21; 19 n; tasting, N- ix, 5;

xxvi,

HamaiKtidian (spiritual state), p, 491;

Haoma, Int., i, p. xxxv ;ii, pp, xl and xli;

glorification of, N- v ; 0 iii, 1, 2 ; 0 v, 1, 24;

ix^ fi; Bcrvico, N- xiii,' 43, 45, 49 ;

Yasna, X^ xiii, 8, 45 n ; X"' iii, 14.
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Haoma, drink, N- ii : A, S ;
v, S, 12 ; v : B,

; C ii, 0 ; C iii, 1, 7 ; vii, 7 ; xiii, 48 ;

xiv * A, is ; xxvii, 7 ; N'> xix, 0 ;

l)roparat-ion of, N- v : B; C v; vii, 32;

viii, 7; straining, N- v: B, 21,22n;

N"' XX, 5.

Haoma, drinking, a" : C iii: C v, 25 ;
ix.

5; xix: A, 24 ;—way of, N- A’: C iii,

8-12.

Haoma mortar, Int. ii, p. xlvii
;

a" : B,

19, 23, 2G ; C Ay 7-9 ;
xxv, 9; xxx, 3;

kind and size of, N" xix ; wasliitig, N- a^ :

C Ay 7.

Haoma j^estle, Int. ii, p>. xlvii
;

a^ : B, 20,

21; xxAy 10; xxx, 2; kind and size of,

xix.

Haoma pounding, x : A, 0 ; N‘- Ay 10, 13 ;

N‘'’' XX,, 7.

Haoma twigs, N- ii : A, 8; B, 10; xix,

9 ; XX ; dipping in sanctified Avator, v :

B, 12 ;
purchase of, N- v : B, 3 ; selection

of, N- v ; B '1,4; size of pieces, xx,

2 ;
splitting, v : B, 18 ; C v, 11, 12 ;

to bo taken into pieces, N‘- a” : B, 4-6
;

washing of, N- a^^ : B, 4, G-8.

Haptanghaili (sacred text), iv, 1,5; N-

xiii, 4-5 n; xix, 10, 57 n; xix: A, 5 n;

xxxii, 5, G ; xii : App., 3 (4) ; 3 (10).

Harts for dedic,ation, N- xiii, 28 n.

Hathra, (distance), A ii, 23 n
;

iv, 2, n

;

XV, 1 ;
XV, 1, 2, 3 n ; 'xxii, 2, 3 ; (time),

A ii, 24, 11 ; V, 1.
I

Hatdkht (holy book and word), ii ; A, 7,

8, npB, 3, 7 ;
v'; A, 13 ; vii : A, 11, n.

Hitvan-Do-HOmast (Holy Service),

xii : App,

HaA^'afni, Int. ii, pp. xii o-ndxlii ; serAiees of,

,

N2 vi;N3xii, 1.

HeaA’-en, p, 491.

Heredity, law of, A iii, 10. n.

Heritage, A hy 28, n.

Herodotus, Int. i, p. xxix n; Int. ii, p. xlvi

n I p. xlviii n ; N- xiii, 30 n.

HeroU, viii t B, 4»

History of the MSS., Pref., pp. xx and xxi.

Holy man, xxii, G, 7 ; Augilance in, i.

Hdmast (Holy Service), xiii, 8 ; N- v, G;

. V ; A,, 13 n ; ix, 4; Aevak—,
x, 5;

E X

X : A, 6 ; N- V : A, 13 ; ixy 23 ; xvi : B, G,

7 ; N3 vii : A, 11 ; Dah—, v : A, 13 ; ix,

23, 24 ; xxiv, 10; xxxi, 7; xxxiii, end ;

N- vii : A, 12 ; Do—, X*- v : A, 13 ; ixy 23 ;

Adi : A, 12 ; xii : App. ; 1 n ; DA^azdah—

,

A Ay 1(3
;

X, 4 ; x : A, 6 ; ii : B, 0 ;

iii, 13 ; v : A, 13, 14 ; C v, 2; ixy 23, 24 ;

xvi, 3 ; xvi : B, 1, 4 ;
vii : A, 12 ; B,

11 ; xi, 9, 11 .

H5m-Dron Service, x : B, 3 ; xix : A, 21,

Hdnx-Sfcut: see Haoma Glorification.

Honey cordials, X- xvi, 2 ; xviii.

Horse, dedicated to DiA^ine Being, X-xiv : A,

2, n; hairs of, for Vars ring, .N- xiv : A,

2, n.

House, priAnite, N- xxa’' : App. 7, 8

;

vii : A, G.

Husband priA-y to wife's disgrace, A iii,

14, 15.

Husbandry, N- xi, 1.

Hiisparam Nask, N- xx, 10 n.

I

Inattention in Holy SorAdce, NMi;App.,

11 ; vi.

Incense, viii : B, 8 ; X- v : B, 9, 17 ; 0 i,

20 ; Cv, 1 , 10 ; xxau : A, 2 ; C, 0 ; prayer to

sanctify, X*""^ xviii, 4 ;
presentation of,

xxvi : A, 7 n ; X^ x\dii ; c[uautity of, for

sacred service, X*"^ xvii ; testing of,

xvii, 4.

Incumbent, what is, N'- XAy 9, 10.

Indifference, X- xiii, 15.

Indifferent merit, X- xiii, 13.

Indigence, X’ Adii : B, 12 ; X^^ xi ; no penalty

for, N2 xi, 1.

Injury, X- xii, 11; i.o animals, X^xix.vB,

13-15, 24, n ; xxii, 7, 13, 14 n.

Inspecting tilings in Service, X- : B, 15 ;

C i, 20.

Instruction, holjy A iv ; vi; viii; to ill-

intentioned wicked, A viii, 9, 11, 12.

Intention, thievish and violent, A iii, 9 n,

11, IG,

Intoxication, X^ ix
; In.

Isatvastra (Messiah), X^ x : A, 5,
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J

Jackets, X’" iv, 1; vi, 1.

Jaitiasp Asa, }). 40:3.

Jfuuaspa, Baint, X*' vii, 1, a.

Jaiuaspaji, Daslur, N*' xxii, 8 u.

Jivyam (luilk), X- xv, 1, 2 ;
xxvii, 7, n.

Journey, expense of ministerial, A ii, 5, 7 ;

iv, 18.

Judgcsliip, fitness of woman for, A Hi, 1 m
Judgment, X~ xii, 3, 7.

Juniper, X^ viii : B, G, 7.

K

Katak sheo)> for dedication, X- xiii, 28, 37.

Kayak (d. r.), N' viii : B. 34,

Khor : see rcnalty.

Khshnumans, N- vi : B.

Khfip (NiraugO* X"^' >('« *t.

KUvetyddas. A ii, S, u ; X’* xv, 3, n.

Khvetydkdasi, A iv, 17.

King of Kings, the, A iv, 2‘.h X ' i, 15, n;

X" vii: A. 7, n.

KiryHiro-llujit (d. r.), A iii, 15; iv, 7, 10,

12, 13.^, 27; vi, 5; W i, 3; viii : 1$, 4 ;

ix, 4 ; xiv : A, 1 ; X- ii, 2, 5 ;
Iii, 2, 7 ; V :

0 iii, 12 ;
C V, 24 ;

iii, 0, 7 ; vii, 5,

Knife, viii, 1 ;
plain, X’* xix : i>, 21-23;

saw toothed, iiseil jit dedication of

aniuuils, X'- xix ; B, 0-23, ii ia.

Kosti (see Baercd girdle), A 2 n.

Koumiss : see Liqixor of mare's milk.

L

Lady, Service at house of, X^ xi, 5.

Laertius, Diogenes, Int. i, pp. xxxii and

xxxiii.

Laity attending holy calling, A i, 1 n.

Lakes, X- xx,

Lamp at sacred Service, X*’ xxv; App., 13,

14, /

Law, X‘^ ix, 5 ; xi, 1 ; X^ viii, 11 ; xvi, 8;

xvii, 3 ;
xix, 5, 3 ; among aliciis, X- i,

12 ; praise of, X- i, 12, 13 ; and

Interest, ii : A, 11, ii; Good, A iv, 22;

W h 14; Holy, A ii, 4, 10 ; iv, 8, 22; v, 12;

W xii, 10 ; of heredity, A iii, 16, nj the

Act of, X^ vii, 1.

Laxity, moral, A v, 10 ; slurred, A iv, 27 n;
V, 9, 10.

Lead (luetal), X*' xix, 4.

Learning, sacred, A vii, f, 2, 0. Id; ii. 0.

Leather for saered weapons, X- xiw

Libations, X"- xvi ; xx ;
xxiii, 1, 4 — tl

;
xxiv ;

maiiuor of pouring, X- xxv.

LicMUise. Holy, X- xxix.

Life Ev<'rlp,siing, Tut. i, p. xxxv ; ii, pp.

xxxix—xii; stages of, Tnt. ii, pp. xii—xliii;

tree of, lut. ii, p. xlvi.

Licpior, driJiking, X^ ix, 1 ;—at sacnuxl

function, X'^ viii : (\ 15 of, X^ ix,

3-5; of mare\s milk, X^ ix, i.

Lore, sacred, A ii, 13 n; 14 n ; 15 n; 20 n;

25; iii, 5; iv. 2. 0, 14, n; study of, A ii,

20 n.

Lucian, lut. i, pp. xxxi aiulxxxiii.

!VI

MagiietiSiti. Divine, lut.. ii, p. \lii
;
personal,

X- XX, 1 a.

Magpitx X'* viii : H, 7, n.

Alahg5slmasj> (d. r.) X’ iii, 4 ; v, 3; viii : B.

13; (1, 3; xiv ; (A 2 ; X- xvi : H, 7; N-

viii : A, 14.

Hah'yokmrih (d. r. ), X-Axiii, 28; xix, 13; K*’

iv, 7,

Maiitle, X*» iv, 4, 5.

Mauuseripts of tiiis work, Prof., pp. xx and

\xi«

Marco Polo, X’' iv, 1 ii.

Mare, X- xxi, 3; liquor of milk of, X* Lx, 1 ;

value of, X^ i, 15 ii.

Margarjan (sin, sinner), A iv, 1, n ; v, 10 n ;

N2 i, 6 ; xiii, 3

Marjoram, sweet, viii ; B, 6.

Mart-Blit, (d, r.), N- vii, 35 ; xiv, 18,

Mart-BiU e Mfihatro e Gaogoshnasp (tl. r.),

A ii, H.

Master, spiritual, N“ i, 10 ; xvii, 3.

Matthew, Saint, Int. i, p, xxix*

Masidak the Oommunist, A ii, 8 n*

Meal, appro|)riaio, N- xi, 3 ; common or

separate, X« xviii; consecrated, X^ Us

App„ 8, 10 ; heavy, ii, 6 ; of offering,

partaking of, XUx, 1, 2.

Mean, golden, A h, 4 n.

Meat, xix ; that one can ojKer, Xii

;

washing, xix, 61 ; way of cutting, N-

xix, 15-18*
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Meat, Hallowed Portion of, N~ xix : A ;

qnantity for, N- xix, 6 ; w^a-y of present-

ing, N^xix: A, 0, 7, 10, 11.

Meditations, holy, N'’ xxx, 1
;
prescribed,

viii: B, 12.

Meeting, sacred X^x; N- xix ; B, 20 ; in

three groups, x, 1 ; in two groups,

X, 1, 6.

Members of sacred association, N^ xv ; use

of the things *of, without permission, N-

xvii.

Memory, good, v, 19.

Merit, according to spiritual capacity, N’-

iii ; spiritual, j)roportionate to active

part in Service, v.

Meritoriousness of eating consecrated things,

N2 XV, 6, 8.

Metrical foot, v, 3;—measure, vi, 3.

Milk, sacred, v: 0 iv, 1; C v, 5, 16, 21,

23, 26 ; ix, 12 ; xiii, 15, 21, 24 ; xiv : A,

13; XV, 1; xx, 1, 5, 17; xxiv, 1, 3, 6, 7,

10 ; xxvi, 2 ;
XX ; xxi, 3 ; kind of for

presentation, xiii, 18 ; xxi ; x, 1, 2 ;

prepared for offering, xx ; App.

Milking, process of, N- xxii.

Millet, N2 vii, 32.

Mithra, N^x; B, 10, n ; N-xiii, 33 n ; xix, 37.

Mithraism, Int. i, p. xxxiv ; ii, p. xlix.

Moisture, penetrating sacred weapon,

N2 xiv, 15, 18.

Month, among Babylonians, Chinese,

Egyptians, Hebrews, and Persians, N‘- ii

:

B,16n.

Moon, new, ii ; B, 16, n; of Prolific

Grace, xvi, 9 ; N2 ii : B, 16, 20 n.

Moral laxity, A V, 10; slurred, A iv, 27, n;

V, 9, 10.

Mortar i see under Haoma.

Motive, ill, worshipper’s, xxvi, 3, n.

MSS., the history of, Pref., pp. xx and xxi.

Myazd ojfiering, xv, 2.

Myrtle, viii ; B, 7.

N

Na6k Mi,6var (New Initiate), N^ x : B, 10;

N“ i, 8, n ; first service of, N^ fi : B

;

service of, N^ ii : B, 6 ; vi : A i ; N^ vii

:

A, 5/

Naok Navar (New Initiate), N^ xiv ; A, 4 ;

N2 xvi : A, 4.

Nariman Hoshang, Pref. p. xx
; p. 402 n.

Nask : see Holy Science.

Navsari priests, Ai, 2 n.

Neglect in study, culjiabie, A v, ,3.

Neophyte, N- vi ; A i, 3 n.

Neutralising sin, N- iii, 11-12.

Now Year Day, N^ x ; B, 11 ; vi : B, 5,

Nicolaus Damaseeiiiis, Int. i, p. xxxvi ; Int.

ii, p. xlvi u.

Night, services extending into, N- v, 3 n

;

ix, 3, n, 24 ; N^ viii, 11.

Nirangastan, p. 2; A i, 1 n; ii, 4 n; p. 61,

ff.; difficult nature of, Pref., pp. ix and x.

Noa-yazH (Novitiate), A iii, 3 n, 4 ; vii,
'

12 ;
vii : A, 2 ; xxii, 7.

Noble, Service at house of, N^ xi, 5.

North, peculiar associations of the, N- xxii

:

App., 5, n ; turning head towards, viii:

C, 24 ; N" xxii : App., 5 ;
xxv ; App., 11

.

Northern side of body, N^ iv, 5, n.

Noshervan, Chosroe, Great King, Pref ; ]pp.

XV-xvii ; Int. i, p. xxxvi
;
A v, 10 n; N-

vii, 35 n; xiv, 18 n.

Noxious creatures, N"^ vii, 4; N- xix, 46 n ;

N^ viii : B ; to be kept in abstinence,

N^ vii, 5, n.

O

Obstructing sacred Service, iv, 1, 3.

Ofiering, sacred, viii : 0, 15 ; N^ xiii

;

xviii, 5, 6 ; xix, 37 ; xix : A, 20 ; B, 3 11 .

Office, sacred, A ii, 16; aspirant for, quali-

fication of, A i ; condition for proceeding

to, Aii.

Omissions incurring special penalty, N^

iv : App.

Oppression, N- xi, 3.

Ordeal, BarsOm, N^ ii : B, 18, 19 ; of Faith,

N2 xii, 8, 13.

P

Paoirydtkaeshas, N^ ii, 4; ii: App., 16;

N2 V : C iii, 12 ; vi ; B, 17, n; N^ viii, 13.

Pardhom, N^ xxiii, 5 n ; xxvii, 3 ; N^ xx

;

mixing, N^ xx, 5.

Farasang, A ii, 5, 6, 23, 24 n , 26.

Parent’s responsibilities, A v, 11, n.

Parfk (d. r.), N^ viii : A, 4 ;
viii : B, 4.
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contd,

1, 2; XXX, 1; xxxii; qualification of,

N- vi: A i, 5 ; xii, 15-17 ; xiii, 16, 17, n

;

xxxi, 2 n ; seat of, v : A, 7 ; C i, 10, 11 ;

ix, 11 ; xxviii, 1 ; second, xiv : B, 6

;

tasting, viii : C, 24, 25 xxvi ; two,

celebrating services simultaneously, vi

;

woman officiating as, N- ii : B, 9.

Priest’s fee, A ii, 11, n ; vii, 2, 3.

Priestly office, A ii, 16.

Prince, Service at the house of, xi, 5.

Problems, great, Mazdean solution of, Int. ii,

p. xxxix.

Profanity, i, 1, 3.

Psalm, devotional, A vii, 6.

Puberty, age of, A iii, 17, 18; v, 11, n.

Q

.Qualification, of child for conducting

Service, A iv ; 2 n ; xvi, 1; of leading

priest, N2 vi: Ai, 5; xii, 15-17; xiii, 16,

17, n; xxxi, 2 n; of priest, Int. i, p. xxx,

of woman for conducting service, A iii, 1

n, 3, 4; HI xvi, 1, n, 4, 7, 8 ; N2 ii : B, 9.

Qualified man to sing Holy Songs, N- vii.

Quantity, of fuel at holy Service, N® xvii ; 2

n ; of Hallowed Portion of meat—,
xix,

6; of Haoma and pomegranate root-

pieces—

,

v : B, 10 ; C v, 2 ; of

incense—, xvii; of milk for mixing

with Haoma, xx, 6.

Quenching sacred fire, xix, 10.

R

Rain disturbing ritual, viii, 11, 14 ; ix, 4.

Baoddgfin^ (princess), vii,35 n ; xiv, 18 n.

Badshan (d. r.), A iv, 15 ; v, 16 ;
vii, 6

;

3Sr^ ii, 6 ; iii, 8 ; viii, 4 ; i, 7 ; ii ; B, 14 ;

V ; 0 iii, 10 ; xiii, 17 ; xix : A, 19 ; B, 9.

Bapier, viii, 1.

Bapitwin (Equinoctial Celebration), ii,

10 ; ii : A, 1 ; B, 8 ; viii ; first, ii ; B, 15,

n; V, 16, n; vii: A, 5 ; two, viii,

3, n,

Bapitwin G^h, Int. ii, p. xiii ; vi, 5 n

;

viii, 3 n ; services of, viii.

Bapp, Dr. Adolf, Pref., p. xxii.

Batufri glorification, vi, 1 ; xii, 9.

Batufriti glorification, NH, 1 ; xvi, 6a.

Batwo-Brizat (Sublime Lord), x, 4

;

N2 ii ; B, 6 ; xvi, 3, 6 ; xvi : A, 7 ; B, 1, 2,

4 ; xxvi : A, 3, 10 ; vii : B, 11.

Beceptacle for water in holy service,

viii : B, 25.

^ Becitiiig holy text improperly, xi, 3.

Recompense, xii, 11.

Religion, N2 i, 1 1 ; ii : A, 8.

Renegade, the, xii, 3 ; ix, 2.

Rest, time of, A ii, 24, n.

Retributory act, vii, 26 ;
viii, 4 ; x, 7

affacement of, ii : A, 11 n.

Reward of holy office, A ii, 11, n ;
ISfi vii,.

2, 3.

Rich, the, N2 xviii, 5 ; xxii, 6 ; corrupt

contentless, N^xi; 3 n.

Right hand side in holy ser^uce, viii : B^
6,. 8, 9, 10, 24 ; C, 17 ; lsr2 V : C i, 20 ; C iv,

4, 7 ; C V, 1 ; ix, 8, n ; xix, 19, 27 ; xix :

B, 1, 21, n ; xxvi : A, 2 ; C, 6 ; xxix, 2.

Ritual, Mazdean, Int. ii ; appendage of, Int,

ii, pp, xliii-xlvii
; essentials in, Int. ii, pp^

xl and xli.

Rivers, xx.

Robber, A iii, 9, n; xvii, 2, 4.

Robe, N® iv, 4.

Rose withy, viii, 18.

S

Sacrifice of dedicated animal, Int. ii, pp;
xlviii and xlix ; xiv ; C, 5 ; v, 9, n ;

V : C. ii, 6, 8 ; disturbed, xiii, 14 ; way
of managing, xiii, 33-37, 33 n, 40, 41,

43-45 ; xiv, 7, 8 ; xix, 23 -25.

Sages, i, 13.

Saoshyans, Apostle, and his Six Helpers,,

A ii, 10 n.

Sap, holy, Int. ii, p. xiv
; IST^ xx, 1 n ; xxiii,.

1 ; adoration of, N"! xiv, 3, n ; vii ; ix,

3b ; chapters devoted to, v : C v, 27,

28, n ; ix, 3b, n; 19, n ; 25 ; dedicating

Hallowed Portion of, in thought, ix,

13 ; Drdn Service of, xxvi ; A ; 0,

4 ;—^greater and smaller, N2 xxvi : B ;

springs of, N2 vi:
, 29, n; taking Hallowed

Portion of, N^vii, 12-31; xxvi: 0; N®
XX, 7 : time of glorifying, vii, 2-5.

Science, holy (Nask), xiv : A, 8 ; N^ix,

26 ; vii : B, 10, n.

Seas, IP XX.

64
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cor^d;

Service, holy, viii: C, 10; xiv: A, 1 ;

v ; C i, 16 ; xxvi : A, 10 ; IST^ xv, 3 ; at the

houses of the good, svi ; A, 11

;

of the gi‘eat, x, 5 ; of the

Holy Flame, xvi : A, 1 1 ; borrowing

things for, xxi ; cancelled, xiii,

7-0 ; XV, 4, 6 ; N3 xxii, 7 ; coming late at,

X ; A, 2 ; extending into two periods,

ix, 24 ;
greater, xiv: B, 3, n ; ii:

A, 7 ,* V, 17, IS ; V : B, 24 ; Ciii 3 ; vi : A ii,

3, 4; inattention in, NMi : App., 11 ; vi

;

lesser, Int. ii, pp. xlviii and xlix ; manner

of conducting, NMi : App. ; master of,

hi, 1 n; men disqualified for, x, 8 ;
merit

of participating in, xv, 2 n ; 3 n ;

Preparatory, N- v, 15 n ; v: A, 1 n ; seek-

ing things for, xxii
;

sincerity in, N-

xii, 14 ; smaller, N'* xiv : B, 2, n ; ii: A,

6 ; V, 17, 18 ; vj: A, 13 ; B, 24 ; C in, 3;

vii: A, 0 ; undertaking, N- iii, 15.

Services wliei'O Droii consecration is neces-

sary, W xvi : B.

Service-table, xvi: B, 2.

Sethih (holy rites), ii, 3, n; x : B, 3

;

ii; B, 15 ;
xvi : A, 1, 19.

Severity, A v, 3 n ; compelling penitence,

i, 10; of applying sacred weapon, xiv, 5.

Shahpilr (monarch), Pref., p. xvii.

Shahpiir Jam^sp (copyist), Pref., p. xx ; p.

492 m
Sheep for dedication, xiii, 26, 28.

Shirt, sacred, Int. ii, p. xliv ; i, 23 ; vi,

1 n ;
looseness of, i, 7 n ; ii, 6 ; hi, 5-7 ;

making of, ii, 6, 7; material of, ii, 5;

way of putting on, iv, 6.

Sick person attending place of worship,

W i, 6,

Sickness, monthly, A ii, 14, n ; 15 n ; iii, 18

;

xvi, 4.

Silver, xix, 1.

Sin, gahharik, iii, 10; hamdhmahr^n,

in, 10 n; xii, 11 n ;
positive, ii, 7, 8;

rOb^nfk, iii, 10 n; xii, 11 n.

Sinlessness, pastry of, A iv, 16, n.

SirOza, ls(2 ii : B, 1, 2 ; vi : A ii, 5 ; B, 1, 37.

Slaughtering ; see Sacrifice.

Slaves coming over to .
the Good Keligion,

A iv; 29.

Smattering out holy words, N2 ii, 4, 6, u, 9.

Songs, Holy, Int. i, p. xxxi ; x : A, 3,

4 ; xiii, 8 ; N2 i ;
xix, 12 ;

vi, 2 ; xii, 5,

8 ; xvhi, 3 ; contingent participation in

celebration of, viii ; days sacred to,

X : B, 2, 3 ; N2 ii, 3, 10 ; ii : A, 1 ; B,

10 ; iv, 4 ;*xvi : A, 16 ; failing to glorify,

N2 iv ; lowest voice for singing, viii,

7 ; means for joining in the celebration

of, Xi viii, 2, n, 5 n ; method of singing,

xii, 2 ; omissions in, iii ; xvhi, 5 ;

selection of, xiii, 8 n ; singing of, iv,

1, 2, 0 ; V, 1 ; ix, 1; x : A, 3-6 ; xiv ; IST^

ii ; i, 1;— by qualified pex'son, vii ;

—

improperly, xi, 1; xiv, 1;—listening

to, iv ; singing on compulsion, xi, 1,

Sorcery, xxvi, 3, n.

Soslub/s (d. r.), Pref. p. xviii; Aii, 11 ; iii,

15; iv, 7. 10, 12, 13a, 13b, 21, 22,

26, 27 ; vi, 5 ; NU, 2 ; viii : C, 31 ; ix, 3;

X : B, 1; xiv : A, 2 ;
C, 3 ; N- ii, 2, 4, 8 ; ii :

B, 3 ; iii, 2 ; v : C v, 24; vi ; B, 15, 19 ;

xiii, 23 ; xxi, 5, 6 ; xxiii, 8 j N® i, 19 ; iii,

3 ; vii, t>.

Soul, worth of, A i, 5.

Spenddmat (.Divine Attrib\ito and Power),

xiv I C, 7 n.

Spentamainyu Gatha, xii: App., 2.

Spiritual essences, x : B, 5 ; N- xxvi : A,

1, 2; days sacred to (Fravartinikdn),

m X : B, 1, 4 ; ii : B, 10, 15 ; xvi; A,

14 ; glorification of, ii : B, 2,

Spiritual master, severity to compel peni-

tence in, jS[- i, 10.

Sprinkling water, on BarsOm, viii ; C, 9 ;

N2 V ; A, 6, 8 ; on Dron, viii : C, 9 ; on

ground, viii : B, 33.

Sr6b service of Admonitions, ii : A, 7, n j

B, 4.

SrOsh-Dron Service, N- ii : B, 9, n ; v, 14

;

V ; C i, 8, 9, 20, 22 ; 0 h, 4 ; xvi, 3 ; xvi

;

A, 2 ; xxvi, 20 ; tasting in, N- v, 12, 13 ;

v : 0 h, 9.

Sr6sh-Hfivan Service, xxi ; App,, 1.

Srdsh-Service, v ; C i, 16 ; vi : A ii, 1, n,

2 ; xxvi : A, 10.

Srdsh6charan4ni, (sacred weapon), A ix, 3

;

xiv, I n ; 3 ; xxiii, 4, n, 6 ; xxiv, 2, 4 1

xxxi, 4 ; xxii, 4 ; (value), A vii, 8, n

;

Nl vi, 5, n; (weight), N’ iii, 1, n, 7.

Stages of Life Eternal, Int. ii, pp. xii—xlih.
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Standing, reciting Holy Text, viii : C, 18,

22 ; N2 v: C i, 15, 16.

Staota Yasna, A vi, 3, n ; N^ xiv, 3.

Steel, xix, 1.

Stdristan Code, A iv, 16 n.

St6t, N2 V : A, 13, n ; vii : A, 13.

-Stdt Yasht Nask, v : A, 13 n.

Strabo, Int. i, p. xxxii; Int. ii, p. xlvi, n; p.

xlviii n; xiii, 33 n, 36 n.

Student of Truth, N2 xxxiii, 8.

Study, sacred, A ii, 4, 9, 20 ; distance to go

for attending, A ii, 23 ; exemption from,

A vii ; extent and method of, A v

;

faultiness in, A v, 15, 16; neglect in,

culpable, A v, 3.

Suets for presentation, xiii, 20.

Sun, N2 xxii ; App., 6 ; of Righteousness,

N2 V, 1 n
;
praise of, N-- viii : 0, 10 ; xiv :

A, 8 ; xvi, 9 ; N2 ii : B, 16, 17.

T
Table, used in Service, xvi : B, 2.

"Table-cloth, used in Service, viii : B, 18.

Tahmurasp, Ervad, ii : App., 2 n; N2 v :

A, 1 n: B, 7 n, f£.; 0 i, 1 n ; vii, 12 n

;

xxii, 1 n ; xxvi : D, 1 n, ff.; viii, 16 n ;

ix, 2 n.

Tan^puhar (culpable person), A v, 10

;

XV ; N2 i, 4, 5 ; xii, 3 ; xxi, 1 ; child,

A iv, 23, 24, 28 ; disciple, A viii, 5-8 ;

preceptor, A viii, 1-4 ; servant, A ix, 2,

3 ; taking Barsdm or wood-billets at place

of worship, xvi.

Tanapiihar, merit, viii : A, 14.

TandpOhar ; see Penalty.

Tasting in sacred Service, viii: B, 15;

0, 2, 7, 10, 12-15, 22-24; N2 v, 11;

Vi: Aii, 8; xix, 13, 57, 59.

Teacher’s responsibility, A vi, 3, n.

Texts, sacred, Greater, xix, 60, 61 j

hurried or tardy recital of, xviii, 6 ;

xix, 7; Lesser, xix, 60, 61; manner

of reciting, ii:App„ 3; xvi, 2; of

high intonation, xii, 7 ; of Holy

Praise, xii, 2, 3, 6, 10, 11, 13 ; omission

of, W iv : App., xiii, 8, 9, 14, n ; iii, 7 ;

V ; C V, 29,'’;30 ; sections of, xix, 57 n.

Thief, A iii, 9, n ; xvii, 2.

Thought, Act of, N2 i, 7 n.

Tiger, viii ; B, 2.

Tired, one having gathered Barsdm, viii ;

A, 10, n; one reciting sacred text,

viii: C, 18.

Tishtrya, companions of, vi : B, 26, n.

Toil, day’s, N2 xxiv, 2, n.

Toilet, attentions to, A iii, 8 n.

Tdr^ Code, A iv, 16.

Towers, v, 2,

Translation of this work, plan of, Pref.,

p. xiii.

Transliteration of this work^ plan of, Pref.,

p. xii.

Tray, xix, 7.

Tree of Life, Int. ii, p. xlvi.

Trial, xii, 3.

Truth, blessing of, A ii, 11, n; Eternal,

Mazdean explanation of, Int. ii, p. xxxix

;

student of, N2 xxxiii, 8.

Turf, green, in Service, viii : B, 18,

U
Unchastity, A v, 10; earnings of, A v, 9.

Universe, the object of, Int. ii, p. xxxix.

I

Ushahin G^h, Int. ii, p. xii; services of,

N2 V.

Ushtavaiti Gdtha, N2 v, 3 ; xii : App. 2.

Utensils in sacred Service, viii : B, 2 ; C,

20 n.

Uzaydirina, Int. ii, p, xiii ; Services of, ix.

V
Vach, Ni xiii, 8, 10 ; N2 ii : A, 3 ; xvi : B, 4 ;

xxvi : B, 1 n.

Vakhsh^piihar (d. r.), Pref., p. xvii,, n;

viiL : B, 34, n ; 0, 14 ; xiv : A, 3 ; C, iO

;

N2 i, 14 ; ii : A, 2, 5 ; vi : B, 15 ; vii, 31,

34; viii, 10, 18 ; xiv, 4 ; xix : A, 16, 28 ;

B, 8 ; N3 viii : B, 7.

Vars ring for electrisation, Int. ii, p, xlvh

;

N2 v : B, 14, n ; C ii, 1 ; C iii, 1, 5, 6

C V, 25 ;
vii, 7, 33 ; vii, 5 ; xx, 2 ; xxi

2 ; dish holding, vii, 7, 8 ; xxv, 14;

hairs for, boiling, N2 xiv : B ;•—^taking

N2 xiv : A, n ;—twining, xiv; A, 11, 12?

washing, N2xiv: A, 4-10; B, 2, 3.

Veh-Bdst (d. r.), A iv, 16.

Vessel, common, N2 xviii; 4 n; for liquids,

N2 XX, 13 ; in Service, xix, 55, n; of

the Hallowed Portion, N- xxvi; B,ll;

1 separate, xviii ; 4 n ; skin, N2 xx, 13.
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Vestures, sacred, i; high value of, N*' i>

23 ;
least, ii; looseness of, i,

position of, iv ;
superior, ii, 4 ;

tak-

ing off, vi; way of girding on, i,

2-5.

Viands for presentation, N- xiii, 19*

Vices, inherited, A iii, 15, n.

Vichest (stanza, strophe), v, 2 n ; viii : C,

21 .

Vigilance in holy man, i.

Virtue, accumulation of, xvi, end

;

xxii, end; degrees of, N- ii : B, 11, n;

summation of, N- xxxiii, 7, n.

Vishtaspa, King, N- xxv : App., C n.

Visparat (Service), x, 4, 5 ; x : A, 6 ; N- ii:

A, 7, 13, 14 ;
vi : A i, 1 ; A ii, 1 ; xvi : B,

0, 8 ; N"> vii : A, 11 ; xii : Apin, 3 (10).

Visparat -D6-Hdinast, Substance of, N**' xii;

Ai^p.;—Bvazdah-Homiist, xii, 9.

Vitality, holy, xx, 1 n.

Vitast measure, vii, 9, 10,

Vohff Khshatixra Gatha, x : A, 6.

Vologeses (monarch), Prof., p, xvii.

W
Warrior, false, xxxiii, 2 ; true, xxxiii,

2 n.

Washing, sacred, viii; C, 6, 8, 11, 12;

xiv; A, 5 ; B, 2, 6 ; m v, 20; v; C ii, 10;

xix, 61.

Water, a body of, xx ; 9 n ; xxii, 12

;

dirty, vii, 29-31 ; moving, W vii, 35 ;

XX, 12, n ; stagnant, vii, 29 ; still,

XX, 5-8, 21, 22; stream, xx, 9, 11, 16;

swift, N2 XX, 20, 22 ; tidal, xx, 1-4,

Water, in sacred Service, Iiit. ii, pp. xlv and

xlvi; viii: B, 4, 25; ii : A, 8; xix,

19, 61 ; N^xix, 3 ; electrised, v ; B, 12

;

C V, 13 ;
fetching for Barsdm, xiv ; for

purification, vii, 34, 35 ; sanctified,

viii ; B, 20 ; xx, 17; xxvi, 6 ; ix, 4

;

, XX ; xxi, 2,

Water-cress, N® xi, 4,

Weakmindedness, A iv, 3.

Weal, Highest, xvi, end.

Wealth, attention to, A iii, 2 ; earned through
. ixnchastity, A v, 9 ; full prosperity of,

,
A ii, 5, n; right use of, A ii, 5 n, 13 15*

Weapons, iii ;
sacred, N- xiv.

Week, Babylonian, Chinese, Egyptian^

Hebrew, Iranian, N- ii : B, 16 n.

Weeks, three, of ancient month, N- ii : B,.

10, n.

Well, N2 vii,*27.

Wheat, best of corns, viii : A, 2.

Wife, duty to take at proper age, A iii, 17 j

of man coming over to the Good Religion,

A V, 5;—not to bo compelled to be a

proselyte, A 5;—to be provided for,

A v, 6.

Wine, viii : B, 3, 6, 11 ; in sacred Service,

viii : B, 3 ; C, 19 ; K*- xvi ; xx, 1, 5

;

xxvi : A, 2 ; tasting, viii : G, 23.

Wisdom, goo<l natured, N- vii, 10; Holy,

A ii, 4, 10, 21 ; iii, U) ; iv, 3, 8; v, 2 ; ii,

3; xi, 3; xiii, 7, 10, 14, 15; xiv; C, 2,

xxxiii, 8 ;—text of, N’ xiv ; B, 6 ; righ-

teous, study of, N" xi, 1.

Woful, giving, N- xxxiii, 5 ; lying, xxxiii,

3; success, N'^ xxxiii, 1.

Wolf, domesticated (?), K“ xxi, 1 b, n.

Woman, attending Varharan Fire, A iii, 3

fit for the Service of Kovitiate, A iii, 4

;

fit to be judge, A iii, 1 n ; kept, A iv, 27

n ; V, 7 ; obedience of, to husband, A iii, 75-

priest, N- xiii, 11;—leading, N-ii; B, 9 ;

proper behaviour of, A iii, 8, n; proper

functions of, xvi, 4, n ;
qualification of

for conducting Service, A iii; 1 n, 3, 4 ;•

N’- xvi, 1, n, 4, 7, 8 ; N- ii ; B, 9 ; request-

ing performance of worship, N'- vi : B, 36 ;

taking Barsom and wood- billets at sacred

Service, xvi ; to eat less on Rapffcwm,

3Sr2 viii, 18, n; wicked, to bo avoided, Av,19*

Wood (material), xix, 4.

Wood, as sacred fuel, viii : B, 8 ; v; B*,-

9,17 ; C i, 20 ; C v, 1, 10, xix, 19; xxvi ; 0,

6 ;W xvi, 5, 8 ; xxi, 3 ; prayer to sanctify,

N® xviii, 3 ; presentation of, N® xxvi ; A,-

7 n ; xviii
;
quantity of, for sacred Service,-

W xvii ; 2 n.

Wood-billets, N® xvi ; stand for, xix, 3.

Woodcock, black, viii ; A, 2,

Woods, gazing at, in worship, viii; B, 12-

Word, Act of^ N^i, 7 n»
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Word, Holy, Int, i, p. xxxi ; Int. ii, p. xlv

ji ; A iv, 3 n, 8 ; viii, 9 ; destructive to

demons, xii, 3 ; to be repeated two,

three, and four times, xii, 3 ; xiii.

Work, World’s Great, N^ xv,* 1,

World, purpose of, Int. ii, p. xxxix; spiritual,

A ii, 21.

Worship, Holy, v : 0 i 8, 21, n.

Worth, moral, N“ ii, 2 ; priest’s, N^ i, 3, n.

X
Xenophon, Int, ii, p. xii n; p. xlvi n;

p. xlviii n.

Xerxes (monarch), N^ xiii, 28 ns.

Y
Yasdi, cloth, iv, 1 n.

Yasht-a-Hjtvan, vii : A, 10, n.

Yasua (Worship), iv, 1, n; xiii, 8; N-

V, 3; xix, 10 j xix; A, 11, 12; Haptang-

hditi, NUv, 1,5; xiii, 45 n ;
xix, 10 ;

xix : A, 5 n; xxx, 5, 6; xii ; App., 3

(4), 3 (19).

Yasna sections, N^ xix, 57 n; xxv, 7,n ;

xxvii, 5.

Ydt : see Penalty.

Yazdajard (monarch)^ Int. i, p. xxix, n ; p.

492, n.

Yazdigun (minister), vii, 35 n; xiv,

18 n.

Ynjyasti (distance), A iv, 7, n ; xxvi : C,

13, n.

Z

Zarathushtra, (the Righteous One), Int. i,

pp. xxxi and xxxiii ; Int., ii, p. xlviii n ;

xii, 1 ; N2 i, 1 1 n ; vi : B, 5 n ; xviii, 5 ,

n; xxv : App., 6 n ; xxxiii, 1, 3, 5.

Zaratdsht (same as Righteous Zarathushtra)

A ii, 10 ; N2 i, 11 ; son of, A ii, 10.

Zat-Sparam (d. r.), N^, vii: B, 10 n.

Zdhar, N2 ii : A, 8, n ; V : B, 19, 21, 23, 26 ;

C iv, 1; ix, 10 ; xiv : B, 1.

ZOharak twig, ii : App., 12, n ; v ; A,

6, 11-16 ; B, 14 ; C hi, 5, 6 ; C iv ; C v,

17, 21, 22; vii, 26 n; ix, 12 n, 17 n;

xxii : App, ,4, 5 ; varying length of,

N2v: A, 12-14.

Zoroastrian, beautiful practice, viii, 1, n ;

economy, viii : A, 3 n ; fold, ii : A,

5 n; households, N- vi: B, 85 n; liberal

ideas, NWiii: B, 12 n ; xxii, 6 n;

ministers, Int, i
; most eminent temples,

N2 vi ; B, 15 n ; philosophers, i, 9 n;

ritual, Int, ii ;—essentials in, Intw ii, pp. xl

and xii; sages, ii : B, 19 n; spiritual

hierarchy, Int. i; vi ; B, 17 n.


